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_' PREFACE

The Electric and Hybrid Research, Development, and

i Demonstration Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413) required that data

be developed characterizing the state-of-the-art of electric and
hybrid vehicles. The En_.rgy Research and Development
Administration, which was given the responsibility for

_ implementing the Act, established the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle
Research, Development, and Demonstration Project within the
Division of Transportation Energy Conservation to manage the

activities required by Public Law 94-413.

I Specifically, the Act states that "Within 12 months after the

date of enactment of this Act, the Administrator shall develop
data characterizing the present state-of-the-art with respect to ....
electric and hybrid vehicles. The data so developed shall serve

l as baseline data to be utilized (I) compare
in order to

improvelaents in electric and hybrid vehicle technologies; (2) to

assist in establishing the performance standards under
subsection

( (b) (I) _ and (3) to otherwise assist in carrying out the purposes

of this section".

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration under an

Interagency Agreement (Number EC-77-A-31-1011) was requested by
ERDA to develop data in support of the state-of--the-art
characterization. The Lewis Research Center, which was made the

responsible NASA Center for this project, was supported by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. In addition to data developed by NASA,
additional vehicle performance data were provided by the U.S. AL'my
Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MERADCOM)

I under a separate Interagency Agreement with ERDA. Information on d

- regenerative braking was provided by the LawrenCe Livermore ,
Laboratory, which is conducting a separate study on the suDject as
required by Public Law 94-413. Information on the use of electric
buses throughout the worl.d was provided by the Department of t
Transportation from a survey they funded with support fro_ ERDA.

This report presents the data obtained from the electric and
hybrid vehicles tested, information collected from users of
electric vehicles, and data and information on electc!c and hybrid
vehicles obtained on a worldwide basis from manufacture_:s and
available literature. The data and information thus obtained have
been eval_,ated and compiled to present the stat-.-of-the-art of
electric a%d hybrid vehicles at the time of preparation of this
document.

I
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AC alternating current

Ah ampere hour

BSW battery switching

C co_ercial vehicle

CO carbon monoxide

CVT =ontinuously variable transmission

DC direct current

DOT Department of Transportation

EFP Electric Fuel Propulsion Corporation

EGR exhaust gas recirculation

EHV-TEP electric and hybrid vehicle test and evaluation procedure

EPC Electronic Products Corporation

ERDA Energy Research and Development Administration

EVA Electric Vehicle Associates

EVC Electric Vehicle Council

EVE Electric Vehicle Engineering

FHC Federal Highway Cycle

FTP Federal Test Procedure

HC hydrocarbons

H20 water
h hour

4

hp horsepower

ICE spark ignition reciprocating gasoline engine
(internal combustion engine) d

IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory

kg kilogram

kPa kilopascals

km kilometer

kW kilowatt

kwh kilowatt hour

ibm pound mass
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_i} _AN .o_ohinon_br_Augsb_r_Nurombor_,_ormanautomobilomanufacturer; initialism used as name of its cars)

_I_I MERADCOM MobilitYu.s.ArmyEquipment Research and Developmeht Command,
MITI Ministry of International Trade and Industzy

MJ megajoules

m meter

mph miles per hour

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NO oxides of nitrogenx

NYCTA New York City Transit Authority

P personal Vehicle

PP&L Pennsylvania Power and Light

psi pressure in pounds per square inch

R&D research and development

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

SCR silicon controlled rectifier

SLI starting, lighting, and ignition

TRC Transportation Research Center, Ohio

_I U.K. United Kingdom
U.S. United States

USPS United States Postal ServiceVW Volkswagen
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I EXECUTIVE SUHMARY

On September 17, 1976, the Congress of the United States,
recognizing the need for the Nation to reduce its dependence on
foLeign sources of petroleum, enacted Public Law 94-413, "The
Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development and
Demonstration Act of 1976." Under Section 7 of Public Law 94-413,
by September 17, 1977, the Administrator of the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) is required to develop data
characterizing the present state-of-the-art of electric and hybrid
vehicles and report the results to Congress.

To assist in conducting this state-of-the-art
characterization, ERDA requested support from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Presented in this
report, prepared by NASA, are details of this characterization.
The approach and results are summarized herein.

APPROAC H

Three sources of data were used in preparing this report:
/

il (I) Controlle_ tests of a representative sample of

commercially available ._nd experimental electric andhybrid vehicles
(2) Information and data fro_ the literature and vehicle

manufacturers

iI (3) The experience of users, both fleet operators and

individual owners d

Information was collected on over one-_hird of an estimated

2000 American-built electric vehicles of =il types currently
, operatino in the United States and Canada. Detailed information

also was obtained on the operatio_ of 44 e]ectric and hybrid
buses. Additional data were collected from the literature on
several hundred other vehicles Jn operation abroad. Table 1
summarizes the number and types of vehicles on which data were
obtained for this report according to the sources used.

Venicle Tests

The purpose of this study wa_ to characterize the general 4
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TABLE I. - _C AND HYBRID VI_|ICI/_.INFORMATIONAND L_A S[_4MAHY

So_oa Type of ve/xtcle N_tmr of
w.hie!es

Vehicle tests Person_l electric vehicles I0
Commercial electric vehicles 12
Hybrid _3_icles 2
Con_tlonal vehicles c5

Tot_il 29

Informationand Personal electric vehiclQs 66
data collection Commrcial electric vehiclQs,excludingbuses 40

Electric buses 14
Hybrid vehicles, includingbuses 18

Total_ Y_

User experi_.nce Electric and hybrid buses (fOreign) 16
surveys Electricvehicles (domestic) 11

Totalb 2-_

alnclu_.sforeign and domestic.

bRepresantativeof about 2000 conmarcially|,_nufacturedvehicles presently
operatingin the United States.

CIncludesc_e vehicle testedon a dynamometerat NASA JPL.

state-of-the-art of electric and hybrid vehicles and not to

present the specific performance of particular vehicles.
Therefore, vehicles were selected for test and evaluation that

were judged to collectively represent the current
state-of-the-art. The number of vehicles selected for testing was

limited by the funding available within the ERDA budget for this

-_ project, the availability of vehicles, and the time available to

complete the work.

Test results are presented for 29 vehicles, of which 22 were
all electric vehicles, 2 were hybrid vehicles, and 5 were d
conventional vehicles. Six of the electric vehicles were

evaluated previously by NASA Lewis in 1975 and 1976 as part of

ERDA'S ongoing electric vehicle assessment activities. The United

States Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command

I (MERADCOM)' under a separate Interagency Agreement with ERDA'

provided test data on four of the electric vehicles tested; and
the Special Vehicles Division of the Canadian Department of

Industry, Trade, and Commerce supplied test results for one
electt'ic ve_licle, which was tested by the Land Engineering Test

Establishment of the Canadian Department of National Defence. The

remaining vehicles were acquired and tested by NASA from a

priority list approved by ERDA. In addition, five

spark-ignition-engine-powered vehicles were tested; these were the d
conventional counterparts of five of the vehicles. Test vehicles

are summarized in table 2 by type and origin. Although only a few

hybrid vehicles have been built and development efforts have been

( 2
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TABLE 2. - SUMMARYOF ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES TESTED

Eleetrlc vehlcles Hybrld vehicles /

--Personal Cummo_cial Personal Commercia

Total number tested

I0 12 1 1

Origin:
U.S. manufacture 9 7 1 0
Foreign manufacture 1 5 0 1

Designed and built as 3 3 0 0
electric vehicles

Iieat-engine vehicles 7 9 1 1
converted to electric
and hybrid vehicles

minimal, two hybrid vehicles were tested to provide some
preliminary insight into their characteristics.

All-electric vehicle tests were conducted at test tracks in

accordance with the ERDA Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Test and

EveluatJon Procedure, ERDA-EHV-TEP. Most of the performance tests

_I in this procedure are those contained in the Society of Automotive

Engineers El_.ctric Vehicic Test Procedure, SAE J227a (Feb. 1976).

The SAE procedure was selected since it is presently the only
recognized and widely accepted procedure for testing electric
vehicles used i,i the United States. The tests include

measurements o': range at constant speed, range when operating over

prescribed driving schedules, acceleration, maximum speed,

gradeability (nill climbing ability), and braking. The driving
schedules of inuerest for this evaluation were schedule B,

characterized by a cruise speed of 32 kilometers per hour (20 mph)
1 and representative of fixed route stop-and-go operations_ schedule

C, characterized by a cruising speed of 48 kilometers per hour (30 d
mph) and representative of variable route stop-and-go operation;

and schedule D, characterized by a cruise speed of 72 kilometers

per hour (45 mph) and intended to represent suburban driving
patteYns.

Because the objective of the tests was to characterize the

• state-of-the-art rather than to test individual vehicles, the

vehicles tested are identified in this report by numbers preceded
• by the code lette_'s P or C depending on whether the vehicle is

intended as a personal or commercial vehicle. As only two hybrid
vehicles were t, ,@�Œtheir characteristics are quite

• dissimilar, these vehicles were not coded.

d

i 3
\ -
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lnforlrtat ion and Data C_,l loct i(,n

Because the numb,.) ,,I ,,1,.¢t. ric ,lnd hybrid vohi(:lo:_ tha( cOtl]d

be evaluatl_,d (.xpl.,rinlontaily wa:i 1 ill|lied, {tat;_l fr()m the literature
and from desiqnPrs and manu|aeturor:l wet,, t?_lllocte(i and evaluated.

The latter wet(, -':{)1 ieit,,d by moans (}f not ieor; placed in the,
Commerce l_usine:_s Daily and in the Electric Vehicle New,_. The
information obtained from tht,:_, S(_drC_._,q provi(l_d data on 1}8
vehicles.

Information obtained f_}t;each v-hicle included manufacturer,

dimensions, weight, type and size (Jr battery, electric motor,

_ controller, transmission, hybrid vehicle _ngine type, and
performance. Much of the performance data reported in the
literature was not obtained from well controlled test£; but, in

"" combination with the experimental results obtained for this stud_,

the data present a more complete picture of the state-of-the-art.
i

_ User Experience Surveys

Domestic fleet operators and individual owners of nearly 800

z electric vehicles were _,rveyed by NASA JPL to obtain user

experience information. Also, domestic and foreign electric and
i hybrid bus operators were interviewed by the Trans Systems Corp.

Onder contract to the Department of Transportation. Other foreign

_ experience was obtained from the literature or from limited

":" personal contacts. These data not only permitted a comparison of
performance obtained on the test track with that obtained in the

}_ field, but also provided information on operating costs,
maintenance requirements, reliability, and durability. User
experience is also the only source of information op user

_ acceptance of electric and hybrid vehicles as forms of

i transportat ion.

RESULTS

i .
_. Electric Vehicles Performance

d

Electric vehicle performance diffe_'ed greatly from one
manufacturer's vehicle to another. This result was expected

because of the great variety of vehicle chassis, propulsion d

ii systems, and components that are in use. Three of the vehicles

i tested had automatic transmissions, ten had manual transmissions,
and nine others had no transmissions. Even among well-engineeced

piston-engine cars, consioerable performance variations exist.

For example, according to 1977 EPA figures, the fuel economy of

one American small car varies by 50 percent depending on the

choice of engine and transmission.

.' R_n9 _. - Range tests were performed at several constant
speeds between 40 and 72 kilometers per hour (25 to 45 mph) and at
the vehicle's maximum speed. For almost all the vehicles tested, 4

4
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the _anqo decreased apF,_oximat:.l'f lin_arly with i_icr_._a_inq :-_p_f.".
The majority of tn_. p_._r_onal w:.,l_icle,_ had ranq_._;_ of 4_. to _4

,_ Kilc_lnetors (26 to 59 11,i) at 40 Kilom_._ter_; per hour (25 Ihph). ".,C.
(,,_) at therange decreased to 40 to 55 kill,meters (L5 to ]4 rail _-

maximum test ,_peod (72 kin/h). 'l'hebe_t L_[_ges were [63 to 18P

kilometers (I01 to 117 miles) at 40 Ki[ometer:_ per hour (25 mp_,)
• and 87 to 129 kilometers (54 to 80 l_iles) at maxilnum speed. Fo_c

vehicles were teste3 at maxi,flum speeds of 77 to 89 ki!.ometcrs pc.:

_ hour (47 to 55 inph) and demonstrated ranges of 36 to 87 kilometers

_ (22 to 54 miles;.

,i_ Ranges of 56 to 121 kilometers (35 to 75 miles) at 40
Kilometers per hour (25 mph) were >bserved _or most commercial

o_ vehicles. All Dut three had raoges o _ 44 to 65 kilometers (27 to
40 miles) at their maxin_um s_,_:ed. Two were tested at speeds

exceeding 80 kilometer,, ,'50 m_l:), and ha] ran%,_.,'.of 35 and 92
kilometers (22 and 57 mil_s). The constant speed range test

results and literature data are s_:mma_'izeO in f ip,_e I. All

constant speed range data from the track te_ts ahQ from the
literature are enclosed within the 5haded L::,und,_ region in the

figure. The t_,o lines pletted are lihear least squares fits to
the data of (i. the four best performi_q _for k'ange as a function

of speed) test electric vehicles, and (2) the rest of the track
test vehicles. During the rang __ tests over prescribed driving

schedules it was determined that only one vehicle tested could

accelerate to 72 kilometers per hour (45 mph) in 28 seconds as

required for schedule D, the suburban driving cycle. Seven of
ni_e personal vehicles had ranges of 32 to 67 kilometers (20 to 42
miles) on the schedule B test, while the other two traveled 117

l_0 -- 240 -- F Envelopefor other

i i /_ / electric vehicles

• /

I00-- I_0

g .

0 00 ..... 20 40 60 80 I00 120

Speed,kmlh

L ,[ I J
0 25 50 75

Speed,mph

, FigureI._Electricvehicle rangeas function of speed. 4
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and 129 kilometers (73 and 80 miles). Four of rive personal i
vehicles tested to schedule C covered 32 to 48 kilomet_,rs (20 to

30 miles) while the sixth had a range of 123 kilometers (77

miles). Commercial vehicle performance ranged between 34 and 103
kilometers (21 and 64 miles) on schedule B and 33 to 8_% kilometers

(20 to 55 miles) on schedule C. Tests were always terminated when
the vehicle could not deliver the necessary acceleration. At this
point, the vehicle is still fully operable, but at a reduced

acceleration capability. It is estimated that it could typically
travel 10 to 15 percent further before overall performance would
be seriously impaired.

The track test results were generally _ower than those found

in the literature. Where direct comparisons could be made for

specific vehicles, the constant speed range test results were

approximately 25 percent lower for most cases and 50 to 60 percent
lower in a few. Part of the difference can be ascribed to the

I test procedure used, which requires testing the vehicle at its

gross vehicle weight and terminating the test when any test
requirement could not be met. This procedure therefore measures

minimum range capability. Range values measured for the urban

driving schedule tests tend to be greater than those reported by
users of electric vehicles. Detailed test results anJ a

discussion of reasons for the differences can be found in section
3.5.1.

Energy consumption. - Energy consumption measurements made on
the test track were lower than those reported by users of electric

vehicles. Figure 2 shows that track data ranged from 0.14 to 0.38
watt houi" per kilometer per kilogram (0.10 to 0.28 Wh,'mile-lbm)

when measured as a function of vehicle weight. Field experience
fell within the range of 0.34 to 0.68 watt hour per kilometer per

kilogram (0.25 to 0.50 Wh/mile-lbm). _n general, the lower

boundary of field experience is set by the performance of electric
buses, which have the lowest energy consumption of all vehicle

types in operation. Tests were conducted on four gasolin_ fueled
vehicles to compare their energy consumption with that of their
electric vehicle counterparts. When measured over the same d

electric vehicle driving schedules, the energy consumptions of

both types of vehicles were essentially the same when the energy
contents of the gasoline used by the conventional vehicles were

compared with those of the fuels used to generate the electrical

energy used by the electric vehicles. Assuming the cost of

gasoline is $0.60 per gallon and that of electricity is $0.05 per
kilowatt hour, fuel costs for both types of vehicles were
approximately the same.

q

6
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0 2000 4000 _d)O0 8000
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Figure2. - Energyconsumption- comparisonoftracktestsandfield
experienceforcarsandvans.

Braking. - Regenerative braking increased range, generally by
5 to 15 percent. In several cases, increases of 20 to 26 percent
were measured on the schedule C cycle. The overall average
increase in range measured was 13 percent. Some systems were not
designed to function within the test speeds used, and the d
regenerative braking system therefore did not improve the
vehicle's range.

d

Acceleration, maximum speed, and 9radeability. - In general,
the acceleration, maximum speed, and grade climbing capability of
electric vehicles were lower than those conventional vehicles.

Table 3 directly :ompares four conventional vehicles with their
electric counterparts.

While the conventional vehicles accelerated from 0 to 48

kilometers per hour (0 to 30 mph) in 6 to I0 seconds, the electric
vehicles required 14 to 34 seconds. Maximum speed for the

el_ctrics ranged from 56 to 90 kilometers per hour (35 to 56 mph), 4

7
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TABLE 3. - TRACK PER_0_4_NCEDA_% FOR CONVENTIC_%LVEJICLES AND THEIR

_CAL _ARTS

Vehicle Conventional Electrical Conventional Electrical Conventional Electri_l

code vehicle counterpart _-hicle Coun_ vehicle counterpart

Acceleration- time to _ speed Gradeability- grade that
reach 48 M_/h (30mph), s can be climbed at 40 km/h

km/h mph km/h mPh (25 nl_h),percent

P-2 8 34 >129 ,80 64 40 16 3

P-7 7 17 >129 >80 90 56 19 6

C-2 6 23 >97 >60 35 35 19 4

C-3 i0 14 >97 >60 72 45 13 7

the gasoline-fueled commercial vehicles attained speeds in excess

of 97 kilometers per hour (60 mph), and the personal cars topped
129 kilometers per hour (80 mph). Only three electric vehicles

tested were able to meet or exceed the legal interstate highway
limit of 88 kilometers per hour (55 mph), and eight vehicles were

unable to achieve the legal interstate minimum speed of 64
kilometers per hour (40 mph). However, all but three vehicles met

or exceeded the normal urban (off freeway) speed limit of 56

kilometers per hour (35 mph). Electric vehicles can climb steep
grades at very low speeds, but most of the vehicles tested have

difficulty climbing more than a 5 percent grade (the maximum grade

on an interstate highway) at 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph).

Clearly improvements in hill climbing capabilities are required.

Complete acceleration, maximum speed, and gradeability data on all
vehicles tested can be found in section 3.2.

Payload. - Many electric vehicles have limited payload d

capability. Personal vehicles frequently are designed for only i
two passengers. Commercial vehicles have more space and weight

capacity. The payload capability of the electric delivery

vehicles tested ranged fom 168 to 800 kilograms (370 to 1770 Ibm),

with most exceeding 400 kilograms. Payload capabilities to 2000
kilograms (4400 ibm) are reported in the literature. Of the

vehicles tested, three could not carry their rated payloads

without exceeding the manufacturer's recommended gross vehicle

weight. Electric buses are capable of carrying the same passenger i

loads as their conventional counterparts, although in some cases i
exceptions to local ordinances regulating axle loads have been

required.

8
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User Experience

Appreciable field operating experience has been accumulated by
electric vehicles, although they are a statistically insignificant
portion of the nation's transportation system. Within the United
States neauly 1700 automobiles, 450 delivery vans, and 13 buses
are in service. To date they have traveled over 5 million miles.

Uses. - Personal vehicles are used mainly in suburban areas
for s_o'_ trips such as commuting, shopping, and errands - with
daily use ordinarily less than 20 kilometers (12 miles).
Commercial vehicle applications include postal delivery, water
meter reading, and intrafacility errands at large laboratory or
industrial complexes. Buses, which are in rather limited use in
the United States at present, have been operated mostly on short
collection an_ distribution routes in neighborhoods and auto-free

shopping areas where their quiet, nonpolluting characteristics are
particularly important.

The annual use of electric vehicles is low, ranging from 4000

to 5000 kilometers for delivery vans to 13 000 kilometers for
automobiles, and to 53 000 kilometers for electric buses. This
compares with an average annual use of 18 000 kilometers for
conventional automobiles and 50 000 kilometers for diesel-powered
transit buses.

With the exception of a demonstration program being conducted
by the U.S. Postal Service (USPS), domestic fleets are small.
Automobiles usually are individually owned. Delivery vans and
buses are generally in fleets averaging three vebicles. Fleets in
the USPS program are larger, ranging from 5 to 99 vehicles at a
single location.

Daily routines for the electric vehicles vary from repetitive
performance of specific routes on a daily basis to random and even
intermittent day-to-day use. Applications are generally
characterized by limited range and low speed over relatively level
terrain. Over 95 percent of the vehicles surveyed reported an
average daily mileage of less than 32 kilomters (20 miles), d
although some users regularly operated their vehicles for 48 to 64
kilometers per day (30 to 40 miles/day).

Range. - Maximum range in the field is determined by the use
patterns (speeds, stops, local topography, etc.) and by the
driving style of the operator, which can account for significant
differences in range. Fleet operators derate the manufacturer's
rated maximum range by as much as a factor of 2 in order to assure
that a vehicle can complete its assigned route. Cold weather
operation also can severely limit range if the vehicle is allowed
to cold soak. However, if the vehicle is stored indoors and then
operated continuously with only short stops, 1 to 2 hours maximum,
weather has little effect. (

9
4
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The majority of the vehicles in use are recharged daily, I

i

generally overnight. However, some vehicles are charged much less
frequently and some are charged during use as well as overnight. I
Foreign manufacturers favor the use of battery exchange systems to
increase the daily range of commercial vehicles, including buses.
Reasonably sophisticated hardware has been built to facilitate
battery exchange.

Estimates of total life cycle costs of electric vehicles have
been based on a limited number of field tests; uncertainties
related to battery and repair costs, however, lead to a range of
results which are too broad to be definitive. Battery costs are
the greatest source of difficulty because of their high initial
cost and uncertain life. Survey results indicate that battery
life for most vehicles has been of the order of 250 to 300 cycles.
Only one of the vehicles surveyed, a USPS van, has been 2eported
as getting more than 1000 cycles from a set of batteries. As
replacement batteries for the vehicles surveyed cost from $400 to i
$3500, the battery can significantly influence life cycle costs.
The initial cost of electric vehicles is about twice as much as

their conventionally powered counterparts. The major maintenance
cost is associated with the labor involved in battery charging and
maintenance. These costs can run as low as $0.02 per kilometer to
as much as $0.22 per kilometer, depending on the battery design, I
duty cycle, fleet size, and efficiency of maintenance procedures.
Costs of electrical energy are roughly equivalent to the costs for
gasoline or diesel fuel to operate conventional vehicles. The
life cycle costs of electric vehicles appear to be relatively
high, but they are determined largely by the lifetime of the
electric v_hlcles and propulsion batteries. The costs are
uncertain at this time.

Reliability. - Reliability and durability are often cited as
factors offsettlng the high initial costs of electric vehicles.
User experience to date shows lower vehicle reliability for
electric vehicles than for conventional vehicles. The nature of

the problems reported and the experience with mature electric i
vehicles suggest that these current problems would not necessarily d
be representative of vehicles produced by a mature industry. The
failure rates indicated by available data on United States
electric vehicles are shown in figure 3. Conventional vehicles
normally experience about one out-of-service disabilty per 4800
kilometers (3000 miles). In contrast, during the track tests, one
disability every 500 kilometers (300 miles) was common. Figure 3
reveals a similar pattern, one to two failures per I000 kilometers
for the vehicles shown. However, where mature, carefully
engineered designs are involved, results are comparable to or
better than conventional vehicle results. The Harbilt vans used
by the USPS are reported to have failure rates averaging one in
I0 000 kilometers (6000 miles), while the Volkswagen
Electrotransporters used in Germany reportedly have failure rates
of four in 10 000 kilometers. These examples illustrate the

I
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Figure3. - Electricvehiclereliability.

potential for high reliability if sufficient development is
conducted before introducing a vehicle into service.

Hybrid Vehicles

Because so few hybrid vehicles have been built, only two were
tested. A Volkswagen hybrid taxi was tested on a dynamometer over
the Federal Test Procedure for heat engine automobiles and
compared with a conventional Volkswagen Microbus operating over
the same procedures. The Kordesch vehicle, the second vehicle
tested, is a series hybrid in which a small engine-powered
alternator continuously recharges the battery. Testing was done
at a track in accordance with the electric vehicle test procedures
to evaluate this hybrid approach.

d

The Volkswagen hybrid taxi was operated in two modes:

(i) In the continuous run mode, the heat engine is initally
started and operated at idle while the vehicle runs on battery
power. After warmup is complete, the heat engine supplies the
motive power and the battery supplies the peak power. The battery
is recharged from the heat engine during low load periods.

(2) In the on-off mode, the taxi runs on battery power alone
at speeds up to 42 kilometers per hour (26 mph), at which point
the heat engine automatically btarts. The heat engine and motor
then power the vehicle until the vehicle speed drops below 32
kilometers per hour (20 mph) when the engine shuts off and again
resumes the electric mode. 4
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The test results show that the fuel economy of the hybrid
taxi operating in the continuous run mode is slightly lower than
that ot the conventional Microbus. This may occur because the
engine in the Microbus is the current 2.0-1iuer Volkswagen
production engine and the hyb, id taxi heat engine is an older
1.6-1iter engine.

The on-off mode transfers a substantial part of the vehicle's
energy requirement to the battery which reduces the on-board fuel
consumption about 50 percent by substituting 0.15 kilowatt hour per
kilometer (0.25 kWh/mile) of electrical energy for gasoline. In
the on-off mode the range of the vehicle is limited by the battery
rather than the fuel tank capacity.

The Kordesch hybrid was tested as an all-battery powered
vehicle and at three different alternator power settings. The
test results show that a small on-board motor-generator can
increase the range of an electric vehicle. At 56 kilometers per
hour (35 mph) the range of the Kordesch hybrid when operated on
battery power only was less than 37 kilometers (23 miles). When
operated as a hybrid at the same conditions, the range was 56
kilometers (35 miles). At these conditions the on-board petroleum
fuel economy was 34 kilometers per liter (80 mpg). This is
significantly lower than for a conventional car of comparable
size; however, at other conditions the fuel economy can be worse
than that of the conventional vehicle. At all test conditions the
total energy consumed (from gasoline and electricity) is

significantly greater than that for a conventional vehicle.

I NO hybrid vehicles are known to be in commercial operation inthe United States today. There are a number of hybrid buses in
1 operation in Europe and Japan and a few vans in Japan. It is

reported that about 200 buses have been ordered and should be in
service in Germany and France in 1978 to 1980. No data or details
are available on the experience with these hybrids.

Hybrid vehicles generally have been built as single units for
experimental purposes. Although several United States companies 4I
offer hybrid vehicles for sale, no cases are known of vehicles
being sold on the commercial market. The capabilities of the
hybrid vehicle still are largely unexplored. Most of the vehicles
built to date were aimed at minimizing emissions rather than
maximizing fuel economy. The Volkswagen hybrid taxi tests show
that in an on-off mode a hybrid can shift a significant amount of
a vehicle's energy requirement :o electricity. The Kordesch
hybrid further confirms this fo!: some operating conditions.
Further effort will be required to fully evaluate the potential of
hybrid propulsion systems.

i
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,-_ Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Component Technology

Wide variations in performance of similar electric vehicles
reveal the need for extensive propulsion system optimization. The

'! series arrangement of electric vehicle propulsion system
!_ components requires optimization of all components to ach_,.,ve

iii maximum system efficiency and performance. Few components havebeen designed specifically for the unique requirements of electric
I and hybrid vehicle. Designers have adapted whatever components

I most closely fit their requirements.

I Separately excited DC motors are replacing series motors in
some newer electric vehicle drive systems. This permits using

_I smaller power-switching components in the controller and

I simplifies regenerative braking, which is almost universally used

in foreign vehicles and is gaining favor in U.S. vehicles. AC
drives are experimental and infrequently encountered.

_ Standard automotive transmissions and differentials have been
used. They were designed for vehicles having much greater power
and speed capabilities than electric vehicles. Relatively little
attention has been paid to achieving high efficiency at lower
speeds where electric vehicles operate. Virtually all vehicles
which are conversions retain the multispeed transmiss''n of the
original conventional vehicle for convenience. These are not well
matched to the needs of electric vehicles.

The lead-acid battery is the only one available for electric
and hybrid vehi.'les today. Although problems of unsatisfactory
life are now being encountered in the field, they appear solvable
based on good experience with the semi-industrial type in one USPS
van and elsewhere. Better charge control and improved designs for
reduced maintenance are required. Six advanced batteries have
reached the point in development where at least one test of each
has been conducted in a vehicle. Gains of 50 to 150 percent in
vehicle range were reported; this verifies the promise of these
systems, if life and low cost can be achieved and technical and
application problems can be solved. None of these advanced
batteries is expected to be available in production quantities for '_
at least several years.

d

Battery chargers generally operate at high efficiency, but
the lack of an accurate s£ate-of-charge indicator prevents the
charger from shutting do_,n at the optimum time. Most often they
overcharge, with the potential for damage to the battery which

- wastes energy and requires more battery maintenance. Charger
reliability needs improvement. During the track test program more

charger breakdowns were experienced than failures of any other
:-I compone nt.

Present tire designs are optimized for performance at speeds

well beyond the present capability of electric vehicles. Tire

13
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energy efficiency only recently has become an important design
consideration. New tires, designed for low rolling resistance at
electric vehicle spee3 ranges, can increase range. Their use,
however, must be coupled with changes in the suspension system to
preserve riding quality.

Hybrid vehicles require smaller heat engines to operate for
longer times at near maximum power than do the conventional
vehicles. Current spark-ignition engines can be adapted for
hybrid use. A small, lightweight diesel engine also may be a good
candidate. The gas turbine and Stifling engines have potential,
but they require much development.

A wide range of technology advancement opportunities exist
for improving the performance of electric and hybrid vehicles.
Predictions of range gains as a result of component improvements
are difficult because of component interaction and the lack of
relevant test data. Because performance over a driving cycle is
required, both steady-state and transient data are needed.
However, the assessment of the presently available components
clearly indicates that substantial performance improvements should
be possible when components are de_eloped specifically to meet the
unique needs of electric and hybrid vehicles.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Data characterizing the state-of-the-art of electric and
hybrid vehicles were obtained from controlled tests of a
representative sample of vehicles, from information and data taken
from the literature, and from surveys of users.

Electric Vehicles

Several thousand electric vehicles, built by a wide variety
of manufacturers, are in use throughout the world. Vehicle
applications include private passenger cars, commercial delivery
vans, and buses. The greatest use of commercial vehicles is in
England, where more than 40 000 vehicles are in routine use. d

Based on the results of tests conducted for this report,
supplemented by information obtained from the aforementioned
sources, electric vehicles may be characterizied as follows: A
substantial number of electric vehicles have been built by
converting conventional heat engine vehicles to electric vehicles.
A lesser variety, but greater number, have been built "from the
ground up". All have limited range, acceleration, maximum speed,
and hill climbing capability compared with conventional vehicles.

The electric vehicle industry in the United States is not a
mature industry. Fewer than 33 percent of the manufacturers in
business today were building electric vehicles 3 years ago. Most d

I 14
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are small organizations with little mass production or marketing
exper fence.

Components used in electric vehicles were usually desi_, .;
and built for other purposes. These "off-the-shelf" components
have been used because funds for research and development were
usually not available.

Where appropriate consideration has been given to electric
vehicle capabilities and these capabilities have been matched to a
suitable application, results have been very Successful. This was
found to be particularly true for the delivery vans in England,
the USPS vans, and many buses. Failure to understand that, in
some instances, electric vehicles lack the range and performance
capabilities of conventional vehicles has r_sulted in mismatches
between vehicles and applications and in user dissatisfaction.

A focused research and technology program will produce
substantial improvements in electric vehicle performance, leading
to an expansion of their mission applicability. Higher capacity,
longer life batteries are in the early stages of development.
Such batteries will increase vehicle range and should also reduce
vehicle operating costs. Improvements in performance of virtually
all drive train components are required and should be attainable.
Improving vehicle maximum speed and acceleration remain
challenging problems. The present high life cycle cost and
inadequate reliability of electric vehicles will be improved as
the production of new, improved vehicles is increased.

Based on the infOrmation presented in this report, it is
apparent that electric vehicles are meeting with success in an
increasing number of applications. Improved vehicles will find
even broader applications. As their usage increases, the nation's
consumption of petroleum will be reduced.

Hybrid Vehicles

In the hybrid vehicle, electric propulsion is combined with a
heat engine. In theory, this approach reduces on-board fuel d
consumption by substituting battery energy and at the same time
extending the range of an all-electric vehicle. The very limited
amount of data available in the literature and from this study
does not permit an adequate assessment of this potential. While a
hundred different electric vehicles have been produced and several
thousands are in service, only about 20 hybrid vehicles have been
built and operated. Instead of being designed to save on-board
petroleum fuel, these few vehicles generally were designed to
reduce vehicle emissions.

hybrid vehicle is heavier and its initial cost is high
because it requires a heat engine and an electric propulsion
system. Buses, because of their size, allow easier packaging of a 4
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++ hybrid system, and their initial cost is less important than tie
initial cost of a personal vehicle. Hybrid buses have met with

1 some success abroad.

i!
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On September 17, 1976, the Congress of the United States,
recognizing the need for the Nation to reduce its dependence on
foreign sources of petroleum, enacted Public Law 94-413, "The
Electric and Eiybrid Vehicle Research, Development and
Demonstration Act of 1976." The intent of Congress, as expressed
in the Act, is to facilitate through programs of research and
development and through demonstrations the introduction and
acceptance of electric and hybrid vehicles into the transportation
system of the United States. The Act specifically directs "the
conduct of research and development in areas related to electric
and hybrid vehicles, including -

(I) energy storage technology, including batteries and their
potential for convenient recharging;

(2) vehicle control systems and overall design for energy
conservation, including the use of regenerative
braking ;

(3) urban design and traffic management to promote maximum
transportation-related energy conservation and minimum
transportation-related degradation of the environment;
and

(4) vehicle design which emphasizes durability, length of
practical lifetime, ease of repair, and interchange-
ability and replaceability of parts."

A companion effort to the research and development activities d
is a vehicle demonstration project. Public Law 94-413 authorizes
that up to 7500 vehicles be purchased or leased in two separate
procurements for the conduct of demonstration projects. The
purpose of these projects is to determine the economic and
technological practicality of electric and hybrid vehicles for
personal and commercial use in urban areas and for agricultural
and personal use in rural areas.

One of the requirements of Section 7, Demonstrations, of
Public Law 94-413 is that the Administrator of ERDA must develop
data characterizing the present state-of-the-art of electric and
hybrid vehicles within 12 months. The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle

Project Office withil_ the ERDA Division of Transportation Energy d

q
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Conservation has requested the assistance of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration in developing these data.

Under !nteragency Agreement No. EC-77-A-31-101! date(] April 2,
1976, NASA, with the Lewis Research Center as the responsible

Center supported by the Jet ['rop,lsion Laboratory, [',as undertaken

the development of the necessary data. Specific tasks performed
include the following:

(I) The testing of a representative number of electric

vehicles and heat engine - electric hybrid vehicles to
obtain performance data

(2) The collection and analysis of data and l_terature
information from builders and users of electric and

hybrid vehicles including government agencies, trade

associations, private industry, and individuals Jn the
United States and abroad

(3) The analysis of component and propulsion system

performance from measurements made during some of the
vehicle tests

(4) The organization and synthesis of data and information

from tasks (i), (2), and (3) into a characterization of
the state-of-the-art

Electric vehicles have been in use since the latter part of

the 19th century. A car of that vintage is shown in figure I-I.
However, the convenience and low operating cost of the internal
combustion engine eventually forced the electric vehicle from a

competitive position in the mass transportation market. It was

not until the late 1960's and early 1970's that problems created

4
I

FigureI-I.- 1915Bakerelectriccar. d
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by petroleum combustion-induced pollution, dwindling petroleum

I resources, and high fuel costs led to a renewed inter e_;t inelectric vehicles for pri_ate and commercial transportation. A
modern electric car is shown in figure 1-2.

Figure 1-_. - Enduraby Globe-Union, Inc.

Numerous studies have been conducted in the past several

years addressing the question of replacing the internal combustion
engine with some type of alternative engine (refs. 1 to 15). Most
of these studies |lave dealt primarily with reducing emissions

_!_ through the use of other types of heat engines, although some of
J the studies have attempted to assess the state-of-the-art ofI

I electric and hybrid vehicles and their propulsion systems. One

f such study, conducted in 1974 by the Aerospace Corporation (ref.

3), presents a summary of available information on the
technological status of electric and hybrid vehicle power systems

I as alternatives to the conventional internal combustion engine.

Another study (ref. 15), conducted in 1975, includes a

comprehensive review of electric and hybrid vehicle technology andi an evaluation of the feasibility and potential societal benefits

of replacing the conventional internal combustion engine with one
or another alternative powerplant during the next decade.

Although several of these studies contain excellent reviews ofelectric and hybrid vehicle technology, Public Law 94-413 requires ,
J that a current review be made.

'1 Presented in tl_Js report are data from vehicle t.ests, results

g

of surveys of the experience of users of electric vehicles, and
information from the 1 iterature and vehicle manufacturers, all of

which are present¢?d to display significant performance and design
characteristics o[: the electric and hybrid vehicles and their

components. The tel,oft emphasizes vehicle perfori, ance,
reliability, maintenanco, and driveability, but comfort,

serviceability, and other characteristics of electric vehicles are
also addressed, i

i 19
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Four other ERDA funded studies which relate to this study

are: (I) an evaluation by Purdue University of the potential

impact of a demonstration program on the future of electric and

hybrid vehicles, (2) a study by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to
determine the effectiveness and feasibility of regenerative

braking systems on electric and other automobiles, (3) the
formulation, by both Arthur D. Little, Inc., and the General

Research Corporation (GRC), of standards and specifications for

the purchase of vehicles, and (4) a safety evaluation by the

Department of Transportation in response to Section 13(b) of
Public Law 94-413. Results of these studies are expected to be

published in the fall of 1977.

In this report are presented highlights of the test results,

evaluations, and data analyses. In section 2, DATA BASE, are the
definitions of electric and hybrid vehicles, brief discussions of

the related components, and an identification of the sources of

the data and information presented in subsequent sections of the

report. Electric vehicle track test results are summarized and
compared with user experience and literature data in section 3 as

applzcable. Section 4 contains data on electric vehicle

propulsion systeln components. In section 5 the status of hybrid

vehicle technology is described and discussed. Additional detail
on the electric vehicle tests presented in the main body of the

report is given in appendix A. Appendixes B, C and D,
respectively, contain additional information on hybrid vehicles,

batteries and user experience.
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'" 2.0 INFORMATION AND DATA BASEIn part, the objectives of the present study were to develop
! test data and evaluate technical performance and to collect

service data on existing electric and hybrid vehicles. Satisfying
these objectives required assembling a large, varied amount of
information from many sources. Discussed in this section of the
report are the sources of the data obtained. Prior to the
discussion of data sources there is a brief description of
electric and hybrid vehicle systems and some comments on energy
considerations in 'these systems. This background material is
presented as an aid to understanding the evaluations and
comparlsons of data in the report.

2.1 ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLE SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS

The electric and hybrid vehicles reviewed in this report are
existing vehicles which are capable of being (or have been)
licensed for on-the-road use. Because there have been numerous

interpretations of the terms electric vehicle and hybrid vehicle,
their definitions, as specified in Public Law 94-413, are
presented herein:

"'Electric vehicle' means a vehicle which is powered by an
electric motor drawing current from rechargeable storage
batteries, fuel cells or other portable sources of electrical
current, and which may include a nonelectrical source of power
designed to charge batteries and components thereof;

'Hybrid vehicle' means a vehicle propelled by a combination
of an electric motor and an internal combustion engine or other
power source and components thereof."

Thus, electric vehicles, in general, are powered by batteries
and are driven by one or more electric motors. Their propulsion
systems normally consist of a battery, motor speed controller,
motor, an interface between the motor and wheels (a transmission
and/or differential), other appropriate controls, and a battery
charger. A schematic diagram of the power train for such an
electric vehicle is shown in figure 2-1(a). The battery charger
may or may not be located aboard the vehicle. However, on-board
chargers that are petroleum based are excluded. Further

i discussions of electric vehicles and components are given in
subsequent sections of this report.

_ 23
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Figure2-1. - Schematicsof electricandhybridpowertrains.

For the purpose of this study, a hybrid vehicle was
considered to be a vehicle which is fueled with two energy forms,
one of which is a petroleum fuel and the other is electricity (or
some other nonpetroleum fuel) which substitutes for petroleum in
providing the total energy requirement of the vehicle. With this
mode of operation, a hybrid vehicle offers the potential for
reducing petroleum fuel use and combustion emissions compared with
a conve_tional internal combustion engine powered vehicle.
Although other types of hybrid vehicles have been built (such as 4
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heat engine - flywheel systems), this report is limited to a
discussion of hybrid vehicles using a heat engine and a battery.
This is the only type of hybrid vehicle for which data are
available that meets the definition in Public Law 94-413. A
schematic diagram illustrating a hybrid vehicle power train is
shown in figure 2-1(b).

The major difference between electric and hybrid vehicles is
in the primary energy source used. The electric vehicle is fueled
entirely through electrical charging of its battery from an
external source. Therefore, its energy source may be oil, coal,
nuclear, hydraulic, or solar depending on the fuel used by the
central station powerplant supplying the electricity. As a
result, the electric vehicle offers the opportunity to make a
major shift in the transportation energy base from petroleum to
other fuel sources.

The heat engine hybrid vehicle substitutes electricity for
some of the fuel used by a conventional automobile. Therefore, it
provides a partial shift of the transportation energy base, the
extent of wnich depends on the details of the system.

When Public Law 94-413 was being formulated, Congress
recognized the potential benefits of the concept of regenerative
braking. This technique is simply one of recovering some of the
kinetic energy of the vehicle during braking and converting it to

i usable energy stored in a battery, or hydraulic accumulator. TheAct specifically directs that a study be conducted to determine
the effectiveness and feasibility of regenerative braking. This
study has been conducted by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and the
results appear in reference i.

2.2 SOURCES OF VEHICLE DATA AND INFORMATION

This study draws on three major sources of data: (I) the
results of track and dynamometer tests of electric and hybrid

=L- vehicles, (2) information collected from the users of vehicles, ,
and (3) data obtained from literature, manufacturers, and

_ independent designers and builders.

Track and dynamometer tests were required to provide data
which could be used to measure and compare vehicle peformance

1- directly in a consistent manner. The test conditions and methods
_ reported in the literature for obtaining vehicle data were found

to vary widely, thus making it difficult to clearly define vehicle
performance from this source alone. In addition, little, if any,

• data were found in the literature on propulsion system and i
component performance that could be used to guide future research
and development efforts.

d
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The literature and field experience of electric vehicle users
expanded the information base from _ust over twenty to several
thousand vehicles. The information provided an opportunity to
compare field-performance with that measured on a test track or a
dynamometer. Also, it introduced information on maintenance
requirements, reliability, durability, and d_iver acceptance,
which were not obtainable in brief track tests.

2.2.1 Vehicle Tests

Vehicles were tested in a series of well-defined and

controlled operations on test tracks. In general, the tests
included measurements of range at constant speed and over
prescribed driving cycles, acceleration, gradeability
(hill-climbing ability), braking, and energy use.

For this study, track tests of electric vehicles were
conducted in accordance with a standard test procedure, the
"Energy Research and Development Administration Electric and
Hybrid Vehicle Test and Evaluation Procedure (ERDA-EHV-TEP)."
One hybrid vehicle was tested on a test track and one hybrid
vehicle was tested on a dynamometer to obtain both fuel economy
and emissions data for direct comparison with its internal
combustion engine counterpart. The Federal Test Procedure for
emissions measurements was used for this latter test.

In 1977 NASA tested fou ERDA twelve electric vehicles and one
hybrid vehicle at test tracks and one hybrid vehicle on a
dynamometer at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Five conventional
spark-engine vehicles were also tested for comparison with their
electric and hybrid counterparts. The United States Army Mobility
Equipment Research and Development Command (MERADCOM) tested four
electric vehicles for ERDA using the same test procedure as NASA.
The total number of vehicles tested was limited by the funds
available for this phase of the study. Data from six earlier
vehicle tests conducted by NASA for ERDA in 1975 and 1976 are also
included in the results. While these earlier tests were made with

slightly different procedures, the results were still considered
useful for this report. Results from tests by the Canadian
government of a Canadian built electric van are also included.
Although this test was not sponsored by ERDA, the tests followed
the same test procedure as that used by NASA. Table 2-I
summarizes the number, types, and origins of the vehicles tested.



TABLE 2-I. - SUMMARY OF ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES TESTED

Electric vehicles Hybrid vehicles

Personal Commercial Personal Commercial

Total number tested

i0 12 1 1
i, i ii

Originz
U.S. manufacture 9 7 1 0
Foreign manufacture 1 5 0 1

Designed and built as 3 3 0 0
electric vehicles

Heat-englne vehicles 7 9 1 1
converted to electric
and hybrid vehlcles

Appendix A provides detailed information about the various

tests which were conducted for this study. The information

presented includes descriptions of the various test tracks, test
procedures, instrumentation, and the data obtained.

The United States Postal Service also has tested electric

delivery vehicles (refs. 2 and 3). Their procedures were
considerably different from the ERDA procedure used for this
study. These data are included in this assessment where

appropriate. A few tests have been conducted by other
organizations. These data, where available, are tabulated as

literature data and are discussed as appropriate in section 3.4.

2.2.2 User Experience

Surveys were conducted to obtain information and data on the d
operation of electric and hybrid vehicles under field conditions.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL) each conducted surveys. DOT surveyed United
States and foreign electric and hybrid bus operations, while JPL

investigated the use of passenger cars and delivery vans in the
United States. Foreign cars and vans were surveyed primarily
through a limited literature review. Most of the information

obtained was on electric vehicles as only a few hybrid passenger
cars built by individuals and six hybrid buses were found to be in
use.

The DOT electric and hybrid bus survey covered nineteen sites

in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan,

and Australia. All the sites surveyed except Australia were
visited. During the visits the operation of the buses was
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covered 16 different types of buses and data were obtained for a
i_I total of 59 buses that had traveled a total of almost 3 million
_f kilometers (1.8 million miles) since 1972. Information obtained

included vehicle characteristics, route description_, costs,maintenance, and energy consumption rates•

In the JPL survey, about 30 sites were visited and mail

surveys of electric vehicle users were also conducted•
Altogether, data were obtained on eleven different types of
commercially manufactured vehicles.

There have been about 3000 electric vehicles sold in the
United States since 1960, most of which are still in operation•
In addition, there are many hundreds, possibly thousands, of
conversions of conventional vehicles into electric vehicles•

These have mainly been built by individuals or small firms.
Although some data have been obtained on these conversions, most
of the survey data presented are for the 3000 commercially
manufactured vehicles.

_ In general, the surveys have provided good data on the
_ vehicle characteristics and energy consumption but only

qualitative information on vehicle reliability, performance in
use, or operating costs.

2.2.3 Literature Data

i Additional data were obtained from the literature and from

contacts with vehicle manufacturers, distributors, designers, and
builders• Other information was obtained from trade magazines,
papers presented at topical meetings, and vehicle surveys
conducted for ERDA. NASA also solicited data through
advertisements in Commerce Business Daily and Electric Vehicle

• _ News. Figure 2-2 shows the data request which appeared in the May
1977 issue of Electric Vehicle News. A recent survey (ref. 4)
conducted by the Aerospace Corporation, under contract to ERDA, !4

ql was yet another source of the literature data. Additional d

information was obtained from two preliminary power train design
_ study contracts for a state-of-the-art electric vehicle conducted

by Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc. (ref 5) and Rohr Industries,
Inc. (ref. 6), both supported by ERDA through NASA. The
information obtained from all the aforementioned sources are
presented in section 3.4, LITERATURE DATA.

2.3 SOURCES OF COMPONENT DATA
The component data that are presented in section 4 of this

report largely were obtained from the Rohr and Booz-Allen and
I Hamilton study contracts (refs. 5 and 6). These data were

supplemented by data from several manufacturers, chiefly in the ....
d
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form of catalogue sheets and technical literature. Several of the
electric vehicles in the current test program were equipped with
additional instrumentation to obtain component data. The results
are reported where applicable. Hybrid vehicle component data are
presented in section 5 as part of the overall hybrid vehicle
d iscuss ion.

Rlt;Pl_)l)IjC_lBl|,li_'y OL,''l'.lll_
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3.0 ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Information and data on electric vehicles were obtained from
three sources- (I) vehicle tests conducted in a consistent
manner, (2} surveys of the owners and operators of electric
vehicles currently in private or commercial use, and (3)
literature from vehicle manufacturers and individual designers and
builders. This material is presented in sections 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4, respectively. Section 3.1 gives the theoretical background.
The information and data presented in these sections (3.1 to 3.4)
are summarized in section 3.5.

3.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Some theoretical relationships have been developed to describe
electric vehicle performance in terms of range, speed, maximum
speed, acceleration, gradeability, and energy consumption (see,
e.g., ref. I). A detailed discussion of these theoretical
relationships is beyond the scope of this report. However, it is
useful to present the basic functional relationships as an aid to
interpreting and understanding the test data presented in section
3.2.

3. i. 1 Range

The electric vehicle range at constant speed is given by (ref.
I)

Elfn D

R = 3.6V C3 (3-1)

i �c2v �v,where

R range, km d
V speed, m/s
E1 specific battery energy density for 1-hour discharge, Wh/kg of

battery weight
f battery fraction, MB/M V
T]D driveline efficiency
C 1 tire friction coefficient, N/kg of vehicle weight
C 2 driveline viscous friction coefficient, N-s/m-kg of vehicle

weight
C 3 0.5 PCDA
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=:

p atmospheric density, kg/m 3, 1.225 at sea level
C D aerodynamic drag coefficient, dimensionless

_ A vehicle frontal area, m 2

m B battery mass, kg
_i MV vehicle mass, kg

b coefficient relating average battery specific power density to

|, discharge tilne
=_ 3.6 conversion factor

i The subscripts B and V refer to the battery and vehicle,
! respectively. For the batteries used in the electric vehiclei

tests reported in section 3.2, a representative value of b is
|i -0.713; therefore, -I/b = 1.4.

" The drivel ine losses may be taken to represent th_ total of
all losses between the battery and the wheels, This would include

!_ losses in the controller, motor, and gear train (transmission,
drive shaft, differential, axles, and wheel bearings). With this

i definition of driveline efficiency, C 2 in equation (3-1) becomes
zero since the portion of the driveline viscous losses represented

by C_ is included in the drivelJne efficiency n D. This
definltion has the advantage of simplifying the interpretation of

li the test results and avoids the problem of assigning a portion of
l the driveline losses to the viscous loss coefficient C 2. The

resulting loss term C 1 + C3V2/M v may be interpreted as the
_ resistive acceleration Ra due to tire friction and aerodynamic

" drag. Equation (3-1) may be written as
then

R : 3.6V_' _ _ (3-2)

I Some observations regarding equation (3-2) are as follows:
(I) Range is proportional to the energy delivered to the

wheels (E IfnD,Wh/kg).

(2) Range is inversely proportional to the resistive
acceleration (Ra, N/kg), which is the sum of the tire friction
(CI) and the aerodynamic drag (C3V2/Mv).

d

(3) For the variety of vehicles tested, the range at any given
speed is not expected to correlate with any single parameter but

rather with EIfT]D/Ra.

(4) The rate at which range decreases as a function of speeddepends on the relative behavior of driveline efficiency and
resistive acceleration with speed. For example, a vehicle with a
high aerodynamic drag (CDA) and a driveline whose efficiency (nD)
increases relatively little with speed would be expected to show a

relatively fast degradation of range with speed. 4
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Vehiclespeed,kmlh

Figure}-1. - Rangeasfunctionofspeedforthreehypotheticalvehicles.Energytowheel,st Elf. 6.6 v_tt-hours
perkilogram.

A plot of range as a function of speed is shown in figure 3-i
for three drag (CDA) and driveline efficiency (rlD) assumptions to
illustrate the sensitivity of range degradation with increased
speed to these parameters. For this illustration, the specific
battery energy density multiplied by the battery fraction Elf
equals 6.6 watt hours per kilogram. At a vehicle speed of 40

kilometers per hour, vehicles a and b in figure 3-1 have the sameratio of driveline efficiency to resistive acceleration (_/R a =

i 3,03 kg/N); hence, they achieve the same range. However, zt is Ii assumed for this illustration that vehicle b has a higher
aerodynamic drag coefficient (CDA) than vehicle a. Thus, as speed
is increased, the aerodynamic drag will increase faster for
vehicle b than for vehicle a. The driveline efficiency of both
vehicles also increases with speed. The curves of figure 3-1
depict a situation where as speed is increased, the aerodynamic
drag of vehicle b increases at a faster rate relative to the
improving driveline efficiency than does that of vehicle a; thus,
vehicle b exhibits a faste. _ range degradation with speed. At 72

kilometers per hour the ratio nD/R@, equals 2.73 for vehicle a
and 2.42 for vehicle b. Vehicle c 111ustrates a vehicle with a

lower driveLine efficiency than vehicles a and b, but the behavior
of vehicle c's drag losses relative to driveline efficiency as

q
i
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speed increased is similar I:,3 that of vehicle a. For ve.hicle c,

the ratio nD/Ra equals 2.27 at 40 ki]ometer_ p_r hour and 2.12
at 72 kilometers per hour.

In the case of a driving schedule, the computation of range is

more complicated than for the constant-speed case. For each cycle

of a specific driving schedule, the vehicle is required to

accelerate to some speed, cruise at that speed for a period of
time, coast for a short time, brake to a stop, and remain idle for

a given period of time before startin,, the next cycle (see section

3.2.1.I). Because of these complicatlons, the equation for range

over a driving schedule cannot be solved explicitly as in the

constant-speed case. Instead, the solution must be found through

numerical integration over one complete driving cycle to determine
the cycle range and the fraction of the battery "used up" in one

cycle. Now, however, consider the fact that range for a given

driving cycle will depend primarily on the acceleration and

constant-speed phases and that the constant-spee_ phase is
characteristic of the specific schedule being considered. It is

concluded that the range for a given driving schedule would depend

on the same factors as in the constant-speed case. Thus, it may

be expected that the test ranges over a given driving schedule

would tend to correlate with (EIf_ID/Ra) where the factors r1_ and
Ra are evaluated at the maximum speed during the schedule cycle
(i.e., 32.2 km/h (20 mph) for driving schedule B and 48.3 km/h (30
mph) for driving schedule C). This correlation is evident in

section 3.2 where schedule range is plotted against this
parameter.

3.1.2 Energy Consumption

The energy consumption (kWh/km) at constant speed may be
expressed as

Energy consumption = 3600 VknBnCnD] (3-3)

where nB is the battery efficiency and DC the charger
efficiency, d

I

The term in parentheses is equivalent to the power required at the

wheels to drive the vehicle at a speed V divided by the

vehicle's overall energy throughput efficiency froln the wall plug
to the wheels _BrICnD .

For the variety of vehicles tested the energy consumption at
any given constant speed would not be expected to correlate with

any single parameter but the MVVRa/DBnCT]D . The battery and
charger efficiencies w:ere not determined during vehicle testing,

but they would not be expected to vary as greatly between vehicles
as do the other factors. For this reason, even in the absence of

d
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precise knowledge of qB and qC, energy consumption would be

expected to correlate reasonably well with MvVRa/_ D, the power
required from the battery to drive the vehicle at a speed V on a
level surface.

The way in which energy consumption varies with speed depends

primarily on the relative behavior of q D and Ra as speed is
changed. Since qD and Ra will, in general, increase at

different rates as speed is increased, energy consumption will
tend to be a minimum at some speed. For example, a vehicle with a

high aerodynamic drag (CDA) and a driveline whose efficiency
increases relatively little with speed will tend to have a minimum
energy consumption at relatively low speeds. Vehicles with lower

drag and better driveline efficiency will tend to show minimums in
energy consumption at higher speeds.

To illustrate this point, energy consumption as a function of

vehicle speed for three hypothetical vehicles is shown in figure

3-2. Vehicle d has a relatively high aerodynamic drag coefficient

so that drag tends to increase faster than driveline efficiency as

speed is increased and the minimum energy consumption occurs below
40 kilometers per hour (25 mph). Vehicles e and f illustrate

cases having progressively lower drag coefficients. Vehicle f is

one whose driveline efficiency is improving rapidly with speed;

thus, the minimum energy consumption occurs at a higher vehicle
speed, after which aerodynamic drag begins to predominate. As

shown in section 3.2, the vehicles tested exhibited a range of
energy consum-tion behavior similar to the hypothetical cases
shown in figure 3-2.

E

f-

Vehicle ,
c" d

e -"
C

C
t_

I 1 I I
40 50 6O 7O 80

Vehicle speed,kmlh

Figure3-2. - Energyconsumptionasfunctionof vehiclespeedforthreehypotheticalvehicles. Vehiclemass, 4
2000kilograms=_1B_1C=0.7.J
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The energy consumption for specific driving Schedules cannot

generally be d!etermined explicitly. However, using reasoning

analogous to that used for the range over a driving schedule

(section 3.1.1), it may be expected that energy consumption would

be functionally similar to that of the constant speed case. In

other words, the energy consumption for specific driving schedules

should correlate reasonable well with MvVRa/_D where, as in the

driving schedule range case, the factors nD and Ra are
evaluated at the maximum speed during the schedule cycle. Here

again, this correlation is evident in section 3.2 where energy
consumption for specific driving schedules is plotted against this
parameter.

3.1.3 Acceleration and Gradeability

The acceleration of an electric vehicle on a level surface

with no wind may be expressed as

Acceleration = + _ V 2 (3-4)

where PD is the average specific power density (W/kg) provided-
by the battery during the acceleration period. This is not the

maximum power density of the battery because limitations are
typically imposed by the controller on tle rate that current may

be drawn from the battery. The factors PD, nD, V, and Ra all

B change nonlinearly with time and distance as the vehicle
accelerates; this makes it difficult to determine acceleration '

capability without numerical integration.

Gradeability is defined as the percent grade that a vehicle
can climb at a constant speed. If the angle of the grade is 8,

the grade negotiable by an electric vehicle at some constant speed

V may be expressed as

sin e = _ ] (3-5) d
I

where g, gravitational acceleration, equals 9.8 meters per square

second. The percent grade is approximately equal to 100 sin 8.

Thus, gradeability at any constant speed can be computed from

the measured acceleration at that same speed on a level surface,

which is how gradeability at speeds (except near zero) was
determined in this study. At speeds approaching zero, the

gradeability will be maximum and can be computed from the maximum
tractive force of the vehicle measured at speeds approaching zero

(aDout I km/h); that is,

Maximum tractive force

(Percent gradeabilitY)ma x = i00

q

I
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Also, note that

/PDfnD_ i)Tractive force = MV_ C

Tractive force tests were made in this study and the results were

used to compute the maximum gradeability.

3.2 ELECTRIC VEHICLE TRACK TESTS

As a part of this study NASA conducted a track test program

to obtain performance data on 12 electric vehicles. In addition,
the U.S. Army's Mobility Research and Development Command

(MERADCOM) track-tested four electric vehicles, NASA also
conducted track tests on four conventional internal combustion

engine vehicles (identical wherever possible to their electric

vehicle counterparts) and one hybrid vehicle. The number of

vehicles tested for this study was limited by the time available
to conduct the track tests, the availability of vehicles, and the

funding limitations. Thus, in order to present the maximum amount

of performance test data available, test results from six electric

vehicles tested by NASA in 1975 and 1976 and one electric vehicle

tested by the Canadian Department of National Defence were
included.

In this section, electric vehicle performance data are

presented for the following: range, energy consumption,

regenerative braking, acceleration, gradeability, maximum speed,

payload, braking, and driveability. Additional data are also

presented on electric vehicle reliability, operating
characteristics, and safety. Wherever possible, comparisons are

made between the theory presented Jn section 3.1 and the test
results. The test results obtained for four conventional vehicles

are presented in appendix A and are compared with their electric

vehicle counterparts in section 3.5. The hybrid vehicle test

results are presented and discussed in section 5.0. Details of

the test procedures used, _ehicle characteristics, and test data d

are presented in appendix A. A summary discussion of the test
methods, test vehicles, and test results follows.

a

3.2.1 Tests Methods

3.2.1.1 Test procedure. - The vehicles discussed in this
section were tested in accordance with the ERDA Electric and

Hybrid Vehicle Test and Evaluation Procedure (ERDA-EHV-TEP). The
procedure is similar to the SAE J227a Electric Vehicle Test

Procedure with the addition of braking tests, further
instrumentation requirements, test set-up procedures, and other

modifications to improve testing consistency and to decrease the
length of time required to test a single vehicle, d
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The__tests conducted provided the following data:

(1) The range at constant speed was measured at two to four
different test speeds. The specific test speeds were ba_ed on the
measured maximum speed of the vehicle and determined as followsz

..Jasuredvehicle Test speed
maximum speed

km/h mph km/h mph

40 - 55 25 - 34 Maximum, 40, 48 Maximum, 25, 30

56 - 70 35 - 44 Maximum, 40, 56 Maximum, 25, 35

71 --87 45 - 54 Maximum, 40, 56 Maximum, 25, 35

88 - 103 55 - 64 Maximum, 40, 72 Maximum, 25, 45

(2) The range for stop-and-go driving was measured using the
driving schedules shown in figure 3-3. These schedules are
identical to those in the SAE J227a, Electric Vehicle Test

Testparameter SAEschedules

B C D

Max.speed,V, kmlh(mph) 32(20) 48(30) 72(45)
Accel.time,ta, s ].9 ]8 28
Cruisetime,tcr, s 19 20 50
Coasttime, tco,s 4 8 ].0
Braketime,tb, s 5 9 9 '_

_L Idletime, ti, s 25 25 25 ,Totaltime,s 72 80 ]22
Approximatenumberof

cyclespermile 4 - 5 3 1

Time

Figure3-3. - SAEJ227adrivingcycle.
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Procedure dated February 1976. The tests, which are
representative of fixed-route urban (B), variable-route urban (C),
and varlable-route suburban (D) driving, are terminated when the
vehicle's acceleration falls below that necessary to reach the
cruising speed in the required time. All vehicles were tested to
the_schedule B maximum speed o_ 32 kilometers per hour (20 mph)
and, where the vehicle had the necessary acceleration capability,
to the schedule C maximum speed of 48 kilometers per hour (30
mph). Only one vehicle tested under this program had sufficient
acceleration to meet the schedule D requirements.

(3) Energy consumption was determined for each range test by
measuring the electric energy to the battery charger that was
required to recharge the battery after completing the vehicle test
and dividing this by the measured vehicle range. In many cases
the battery was overcharged to equalize the cells. Usually this
value was analytically corrected to a value representative of a
10-percent overcharge.

(4) Acceleration capability was measured with the battery
fully charged, 40 percent discharged, and 80 percent discharged.

(5) Gradeability is the grade (in percent) that a vehicle
can negotiate at a given speed. Maximum gradeability (which
occurs at a speed of about 1 km/h) was determined from the
measured tractive force (see appendix A). Gradeability at higher
speeds was determined from the vehicle's acceleration capability
and computed for various speeds.

(6) Maximum vehicle speed was determined by driving the
vehicle around the track twice at full power and averaging the
speeds measured. The l-percent track slopes allowed by the test
procedure can cause variations in vehicle speed of +8 kilometers
per hour (+5 mph). For test purposes the maximum speed used for
the range tests was defined as 95 percent of the lowest vehicle
Speed at any point on the track when the vehicle i_ traveling at
maximum power. The vehicle range and speed were measured with a
calibrated fifth wheel as shown in figure 3-4.

(7) Payload was determined by subtracting the vehicle curb
or delivered empty weight from the manufacturer's recommended
gross vehicle weight.

(8) Braking tests were conducted under the ERDA procedure
which is similar to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 105-75.
The tests include stops from 48 kilometers per hour (30 mph) and
from the vehicle's maximum speed, braking in curves with wet and
dry pavements (see fig. 3-5), wet brake recovery tests, aD_
parking brake tests. Two or more tests usually were conducted
under each specified condition. For range tests, if the two
results did not agree within _5 percent, the test was repeated a d
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Figure 3-4. - Testvehicle with fifth wheel installed.

d

Figure 3-5. - Testvehicle braking in curve.

third time and the three values were averaged. For those vehicles
with regenerative braking, the driving schedule range tests were
conducted with and without the regene_-ative braking where

poss ibl e.

Other vehicle and component parameters such as battery

current and power also were measured for selected vehicles.
Coastdown tests of each vehicle were conducted to determine

aerodynamic and friction loss coefficients. 4
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:, The track tests, in general, do not expose tile electric
vehicles to as severe an environment as would be encountered in

_ service, except for the batteries which were substantially
discharged during each test. The vehicle batteries were recharged
after each test by a procedure that assured a fully charged
battery with all cells equalized. Although this procedure
increased the total energy consumption, it assured maximum range
and/or performance and more reproducible results. The vehicles

°_ were tested at ambient temperatures of 5° to 32 ° C (40° to 90 ° F)
i and when the wind was less than 16 kilometers per hour (10 mph) in
. accordance with the test procedure. All test tracks were

relatively flat with slopes of less than the allowable 1 percent
(I meter change in elevation per i00 meters length). The vehicles
were driven by experienced test drivers and were maintained by
competent electric vehicle test engineers and mechanics.

Four conventional vehicles were tested by NASA Lewis under a
procedure that simulated the electric vehicle test procedure.
Fuel consumption, speed, and distance traveled were measured for
constant speeds and for the SAE J227a driving schedules B, C, and
D. Acceleration and coastdown data were also obtained. The data
were taken with the Same payload in the electric vehicle and its
conventional counterpart in order to allow a direct comparison.

3.2.1.2 Test sites. - Four test tracks were used to support
_ the tests. Extremes of temperature and weather prevented using

only one track the year round. The Dynamic Science track in
Phoenix, Arizona, was used during the winter and early spring.
The Ohio Transportation Research Center (TRC) in East Liberty,

Ohio, was used in the spring and summer. MERADCOM used the• Aberdeen Proving Ground in Aberdeen, Maryland, and the Canadian
government used a Canadian test track (see appendix A).

Additional test track data were obtained from earlier NASA vehicletests for ERDA at TRC and the Dana Corp. Technical Center track at
r Ottawa Lake, Michigan._J

3.2 1 3 Test limitations. - The range test results were very
i ""

consistent. It was seldom necessary to repeat tests a third time
because the results of the first two tests run under the same
conditions rarely differed by more than +5 percent. Where

i differences in range did occur, they were usually because of
! problems with the vehicle or its battery or because of high winds.

i The variations permitted by the test procedure include
ambient air temperature, wind velocity, track slopes, and track

i surfaces. The procedure allows vehicles to be tested in winds as

high as 16 kilometers per hour (i0 mph). It was expected that
winds of this velocity would cause a decrease in range, especially
for the vehicles having large cross-sectional areas. To verify
this, two commercial vans were tested under a variety of wind
conditions. In most instances the range decreased with
increasing wind speed, but the reduction in range was less than i0
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percent under wind conditions falling within the procedure's
specifications. The reduction in range was less with passedger
cars.

During the test period (I to 2 months) for any one vehicle,
the ambient temperature did not usually differ by more than ii
Celsius degrees. These changes in ambient temperature did not
affect the test results since the vehicles were stored indoors

overnight and the large thermal mass of the battery caused it to
be relatively unaffected by ambient temperature during the short
(I to 4 hour) vehicle tests.

With one exception, only one vehicle of any given design was
tested, so variations in performance from vehicle to vehicle of
the same type were not measured.

3.2.2 Selection of Test Vehicles

Table 3-1(a) lists the electric vehicles that were tested by
NASA, MERADCOM, and the Canadian government. All the electric
vehicles were powered by lead-acid batteries of various designs.
The four conventional internal combustion engine powered vehicles
and the hybrid vehicle that were tested by NASA are listed in
table 3-1(b). The conventional vehicles were identical wherever
possible with their electric counterpart except for (i) the use of
a conventional propulsion system instead of an electric propulsion
system, (2) the weight differences due to the differences in
propulsion systems, and (3) in one case, the presence of a
transmission in the conventional vehicle.

The vehicles to be tested were recommended by NASA Lewis and
the selections were approved by ERDA. Vehicles were selected to
provide as broad a spectrum as possible of vehicle types and
sources. Vehicle availability played an important role in the
selection. For example, no Japanese government vehicle was
available for testing, although a commercia. Japanese vehicle was
tested.

J

3.2.3 Electric Vehicle Track Test Results

Track tests were conducted under the same general test
procedure but, for various reasons, not all the tests described in
the test procedure were performed on every vehicle. Where tests
were incomplete, it was usually due t()either the owner's
reluctance to allow the tests to be conducted or to vehicle
breakdown.

The test results for the electric vehicles are summarized in
table 3-2. Since the tests are to characterize the

"state-of-the-art" rather than to evaluate individuel vehicles,
the vehicles tested are identified only by code numbers, d
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W; Se_in_-Vang_t C 660 1455 8 4.5 DSH Dinx:t driveCitiYon

Volkswagen t_ans- C, F 2268 5000 x P 17 _ DLI_'t dL_i_ ...............
po_r_

Wate_n [_F P 1225 2700 S 6.7 Bb_ Variable s_ Belt-driv_ntrans-
mission

Wat_m_n R_mult 5 P 1170 2580 S 6,7 E_W 4 Speed; _ual ..............

Zagato Elcar P, f 553 1220 S 2 BSW Dirc_tdrl_o ..................

(b)C_n_mt/onal and hybrid _;_Icles

ef _;i¢le v_hicle I 'lYl_a Source Curb _mi_ht Engine Tranm_Ission Re_nr_s
or I

nam_ kg lbm
d

C_Ivuntiu_tal P-2 P, F f_l,mufa_:ur_r 816 1795 4 L_lin_.r; 1299-_n3 4 Sp8_I# m_nu_l ............
¢ount._rp,_t (79 In3) Ois- I
o£ electric plac_ant

_osi_atedwhicl° P-7 P 1515 3333 6 L_lin_e_; 4227-cm3 4 Speed; _n_al .............b/ v_hicle (258 in ) (dis- d
code pla_r._t

0.2 C 1179 2594 6 C_li_k_.; 3802-cm3 3 ,gjx_l; auto- ...............
(232 ln_) dis- mtic

0-3 C, F _ 1284 2825 4 C_lin_e_.; 1970-_m3 4 Sp_; _nusl Fuol lnJec_ion
(120 in_) dis-

pl_ocr_t

Hyt_r.td : _rO_sch P Individual 1157 254_ 12-_W (16-hp) indus- 4 S_e_; nunusl Series hyb'rtd;
Austin trlol IL_ 96-V lx_ttor7;

]$-_W (20-hp) Eteo- _ o_ntrol-
tric _ries motor ]er

"Ve_,clo t_, c _.es c_m_rclal; p _tes _ssen_r; F de,_es ferei_ n_.fact_er.

_b_otor type: S donees series motor; P _otca shuntmotoz; c c_r_tesco_l nvJtur.

cCo_tzoller ty_: .%_ flenot_ silioon-cont_oll_r rectifier (_) cbq_p_r; _';_ ckm_tes t_si_tor ch_r; _ d_otes
_tt_ witching; _ _vno_s rcsis_:_.

i
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3.2.3.1 Range, - A plot of the test results showing the
electric vehicle range at various constant speeds is shown in
figure 3-6. Superimposed are two curves; one gives the average of
the four best vehicles, and the other the average of the remaining
vehicles. These average curves are compared in section 3,5 with

,,_% P-2Averageof

180-- fourbesttests-I \\
X

'_ C-lO
100_ 160-- P-_,

14oi

P-II

l _ tO0 Averageof _ __allother __ _.
tests_ _ \

_ P-7

"! l

! " ., .
I ......

_(

! 2o I 1 I I I I I 1
I 10 20 30 40 .50 60 70 80
{ Vehiclespeed,kmlh

! t I I I _ i
i 10 2O 3O 4O 50 6O d
1 Vehiclespeed,mph
|

Rgure3-6. - Vehiclerangeasfunctionofspeed.
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the literature results, As expected from theory (see section

The wide variation of results, shown in figure 3-,6 is due to the

i differences among vehicles in the energy available from the
battery, the weight of the vehicles, and the various losses due to
tire friction, aerodynamic drag, and driveline inefficiencies. As
discussed in section 3.1-1, range is a function of all these
parameters and the manner in which they vary relative to one
another at different speeds.

As shown in figure 3-6, four vehicles achieved substantially
higher ranges than the others. According to equation (3-2), given
in sect ion 3.1.I, these vehicles must have high battery energy per
unit of vehicle mass Elf and/or a high ratio of driveline
efficiency to resistive acceleration DD/R a . Conversely, those
vehicles which have poor range performance have relatively low Elf
and/or low n D/Ra.

To aid in interpreting the test results, estimates were made
of the tire friction and aerodynamic losses for all the vehicles
tested. Inputted values for the vehicles' driveline efficiencies
were determined using these estimates and the measured constant
speed range. Tire friction losses were estimated from the data
available for the tires on the test vehicles (i.e., tire type and
pressure) and tire friction coefficient information available in
the literature (e.g., refs. 2 and 3). Aerodynamic drag losses
were calculated from estimates of the values of the aerodynamic
drag coefficient C D based on the vehicle's shape (i.e.,

i streamlined or boxy, see refs. 4 and 5) and the measured frontal

I area for each vehicle. The calculated tire friction coefficientsC I, the aerodynamic drag coefficients C D, and the aerodynamic
loss coefficients C3/M V are shown in table 3-3.

The resistive acceleration was calculated for the vehicles at

speeds of 40, 56, and 72 kilometers per hour (25, 35, and 45 mph)
using these calculated loss coefficients. The driveline

jIi efficiency of each vehicle was then calculated from equation (3-2)

/ and the constant speed range measurements. The dr iveline d
efficiency so calculated is an indication of what the efficiency
of the controller, motor, and geartrain would have to be for the
predicted range to match the measured range.

The calculated constant speed range parameters are listed in
table 3-4. The specific battery energy density was either
computed from measured data or taken f_oa manufacturers'
literature. The vehicles are lJrSted in the table according to
their measured range at constant speed from highest to lowest. In
a few cases, measured range was not available at the speeds
indicated in table 3-4 but was estimated from the range results
shown in figure 3-6.

I 47
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TABLE 3-3. - CALCULATED TIRE FRICTION AND AERODYNAMIC

LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR ELECTRIC %,dIICLES TESTED

Vehicle Tire friction Aerodynamic Aerodynamic
code coefficient, drag loss

C_, coefficient, coefficient #

_;/kg_ % c3/_'
10"4/m

P-I 0.113 0.5 3.95

P-2 •099 3 3.96

P-3 .105 .5 3.35

P-4 •093 .6 4•47

P-5 .105 .6 10.58

P-6 .122 .5 3.45

P-7 .105 3.29

P-8 •105 3.35

i_ P-9 • 105 II 3.35P-10 .I08 .6 7.36

'! P-If .095 .3 2.04

:_ C-I 0.113 O. 6 5.01

, C-2 •122 4.69

C-3 .104 (a)

!_ C-4 .ii0 4.41

:,, C-5 .105 4.50
4

C-6 117 4.40

i C-7 (a) (a) 4.40

:_ C-8 (a) (a) 7•36 '

__ C-9 •105 .6 5.10

!' C-IO 063 6 3.62

::_ C-ll (a) (a) (a)

C-12 .107 .5 I 3.47
!

17 aNot available.

4
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The driveline efficiencies shown in table 3-4 represent the
inputted driveline efficiencies of the vehicles based on a best
estimate of the other loss factors. There is almost a two-to-one
variation in driveline efficiency for the vehicles tested. This
variation contributed significantly to the wide variation in range
that the vehicles achieved during testing.

An alternative to correlating the test result with the
vehicle characteristics is described in reference 6. The
coast down test data for each vehicle can be used to determine a
"resistive acceleration." This resistive acceleration includes,
in addition to the tire and aerodynamic drag, the losses in the
differential, the wheel bearings, and any portion of the
transmission that is not disconnected during the coastdown. These
data can then be used to calculate the road energy at the speed of
interest or for an entire driving schedule. A motor driveline
efficiency can then be calculated by dividing the measured or
estimated battery output energy by the road energy. This motor
driveline efficiency differs from the driveline efficiency used in
this report in that it does not include the inefficiencies of
those portions of the drivetrain that remain connected during
coastdown tests. This motor driveline efficiency was not used to
correlate the test data because different po:'tions of the drive
train are included in its determination depending on a particular
vehicle's configuration.

The measured range of the test vehicles for driving schedules
B and C are shown in figure 3-7 as a function of vehicle test
weight and payload weight. The results include the effects of
regenerative braking where it was available on the vehicle. As
expected, the range was lower than the constant-speed ranges
because of the acceleration losses.

The test range (as indicated in section 3.1) should correlate
with the performance parameter ElfnD/R a where the driveline
efficiency and resistive acceleration are calculated for the
raaximum speed of the schedule (i.e., 32 km/h (20 mph) for schedule
B and 48 km/h (30 mph) for schedule C). The measured schedule d
range as a function of this performance parameter is shown in
figure 3-8 for schedules B and C without regenerative braking.
The data appear to correlate reasonably well with range,
increasing as the performance parameter increases. Thus, as might
be expected, the same factors which affect vehicle range at
constant speed also influence the range over a cyclic driving
schedule.

Although the data in figure 3-8 appear to approach a
performance parameter of about i0 at zero range, the curves
actually would tend toward zero. However, as the performance
parameter is reduced, a minimum would occur where the vehicle
either could not meet the acceleration requirement or would not

5O
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have enough energy to complete one driving cycle. It is expected
that the acceleration requirement would be more severe. Thus, an
electric vehicle would require some minimum performance parameter
(greater than 0 but less than--10) to achieve any range at all over
a driving schedule.

3.2.3.2 Energy_consumption. - Energy consumption was
determineci for each vehicle by measuring the electrical input
energy to the battery charger required to recharge the battery
after each test. The amount of electrical energy needed to
recharge the battery depends not only on the amount of energy
discharged during the test, but also on the charger and battery
efficiencies, which were different for each vehicle. These
component efficiencies were determined for some of the vehicles.
Since the values did not show much variation, it was assumed it:
correlating the data that the charger and battery efficiencies
would not vary greatly among the vehicles.

To insure a full charge, the batteries were generally
overcharged to varying degrees. For example, the batteries were
always equalizecl at each recharging; that is, charging was
continued until all cells were brought up to full charge. To
compare the energy consumption values for all vehicles on an equal
basis, the energy consumption data were corrected to a constant
overcharge level of ].0 percent. Corrected energy consumptions for
the schedule B and C tests are plotted in figure 3-9 as a function
of vehicle test weight and vehicle payload, respectively. Energy
consumption is seen to depend on vehicle weight as most of the
data fall within an area bounded by lines with slopes of 0.17 to
0.28 watt hour per kilometer per kilogram (0.12 to 0.2
Wh/mile-lbm). Energy consumption appears to be independent of
payload since the vehicles were designed primarily on gross weight
rather than on payload.

The electric vehicle energy consumption at constant speed is
plotted against test speed in figure 3-10. As shown, the energy
consumption varies considerably among the vehicles, and the
sensitivity to speed is also quite different for the different J
vehicles. In section 3.1.2 the energy consumption was shown to be 4
proportional to the weight of the vehicle and the ratio of
resistive acceleration to the driveline efficiency. It also was d
shown that the way energy consumption varies with speed depends
primarily on the relative rates of increase of resistive
acceleration and driveline efficiency as speed is increased. How
these parameters affect the shape of the energy consumption curves
is shown in figure 3-2.

As was discussed in section 3.1.2, energy consumption would
be expected to correlate with MvRa/n D, which is equivalent to the
LK)wer required from the battery to drive the vehicle at constant
speed. Energy consumption is plotted against this performance
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o- o I I I I I
40 50 60 70 80 90

Vehiclespeed,kmlh

I I I
30 40 50

Vehiclespeed,mph

Figure3-10. - Energyconsumptionasfunctionof vehiclespeedfor
electrictestvehicles.

parameter in figure 3-11(a) for all the constant speed range

tests. The data correlate well with this parameter. The energy
consumption is proportional to the mass of the vehicle and the
resistive acceleration, and it is inversely proportional to the
driveline efficiency. A Similar plot is shown in figure 3-11(b)
for driving schedules B and C without regenerative braking. Here
the resistive acceleration and driveline efficiency are calculated
at 32 and 48 kilometers per hour (20 and 30 mph), respectively,
the maximum speeds for the driving schedules. The energy
consumption generally is greater for the driving schedule tests
when compared with the constant speed tests at the same power
level. This situation corresponds to the higher energy
requirements for acceleration to the maximum speed of the driving
schedule.
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Figure3-11.- Variationofenergy.

3.2.3.4 Regenerative braking. - Regenerative braking is a
method of converting the vehicle kinetic energy that is normally
lost in braking to a different form of energy that can be stored
(flywheel, hydraulic, or battery). This energy then can be
converted back into a form usable for powering the vehicle. Thus,
a vehicle's range during stop-and-go driving should be increased
with regenerative braking. The amount oE increased range depends
on how efficiently the regenerative braking system can store the
kinetic energy and convert it back to propulsive energy.

The regenerative braking system used on seven of the vehicles
tested converts the drive motor into a generator that charges the
battery during braking. One other vehicle uses a hydraulic
regenerative braking system, which consists of a hydraulic motor
coupled to the electric drive motor shaft. When the vehicle's
brakes are activated, the hydraulic motor is converted to a pump
and pumps fluid under pressure into an accumulator. The high
pressure fluid is then available for powering the vehicle.

i
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TABLE 3-5. - EFFECTS OF REGENERATIVE BRAKING

Vehicle Driving Range improvement
code schedulo in range,

Without regenerative With regenerative percent
braking braking

km miles km miles

P-3 B 52 32 53 33 2
C 37 23 45 28 21

P-6 S 105 65 117 73 12
C 94 58 123 77 31

P-7 B 48 30 53 33 10r-

' C 44 28 48 30 9

C-3 B 68 42 72 45 5
-- C 47 29 48 30 .7

C-5 B 51 32 57 35 ii
C 44 28 57 36 29

!

!

i. Although nine of the vehicles tested had regenerative
._ braking, only five could be tested both with and without

regenerative braking. The regenerative braking could not be

deactivated in the other four vehicles. The results of

comparative testing are shown in table 3-5. Compared in the table

• are the range of each vehicle over driving schedules B and C

without and with regenerative braking. The percent improvement in

range also is shown. In all cases there was some range

improvement when regenerative braking was used. The range
improvement was generally higher for driving schedule C, since the

maximum speed is higher (48 km/h compared to 32 km/h for the

schedule B), thereby making more kinetic energy available for

i_ recovery, d

_" In some instances, full advantage could not be made of the
i_ regenerative braking system due to the constraints in the vehicle

_. designs. For example, in vehicle C-3 the system is designed so

:_ that regenerative braking and the hydraulic braking system are
_,_ applied simultaneously as a safety feature. At least half of the

available energy is lost in the front brakes, and much more can be
lost if the balance between the two braking systems is not

_,_ precise.

3.2.3.5 Acceleration. - The acceleration rates of the

_ electric vehicles tested were expected to be lower than those of

the conventional automobiles. The amount of torque delivered to

the wheels is limited in an electric vehicle by the amount of d

_ power or torque that can be provided by the electric system.
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3-6. - _J_SURED_TICN _RISTICS a TNIL_ 3-7. - C_J]ILITY

Vehicl_ Time r_quir(_dto reach _atcxl Vehiclo Test spoed, k_l (_h)

_ 32 (20) 48 (30) Gr_lit_, percon_
P-1 14 29

P-2 9 34 I)-1 18 18 5 6

P-3 7 16 P-2 37 26 15 3

P-4 9 22 I)-3 -- 26 13 6

P-5 8 -- I)-4 22 12 14 4

I-6 8 14 P-5 -- 14 12 3

P-7 8 17 P-6 .......

P-8 7 16 P-7 -- 30 16 6

P-9 ii 20 P-8 -- 24 15 9

P-10 7 45 P-9 35 18 12 7

P-11 -- -- P-10 -- 33 12 2

C-I 6 11 P-If .....

C-2 9 23 C-I -- (b) 19 11

C-3 7 14 C-2 14 15 13 4

C-4 8 19 C-3 14 -- 15 7

C'-5b 4 9 C-4 -- 13 12 4

C-6 9 16 C-5 .... 24 7

C-7 I0 17 C-6 46 .....

C-8 7 22 C-7 .... 18 --

C-9 6 13 C-8 -- 22 ....

C-10 7 15 C-9 -- 18 17 7

C-II 12 21 C-10 17 15 12 7

C-12 -- 51 C-11 -- 45 ....
C-12 -- 7 3 1

aAs comparedwith typical internalcu,bustion

emgine _.b/cle accelerat'on times of 3 s to aGrade climbed at indicatedspeed, mBasured
32 _u/h, 5 s to 48 kin/h,and 15 s to 97 km/h with fully chargedbattery.

 wi1 1 .
t data s_lied by manufacturer.

_6

_I Also, the test vehicles were heavier than their conventional '

counterparts due to the weight of the batteries. Therefore, even
though the electric vehicle and a similar conventional vehicle
would have the same friction and aerodynamic loss coefficients,

Jl the previously mentioned factors would tend to lessen the electric

vehicle's acceleration capability (see section 3.1.5).

The times required for the electric vehicles tested to
accelerate to 32 and 48 kilometers per hour (20 and 30 mph)
compared with a typical conventional automobile are shown in table
3-6. The times required to reach 32 kilometers per hour (20 mph)

range from 4 to 14 seconds as compared with about 3 seconds for

the conventional automobile. The times to reach 48 kilometers per

hour (30 mph) range from 9 to 51 seconds as compared with about 5 d

-ii
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seconds for the conventional automobile. No difference between

the personal and commercial vehicles was apparent from the test
L*esults.

3.2.3.4 Gradeability. - The percent grades that the
electric vehicles tested can climb were calculated from the

acceleration and tractive force data and are listed in table 3-7.

The wide variation in gradeability among the vehicles is due to
the differences in the electric drive systems and the ability to

transmit power to the wheels. For reference, over normal terrain
Federal interstate highways are limited to a 5-percent grade.

Non-Federal mountain highways, however, may have grades as high as

I0 or 12 percent. The gradeability of most electric vehicles at

very low speeds is exceptional. High gradeability at low speed

primarily is due to the torque/speed characteristics of the DC
series motors used in most electric vehicles; the torque available

is highest at low motor speeds. This high torque could be used at

higher speeds if a variable ratio transmission were used, but it

requires careful matching of the gear ratio and motor
characteristics.

3.2.3.6 Maximum speed. - The data obtained on maximum speed
from the electric vehicle £rack tests are shown in table 3-8. The

maximum speed shown is the average speed that can be maintained by
the test vehicle for two laps around the track without overheating

the motor components. As shown in the table, almost a factor of 2
variation in the maximum speed was measured for the test vehicles.

Maximum speed is shown to be primarily a function of the battery

power delivered to the wheels and the aerodynamic losses of the
vehicle. Those vehicles in which large amounts of power can be

delivered to the vehicle relative to the aerodynamic losses of the

vehicle would be expected to have high maximum speeds.

3.2.3.7 Payload. - Payloads for the electric vehicles tested
are stated in table 3-9. The payload was taken to be the
difference between the manufacturers' recommended gross vehiclu

weight and the curb weight (empty weight) of the vehicle. A

passenger vehicle must be able to carry 68 kilograms (150 ibm) per d

person plus about 25 kilograms (55 ibm) for luggage. The payload
capability of many of the passenger vehicles was limited to one or

two people. As would be expected, most commercial vehicles have

greater payload capabilities than passenger vehicles.

3.2.4 Braking and Driveability

Braking tests were conducted on some of the test vehicles in
accordance with the ERDA test procedure. The test tesults are

shown in table 3-10. All but one of the twelve vehicles tested,

despite their relatively high gross weights, passed all the moving
braking tests. Most vehicles did not pass the parking brak.e test
as delivered but did pass the test after the parking brake was

ad justed.
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V_I_ H_tLnUn aped Ve_cle p_fI_v3
(xx_ ......... co_ .....

)m_h mPh k_ ltrn

_2 64 40 P-2 191 ,20
P-3 80 50 P"3 272 600

1:),-4 56 35 P-4 272 600

P-5 48 30 1).5 100 220

P-6 88 55 P-G 153 33U

1)-7 90 56 P-7 277 610

P-8 85 53 P-8 272 600

P-9 ?G 47 P-9 218 480

P-10 51 32 P-10 204 450

P-11 88 55 L_-11 213 470

C-1 90 56 O"1 168 370

0-2 56 35 C-2 315 695

0-3 72 45 0-3 801 1765

C-4 60 37 0-4 440 970

C-5 64 40 C-5 340 750

0-6 71 44 C-6 295 650

C-? 56 35 C-7 259 570

O-8 50 31 C-8 224 494

C-9 64 40 C-9 374 825

O"10 84 52 C-10 729 1584

C_11 -- -- C-11 302 665

O-12 56 35 C-12 454 1000

_BZ_ 3-10. - SLI4H_Y OF BR_K_G TESTS

Ye.,hJ.¢_e Teat speed Stxakcfat-.lJ.ne _ Dry-turn Wet-turn Wet Park_
er_,_pin9 d.ts_ st_r_n_ _Ls_ce st_pp_ng _Lstanoe stopp_nq d_s_ce z_ brake

k_/h nt_ test test
m ft m ft m f_ m ft

P-I 50 31 15 50 10 60 17 57 16 54 passed Failod

P-2 49 30 14 46 17 57 ..... Passed FaJ.led
56 35 19 61 23 74 21 70 22 73

P-4 48 30 14 45 17 57 ........
56 35 19 63 23 74 22 71 22 71 Pmmod Passed 4

P-7 48 30 15 48 17 57 .,-- ..............
80 50 42 139 46 150 ..........

P-8 4e 38 18 60 17 57 ............. d

P-9 48 30 16 52 17 57 18 61 19 62 pasaod pemaed
80 50 49 161 46 150 ................

O-1 48 30 16 54 ;_1 69 .......... PemSeda Failed
84 52 61 200 73 240 70 230 79 260 ......

C-2 48 30 16 52 21 69 16 53 20 64 _emnod_ Failed

0"3 48 30 23 74 21 69 ............
69 43 40 130 52 170 30 99 30 99 Fused Fa_.led

• ! C-5 72 45 35 114 56 182 .............
80 50 43 140 69 225 ......

C-7 48 30 14 47 17 57 14 47 b26 86
64 40 24 78 29 96 .......

_._'8 48 30 12 40 17 57 ......
53 33 15 49 20 67 ............ F_i.!ed

3.-m/_2 ( _.o.,l_t/s2)

ed brake pedal pveut_e in exvess ot ¢l.lo_tble vv.xL,mm for stc_p,e did not shop _n a eontzolled rammer within 3.7 m (12 ft) lane.
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The driveability of the electric vehicles tested was

noticeably different from that of conventional automobiles. The

most noticeable characteristic was the po,_r acceleration (see

table 3-6). The limitation on acceleration (and maximum speed)
for most vehicles would cause driver concern about the lack of

ability to move out of a tight traffic situation. The tested

vehicles also were more difficult to steer, having a tendency to
understeer as compared with conventional automobiles. None of the

vehicles had power steering. Some of the vehicles tested did have

vacuum-assist brakes powered from an electric vacuum pump. Those

vehicles that did not have power braking required a noticeably

higher foot pedal pressure to stop than conventional vehicles

without power braking. This was due to the greater weight of the
electric vehicles.

3.2.5 Track Operating Experience

Most of the vehicles tested by NASA at test tracks in 1977

during the vehicle checkout, range, acceleration, and braking
tests accumulated about 1000 kilometers (600 miles); a few

accumulated 1600 kilometers (1000 miles). Vehicles tested by NASA
in 1975 and 1976 accumulated less mileage.

Each vehicle tested experienced some degree of difficulty

I that would have prevented routine operation of the vehicle on
public roads. Since many of the vehicles tested were one of a
kind, or were from very limited production runs, it is not

surprising that difficulties were encountered during testing.

Many of the vehicles tested had been operated less than 300
J'! kilometers (180 miles) before delivery to the test track and never

,, had operated under the conditions prescribed in the test

procedure. On the other hand, the vehicles that had undergone
relatively extensive development testing prior to the track tests

experienced fewer problems.

The types of problems encountered with the track vehicles/

were as follows:

i Problem Number of
occurrences

I Motor failure 6_ (or overheating) !

Controller

[ malfunction
' i

I Battery charger
[ failure (or

malfunction)

i Batteries
i Fuses and circuit 4
! breakers

t

1
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Various other vehicle problems, for example, brake draq and

cooling fan failures, also occurred.

The large number of failures encountered, several p_)r 1000
kilometern (620 miles), revealed the lack of matu[ity of most of

the electric vehicles tested ds compared with conventional

automobiles. In tha opinion of the test pet_sonnel, most of the

vehicle problems that were encountered could be solve(] by

improvements Jn the manufacturing process, assembly, quality

control, and/or proof testing of the vehicles.

3.2.6 Safety

Electric vehicles present unique safety requirements

primarily because the average driver lacks experience with the

nigh voltage components and batteries. These safety requirements
include

(i) Protection against high voltages that exist at numerous

places within most vehicle systems, which present the
potential of electrical shock hazards

(2) Protection against high currents and temperatures that

may result from snorting two exposed contacts wire, in the

system

(3) Prevention of the accumulation of hydrogen gas that is

generated during the _harging of lead-acid batteries

The electric vehicles tested operated in voltage ranges of 48
to 216 volts. These voltages could be hazardous under certain

conditions. Many of the disconnects on the vehicles tested were

either difficult to reach or difficult to separate and reconnect

safely. Some vehicles had no disconnects. The hazards presented
by these voltages when servicing or repairing the vehicle may be

• reduced by supplying proper disconnects to completely isolate the

battery from the system. Of course, the disconnect must be

designed for easy operation without exposure to high voltaqe, d

Electric sI_ock hazards also can be reduced by using plug-in
electrical connectors with no exposed high voltage surfaces and by

using b_tteries with a minimum nulnber of exposed terminals.

Battery chargers shoul.] be supplied with fault interrupters on

both tne input and output sides of the charger.

Dropping, or accidentally touching a conductive metal object,

sucn as a tool, across exposed battery terminals can produce a

high current surge that can cause high local heating. This high

local nearing may melt a portion of _he conducting material and/or

cause _erious burns. For example, during one track test, when

_i removing the batte_:y pack the case ruptured when _he terminals

i ,
( , •
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inadvertently were shorted. The probability of high current

accidents can be reduced by using protected terminals and well

designed disconnects. Tools and battery handling equipment also
must be insulated.

Adequate ventilation must be provided around the battery

while charging so as to eliminate the possibility of an
accumulation of explosive mixtures of hydrogen. Ventilation must

be provided within the vehicle as well as within the garage in
which the vehicle is housed.

3.3 USER EXPERIENCE

This section documents the results of surveys to gather data
and information on the experience of individuals and organizations

who have operated electric vehicles under field conditions. In
some instances vehicles have been introduced into normal service,

while in other instances they have been part of a planned

demonstration program to acquire field data on electric vehicles.

Electric automobiles, delivery vans, and buses operating in both
the United States and foreign countries have been included within

the scope of trois phase of the study.

The purposes of this study were as follows:

(i) To determine the performance of present state-of-the-art
equipment in actual day-to-day use

(2) To compare the experience in field operations with
results obtained under controlled test track conditions

(3) To identif,, the problems experienced by users and define
equipment limitations in order to assist in formulating a

responsive electric and hybrid vehicle research and

development program

In addition, although intended as a market survey, the s_udy also

noted consumer acceptance of the electric vehicle concept.

Tnformation concerning domestic operation of electric

pas._ 'nger and commercial vehicles was obtained by the Jet
Pro:'ulsion Laboratory through site visits, telephone contacts, and

survey questionnaires mailed to electric vehicle users (appendi×

D). Experience with the operation of passenger buses in the
United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and ,Japan was

obtained through a survey conducted by Trans Systems Corporation

unde_ c_ntract t_J tile Depart m_nt of Transportation; the survey

[esults were prJmari[y based on site visits (ref. 7). Time and

i!undinq limitatior_: prevented surveying foreign cars and del ivery

vans to t_le same depth. Information on this idtter group was

based on field visits conducted by the ERDA and NASA staffs, the
LJub]ish_d l it_,rature, and some telephone contacts.
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3.3.1 Who Uses Electric Vehicles?

Electric vehicles are presently providing transportation

services throughout the United States and numerous foreign

countries (ref. 8). Two user surveys in the United States

identified nearly 450 electric vans, 1700 electric automobiles,

and 13 electric buses that are either presently in operation or
were in operation within the past few years (appendix D and ref.
7).

In the United States, the largest number of electric vehicles

in operation are CitiCars, small two-passenger vehicles
manufactured by the Sebring-Vanguard, Inc., which were purchased

primaL!ly by individuals for use as second cars. Experience with

electric vans was obtained from a large program being conducted by
the United States Postal Service (USPS) to evaluate electric van

use for local mail delivery and from a demonstration program being

conducted by 64 electric utilities under the leadership of the
Electric Vehicle Council (EVC). Use of electric vehicles for bus

transportation has been quite limited and centers mainly on the

Electrobus, a 20 to 30 passenger vehicle that has been providing
service in several localities since 1973.

Overseas the electric vehicles have been used in Great

Britain for more than 20 years, primarily as delivery trucks for
the dairy industry. Today this fleet includes nearly 40 000

vehicles (ref. 9). Foreign electric utility industries have been
active in electric and hybrid vehicle development. In Germany,

iI the GES consortium has 50 electric vans and 22 buses in operation.
In addition, about 44 electric buses have provided transit

I services in England, France, and Japan (ref. 7).

3.3.1.1 United States experience. - Table 3-11 summarizes
the users of electric passenger and commercial vehicles within the

TABLE 3-11. - DOMESTIC USERS OF FLEETRIC V_ICLES I

d

_pe of Postal Other Transit Water and Resort areas Private (miners
vehicle service go_xrm_nt agencies electric

agencies utilities
d

Vehicle name (number Jn use)

Automobile _.%'AMe_ (3) _P M%KS II (33 5%_ Islander Sebring-Vang_

Zagato Elcar (6) (25) CitiCar (1500)
B&Z Electra F_gato Elcar
King (i00)

I Van Harbilt (31) Otis P-500 (2) Battrc_ic (i12)

#

AM Ceneral LDA (I)
W-SE EI_-
truck (295)

Bus I:le_u_us (i) F,le=t,_bus (G) ]

Part.rile(6) I 4

! i

l '
t ,

d
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United States. For each type of user, the vehicle manufacturer,
model, and approximate number of vehicles in operation are
indicated.

Automobiles :

As shown in table 3-11, electric automobiles in use in the
United States include the CitiCar, Elcar, EVA Metro Sedan, Mars
II, EVE Islander, and Electra King. Four of these vehicles are
built from the ground up as electric vehicles. The EVA Metro
Sedan and the Mars II are conversions of small imported
conventional sedans to electric vehicles. The numbezs of electric
passenger vehicles shown on table 3-11 are based on car
registration data and surveys of electric vehicle owners. It is
estimated that the number of CitiCars (fig. 3-12) presently in use

is nearly 1500, by far the largest number, while Blcars number
around 100, the second largest group (appendix D).

Figure3-12. - TwoCitiCarsbeingcharged.

The Mars II vehicle, produced by Electric Fuel Propulsion
Corporation of Michigan, is a conversion of a Renault RI0.
Electric Fuel Propulsion is reported to have produced 80 electric
vehicles from 1967 to 1977, 45 of which were the Mars II
conversions. Thirty-three o: these coi_versions were purchased by
24 utility companies as p_rt of an electric vehicle evaluation
program (appendix D).

Twenty-five "Islander" vehicles were built by the
Electromotion Company of Massachusetts to meet the specific
requirements of the Sea Pines Plantation Company of South

!

i
J

6s I
J
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Carolina. Sea Pines Plantation is a 5200-acre resort and leisure

community which purchased the vehicl_.s for rental to individuals! for t_ansportation about the resort and to nearby facilities in
tne area. Seven of the 25 vehicles were used by the Plantation
Company for its own personnel and delivery requirements, while the

F_ rema/nder were tented-to the public.

i The other users of electric automobiles have been government

agencies. For example, ERDA has been evaluating three EVA cars
which are being used to transport personnel in the Washington,
D.C. area. The Fermi Laboratory of Stockton, California, has
purchased six Elcars for personnel transportation within its

laboratory facilities.Identification of the total number of electric vehicles in
use is complicated by the fact that a large number have been

il "homebuilt" by individuals for their own use or experimentation.

These are estimated to number between several hundred and several

thousand within the United States. Because of the special-purpose
nature of these vehicles, they have not been included in the user
assessment presented in this section.

Commercial Vehicles - Vans:
0

The USPS electric vehicle program constitutes the largest
planned demonstration of electric commercial vehicles in the

United States. Two different vehicles have been involved in the
program. Thirty-one Harbilt electric delivery vans have operated
since 1973 out of a single post office in Cupertino, California.

} In 1974 the USPS ordered 352 additional delivery trucks built by
AM General (fig. 3-13). To date, 295 of these have been used for

_ postal delivery service in 22 offices throughout the United States

i (ref.10).

d

q

Figure3-|._,.- I,M t;eneralua-_ L,_.. u,.,,,,...... . ' ' " 4
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Another progra_ involving delivery vans has been conducted by
the EVC. The EVC, which was formed in 1968 by the Edison Electric
Institute, initiated its Work Vehicle Program in 1970 to develop a
battery-powered van for use in short-range multistop missions.
One hundred and seven vehicles were produced by the Battronic
Truck Corporation under this program in 1974 and delivered to
utilities for evaluation (ref. Ii). In addition to these 107
vans, individual utilities purchased another 5 Batt_'onlc vehicles,
making a total of 112 Battronic vans operating at 64 utilities. A
Battronic van isshown in figure 3-14.

Figure3-]4. - Battronicvanin ElectricVehicleCouncil'sWorkVehicleProgram.

Other efforts with vans in the United States have been much
more limited. Two Otis vans have been operated at NASA Lewis in
Cleveland, Ohio, since March, 1975 (memo from R. J. Denington,
NASA Lewis, to D. Richie, Jet Propulsion Laboratory). The Copper
Development Association, an industry group, has designed an
experimental battery-powered van that was tested for 2 years in
routine daily use by the Water Department of Birmingham, Michigan
(ref. 12).

Buses :

Use of electric buses within the United States has not been
extensive. Three Electrobus vehicles currently are operating in
Long Beach, California, three on Roosevelt Island in New York, and
one is being operated by the National Capital Park Service to
carry personnel between agency offices in Washington, D.C.

O0000002-TSF05



Battron£c a/so has developed a bus that has been operated in
severaL cities, including a Model Cities Demonstration Program
using six vehicles in Lansing_ Michigan. Howe_er, the Battronic
buses are no long, r-in-service in Lansing.

Summary_ of United States Exp_erience-

Summarized in figure 3-15 is the present electric vehicle
usage in the United States in terms of kilometers traveled_
Modern electric automobiles are estimated to have traveled over 6
million kilometers (3_7 million miles). The greatest percentage
of this travel has been associated with privately owned vehicles
used for personal transportation. Electric vans, by comparison,
have logged approximately 1.3 million kilometers (0.8 million
miles), while buses have operated an estimated 250 000 kilometers
(155 000 miles) ............ i

8xlO6
5xl_O6

Ownedbybusinesses
or governmentagencies

I"-"-I Privatelyowned

E

'i 3- __

_ --
= 2-- ._- d

4
2--

I-

NO-- 0
Cars Vans Buses

Figure3-15. - DistancetraveledbyelectricvehiclesintheUnitedStates.

b
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U

Both the vehicle duty cycle and the total vehicle usage are
very modest when compared with other transportation modes in the
United States (fig. 3-16), Annual mileage for electric vehicles
is low, typically 5000 kilometers (3000 miles-) per vehicle each
year, compared with an average 18 000 kilometers (ii 000 miles)
per year for the American automobile and 94-000 kilometers (58 000
miles) per year by i_terstate buses. The total annual travel for
electric vehicle_has been increasing rapidly and is presently
estimate_ to be approaching 8 million kilometers. This compares
with over 640 million kilometers (400 million miles) recorded each
year by rapid rail or subway cars, over 2.4 billion kilometers
(1.5 billion miles) by transit buses, 1.4 billion kilometers (0.9
billion miles) by interstate buses, and 1.6 trillion kilometers (I
trillion miles) per year by private automob/les.

lOOxlO3
-- 60xlO3

O Interstatebus

80- s 50-

OHeavyrail

_. 40--

!°0-i
_ 4O-- .-

_= _= oLi9htrail
== 20 O Trolleycoach

20 _ Privateautom®ile '
,c _ 10 0

d

0 Allelectricvehicles
I _ I I 10 0m

-zo4 zo5 zo8 toZO loZ2 tol4
Totalannual distancetraveled,mile

[ I I ] I I
zo4 zo6 zo8 zoZO zoZ2 zoZ4

Totalannualdistancetraveled,km

Figure3-]6. - Vehicletravelin theUnitedStates.
( d
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3.3.1.2 Foreign experience. - Table 3-12 summarizes foreign
activity with electric _utomobiles, commercial vehicles, and
buses. The number of vehicles in service is shown in parentheses.

The 320 vehicles built by Japanese firms for Expo 70 in Osaka,
Japan, are not included in this table because they are no longer
in service. There is a great deal of prototype and developmental
activity in process overseas. These exprimental vehicles have not
been included in the table, unless operating experience and
in-service data were available.

_BLE 3-12. - FOREIGN t_ERS OF ELRCTRXC V_I(_ES

_ype of Great Britain France West Germany Japan Netherlands Sweden Italy
vehicle

Vehicle _ (number of vehicles An use)

Automobile _field (63) EDF (90) Passcn_r Witkar (35) Vol_ (2) Elcar (500)
(Iii)

Van Lucas CF (14) Pestafette Neraedes (30) Vans and Saab/AC4_(3) Fiat (2)

Milk floatsa SOVEL VW Electro- trucks Vespa (7)
(35 000) AR-19 trans- (356)"

Deliver_a (400) porter (20) Minibuses
(5000) COB (30) (21)c

(43)
Chloride.(I)

Bus Lt_s (I) SO_ 3TI M.A.N, (20) Isuzu (2)

Chloride (I) (5) Dornler (3) Mitsubishi
TB 13 (i)

Cr(:mlpton (2) Nercedes (2)

Ribble (I) Hino (i)
Mitsubiehl

460 (4)

_,_ki (4)

aManufacturers include Harbilt Electric Veh/cles, Ltd.; Cr_tcn Electricars, Ltd.; Ross _to; Smith's Elec-
tric Vehicles, Ltd.; W&E Vehicles.

b_ufactLtrers include Daihatsu, Suzuki, Toyo Kogyo, and Nissan.

c14_nufacturersinclude Daihatsu, Suzuki, Toyo Kopyo, Mitsubishi, Toyota, and Nissan.

d

Automobiles :

The largest foreign manufacturer of electric automobiles is
Zagato, an Italian firm that has produced approximately 500 small
two-passenger electric vehicles known as Elcars for sale primarily
to individual owners in Europe and the United States. A larger
version of the Elcar recently has been announced with a van model
also being offered.

In Great Britain, the United Kingdom Electricity Council
contracted with Enfield Automotive to supply 20 cars for
demonstration use by area electricity boards (USP$ data sheet on
their electric vehicles provided to Jet Propulsion Laboratory).
Since February 1967 these vehicles have been in operation 4

7O
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throughout England and Wales. A total of 80 Enfield cars have
been produced and are in use in various locations throughout the
world. Enfield Automotive, however, is no longer in business.

French efforts include the work of the Electricite de France

(EDF) Group who have been testing converted Renault R4 and R5

automobiles (see fig. 3-17) in French cities for several years
(ref. 13). About 90 vehicles have been built to date. Fifty-four

were used during 1973 and 1974 by EDF employees to make customer
service calls in Paris and its suburbs.

, :J _- ..... m

*!

Figure 3-17. - Renault R4's on charge in France.

For several yea_s after World War II Japan had approximately

4000 electric vehicles in use throughout the nation. As gasoline
became more plentiful in the 1950's, electric vehicles decreased

in popularity until, by ]976, there were only Iii electric

passenger cars registered in Japan (T. J. McGean and Louis

Schmidt, discussion and review of Jet Propulsion Laboratory files,
June 1977). In the late 1960's concern over air pollution,

traffic congestion, and petroleum scarcity caused renewed interest
in electric vehicles. By 1970, 30 prototypes of different sizes

and configurations had been developed by private industry.

Considerable impetus was given to this effort by the decision to

ban gasoline-powered vehicles from the 1970 World Exposition held
in Osaka. As a result, 320 electric cars and trucks were built

and operated at the Expo 70 site (ref. 14). The Japanese

government has given further support to electric vehicle

development by establishing a National Research and Development

Program under the Ministry of Trade and Industry (M_TI).

Approximately $19 million has been allocated over the period from
1971 to 1977 for the development, testing, and demonstration of a

variety of automobiles, vans, trucks, and transit buses. A second

phase of the project has been under way since 1975. This program d
is discussed further in section 3.4.
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Figure 3-18. - A Witcar station in Amsterdam.

One interesting experiment has been the Co-op Association

Witkar program in Amsterdam (based on trip notes of R. Kirk of
ERDA, Washington, D.C.). Since March 1974, 35 small 390-kilogram

(860-ib) electric vehicles have been available for rent from five
stations in the urban center. One station is shown in figure

3-18. Payment of a one-time fee of 50 guilders (approximately

$20) provides a membership in the association and a magnetically

coded plastic membership card. When this card is inserted into a

computerized vehicle management system it serves as a Witkar key.
Rental fees are automatically computed and members are billed

monthly. There are presently 4200 members of the Witkar system.

The rental fee is 1 guilder (40 cents) for 10 minutes of use.

Trips are typically about 1 to 3 kilometers (0.6 to 1.7 miles).
The Association plans to expand from 5 to 10 stations with 100

vehicles in operation in the near future.

Commercial Vehicles - Vans:

Great Britain, the world leader in the use ot electric

delivery vehicles, has been using them commercially for over 20

years. The dairy industry has 35 000 electric "milk floats" (f_g.

3-19) in daily service. Electric vehicles are also used for

delivery service, street cleaning, and refuse collection as wull
as mobile canteens. There are many established vehicle suppliers

in Great Britain who are engaged in manufacturing and testing

electric delivery vans, buses, and personnel carriers. Figure
3-20 shows one of these vans.

d
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Figure_-19. - A "milk float" in EnglarKI.

L,
!

p, F!gure3-20. - A HarbiltPostalServicevanatchargingstation

i__ in the UnitedStates.

d
In West Germany, the GES (Gesellschaft Fur Elektrischen

Strassenverkehr M.B.H.), a subsidiary of the largest utility
company RWE (Rheinisch-Westfalisches Elektrizitatswerk, A.G.), has d
been cooperating with a consortium of electrical equipment,
battery, and machinery companies to develop electric vehicles
suitable for short-haul delivery in urban areas. _ fleet of 20 VW
Electrotransporters has been in service since late 1973, some of
them are shown in figure 3-21. Fifty additional vehicles are
scheduled to be available by September 1977. Thirty Daimler-Benz
vehicles have been in regular service since the end of 19'75 with

the addition of 30 more planned. GES's primary aim has been to
collect technical and economic data on these in-service vehicles
in order to evaluate their performance and measure their potential
large-scale applicability. Except for the initial tests at the VW 4

I

i
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(a) Part of a fleet.

_) Batterypackbeing removed.

Figure 3-2].. - VolkswagenEle,:trotransporters.

facility in Wolfsburg, the VW vehicles have been ope_at_ : _ d
around Dusseldorf. Twelve of the vehicles were assiqne,_ i-:__

Public Works Department, while the remaining ones were: u'_, _._ _ ,

local RWE electricity supply authority. The Elect z'ot[°a,_c '_ _....
have been used primarily to transport materials and puot i_ -,"

inspection and maintenance of stations. The [)aJm]e_'-B_,n,: ':'_-'_ _:'_
have been used primarily for postal delivery service. 'L;
Daimler-Benz testing program has been aimed towaL_ds Jl_cz:,':• •

battery capacity, and thus the payload and ["ange of tlz_.......

in order to reduce the operating costs.

In Japan Daihatsu tested 19 e lectrlc deliveL_, vol_ _

experimental program in 1976,. The vans were operat_d i, ,,,_

a new town in Japan situate(] 20 kilometeL_s (12 mi!cs) :_

Osaka. The vans were used in a central deliveL°y s_,st_ _L, _ 4
successful in reducing delivery times and doubling £,_<J,l.....
(ref. 15).
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The Asahi-Shinbun Press in Tokyo, Japan, is experimenting

witt_ a fleet of battery and hybrid electric vans made by Daihatsu

_d Toy(> Kogyo. The vans are used in delivery areas where
rcsidurlt:: are still sleoping. The hybrid trucks leaving the

_;_[_tg_ya £acility operate on batteries as they pass through a

housing _.ol,plex, shift to internal combustion engines for th{_ trip
LL_tc)T_yO, and ttlen sh:L_t back to batterie_ for quiet deliveries

tr_ough the residential neic]hborhoods (ref. 16).

In addit{_n to the elo.etric passenger automobiles,

_:,p_oxJm_tely 377 vans, trucks, and minibuses were also registered

in J_[:_an _s of the fall of 1976 (personal communication to H. W.
M,,rritt _ro!n ChiKako Kimura, International Association of Traffic

and Safety Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, 1977). Their use is as
_¢_l!ows"

Electric company service _ 60

Telephone and telegraph corporation service 20

Milk delivery 12

Newspaper delivery 220

Osadano industrial area, Ksyoto 35

Local governments 30

Total 377

Electric trucks have been used for 40 years in France for

domestic refuse collection, and 400 trucks presently are in
service. The Societe SOVEL is a major supplier of these vehicles.
Other ongoing activities include a demonstration of 20 small

thr,:_e-wheeled COB vans assigned to maintenance and repair staffs

ot the French utility EDF in the Paris area. The COB is an
original design rather than a conversion of a conventional
veh icle.

Theze have been two advance prototype vehicle programs in

Italy. Since late 1973, ENEL, the Italian electric utility, has

sponsored a development program with Fiat. The objective was to

desic/n and construct two identical vehicles, one with a DC series

motor, the other with a DC shunt motor. A Fiat 850 T light truck
was used as the basic chassis. The vehicle with the shunt motor

h_,: outperformed the one with the series motor with regard to
_ ,t_, speed, and climbing ability. Although the two vehicles

i
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have been tested extensively, neither one has been released for

general use (ref. 17). The second Italian prototype is a
commercial three-wheeled vehle]e patterned after the convention_

Vespa Car (fig. 3-22). Preliminary road tests hav_ _ demonstrated
that the vehicle has good maneuverability, easy handling, end good
acceleration.

Other overseas activities have included experimentation _ith

three Eleetromotion vans by SAAB in Sweden. This work, it:

cuoperation with the Swedisl: firm AGA, is aimed at devoi.oping a

prototype for an electric Swedish Post Office deli,,e y truck.

. ',l;p

Figure 3-22. - The italian Vespaelectrocar.

! Buses :

I
, There has been much more activity overseas with electric

! buses than in the United States. Forty-four electric buses have

! been operating throughout Europe and in Japan since 1972. During

1 this period the buses have accumulated 3.1 million kilometers (1.9
million miles) in passenger service.

The most extensive developments have occurred in West

Germany. A fleet of 20 M.A.N. SL-E Elektro-Buses, one of which is

shown in figure 3-23(a), provides total public transportation

along three routes in Dusseldorf and its suburb Monchengladbach.
Battet_ies are carried in trailers behind the buses and are

exchanged at stations in the maintenance terminals (fig. 3-23(b)).

Battery exchange is accomplished automatically during a 5-minute

rest period drivers are given between runs.

f
Similar bus systems have been developed in Japan.

Mitsubishi, Hino, and Isuzu buses operate with automatic battery

)
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(b) Exchangingbatteries,

Figure 3-23. - TheM.A.N. SL-E £1ektr0-Busin Dusseldorf. Germany.

_,xc,han_;_,:;in Kobe, Nagoya, and Osaka, respectively. The four
_lit:;l)t)i:;hi_)u:_,,_;in K_)b_, op(_rate along five di[f_rent transit

),)d_,'.: .lr_J h,.*v,, _('," l)l_*l,tt,,:] ,Ippl"¢)ximat, ely 322 000 kilometers (200
)()(}:nil,.:;):;inc., _;,,_)t.,mh_,r]975. An(,th(,r Mit,_;ubishi electric bus
})')','{),'.; t:.,r,:')_) ;;,,)')l_', nl()n,l d 2J-kilc)m(,ter's (14-mile) route in
;'.. ,' . ,', _ i ..... )! (,,,,_ ,.,'/)_) id di_,:;(,l-_,l,,ctr'i(; hu',;_,.,; ha;; _)p(,r,._t(,d

,, ', , .,', "; ,J, .:,:, ) i'),',>.. 'l'n,,:;(, i)=]:;,,;; hav_, t)avol_,d a t,)tal
' .. _.. ) ! .... <i_ ,'. ',,) ; (,'5() ()t)f)))l)l,,:;) in t. ran'.;it H),Yvi¢_,.
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A fleet of five SOVEL electric buses has been operating in
Tours, France, since January 1976. These buses operate on

10-minute intervals over a figure eight route that serves a

railroad station, public parks, and municipal offices. Nearly
I00 000 kilometers (62 000 miles) have been accumulated.

The South Yorkshire Public Transport Executive in Sheffield,
England, is currently operating four electric battery buses. This

fleet includes one Lucas Midi-Bus, the Chloride "Silent R_der,"

and two Crompton Midi-Buses that have been modernized from an

earlier experiment sponsored by the Department of Industry. The

Midi-Buses operate on a central-city shopping route, whereas the
larger Silent Rider provides commuter service. A Lucas bus is

shown in figure 3-24.

Figure 3-24. - A Lucasbus in England.

Runcorn, a new town on England's west coast, is served by an

electric battery bus which operates on 80 kilometers (50 miles) of

exclusive busways. This bus, built by Ribble Motor Services,
Ltd., under a project sponsored by the Department of
Transportation, carries the batteries on a trailer.

Innovations in hybrid and externally powered electric
vehicles have been under way in West Germany and France. hornier

has developed a hybrid trolley-battery bus that is used in

Esslingen. This bus uses existing wired routes but can operate
independently on its battery _upply. Daimler--Benz also developed

a hybrid diesel-battery bus, two of which are now being tested in
Wesel, Germany.

7 8
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3.3.2 How Are Electric Vehicles Used?

The characteristics and the limitations of present electric
vehicles have resulted in the following patterns of use:

(I) Daily distance traveled (fig. 3-25)" For vehicles
recharged once a day, daily distances range from a few kilometers
to maximums of 70 to 80 kilometers (44 to 50 miles). Typical
distances traveled vary from i0 to 65 kilometers (6 to 40 miles) a
day. Distances up to 350 kilometers (217 miles) a day are
achieved by battery replacement and recharge during the day.

(2) Recharging: The vehicles generally are used during the
day and the batteries recharged overnight. In some foreign buses,
the batteries are removed several times each day and recharged
during these intervals.

mi km rni km
250 400-- 50_ 80_- Ribblebus

I _ Cromptonbus70--
,,,v:M.A.N.bus

.-_ CDAvan
2O0-- //,A. 4o_ _/A

i 300,-,-,,, 60 SovelbusIlll r/,
Itll i//I
'll/i

LongBeachElectrobus
,,;A.

5o'#/,i
8
m

20o-- 4o--
.m

-¢m

10O-- _ Mitsubishi 20-- _ NASALewis-Otisvan
I ME460bus _
,,¢

Lucasbus 20 _ CitiCar(privatelyowned)100

_i(k_ Isuzubus _ USPS- Harbiltvan

50 _ c_z=aChloride tO-- PP&L-Battronicvan
bus USP- A_ GeneralDJ-SE

IO_

ERDA- EVAcar

O_ 0 O_
/Vhlltiplechargeseachday Chargedoncea day

Figure3-25. - Typicaldailydistancetraveledfor electricvehicles.
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(3) Distance between stops. For those vehicles in highly
routinized service, the scheduled stops range from 1 to over 25
stops per kilometer (2 to over 40 stops/mile) (fig. 3-26).
Accordingly, distances between scheduled stops range from 0.04 to
i kilometer (0.02 to 0.6 mile). Although the uses of private
electric automobiles cannot be characterized as simply, their
distance_ between stops are those typical of the urban commuting
or shopping service in which they are used.

(4) Speed: The urban applications ordinarily do not require
speeds above the vehicles' capabilities of 50 to 80 kilometers per
hour (30 to 50 mph). For some applications average speed is very
low - for example, i to 3 kilometers per hour (less than 2 mph) in
postal delivery and II kilometers per hour (7 mph) for so,he buses.

48n 30--

40_ 25n USPSvans

iiii
I.,.

._± 32--

L--

z 16 - 10_
,-Crompton

Chloride _ - ERDAEVAcar
Lucas _ - LansinaBattronicbus

LongB_achElectrobus
8 -- 5 _ SOVEL

Isuzu _ - RooseveltIslandElectrobus d
.---Mitsubishi ..... .FalstaffBrewerycar
_----ME460 _ -- PermiLabElcar
_-M.A.N. _ - NationalCapitolParkbus0-- 0,
Foreign(buses) Domestic

Figure3-26. - Frequency.of stops.
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-- 14 _ Nottingham,U.K., bus

Good
mountain _ 12--
highways

-- 10 Washington,D.C., car

Birminanam.Mich.. van

8 _ Manchester,U.K., bus
////J
_//,1 /-Osaka. Japan.bus

6 _¢1_".'I"Lansing,bus
7"/'/'_]-/,-Cupertino.Calif., van

Inter_tate ZZZ,d.d
highways _ _ Monchengladbach.W. Ger., bus

4 _ Kobe.Japan,bus

Maximum _ Sheffield.U.K.. bus

railroad ._

2 -- LongBeach.bus
Normal /-Dusseldorf, W. Ger., bus
railroad / Runcorn,U.K., bus
practice _ Tours,France,bus

Figure3-21. - Gradesencounteredbyelectricvehicles.

(5) Topography: The maximum road grades over which the
electric vehicles are driven (as shown by fig. 3-27) vary greatly
with the locality, values of 5 percent or less being quite common
and values as high as i0 percent being not unusual.

(6) Climate: Despite the adverse effects of low temperature
on battery performance, electric vehicles are in use in all
regions of the United States.

(7) Annual distance traveled: As shown in figure 3-28,
electric automobiles travel up to 5000 kilometers a year (3000
miles). Buses and vans travel as much as 12 000 to 15 000
kilometers a year (7500 to 9300 miles). These distances are

increased to the order of 40 000 kilometers (25 000 miles) a year
for buses having battery replacement during each day.
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(8) Fleet usage: Electric vehicles typically have been
operated in small fleets (where a fleet is defined as a group of
vehicles operating out of a single maintenance area). Figure 3-29

100-- Postal ,; ,,_._

vans :, "__,L_',' '_ _ :,',,,;,: l_
,,-Resort (ji_L_J_z_L' _,¢_.u_,--I ._ areacars

N= t-Government rElectric

"= lO I agencycars / utility
i c_rs

i_B Transit Bbuses Electric Private

Governmentagency: _J utility cars

El]"--Vans l_Jvans D..--Buses
|1'__" , , B I,i I I I

3 10 30 100 3O0 1000 3000
Numberof fleetsoperating

Figure3-29. - Fleetcharacteristicsfordomesticelectricvehicle
operations.

shows the characteristics of fleets c9erating in the United

i States. q

The largest fleets have been in the USPS program where fleet
sizes have ranged from 5 to 99 vehicles. The EVC project with i
Battronic vans has been characterized by small gzoups of from 1 to
6 vans. The electric utility program involving Mars II
conversions assigned 33 cars to 24 separate utilities with the
largest fleet being 8 vehicles. For private automobiles,
typically only 1 or occasionally 2 vehicles are owned rather than
a fleet.

The transit industry similarly has tended to use only a few
electric buses per location. The largest electric bus fleet in
the United States was the 6 vehicles operated briefly in Lansing,
Michigan.

3.3.3 Factors Which Influence Electric Vehicle Acceptability

£n addition to the electric vehicle range discussed
previously, the following factors influence the electric vehicles
acceptability: (!) battery life, {2) status of ve:_icle
development, (3) environmental, and (4) comfort, that is,

l .. ,,, _
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driveability and amenities. A detailed discussion of batteries
may be found in section 4.7 and appendix C; a brief discussion of
battery life is presented next. The status of electric vehicle
development is d/scussed in section 3.3.4, ReLiability and
Maintainability. The other factors, environmental and col,fort,
are discussed here in.

3.3.3.1 Battery life. - Battery life has been the user's
biggest problem with electric vehicles in the United States and
Canada. Of the vehicles surveyed, only those involved in the USPS
program have accumulated sufficient use and maintained adequate
records to define battery cycle life. The USPS DJ-5E's have been
experiencing a battery cycle life of about 300 cycles. The
manufacturer is believed to have identified and solved the problem
and expect_ to be able to achieve a cycle life of 1500 cycles in
the USPS application. However, the 300 cycles is representative
of the life reported by most other users of American-built
vehicles. With the exception of the USPS Harbilt vehicles, none
of those surveyed have been able to get much over 9654 kilometers
(6000 miles) out of a set of batteries. At the daily average
mileage of most electric vehicles this represents a cycle life of
250 to 300 cycles. Many users have reported much shorter battery
life. However, the Harbilt vehicles offer considerable
encouragement as they have all accumulated more than 16 000
kilometers (I0 000 miles) without any total battery replacements
(a few vehicles have had one or two cells replaced).

3.3.3.2 Environmental effects. - Environmental effects can

shorten battery life. Very high ambient temperatures increase
water lost by the battery and the water loss reduces battery
capacity, which increases the depth of discharge on each cycle and
reduces battery life.

Very low ambient temperatures severely reduce battery
capacity. For example, Hydro-Quebec of Montreal, Canada (appendix
D), found that at -5 ° C (23° F) their batteries had only 65
percent of the energy content delivered at 20 ° C (68 ° F). At even
lower telnperatures the energy deficit would be worse. Not only is
the battery's capacity diminished in cold weather, but the energy
demanded from the battery also can increase in winter. Snow on
the road surface adds to the power needed to move the vehicle.
Other battery loads from a heater, windshield wipers, and lights
also increase in winter, especially in the northern states. For
example, in Evansvil]e, Indiana, the USPS found that electric
vehicle consumption of electrical energy (kWh) increased in
January almost 50 percent over that in warm weather; in some
instances, their vehicle could not complete the assigned routes of
8 to i0 kilometers (5 to 6 miles). In Merrill, Wisconsin, the
useful range of a Battronic bus dropped 50 percent in subzero
weather (below -18 ° C (0° F)).

_4
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The key to mitigating the problem of high and low temperature

operation is to control battery temperature. For high ambient

temperatures, the batteries need augmented cooling. For low
temperatures, both battery thermal insulation and a means to heat

the battery are needed. Inasmuch as battery charging warms the
battery, continuation of battery charging up to the time of

vehicle use would help substantially in very cold weather.

Hills also impose an added drain on the battery, a factor

contributing to reduced range and shortened battery life.

3.3.3.3 Comfort, driveabilit_, and amenities. - Passenger
compartment heating in most electric vehicles is provided by

fossil-fueled heaters to avoid excessive battery drain. In the

case of the M.A.N. electric buses operating in West Germany, fuel
consumption tot heating consu:,es as much fuel as a diesel powered

bus. Inadequate heating of passenger compartments of electric

vehicles was frequently reported as a problem by users.

User experience with electric vehicles in ice and snow is

varied. Some users have found the heavier weight and lower

acceleration capaoilities to be well suited to operation under

these conditions. Other users have reported vehicle handling

problems serious enough that the vehicles are not operated when

roads are icy. It is evident that careful attention to weight

distribution is essential to preserve vehicle handling
characteristics.

Because of the limited range provided by current batteries,

most electric cars are designed to minimize weight and power

consumption. As a result, there is a tenuency to skimp on
accessories related to passenger comfort. These accessories

include air conditioning, heater and defroster, power assisted

steering or braking, and suspension. None of the vehicles

surveyed were equipped with air conditioning; a concezn in warmer
parts of the nation.

Power-assisted steering and braking usually are not provided.
This is not a problem on the small cars because of their low

weights. On commercial vehicles and buses it makes driving the
vehicle more difficult. The Electrobus is equipped with

power-assisted brakes, but like the other electric buses surveyed

it has a truck type of suspension using leaf springs instead of

the more comfortable air suspension used on conventional buses.
Air suspension is not used because the air compressor consumes

significant energy and also adds additional weioht to the vehicle.

Ride quality is also a problem for some vehicles.

Respondents to two separate surveys of electric vehicle owners

cited poor ride or suspension characteristics as a major complaint
(ref. 18 and appendix D). d
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3.3.4 Reliability And Maintainability

Because they have fewer moving parts, it is often claimed

that electric vehicles are more reliable and less expensive to
maintain than conventional vehicles. The data collected on user

experience with electric vehicles in the United States do not

support these contentions as measured by failure rates and repair

costs experienced in the field. These higher-than-desired failure

rates and costs probably can be attributed to lack of experience

in the electric vehicle industry rather than being inherent in the
nature of the electric vehicle concept. Where electric vehicles

have a long history of operating experience, for example, in Great
Britain, their reliability and maintainability have been
excellent.

3.3.4.1 Design maturity. - Electric vehicles have been
produced by U.S. manufacturers in such small quantities that they

have not yet reached maturity as production vehicles. Also, the

American electric vehicle industry itself is not well established.
Fewer than half the manufacturers producing vehicles during the

period 1972 to 1975 were still in business in 1976, and over
two-thirds of U.S. suppliers have been in the business for less

than 3 years (appendix D).

The result is that user experience is distorted by

evolutionary changes in vehicle design and problems characteristic

of prototype or development vehicles. The experience of the USPS
illustrates this point. Numerous design and reliability problems

were encountered during early operation of one type of van, which

was designed in 4 months by the manufacturer. On the other hand,

outstanding reliability and pertormance were obtained with a

British van (appendix D) whose design and construction evolved

during the production of some 40 000 vehicles in England. The

first van averaged 15 times as many failures as the other Harbilt
postal van.

3.3.4.2 Failure rates. - The failure rate for electric

vehicles operating in the United States, measured in terms of

incidents per thousand kilomet%rs traveled, has been 2 to 7 times

higher than for comparable conventionally powered vehicles. These
high failure rates largely result from the developmental nature of
electric vehicles manufactured in the United States.

Figure 3-30 shows failure rates per thousand kilometers

traveled obtained from the operating records of electric vehicle
users. Typical failure rates for conventional buses and electric

rail cars are shown for comparison. Present United States

electric vehicle failure rat_.s are running from 1 to 2 per

thousand kil_meter_ (2 to 3 per 1000 miles), compared with 0.3 to
0.5 per thousan4 kilometers (0.5 to 0.8 per 1000 miles) for

conventional equipment.
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A notable exception is the British-built Harbilt van used by

the USPS in Cupertino, California. These vans have experienced a

rate of 0.i per 1000 kilometers (0.16 per I000 miles), five times
better than any conventionally powered equipment. In nearly 18

000 vehicle days of service, USPS records show only 33 days out of
service, an availability in excess of 99 percent.

3.3.4.3 Causes of failures. - Records of failures have been

kept for two major electric vehicle programs in the United States

involving 407 vehicles. In addition, 230 responses to a
questionnaire were received fz.%m owners of electric vehicles.

Figure 3-31 shows the distribution of causes of failure for these
637 vehicles.

The primary causes of failures were associated with the

electric propulsion system, its controls, and chargin9. These
failures represent 91 percent of all incidents reported for

program A, 63 percent of those reported for program B, and 76

percent of those reported by private vehicle owners. Survey
results indicate no significant motor problems in programs R and

B, but private owners surveyed did report motor failures.

Electrical problems were mainly concerned with the controller,
charger, and batteries.

Approximately half the electrical failures in program A were
with the controller. All three sources of information experienced

about the same percentage of battery problems. Mechanical

problems, primarily associated with the braking system, represent
between a quarter and a third of the failures for the private

vehicles and program B, respectively.

3.3.4.4 Support requirements. - Reported operating

experience with electric vehicles indicates that repair times are
quite short in terms of man-hours to make the repair but that long
delays in getting parts needed to repair vehicles are common. F3r

the private vehicle owners who reported doing their own repair
work, the majority stated that the vehicle is easier to repair

than a conventional vehicle but that parts are h_rder to get.
Warranty :repair records indicate that repairs for the program A

van_ averaged less than 1 man-hour, yet many vehicles were idle
for weeks at a time awaiting replacement batteries or parts for

the motor or controller. Poor support from manufacturers or
dealers was a frequent complaint.

The major scheduled maintenance is for the batteries. Other

regular maintenance includes luJrication, brake adjustment, and
tire inflation.

3.3.4.5 Batte__ maintenance. - Battery charging is not in
itself a maintenance proc4du_,_Sut it does influence the amount

of maintenance required and the way in which it is performed.
d
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_ Three techniques are used:i

' (I) The battery may be recharged in the vehicle by a charger

on the vehicle. In this case the 9chicle is plugged into any

i: available outlet of proper voltage and load rating, an approach
common for passenger cars. These vehicles could be recharged away
from their home base, such as at a commuter statiotl or a shopping

center, but this is done in only a few cases.

(2) The battery may be recharged in the vehicle by a charge_

located in the maintenance facility. This eliminates the weight

of the on-board charger and is the approach most commonly used for
commercial vehicles.

(3) The battery may be removed and replaced with a fully

charged battery (see figs. 3-21(b) and 3-23(b)). This approach

improves vehicle use and is common for buses traveling distances

beyond the battery's capability. Table 3-13 summarizes the
recharging techniques reported for various electric vehicles in
the United States.

TABLE 3-13. - BATTERY RECHARGING TECHNIQUES

Type of vehicle Battery in vehicle Exchange
battery

On-board charger Off-board charger pack

Automobile Sebring-Vanguard
CitiCar

EVE Islander

EFP Mars_I

Van USPS AM General USPS Harbilt
DJ-5E Electruck -
option USPS AM GeneralDJ-5E Electruck

EWVP Battronic CDA d

Bus Electrobus Battronic
Ribble M.A.N. 3L-I_ d
SOVEL Mitsublshi ME 460
Lucas Isuzu EV 05
Chloride Hino BT 900
Compton
Mitsubishi TB 13

I

i

Normal battery maintenance includes voltage and electrolyte

IAvel checks and periodic cleaning and watering. Reported
maintenance times required to service batteries for several fleets 4

along with the estimated battery service cost per kJl3meter



TABLE 3_14. - I_OU_'INEBA'rg'ENYMAINTENANCE

Vehicle Labor, C_st,
(man-hours)/(vehicle-year) $/kln

USPS AM General 8 0.02
DJ-SE EleuLruek

EWVP Uattronic Minivan 88 .22

Birmingham CDA van 48 .04

Long Beach Electrobus 104 .08

traveled are shown in table 3-14. The relatively low man-hour
requirement for the AM General van results from both the ease of

access to the single battery and from the economies of scale with

larger fleets. The cost of battery maintenance can be nigh unless

care is taken in vehicle design and maintenance planning in order
to provide effective techniques for filling, charging, and
cleaning.

3.5
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3.3.5 Energy Consumption By Electric Vehicles

The energy consumed by various electric vehicles has been
measured under actual service conditions, and the reported results

are plotted in figure 3-32. Energy drawn from the electric power

lines was measured by a residential type of watt-hour meter and
includes all losses in the charger and the vehicle. Because of

the trend of rising energy use with vehicle weight, the data were

normalized in figure 3-32 to show energy consumption per thousand

kilograms. Energy consumption varies from 0.15 to 0.8 kilowatt

hour per kilometer per i000 k11ograms (0.i to 0.6 kWh/mile - I000

ib) depending chiefly on the service conditions. Postal vans with
their severe stop-and-go service have fairly high energy use.

An additional factor is the energy used in overcharging the

battery. In general, the batteries are overcharged somewhat in

actual service so that full charge might be assured. A given

amount of overcharge represents a proportionally higher waste of
energy if the battery being recharged was only slightly discharged

in service. Thus, vehicles whose service only slightly discharges

the battery are less effectiv_ in their energy consumption, a
factor reflected in figure 3-32 as high valt_es of kilowatt hours

per i000 "ilometers per i000 kilograms.

3.3.6 Costs of Electric Vehicles

Life cycle costs of electric vehicles include initial costs,

maintenance costs, battery replacement costs, energy (electricity)

costs, and vehicle ownership costs (i.e., financing, insurance,

_[ and taxes). This subject is discussed in detail in appendix D and

summarized in the next section.

Estimates of life cycle costs have been made for a few of the

user programs surveyed and result in relatively high cost per unit

distance traveled. These high cost estimates result primarily
from the high initial cost of the vehicles, high failure rates,

short battery life estimates, and the limited distances that

vehicles travel. All these are dependent on how the vehicles are
used and the state of electric vehicle technology. Considerable

uncertainty also exists as to what values to use for the costs,

especially for the battery. Thus, all the cost estimates

presented must be carefully evaluated before applying them to d
other situat io_,s.

3.3.6.1 Initial vehicle costs. - Initial costs of electric

vehicles surveyed in" the United States ranged from $3300 to
$I0 800 in 1977 dollars. Cost of the United States manufactured

electric vehicles was found to be roughly proportional to vehicle

curb weight, ranging from $4 to $6 per kilogram ($1.81 to

$2.70/ibm) as compared with about $3 per kilogram ($1.35/Ibm) for
conventional vehicles.
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3.3.6.2 Maintenance and repair costs. - Reported routine
maintenance costs vary considerably between electric vehicle
_nodels and user programs. This variation is largely due to the
fact that battery maintenance is the major component of routine
maintenance for electric vehicles and that the time required for
battery maintenance is heavily dependent on the number, size, and
accessability of batteries. Repair costs for the United States
electric vehicles have been high due to excessively high failure
rates and high part costs. Individual failures do not generally
require significant man-hours for repair. However, failure rates

have been so high and parts so expensive that total annual repair
costs have been substantial. The best available estimates of

total annual maintenance costs per vehicle experienced to date
vary from $80 to $980 per year. The lower costs are associated
with the very reliable Harbilt postal van. The higher costs
reflect the high failure rates of the immature United States
vehicles and can be expected to decrease with longer term
experience.

3.3.6.3 Energy costs. - Energy costs constitute a rel_tively
small portion of the total annual cost or per mile cost of
electric vehicles. For all surveyed cases the energy costs are
less than I0 percent of the total cost and in many cases less than
5 percent. Energy costs vary with power consumption and electric
power rates. Power consumption varies with the vehicle, driving
cycle, and manner in which the vehicle is driven. Energy costs
averaged approximately $0.01 per kilometer traveled for every
thousand kilograms of vehicle weight and generally amounted to
less than $I00 per vehicle per year.

3.3.6.4 Battery replacement costs. - Replacement batteries
for the vehicles surveyed cost from $400 to $3000. The cost per
kilometer driven varied from $0.06 for the Harbilt postal van to
$0.63 for a large U.S.-built van.

3.3.7 Institutional And Social Factors

Because electric vehicles are new and not yet comparable to
conventionally powered equipment in terms of range, speed,
acceleration, and comfort, their successful introduction to pubT.ic
use requires careful attenticn to institutional and social
factors. Examination of successful electric vehicle introductions
indicates the following factors to be of importance:

(I) Positive management and staff attitudes towards electric
vehicles

(2) Properly trained operating and maintenance personnel

(3) Use in a suitable application

(4) Adequate service and spare parts
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In addition, institutional obstacles were sometimes encountered,

such as obtaining appropriate insurance.

3.3.8 Consumer Acceptance of Electric Vehicles

What has been the response of the consumer, those who drive

or travel in electric vehicles? The attitudes reported were
mixed. The public is enthusiastic about the concept of a vehicle

that is quiet, environmentally sound, and an alternative to
petroleum-dependent transportation. However, many of those who

have used the electric vehicles produced in the past several years

are disappointed with their vehicles. Present electric vehicles

are often viewed as poorly designed, unreliable, and somewhat

impractical conveyances, and the support structure for parts and
services is often considered inadequate.

Consumer views on electric automobiles were obtained from a

survey (ref. ii). The owners were generally males between 25 and

55 years of age who had been using their electric vehicles for

approximately 1 year at the time of the survey. The respondents
had numerous complaints about the quallty of workmanship, ride

quality, and performance of their vehicles. Yet 79 percent felt
the electric vehicle met their needs and an overwhelming 96

percent indicated they would buy another electric vehicle if the

vehicles were improved as they suggested. These attitudes are
corroborated by the response to numerous public demonstrations of

electric cars by public utilities.

+_e response of bus passengers in Long Beach, California, has
been reported as positive. Patrons, who are mostly elderly and

retired, appreciate the lack of noise which makes it possible for
them to conduct conversations across the bus with fellow riders.

3.3.9 Summary

Electric vehicles, although statistically _n insignificant

portion of the nation's transportation system, _re beginning to i

play a noticeable role in certain special areas and have a
accumulated appreciable field operating experience. Within the

" United States the survey has been able to identify nearly 1700
automobiles, 450 vans, and 13 buses in service that have to date
traveled over 5 million miles.

The most favorable applications of electric vehicles are

those which capitalize on the rela_-!ve efficiency and the absence

of noise and pollution and can effectively use the present range

limitations of electric vehicles. Passenger cars are used mainly

for short trips such as commuting, shopping, and errands in
suburban areas with daily use ordinarily less than 20 kilometers
(12 miles). Commercial vehicle applications include postal

delivery, water meter reading, and interfacility errands at large

laboratory or industrial complexes. Buses, which are in rather d
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limited use in the United States at present, have been operated

mostly on short collection or distribution routes in neighborhoods

and auto-free shopping areas where their quiet, nonpolluting
chaL'acteristics are particularly i:rportant.

The annual use of electric vehicles is low, ranging from 4000
to 5000 kilometers (2500 to 3000 miles) for vans and autos and

from 13 000 to 53 000 kilometers (8000 to 30 000 miles) for

electric buses. These figures may be compared with an average
annual utilization of 18 000 kilometers (II 200 miles) for

conventional automobiles and 50 00D kilometers (31 000 miles) for
diesel-powered transit buses.

With the exception of the demonstration program being
conducted by the USPS, domestic fleets have tended to be small.

Autos are usually owned by individuals, and vans and buses are in

fleets averaging three vehicles. Fleets in the USPS program are
larger, ranging from 5 to 99 vehicles.

Most UniteJ States operators prefer to charge their vehicles

overnight, limiting their daily use to well within the practical
operating range. Foreign operators increase bus productivity by

exchanging batteries during the day.

Present lilnitations of electric vehicles include the

practical operating range, usually 30 to 65 kilometers, and the

battery lifetime, typically about 300 cycles or approximately 1 to

2 years of daily service. The cost of replacing batteries, which
can vary from $400 for a small electric car to $7000 for a bus, is

a major deterrent to the widespread use of these vehicles,

especially if battery life is only I year.

Energy consumption of electric vehicles is roughly equivalent
to that of conventional equipment. Values range from as high as

0.4 to 0.7 kilowatt hour per kilometer per 1000 kilograms (0.3 to

0.5 kWh/mi - i000 Ibm) in heavy stop-and-go service on postal

routes to 0.15 kilowatt hour per kilometer per I000 kilograms

(0.11 kWh/mi - i000 ibm) for electric buses operating in light •
city traffic.

A major problem with many electric vehicles operating in the

United States has been poor reliability, which can be attributed

to inadequate development engineering and field testing. These
problems have given electric vehicles a bad reputation with some

users. Where electric vehicle designs are mature, as in the case

of the British Harbilt vans, their reliability exceeds that of
conventionally powered equipment.

Electric vehicles now initially cost about twice as much as

their conventionally powered counterparts. The _ajor maintenance

cost is associated with the labor involved with battery charging

and maintenance. Costs of electric energy are roughly equivalent 4

q
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tO the costs for gasoline or diesel fuel to operate conventional
vehicles. When comFaring life-cycle costs of electric and
conventional vehicles, the determining factors are (i) the way and
ext_nt to which the vehicles are used and (2) the lifetimes of the
electric vehicles and propulsion batteries. Appropriate values
are the subject of considerable uncertainty, but they appear to be
considerably higher than the costs of conventional vehicles at
this time.

Consumer attitudes toward electric vehicles appear to combine
a great deal of enthusiasm for the concept with a certain amount
of disenchantment with the performance and reliability of some of
the models presently on the market. Problems with design maturity
and with service availability have been present and must be solved
if electric vehicles .ire to be more widely accepted.

3.4 LITERATURE DATA

3.4.1 Data Tabulation

A large amount of performance data and many physical
characteristics of electric vehicles in existence today have been
collected from the various literature sources discussed in section
2. Data for personal cars. commercial delivery vans, and buses
are summarized in tables 3-15, 3-16 and 3-17, respectively. Two
sets of tables are presented: one in SI units, and one in U. S.
customary units. Domestic and foreign vehicles are tabulated in
separate listings on each table. Within each listing, the
vehicles are presented alphabetically by either manufacturer or
owner name.
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3-15. - EZ_L_'_C

(a) SZ

_.'_fac_z_ Vehicle Number Yoar D:L,_s_:Lons,m Curb Pay- _ttory
of *,_iqht, !_"_1,

passeh- I_ Width _qht kg kg Weight, Typo Volt-
gets _ _Je,

V

An_-T.ran Co. Exar-1 4 1976 4.6 1.9 -- 1978 --- 771 TR0244 144

Anderson Electric Third 2 1972 3.7 1•7 1.7 1143 _ 340 PL--ac4d 72
,_, Power _t _nera_Lcn

B_umltch-Rcaule _aun 2 1976 ..... 816 136 --- F_acid --
Co. Electric

Christians_, M.B. Renault R-10c -- 1976 4.2 1.5 1.4 1021 --- 242 Pb-acid --

....iI

Copper Davelepaent; C_q Tc_n Car 2 1976 3.7 1.5 1.4 1406 168 482 GC-21A --
Associati_

Die Mesh Corp. Electra Spider c 1973 ........ 1293 ...... Pb_acid --

] (Fiat 8501

[_cx_,Dm_las (d) 1973 4.5 1.7 1.8 567 --- 125 _'P --

3E Veh£ch_s SporCsterc 1+1 1977 2.2 1.3 .8 256 95 129 Pb-acid --
!_ lOB

Electric Dynamics X-2 li 1976 3.7 1.6 1.3 862 -- --- Pb-acid 72
] Corp.!

| Electric nRtaun 1200 4 1972 4.0 1.5 1.4 953 _- 354 GL_2H

1 _ _9_c_9 1_]_azk,CT .... 4.3 i.8 i.i 1134 -- 376 SGL

I _f Beetle 4 ---- 4.1 I.5 i.5 1043 --- 354 EV-106

_ Electric Fuel Transfo=nerI 5 1975 5.4 1.9 I.4 2654 340 1089 EFP 180

i _Ion Corp. Electricar 4 11970-71 4.5 I.8 --- 2359 136 998 144

Mars II° 5 1966-70 4.4 1.5 1.4 1860 249 835 120

E_Sport -- 1972 ......... 2350 363 998 i 144
(Hornetsia-

l t_n wag_)
-- ElectricPasaenger Hummingblrd 4 1976 3.9 1.6 1.4 1166 272 376 TR0217 72

Cars, Inc.

J ElectricVeh/cle El¢ctrlcluxury 4 1975-77 4.4 i.6 1.4 1429 --- 472 PL-acid 96
Associates sedan

El_tri¢ Vehlole Islander 4 1971-76 3.2 i.9 I.5 1134 --- 386 Pb-acid 84

_gL, eerL_
Fog Motor Co. Clty car (P_ntol ............. 1452 136 434 Pb-ecid --- d

, Cortina Estate 5 1970 4.4 1.7 1.4 1400 --- 408 NI-Cd 113
Car

C_meral Electric Delta 2 ---- 3.3 I.4 I.5 1043 --- 392/26 Pb-NICd 72 d
CQ.

G_eral Motors 512 tEbllcar 2 1969 2.2 I.4 I.3 567 --- 150 Pb-acld 84

Corp. 512 In-Ni ur|_n 2 _969 2.2 1.4 ].3 570 197 119 NI-Zn 94

car I

= I aS notes_taSbrushlesR.serles;P _t_s mhunt;C _t_s c_-_und; PM _tes a motor ,vi_h a p_mu_t m_9_t; B _-

bs(3_ denotes a sillo_n-_troll_d r_tifler (SCR)choppur;_ denotes a transistorchupper; _F%f denotes

batte_ _wit_; _ _ r_,istance_E _mK_es electron_.
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REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE

m_ ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR

_tta

Cc_t_oll_b _mlaslcn _xxlmum _ at Itmgo _lerat_on f_m
speed, constant teat standlr_ start

kW ,,'oZt,age, )on }_r_/h To st_md, 'Z'd,mo,
V km/h •

9.6 IX: 95 E DL_ct drive 113 161 68 -- --

14.9 S IX: 72 _ 2 Speed; auto,tic 69 97 72 -- --

8.2 DC 36 D_/ 4 Spo_l; manual; 93 56 56 93 30
belt _£ve

-- P[E 108 ESW 4 Speed; manual 80 48 40 -- --

? P L_ -- R; _ Fixed 95 166 64 48 9

IX:m_zs at --- _tlnuously _lable; 89 .......
2.4 _ each core drive

5.0 iX: I -- E_f Direct drive 72 .......

DC motors at 6 RW E 80 .......
each

15 P DC 36 R 4 Speed; manual 113 58 72 48 11

15 P IX: 36 R 4 Speed; _ual 121 56 72 11

15 P DC 36 R 4 Speed; manual 105 55 72 11

24 S IX: -- St_'_ 3 Speed; autx_atic 121 97 99 8

15 S IX: 144 _ 3 Speed 129 89 97 97 30

15 S DC -- Eg4 4 _, manual 97 161 64 64 20

15 C DC 144 -- 3 Speed; _anual 111 ld0 48 48 10

11.2 S IX: 36 _ 4 S,_e_xq.:manual 84 80 64 -- --

10 P DC -- _ 3 Spoed; automatic )88 80 48 48 13

7.5 IX: -- E Direct drive 48 ........

30 IX: ...... 129 63 64 ....

30 S IX:: 100 SCi{P Fixed 113 64 40 48 7

8.1 S DC -- SC_P 4 Sl_x); manual 89 177 48 48 6

6.3 IX: -- _ Fixed 72 76 48 48 12

6.3 S IX: -- S(3_ FLied 75 148 50 50 12

Cl_eq_.rm_at..t_ brakin_.

steerable lig_twei_htfruntwheels; une _ dti_ _eel.
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;_u_ac_ur_ Vehlc1_ Numbor Year Dlmonciona,m Curb Pay- ktt_,T
of woi_ht, load,

pMaen- Length Width .eight kg k9 W_Lght, _ Volt_
gors k9 ag_,

V

General Motors xep-la (Opel 4 1970-71 ..... 1361 _ 294/113 Zn-a/r + 1GO
Corp. Kedett) Pb-acid

Elect--_ra J_s 4 1964-62 ...... 1542 --'- 308 _j-Zn 530
land2 c

Gld:e-Unt_, Inc. End_a 4 1977 4.7 1.8 --- 1452 -- _90 Pb-actd 240

Foees, Paul VWdmle b_ ............ 862 --- 363 72

Hughes, _ NSU Pr:Lnz ......... 744 -- --- ' 48

Oausel, VL_gil W. _nault ....... 1098 161 -- i 96

KeslJ.ng, re-. H.D. YAREe 5 1977 4.3 1.8 1.3 1043 .... i' 72
Korff Electrics Tailwind 3f 2 1977 3.3 1.8 1.2 683 181 265 TR_244 48

Linear _ Fa].c_ .............. 163 _L-NiF --

Co_. Seneca 4 1975-76 4.3 1.3 1.8 ...... Pb-acid --
Electric

Mallon, _ G. I VWsedanc 4 1959 ...... 953 --- 340 TR0217 66

MuF,ee _ineer- MeCuLloch 2 -- 4.2 1.7 1.2 1252 163 572 Pb-acid 108
Irq Corp. electr£ccar

Sm_lanc_s 2 1970-72 3.0 --- 1.0 732 lel 340 E_J_de 72
I and 2 EV-106

Urba 2 I --- 3.2 1.5 1.1 g??l --- 265 TR0244 48
Illustrated Ele_=ic c ]Nat.Lon,_1 Union _ --- 1959-62 ...... 968 --- 359 Pb--ectd 72
Electric Kilowatt

I Newell,O_hn VW fastback ........... 862 .... _t-Cd 48
Paine, Donald Da_ 410 4 1974 4.0 1.5 1.4 1134 --- 472 EV-108 96

Rippel,Wally E. Ripp-E_ic c 4 ---- 3.6 1.5 1.4 1338 153 590 _V-115 120

_, Roebuck _Frl c 2 1977 3.8 1.6 1.3 1411 .... So,u's 120 d
& Co.

Sebrlng, CitiCar 2 1974-76 2.4 1.4 1.5 590 227 236 EV-106 48
Vanguard,Inc.

Stammt, kndy M.i.nyDm_e .......... 808 371 --- Pb-acld 72

} S_elnfeld,Robert NSU Pr/mz --- 1964 ........ 771 --- 236 Pb-acid 48

I as denotesserles_ p denotes shunt;C cle_s uum_om_/;PM d_e.eo a motor with a permanentmagnet_D de-

| note_ brushless.

i bS(_P denotes_ silioon-cont_olledrectifier t.eX_) chopper;_'_ _note_ a transistorchc_per_ B_ denot_._s

batte.r_switching;R d_not_s r_sistance;E close,us el_Ic.

e'Regone.ra'd.vebraking.
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_num. P,f I'I'.'._!_1"__!:Ir l.i,y (;I; TIff,
Oi;lt_'"h' I+;X_J_/,lu ?'OOig

"_at La uud .

_t_r Oont_ol_ b Tr_i_ion Mm_hnum I_qa at I_r_l_ _leratl_ Iron
..................... aIpo_l, cxlnat4_t te_t nt_J_q nt.u't

_r, '_ _ )an/h s_od, mp_.l,

V J_n/h

"_ S I_ motor,; at SC_ FJxod 9'7 24] 48 48 10
10.5 _ each

86 _E 120 _.;lg) Pi_ 121/129 64 121 97 17

15 S IX: 120 SC_ FL,_ 1, _97 185 56 48 9

_.- P DC --- _ 4 Speed; _ual 97 97 48 ....

---- P IX: 30 DSR O_Ln driw 64 ........

4.7 S _ 96 _ 4 b'Lx_" n_nual 84 80 48 ....

9 ........ 89 .... 80 12

[£;_t 48 _ Chain drivo 92 121 48 48 12
mot._-s
$3m
each

19 H: ...... 9? 121 40 ....

..... E 92 80 40 48 8

---- S PC ..... FLood :'88 48 64 -- --

11 _:;P_ 108 SC]_ 2 Speed; mn_l; 121 201 48 ....
chain drive

6 s pC -- 1 - _ 2 b'pe_; n_nual 100 161 48 48 10
1 - SC]_

?, S P DC 30 BSH C_m_.nucxmlyvaari_d=leh 89 ........

5, 3 _x: --- L_ 64 .........

---- C_ --- _ 4 S_,_; mant,._l 105 ..........

20 P _ -- _ 100 40 56 48 10

11 S D_ 120 _ 98 137 48 48 ?

20 C _: 120 B_ 121 145 76 -- --

4.5 S _ 48 DL_; drive 61 ....... 48 15

29 C [£ 72 113 161 56 48 9
d

.... S _ _- _r 97 .........

sido d=ivo _%_1s_ oI_ £_t and one rear w}_el, both steerable; built to _l_nstrate safety features.

f_ st_r_ble f_m_t_l_is; _I_ ru_r drivewh_1; _ _t m_n_t mutors.

gG_ss vehicle woi_d_t.

_:lectz_nioally oone-_olled, oont£nuou_ly a_ijuete_le bolt drivo a_d fLied-ratio z_llez chain _:lv_ with a dif-

99
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[] _ _1%.

i
(")

_n_acCuz_r V_cla N_mlba,, ¥_ DJzrm'w£or_, m e,uz_ _attezy
O_ _miqht, load,

_ Lm_ Width l_ig||t kg kg Wulght. _ VoIt-

ger.S kg aq_,
V

u_J/_ corp. v_ I_ ........... 1945 --- 9z2 zn-cZ 200
Unkque lt=bilA_, Elecl_r tc_r 2 ...... 1134 _ 472 EV-106 96

Ir_.

:, OniversiCy of _ ZI 5 1975-76 4.4 1.5 1.4 1316 --- 354 _V-106 72
• co.ado

:-_=" C.H. _termn CITD-886 4 --- 3.9 1.5 2.3 1125 _ 454 C&D 48
Ind_trUm

-,. k_s_ ¢_2 F,spor Lmunt,zl 2 1976 4.3 1.7 1.2 1356 --- 473 Pb- ::id 96
El_--t.ric Corp. caz c

Pelhatsu MD'ter L_/ 1_i (b_TZ) 4 .... 3.2 1.4 1.4 91467 --- 540 Fe-air 96/144
Co., L_/. + X_"

acid

L_/ IN (MXTZ) 4 .... 3,2 1.4 1.4 g1427 --- 510 Fe-Ni 104

Eleclzlc Tractlon, Icana 3 .... 3.2 1.6 --- 91452 ...... 3SK10 72
Ltd.

_fle1_1 Auto- 8000 2 1976 2.8 1.4 1.4 953 --- 308 SLI 48

[ Fiat FAectric 2 1976 2.6 I.5 I.3 620 160 166 Ni-Zn 105

{ ciW c_c
Ford Motor Co. Ccmuta 2 1968 ..... 544 --- 174 Pb-acid 48

1 Natlo,al Tsi_ T_ 2 4 ---- 3.1 1.3 1.7 1200 200 500 ESII0 192

t_Iverslt7

Progh_ttl Cestio_i E_plo_ic_te 3PC 3 ---- 2.7 1.5 1.5 980 250 356 ....... 72

Husear_i Institute [_ I ....... 2.2 1.6 --- 680 250 284 Pb-acld 96

: for Rotating
Electric

To1_ Ko_o _t_a electric 5 .... 3.7 1.5 1.4 1095 336 '328 Pb-acid 96

Co., Ltd. fanily c_rToyot_ M_ter Co., EV 211c (MITI) 4 .... 3.4 1.5 1.5 g1467 --* 530 Fc_ir 166/144
Ltd. + Pb-

acid

_ 2Pc (MITI) 4 .... 3.4 I.5 1.5 g1479 --- 540 Pb-acid 144

. Z_gat_)Inter- 2_Ic 2000 2 1976 2.0 ].4 1.6 520 ...... P_-_cid 48
nat/unal S.A.

aS _lunotes series; P Omzzotcs shunt; C rk_)tus L_o_|_2umd;[_I denotes a f,utor with a perm_..cnt m_.jnet; it d(.-

notes )_nmhless.

I bsL_ _utes a silJc_n-_un_llc_l rt_ifie_ (_R) c_,r; _ dez_otx;sa transistor ch_r; B_ <k,not¢_s
%

|n_t_rv switch,q; R d_rrotus ng.sistance_ I_ denotos el_._runic.

1
J

%
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CohtJz_md.

_ludld.

_]_ __ _ _ _ _ r'__ frl_

.... • _pm_d, ctemtf_Lmt ta_t, st,,_Lncl nt_='t
_, ,W_ a _ _ _lx_ed, sl'_d, ....................

v la',Vh ,,

18.7 8 _C --- _ 4 b'lxx_; TT_m_I 105 .... 64 10

8.9 -- _ 4 _; I_mual >97 161 60 48 9

11.2 -- R! _ 4 Sl_ucl; ._a_a_l 64 --- 60 48 25

8.9 _r 48 _ Oont..i.nuo_ly v_um_ble; 72 97 48 40 15
]_lt ch'lve

----- C DC -- _; SC2_ 3 Spu_; autor_tic 97 ..... 48 32

12 S B 125 TCI_ 2 Spo._J;autc[ratic 96 26b 40 40 5.5

12.9 P DC 83 'ICIW 2 Spoed; autumati¢ I01 259 40 40 6

5.6 ..... SCl_ Fixed; belt dr_ve 56 .........

6.0 S IX: 48 E6W DL_-¢ drivc 64 89 48 48 13

10 P _ 96 'I_IP 2 Speed; automatic 75 65 50 50 9

T_o S IX: 24 _ Fixed 64 40 64 48 12
motors
@ 3.7 kW
each

20 S 13: -- Fixed 90 L6P 45 60 12

8.9 P DC 68 FLxed 60 L09 50 .....

T,x) S DC 83 FJJ_d 60 50 50 48 8
motors
_3kW
each

8.I S DC --- BSW (i) 70 ._0 30 30 6

20.9 P DC 136 SCI_ 2 Spcod;aut_r_tic 83 455 40 40 3.6 i

20.9 P DC 136 SC_.: , i Sbx-_d;automatic 85 243 40 40 3.6 d
2 S DC 24 _k%_ D:_ct drivu 55 80 40 40 10

°_wrativu brak_g.

gGr_ss vehicle weight.

INotavuila)Ic,.

i01
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i

I

If,l_'i_olJUCj:_liji, y (_I,' 1111,_

(I_} t.!._.

!;_wk_- l_m_lthW_Jth Iluiqht II_ Ibm W_ight, _'_ VO_t-

V

Co. , 18o "d -- -- 17oo ......
And_mon El_r ic lh_,l 2 1972 146 65 66 2520 -- 750 Plr_cid 72

l_ra_nlich-l_r_slo Brain 2 1976 ....... 1800 300 .... Pb-a_/d ---
Co. _l(_'Ur£c

Chzlstiana_, M.B. _n_ult R-IOe _- 1975 165 00 56 2_n n= 535 Pl_aci,l ---

CoR._rD_uloi_it _ T_an C_r 2 1%76 145 60 55 3100 370 1062 GC-21A ---
A_o_lation

Die Hosh Corp. El_T, ra SPider° 1973 ..... 2850 ...... Pb-acid ---
(Fiat850)

_4, Doll, s (d) 1973 176 65 70 1250 --- 276 I_P ---

3E V_icl_s S_ort_t_rc 1+1 19'17 86 52 ] 33 565 210 285 ?b-acid ---
10B iE1_tric D_cs X2 1976 144 62 50 1900 ...... Pb _cid 72

_l_ic D_sun 1200 4 1972 15£ 60 53 2100 .... 700 GC2ll

EnQineor_Jlg _ehn_k CT_ ..... 167 72 43 2500 828 S(_

t1_Deet_ 4 ---- 160 61 59 2300 --- 780 EV-106

El_'tric _I Tr_afon___ Z 5 1975 212 77 54 5650 750 2400 _ 180

_,! Prqpu.l_ton Corp. Eloct_icar 4 1970-71 181 71 -- 5200 300 2?00 144

Mars ZIc 5 1966-70 173 60 55 4100 550 1840 120

EI_TI_- Spott --- 1972 ...... 5180 800 2200 _r 144
(Home_ s_a-
ti_ _on)

E1e_tricPas_ar Hummingbird 4 1976 155 63 56 2570 600 830 TR)217 72
Cars, Ino.

_lectrioVohiclo ElectricluxtEy 4 1975-77 174 65 57 3150 --- 1040 ?b-_cid 96Associates

Elect_Icv..n_cla 18_.ander 4 1971-76 125 76 60 2500 --- 850 Pb-acid 84

Ford Mot_" Co. Clty car (1_Into) ........... 3200 300 956 Pb-acid -_

Co_TAna Estat_ 5 1970 174 65 55 3086 _- 900 Ni-Cd 113

Cena_al Elect_Ic D_lta 2 ---- 130 56 59 2300 -_ 864/57 Pb-NiCd 72
Co.

' Gun_al M_tors 512 url>_noar 2 1969 86 56 52 1250 -- 330 Pb-acid 84

Corp. 512 Zn-Ni urban 2 1969 05 56 52 ].257 435 270 Ni-Zn 94
car

' as _Mmotes series;P _'_Ot_8 shm_t;C deautes c_m[_ur_|;PM ,denotesa t_torwith a p_r_m-mntma_9_et;l] _-

no_s bru_hless

bscl_ ¢l_mo'r.e8a silicun-contr_ll_rectifier (S(_) chu_r; T_ denotes a t_nsiatoz ('_c_T_r; _ _otes

battery switching;R d_r_tes r_Istance; E _J1otas el_ctro_ic.
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REp_(_Id]('I_.II,ITY_)I,''I'II_
O|{I(;INAI,p:_;I,_I:I['_jUL{

l_Wr Ootlt._llt_ Tran_ml,,ntm _Lxl_m _ at _ _lor_ti(_ frun

I V mph e

I

20 IS IX: ?2 S(a_ 2 _cd; aut_n_tlc 55 60 45 .....
l

11 IIx_ 36 _ 4 5poed; n_nu_l; 58 35 35 58 30

I
belt drive

--- P PC .... I_H 4 Spood; re,mud1 50 30 25 ....
9 P IX: 108 I R; _ Fi.,,¢_ 59 103 40 3_ 9

I

moron at. 3.2 hi) ..... Cont..i.nuou_lyvariable; 55 ........
e_h corn d_vo

I

!.5 P _C 36 _ (3_d_ (_ive 25 ..........

8 _C --- _ Direct d_:Lve 45 .......
I

IX: moLocsat: 8 _ E .................. 50 ........
each

20 D tX_ I 3G R 4 Spocd_ m._nu,._. 70 36 45 30 11

20 P DC I 36 R 4 S_ed; _ua_ 75 35 4s l 11
20 _ C¢ [ 36 R 4 S[=oed; Iu_l 65 35 45 I 11

32 S DC , --- SC_ 3 SFeod; auton_tic 75 60 55 _ 8

20 S _ I 144 SCHP 3 Slxssd 80 55 60 60 :q

20 S DC _ _ BSH 4 Stoeed; nahum. 60 100 40 40 20

20 C IX: I 144 ..... 3 Speed; n_nual 69 87 30 30 10

15 S 1:_ I 3G ¢CRP 4 Spocd; _anual 52 50 40 --

13.4 P DC , _ SCll]P 3 Speod; aut_n_tLc >55 50 30 30 13

10 DC _ --- E DL-"ec_.dz'iw 30 .......

40 IX: , ..... 80 39 40 -: --

40 S DC I zoo _ F_ed 70 40 25 30 ?

10.9 S DC.. _ 4 _xxl! m_n_l 55 110 30 30 6

8, 4 DC _ -_ FL_d 45 47 30 30 12

8.4 ._Ix: _ _ Fixed 47 92 31 31 12

c_ege_e_a_iw b_a_.m,d.

steerablelightwei%_tf_t wh_Is; one _ dri_,ew_met.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

(b)

r4o.nufac,1:uror Veh:l.cle Number Y(_: D£_ns£ons, :in. [ Curb Pay." t_tttar_
of _£ght, load,

paumm- Lou_jthWidth Heiqht ibm Ibm Weight, Type Volt--
gets lbm age,

V

GeneralF_tors _p-la (Opel 4 19'_0-71 ...... 2957 --- 64._/250?m-alr + 160

Corp. Kadett) Pb-acld

Elect_ 4 1964-67 ..... 3400 --- 6_0 Ag-Zn 530
i and 2c

Globe-Unlun,Inc. E_dura 4 1977 184 72 --- 3200 -- 1300 Pb-acld 240

Hcwes, Paul VS du;tebu_ .......... 1900 --- 800 Pb-acid 72

Hughes, Max _SU Prinz .......... 1640 .... R-acld 48

Jaesel, VirgilW. P_nault ......... 2420 355 ---- Pb-acid 96

Kesllng, Er. H.D. _]IREe 5 1977 168 72 52 2300 --- -- Pb-acid 72

KorffElectrlcs Tailwind 3f 2 1977 130 71 46 1506 400 584 TR0244 48

Linear Alpha Corp. Falcon ............... 360 I_-NIF --

Sm_eca 4 1975-7_ 169 50 69 ...... Pb-acld .-
Electric

Mallun, RichardG. VW sedanc 4 1959 ..... 2100 --- 750 TR0217 66

M_ee _gineerL_g FECulloch 2 -m 166 68 46 2760 360 1260 Pb-acid 108
Corp. electric car

Sundancers 2 1970-72 120 -- -- 1614 400 750 Ex/de 72
1 and 2 EV'-106

M_hanix Urba c 2 ---- 126 60 43 g1700 -- 584 TR0244 48
Illustrated Electric

Nat._onalUnion Henny --- 1959-62 ...... 2135 --- 792 Pb-aoid 72
Electric Kilowatt

(_ult
_birm)

NePali, John VW fastback ......... 1900 .... Ni-_d 48

Paine, Donald Datsun 410 4 1974 156 59 55 2500 --- 1040 EV-108 96

Rippel,Wally E. Ripp-Eleutricc 4 --- 151 59 55 2950 338 1300 I_V-115 120

Sears,_ _-I c 2 1977 151 61 52 3110 .... Sears 120
&Co. EV

Sehring- CltiCar 2 1974-76 94 55 60 1300 500 530 EV-106 48
Vanguard. Inc.

Silent, Andy Miny Dune ............ 1781 819 ---- Pb-acid 72
Buggy d

Steinfeld,Robert _BU PrJ.nz -_ 1964 ..... 1700 --- 520 Pb-actd 48

aS denotes series;P denotes shunt; C denotes co,puund; PM denotes a ,t)tor with a Fermanentmagret;B
notes brushless.

bsQ_ denotes a silioun-u_trolledrectifier (FK:R)chopper;_ denotes a transistorc_r; BSW denotes

battery,switc/_Ing;R denotes resi_tsnce;E denotesel_ct--_c.

c_egenerativebraking.
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......... 1_ = . I

l{I,Jq_l_f,C'V:Z'l'! _ i,' t,Zl/_
Olgl(,l:,Al, I'A_i_ i_J 1'001_.

..

:ont.t.mw.;l.

.',:nt:.i.ntsp,d.

Motor C_trollor b Tr_sion Maximum Range at Pange Acceleration fs_m

• ,_,.,, speed, cc_sbmt test s_ sLart, I '1_°ea Mo.,cim_ noh s_cl, speed,
voltage, rai]_a tz_h To speed, Time,

v mph s

_o s cc motors at s_ Fixed 60 150 30 30 IO
14 lip each

115 he 120 _ Fi..ued '75/30 40 75 50 17

20 S IX: 120 S_P Fixed 60 115 35 30 9

P IX: --- L_: 4 Speed; manual 50 50 30 -- --

P Ix:: 30 B_ Chain drive 40 ......

5.3 S IX: 95 _ 4 Speed; manual 52 50 30 -- --

12 DC .... 55 --- -- 50 12

q_o DC; PM 48 T_P Chain c_.-:t_o 58 ?5 30 30 12
motors

each

25 _ ..... 60 75 25 --

-- IX:: .... E 57 50 25 30 8

-- S _C ..... Fixed >55 30 40 ....

15 DC; PM 108 SC_ 2 Speed; _nual 75 125 30 -- --
chain drive

8 S DC --- I - BSW 2 Sl_ed; manual 62 100 30 30 10
2-3C_

10 P IX: 30 _ Contln_ly vaziable h 55 ......

? IX: --- _ 40 ......

--- CC --- _ 4 _ed; _u,_l 65 .......

• 27 P DC --- _ | 62 25 35 30 10

15 s m ].20 ,me _ 6z es 30 30 7
t

z7 cpc z2o s,_ 7s 9o 47 -- -- ,
I

6 S IX: 48 B_¢ D_ drive 30 --- -- 30 15

39 C iX: 72 _ 4 Speed; ._nual 70 100 35 30 8 dl

e_ side drive_is; one frontand one _ _-ml, both steerable;built to c_monstratesafeW features.

steeroble fr_;twheels; one re_r drive_'ne_l;t_ l_,u,_anent_et motors.

gG_ss vehicle weight.

hElectmmically oont_olled, oontinuously adjustable belt dri_ and fLwad-ratio roller chadn dri_ with a dif- i
ferential.

q
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I ._uufac_ur_r Vehlule I_ Year Dimunsions,in. Curb Pay- Batt_
of weight, lo_d,

possemm l_ngth Width Height Ibm ibm Hoight, ?_pe Volt-
gers ibm age,

V

Udylite COep. Vega ha_ck ........ 4289 --- 2010 Zn-.CI 200

t_Jue MobiLL_, Elect_lcar 2 ....... 2500 --- 1040 EV-106 96
Inc.

_versiL_ of Mars IIG 5 1975-76 173 61 86 2900 --- 780 E_-106 12
Colorado

C.H. Watt, an C_4-886 4 .... 152 61 89 2480 --- 1000 C6D 48
lnd_t_ies

_Lnghouse Experimental 2 1976 168 66 46 2990 --- 1043 Pb-acid 96
ElectricCorp. car--

Da_d_atau_r EV 114 (MITI) 4 ---- 126 55 55 g3234 -- 1190 Fe-Pb 96/144
Co., Ltd. EV IN (MITI) 4 -- 128 55 55 g3146 --- 1124 Fe-Ni 104

Electric Traction, Tr_icana 3 ---- 128 63 -- g3200 ..... 3SI_0 72
Ltd. Electric

Enf__ld Auto 8000 2 1976 112 56 56 2100 --- 680 SL1 48
n_tive Co.

Fiat Electric 2 19_6 104 60 52 1808 353 366 Ni-_n 105
clt_ carc

Ford _ CO. _tlta 2 1968 ..... 1200 -- 384 Pb-a_d 48

National _s_ng _V 2 4 --- 122 51 66 2646 441 1102 F_110 192
HUa t_tlversity

Proghett/ Gesticni Ecologiche 3Pc 3 ---- 104 60 61 2160 551 807 Pb-acid 72

Institute _ 1 ..... 88 61 -- 1499 551 626 l_-acid 96
for _a_.g
Elec_ric

Toyo Ko_o Mazda electric 5 ---- 146 58 54 2414 741 723 Pb-acid 96
CO., Ltd. familycar

ToyotaMotor CO., EV 2Hc (MITI) 4 -- 134 59 58 g3234 --- 1168 Zn-air 166/144
Ltd. + Pb-

acid

EV 21,0(MITI) 4 ---- 134 59 58 g3260 --- 1190 Pb-acid 144

ZagatoInter- Zele 2000 2 19'76 77 53 63 1146 ..... Pb-ac_d 48
nationalS.A.

d

aS _._ot_s series; P denotes sh_mt; C denotes c_,_tmd; _M denot_ a motorwith a p_n_mt magnet;B do-

notes brushl_ss.

bSC_ d_not_s a silicon-oo_t.zulledrectifier (_JR)_r; _ denotes a trmmistor chopper; BSW _e_t_s

b_tter_ s_Itch_.ig;R _otes r_sistance;E _enotes electronic.

I
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3"-16. - EI,10C'iI_CY_

(a) Sl

Vanufact_=er Vehicle Number ¥_ Olmmmlcrm,m Cuzb Pay- kttezy ,
of waist, Io_I,

peasen- Lmy_Th Width Height kg kg Weight, Type Volt-
ge=s kg age,

V

AMGenre/ C(Ep. W-_ Electruc_ u* 1(]/4 1975-76 3.5 1.8 1.9 1651 304 590 Semi- 54
_) £,dustztel

Battroni¢ Tru_ Corp. Mlnivan 2 1973-76 3.7 2.0 2.3 2676 408 1089 : Inclu_xJal 112
X-32003 (postal -- 1973 3.7 2.0 2.3 2443 -- 885 Pb-a_id 96

van)
Gol/ath 2 1974-76 3.7 2.0 2.3 2631 454 998 i Pb-aatd 112

BiZ Ele_=tc Car lEng Banjo -- -- 3.5 1.1 1.5 589 -- 152 Pb-ec./d 36

Copper ne_lopment CORer Elec_£_ 2 1973 5.1 1.9 1.7 2223 454 1089 IN-106 108
Auociat_ van 3_

DanaCOxp. Electric. Vanu -- -- 5.1 2.0 2.1 3665 -- 1406 EV-106 144

E.__-ctzicEngineering VolJu_sg_ Bus 5 -- 4.4 1.8 2.0 1406 -- 354 EV-106 36
Elec_lc Veh£ale TJ van 4 1972-76 3.5 1.5 1.8 1361 318 408 Pb-acid 84

_g_eer_

Gerwral _ O=rp. Electxovan¢ 2 1966-67 --- 3221 ---- 610 Fuel cell 520

Jet Ind_iee Elm-Van 2 1976 3.0 1.3 1.6 1.066 408 435 EV-106 96
Lire_ Alpha C_p. Linear van 13 1975-76 4.9 2699 1098 ---- Ph_ao£d 144

Alpha 12 1968-70 --. 1950 1016 490 96

Otis ElevatEa: CO. P-S00 2 --- 95 1.6 1.9 1642 340 472 96
Westinghouse De]/ve_ van 2 1972-75 3.6 1.6 --- 1202 386 476 --

Ele_=l¢ cm.p.

Advan_d Veht_le M_ina c 2 -- 4.2 1.6 1.6 1438 372 702 72
S_

Chlorl_ _h,/cal. Silent Karr_ -- 1975-76 5.8 2.1 2.7 4536 1778 1746 160Ltd.

Dafl;atsu M_or EH 040 VM 2 1976 3.0 1.3 1.6 900 310 285 96CO.. Ltd.
S-37 Mini Cabov_ 2 -- 3.0 1.3 1.6 750 250 -- 72

Da/mler-Bm_zAG LE306El_'t=o- 10 1976 5.0 1.8 2.3 2900 1000 862 144
Tra_r

as dmotm ser_a P _ _nt; c _ oumo_d.

b_tc_ry w_tcht_; R dmoCas _misCance: lC denotes etecC._Lc.
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!t

_xmr, '_/pe a Voltage, Nw_l, _ant t_t stan_.g
m V km/h _e_, speed, •

mPh •

15 C 13: 54 S_ DL_ c_t.ve 54 72 48 48 - 20

31 S _ 112 _ 2 _ecl; _ual 9? 48 80 46 8

_ -- 80 40 --

19 S IX: 112 SC%_ 88 80 48 48 9

1.1 8 _ 36 (d) FLed gear rat_Lo; 29 35 04 --
chain dr£ve

L_ S PC _ _ 3 Speed; autcnv_Lc 84 153 64 48 14
dgdn dr£ve

30 P IX: 120 _ 3 $1:eod;monaal 85 105 ?2 -- --
17 P I_C 36 JR 4 _0eecl; nanual 89 50 72 48 12

15 S I:C 84 _ FJ.'_odcje_ rat_Lo 58 80 40 49 16

93 AC _- Fixed ge_ =m_Lo 113 -- -- 97 30

11.2 S IX: --- 4 Si=e_l; _ 69 97 61 48 11

27 _ 144 F£xsd gear rat.to 9? -- -- 48 10
30 AC -- }'kxeclc_uc ra_Lo 89 64 97 48 ?

22 8 I:C 96 _i Fixed gear rat.to ?2 80 40 48 12
18 S IX: 9G E 4 SLued;men_l -- 113 48 --

22 P DC ?2 _; R C_t.Ln_l¥ v_£able 72 137 48 48 13

3? S _ -- 9t3_ Yk_t _ mt£o 64 129 64 48 21

14 P IX: _ 'IC1_ 80 55 50 40 11
5,3 8 _2 66 _ 4 _oocll memuml 65 60 40 40 11 d

35 P _C _ _ 80 ....

I

i
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MsnufacCucer Vehicle Number Year DL,nensia_s, m Cub Pay- kttery
of ' .._4_.t, load,

pas_.=- _ Width Height _ _ _i_t, 9ype volt-
gems kg age,

V

Electzaoti_, Ltd. E 700 electric 6 -- 3.4 1.5 1.7 934 304 -- l_-a_td 72
tru_

Fiat Fiat 850 T vanc 2 _ 3.7 1.5 2.9 2497 440 460 144

Hszbcmough HSV-3 1 1971-76 3.8 1.5 1.9 1617 227 322 72
Ccns_,_m Co.

Lucas Indus- B_ltish J_.y]and -- 1970 -- 1950 580 600 ---
tries, Ltd. 250 JU"

Bedfa:'d _ 3 1974 4.3 2.0 2.0 237C 700 1000 216

I*bno_inec ? 1976 4.3 2.0 2.2 2500 1000 1000 _r 216

glectzic taxi c 5 1975-76 3.5 1.8 1.8 2200 4000 1075 _ ---

_a_ _iC _3_ -- l" 3.8 1.6 1.3 1043 454 ---- _ 72
Vehtclas

NJ_aanMoU_ Co., _ 4H (MI_) ¢ 2 -- 4.? 1.? 1.9 2595 1000 1050 Zn-aiz + 165/120
Ltd. Pb-.aa:Ld

EV 4Pc 2 ---- 4. ? 1.7 1.9 2620 1000 960 Pb-acid 120

Piaggio &Co. Ves_ E_ g -- -- 3.3 1.5 1.5 818 450 360 72
FxQghetti Gestioni Ecologiche vanM8c 2 --- 3.9 1. ? 1.9 1650 940 732 144

Re,each Institute _ 2 -- 1971-74 4.4 1.9 --- 2200 900 _-- I 96
for l_t_g
Electric

_t_i's _elive:y CA_C 75 5 --- 4.4 1.9 2.4 1828 1982 661 60
Vehicles

q_yoSoy9_Co., MaadaElectzic 2 1976 3.8 1.5 1•7 1245 340 328 96
Ltd. Bcn_ovan

6V 3P (MITI) c 2 --- 3.1 1.4 1.6 1238 300 445 120
_zda glecCzic 2 ---- 3.0 1.3 ].6 860 410 290 --

Porter

qbyota Motor CO,, S_11 t-,_x:kc 2 ---- 3.2 1.4 1.6 1025 490 328 96
Led• ,i

Volkswog_n_rk AG Electric ._n C 3 --_ 4.5 1.5 2.0 2205 870 720 144

_to Intematic_l Z_le v_ 4000 4 1975 2,2 1.4 1.5 660 .........

aS _s series; P _s shvnt; C d_not_qCCT_X_u_d.

bs(:_ c_otes a sillu_Pu_t_llud m_.TAfi_t(:_) _,r; _T_ _no1_s a transistorc_r; _SW _tes

L_tt(Eyswirling;R cl_ob_ zusi_; E denoteselectorate,

II0 i
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C_nmd,

Omr.A_ded.

C_t_11_ _anmias_ _ _ at Bex_e _oelezation fzm
speed, _tant test standing start

t_,_r,J?_,pea vo1_, k_Vh _, speed,

I s

5.6 IX: _ _ _ gear ra_J_; -- 96 32 --
cog-beltd_i_

14 Dc 144 _ Fixed gear ratio 60 -- -- 30 5
9.3 S DC 72 _ F/_d gear ratio 53 -- -- 48 20

37 216 FLed gear ratio .........

3? Fixed gear rat£o 80 161 48 48 10

37 I Fixed gear ratio; 80 225 48 48 14
I chain drive

37 qr 'i FJxsd gear ratio; 97 160/urb -- 48 10drive

6,0 IX: -- -- 4 Speed 56 m ._ 56 12

27.6 P IX:f 110 _ Direct drive 9G 496 40 40 4.9

27 S _C 110 Dire_ drive 87 302 40 40 6.9

8 S IX: 80 Fixed gear ra__t_ 45 80 45 ....

15 P IX: 130 Fixed gear ratio 60 90 45 30 6

16.5 S IX: 82 _r 2 Speed;manual 60 ] 00 40 40 12

8 S IX: --- BSW;R Fixedg_r ratio 26 .....

19 s _c -- _ 65 55 40 40 1_

°_I 14.4 m 102 SO,IP; _l_ 2 Speed; automtlc 78 205 40 40 8.1

I 10 s _c -- su_ 55 60 40 30 4

9.9 P IX: -- Fixed_ ratio 60 80 40 40 _

• 16 P IX: -- FL_al_ ratio 70 ..... 48 12

_'I 4.5 IX: 48 I' Dir_ drive 50 72 56 48 14 d

cRegmezative _al_n 9.
fHuat-pipeuuuludr_r.

g_o frontwhe_l;t_ _ whe_Ls.

...._ 1!1

.... ..... 00000038- - -0 - --



3-16.-

, (b)U,S.

• Curb pe_y.- Battery
MI_UI_-_uz_ Vehicle _of Year DJmmsi_ns,in. I_J_jht, Ic_l,

pauen,- Lmgth width _ei_ l_m lb, Weight, Type Volt-
gets Ibm age,V

KI Gme_L1.(_p. _1-5E _c 1. 1975-76 136 71 74 3 640 670 1300 S_i- 54

h_mm_ _ CroP. MtnLvan 2 1973-76 145 74 92 5 900 900 2400 Pb-acid 112
X-32003 (p_tal -- 1973 145 78 89 5 385 --- 1950 Pb-acid 96

van)
Goliath 2 1974-76 145 74 92 5 800 1000 2200 Pb-acid 112

_Z _ CAr _ Rancho ..... 137 45 60 1 300 -- 336 Pb-ac_ 36

CopSE _,mt _ _c 2 1973 201 75 68 4 900 1000 24_ _-i06 108

_ma Cclp. Elect.z'£¢ Vanc m -- 200 79 81 8 0e0 -- 3100 i EV-106 144

_J_ _gL_erL_ Vo_ _a 5 ---- 174 70 77 3 100 -- 780 E_-106 36
ElectElc VehLcle T3 _n 4 1972-76 138 S8 69 3 000 ?00 900 _-acid 84

Gmmral MOt_ Ozp. _c 2 1965-67 -- ? 100 -- 1344 Fuel osll 520
Jet In_t_ Ele_Ea-van 2 1976 120 53 64 2 350 900 960 EV-106 96

LJ_e_ Al_ba Q=_p. LLreat van 33 1975-76 194 -- -- 5 950 2420 -- Pb-_id 144

12 1965-70 -- 4 300 2240 1080 R_-acld 96
O*Ja FAeva_ C_. P-S00 2 -- 138 62 74 3 620 750 1040 EV-106 96

W_t/n_ho_e r-1/vew van 2 1972-75 142 63 --- 2 650 850 1050 pb-aci_ --
Ele_=_ C=p.

Vehicle M_lna c 2 -- 166 64 63 3 17_ 820 1548 72

Chl_ T_=_a_c_l, Silent _ -- 1975-76 230 83 105 10 000" 3920 3850 160
Ltd.

_sJ_atau _ _t S40 _M 2 1976 122 51 62 1 984 683 630 96

(_., ;,td, S-37 _ Cabuv_ 2 --- 118 51 62 1 654 550 --- ?2
D_mle=-_ AG LE306E_ 10 1976 198 ?2 89 6 393 2205 1896 144 d

Tran_x_e:

_r_ • slli_x_r_tzolled_ctlfi_. (_) _; _ d_otes _ tz_malet_:c_; _f

battar_ witching; R _ _laum_; E _rat_ ele_x_Lc.

q
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CcmJ_,_d.

custma:y u_Lts.

_nt---oLt_ _s-anmbm_ _ _ At: Rancje k_:oleca_c, fun
speed, infant: _t standi_ _

_, _ vol_, mph speed, speed,
hp v _I_ _=h _ s_, T_,

mh s

10 c Ix: 54 8GE_ _ d:£ve 40 45 30 30 20

42 £ DC 112 2 SFeed;_ual 60 30 50 30 8
-- -- 112 -- 50 25 -- --

25 S DC 112 _ SS 50 30 30 9

1.5 8 DC 36 (d) FLed cje_ r.at2o; 18 22 e4 -- --
chain c_:lve

20 S 0C -- 8CW 3 SpaK!! aut_ULc! 52 95 40 30 14
rJ_L_ d:lve

40 P IX: 120 8G_ 3 Sp_cl; numual 53 66 45 _

23 P _C 36 R 4 81_e:1;_ua/ SS 31 45 30 12
20 S IX: 84 _ FLxed cje_ zat.t_ 42 S0 2S 30 16

125 ?C -- FJ.x_ (jeer ratJ.o ?0 --- -- 60 30
1.5 S DC -- 4 Spe_; rmm_l 5S 60 38 30 11

36 AC 144 FL._d _ =a_Lo 60 --- _ 30 10

40 K: -- FJ._d gear rat._o 55 40 60 30 ?

30 S IX: 95 FJXK1gear :at.to 4S S0 25 30 12
24 8 DC 96 E 4 Speed; msmJl _ ?0 30 -- --

30 P IX: "/2 _; R CcnULn_ly variable 45 85 30 30 13

S0 8 Z;:C -- SO_ PLx_ _ ratio 40 80 40 30 21

19 P _C -- _ SO 34 3? 25 11

? 8 DC 66 _ 4 81xm4;msnua2 40 3? _S 25 11 d
47 IX: -- _ 50 .... q

4

d

dmt 8wJ.lable,

°StqLm/l, 6 )m,
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)-16. -

(b)

[ Manufacl:ur_r VQh.tcle _ Yesr Dlr_ion_, Ln. Curb Pay- l_att_,,n/
o_ wet_e., !__J

_mn°l _th Wt,lthl Itei<_t _ _b _t, _i_ Volt-

V

Elec1_ra_Aon, L_d, E 700 electric 6 .... 132 60 67 2 060 670 ---- lga-acid 72
tru_

Fiat Fiat 850 T vanc 2 ---- 147 60 73 3 300 970 1014 144

th_ I_'V-3 1 1971-76 148 64 75 3 565 500 1812 72
_;structAon Co.

Lucan Indus- British _l_xl --- 1_70 ....... 4 321 1279 1323 ---
t.riaa, ",t_i, 250 _ +,

lk_t_ordCFc 3 1974 168 80 77 5 225 1543 2205 216

LinoesLnec 7 1976 170 80 87 5 511 2205 2238 216

Elect.rio taxi c 5 1975-76 168 80 80 4 850 882 2370 Lutes --

Harathun IZluce.ric 0-300 ..... 150 62 53 2 300 1000 ---- l'b-acid 72Vehicles

NLssanV_tor Co,, EV 48 (MITI) ° 2 -- 185 67 72 5 721 2205 2315 Zn-Pb 165/120

Ltd. h_ 4P (MITIIc 2 .... 185 67 72 5 776 2205 2116 Ph-acid 120

P_Lgg£o &Co. Vespa Ele_..rocar 9 -- ---- 129 57 60 1 800 992 790 ....72

Pmgh_ttl Cost/uni E_logiehavanc 2 ---- 154 69 73 3 638 2072 1614 144
M8

Ir.st_Ltute _ 2 -- 1971-74 i74 73 -- 4 850 1984 .... 96
for Rotat:J.ng
Electric

Smith's[_ll_y CAK_ 75 5 --- 172 74 94 4 030 '4369 1457 60
Veh+_les

Tolm KogyoCo., _ Elect.tic 2 1976 148 59 67 2 745 750 723 9b
Ltd. Bcmyovan

EV 3_ (MITI) c 2 ---- 1_4 53 63 2 728 661 981 120 d
M_zdaElectric 2 ---- 118 51 62 1 896 904 639 ---

Porter

_:_ota ttator CO., atoll truckc 2 -_- lJ 8 51 82 2 260 1080 723 ---
Lid,

Volk_a%,en _rk AG FAcet.tie vanc 3 ---- 177 61 77 4 861 1918 1587 144
Za_to Internatlunal Z_lc van 4000 4 1975 87 53 03 I 455 .........

aS d_tea _e_£ml P _t_ shunt; C _ cc_p3and.

bSC_ d_ot_ • silio_cont_olled t_ctifiez(S_) ch_qx_; _ _a a treumi|tor chc_r# B_ (;imo_.
I_t.t_ry wXt_t_Lr_I; R d_watee z_latJmce; E de_ato8 electronXc.

114
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.,_ _ ]-17,-

(a) sz

F;'i_'_,_ Nanuf_Lur_ V-h_alQ...... of weiqht, load .............

r !:_; qers I kg ' _e, I

I V ,
F_', )_ttren.ic 'lTtK:k Corp. _ 12 I 5.3 2,2 I 2.7 3 742 789 1515 Pb- c:Ld 112

I-' ut/s [:l_vator (Do. l.:l_,:trob_q 4 536 3130 2041 7241 1971-76 "1.5 2,4 I 2.6
i:--._ ru_l 20
L:__:._-_ (_l(wid_ '_hnical, Silent lttder c 50 1976 10.1 2,4 i 3.0 L3 056 3629 4470 330
._ Ltd.
__',_'_ Cronpton l_l_:tric_,,'s, B_ 26 | 1972 6.7 2, 5 I 2.9 8 260 .... 2960 220

[,tad.

I., Dorni_r Sy_taams O_h. IX_BUBc 02 1975-76 11.0 3.0 13 700 ---- 2900 360

_,_ _-1_O__ngJ,n_j Ttmllobile 1.16 1970 12.2 =.6 6 560 7440 2090 96

.?k_,_ Hilx_Autom_bilet B_ 900° 79 1973 9.9 3.1 10 035 .... 3500 324

Ltd. I
_" Isu_u _,'V05c 71 1972 9.3 1' 3.1 9 895 ---- 3500 384

_-_4_J 34 '
_._ _ Inclu_tries, bl_di-Bu_° 1975 6.4 2 3 I 2.8 7 720 2223 2200 360

L/_ M_tscinonfobr&kAu_js- M.A.N. busc 99 1974-76 14.1 2 5 i 2.9 15 800 7600 6100 360
•_4 burg Nu_rnlm.xg

["_ MitsubishiMotors Electric 70 1976 9.4 2 4 ! 3.1 9 900 4145 2950 384
Corp, Route Bus

EV 5c

) TO 13c 63 .... 10.5 2 5 3.1 12 250 3520 3400 500

' Ri.bblo Motet* Sor- I_yland bu_ 61 1975 13.6 ..... 18 588 ---- 7010 360
vioes, Ltd. with c

SOVEL,Grotto EI_ : 50 ; 1973 7.9 2 3 2.9 10 200 --_ 4000 240

I::_ I i > ,
i :_L) aS d_Jt_s surivs: P ck_tes shunt.

i ":i bsolP d_tes SCR d_i_r; _I_ _den_t_stransistor_r; l_W denotes battery switching;F, d_notes el_tl_lic.

I ..-)1 c_amrat £w braking.

[

t

1
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_¢ I..,l_'-i[_"rA

mi t.x,

MOtor4 CtXttzoll¢,r b ] 'l_raa._t_t_i_m M_xi..l_ I_._p' ,It I_uiqf, /_x;h,r,tt_ic_l frczn I
.... s}_l, _:¢m.ttmt. U_nt sttu_liilq stair t

Ika,cQri 'l'yp_ Voltas'(,,, KIIV]I tij_,(x[, s]x,t'_it -_--
KW V km kn_l 'I_) six,-,/,Tim.,,

_a_ a

31.3 S if2 --- SCI_ Dimoct drive 68 97 40 40 12

38 S DC 72 _ I)iri._.'tcurvu 60 ..... 40 14

72 S DC --- SCla) Direct driv,_ 64 109 48 48 21

18 S DC --- 37 llO 32 32 21

90 P DC --- b0 35 20 50 20

TWO S DC --- I 60 40 48 16
motors
oach @ l
45 kW

65 S _ --- 170 50 30 9
I

70 S DC 360 Fi_d %war # 150 40 50 24

_. 97 DC 360 Direct drivu ds0 d180 48 48 15

(90)115 (P)SDC -- I: Fi_ (/earratio 70 ..... 50 e23

72 S DC 360 S_ Fill gear ratio 61 187 40 30 7

75 S D_. _ SO_ Direct driw 55 140 40 40 24

90 DC --- (f) Fixed gear ratio 63 80 35 32 12
I

92 S DC --" I SC_ (f) 60

I 4

dunl_ien.

es0-1_ru_t la4_n,
fNot avail_le.
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Manufacturer V_hicle Number Year Dimensions,in. Curb Pay- Battery
of weight, load,

paSS_n- Length Width Height Ib Ib Weight, Typ_ Volt-gets ib age,
V

BattronicTruck Corp. Bus 12 .... 217 86 106 8 250 1 740 3 340 Pb-acid i12

Otis Elevator Co. Electrohus 41 1971-76 297 95 i01 I0 000 6 900 4 500 72
model 20

ChlorideTuda,ical, SilQnt Riderc 50 ]976 396 96 118 28 "/80 8 000 9 850 330
Ltd.

CrumptenElectricars, Bus 26 1972 264 96 i14 18 200 6 530 220
Ltd.

DornierSystemsGmbh. Duo-Busc 82 1975-76 433 98 118 30 200 6 390 360

Elroy Engineering Townobile 116 1976 480 98 i00 14 460 16 405 4 610 i 96
Pty., Ltd. 120e

Hino Autumobile, ST 900° 79 1973 392 97 121 23 900 7 720 384
Ltd.

Isuzu fNl05c 71 1972 364 98 120 21 800 ...... 7 720 384

Lucas Industries, Midi-Busc 34 1975 1 251 90 112 17 020 4 900 4 890 360
Ltd.

Maschin_nfabrikAugs- M.A.N. buse 99 1974-76 554 98 114 34 800 16 750 13 450 _60
burg Nue_rg

MitsubishiMotors Electric 70 1976 369 98 120 21 800 9 140 6 505 384
Rou BUS

Corp. L%/;_

_-13 c 63 .... 414 98 123 27 000 7 760 7 500 500

RibbleMotor Sot- Luyland bus 61 1975 535 ..... 41 000 ...... 15 450 360
vices, Ltd. with

trailerc

SOVEL,Gro_ _nau/t Electr_bus 50 1973 311 89 i12 22 500 ...... 8 820 240
2142-

aS denotes series;P denotesshunt, w

bSC}_ denotes SCR _r; 'K_K_ denotes transistor'chop_.r;BSW d_,_tes battery switching;E denoteselectronic.

cl_jenerativu]raking.
e
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Motora C_trollerb Tr_m/ssion Maximum Range at P,_nge Accelerationfram
speed, constant test standing start

Power, Type Voltage, _h miles mph
hp V To speed, Tim_,

_h a !

42 S DC --- SCHP Direct drive 49- 60 25 25 12
50 S DC 72 BSW Diroctdrive 37 ..... 25 14

96.5 S IX: --- SCHP Direct drive 40 68 3_ 30 21

24 S DC --- 23 68 20 20 21 I

121 P DC --- 37 22 12 31 20
i

_O S DC motors at 60 hp 37 25 30 16 I
each

87 S DC --- 106 31 19 9

'I
94 S DC 360 Fixed gear ratio _r 93 25 31 24

(122)156 (P)SDC 350 Directdrive dS0 d112 30 30 15
I

121 P(S)DC -- E Fixed gear rat._o 43 .... 31 e23

97 S IX: 360 SC_ Fixed gas ratio 38 116 25 19 7

i

i00 S DC --- SC_P Directdrive 34 87 25 25 24

121 DO u- (f) Fixedgear _atio 39 50 22 20 12

123 S DC --- _ (f) 37 ......... I

4
t

es0-Peraentla_.n.

_1ot availoble, d

q
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Figure 3-33. - Sundancer.

Figure 3-34. - Enfield8000.

3.4.2 Literature Data Summary

Tables 3-15 to 3-17 include information on 120 different

electric vehicles and are believed to be the most complete

collection of this type of data. The vehicles may be grouped as

/ personal cars, deliveL-y vans, and buses. Photographs of

representative vehicles of each class are shown in figures 3-33 to

I 3-36. '."he number of vehicles of each class listed in tables 3-15

tO 3-17 are as follows: 4
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Figure 3-35. - Harbilt PostalServicevan.

IIi/
c== |

q

Figure 3-36. - Electrobus.

Type of vehicle Vehicle class

Domestic Foreign Total

Nt_nber of vehicles tabulated

Automobi le 53 13 66

Van 15 25 40

Bus 2 12 14

121
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Approximately 35 vehicles have been omitted from the
= tabulation because very little information was available about

them and/or they were very early experimental vehicles. Of the
personal cars tabulated, about 30 percent are now, or have been,

_ offered for sale, 20 percent are preproduction or prototype
models, and about 50 percent are experimental vehicles. About 60
percent of the domestic vehicles tabulated either are conversions

i_ of conventional vehicles or use bodies designed for conventional
vehicles.

Table 3-18 gives the range of curb weights reported in the
literature for each vehicle class.

_ TABLE 3-_- VEHICLE CURB WEIGHTa
m;

Curb weight range, Automobile, I Vans I Buseskg
_i Number in curb weight range

__i 750 13 3
250

-i
m 750 - 1 250 25 10

i 250 - i 750 15 8L
B_ 1 750 - 2 250 3 7

2 250- 3 000 3 9
• 3 000- 4 000 2 1

4 000- 8 000 1 3

8 000- 12 000 5

12 000 - 16 000 4

Over 16 000 1

acurb weights not available for seven automob_.les.

4

The payload capacity of all personal cars is less than 400
kilograms (880 Ibm), and the number of four-passenge_ cars is d
approximately equal to the number of two-passenger cars. Delivery

vans have payload capacities as high as 2000 kilograms (4400 ibm).The capacities of the buses reported range from 12 to 116

passengers.The types of vehicle performance information found in the
L_ literature vary from the data obtained under comparatively

controlled conditions to estimates made by the designer of the

vehicle. In general, the source of the data is not specified and
_ the data frequently are incomplete. Range claims, for example, 4
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Figure3-3"/,oRangeI! constlnt_ claims.
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seldom specify the vehicle weight and often do not state the speed
or conditions under which the range was measured. Fortunately,
however, manufacturers' brochures are now beginning to state range
in terms of urban driving or constant speed driving conditions.

Range claims found in the literature for various vehicle

speeds are shown in figure 3-37(a). Both domestic and foreign
cars are included. The heaviest car shown in the figure has a
curb weight of 2650 kilograms (5850 Ibm) and all but six cars have
curb weights of less than 1500 kilograms (3300 Ibm). Range claims
at various speeds for delivery vans are shown in figure 3-37(D).
Thirty-six of the vans weigh less than 3000 kilograms (6600 Ibm)
at the curb and four have a curb weight between 3000 and 5000
kilograms (6600 and Ii 000 ibm). Bus range claims at various
speeds are shown in figure 3-37(c). All vehicles reported in
figure 3-37 use lead-acid batteries.

The maximum speed claims for passenger cars are shown in
figure 3-38(a). There is a trend toward higher maximum speed

140--

80-- O0 0

120-- 0 000 0

1[_ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

,00- °oo ooo
oo°OOooI 0%

_; .--

= _ 8 0

" oq)o °_ o
O O

O

I_ I I I I I
4O0 I000 1500 _00 2_._0 30OO

20_ Vehiclecurbweight,k9

I I J ]_ I I I
0 1000 2O0O 3O00 4O0O _eO0 600O

Vehiclecurbweight,Ibm

(a)Cars.

Figure3-:_.- Maximumspeedclaims.
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O0 00_ 0

O0 0

0 0
' 60 0

0°° 0
30-- 0

40--

0

m I °l I I 1
lOgO 2000 3000 ,lOgO

Vehiclecurbweight,k9

I I I I I___J
0 2O(}O 40O0 6OOO 8000 I0000

Vehiclecurbweight,Ibm

_))vans.

100--
60--

50-- _0-- 0

a _s o
" 0 0 0 0

40 60-- 0 ODO 0
0

| ,
0 .

2o I _I I I 1 I I I .... I I
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 l0000 12000 14000 16000 180(}0 20000

Vehiclecurbweight,k9

[ 1 J I I J
0 8000 16000 24OGO _2000 40000

Vehiclecurbwei9ht,Ibm

¢) Buses.

Figure3-)8. - Concluded.
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Figure3-39.- Accelerationclaimsforcars.
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_ claims for the heavier vehicles. This same trend is true of the
vans (fig. 3-38(b)). Overall, maximum speed claims for the vans

i range from 30 to II0 kilometers per hour (19 to 68 mph), compared

with the 40 to 130 kilometers per hour (25 to 81 mph) claimed for
cars. Although the sample is small, buses show more uniform
maximum speed claims (fig, 3-38(c)). This is probably because
these vehicles are designed for a specific application.

The acceleration claims (i.e., the time to reach terminal
speed) are shown in figure 3-39. Approximately two-thirds of the
personal cars achieve 48 kilometers per hour (30 mph) in 7 to 13
seconds (see data cluster in fig. 3-39(a)). An examination of
table 3-15 shows that acceleration time appears to be unrelated to
the curb weight of the personal cars. The acceleration claims for
delivery vans are shown in figure 3-39(b). The claims are about
the same as those for personal cars even though the curb weights
of the vans are roughly twice those of the personal cars. The
buses (fig. 3-39(c)) have somewhat longer acceleration times than
the cars and vans.

Very little data are available in the literature on
gradeability for personal cars. However, maximum gradeability
claims for vans and limousines range from an ll-percent to a
35-percent grade. BuSes, reportedly, have the ability to climb

-_:: maxilnum grades ranging f_om 6 to 13 percent.

_ Data in the literature regarding energy consumption are also
_;_ sparse. What data exist, however, indicate that cars consume from

0.2 to 0.4 kilowatt hour per kilometer (0.3 to 0.6 kWh/mile) for
urban service and from 0.i to 0.4 kilowatt hour per kilometer
(0.16 to 0.6 kWh/mile) at steady speeds of 40 to 50 kilometers per
hour (25 to 30 mph). The energy consumption claims for vans and
limousines range from 0.3 to 0.7 kilowatt hour per kilometer (0.5
to I.i kWh/mile) for urban service and from 0.i to 0.3 kilowatt

hour per kilometer (0.16 to 0.5 kWh/mile) at steady speeds of 32
to 40 kilometers per hour (20 to 25 mph). Energy consumption data
for buses, based on service experience, are presented in section
3.3 of this report, d

Payload capacity for personal cars was generally expressed in
terms of number of passengers, with five passengers or 400
kilograms (880 Ibm) being the maximum. Delivery van payloads
ranged to 2000 kilograms (4400 Ibm) with a distribution as
fol lows :
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Payload, Number of vans
kg

0 - 500 21

500 - 1000 9

I000 - 1500 2

1500 - 2000 2

The payload capacity for buses is also presented as passenger
capacity in the literature. Passenger capacity ranges from 12 to
116 were reported:

Number of passengers Number of buses

12 - 41 4

50 - ?i 6

79 - 99 3

116 i

According to the literature, the Japanese government's
electric vehicle program is one of the oldest government-supported
R&D programs. Research and development of electric vehicles in
Japan (ref. 19) is under the direction of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI). The research and
development program was divided roughly into two phases. In the
first phase, 1971 to 1973, experimental lightweight (1000 kg) and
compact (2000 kg) electric passenger cars, lightweight (1100 _:g)
and compact (3500 kg) electric trucks, and an electric bus were
built. These vehicles were equipped with improved lead-acid
storage batteries, electric motors, and controllers.
Concurrently, research was undertaken on seven types of new
oatteries, three types of new electric motors and controllers, new ',
plastics for bodies, and charging and utilization systems.

In the second phase, 1974 to 1976, the improvements developed
in phase i were implemented and the battery-motor-controller
system was optimizeJ. These improvements, together with plastic
material advances, were incorporated into four types of cars and
trucks similar to those of phase i. The pri.,ary aim of phase 2
was to increase vehicle range and to adapt to the present urban
traffic flow. Development of higher power, longer-cycle-life
batteries, lightweight and efficient motors and controllers, and
plastic materials continued in phase 2. The vehicles built during
phase 2 are shown in figures 3-40 to 3-42 and are described in
table 3-19. 4

I
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TARLE 3-19. - _l_fiE 2 JAPAN_S_ _XPERI_.;NTAL V_IIICLE_ (REF. 51)

q'_po Ofvohiol_ HI_I Battury Mot_r and control device
desig-
nation

Lightweight tl_ctri_ EV lll Ilybrid batS.cry _ompos_d of 9ransistor chopper control;
passenger ea_ iron-air storage battery thyristor motor

and hlgh-power, lead-acid Tranm_stor chopper control;

storaq_ b_ttory rx_ sep_ratnl¥ excited

_V IN Iron-nlck_l storage battery motor

Compact electric _V 211 ilybrid battery composed of Thyristor chopper control;
passenger car electrolyte; stationary- IX: separately excited

type, zinc-air storage motor
battery; $nd high-power,
lead-mold storage battery

EV 2P High-performance, long-life, Thyristor chopper control;
lead-acld storage battery PC separately excited

motor

Lightweight einctric EV 3P Lead-acid storage battery Thyristor chopper _ontrol;
truck with mat-structure elec- permanent-magnet-type PC

troOe (clad type) motor

Compact electric EV 4H Hybrid battery compozed of Thyristor chopper control;
truck electrolyte; circulating- PC shl_It motor

type, zinc-air storage
battery; and hlgh-power,

lead-mold storage battery

EV 4P Lead-acid storage battery Thyristor chopper control;
with mat-structure eloc- nC shunt motor
trode (paste type)



Figure3-41. - ToyotaEV2(MITIL

FiqureY42. ,NissanEV4(MII"IL
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Hybrid battery systems were used in vehicles 2H and 4H to
increase range. The metal-air battery of the hybrid battery
provides the energy for cruising, while the lead-acid battery
provides the power for acceleration. MITI tested these seven
vehicles, and the reported test results are presented in table
3-20.

i

TABLE 3-20. - RANGE PERFORMANCE OF PIIASE 2 JAPANESE

EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLES (REF. 51)

MITI Battery Range at
designation 40 km/h (25 mph)

, km males

EV iN T_'on-air/lead-acid 260 161

:_ EV IN Iron-nickel 259 160

EV 2H Zinc-air�lead-acid 455 282

EV 2P Lead-acid 243 151

•. EV 3P Lead-acid (mat structure) 205 127 I
EV 4H Zinc-air/lead-acid 496 308

: ]
:._ EV 4P Lead-acid 302 185 i

Information on the test procedure used is not available, but

the reported results appear to be outstanding. The ranges of
these experimental vehicles are compared with the ranges of all
other foreign and domestic lead-acid-battery powered cars and vans
in figure 3-43. The data for "all other" vehicles are presented

in envelope form. Included in the envelope are vehicles developed i
by private enterprise in Japan (ref. 19). The higher range
capability for all of the MITI vehicles shown is exceptional, in q

> particular for the EV 2H and EV 4H, two of the vehicles with the
hybrid batteries.

• i

i !
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0 [3 Japanesecommercial

electricvehicles
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Figure3-43.- Electricvehiclerangeasfunctionofspeed.Comparisonof
,

Japamseelectricvehideswithothers.

I

(

3.5 SUMMARY OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE STATUS
d

Information and data on electric vehicles have been presented

in previous se._tions of this report. Data sources include track
tests, user surveys, and the literature. Each of these sources
yields a great deal of unique information. Track tests provide
detailed performance data on a few vehicles but little on routine
opeL-ating experience. The literature provides limited performance
and physical characteristics information on a much larger number
of vehicles. Although the user surveys yield little on
performance, they yield a wealth of information on durability,
reliability, operating costs, and public acceptance that is not
available from the other sources. An evaluation of overlapping

I
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-- i i -- II I III III

data from the three sources shows some apparent inconsistencies
which, although noteworthy, are not alarming since most can be
attributed to differences in test and/or operating conditions.

Range, acceleration, and maximum speed measured for the test
vehicles have been compared with those reported from the same
vehicles in the literature. This comparison is presented in
figure 3-44. Ratios of track test results to the literature data
for these parameters are presented. In general, the performance
data given in the literature tend to be higher than track test
data. Most of the range data from the two sources agree to within
about 25 percent, but some vary by as much as 60 percent.
Agreement is also better between test results for maximum speed
and acceleration data and comparable literature data. Ten of the
eleven maximum speed comparisons and half of the acceleration
times are within 20 percent of agreement. The agreement on
performance data between these two sources lends credibility to
treating all data from the three sources as a single set rather

._ 1. -- 1.2--

c _ t_ -- ili!i_i!!i!_ _ :_:i:i:!:!::.:.:.i.i.:._:!:_:i,::_............_::iiii::i:ili ...........S='- ._ r _:_::_::_:_::::?!::i:::':::......................
1

• ,.., ...... :.:.:.:... ,.:.:.-.:,: ,_ ..... .

.-.........:,::::...,,.... •., ..,. .... :':.::::."::::: • :.

_" i:/::_i:!:::i_:iliiii:il:!!ii)!ili_ : ....._:_::_::_::_:......,.. ..... ,..: , • ..

J d  2-J-
Personalvehicles Commercialvehicles Personalvehicles Commercialvehicles

Figure3-44.- Comparisonoftrackandliteratureperformancedataforsomevehicles.
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_ than three separate sets of data. This effectively increases the
data base from the small number of vehicles actually tested to
hundreds or thousands, depending on the performance property being
considered, and thus more effectively aids-in defining the
state-of-the-art--of electric vehicles.

In this section the data obtained from the three sources are

summarized and discussed to provide an indication of the state of
electric vehicle development and to suggest- areas for improvement.

3.5.1 Range

Constant-speed range data from the literature and track tests
for personal and commercial vehicles are shown in figure 3-45. In

180--

160--
2_-- O

140-- O

O

120-- O
0

i00- "o\ 008 o o\
Q\ o _ \ o ,'P- B_st tracktest

• _ ,., _ rBest three O

=_ 80-- 0 _ ,/ tracktests h, /
o X o \o

_ oN o \

60 10C% (]D , O --O O r'AIIoth\e_

L_ .0 "_0.,_' tracktests0 ,-Allother 0
40- ,.,_.,., 0 _, / tracktests _ 0_'_.

: i.,./_ %,,j_ _ I -- 0 C) ,I

I _-- O o 0 0_-._
_- o

0L_ i t J ] I J
25 50 75 100 25 50 75 100

Speed.kmlh

t i .__3 [ I J
20 40 60 20 40 60

Speed,mph i
(a)Personalvehicles. (b)Commerdalvehicles.

Figure;]-45.- Constantspeedrangeresults.
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eacn plot, the literature data are shown as points and the trac_
data as two curves; tne u_per curve represents the data from the
vehicles tested that nad the greatest range capability wnile the
lower curve represents an average value for all the remaining
vehicles tested. The longest range measured at the track was 190
Kilometers (120 miles) with several manufacturers quoting
comparable ranges. An envelope representing the data from figure
3-45 is replotted in figure 3-46 along with data from the
literature for vehicles built under the Japanese government's MITI
program and for _ehicles built by Japrnese automobile
manufacturers (ref. 20). The vehicles "_veloped and tested under
the Japanese government's R&D programs are reported to have ranges
greater than the range of all other vehicles. All these Japanese
government vehicles use high power lead-acid batteries and
advanced propulsion system and vehicle tecnnologies. They are
experimental and are not representative of vehicles available in
today's market; they may, however, indicate the potential of
electric vehicles.

0 Electricvehiclesdevelopedbytile
Japanese9overnment_ITI)

C] Japanesecommercialelectricvehicles
200-- 330--

0

,- Envelopeforother
zso_ , . .

• 240-- _ , electrlcvehzcles

= = f//_/////////_,,Bestfour _//_

8,,. --_Allother _ _"_

, ,
0 2O 40 60 80 lO0 I20

Speed,km/h

I I I I
0 25 .W 75

Speed.mph

Figure3-46. - Electricvehiclerangeasfunctionof speed.Comparisonof
Japaneseelectricvehicleswithothers.
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I

i_I TABLE 3-21. - CQMPARISCNC_ USER _ AND TRACK PANGE _

Vehiale Usez-e_pexieno_d SAE J227a track testa USPS cycle
uode average range average range

Diving Average range
_m miles sc/_edule _m miles

km miles

P-5 8 - 16 5 - 10 B 39 24 -- --

P-6 32- 48 20- 30 B,C 120 a75 -- --

P-8 24- 32 15- 20 C 32 20 -- --

P-10 16- 40 i0- 25 B 32 20 -- --

C-I 16- 64 i0- 40 B,C 72 a44 -- --

C-2 16- 24 10- 15 B 54 34 35 22

0-3 19- 96 12- 60 B,C 60 a37 -- --

0-9 24- 32 15- 20 B 34 21 42 26

aNu_ericalaverage of all B and C sc2_dble data.

Little range data for stop-and-go driving schedules were

available from the literature to supplement the track data.

However, the range data available from the user experience survey

are summarized in table 3-21. These data are also compared on
table 3-21 with the track test data taken on vehicles tested under

the schedule B and C speed profiles and those measured in separate
tests using a USPS driving cycle. With two exceptions, the user

range data are significantly lower than the range measured in
track tests. Weather, hills, driver's skill, and vehicle

condition and age can all measurably contribute to the reduced
range in the field.

The only data available on buses are from the literature and

field experience since bus track test data were not available. In

general, the range per battery charge achieved by buses appears to

be adequate for the buses to meet many intra-city route d

requirements. At speeds of 30 to 50 kilometers per hour (18 to 30

mph) ranges vary from 60 to 120 kilometers (36 to 104 miles) with
most buses having ranges greater than i00 kilometers (60 miles).

Where the routes require greater ranges, many foreign electric

_! buses use battery exchange stations; thus, the distance traveled
-I in a day is no longer limited by the capacity of one battery. The

M.A.N. buses in Germany average 300 kilometers (180 miles) per day
using this technique.

3.5.2 Energy Consumpt ion

Ene-gy consumption was measured for most of the cars and vans

tested k ) on the track, (2) by some of the users of electric

vehicles, and (3) by a few of the manufacturers. The energy 4
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consumption data obtained from the track tests for electric
vehicles and from users s-experiences with cars and vans are shown
in figure 3-47. The upper shaded band encompasses the data
obtained from users' experiencesl tne lower band shows the trac_
test results. Blectric ouses not included in the figure average
0.18 watt hour per kilometer per kilogram (0.13 Wh/mile-lbm);
thus, they have lower energy consumption per unit weight than most
of the vans an_ c_rs:

1.5,-- Slope,

I Whlkm-kg
_hlmile-lbm)

•38(. 28)-_
0.68 /

'i
oL I I I I

0 1000 2000 3O0O 4000

Grossvehicleweight,kg

I I I I I
0 2000 4000 6000 8000

Grossvehicleweight, Ibm
l

Figure3-4?. - Energyconsumption- comparisonoftracktestsand
fieldexperienceforcarsandvans.

The energy consumption reported by users appears to average
about twice that of the vehicles tested on the track. Part of

this increase is probably due to differences between the track and
in-use environments - that is, hills, climate, winds, driver's
skill, and nonoptimum charging techniques. Another reason for the
difference may lie in the data sample. The data sample available

froln vehicles operating in the field includes vehicles built up to d
5 years ago, while the track data are from (in many cases) newer



i-!t _ 3-22. - _A.qZSCX_I OF _ ]DG:_[RZ.I_CZAL,,D_

Ve.l,/cle In use SAE J227a _ook data USPStests
code

_sumption

kWhlkm k_mile kWh/km kWh/mile kWhlkm! M_/mile

P-6a 0.22 0.35 0.22 0.35 - 0.36 ......

P-8 .5 .8 0.43- 0.51 0.70 - 0.82 .......

C-I .75 1.2 0.64- 0.70 1.0- I.I .......

C-2 .94 i.52 0.51 0.82 0.67 i.08

0-3 .5 .9 0.50 0.81 ......

0-9a .62 i.0 .63 i.01

aEnergy consumption not adjusted for 10-percent battery over-
charge.

electric vehicles of different designs built by different
manufacturers. Comparative data from both track test and in-use

experience are available for only six types of electric vehicles.

Energy consumption for these vehicles is tabulated in table 3-22.

The track data are for SAE J227a driving cycles (see section 3.3
and appendix D) and, in two cases, for a postal driving cycle

(ref. 21). The most complete data were obtained for vehicles C-I

and C-2. These vehicles used 25 to 50 percent more energy,
respectively, in the field than on the track. Based on these

limited data it may be estimated that an average increase in

energy consumption of about 35 percent may be expected in the
field over what track results would indicate.

Four conventional vehicles were tested on a track at the same
4

constant speeds and driving schedules as their electric vehicle

(conversion) counterparts. Gasoline consumption was measured for

each condition. The equivalent neat energy consumptions of these d

gasoline powered venicles are compared witn the electric vehicles'

energy consumption in table 3-23. Two values are given for the
conventional vehicles; the measured gasoline consumption, and the

gasoline consumption converted to its equivalent lower heating

value of 114 000 Btu per gallon. The electric vehicle energy
consumption is reported as measured, as converted to its thermal

equivalent, and as the thermal equivalent assuming the utility

plant and distribution system supplying the vehicle are 33 percent

efficient. At 33 percent efficicncy the energy consumptions of

the conventional and the electric vehicles are essentially

equivalent. The quantity of thermal energy consumed is about the d
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same whether the t lermal energy comes from a vehicle engine or
from fuel burned in a utility plant to generate electricity which
in turn powers an electric vehicle.

3.5.3 Regenerative Braking

Regenerative braking was provided on 9 of the 22 electric
vehicles tested. Few of the American-built vehicles listed in

section 3.4 have regenerative braking, but half of the foreign
vehicles are so equipped and virtually all new foreign vehicles
incorporate this technique. Very few data are available in the

_I literature on the effectiveness of regenerative braking. Data
from track tests for five vehicles snow an average increase in

_I range of 13 percent (see table 3-24) due to the use of

i regenerative Draking for the B and C driving schedules. The

recent evaluation of regenerative braking systems by the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory (ref. 22) indicates that an 18 to 30 percent
range extension for the same conditions should be acnievable with
regenerative braking and more advanced lead-acid battery and
vehicle systems. This analysis is consistent with the NASA test
results when the design limitations of present regenerative
systems tested are considered.

3-24. - _

=-i Vehicle_ nrivingschedul.e
B C

Average range z.,qL:m:)vem_tdue
to reg_exativebraking,

_t

I-3 2 21

P-6 12 31

P-7 10 9

0-3 5 1

O-5 11 29
,

A_ezageo£ all tests 13

3.5.4 Acceleration, Maximum Speed, and GradeabJlity

Performance data for electric vehicles fro,n the track tests
and the literature are tabulated in taole 3-25 and compared with
the performance of a typical conventional car. The performances d
of the four conventional vehicles tested under this program are
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also compared with the performances of their electric counterparts
in taDie 3-26. The data in both tables show that the

acceleration, maximum speed, and gradeability of electric vel_ieles

are significantly lower than those of conventional vehicles.

Many conventional automobiles can accelerate from 0 to 48

Kilometers per hour (30 mpn) in 5 seconds or less. All the
electric vehicles tested took more than 10 seconds to reach 48

Kilometers per hour, and two took over 45 seconds to reach this
speed. A few _lectric vehicles described in the literature claim

to accelerate to 48 kilometers per hour (30 mph) in as little as 6
seconds; man[, claims are considerably higher. Since a common

complaint of users of electric vehicles is the lack of

acceleration, this may present a problem when electric vehicles

are introduced to the puolic on a broader scale. One notable

exception is electric buses. Although they also accelerate i

slowly, usually requiring 15 to 21 seconds to reach 48 kilometers
per hour (30 mph), some actually accelerate faster than their

conventional counterparts.

The grades that the tested electric venicles can climb at .......

given speeds are listed and discussed in section 3.2.3.

Additional information on gradeability was not available from
either field experience or from tne literature.

Electric vehicles can climb very steep grades at very low
speeds, but most electric vehicles have difficulty climbing more

than a 5 percent grade (the maximum grade on an interstate

hignway) at 40 Kilometers per nour (25 mpn). Clearly,

improvements in hill climbing capabilities are needed.

The measured maximum speeds of the electric personal and

commercial vehicles tested varied from 48 to 90 _ilometers per

hour (30 to 56 mpn). These were measured at the gross weight of
the vehicle and represent their minimum capability. Maximum
speeds for electric vehicles as high as 130 kilometers per hour
(80 mpn) are quoted in the literature, with many vehicles listed

at i10 to 120 kilometers per hour (70 to 75 mpn). Since maximum
speed is readily measured with an ordinary speedometer, these

'" literature values should De fairly accurate. However, if the
speed were measured on even a slight downnill slope (of 1 to 2

percent), a significant increase in the electric vehicles maximun:

: speed would be recorded. This effect coupled with differences in

test weight may account for some of the higher speeds quoted in
tne literature.

In field use, most electric vans and buses are assigned

routes or missions that require fairly low driving speeds, which
is consistent with urban traffic flow. The vehicles available

seem to be quite adequate for this role. As more personal
electric cars are placed in operation and drivers desire to use

them on freeways, the present maximum speeds may not be
satisfactory.
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More developaent work is obviously required to increase
maximum speed, acceleration, and gradeaDility without
significantly sacrificing range and/or battery life unless or
until lower performance is accepted by the public.

3.5.5 Payload

Many of the electric personal and commercial vehicles built
in the United States have very limited payload capability. Only
two of the personal vehicles tested were designed to carry four
passengers without exceeding the manufacturer's recommended gross
vehicle weight, even though several other vehicles had four seats.
Most of the electric personal vehicles listed in the literature
appear to be ,_esigned for fewer than four passengers. One reason
for this is that the batteries take up much of the weight (and
space) of the vehicle.

Delivery vans have more space and weight capacity for
batterie., and are not as limited in payload capability. The
payload capabilities of the delivery vehicles tested vacied from
168 to 800 kilograms (370 to 1770 Ibm) with most exceeding 400
kilograms. Payload capabilities up to 2000 kilograms (4400 ibm)
are quoted in the literature.

Transit buses nave not been limited in their passenger

capacity by the increase in weight due to the batteries tney
carry. In some case: exceptions to local ordin_inces regulating
axle loads have been require0.

3.5.6 Braking, Driveability, and Safety

Braking tests were cenducted on twelve electric vehicles
during this assessment. Virtually all tests were passed, but most
vehicles required heavy pressure on the brake pedal. Only two had
power-assisted brakes.

The vehicles tested nad a tendency to understeer and to turn
slowly. This coupled with slow acceleration produce a different
"feel" to the driver, wnicn can make operation in moderate speed
traffic difficult. Reductions in vehicle weight and modifications
to the steering and braking systems should lead to improvements in d
these areas.

Electric vehicles present new automotive safety problems
because tile general public is not used to handling high voltages.
To I_elp assure the safety of private citizens who may choose to
work on their own vehicles, protected connectors and special tools
and handling eguiplnent plus careful instruction are needed.

3.5.7 Rel iability

The electric vehicle industry i_ very young. R_ _atively J
little time or money for developing electric vehicles has been
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4- Number

ofvehicles 6
3 -- in sample "-'--

76

.-l-i : Millions' 31
e .....

DJ-5E Battronic Elcar CitiCar Harbilt Conventional
USPS EVC Fermi USPS cars

program

Figure3-48, - Electricvehiclereliability.

available to most manufacturers. This situation is reflected in

the reliability data available from field use and the track tests.

Conventional vehicles typically experience about one
out-of-service disability per 5000 kilometers (3000 miles). In
contrast, during track tests, one aisability every 500 kilometers
(300 miles) was common. The user experience shown in figure 3-48
reveals e similar pattern (i to 2 failures every 1000 km). Some
exceptions were noted. The Harbilt vans used by the USPS are
reported to have failure rates of about one in 10 000 kilometers
(6000 miles). The VW Electrotransporter used in Germany
experienced only four failures in I0 000 kilometers (6000 miles).
These exceptions illustrate the potential for high reliability if
sufficient development can be undertaken before introducing a
vehicle into service.

3.5.8 Vehicle Cost

The initial cost of an electric vehicle is rougnly twice that
of a conventional vehicle. The high costs can be attributed to
the low volume production and common use of conversions rather
than to inherently expensive construction. Costs should get lower

as production runs increase, i

At present, the energy cost for electric vehicles is
comparable to that for conventional vehicles. The fuel costs for
the four conventional vehicles tested to electric vehicle test 4
procedures are compared with those of their electric counterparts
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_! TABLE 3-27. - FUEL (X]_S POX OONV_IONAL V['_ICL_SAN_ _IR EI_TC.AL (DUNTF.RPARTS

Vehicle Test cx_tion C_v_ntlona i Electrical _nventi _Jal Electrical
I__ °°de vehicle _ter[_%rt %_hicle c_/nt_rl_rt

FUel cost

16¢/litor 5C/kWh 60¢/gal 5C/kWh

L_ Average fuel e_at

_, cents/l_ c_ntslmile

n Driving sc_dul_s 1.6 1.I 2.5 1.7

_ P-7 Constant speed 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.1

F_ Driving schedules 2.4 2.2 3.9 2.8

Ii 0-2 Constant speed 1.5 1.6 2.4 2.9

Driving sc/mdules 2.5 _.4 4.1 4.0

_. C-3 Constant speed 1.1 1.5 1.7 2.4

Driving sc.hodules 2.3 2.5 j 3.7 4.1

r_

in table 3-27. At the energy costs assumed, average vehicle fuelcosts are almost identica]. It is likely that as electric

_: venicles are further developed their fuel costs will be lower than
_ those of their already highly developed conventional counterparts.
L:

T_e comparison will also De influenced heavily by future cost
trends for both types of fuels and local pricing situations.

Maintenance costs nave been relatively nigh for electric
vehicles partly due to the immaturity of the vehicles and partly

due to the extensive labor necessary for battery charging,
watering, checking, and servicing. The experience with "milk
floats" in England has shown that repair costs can be low.

Battery improvements to reduce water loss and to simplify charging

and water addition are necessary before these battery-associated d

losses are reduced.
I. (

The life of the batteries used in most American-built

,_! _lectric venicles is about 1 year or 3000 to 6000 miles. Foreign '

't 'i vehicles sucn as the Harbilt postal van use industrial or
semi-ino_trial batteries whose lives are much greater. The US_3
Haroilt's o_eries have been in operation fo_ up to 4 years or

! I0 00O miles without a failure. Battery replacement costs for

i electric vehicles a_ very high. Major improvements in battery
I life to reduce replacem,_nt costs are essential if the electric
I vehicle is to De cost effective.

i High initial cost, high maintenance cost, very nigh battery
i replacement cost, and tne limited usage of electric vehicles 4

i result in a nigh life cycle cost and cost per mile t_aveled.
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Longer vehicle and battery lives and improvements in daily
operating range are needed to make costs competitive with
conventional vehicles for general applications.

3.5.9 Status of Electric Vehicle Industry

Companies involved in the design and manufacture of electric
vehicles are typically small, entrepreneurial concerns. The
largest numDer of on-the-road vehicles manufactured by any United
States company in recent years is 2000. Most companies have
produced less than 100 vehicles. While the total number of
manufacturers of electric vehicles is increasing, there has been a
very nigh turnover rate. The number of manufacturers of la_'ge
on-the-road electric vehicles for 1973 through 1976 are shown in
_igure 3-49. Almost two-thirds of these ,nanufacturers nave been
in business for 3 years or less.

The immaturity of the industry certainly contributes to the
present low reliability of electric vehicles and the difficulties
encountered in obtaining parts and servicing. It is expected that
these proDlems will disappear as the industry matures and expands.

Manufacturerswho
enteredmarketin -

1913orearlier

[] 197s 2&
L _ 1976 '::':
Lo i-i-:-i= 20 20 :::2: I
•_ 20 17 18 _ 19 :17:
P" _."i-i :'.'._,

'- :I0

""1 H i.

0 Y'/" _-
1973 1974 1975 1976 ].973 1974 197.5 1976

UnitedStates Foreign

Figure3-49. - Manufacturersof largeon-the-road,battery
poweredvehicles. (Dataobtainedfromref. 23,)
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4.0 ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPONENTS

The electric and hybrid vehicles in existence today consist
of limited production vehicles such as the USPS vans, various
experimental vehicles such as the CDA town car, and conversions of
conventional vehicles either for private use or sale. The
component quantities required have not been sufficient to justify
extensive development by private industry. Consequently,
designers have had to adapt and modify equipment that was
originally designed for applications such as conventional
vehicles, industrial truck, or golf cars.

The components of an electric vehicle propulsion system are
shown in block diagram form in figure 4-1. An example of a
component arrangement is shown in figure 4-2. These components
consist of tires, (_iffere_tials, transmissions, traction motors,
controllers, batteries, and battery chargers. The tires,
differentials, and transmissions generally are standard automotive
types. Where conventional vehicles have been converted to
electric vehicles the existing mechanical drive train usually has

been retained. The motors frequently are rebuilt industrial truck
motors or surplus aircraft generators. The controllers and

_ battery chargers are either adaptations of industrial truck
controllers or custom designs. Unless the vehicle was to
demonstrate a special type of battery, the batteries are golf car
or industrial.

_'or an electric vehicle, range is one of the most important
_= considerations. The upper bound on range is determined by the i

energy capacity of the battery. Within this bound, the range is
:_ determined Dy the energy utilization efficiency of the system. In d

turn, the effective utilization of energy depends on component
: efficiencies, component interactions, and driving strategies. The

value of high component efficiencies is well recognized. Not as d
apparent is the fact that component interactions generally result
in all components operating at less than their maximum
efficiencies. The most important component interactions involve

! the battery. Both Booz-Allen and Ha.hilton, Inc., and Rohr
Industries, Inc. (refs. 1 and 2) point out that no single system

_ will be the most efficient system over different driving cycles. :

Unfortunately, in most of the other applications from which
tne components were adapted, efficiency was not a major design
consideration. Consequently, efficiency data frequently are not d

I
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available. In some cases the manufacturer does not have the data.
In other cases the operating conditions of the electric vehicle
are so vastly different from those for which the component
originally was designed that the available data are of marginal
value. In still other cases the electric vehicle builders'
modifications have negated the original data. Most of the vehicle
builders lack the equipment and resources necessary to obtain
meaningful efficiency data, and the economic incentive is
insufficient to induce the manufacturers to perform additional
tests. Obtaining pertinent component test data is costly and time
consuming. Because the electric vehicles operated over various
driving schedules, transient as well as steady-state component
performance data are required. The best available instrumentation
is inadequate to measure the power in the pulse circuits used in
some controllers and chargers to the desired degree of accuracy
(ref. 3). When determining efficiency by the ratio of power
output to power input, the tolerances on the individual
measurements are cumulative. Consequently, 1-percent errors in
individual measurements of voltage, current, speed, and torque
result in 4-percent tolerances in a motor efficiency calculation.
A preferable method of determining efficiency is by the
identification and measurement of losses.

Data must be obtained under carefully controlled conditions.
Component interaction plays such an important role in electric
vehicle performance that an understanding of the effects of
varying individual parameters is required. For example, the
efficiency of a given motor and controller combination will vary
according to the state of charge and type of battery being used.
Also, either several units must be tested to determine the
tolerance limits in the data, or the specific unit that will be
used on a specific vehicle must be tested.

Figure 4-1 shows the components of the power train system
arranged in a series configuration. This arrangement requires
that the external performance characteristics of the components be
matched. For instance, the torque and speed outputs of the
traction motor must be compatible with the torque and speed

requirements of the transmissions. Similarly, the voltage and d,
current requirements of the motor must be supplied by the
controller and battery. Also, the overall efficiency of the
system is equal to the product of the individual component
efficiencies. Even if each component operated at 90-percent
efficiency, the overall vehicle efficiency would be less than 50
percent. In practice, each component efficiency ranges from zero
(at no load) to some maximum value.

The components shown in figure 4-1 are discussed in the
sections which follow, beginning with tires and ending with i
battery chargers. Emphasis is on individual components and not on
system considerations. Only steady-state characteristics are

d
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discussed because transient data are virtually nonexistent.

4.1 TIRES

The distribution of energy losses varies from one vehicle to
another, but at speeds of about 64 to 80 kilometers per hour (40
to 50 mpn) the aeru_ynamic and road-load losses are generally
aoout equal. These two losses comprise over half the energy
requirelnents of the battery. At nigh speeds the aerodynamic
losses predominate the road load losses. At lower speeds the
reverse is true. Because the efficiencies of the other vehicle

components are each less than I00 percent, these losses are
compounded as they are conveyed through the system. Tire energy
losses comprise nearly all the road load losses. ConSequently,
low rolling resistance is of primary consideration when selecting
electric vehicle tires.

The factors which affect rolling resistance are described in
reference i. Some of the main points are given here. The
magnitude of rolling resistance losses is determined principally
by the hysteresis of the tire materials. The hysteresis of the
materials and structure, due to deflection as the tire rolls,
comprise about 90 to 95 percent of the total tire loss. The
remaining 5 to i0 percent is due to surface friction at the
tread-to-road interface and aerodynamic drag. The factors which
are most significant in determining hysteresis losses are tire
material, construction, load, and inflation pressure.

Rubber compounds with high reoound or spring bac_
characteristics reduce the energy loss in the tire. Figure 4-3
snows the relationship of relative rolling resistance to rubber
rebound characteristics. The 100-percent baseline is a
conventional tire material with 60-percent rebound.

Tire cord angle has received considerable attention in recent

years. Rolling resistance as a function of tire construction and
1 cord angle is given in figure 4-4. The radial belted tire has

i_I from i0 to 20 percent lower rolling resistance at speeds up to 60
mpn than the conventional bias tire. A further reduction in
t'olling resistance is achieved by using steel belted radial tires.

l 'Figure 4-5 shows the relationship of relative rolling
resistance to percent of rated load, and figure 4-6 shows howf

I rolling resistance varies with tire pressure and speed.
Installing oversize tires on a vehicle reduces the percent of
rated load on the tires. Consequently, rolling resistance can be
reduced by using oversize tires at high inflation pressures.

Two tire manufacturers made the following recommendations for
a 1636-kilogram (3600-Ibm) electric vehicle with a cruise speed of

88 kilometers per hour (55 mpn) (ref. I): d
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Manufacturer Manufacturer's code Inflation pressu_ Rated load Rolling

...... _C_id) . . resistance

kPa psi N ![ Ibf_

coefficiont

Goodyear LR78-13 (radla_) 165 24 4360 'I 980 0.010

HR78-15 (radial) 165 24 6710 I 1510 .008
Firestone PI85/65RI4 (radial) 165 24 4180 _ 940 .013

DRT0-40 (radial) 220 32 .............li,

For both manufacturers the rolling resistance data were taken on a

drum type laboratory test machine. The Firestone PI85/65RI4 tire

is a run-flat type which could eliminate the need for a spare tire
and thus, save vehicle weight and space requirements. Some
additional Firestone data for standard HR78-15 and GR78-15 tires

are given in table 4-I. Substantial reductions in rolling

resistance are attainable by increasing tire pressure and reducing
load.

TABLE 4-1. - TIRE CHARACTERISTICS

[Load, 80 percent; speed, 96 km/h
(60 mph).J

(a) Firestone HR78-15 (radial)

_/,_ Inflatlon Applied load Rolling

/ pressure resistance'_¢_i (' psi N Ibf coefficient

, 20 4850 1090 0.015
_ 25 5500 1240 .013

_ 30 _090 13,0 .0,
40 7160 1610 .el05

I

(b) Firestone GR78-15 (radial); d
inflation pressures not

available

Applied load Rolling
resistance

N ibf coefficient

3110 700 0.0068

3560 800 .008

4000 900 .009 4

4450 i000 .0102
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-I Vehie!es equipped with internal combustion engines requirei
-I tires that can operate at high speeds for prolonged periods in
_{ extreme environments ranging from flat desert to icy mountainous

regions Traction, impacL and puncture resistance, wearI
characteristics, and ride quality have been of primary concern.

, Until recently, however, very little consideration has been given

-!I to reduc_.ng rolling resistance for the electric vehicle tires in
order to extend vehicle range.

I Based on available tire data and tire manufacturers'

I recommendations, the best tires that are available today for

electric vehicles are steel belted radials. Low rolling
resistance is obtained by using oversized tires and operating at
reduced loads with the maximum permissible inflation pressure.
The tires on the electric vehicles that were tested for this
assessment are listed in table 4-2. Most of the tires were of the

TABLE 4-2. - TIRES USED ON TEST VEHICLES

Vehicle Manufacturer and size Gross vehicle Pressure
weight

il Front Rear

kg Ibm
kPa psi kPa psi

L AM General DJ-SE Electruck CR78-13 (radial) 1959 4319 248 36 221 32
| Battronic Minivan Firestone 6.70-15 (bias) 2858 6300 310 45 310 45

CDA Town Car Front: Michelin 145SR13

,_ (radial) 1569 3460 330 4, 330 48Rearz Firestone BR78-13
(radial)

Dalhatsu EH-S40 5.00-10 (bias ply) 1224 2700 235 34 235 34

EPC H_m_ningbird Goodrich 185SR14 (radial) 1463 3225 276 40 276 40

EVA Contactor Michelin 155R13 (radial) 1701 3750 220 32 220 32

_1701 3750
EVA Metro sedan Michelin 155R13 (radial) _1741 3690 " •
EVA Pacer Goodyear DR?8-14 (radial) 2091 4600 _ _ _

Fiat 650 T van Firestone 5.60-12 (radial) 1950 4300 290 42 310 45

Jet Industries Electra Van d

Mud I Bridgestone 5.00-10 (bias 1428 3150 280 40 290 42
ply, 4-ply rating)

Mud II Pirelli 155SRI_ (radial) 1474 3250 280 40 290 42

Lutes limousine 205R14 (steel radial) 3500 7700 450 65 517 75

MQrathon model C-300 Michelin 145SRI3ZX (radial) 1633 3600 165 24 275 40

Otis P-500 utility van Uniroyal 175SR13 (radi_) 1905 4200 220 32 220 32

Power-Traln van Uniroyal 175SR13 (radlal) 2286 5040 220 32 220 32

Ripp-El_ctrlc 165SR13 (radial) 1504 3494 210 30 280 40

Sebrlng-Vanguard CitICar Goodyear 4.80-12 (radlal) 794 1750 340 50 340 50

Sobrin_-Vanguard CitIVan Goodyear 4.80-12 (radial) 884 1949 220 32 220 32

Volkswagen Transporter 165R_4 (radial) 3075 6765 310 45 366 53

Waterman DAF Michelin 135SRI4ZX (radial) 1365 3010 193 28 193 28

Waterman Renault 5 Michelin 145SR13ZX (radial 1362 3000 248 36 248 36

Zagato Elcar Michelin 145SRIOZX (radial) 653 1440 220 32 220 32
i
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radial design, were substantially derated, and were operated at
nigh pressures. Firestone data (table 4-].) show that rolling
resistance coefficients as low as 0.0068 are possible with today's
tires by derating the tire and operating at nigh pressure. This
solution, however, decreases the quality of the ride and increases
vehicle weight and cost. A new tire specifically developed _or
electric vehicles could provide low rolling resistance without
many of these disadvantages.

4.2 DIFFERENTIALS

Automotive differentials are needed to keep both drive wheels
loaded evenly when they rotate at different speeds as in turning a
corner. All the currently available electric vehicles use
conventional differentials designed for other applications.
Because in those applications the efficiency of the differential
was not a major design consideration, very little pertinent test
data exist.

Figure 4-7 shows the cross section of a typical automotive
differential. There is no relative motion or gear loss associated

From engine

3 Z

4i
!

Toaxle

i// Figure4-7.- lyplcalautomotivedifferential.
d
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with gears 4, 5, and 6 except when cornering. The major energy

losses are due to the input gears 2 and 3, and seals, bea_-ings,
and lubricants. Some vehicle builders have attempted to reduce

the energy losses by changing to lighter lubricants. Because

lubricant viscosity is a function of temperature, lubricant losses

are greatest at low temperatures. Other builders havt; attempted
to improve efficiency by replacing hypoid gears with bevel g_'z

or chains. Hypoid gears are used in differentials to permit the

vehicle drive shaft to be lowered, thus increasing the vehicle

compartment room. The higher sliding losses in hypoid gears
compared with bevel gears could increase differential losses 2 to

5 percent. However, no test data are presently available to
evaluate either design variation with respect to differential

efficiency or life.

The efficiency of a standard hypoid gear differential at, or

near, its maxim0m power capability is estimated to be about 95

percent. Some of the losses are independent of load. The
efficiency decreases and is zero at no load. Electric vehicles do

not operate at the same load levels as do the internal combustion

engine vehicles. If both types of vehicles have the same tire

size and aerodynamic drag, the inherently heavier (because of the

weight of batteries) electric vehicle has a higher torque

requirement at any given speed because cf its increased rolling
resistance. Electric vehicles have a much lower maximum speed

requirement. Consequently, the differential design needs to be

optimized for the higher torque, lower power operating conditions

of an electric vehicle.
mmJ

In an electric vehicle the differential and motor are usually
either rigidly fastened to the drive axle or rigidly fastened to

the vehicle chassis. In the former case, the differential housing

- is a structural member and must be capable of supporting its

proportionate share of the vehicle's weight, including the

battery. The motor, the differential, and the axles compose an

appreciable percentage of the vehicle's unsprung weight. In the
" latter case, the vehicles unsprung weight is reduced by fastening d

o the differential to the chassis.. The output shafts are then

connected to the wheels through flexible couplings. This system
requires more seals and bearings with their associated losses. ,

Some axles contain differelitials and gear boxes specifically

manufactured for small special purpose vehicles, and these are

applicable to electric vehicles (fig. 4-8).

Reliable pre,]ictions of increased range through differential

improvements can_ot be projected. If an existing automotive
differential is 95 percent efficient at 37 kilowatts (50 hp), it

has losses of about 2 kilowatts (2 1/2 hp). If the losses could

be cut in half, the 1.0 kilowatt (I 1/4 hp) saved could extend the

vehicle range 5 to i0 percent. 4
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F!gure4-8. - Specificationsfortypical,mall vehicleaxles.

4.3 TRANSMISSIONS

Table 4-3 lists the transmissions in the vehicles that were
tested for this assessment. Table 4-4 gives the numbers of each

i_ transmission type used in the electric vehicles as determined from

I the literature survey. There is a tendency to use multispeed

transmissions for the conversion cars and the vans. Buses and
- cars built from all ne_ designs for the most part use fixed gear

reduction transmissions.

All of the vehicles need some form of speed reduction between
the motor and the wheel drive axle because of the differences

between normal motor speeds and normal wheel speeds. Where the
speed reduction can be accomplished by the differential alone, the
motor and differential are directly coupled. Where additional
speed reduction is required, external speed reducers with gears,
belts, and chains are used. In conversion cars the simplest way d

I of matching the motor to the drive axle is through the existing
transmission. However, the existing transmission generally is not
well matched to the electric vehicle because electric motor

maximum speeds are lower than those of conventional engines, and
motor torques are highest at low motor speeds.

A multispeed transmission is valuable in an electric vehicle
to maximize motor efficiency over the vehicle driving cycle and to
provide better acceleration and gradeability. Varying the DC
motor speed and torque characteristics by using only voltage
control would not allow the motor to operate efficientl7 or permit
maximum power output while driving. The torque, speed, and power
requirements at the input to the differential when the vehicle is
accelerating at a constant rate from rest to a cruise speed of 64

t
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TABLE 4-3. - TRANSMISSIONS USED IN SPECIFIC TEST VEHICLES

Vehicle Transmission

AM General DJ-5E Electruck One speed; direct coupled

Battronic Minivan Two-speed gearbox

CDA Town Car One spe_d; chain drive

Daihatsu Four speed; manual

EPC Hummingbird Four speed; manual

EVA Metro Contactor Automatic with torque converter

EVA Metro sedan Automatic with torque converter

EVA Pacer Four speed; manual

Fiat 850 T van One speed; direct coupled

Jet Industries Electra Van Four speed; manual

Lucas limousine Two stage; Morse HyVo chain drive

Marathon model C-300 Four speed; manual

Otis P-500 utility van One speed; direct coupled

Power-Train van One speed; direct coupled

Ripp-Electric Four speed; manual

Sebring-Vanguard CitiCar One speed; direct coupled

Sebring-Vanguard CitiVan One speed; direct coupled

Vol];swagen Transporter One speed; direct coupled

= Waterman DAF Variable-speed belt driven

Waterman Renault 5 Four speed; manual

Zagato Elcar One speed; direct coupled

TABLE 4-4. - TRANSMISSIONS USED IN LITERATURE SURVEY d
I

VEHICLES BY CATEGORY d

i .Tz.smission Automo- Vans Buses
biles

Fixed reduction or direct coupled 22 23 13

Two speed 8 3 --

Three speed 5 2 --

Four speed 19 5 --

Continuously variable 3 1 --

Not reported 7 6 1
d

I
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Figure4-9. - Generalshapeofspeed,torque,andhorsepoweras
functionoftimefor typicaldrivingcycle.

kilometers per hour (_5 mph) are shown in figure 4-9. It is
epparent that the motor power requirements are increasing with
vehicle speed until cruSsing speed is reached. A representative
efficiency map of a typical series wound DC motor, the type of
motor used on nearly all current electric vehicles, is shown in
figure 4-10. This map shows that the efficiency of a DC motor
improves at higher power levels and drops rapidly at low motor

speeds. Superimposed on this plot is an operating line for
maxxmum motor efficiency. At any given value of required
horsepower there is an optimum motor speed to produce maximum d
motor efficiency. In a direct coupled electric vehicle the motor
speed is directly proportional to vehicle speed and the motor
efficiency will be less than optimum. The sensitivity or slope of
these motor efficiency/speed curves determines the effectiveness
of a multispeed transmission. In the case of the DC motor map
shown, the motor efficiency is relatively insensitive to speed at
motor speeds above about 2000 rpm, which suggests that perhaps a
two- or three-speed transmission would be adequate. Ideally, a
continuously variable transmiss _n (CVT) that can regulate motor
speed in a continuous manner would be the best choice if the cost,
weignt, size, and reliability were acceptable. 4
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Figure4-10.- TypicalefficiencymapforserieswoundDC-motor
(ref.20).
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Figure4-11.- TypicalperformancecharacteristicsforserieswoundDC-motor 4
(ref.20).
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The performance characteristics of a typical DC motor are

shown in figure 4-11. The horsepower produced (and torque to a

greater extent) increases to Some limiting value of battery
current with a decrease in motor speed. From a vehicle

performance standpoint it is desirable to ups_ift the mu/tispeed
transmission when the vehicle is gaining speed in order to

suppress motor speed and thereby produce maximum power.

From a gradeability standpoint, the torque produced from a

practically sized DC motor would be insufficient for the vehicle

to climb a steep grade without the benefit of transmission

down-shifting. Down-shifting, that is, increasing the
transmission reduction ratio, causes a direct multiplication-of

the motor torque delivered to the drive wheels. Thus, the

transmission equipped electric vehicle would be able to ascend

steep grades but at reduced speeds.

A common transmission found in electric vehicles is the

manual-shift gear transmission. They are relatively efficient

(peak efficiencies between 94 and 98 percent depending on gear
ratio), compact, durable, and inexpensive. Thei_ main drawback is

that they require driver-initiated shifting .....The automatic
transmissions used in many electric vehicles basically are

multispeed gear transmissions in series with a torque converter.
The automatic shift points are determined on the basis of engine

characteristics and vary with the desired vehicle acceleration.

The main disadvantages of automatic transmissions for automobiles

i_ are their lower effic iencies (80 to 90 percent)compared to manual
transmissions and their slightly greater weight, size, and cost.

- Continuously variable transmissions (CVT's) are promising for
= electric vehicle application. A hydromechanical CVT has been

-_ developed by Orshansky Transmission Corp. under a current ERDA

program. It has demonstrated, on a chassis dynamometer, a 23

percent increase in composite driving cycle fuel economy as
compared with a conventional three-speed automatiu transmission as
installed in the AMC Hornet automobile powered by a 6-cylinder

engine (ref. 4). Although it is unlikely that CVT's will provide

efficiency improvements in electric vehicles as substantial as
those demonstrated for heat engine vehicles, some range and

acceleration gains should be realized.

There are basically three types of CVT's which show promise

for electric vehicle application. Variable speed belt drives as
used in the Waterman DAF electric vehicle are relatively simple

and inexpensive. Variable speed belt drives have relatively low
transmission efficiency (generally less than 90 percent at full

power) and limited power capacity (generally less than 18 kW

(25 hp)). Maintenance considerations require special attention.
Another" candidate transmission is a hydromechanical CVT which

utilizes a hydrostatic drive (a hydraulic pump coupled to a

hydrau]ic motor) parallel to a mechanical _,i_:netary gear unit.
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This arrangement splits the power between the hydraulic and
mechanical branches so tha_ most of the torque is carried by the
more efficient mechanical drive, thus improving overall
transmission eff-iciency. Orshansky Transmission Corn@any has
prototype nydrolnechanical transmissions installed in both Hornet
and Nova conventional automobiles. Hydromechanical transmissions
are compact anci have good high power cru/se capability, but they
require development for controls, mecnanical efficiency, and
hydraulic noise reduction.

Traction drive CVT's are another candidate for electric
vehicles. Traction transl, issions regulate the speed ratio through
the repositioning of roller elements such that the radii of the
meshing rollers are varied. Their primary limitations have been
low power capacity. At present, several adjustable-speed
industrial traction drive units are commercially available. Most
of these units handle less than 19 kilowatts (25 horsepower) when
in a reasonably sized package. The only traction drives that have
recently been examined for automotive service on a prototype basis
have been of a toroidal configuration, designed by Excellermatic,
Inc., and General Motors Corp. in the United States.
Traction-drive CVT's may hold the most promise for practical,
efficient electric vehicle drive trains.

Adequate test data are not available in the literature for
any of the transmissions in use today to permit their assessment i
for electric vehicle applications. Because the transmissions were
originally sized for more powerful vehicles, it is likely that the
current transmissions used in electric vehicles are not operating
at peak efficiency and are heavier than necessary. Consequently,
a transmission designed for a specific electric vehicle should
improve its range. Estimates of the potential for range
improvement vary from 5 to 15 percent.

4.4 TRACTION MOTORS

Many different types and sizes of traction motors have been
proposed for use in electric vehicles. They include the following ,
types :

(I) Direct-current series d

(2) Direct-current shunt

(3) Direct-current compound

(4) Alternating-current induction

(5) Alternating-current synchronous

4

i
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TABLE 4-5. - TRACTION MOTORS USED IN TEST VEHICLES

Vehicle Manufacturer Type (DC) Rating,
k_

AM General DJ-SE Electruck Gould, Xnc. Compound 14.9

Battronic Minivan General Electric Co. Series 31

CDA Town Car Eaton Corp. (modified) Shunt ....

Daih_tsu Tokyo Shibaura Electric .... Shunt 14
Co., Ltd.

EPC Hummingbird Modified aircraft generator Series 7.5

EVA Contactoz Not available Shunt 7.5

EVA Metro sedan Not available Series I0

EVA Pacer Baker Material Handling Co. Se.les 14.9

Fiat 850 T van Fiat Shunt 14

Jet Industries Electra Van Baldor Electric Co. Series 7.5

Lucas limousine Lucas Industries, Ltd. 37

Marathon model C-300 Baldor Electric Co. 6

Otis P-500 utility van Otis Elevator Co. 22.4

Power-Train van Otis Elevator Co. i 22.4

! Ripp-Electric Otis Elevator Co. 14.9

Sebring-Vanguard CitiCar General Electric Co. 4.5

Sebring-Vanguard CitiVan General Electric Co. li 4.5

J Volkswagen Transporter Siemens AG Shunt 17

Waterman DAF Prestolite Electrical Series 6.7
Division, Eltra Corp.

! Waterman _enault 5 Prestolite Electrical Series 6.7

Division, Eltra Corp.

? Zagato Elcar Scaglia Series 2}

__3

The motors used on the electric vehicles that were tested for

this assessment are listed in table 4-5. All are DC types, 15 of
the 20 are series motors, 4 are shunt motors, and I is a compound

motor. Also, 50 of the 83 motors reported in the literature d

survey of electric vehicles are series motors _.:able 4-6). There

are 21 vehicles where the motor types are not _ecified. The
unavailability of suitable controllers has restricted the use of

AC motors to experimental vehicles such as the General Motors

Slectrovair and the Linear Alpha Corp. van. Figure 4-12 shows a

15-kilowatt (20-hp} DC series motor on a dynamometer test stand.
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TABLE 4-6. - ELECTRIC VEHICLE MOTOR

CLASSIFICATION FROM L_

DATA TABULATION

Domestic Foreign

Motor type:

Alternating current 5 0

Direct current

Series 30 20

Seperately excited 13 11

Compound 5 0

Other 2 2

Not specified 13 8

Motor size, kW:

0- 10 20 17

10- 20 24 13

20- 30 9 3

• 30 5 16

Not reported 10 1

d

q

d

Figure4-12.- Electrictractionmotorondynamometerteststand.
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-_ Direct-current series motors are the most popular because

their speed-torque cnaraeteristics most nearly match the electric

vei_icle needs. Under heavy loads, the torque per ampere ratio of

the series motor is higher than that of any other type. This

feature reduces battery drain during acceleration or while
negotiating grades. The series motor also offers excellent

commutation and transient response. Their past extensive usage

for traction applications also makes them readily available to

experimenters. When other motor types are chosen, the

motor-controller-transmission combination attempts to emulate the
series motor characteristics.

Efforts to reduce the pulse discharging of the battery and to
incorporate regenerative braking into electric vehicles have

resulted in a trend toward using shunt motors. The basic
difference between a series and a shunt motor is the method of

establishing the direct axis flux. The series motor field

consists of a few turns of large cross section conductors which
are connected in series with the armature. The shunt motor field

consists of many turns of smaller wire which are connected to a

separate field controller.

Soth the series and shunt motors require some form of

armature voltage control up to their base speeds. Base speed for
tne series motor corresponds to some fractional part, such as one

half, of the maximum vehicle speed. For speeds above base speed,

some form of field weakening is used. Field weakening a series

field is cumbersome because of the high currents that must behandled. Because the shunt field current is only a few percent of

the armature current, it is much easier to control. Consequently,
- for a shunt motor system operating above base speed, the battery_u

current is ripple free.

To obtain regenerative braking in a series motor system, the
_ connections to the series field must be reversed. For a shunt

motor operating above base speed, regenerative braking is i
accomplished Dy increasing the snunt field current. There are no

__ commercial shunt motor controllers for electric vehicles available
I

today. Every vehicle that uses a shunt or compound motor has a

_i controller tnat was designed by or for the vehicle builder. A
_ compound motor, of course, has both series and shunt fields and '

-_ attempts to combine the most desirable features of both. There

_ are no data which snow any system to be superior to the other.

_ The losses in the motors consist of resistive losses,
magnetic losses, and mechanical losses. Several series motor

_, efficiency curves are shown in figure 4-13. These curves were
r:_i calculated from manufacturers' data. The efficiency curves start

_ at zero, rise and reach a _eak wnen the resistive losses are about

F:> equal to the mechanical and magnetic losses, and then decline.

_! All 0£ the motors in present use operate in the region where the 4
__! resistive losses predominate. As shown in figure 4-13, series

I
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Figure4-11 - Effectofvoltagevariationson seriesmotorefficiency.

motor _fficiency increases as voltage increases. For instance,
when a series motor is opezating at partial voltage and speed its
efficiency is less than at the full voltage and speed. Note that
the pear efficiency of one of the motors at full voltage is 95
percent.

The motor ratings of the electric vehicles tested varied froln
2 to 37 kilowatts. The ratings correspond to the thermal ratings
of the motors, but the conditions under which the ratings were
estaDlished are not reported. Some of the factors which determine
the thermal rating are the rate of heat generation, the rate of
heat dissipation, the maximum permissible temperature of the

winding, and a specified duty cycle. I
d

The specified duty cycle may be either continuous or for a
limited period of time, such as 1 hour, or any other intermittent
duty rating. The maximum permitted temperature depends on the
class of insulation in the motor and the expected life. The life
of industrial motors at rated load is between i0 000 and 40 000

hours. If an electric vehicle operates 2 hours per day for 300
days per year, it would take over 16 years to accumula'_e I0 000
hours. The thermal rating is usually determined in a laboratory
under different conditions than are found during vehicle use. The
assumed ambient temperature is usually 400 C (104o F) with free
convection coollng. The car builder may provide additional
cooling or locate the motor where natural airflow is either
inhibited or augmented. Consequently, the motor ratings are of
marginal value. Standards for rating motors for electk'ic vehicle d
application are needed.
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In addition to the thermal rating, motors also hage voltage,
current, speed, and torque ratings. For DC motors, commutator
flashover limits the voltage, conductor heating limits _the
current, centrifugal force limits the speed, and shear pins and
couplings limit the torque. Because resistive losses tend to
predominate in electric vehicle motors, the current rating is of
primary importance. High currents also cause commutation problems
in shunt motors with weak fields. Because overspeed quickly
destroys a motor, loss of load for a series motor or loss of field
for a shunt motor must result in an immediate removal of power
from the armature.

As indicated in figure 4-13 maximum motor efficiencies at
rated voltages range from 70 to 95 percent, at lower voltages the
efficiency is less. One key to greater electric vehicle range is
to increase system voltage. This has been done in the Lucas and
Volkswagen vehicles. Alternatives are to use the most efficient
components regardless of cost or to employ more sophisticated
control strategies. In the latter case the objective is to
increase the average motor voltage over the prescribed driving
cycle.

4.5 CONTROLLERS

The controller controls the flow of power from the battery to
the traction motor in accordance with the directives of the

operator. If regenerative braking is used, the controller must
also control the energy flow in the reverse direction.

The electric vehicle controller should provide

(I) Smooth operation at and near zero speed for good
maneuverability and parking

(2) S_.cotn acceleration at the operator selected rate to the
desired speed

(3) Operation at any operator-selected constant speed

(4) Smooth deceleration where regenerative braking is
employed

(5) Efficient, safe, and reliable operation

(6) Overload protect ion for motors, motor reversing, and
charging of auxiliary batteries

All tne vehicles in the current test program use DC motors.
For a DC motor, the flow of energy is controlled by varying the
voltage and current to the motor. All the controllers on the
ven icles in the current test program are either battery switching
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it TABLE 4-7. - CONTROLLERS USED IN TEST VEIIICLESWhicle controllermanufootureMotortype controllertype

=_ AM General _J-5_ Electruek Gould, Inc. Compound SCR chopper i
_i Battronle Minivan General Electric Co. Series SCR chopper with bypass

_I (Sl0R) and field weakenin8
_7

resistance and field

weakening

Dalhatsu EH-S40 Van Daihatsu Motor Co., Shunt Transistor chopper a
Ltd.

EPC Hununingbird Eleutrle Vehicle S_ries Transistor chopper
Components, Inc.

EVA Contaetor Electric Vehicle Shunt Battery switching and
Associates field control a

EVA Metro sedan Cableform, Inc. Series SCR chopper

EVA Pacer Cableform, Inc. Series SCR chopper a

Fiat 850 T van Fiat Shunt SCR chopper and field
weakening a

Jet Industries Electra Van Cableform, Inc. Series SCR chopper

Lucas limousine Lucas Industries, Ltd. SCR chopper a

_[ Marathon model C-300 ...................... Battery switching

Otis P-500 utility van General Electric Co. SCR chopper with bypass

Power-Traln van General Electric Co. SCR chopper with bypass a

Ripp-Electrl= Rippel, W.E. Transistor chopper a

• Sebring-Vanguard CitiCar Sebring-Vanguard, Inc. Battery switching with
resistanceiI

I Sebring-Vanguard CitiVan Sebring-Vanguard, Inc. II Battery switching with

resistance

Volkswagen Transporter Siemens AG Shunt SCR chopper a

Waterman DAF C.H. Waterman Indus- Series Battery switching
tries

Waterman Renault 5 C.H. Waterman Indus- Series Battery switching
tries

Zagato Elear Elcar Corp. Series Battery switching with
resistance

aWith regenerative braking. I

d

or chopper types (table 4-7). A chopper is a DC to DC converter
employing either silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) or
transistors. Vehicles that use shunt motors require an additional '

f field circuit controller. Some of the vehicles also use motor
armature starting resistors and/or motor field weakening. Many of
the currently used controllers for electric vehicles have evolved
and been adapted from controllers for other types of vehicles and
industrial applications.

The earliest controllers consisted of a string of resistors
I connected in series with the motor armature. Motor voltage is

equal to the battery voltage minus the voltage drop across the
resistors and can be increased by shorting out a portion of the d
resistance. This system is satisfactory for vehicles which
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operate almost exclusiVely at maximum speed and only require the
controller to provide smooth acceleration at start up. Resistance
control is simple and low cost. The chief drawback is that
considerable energy is lost as heat in the resistors. Before the
development of high power SCR's, resistance control was used
extensively on industrial trucks.

Choppers have largely supplanted resistance control for
Industrial trucks and are widely used in electric vehicles. These
controllers work by pulsing the motor on and off at repetition
rates that vary up to about 1000 pulses per second. The main
power flow for all types of choppers is shown in figure 4-14. The

o-..oSI

SwitchingSCR I

or transistor

®-- Free

wheeling DI VMdiode

"--- Field

[
VM • VB tonT

Figur_4-14. - Basicchoppercontrollerwithseriesmotor.

d

free wheeling, or flyback, diode across the motor allows the motor
current to continue to flow even when the ma'n SCR or transistor

switch is not conducting. The ratio of motor voltage to battery
voltage is equal to the ratio of the on time to the total period.
Some controllers keep the repetition frequency constant and vary
the pulse on time and still other controllers keep a constant
pulse on time and vary the repetition frequency. Others vary both
the pulse on time and the period. Figure 4-15 shows how these
quantities vary in one commercial controller. The switching unit
S 1 may be either a transistor or an SCR. Figure 4-16 is a
photograph of an SCR chopper. The heat sinks indicate that the
controller is not loss free.

d
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Figure4-15. - Typicalchoppercontrollercharacteristics.
I

Figure4-16. - SCRchopperfor electricvehicles.

i
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-:,_ Until recently no transistors capable of handling the large

y,_:: currents required by electric vehicles were available and all
.....,-- electric vehicle choppers used SCR's. Electric Vehicle

_i__7i-i Components, Inc., is the only known U.S. compan] to offer a
_i/;_' commercial chopper where the transistor rating is comparable to

F,:_ SCR ratings Other transistor choppers have been built that
_ parallel a number of small transistors to obtain the required

_ current rating. The Ripp Electric vehicle controller uses 32
-_ transistors. Allis Chalmers a_ses a similar system in their
_;_ industrial truck controller Figure 4-17 is a photograph of ti_e

_?i:-_ Ripp Electric controller. Transistorized chopper controllers are
_:'_ simpler than SCR types because commutating circuits are not

..... required.

?3"
;I
'l

,t
t Figure4-17.- Transistorcontroller[orRipp-Electricvehicle.

I Choppers also cause additional losses in motors and

batteries. These additional losses have not been sufficiently

investigated. Preliminary dynamometer data on one motor indicate !

efficiency decreases of 2 to 5 percent depending on duty cycle.

Measuring current and power in these pulse type circuits is
difficult because the rapid changes in current cause inaccuracies

in conventional current measuring devices (ref. 3).

The control circuitry generally is considered to be

proprietary by the chopper manufacturer and little data are
available. The manufacturers claim that each chopper is tailored
to the user's p_rticular motor. The chopper usually includes a

current limit feature to protect the chopper. This current limit
restricts motor acceleration. The thermal time constant of a

motor is several orders of magnitude greater than the thermal time

constant of the chopper. Consequently, separate thermal
protection is required for the controller.

4
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Figure 4-18. - Schematicof typicalbattery switching controller with series

motor field weakening.

An alternative to chopper controllers is battery switching

techniques. These controllers are the most efficient of all
types. Figure 4-18 shows a typical control scheme. The voltage
drop across contacts is only a few millivolts, which makes the

contactor coils the only power consuming device. Not only are the

controller losses negligible, but at low speeds when maximum

accelerating torque and consequently c.lrrent are required, the

batteries are paralleled, thus ceducing the individual battery ,
currents. The efficiency of the battery switching controller3 can

exceed 99 percent. Some choppers can provide regenerative

braking, but witn the battery switching controllers it is only
necessary to switch to a lower battery voltage configuration to

obtain regeneration. Some battery switching controllers also can

reconnect motor field windings for additional speed steps.
Battery switching has the disadvantage that only a few discrete
speeds a_u available, which makes smooth acceleration difficult.

For instance, batteries might be switched to provide 24-, 48-, and
96-volt operation.

Battery switching and chopper controllers arc used to c()ntro[
the armature voltage o! both ._(.rles and shunt motors. An

ad(Jtt ,ur]al fill,| c,)ntrol ¢ir,'_l,_ is r_quir,_d with sh,,nt ;n(,t,)r_;. 4
F'lolcl ,'()rl_r_J1 i _ ,l-_;_',.|,,ll|'/ Wh.,,_; _I" IXl,_t(_ I:; ,;[,.,l,_ItI:1(| Olv._'v','i_,l;'

sp,,,._i. An !nt,.rl,cK Is I..._dlr ,,_] t,* I_lsr'*tl'Ll{)_ _iI', __)' T!t_l%'|I" _'|I "|t*
lrl L'dtif, 3| | _]| ]_Jr" ,_| _ r_o. ' I.'] J L" ]: I, fit .
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The relative merits of shunt and series motor-controller

systems have not been adequately investigated. Both the
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc., and the Rohr Industries, Inc., task
III reports (refs. 1 and 2) indicate that no single system aill be
most efficient over differeL,t driving cycles.

The only domestic vehicles in this test program that use
shunt or compound motors are the CDA town car, one of EVA's Metro
sedans, and the AM General DJ-5E Electruck. The controllers for
all these vehicles were developed by the vehicle manufacturers.
There are no commercial shunt motor controllers available for
electric vehicles. Of the foreign vehicles, the Fiat and
Volkswagen use shunt motor systems.

4.6 BATTERIES

The relatively long charging period and complex
infrastructure required for battery charging makes an electric
vehicle energy limited; its range is determined by the amount of
energy carried in its battery. The state-of-the-art battery used
in today's electric vehicles is the lead-acid battery. All of the
electric vehicles tested and reported on in this report were
powered by the lead-acid battery system. Other types of battery
systems have been proposed and some have been developed and tested
in electric vehicles, but none is commercially available at
present. Of the many advanced battery systems under consideration
for electric vehicle use, only six types have been developed
sufficiently for preliminary tesus in vehicles. They are the
nickel-zinc, nickel-iron, zinc-air, iron-air, zinc- chlorine
hydrate, and sodium-sulfur battery systems. Because this report
deals with the state-of-the-art for vehicles, the discussion of
batteries is limited to those which have actually been installed
and operated in vehicles.

A more detailed discussion of the current state of battery
technology for electric and hybrid vehicles is given in appendix C
with appropriate references. A brief summary of appendix C is
presented in this sect ion.

The energy source (battery) for an electric vehicle must be
able to store large amounts of energy and deliver the necessary
power, must be able to be discharged frequently to deep depths
without serious loss in operating life, must be easily recharged,
and must be inexpensive. Achieving all these characteristics in
one type of battery is difficult, and compromises are often made.
The extent of the compromising is determined by the intended use
of the battery.
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4.6.1 Lead-Ac id Battery

Four types of lead-acid batteries have been developed over
the past 120 years which stress one or two of the previous
requirements. They are the SLI (starting, lighting and ignition),
the gol£ car, the industrial, and the semi-industrial batteries.

The SLI battery is designed to provide high peak specific power
(W/kg) at a low initial battery cost. The golf car battery is
designed for relatively low initial cost, high power, and high
specific energy. The industrial battery is designed to provide
long llfe and high energy, but it is heavier and more expensive
than golf car batteries. The semi-industrial battery falls
between the golf car and the industrial designs. Comparative
information is given in table 4-8 on these four lead-acid
batteries including specific energy, cycle life, initial cost, and
initial cost per unit of operating life. Golf car and
semi-industrial_ batteries are presently used in small electric
vehicles. The installation of a golf car battery in an electric
vehicle is shown in figure 4-19, and a semi-industrial battery is
shown in figure 4-20. Each golf car battery is about 0.3 meter (1
ft) high and requires user installed interconnect ions ; the
semi-industrial battery is about 0.6 meter (2 ft) high and
intercell connections are factory installed (i.e., leaded in).
The SLI is undesirable for electric vehicles because of its high
per cycle costs. The SLI has acceptable performance in
applications where deep discharge cycle life is not of prime
importance and where high specific power is required during
discharge and rapid charging is required.

TABLE 4-8. - CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES

Battery Specific energy Cycle life, Initial cost Co_t pcr cycle
at 2-hr rate number of

deep cycles $/MJ S/kWh $/MJ-cycle S/kWh-cycle
MJlkg Wh/ibm

Starting, lighting, 0.105 13.3 50 - i00 19 68 0.19 - 0.38 0.68 - 1.36 4
and ignition%

Golf car .096 12.2 200 - 400 14 50 0.04 - 0.07 0.13 - 0.35

Semi-lndustrlal .080 _0. i 500 - I000 59 210 0.06 - 0.12 0.21 - 0.42 •

Industrial a .080 i0. i i000 - 2C00 43 150 0.02 - 0.04 0.08 - 0.15

aAt 6-hr rate.

The industrial battery is generally undesirable in electric
passenger car application_ because of its weight and size. But,
it is used in lift trucks and on-the-road vehicles where battery
weight and bulk are not primary concerns. 4

176
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Figure4-19.- Typicalgolfcarbatteryinstallation.

Figure4-20.- Typicalsemi-industrialbatteryinstallation.
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The total amount of energy that can be removed from a
lead-acid battery varies inversely with the rate at which the
energy is withdrawn. Presently, a-lead-acid battery will deliver
about 40 percent of the energy at a 0.3-hour discharge rate that
it would at a ]-hour discharge rate. This means that an electric
vehicle, traveling at high speeds (i.e., requiring power levels
high enough to deplete the battery in 20 minutes), w/ll travel a
substantially shorter distance than it wotrld at speeds which
require I hour to totally discharge the battery based on battery
performance alone.

The temperature of the electrolyte (battery acid) and the age
of a battery also affect the amount of available energy. Low
temperatures increase the viscosity and resistance of the
electrolyte, raise the internal resistance, and reduce the voltage
and power at a given current level. As a new battery ages, the
energy available initially increases slightly. At about i0 to 20
percent into its life, the energy density peaks and then starts
decreasing. The cycle life also is strongly dependent on the
depth to which the battery is discharged. Deep discharges
significantly reduce the life of a battery although the total
energy removed from tbc battery during its life is only slightly
affected. Experience has shown that an 80 percent depth of
discharge is the most cost effective level for electric vehicle
appl icat ion.

The life and performance of a battery are strongly affected
by the care taken in battery charging and maintenance.
Overcharging reduces life, is wasteful of energy, and, therefore,
is economically undesirable. Undercharging reduces the energy
available and may cause damage to the battery. Cleaning the
exterior of batteries and the regular topping off of electrolyte
with water are routine maintenance procedures necessary for
reasonable life and performance.

Since the characteristics of batteries change as they age and
as the temperature varies, charging equipment must be constantly
readjusted for maximum effectiveness. Charger design is critical
and should be a major consideration in any electric vehicle
application program.

4.6.2 Other Electric Vehicle Batteries

The research and development work on new Datteries fo_
electric and hybrid vehicles has intensified in the past i0 years.
Numerous candidates have been proposed which offer large
theoretical performance gains over the lead-acid battery. To
date, six of these systems have advanced to the point wher'e
construction and operation of a f_ul[-sized battery in a vehicle
could be attempted. These are the nickel-zinc, nickel-iron,
zinc-air, iron-air, zinc - chlorine hyd_at:__, and sodium-sul_'_i_.
The earliest tests in vebicI_s i:_v,)ivJn_ ti_,_e r_,_wl):_tt._ri.,;t:_k
place in 1972.



I 4.6.2.1 Nickel-zinc ba_tte_. - At the present time, the
nickel-zinc battery is a strong candidate for future replacement

of the lead-acid battery system. The nickel-zinc battery

theoretically has twice the specific energy of the lead-acid

battery. As a result, at least twlce the range can De expected in

an electric vehicle powered by nickel-zinc batteries. Substantial

development efforts are underway in the United States and in

various parts of the world to develop a practical, low-cost

nicKel-zinc vehicle battery (ref. 5).

The cycle life of this system, however, needs further
improvement. Cycle lives of large cells are now limited to less

than 300 cycles. The potential for lifetimes in excess of i000

cycles exists, based on the results of laboratory tests performed
on small (i0 Ah) cells.

4.6.2.2 Nickel-iron battery. - The nickel-iron battery,

originally called the Edison cell, has undergone significantimprovement in recent years (refs. 6 and 7). The system has a

cycle life greater than that of the nickel-zinc system, and it has

a theoretical specific energy comparable to that of the

nickel-zinc battery.

Charging problems are still a major drawback wit_ the

nickel-iron battery. Because of the low overvoltage of hydrogen

on the iron electrode, charging is accompanied by heavy hydrogen

evolution and the system is not as energy efficient as nickel-zinc

or lead-acid batteries. Typically, a nickel-iron battery has a

charge/discharge efficiency of 50 to 60 percent as compared with
75 percent for a lead-acid battery. In addition, the evolution of

hydrogen is accompanied by heat generation, which depletes the

water from the electrolyte. As a result, the charging system must
have electrolyte coolant loops, heat exchangers, and hydrogen

separating and venting devices. Nonetheless, the prospect of

substantial increases in battery life and specific energy over
lead-acid batteries has fostered the development of the total

nicKel-iron system to a point where the system can be employed in

specialty areas. Battery systems for electric vehicles (vans and
cars) have also been developed but only on a small demonstration
basis.

4.6.2.3 Metal-air batteries. - The metal-air batteries,

specifically iron-air and z1_-nc--i_ir,also are of interest as a

second- or third-generation battery system for electric vehicles.

Extensive foreign research has resulted in substantially greater

speclfic energies than for the existing lead-acid battery systems.

Cycle life is reported to be approaching 300 cycles.

The metal-air system_ ate._ limited in specific (peak) power

output but naw_ reasona},ly high specific ener,4ie.'.;. They are
findJnq us(. in _lectr,_ci_,ivlical-hyurid batteries for v_,hicles, d

\ ....
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These systems consist of a high specific energy battery, such as a
metal-air battery, which may lack a high power capability,

connected in parallel with a second battery designed for high peak

powers, such as a lead-acid battery. The energy extractable from

the "energy" battery is much larger than that available from the

"power" battery. In operation, the "energy" battery (i.e., zinc-

or iron-air) provides energy for cruising. When a peak power

requirement occurs, such as for acceleration f:om a stop or

passing, the "energy" battery is unable to dellver the peak demand
and its terminal voltage fails. This event autoaatically

transfers the load to the "power" battery floating on the line.

The relatively small "power" battery meets the peak demand and is
then recharged from the "energy" battery as its own limited

extractable energy is used.

Complicated recharging procedures and the high cost of air

electrode materials are problem areas being investigated. Both
zinc-air and iron-air batteries combined with high power lead-acid

batteries in hybrid configurations have been tested in vehicles in

Japan.

4.6.2.4 Zinc - chlorine hydrate battery. - Electrochemical
couples involving chlorine theoretically are attractive high
energy density systems. The zinc-chlorine electrochemical couple

has a theoretical specific energy five times that of lead-acid

batteries. It offers the potential of substantial range
improvements in electric vehicles over lead-acid batteries. There
is a need to find a practical, safe method for storing chlorine.

In the zinc - chlorine hydrate battery, the problem is solved by
storing chlorine as a solid hydrate at 8° C. The system, as

designed for use in an electric vehicle, requires electrolyte

circulation pumps, filters, and a refrigeration unit; in essence,

it is a miniature processing plant. Despite this complication,
the system has a projected specific energy six times that o£ the

lead-acid battery in a vehicle configuration. Thus, it has
attracted considerable interest for vehicles and for bulk electric

storage for utility companies.
d

Published test data with regard to cycle life are limited,
but the system does appear to have solveable problems (ref. 8).

d

4.6.2.5 Sodium-sulfur battery. - The high temperature,
sodium-sulfur battery system is one system tested to date which
holds the promise of allowing an electric vehicle to travel 200

iniles on a single charge. Results of laboratory tests on single

cells indicate a specific energy almost four times the energy

density of lead-acid batteries and twice the energy density of the
nicKel-zinc and nickel-iron systems.

The propeL- operation of the sodium-sulfur cell requires t_at

the reactants and reactant products be in tne molten state. The 4

q
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temperature during operation must be above 300 ° C with standby
temperatures not lower than 230 ° C. Maintaining these
temperatures requires advanced insulation techniques and auxiliary
heaters for startup and to maintain standby temperatures.

The thermal and electrochemical requirements of the system
dictate that the electrolyte used must be stable at high
temperatures and must be able to easily transport sodium ions.
Two types of electrolyte which meet these requirements are
presently under extensive investigation. They are beta-alumina
and thin-walled borate glass tubes.

Charging procedures, high temperature seals, noncorrosive
high temperature containment materials, and solid electrolyte
failure modes are presently under investigation in the United
Sta_es and abroad. Notable foreign efforts are underway in Japan,
the United Kingdom, Germany, and France.

4.6.2.6 Advanced batter_ tests. - In eleven e_periments
reported to date full-size experimental batteries were used to
power electric vehicles. Six of the tests were made in the United
States, three involved nickel-zinc batteries, two a nickel-iron

TABLE 4-9. - PERFORMANCE OF VEHICLES WITH EXPERIMENTAL BATTERIES

Battery Vehicle Performance Range relative
to lea_-acid

Range Speed battery

km mile km/h mph

Nickel-zinc Otis P-500 van (NASA) 88 55 32 20 1.87
68 42 (a) (a) 2.01

Otis P-500 van (USPS) 88 55 48 30 1.62
28 18 (b) (b) 1.75

CDA Town Car 235 146 64 40 1.82

Nickel-iron Fiat 128 097 60 48 30 1.50 d

1/4-Ton delivery van 114 71 48 30 1.51

Daihatsu 259 161 40 25 dl.48

Zinc-air/lead- Nissan 496 308 40 25 d2.25

acid (hybrid) Toyota 455 283 40 25 d2.53

Iron-air/lead- Daihatsu 260 162 40 25 di.49
acid (hybrid)

Zinc - chlorine Vega 246 152 80 50 ....

hydrate

Sodium-sulfur Bedford 161 i00 ........

aSAE J227a - B.

bpostal cycle.
CNickel-iron test terminated at abcut _O-percent depth of discharge.

x
L
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system, and one a zinc - chl()rin,, h/,Jri_t<, i),]ttery, l?our other
tests were conducted in Japan uri_|_,i_ tii,,nathlnal MITI D Logram.

Three of these batterie:: w_,r__ m_t,,l-air/]_.<:_d-a_:id hybrids while

the fourth was a nicKel-iron !_,_It,,r/. A :_)dium-sulfur battery was

tested in a van in Eng]anrl. '['t_,_ I,_;:ult'_o[ th_:se tests are
summarized in table 4-9. All u[ tnc_,, _×i)_riments have taken

place since 1972.

The nickel-zinc battery t,,nls w_r,*, ,'_ndt,cted using batteries

built for NASA Lewis by two industrial battery companies. The
tests were conducted on two varl;;, c)r_:,t_,st_d by NASA and the other

by USPS, and a passenger ca_', which ._4A_A also t,_sted. The Lewis
tests showed increases of 87 _n:1 [_ ;,:!,r,:_entirl the constant speed

range for the van an<] the cnr, resp,:ct_v_]y. A 101-percent
increase in range under SA_: J227a schedule B tests was achieved
for the van. The car trav_]_,i_ 2_5 kilo;neters (146 miles) at 64

kilometers per hour (40 m,_,h). The US?.<; tests showed , smaller

improvement of 62 percent at a const_n_- s_<ed of 48 kilometers per

hour.-(30 mph). Figure 4-21 shows the 300-ampere-hou_" battery

packaged for the van used in th_ _ NASA t_ts.

") '-

three v,_hicl(':; l),_w,,_,,_ ! : • , * _,

range o[ 2(,0 kJl,,!l,' I , : - ,,',_' ,J,,rh,_iir (')_,,_ 4

t
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_, mph) is reportod f_>r ,_ l_.J, ..... .;_ _ i,i:,tw,,i,It_t ;_._;;.q,_"_;or eat- using an
_ iron-air/l__ad-aei,l hyb, i,I _: ,t,.I .,. ,, . " 1', , t_1 ,l :;,:ditrl and N.[s.qan

truer equipped with zJli, .... ._i;. 1 .._.i _,.lt ,_-,,,t,r _,t t_,_tr__*ri_:_ had ranqc, s
._i.. c_f 455 kil_met_r,; (21i_ rail, • ) ._,,t 1'_ :.,il,m_,,_, _-_* ( ](}8 IniLo;;)e
'.L respectiv(_ly, itt. t_}l¢* '_,t!fl, ;t ..... _ ( I. '_1,

T_e Elo.ctricit.y (i,_,_ll,'il t,' :;,. .'. " ,'_,.: i,I t tjr, [lll_t(_d Kinqr|_)_n
assembled the fir:;t v,,}iit, t.,-;,,;_,,, , !,,-.t .:_,;,,,r.al_are,, alRali ,T_et.al
battery for testi:'_q. !'it,, .,,I t,,l 7, ,;,.,v_.,_ t!l f i,lt]_, 4-22, consisted
Of modules of irldiv,i_tUlat _', _,.m_' I, ;, , , ,.I t.,. 'l'h,, t._t Wa:{

conducted in a l_edl_or,_ _,,,_ 'I i i, 4 , _). /: _,_q,:, _I. 1.61 kilome_.ers

(i00 miles) was r¢,p_.>rt_,d.
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4.6.3 Summary and Conclusions

T_e lead-acid battery clearly represents the state-of-the-art
in electric vehicle batteries today. In the United States the
golf car version is favored; in Europe and Japan the
semi-industrial versions are used more frequently. From a
performance point of view, the lead-acid battery can provide a
reasonable range to allow today's electrics to fulfill many
functions. However, experience with golf car batteries indicates
that improvements in life are still needed to achieve low vehicle
operating costs.

The new battery systems have exhibited specific energies well
above those of lead-acid batteries. Yet, limited life, charging
difficulties, complexity, and cost have prevented their use in
electric vehicles. At present, they are development items
available only on a special order basis at an extremely high
price. It is expected, however, that at least the nickel-zinc
battery will be in production within 3 to 5 years at a cost
predicted to be competitive _ith lead-acid batteries.

4.7 BATTERY CHARGERS

The batteries for the electric vehicle accessories usually
ale standard 12-volt automotive ba_eries which use a ground
return. The main traction batteries operate at various higher
voltages in ungrounded systems. Therefore, each vehicle requires
two separate charging systems.

The 12-volt system may be charged either by an independent 12
volt charger or by a DC to DC converter operating from the main
traction batteries. When an independent charger is used it
operates similar to the main charger and requires similar controls

and protective devices. With this method, the batteries are
subjected to the same k_nd of charge-discharge cycling as the main

batteries, and the voltage fluctuates with the state of charge, i
One of the vehicles tested had a generator coupled to the traction
motor to charge the 12-volt battery. Other vehicles use DC to DC q

converters operating from the main traction batteries to keep the
12 volt batteries fully charged at all times, reducing the
required capacity of the 12 volt system. These DC to DC a
converters are custom designed by the individual vehicle
designers. Data on efficiency, operating characteristics, wave
shape, controls, safety, isolation, or reliability are not
available.

Table 4-10 lists 22 different voltage levels for various
electric vehicles, from 24 to 530 volts. The primary reason for
this diversity is the designer's desire to maximize the total
battery capacity of the vehicle. As a result of the variety of

..... ". _ - _-?fL....... _L..__., ;.L--
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TABLE 4-10. - VEIIICLE VOLTAGES

Vehicle LQWlS survey Test

voltag@, l vehicles
V Automobiles ] Buses Vans

!

Number of vehicles surveyed or tested

24 1

30 2

36 5 1

48 3 1 5

54 1 1

66 1

72 3 i 2 2

80 1 1

84 1 2 2

90 1 1

96 2 2 6

100 1

108 1 1

112 2

120 4 2 2

144 3 2

18o
192 1

216 5 2

360 2

..... 375 1

,. s3o 1
It 0
,. Not re- 39 i0 16

i_ ported _.

._ Total 66 14 40 23 ,

battery types and voltages, commercial battery chargers generally

are not available and the chargers are custom designed for

individual vehicles. Also, most commercial chargers are intended

for industrial applications where three-phase ser,;ice is normal.
For home use, the chargers must operate from dingle-phase service.

• Figure 4-24 is a photograph of an off-vehicle battery charger. 4
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Figure 4-24. - Off-vehicle _,attery charger.

rl I , 4 t, 1TABLE 4-11. - BAIHI),IY CIIAICGER INDI(AIL]) EFVICII'_NCIES

Vehicle From AC kW/h met:eI- t,'Fom wide-band
and I)C voltm_:t_'r wattn_e£er

and amineter

Efficiency, |_orcent

P-i 81[- 90 88-_ 93

P-2 8]- 94 _7- 94

P-4 a86 a89

C-I 85- 95 84- 92

C-2 59- 74 60- 77

P-6 1'9l

C-4 _"_"¢J

aMaximum indJcat{,d 2ffl.Ci(,_icy wd:.',¢)v_,t 100 l_(,.tc_,tlt.

bRel!. 1.1.

Cl_f. ]0.

" -_ c _u_ '_-u.>:_uLT.. :: ......... _ _,__.
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•.,rQ #,_

Th_ eustom_built battery charqers generally eonslst of a

transformer, a r_ctifying circuit, and various control devices.

The expected offici_._ncy is about 90 porcenl . Charger officieney
tests were conducted in the current test program. '1_able 4-I1

shows that the indicated effici_ncies ranged from 80 to over 100

perc_nt. Two metliods of detormininq efficiency were employed.
The first method used a resident i :1 kilowatt-hour meter to measure

power input during charging time ,.id a voltm(=ter and ammeter to

measure power output. This m(_thod gave indicated efficiencies

about 5 to I0 percent lower than the indicated efficiencius
determined using the best wideband wattmeter obtainable to measure

b)th AC input and DC output power. The same measurement problems

exist here as with chopper controllers and much development and
test work are needed. Kilowatt-hour meters are known to read high

on nonsinusoidal wave forms. Errors of 7 percent have been

reported (ref. 12). The wideband wattmeter readings wet'e all at
the low end of the meters' range where accuracy is poorest.

Better measurement techniques are needed.

Battery chargers have high efficiencies at the initiation of

the charging cycle, but efficiency decreases as the charge

progresses. Failure to terminate the charging process at the

optimum time also reduces efficiency. The chargers rely either on
a timer or on the increase in battery voltage that is associated

with full charge. To properly set a timer, the operator must
estimate the initial .gtate of charge and the average charging

current. The charging current is determined by the difference

between the supply voltage and battery voltage divided by the
effective circuit impedance. Thus, any changes in supply voltage

due to powerline variation or changes in battery voltage due to

age, temperature, or battery condition affect the proper timer

setting. Battery age, temperature, and condition also interfere
with chargers that sense the rise in battery voltage. Batteries

are either undercharged and reduce range or overcharged and

increase energy consumption cost for power, and reduce battery
life.

Except where laboratory power supplies are used as battery
chargers, the current wave shape consists of a series of pulses.

The magnitude and shape of the pulses vary widely from charger to

charger. One charger that uses phase controlled SCR's required a

55-ampere peak current to produce a ]0-ampere aveLage value. The
rms current was 25 amperes. The peak, rms, and average values

must all be considered when sizing branch circuits and circuit

breakers for the charger:_.

Because the battery charqor._; are custom designed for the
individual vehicles, the charg_r must either be carried aboard the
vehicle or the vehicle must _eturn to home base before the battery

capacity is exhausted. An on-board charger pl,_ces an additional

weight penalty on th(, v(,hic[e. 'l',_minimize thi.'_ weight penalty,
d
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t_.e designers tend to use autotransformers or to eliminate the

transformer completely. Both approaches sacrifice electrical
isolat ion.

Several areas for battery charger improvement have been

indicated. Most important is the development of instrumentation
to monitor battery an J charger performance. Once the

instrumentation is available, it will be possible to determine the

best combination of components and charging strategy for safe,
efficient, and economlcal operation.

4.8 COMPONENT SUMMARY

Since virtually no components are commercially available

today tnat have been specifically designed for electric vehicles,

designers must modify and adapt components that were originally

intended for other purposes. The nigh cost of new equipment
frequently _nduces the designer to make compromises and to use

surplus or rebuilt equipment. Consequently, pertinent design data
seldom are available. The greatest gains in vehicle range appear
to be obtainable from improved batteries and overall drive train
optimization.

The batteries that are being used on the presently available
vehicles are the lead-acid type. These batteries are either the

golf car or semi-industrial types. The golf car battery puts a

premium on low initial cost, high power, and high specific energy.
The semi-industrial battery has longer life. Other batteries that
have been tested in electric vehicles are the nickel-zinc,

nickel-iron, zinc-air, iron-air, zinc-chlorine, and sodium-sulfur

systems. These advanced battery systems have all exhibited
specific energies well above that of the lead-acid batteries.

Limited life, charging difficulties, complexity, lack of
availability, and cost have restricted their use in electrlc
vehicles to date.

Battery life and performance depend not only on the manner in
which the battery is charged and discharged but als,_ on the manner

of determining the end of the charging or discharging periods.

Battery chargers generally operate at high initial efficiency.
However, the lack of an accurate state-of-charge indicator

prevents the charger from shutting down when the charge is

complete. Similarly, instrumentation to determine the optimum
point to terminate discharge is inadequate.

The wide variations in the vehicle propulsion system
efficiencies seen from the track test data indicate the need for

future propulsion system optimization. The interactions of all

the components in the drive train require careful matching of the

components and optimization of their operating points not only for

increased range but also improved acceleration, hill climbing 4

J
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aDility, and reduced energy consumption. Few components designed

specifically for electric vehicles are available, so vehicle

designers have had to accept the compromises associated with using

less than optimum components or develop their own componentS.

Separately excited DC motors are replacing series motors in

many electric vehicle drive systems. This allows ,/sing smaller

power switching components in the controller and simplifies

regenerative _raking, which is almost universally used in foreign
vehicles and gaining favor in the U.S. vehicles. The AC drives

are experimental and infrequently encountered. No motor

controllers specifically designed for shunt or AC motors are

available in sizes appropriate to electric or hybrid vehicle use.

Both motors and controllers would be more efficient if system

voltages were higher than the 48 to 108 volts commonly used today.

Transmissions and differentials used in electric vehicles are

usually standard automotive units. They are designed for vehicles

having much greater power and speed capabilities than electric

vehicles and not enough attention has been paid to their

efficiency at low speed and power. Virtually all vehicles which
are conversions retain the multispeed transmission of the original

for mechanical convenience. Experience with these vehicles shows

that battery current can be reduced during acceleration and while

negotiating grades by changing gear ratios. Although many

vehicles built today do not use transmissions, the improved

acceleration and reduced battery demands offered by at least a

single gear shift suggests that this approach needs to be
evaluated further. Tire design improvements also promise range

gains. Present tire designs are optimized for performance at

speeds well beyond the capability of electric vehic.les. Energy
efficiency has only recently become a major design consideration.

Tire engineers estimate that designs that are optimized for
electric vehicles could increase range, but their use must be

coupled with careful suspension design to preserve riding quality.

Predictions of range gains due to component improvements are

difficult because of component interaction and the lack of

relevant steady-state and transient data. However, the assessment

of the presently available components clearly indicates that

substantial performance improvements should be possible with

further development.
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5.0 HYBRID VEHICLES

The intent of Public Law 94-413 is to reduce the amount of

petroleum used in transportation by transferring some of the
energy demand to more plentiful energy sources such as coal or
nuclear sources. The electric vehicles discussed in this report
obviously can meet this intent because all the energy requirements
(electricity) may be obtained from central electric power stations
which use these _iternative fuels. However, under the present
state-of-the-art, this energy advantage is attained with electric
vehicles at the expense of several performance characteristics.
Range, acceleration, hill climbing ability, and usually maximum
speed are reduced over those obtained with conventional
automobiles. A hybrid vehicle which utilizes two sources of
energy has the potential of reducing petroleum dependence to a
lesser degree than an electric vehicle but offers more performance
capability. However, until recently, hybrid vehicles were
designed to reduce emissions rather than to minimize petroleum
fuel consumption.

Motive power for vehicles examlned in this study is supplied
by a comparatively small heat engine which is supplemented by an
electric motor. Typically, the heat engine provides the average
power required for propulsion and battery charging. The electric
motor provides additional power for rapid acceleration and other
peak power demands. To reduce emissions the heat engine usually
is operated at nearly constant power. Most hybrids of this type
have been designed to operate so that little, if any, battery
depletion occurs under most driving conditions, and, as a result,
the vehicle's range usually is not limited by battery capacity.
(An exception is operation in the so-called on-off mode described
later.) The continuous run engine operating mode does not result
in a complete trarsfer of energy demand from petroleum to other
sources; but it has the potential of reducing petroleum
consumption by improving the operating efficiency of the heat
engine.

Discussed first in this report are the various classes of
hybrid vehicles and their operating modes. Described next are the
types of vehicles and components that are available today.
Finally, the vehicle performance characteristics are discussed.
Detailed descriptions of the vehicles, their performance
characteristics, and descriptions of the vehicle tests are
presented in appendix B.
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Figure5-1.- Serieshybridconfiguration.

5.1 TYPES OF HYBRID VEHICLES

All heat engine - battery hybri0 vehicles may be grouped in

two general classes, series and paral._el. In the series system

:! (fig. 5-1) all of the net power output of the heat engine is
converted into electric power by an alternator-rectifier or a DC

generator. The electric power is reconverted to mechanical power

by an electric motor connected to the drive wheels, either
directly or through a gear reduction system. Vehicle speed is
controlled as in an electric vehicle. Whenever the power

requirement of the vehicle is greater than the power supplied by

the engine, the add itional power required is drawn from the
batteries. When the engine power output is greater than the

vehicle's requirements, the excess power is used to charge the d

batteries. The engine may operate essentially at constant speed

and load for optimum fuel economy. The motor can also be driven

by the wheels to provide regenerativ_ braking.

In the parallel system, only the power required to charge the
batteries is converted to electric power. The majority of the

engine power is delivered through a mechanical transmission

directly to the wheels. Shown in figure 5-2 is an example of one

type of parallel hybrid drive train. In this example, the heat

engine is mounted on the same shaft as the electric motor. In

some hybrids, a clutch is provided to disconnect the heat engine
from the drive train, while in others, the heat engine is

connected directly to the transmission so that the motor and
d

(
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Figure5-2. - Parallel h_oridconfiguration.

engine are in parallel. In all cases the motor torque and engine
torque are additive so that the motor is smaller than required in

a series system. When the vehicle drive power requirements exceed

the engine capacity, the extra power is provided by the battery

through the electric motor. In all parallel systems discussed in
this report, the motor also serves as a generator for charging the

batteries. The motor as a generator is not always driven by the

heat engine, but it also can be driven by the wheels to provide
regenerative or electrical braking.

5.2 OPERATING MODES

The mission prescribes the operating mode of a hybrid vehicle

and therefore, to a large extent, the overall design of the
vehicle. If the vehicle is driven primarily in the city for short

distances, it may operate as an all-electric vehicle with the

batteries being recharged externally. For longer trips, a mode
that primarily uses the heat engine may be employed. One example

is the milk delivery schedule that uses the all-electric mode in

the neighborhood and the hybrid mode on the highway. Specific
operating modes for a number of hybrid vehicles are described in

appendix B. All the operating modes may be grouped into two

general classes which are described next.

The simplest class of modes involves continuous operation of

the heat engine at, or near, maximum power and efficiency. The

heat engine provides the power needed for cruise at maximum

vehicle speed. The additional power required for acceleration is

supplied by the electric motor. Any excess power available from
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the heat engine is used to charge the batteries. Usually the
system is designed to operate so that the batteries are net

depleted.

The other class of operation modes is the on-off mode. Here

the heat engine operates only when the vehicle is running at high
speeds or when the battery is depleted. The battery-powered

electric motor provides the vehicle power at the lower speeds and

augments the heat engine during acceleration. Battery depletion
may occur in many on-off operating modes so the range can be

limited by battery capacity. Petroleum fuel consumption can be

lowered with this operating mode as more of the propulsion energy
is provided from electricity if recharge is from an external,

nonpetroleum electric source. The all-electric operation at low
speeds also aids in reducing emissions.

5.3 HYBRID VEdICLE COMPONENTS

5.3.1 Background

With the exception of a heat engine (alone or with an

alternator or generator), a hybrid vehicle uses the same types of
components as an all-electric vehicle. The electric-mechanical

drive in a series hybrid vehicle is identical to the drive in an

all-elect " vehicle. The heat engine - alternator (or heat

engine - ge,,erato_') and its control are usually added as a

completely separate unit. The electric drive in a parallel hybrid
vehicle also can be the same as an all-electric vehicle. The

transmission, however, must accept power inputs from both the heat

engine and the _!, ctric notor, and the control system must control
two power sources in parallel.

Parallel hybrid drive trains require variable-speed

transmissions to match the heat engine to the load requirements of
the vehicle. Types that have been used are

(i) Conventional autJmatic transmissions containing torque
converters

d

(2) Conventional manual 3- and 4-speed transmissions

(3) Modified conventional torque converter, single-speed
transmission with an automatic clutch

(4) Continuously variable transmissions

In general, the transmissions are adaptable to hybrid

vehicles with a modification for the second input drive.

Transmissions designed specifically for a parallel hybrid system
are not available. 4
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The control of the electric motor for either a series or

parallel hybrid drive train is the same as that for an electric
vehicle drive motor.

The overall control system of a parallel hybrid vehicle is
more complex than that of an electric vehicle or series hybrid.
For the parallel hybrid engine the motor drive power and power for
battery charging must be controlled simultaneously. The control
principles discussed previously are applicable, but each parallel
design requires a special control system. Types of ccntrol
systems that have been u_ed vary from sophisticated electric
analog logic circuits to mechanical dif,_erential drives used in
conjunction with an electric motor speed control. All of these
control systems have been built specially for each parallel hybrid
vehicle.

5.3.2 Heat Engines for Hybrid Vehicles

The operation of a heat engine for a hybrid vehicle differs
from a conventional engine in that the hybrid heat engine does not
have to change speed rapidly and it runs for longer times at high
power. The desired hybrid heat engine should be as lightweight
and du,:able as possible. The desired size is only slightly above
the average power required to drive the vehicle; the electric
systera provides the additional power necessary for acceleration,
passing, or hill climbing (driveabilty). An 1810-kilogram
(4000-1bm) conventional automobile has cruise power requirements
from 4 to 22 kilowatts (5 to 30 hp) at 88 kilometers per hour (55
mph), but driveability requirements lead to a ll2-kilowatt
(150-hp) engine whose efficiency peaks at 45 to 68 kilowatts (60
to 90 hp). The hybrid vehicle can provide substantial gains in
fuel economy because the engine is sized for cruise requirements

and is operated at near peak efficiency. Engines should then

range from 15 kilowatts (20 hp) for a small car to about 35 kW (57
hp) for a van.

_I Conventional automobile engines are not optimized for the

previous use conditions. They are designed to give long life at
an average power level of 20 percent of their maximum power
capability, which is also below peak efficiency.

Emission control can be simplified in the hybrid engine
operated at constant power level. The on-off mode o_ operation,
on the other hand, can use emission control techniques that have
been developed to meet emission standards for the conventional
automobile.

The engine types discussed in the following paragraphs have
been used in experimental hybrid vehicles.



5.3.3 Spark-Ignition Rnglne (Reciprocating)

While conventional automobile engines are available in a wide
variety of power levels, their d_sign, as mentinned in the
previous section, would limit their life if they are operated
continuously at maximum power.

Very durable spark-ignition engines for continuous operation
at high percentages of maximum power are in use in
general-aviation and industrial applications. Industrial engines,
however, are very heavy, with specific weights of 6.6 to 13.2
kilograms per kilowatt (I0 to 20 Ibm/hp). Compact general
aviation piston engines (specific weight under 1.2 kg/kW
(2 Ibm/hp)) are presently available at 45, 75, and 85 kilowatts
(60, i00, and 115 hp) and at larger powers. All of these engines
produce peak efficiencies at 50 to 65 percent of rated power and
are designed to operate continuously up to 75 percent power.
These engines are durable and lighter than the industrial engine,
but they are also quite costly.

Progress has been made in improving fuel economy while
maintaining low emissions. The catalytic converter has permitted
engine modification for improved fuel economy. Improvements
including the stratified-charge engine, fuel injection, modified
valve timing, quick-heat intake systems, and all-electronic
control of engine parameters to permit "lean burn" are reducing
fuel consumption.

The spark-ignition engine has been highly developed and its
fuel consumption is now quite low. While fuel consumption depends
on the specific operating condition of the engine, the most
efficient condition occurs at high load, the same condition
required for optimum operation of a hybrid vehicle.

Both the automotive and general aviation industries have
efficient, lightweight, low emission, current-production
spark-ignition engines available wi_ich could be readily adapted
for most hybrid applications, d

5.3.4 Diesel Engine
d

The diesel engine has been used for decades for heavy-duty
applications. Its most significant advantages are good fuel
economy and durability at the design operating point. Maximum
efficiency is reached at 40 to 50 percent of rated power and
remains high with increasing power, dropping only i0 percent at 80
percent of maximum horsepower. Industrial engines are designed to
operate continuously at about 85 percent rated power.

Low power diesel engines are used in many industrial
applications, and above 30 kilowatts (40 hp) diesel engines are

d
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used more than gasoline engines. At power levels below 30
kilowatts (40 hp), diesel engines are usually air cooled. The
industrial air-cooled diesel engine is generally heavy, weigh.!hg
from 6 to 12 kilograms per-kilowatt (I0 to 20 Ibm/hp) depending on
the degree of conservatism in the design. Above 30 kilowatts (40
hp), industrial engines are almost all water cooled. Quoted
specific weights vary considerably and range from 4.6 to 6.6
kilograms per kilowatt (7 to 10 Ibm/hp) without the radiator or
coolant. Light-duty automotive diesel engines have been used in
foreign countries for a number of years (ref. I). Production
recently has been increased and automotive diesel engines are
being considered seriously for use in the United States because of
the increasing emphasis on fuel economy. These diesel engines use
indirect fuel injection to lower peak combustion pressures and
temperatures, allowing the engine to be lighter, quieter, and have
lower NO x and odor emissions. Efficiency is about I0 percent
lower than that of direct injection engines.

Minimum fuel consumption for the automotive diesel engines
varies from about 0.30 kilogram per kilowatt-hour (0.5 Ibm/hp-hr)
at 30 kilowatts (40 hp) to about 0.27 kilogram per kilowatt-hour
(0.45 ibm/hp-hr) at 75 kilowatts (I00 hp). Specific weight and
volume are about 20 percent greater than for a comparable gasoline
engine of the same power rating. One exception is the VW Rabbit
diesel engine (ref. 2) which was introduced into the United States

in 1977. At its rated 37.5 kilowatts (50 hp), its weight is about
the same as a gasoline engine and its fuel consumption is lower.
A 52.2-kilowatt (70-hp) turbocharged version of this engine haS an
even lower specific weight. Diesel-engine-powered cars generally
have no problem meeting the 1977-79 emission standard (ref. 3).
However, there could be difficulty in meeting future stricter NO x
standards.

The diesel engine, because of its high efficiency,
J availability, and potential life at high continuous power, should

be a good candidate for hybrid vehicles unless engin_life has to
be sacrificed to meet weight requirements.

d

5.3.5 Rotary Engine

The rotary engine is light, compact, and simple. It operates
at high rotational speed and can be coupled directly to a
high.-speed electric generator without a gearbox. The durability
of the rotary engine is at least comparable to reciprocating-type
engines because there are fewer moving parts, no valves or
camshafts, and smooth rotary motion. Apex seals and rotor housing
materials have been developed that are reported to be satisfactory
for the duty cycle of an aircraft engine (ref. 4) and perhaps also
for a hybrid vehicle.

The major use of the rotary engine is in automobiles. 4
Engines in the 75- to 125-kilowatt (I00- to 170-hp) range are
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available. The energy consumption of the two-rotor, 1977 Mazda
rotary engine, rated at 85 kilowatts (115 hp), has been improved.
It is now equal to or better than that of a piston engine of the
same size (ref. 5). Approximately half the energy consumption of
the 1973 rotary engine has been achieved. A new 125-kilowatt
(170-hp) rotdry engine, the Audi NSU #871, reaches its maximum
efficiency at 56 percent of maximum power (ref. 6). It is a
water-coo]ed, two-rotor engine that weighs 142 kilograms (313 Ibm)
and is being evaluated for use in both automotive and aircraft
appl icat ions.

Recent test data from an aircraft rotary engine program
(ref. 7) indicate that the energy consumption and emissions
characteristics of single-rotor engines are very similar to those
of the corresponding two-rotor engineS. A number of automobile
manufacturers in Europe and Japan presently are road testing
single-rotor versions of these engines.

The exhaust emission levels of the 1978 Mazda rotary engine
vehicles with conventional controls, without catalysts, are
reported to meet the 1980 United States emission standards (ref.
8). The engine utilizes a lean combustion system with a lean
thermal reactor and exhaust gas recirculation. Stratified charge
versions of the rotary engine, employing fuel injection or
carburetion, are under development in the United States, EuroFe,
and Japan. These engines are expected Lo have lower energy
consumption, lower emissions, and multifuel capability.

Rotary engines of 45 kilowatts (60 hp) and under are used for
motorcycles, snowmobiles, boats, and industrial applications.
These small engines are produced in foreign countries in both
water- and air-cooled versions. The."specific weights of these
smaller engines are fairly low, ranging from 1.3 to 1.8 kilograms
per kilowatt (2.2 to 3 lbm/hp).

The rot_y engine is in use in a few automotive and
off-the-road_ehicle applications and is being considered for
aircraft use. It has recently demonstrated energy consumption and
exhaust emissions comparable to a conventional spark ignition
engine. The rotary engine, however, is not produced in the United
States.

5.3.6 St irl ing _ngine

The Stifling engine has advanced rapidly from t_,e laboratory
curiosity it was 20 years ago to a serious candidate for an
automotive heat engine today. The theoretical potential for high
efficiency, low emissions, and multifuel capability has stimulated
extensive Stifling engine development efforts. General Motors wa_

active in Stifling engine development during the 1960's and early
1970's. In 1969 General Motors tested a hybrid 1968 Opel Kadett
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in which a 6-Kilowatt (8-hp) Stifling en_jino was installed and

oporated (ref. 9). Recently, tho Ford Motor Company initiated a
major development effort to produc_ a 128-kilowatt (170-hp)

Stifling engine for its TorinO autOmr_bile (refs. L0 and ll).

Several vehicles have beon fitted and test driven with Stifling

engines. Pnited Stifling of Sweden has a series of five engines

under development that vary in power output from ]0 to I12

kilowatts (40 to 150 hp). The 30-kilowatt _ (40-hp) engine has been
installed and field tested in two German automobiles. Other

Stifling engines have been installed in boats, trucMs, and buses.

The dat_ available for Stifling engines in automotive

applications are limited. The United Stifling 40-kilowatt

(53.6-hp) - V4 er:gJne weighs 180 kilograms (396 Ibm). Best

efficiency is reported to be 35 percent. The single-cylinder,

rhombic-drive engine which General Motors installed in the 1968

Opel demonstrated a peak efficiency of 26.4 percent. Emissions
data are not available.

While the Stifling engine offers the theoretical potential

for excellent fuel economy and very low emissions, _ts development

is not yet far enough advanced to allow it to be considered for
hybrid vehicle application.

5.3.7 Gas-Turbine Engines

Gas-turbine engines are light, compact, and durable and have

low emissions (refs. Ii and 12). Aircraft gas turbine engine

technology is highly developed for 375-kilowatt (500-hp) and

larger engines. In the 15- to 45-kilowatt (20- to 60-hp) range,

however, the only known available units are auxiliary power unit

(APU) gas turbines without regeneration. They are light and

compact, but their minimum fuel consumption of about 0.66 kilogram

per kilowatt-hour (I.I Ib/hp-hr) is too high for most altomotiv&
appl icat ions.

i Gas turbines wi_h regeneration at power levels above 75

_' kilowatts (i00 hp) are being developed for automotive use. q

Although early programs yielded disappointing results, it is
believed that these problems can be overcome by further" research
and development work (ref. 12). t

1_ ( Peak-efficiency fuel consumption of about 0.3 kilogram per

kilowatt-hour (0.5 lh/hp-hr), specific weights as low as 1.8
kilograms per kilowatt (3 Ib/hp), and specific volumes approaching

2.8 liters per kilowatt (0.I ft3/hp) are thought to be possible.

• For the engines being developed for automotive applications the
peak-efficiency power point is not yet known but is expected to be

about 50 percent of rated power. It appears that at least several

years of additional research and development effort will be
required before the gas turbine is a viable contender for the

hybrid vehicle.

i
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5.3.8 Heat Engines Discussion

The most significant characteristics of the five major

candidate heat engines for hybrid vehicles are summarized in table

5-1. The characteristics listed include availability in the powe _

range of interest, weight, volume, fuel consumption, and
emissions.

The conventional production spark-ignition automotive engine
is very low in cost, is readily available, and is suitable for the

hybrid in all respects except engine life: the engine thus far

has not been designed to operate continually at 50 to 70 percent
of rated power in automobile applications. However, a number of

4-cylinder automotive gasoline production engines are available
that could be operated below 50 percent of rated power for better

durability with some less in efficiency.

Industrial engines are costly and heavy, but they do have

reasonable engine life. Development from this base is also
posz __ _"

The diesel engine also is a good candidate for hybrid vehicle

application. Small diesels are in production for automotive use

and presently should meet all requirements except possibly engine

life at 50 to 80 percent of maximum power. Diesel engines

designed for long life in truck and industrial applications are

usually heavier. The capabilities of the smaller lightweight
automotive diesels are not known. Derating would probably be

required for longer engine life.

The rotary engine lacks any obvious advantages over the

ccnventional spark-ignition and diesel engines except for a
potential for lower weight and smaller volume. However, this

engine is not readily available in the United States.

The gas turbine and Stifling engines both show good potential
for meeting future, more stringent emission standards without

efficiency penalties; but, except for special experimental d
applications neither engine is available today.

5.4 HYBRID VEHICLE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The hybrid vehicle is attractive because it has the potential
of reducing petroleum consumption and emissions below that of

conventional vehicles. Its impact on the national consumption of

petroleum is less than that of the all-electric vehicle; however,

hybrid vehicle performance is more like the conventional vehicle

than that of the poorer performing electric vehicle. Furthermore,
the hybrid vehicle can operate as an all-electric vehicle, but at

the lower performance levels.

d
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5.4.1 Types of Hybrid Vehicles Reviewed

Complete descriptions, photographs, and performance
characteristics for 18 hybrid vehicles are listed in appendix B.
Two vehicles were tested as part of this study. The Federal Test
Procedure for emission measurements was developed for conventional
vehicles and the ERDA and SAE J227a procedures were developed for
all-electric vehicles. Hybrid vehicles have been tested to either
the FTP o_ ERDA electric vehicle procedure. Neither procedure is
satisfactory though because a hybrid vehicle is a vehicle designed
to serve as a transition between the conventional an0 the
all-electric vehicle. Thus, a new test procedure is required that
contains some, but not all, of the requirements of both
procedures.

Only those hybrid vehicles are reviewed for which one energy
source is a petroleum-fueled heat engine and the other is an
external source of electricity. Most of the vehicles described
herein have been designed to reduce emissions without penalizing
driveabilty. In contrast the present interest in hybrids is in
reduced on-board petroleum consumption.

A factor that makes comparison difficult, both from hybrid to
hybrid and from hybrid to conventional or all-electric vehicles,
is the wide variety of hybrid designs. The 18 vehicles for which
test data and other information have been collected include

passenger cars, vans, and ouses having five types of heat engines
and four types of transmissions; they also employed both the
series and parallel configurations. The personal and commercial
vehicles are described in table 5-2 and the buses in table 5-3.

The series hybrid vehicles, 8 of which are listed in the
tables, are usually fairly simple designs. Several series hybrids
were constructed by adding a commercial engine electric generator
powered by a heat engine to an existing electric vehicle. The
additional controls were not complicated, consisting only of the
speed control that is built into the engine and a hand throttle
control for setting maximum power. Electric vehicles can be d
converted to series hybrids by replacing some of the batteries
with an engine generator.

d

The parallel hybrids, i0 of which are listed in the tables,
are more complicated than the series hybrids. They require
special drive train - transmission to parallel the electric motor
and heat engine and a complex control system to control their
operation. The hardware required for a parallel system is not
commercially available nor are the experimental vehicles that have
been built ready for production. Despite these disadvantages, the
development of parallel hybrids is proceeding because they offer
the potential for providing greatec fuel savings and a lighter

system than tne series hybrid vehicle, d
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Vehlc_ Numbar _ _ Ve_lale Sett_ry Hybrld _at- N_cor Trmmmlssian

kg

Stlr-Lec 11 2 Opel Go_eral 1451 227 Series Stlnllng 6 RoLler fri_

Sedett Motors tion ai0eed
l_seardl reducer

MiniCar : CUstom _, 2451 290 Parallel 6-¢_Lin_r 30 3 Speed;
Inc. SIE auta_tic

U. of W. Custom t_iversi_y of 1360 --- Parallel _ 40 Direct drive
_mutar Wisconsin

car

U. of F. II Eatsm_ 510 _L_sit¥ of 1360 136 Series 2-Cyllnder 10 Electric
_mmte_ Florida SIE

car

Fc_rdm_h 4 Aust.lr.A40 K. Kot_m_h 1360 181 Series 2-C_llnder 12 4 Sp_ed,
S_E _ual

Petro- 4 1972 Pet=t_- 2000 136 Parallel Rotary 97 3 Speed,
Electric Buick Elect_£c, _nual

TurElect 5 Ctm¢_ TurEle_t 1814 181 Series Gas 37 4 Speed,
Motors turbine msnual

Gould hl_Eid _ Van Gould Lab- 1814 196 Parallel 2-O_linder 19 _mtlnuously

p_tal van oratories SIE variable

VW hybrid 5 Taxi Volkswag_m 2131 284 1.6-IAter 37 Aut_m_tlc
taxi SIE

Dalhatsu -- Truck Dalhatsu 2605 420 SIE --

U/23L !

j _alhatsu -- Tn=k Daihatsu 2700 --- 2.53-_i_er 60 I
DV26L diesel

Toyo _og_o -- _ _ I_yo 2410 --- 1r 2.7-Liter 65 _I
F._12S diesel

mR

TASIE 5-3. - _BRZD EUrTRIC B_S C_TRISTICS

Vehicle _r_e_ _ t_n_fa_t_er Vehicle _att_y h_brid _e_t e_g_ _n_i_ _t_tc_ . T_anmtssion
"_ of curb weight, _YI_ Fuw_r, power,

-_ pusen- w_Ight, kg kW ki¢
c_rs kcj

_lekttubus 100 Di_e_l-b_ttery n-lmler-Bunz 19 000 7000 S_i_s 4-Cyllnder 75 90 Direct dri_0E305 dlmml

Urb_ tr_-_It 21 Diesel-battery University of 6 803 1678 S_ic_ 4-CyLirxk_r 45 37 Di_t driw
bus _lorida diesel

F_wa_/ bus 89 Dles_l-battery _wasakl It_aW I0 147 (a) Series Diesel (a) (a) (a)
_hu_ Co.

_rnier line 89 Trolluy-di_l Dornier Systoms (a) (b) Parallel 6-Cyltndor 147 75 Aut_tic
bus _. diesel

_ornier 152 Trollcy=dlesel D_iut Systems (a) (b) Pa_allel 6=Cyllnder 147 90 Automatic
arti_._la- (;t_'_. dlosel
te_b_

_rliet I00 T_ll_y-dleeel Gn_ul_ _ult 9 I00 (a) Series 3-t_lind_r 43 II0 Dit_t driw
FAI00 di(_el

alnfon_tlun rx)t ;,nn_ided.

bN_t al_licablu.
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TABLE 5-4. - RANGE AND E_3ERGY CONSUMPTION COML'ARISON OF IIY_RID AND CONVI_I|TIONAL V|':||lC|,|:_

(a) SI units

Vehicle operating mode Range, Range Energy consumption Energy Conven-
km test con- tlonal

speed, km/liter kWh/km sumption vehicle

km/h test energy
cycle; eonsump-

or test tion at

speed, same test
km/h conditions,

km/liter

Stlr-Lec II Hybrid 240 50 13 - 17 50

Battery alone 40 50 80 15

Ninlear Hybrld 5 24 6.2
3.7 50 4.4
5.3 8c 5.4

U. of Florida Hybrid 290 50 9.8 50
commuter Battery alone 16 50
oar

Kordesch Hybrid --- 56 34 0.16 56 20
Battery alone 37 56 .... .23 56 20

Petro- Hybrid 483 97 4.5 FTP a b7.7
Electric 8.4 _HC c

Urban transit Hybrid 3.1 (d) 1.7
bus

Gould postal iiybrid 7.2 40 8.3
van

VW taxi Normal hybrid 6.5 .02 FTP a ?.l
"On-off" I0.0 .15 FTP a

hybrid

(b) U.S. customary units

Vehicle Operating mode Range, Range Energy consumption Energy Conven-
miles test con- tio_al

speed, mpg ikWh/mile sumption vehicle

mph test energy
cycle; consump-

or test tion at

speed, same test

mph conditions,
mpg

Stlr-Lec II Hybrid i50 30 30 - 40 30
Battery alone 25 30 50 35

Minicar Hybrid 11.8 15 14.5
8.8 30 10.3

12.4 50 12.6

Uo of Florida ilybrid 180 30 23 30
commuter Battery alone 10 30
car

Kordeseh Hybrid 35 35 80 0.26 35 48
Battery alone 23 35 .... .36 35 49

Porto- Hybrid 300 60 ]0.7 FTP a hi8
Electric 19.8 FHC c

Urban transit Hybrid 7.2 (d) 4
bus

Gould postal Hybrid 16.9 25 19.5
van

VW taxi Normal hybrid ]5.4 .03 FTP a 16.8
"On-off" 23.6 .24 FTP a

hybrid

Federal Test Procedure.
cat 88 km/h (55 mph).
aFederal Highway Cycle.
_Special bus rout_.
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Six different types of hybrid llrban buses have been built,
and several are in operation in Europe and Japan. The operational
experience appears to be successful; as a result, several hundred
hybrid buses are now on order for delivery in the 1978-1980 time
period These buses are powered by both diesel and electric
drives. The electric source is either batteries, overhead trolley
wires, or both. The hybrid concept seems to offer advantages for
urban buses because of buses' stop-and-go driving patterns and the
relative ease with which the heavy, bulky drive engine and
batteries can be incorporated in a large bus.

5.4.2 Range and Energy Economy

Since the hybrid carries a heat engine, its range when driven
in the continuous-run heat-engine mode is usually limited only by
the size of the fuel tank. However, the range when driven as an
all-electric or as a hybrid with battery depletion is limited by
the capacity of the battery. Some data for these conditions are
listed in table 5-4.

The performance with regard to energy economy was in general
comparable to that of the conventional automobile, hut the
vehicles were designed with the objective of emission reduction
rather than fuel economy. Also, the drive train components are
generally available units not developed for tne hybrid
application, and very little optimization or development was done.

TABLE 5-5. - HYBRID VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

Vehicle Acceleration Maximum

speed,
0 to 50 k_gh 0 to 97knVh km/h

Accelerating time, s
L

Stir-Lec II 8.5 (a) i00 d

Minicar 6 23.2 121

U. of Wisconsin 5 (a) i00
commuter car d

U. of Florida 8.5 (a) 105
commuter car

Kordesch 15 (a) !00

Petro-Electric (a) 17.5 130

TurElec 10 (a) 100

Typical conven- 5 15 (a)
tional car

aInformation not provided.
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5.4.3 Acceleration, Maximum Speed, and Gradeability

Most hybrid passenger cars have been designedto have
comparable performance to a conven£ional car. They can
accelerate, climb hills, pass other vehicles at high speeds, and
operate at high speeds on the highways. Table 5-5 is a tabulation
of accelerations and maximum speeds for the hybrid sedans.
Gradeability data were not available, but vehicles with high
acceleration rates usually have good hill climbing capabilities.
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APPENDIX A

ELECTRIC VEHICLE TRACK TESTS I

Performance tests of electric vehicles and several

conventional vehicles have been conducted by two NASA CenterS,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, and Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, Pasadena, California. Vehicle tests also have been

conducted by the Army's Mobile Equipment Research and Development
Command (MERADCOM), Ft. Belvoir, Virginia; and one vehicle was

tested by the Canadian Government's Department of National Defense

(ref. i). The tests provide a much needed controlled data base to
characterize the state-of-the-art of electric vehicles.

In this appendix, detailed data are reported for testing done
since January 22, 1977. In addition, data from vehicle tests

performed for ERDA by NASA Lewis in 1975 and 1976 are included
(refs. 2 and 3). In this appendix are the following sections:

(i) VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS

(2) TEST TRACK DESCRIPTIONS

(3) VEHICLE PREPARATION AND TEST PROCEDURES

(4) DATA ACQUISITION

(5) VEHICLE TEST RESULTS

Vehicle tests were conducted in accordance with the Energy

Research and Development Administration's Electric and Hybrid d

Vehicle Test and Evaluation Procedure, ERDA-EHV-TEP, which is

based on the Society of Automotive Engineers' Electric Vehicle 4

Test Procedure, SAE J227a (ref. 4). The following performance

characteristics were calculated from the data taken during these
tests:

(i) Distance traveled (range) per battery charge at constant

speed and also over prescribed stop-_nd-go driving cycles

(2) Energy consumed per battery charge at constant speed and
also over prescribed stop-and-go driving cycles

(3) Power required to propel the vehicle as a function of
d
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vehicle speed

(4) Energy per kilometer consumed by the vehicle as a
function of vehicle speed

(5) Acceleration characteristics of the vehicle

(6) Hill c]imbing ability of the vehicle as a function of

vehicle speed

(7) Braking characteristics of the vehicle on a dry surface
on a straight track and in turns on dry and wet surfaces,

ability of the vehicle to recover from wet brakes, and

quality of parking brakes

For several of the vehicles, the measurements taken yielded

battery and controller efficiencies for constant-speed operation
and for stop-and-go driving cycles.

The SAE J227a test procedure requires that the electric
vehicle tests be conducted on a flat test track (less than 1

percent grade) having a hard surface. Because the vehicle may
travel as much as 200 kilometers (124 miles) in a single test, a

closed test track is required. The test tracks at the

Transportation Research Center at West Liberty, Ohio, the Dana

Corporation at Ottawa Lake, Michigan, Dynamic Science at Phoenix,
Arizona, and the Aberdeen Proving Ground at Aberdeen, Maryland,

were selected based on this requirement. Consideration was also

given to the availability of the track, the availability of
qualified personnel at the track, and the convenience to the

testing agency. The program schedule required that some tests be

conducted during the winter months. Because the SAE J227a test

procedure requires that the ambient temperature during the test be
between 4° and 32 ° C (40 ° and 90 ° F), the Dynamic Science test

track was used for tests performed between January and May 1977.

VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS
d

The vehicle descriptions that follow include all of the

electric vehicles which were tested during 1975 to 1977 by NASA

Lewis, NASA JPL, MERADCOM, and the Department of Defence of the
Canadian Government. Table A-I lists the vehicles in alphabetical

order by manufacturer. A data sheet and a photograph for most
vehicles are included following the table. The data sheet

contains a brief description of the vehicle and a tabulation of

significant vehicle characteristics. The information tabulated

has been gathered either from manufacturers' data or from

measurements obtained by the testing agency. In most cases the
vehicles were either purchased or leased from the man,lfacturer.
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TABLE A-I. - SUMMARY OF VEHICLES TESTED - BY MANUFACTURER AND CURB _EIGHT

Manufacturer Vehicle Type a Curb weight

kg lbm

AM General Corp. DJ-SE Electruck C 1644 3624
Battronic Truck Corp. Minivan C 2690 5930

Copper Development Association b Town Car P 1406 3100
Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. EH-S40 van C 923 2035

Electric Passenger Cars, Inc. Hummingbird P 1191 2625
Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc. Contactor i 1429 3150

Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc. P_etro I 1429 3150Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc. Pacer _ 1810 3990
Fiat 850 T van C 1510 3330

Jet Industries, Ltd. Electra Van 1134 2500
(Mod I)

Electra Van 1216 2680

(Mod II)

Lucas Industries, Ltd. Limousine 2774 6116
Marathon Electric Vehicles, Ltd. C-300 1179 2600
Otis Elevator Co. P-500 1642 3620

Power-Train, Inc. Van If 1946 4290
Wally E. Rippel Ripp-Electric P 1313 2900
Sebring-Vanguard, Inc. CitiCar P 590 1300

Sebring-Vanguard, Inc. CitiVan C 660 1455
Volkswagen WeEk AG Transporter C 2268 5000
C. H. Waterman Industries DAF P 1225 2700
C. H. Waterman Industries Renault 5 P 1170 2580

_agato International S.A. Elcar P 553 1220

C denotes commercial vehicle_ P denotes personal vehicle.
Built fOE CDA by Triad Services, Inc.
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AM General Corp.
South Bend, Indiana

The Electruck is a i/4-ton jeep vehicle designed originally for pos-

tal delivery routes. Three hundred and fifty of the vehicles were
built and uelivered to the USPS. The internal combustion engine

components have been replaced by Gould, Inc., designed and manufac-
tured electric motor, controller, and battery. The vehicle has one
bucket seat for a driver and can carry an additional 249-kg (550-1bm)

payload. The 14.9-kW (20-hp) DC compound-wound motor is coupled di-
rectly to the rear axle shaft. A single-module battery and SCR
controller are located under the front hood. The vehicle has regen-

erative braking at speeds above about 24 km/h (15 mph).

Size and Length 3.45 m (136 in.)

weight Width 1.60 m (63.2 in.)
Height 1.79_ (70.5 in.)
Projected frontal area 2.5 mi (27 ft 2)
Curb weight 1644 kg (3624 lbm)

Gross vehicle weight 1959 kg (4319 lbm)
Wheel base 2.0 m (81.0 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Gould, Inc.

Type Lead acid; single module

Voltage 54 V
Weight 590 kg (1300 ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer Gould, Inc.

Weight 20.4 kg (45 ibm)

Controller Gould, Inc., SCR chopper

Transmission None

Wheels Tires CR78-15 (radial) d

Tire pressure:

Front 248 kPa (36 psi)
Rear 221 kPa (32 psi) '

Rolling radius 0.319 m (12.56 in.)

Charger Manufacturer Gould, Inc.
Type Off board

Weight 68 kg (150 lbm)
Input voltage 240/480 V; 20/10 A;

single phase

Motor Menufactuver Gould, Inc.

T_'pe Compound DC
Rating 14.9 kW (20 hp)

2].0
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BATTRONIC MINIVAN

Battronic Truck Corp.
Boyertown, Pennsylvania

The Minivan is _ small delivery Van with 6.4 m 3 (227 ft 3) of car_o
space. The van is similar in construction to vans m_nufactured by
the parent company, Boyertown Auto Body Wozks. Slidlng doors allow
a¢_cess to the driver-and-passenger compartment. A large hinged

de,or at the rear provides a wide op_ning for lo_ding cargo. The
SCR controller is located under the front hood for easy access to
the control components. The battery consists of two hea_y-duty

industrial-type modules that are removable through access doors at
each side of the vehicle. The batteries can be removed with a fork-

lift truck or with a special lift available from the manufacturer.
Access doors inside the vehicle allow for inspection and servicing

of the battery. This vehicle does not have regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.68 m (145 in.)
weight Width 1.98 m (78 in.)

.eight 227 mProjected frontal area 3.9 m 2 (42 t )
Curb weight 2960 kg (5%30 ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 2858 kg (6300 ibn)
W_eel base 2.59 m (102 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer General Battery Corp.
Ty_e 56-EV-331
Voltage 112 V
Weight 1043 kg (2300 ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer General Battery Corp.

Type 12-V SLI; 94 Ah

Controller General Electric Co. 510R SCR chopper with bypass;
current rating, 500 A

Transmission None; vehicle has two-speed gearbox - 1:1 and 1:1.96

Wheels Tires Firestone 6.70-15 (bias)

Tire pressure:
Front 310 kPa (45 psi)
Rear 310 kPa (45 psi)

Ro11ing radius

Charger Manufacturer C&D Batteries Div., Eltra
Corp. EV 112 A/C30

Type On board
Input voltage 120/208/240 V AC; 30/15/15 A

Metor Manufacturer General Electric Co.

Type 5 BT 237606
Rating 31 kW (4, hp)

I
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CDA TOWN CAR

Triad Services, Inc.

Dearborn, Michigan

The Copper Development Associatlon Town Car is an experimental
two-passenger car of the "hatchback" design. The com[_act car's
electric drive train features front-wheel drive, a low-loss

spiral-bevel-gear differential, a separately excited field moto_,
and a central battery tunnel that doubles as the structural bac_-
bone of the car. _**e motor speed control system uses a combina-

tion of techniques - series resistors at very low speed, two bat-
tery voltage ranges (54 and 108 V), and motor fiuld control. The
vehicle has regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.68 m (145 in.)
weight Width 1.52 m (60.0 in.)

Height 1.38 m (54.5 in.)

Projected frontal area Not available
_urb weight 1406 kg (3100 ib)
Gross vehicle weight 1569 kg (3460 lbm)
Test weight 16!9 kg (3570 ibm)
Wheel base 2.03 m (80.0 in.)

Batteries Traction (for test only):
Manufacturer ESP Incorporated

Type EV-106; eighteen 6 V
Voltage 108 V
Weight 531 kg (1170 Ibm)

Accessory:
Type Two 6-V motorcycle

Weight 5.4 kg (12 ibm)

_ Field control:
Type Three 12-V Lucas in a 36-V

series

; Weight 34 kg (75 ibm)

Controller Combination of series resistance (at very low speed),

two-voltage battery switching (54 and 108 V), and

E_ motor field control; designed and built by Triad
Services, Inc.

Transmission None; has chain drive from motor to axle differential
with front-wheel drive

Wheels Tires Front - Michelin 145SR13

(radial)
Rear - Firestone BR78-13

(radial)
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DAIHATSU EH-S40 VAN

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd.

Ikeda-City, Osaka, Japan

The Daihatsu van is an electric delivery truck capable of carrying
two passengers plus 200 kg (440 lbm) of cargo. The eight 12-volt
batteries are located under the cargo area. Battery water can be
added by means of a unique replenishing system. The vehicle has
regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.09 m (122 in.)
_eight Width 1.29 m (51 in.)

Height 1.58 m (62 in.)

Projected frontal area 1.85 m 2 (19.9 ft 2)
Curb weight 923 kg (2035 ibm)

Gross vehicle weight 1224 kg (2700 lbm)
Wheel base 1.68 m (66 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Yuasa Battery Co., Ltd.
Type Eight 12 V
Voltage 96 V

Weight 256 kg (564 ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer Yuasa Battery Co., Ltd.
Weight 8 kg (17.6 lbm)

Controller Transistor chopper

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires 5.00-10-4PR (bias)

Tire pressure:
Front 235 kPa (34 psi)
Rear 235 kPa (34 psi)

Rolling radius 0.244 m (9.6 in.) J

Charger Manufacturer Yuasa Battery Co., Ltd.
Type Off board t

Input voltage 220 V; three phase
Weight 128 kg (282 lbm)

Motor Manufacturer Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.,
Ltd.

Type Shunt DC

Rating (5 min) 18 kW (24.1 hp)
Weight 55 kg (121 ibm)
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Tire pressure:
Front 330 kPa (48 psi)
Rear 330 kPa (48 psi)

Charger Not supplied by vehicle manufacturer

Motor Manufacturer Eaton Corp. (modified)
Type Separately excited DC
Rating Not available
Weight 132 kg (290 lbm)

DaihatsuEH-540van {U.5. Armyphotocjraph)

i- i d
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EPC HUMMINGBIRD

Flectric Passenger Cars, Inc.
San Diego, California

The Hummingbird is a converted four-passenger Volkswagen Thing pow-
ered by 12 heavy-duty batteries. The rear-mounted internal combus-
tion engine has been replaced with a modified aircraft generator
used as a motor. The motor shaft is connected to the drive train

by a conventional four-speed manual transmission and a clutch. The

controller is a transistor chopper with current limiting and ther-
mal overload protection. The braking system is a conventional hy-
draulic braking system. Regenerative braking is not provided.

Size and Length 3.78 m (1.49 in.)
weight Width 1.64 m (64.5 in.)

Height 1.4 m 155 in.)
Projected frontal area 1.78 m z (19.2 ft 2)

Curb weight i191 kg (2625 Ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 1463 kg (3225 ibm)
Wheel base 2.29 m (94.0 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Trojan Battery Co.
Type Model 2]7; twelve 6 V

Voltage 72 V
Weight 359 kg (792 ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer Not available

Type 12-V SLI

Controller EVC 500-72 transistor chopper

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires Goodrich 185SR14 (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 276 kPa (40 psi)
Rear 276 kPa (40 psi)

Rolling radius 0.317 m (12.5 in.)

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Maru_c-
turing Co.

Type Off board
Weight 34.5 kg (76.0 ibm)
Input voltage 230/208 V AC

Motor Type Modified aircraft generator;
series DC

Rating 7.5 kW (I0 hp)
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EVA CONTACTOR

Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc.
Valley View, Ohio

The contactor version of the EVA Metro sedan is a conversion of the

Renault 12 vehicle. The contactor version uses a battery switching
scheme in which throttle-operated switches control battery switching
contactors to provide four levels of battery voltage to the motor

armature. The four levels of battery voltage (24, 48, 72, and 96 V)
are determined by the various combinations of series and parallel

configurations of the sixteen 6-volt batteries. A separate field
control scheme weakens or boosts the field voltage depending on load
conditions. The vehicle has regenerative braking.

Size and Length 4.42 m (174 in.)
weight Width 1.64 m (64.5 in.)

Height 1.44 m (56.6 in.)
Projected frontal area 1.86 m2 (20 ft 2)

Curb weight 1429 kg (3150 lbm)
Gross vehicle weight 1701 kg (3750 lbm)
Wheel base 2.44 m (96.0 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 96 V
Weight 472 kg (1040 ibm)

Accessory:
Type Two 12-V SLI

Weight Approx. 45 kg (100 lbm)

Controller Multistep contactor; field control

Transmission Automatic with torque converter

Wheels Tires Michelin 155R13 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 221 kPa (32 psi)

Rear 221 kPa (32 psi)

Rolling radius 0.28 m (11.02 in.)

Charger Manufacturer EVA, Inc.

Type On board
Weight ii kg (25 ibm)
Input voltage 220 V; single phase

Motor Type Separately excited DC
Rating 7.5 kW (i0 hp)
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EVA METRO SEDAN

Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc.

Valley V_ • , Ohio

The EVA Metro sedan is a four-passenger, four-door sedan converted

to electric drive from a gasoline-powered Renault 12 vehicle. The
conversion is somewhat unusual in that the manufacturer (EVA) chose

to retain the entire stock drive train except for the gasoline en-
gine. The electric motor drives the front wheels through the ori-
ginal equipment torque converter and automatic transaxle. The ve-

hicle does not have regenerative braking.

Size and Length 4.42 m (174 in.)
weight Width 1.64 m (64.5 in.)

Height 1.44 m (56.6 in.)
Project frontal area 1.86 m 2 (20 ft 2)
Curb weight a1429 kg (3150 lbm)
Gross vehicle weight a1701 kg (3750 lbm}
Wheel base 2.44 m (96.0 in.)

Batteries Tractions

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 96 V

Weight 472 kg (i040 Ibm)

Accessory:
Type Two 12-V SbI
Weight Approx. 45 kg (100 ibm)

Controller Cableform, Inc., SCR chopper

Transmission Automatic with torque converter

Wheels Tires Michelin 155R13 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 220 kPa (32 psi)
Rear 220 kPa (32 psi) J

Rolling radius 0.28 m (11.02 in.)

Charger Manufacturer EVA, Inc.
Type On board
Weight Ii kg (25 Ibm)
Input voltage 110/220 V; single phase

Motor Type Series DC
Rating i0 kW (13.4 hp)
Weight 73 kg (162 lbm)

aThese weights apply to vehicle tested by NASA Lewis in 1975 and
1976. Curb weight and gross vehicle weight of vehicle tested by
MERADCOM were 1524 kg (3360 ibm) and 1741 kg (3840 ibm), respec-
tively. 4
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EVA PACER

Electric Vehlcle Associate_ Inc.
Valley View, Ohio

The EVA Pacer is a conversion of a standard American Motors Corp.
Pacer. The Pacer is _ small, four-passenger sedan. The battery
pack is split between the front and rear of the vehicle. Eight
6-volt batteries are located under the hood, and twelve 6-volt bat-
teries are located under the rear cargo area. Additional leaves
were added to rear springs to take the added weight. The vehicle
is equipped with a four-speed manual transmission. The vehicle has
regenerativ_ braking.

Size and Length 4.36 m (171.5 in.)
weight Width 1.96 m (77.0 in.)

Height 1.36 m (53.6 in.)
Curb weight lal0 kg (3990 ibm)
Gross vehicle w_ight 2090 kg (4600 lbm)
Wheel base 2.54 m (100 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Globe-Union, Inc.

Type GC-219; twenty 6 V
Voltage 120 V

W_ight 636 kg (1400 Ibm)

Accessory:
Type 12-V SLI

Weight 8.2 kg (18 Ibm)

Controller Cableform, _nc., SCR chopper

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires Goodyear DR78-14 (radial)
Tire pressure: 1

Front 221 kPa (32 psi) J
Rear 221 kPa (32 psi)

Charger Manufacturer EVA, Inc. d
Type On board

Weight 2.3 kg (5 ibm)
Input voltage II0 V; _ingle phase

M,_tez Manufacturer Baker Industrial Truck

Div., Otis Elevator Co.
Type Series DC

Rating 14.9 kW (20 hp)
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FIAT 850 T VAN

Fiat

Torino, Italy

The Fiat van is a conversion of a production Fiat 850 T internal

comJ_lustion engine vehicle. The batteries are located on a pallet

Lmder the rear cargo area and can be romoved by lowering the batter)
pallet to the floor by means _f a unique hydraulic lift. The bat-

tery has a one-point watering system. A bench seat provides seating
for a driver and one passenger. The vehicle has regenerative brak-
ing.

Size and Length 3.7 m (146 in.)

weight Width 1.5 m (59 in.)
Height 1 9 m _75 in.)
Projected frontal area 2:14 m2 (23 ft 2)

Curb weight 1510 kg (3330 ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 1950 kg (4300 lbm)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Fabbrica Italiana Magneti
Marelli

Type 6TSI7T; twelve 12 V
Voltage 144 V

Weight 460 kg (1014 ibm)

Accessory type 12-V SLI

Controller Armature: SCR chopper
(Fiat) Field: transistor chopper

Transmission None

Wheels Tires Firestone 5.60-12 (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 290 kPa (42 psi)
Rear 310 kPa (45 psi)

Rolling radius 0.272 m (10.7 in.)

Charger Manufacturer _Iot available
Type Off board

Size (height x width 0.96 m x 0.64 _ x 0.76 m

x length) (38 in. x 25 in. x 30 in.)

Motor Manufacturer Fiat

Type DC separately excited
Rating 14 kW (18.8 hp)
Weight 55 kg (121 lbm)
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_:(I JFT INDUSTRIES ELECTRA VAN (MOD I)
(tested by NASA Lewis)

Jet Industries, Ltd.

Austin, Texas

The Jet Industries Electra Van is a converted Sabaru minivan in the

225-kg (500-1bm) payload class. The compact vehicle has bench seat-

ing in front for a driver and one passenger. There is seating
space in the rear over the battery box for two addition_l passen-
gers, or the rear seat back can be removed to use the full load

space for cargo. The vehicle does not have regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.10 m (122 in.)
weight Width 1.30 m (51.0 in.)

Height 1 61 m (63.5 in._
Projected frontal area 1171 m2 (18.4 ft _)

Curb weight 1134 kg (2500 Ibm)

Gross vehicle weight 1428 kg (3150 ibm)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; fourteen 6 V
Voltage 84 V

Weight 413 kg (910 ibm)

Accessory type 12-V SLI

Controller Cableform, Inc., SCR chopper

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Whee_.s Tires Bridgestone 5.00-10 (bias)
Tire pressure:

_I Front 280 kPa (40 psi)

Rear 290 kPa (42 psi)

Rolling radius 0.244 m (9.6 in.)

i Charger Manufacturer Jet Industries, Ltd.Type On board

I Weight 20 kg (44 Ibm)
Input voltage 110 V; single phase

_I Motor Manufacturer Baldor Electric Co.
Type Series DC

Rating 7.5 kW (I0 hp)
Weight 76.2 kg (168 lbm)
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JET INDUSTRIES ELECTRA VAN (MOD II)
(tested by MERADCOM)

Jet Industries, Ltd.
Austin, Texas

The Jet Industries Electra Van is a converted Sabaru minivan in the

225-kg (500-ibm) payload class. The compact vehicle has bench seat-
ing in front for a driver and one passenger. There is seating
space in the rear over the battery box for two additional passen-
gers, or the rear seat back can be removed to use the full load

space for cargo.

Size and Length 3.10 m (122 in.)
weight Width 1.30 m (51.0 in.)

Height 1.61 m (63.5 in._
Projected frontal area 1.71 m 2 (18.4 ft _)

Curb weight 1216 kg (2680 ibm)

Gross vehicle weight 1474 kg (3250 ibm)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Exide Corp.
Type EV-106; eighteen 6 V
Voltage 108 V
Weight 531 kg (1170 ibm)

Accessory type 12-V SLI

Controller Cableform, Inc., SCR chopper

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires Pirelli 155SR12 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 280 kPa (40 psi)
Rear 290 kPa (42 psi)

Rolling radius 0.244 m (9.5 in.)
q

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Manufac-
turing Co.

Type Off board
Weight 70 kg (154 ibm)

Input voltage ii0 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer Baldor Electric Co.

Type Series DC
Rating 12 kW (16 hp)

Weight 76.2 kg (168 lbm)
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LUCAS LIMOUSINE

Lucas Industries, Ltd.

Birminghamj England

The Lucas limousine is described by the manufacturer as a "luxury
executive personnel carrier." The vehicle is a converted Bedford
van and accommodates seven passengers plus a driver. The front

passenger Seat is on a locking swivel base that allows the occupant
to sit facing the other passengers. Luggage and storage space is
provided, thereby giving a total payload capability of 720 kg (1587
ibm). The vehicle is powered by a 27-kW (50-bhp) DC motor. A two-
stage chain reduction drives the rear wheels through a conventional

differential gear and fully floating half shafts. The SCR chopper
controller is mounted at the front of the vehicle. The vehicle has

regenerative braking.

Size and Length 4.27 m (168 in.)
weight Width 2.02 m (79.5 in.)

Height 2.18 m (86 in.)
Projected frontal area 3.44 m 2 (37 ft2)
Curb weight 2774 kg (6116 ibm)

Gross vehicle weight 3493 kg (7700 ibm)
Wheel base 2.69 m (106 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Lucas Industries, Ltd.
Type EV-4; 130 Ah

Voltage 216 V
Weight 898 kg (1980 Ibm)

Accessory:
Type 12-V SLI

Weight 19.5 kg (43 ibm)

Controller Lucas SCR chopper

Transmission None; uses two-stage Morse Hy-Vo chain reduction d
q

Wheels Tires 205R14 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 450 kPa (65 psi)
Rear 517 kPa (75 psi)

Rolling radius 0.343 m (13.5 in.)

Charger Manufacturez Lucas Industries, Ltd.

Type Off board
Weight 120 kg (264 ibm)
Input voltage 240 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer Lucas Industries, Ltd.

Type Series DC 4
Rating 37.3 kW (50 hp)

q
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MARATHON MODEL C-300

Marathon Electric Vehicles, Ltd.
Montreal, Quebec

The Marathon is a small two-passenger vehicle designed for multiple
industrial applications, personal urban transportation, municipali-
ties, and leisure complexes. The vehicle has a steel body with
either a steel or canvas top. The vehicle's payload capacity is
454 kg (1000 ibm) including the two passengeTs. The vehicle does
not have regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.84 m (151 in.)
weight Width 1.52 m (60 in.)

Height 1.37 m (54 in.)
Projected frontal area 1.8 m 2 (20 ft 2)

Curb weight 1179 kg (2600 ibm)
Gro_s vehicle weight 1633 kg (3600 ibm)
Wheel base 2.44 m (96 in.)

Batteries Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
(traction) Type EV-106; twelve 6 V

Voltage 72 V
Weight 354 kg (780 ibm)

Controller Contactor

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires Michelin 145SR13ZX (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 165 kPa (24 psi)

Rear 275 kPa (40 psi)
Rolling radius 0.24 m (9.3 in.)

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Manufac-

turing Co. d
Type On board (model 8714)
Weight 12.2 kg (27 ibm)

Input voltage 120 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer Baldor Electric Co.
Type Ser_es DC

Rating 6 kW (8 hp)
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Otis Elevator Co.Compton, California

The Otis P-500 utility van is a small delivery vehicle designed
"from the ground up." It was a limited production model, no longer
being produced. The vehicle will carry a 340-kg (750-1bm) load.
The traction batteries are located under the floorboard of the car-

go space. The traction motor is located under the driver and pas-
senger seats. The SCR controller components are located in the

same compartment. This vehicle does not have regenerative braking.

Size and Length 3.51 m (138.0 in.)
weight Width 1.57 m (62.0 in. )

Height 1.88 m (74.2 ino)
Projected frontal area 2.8 m2 (30 ft 2)

Curb weight 1642 kg (3620 ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 1905 kg (4200 ibm)
Test weight 2016 kg (4445 Ibm)
Wheel base 2.44 m (96.0 in.)

Batteries Traction •

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 96 V

Weight 471 kg (1040 ibm)

Accessory type 12-V SLI

Controller General Electric Co. SCR chopper with bypass

Transmission None

Wheels Tires Uniroyal 175SR13 (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 220 kPa (32 psi)

Rear 220 kPa (32 psi)
Rolling radius 0. 295 m (ii.6 in. )

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Manufac- d

1 turing Co.

1 Type Off board

Input voltage 208 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer Otis Elevator Co.

Type Series DC

Rating 22.4 kW (30 hp)
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POWER-TRAIN VAN

Power-Train, Inc.

Sal_ Lake City, Utah

The Power-Train vehicle is an early Otis van in which Power-Train

has modified the drive train to add a unique hydraulic regenerative

braking system. Braking energy is stored in a hydraulic accumulator
by means of a hydraulic pump and is then used to accelerate the ve-
hicle by porting the high-pressure fluid back through the pump,
which n3w acts as a motor.

Size and Length 3.51 m (138.0 in.)

weight Width 1.57 m (62.0 in.)
Height 1.88 m (74.2 in.)
Projected frontal area 2.8 m 2 (30 ft 2)
Curb weight i946 kg (4290 lbm)
Gross vehicle weight 2286 kg (5040 lbm)
Wheel base 2.44 m (96.0 in.)

Batteries Traction:
Manufacturer Trojan Battery Co.

Type Model 244; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 96 V
Weight 530 kg (1168 ibm)

Accessory type 12-V SLI

Controller General Electric Co. SCR chopper with bypass

Transmission None

Wheels Tires Uniroyal 175SR13 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 220 kPa (32 psi)
Rear 220 kPa (32 psi)

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Manufac-
turing Co.

Type Off board

i Input voltage 208 V; single phase
Motor Manufacturer Otis Elevator Co.

Type Series DC
Rating 22.4 kW (30 hp)

I i
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RIPP-ELECTRIC

i_ W_lly E. Rippel

[
Sierra Madre, California

The Ripp-Electric is a four-passenger, four-door sedan converted to

electric drive from a Datsun 1200 vehicle. The clutch, four-speed
transmission, _tnd rear axle of the original vehicle were retained.

The controller is a transistor chopper with regenerative braking.Size and Length 3.84 m (151 in.)

weight Width Approx. 1.50 m (59.0 in.)
Height 1.40 I_ (55.0 in.)
Projected frontal area 1.7 m z (18 ft 2)

Curb weight 1313 kg (2894 lbm)
Gross vehicle weight 1585 kg (3494 lbm)
Test weight 1491 kg (3288 Ibm)
Wheel base 2.30 m (90.6 in.)

Batteries Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
(traction) Type EV-106; twenty 6 V

Voltage 120 V

Weight 590 kg (1300 lbm)

Controller Transistor chopper with regenerative braking

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

i Wheels Tires 165SR13 (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 210 kPa (30 psi)
Rear 280 kPa (40 psi)

Rolling radius 0.290 m (11.4 in.)

Charger Manufacturer W. Rippel
Type On board

Weight Not available ,
Input voltage 115 V

'- Motor M_nufacturer Baker Industrial Truck Div.,
Otis Elevator Co. d

i Type Series DCRating 14.9 kW (20 hp)Weight 93.0 kg (205 ibm)
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SEBRING-VANGUARD CITICAR

Sebring-Vanguard, Inc.
Sebring, Florida

The CitiCar is a small two-passenger vehicle intended for general
passenger and delivery service in a low-speed city driving pattern.
The vehicle uses a welded-aluminum roll cage construction with a

plastic body. The eight propulsion batteries are ]ocated under the
seats. The test vehicle was a mid-1976 production model.

Size and Length 2.39 m (94 in.)
weight Width 1.39 m (54.8 in.)

Height 1.51 m (59.5 in.h
Projected frontal area 1.59 m 2 (17.1 ft )

Curb weight 590 kg (1300 Ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 794 kg (1750 lbm)
Wheel base 1.66 m (65.5 ill.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; eight 6 V
Voltage 48 V
Weight 236 kg (520 ibm)

Accessory:
Type 12-V SLI
Weight 17 kg (37 ibm)

Controller Three-step controller actuated by accelerator posi-
tions:

First step, 24 V in series with resistor
Second step, 24 V
Third step, 48 V

-- Transmission None

Wheels Tires Goodyear 4.8C-12 (radial)
!_ Tire pressure:

!_ Front 340 kPa (50 psi)
i Rear 340 kPa (50 psi)

i Rolling radius 0.249 m (9.8 in.)

Charger Manufacturer Lester Equipment Manufactur-
ing Co.

Type On board

Input voltage ii0 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer General Electric Co.

Type Series DC
Rating 4.5 kW (6 hp)
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SEBRING-VANGUARD CITIVAN a

Sebring-Vanguard, Inc.
Sebring, Florida

The CitiVan is a variation of the CitiCar. It is identical to the

CitiCar excepe that the body has been lengthened to provide more
space for cargo.

Size and Length 2.74 m (108 in.)
weight Width 1.39 m (54.8 in.)

Height i_51 m (59.5 in.)

Projected frontal area 1.59 m2 (17.1 ft 2)
Curb weight 660 kg (1455 ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 884 kg (1949 ibm)
Wheel base 1.93 m (76.0 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer Globe-Union, Inc.

Type EV-106; eight 6 V
Voltage 48 V
Weight 210 kg (464 ibm)

Accessory:
Type 12-V SLI
Weight 17 kg (37 ibm)

Controller Three-step controller actuated by accelerator posi-
tions:

First step, 24 V in sezies with resistor
Second step, 24 V
Third step, 48 V

Transmission None

Wheels Tires Michelin 125SR12 (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 340 kPa (50 psi)
Rear 340 kPa (50 psi)

Rolling radius 0.249 m (9.8 in.)

Charger Manufacturer Sebring-Vanguard, Inc.
Type On board
Weight 13.6 kg t30 IbmJ
Input voltage ll0 V; single phase

Motor Manufacturer General Electric Co.

Type Series DC

Rating 4.5 kW (6 hp)

I

I
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VOLKSWAGEN TRANSPORTER

Volkswagen Werk AG
Wolfsburg, West Germany

The Volkswagen Transporter is a German-built conversion of a Volks-
wagen delivery-van truck. The vehicle will carry three passengers
in addition to an 800-kg (1760-1bm) payload. The vehicle is Dow-
ered by a separately excited shunt-wound DC motor that was spec-

ially developed by Siemens AG. The battery pack is located beneath
the cargo area in a slideout tray for convenient servicing and re-
placement. The vehicle has regenerative braking.

Size and Length 4.45 m (175 in.)
weight Width 1.75 m (69 in.)

Projected frontal area 2.39 m 2 (27.5 ft 2)
Curb weight 2268 kg (5000 lbm)

Gross vehicle weight 3069 kg (6765 ibm)
Wheel base 2.41 m (95 in.)

Batteries Traction:
Manufacturer VARTA Batterie AG

Type Model L800V3; twenty-four 6 V

Weight 720 kg (1587 lbm)

Voltage 144 V

Aucessory type 12-V SLI

Controller Armature: SCR chopper
(Siemens AG) Field: transistor chopper

Transmission None

Wheels Tires 185R14 (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 310 kPa (45 psi)
Rear 365 kPa (53 psi) d

Rolling radius 0.32 m (12.5 in.)

Charger Manufacturer VARTA Batterie AG d
Type Off board

Input voltage _80 V; three phase

Motor Manufacturer Siemens (AG)

Type Separately excited DC
Rating 17 kW (23 hp)
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WATERMAN DAF

C. H. Waterman Industries

Athol, Massachusetts

The Waterman DAF is a converted DAF 46 sedan powered by sixteen 6-
volt traction batteries. A three-step contactor-controller actua-

ted by a foot throttle changes the voltage applied to the 6.7-kW

(9-hp) motor. A two-position gearshift selector is provided for
forward and reverse. The drive train also contains a variable-speed

belt-drive transmission that, when actuated by the driver, acts as
an overdrive. A 120-volt on-board charger is provided to charge
both the traction batteries and the accessory battery. Braking is

accomplished by standard hydraulic brakes. No regenerative braking
is provided on this vehicle.

Size and Length 3.58 m (141 in.)

weight Width 1.52 m (60 in.)

Height 1.38 m (54 in._
Projected frontal area 1.76 m 2 (19.0 .t 2)
Curb weight 1225 kg (2700 lbm)
Gross vehicle weight 1365 kg (3010 ibm)
Wheel base 2.25 m (88.5 in.)

Batteries Traction:
Manufacturer ESB Incorporated

Type EV-106; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 48 V

Weight 472 kg (1040 ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer Van Doorne's Personenauto-

fabriek DAF B.V.

Weight Approx. 20 kg (45 lbm)

Controller Three-step contactor

Transmission Variable-speed belt drive

Wheels Tires Michelin 135SRI4ZX (radial)

Tire pressure:
Front 193 kPa (28 psi)
Rear 193 kPa (28 psi) d

Rolling radiu 9 0.28 m (11.02 in.)

Charger Type On board
Weight 22.7 kg (50 lbm)
Input voltage 120 V AC

Motor Manufacturer Prestolite Electrical Div.,

Eltra Corp.

Ty@e Series DC
Rating 6.7 kW (9 hp)

W_ight 45.4 kg (i00 Ibm)
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WATEKMAN RENAULT 5

C. H. Waterman Industries

Athol, Massachusetts

The Waterman Renault 5 is a converted GTL sedan powered by sixteen
6-volt traction batteries. A two-step contactor-controller actu-
ated by a foot throttle changes the voltage applied to the 6.7-kW
(9-hp) motor. The motor output shaft is connected to the drive
train by a conventional four-speed manual transmission and a

clutch. A 120-volt on-board charger is provided under the hood to
charge both the traction batteries and the accessory battery. No
regenerative braking is provided on this vehicle.

Size and Length 3.58 m (141 in.)
weight Width i_52 m (60 in.)

Height 1.40 m (55 in.)

Projected frontal area 1.76 m 2 (19.0 ft 2)
Curb weight 1170 kg (2580 Ibm)
Gross vehicle weight 1362 kg (3000 ibm)
Wheel base 2.44 m (96 in.)

Batteries Traction:

Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Type EV-106; sixteen 6 V
Voltage 48 V

Weight 472 kg (1040 Ibm)

Accessory:
Manufacturer Renault

Weight Approx. 20.4 kg (45 ibm)

Controller Two-step contactor

Transmission 4 Speed; manual

Wheels Tires Michelin 145SRI3ZX (radial)

Front 248 kPa (36 psi) d
Rear 248 kPa (36 psi)

Rolling radius 0.274 m (10.8 in.)
d

Charger Type On board

Weight 22.7 kg (50 ibm)
Input voltage 120 V AC

Motor Manufacturer Prestolite Electrical Div.,
Eltra Corp.

Type Series DC

Rating 6.7 kW (9 hp)
Weight 45.4 kg (i00 lbm)

d
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ZAGATO ELCAR

Zagato International S.A.

Milan, Italy

The Elcar model 2000 is a two-passenger electric vehicle with a body

of reinforced fiberglass. The vehicle is powered by eight 12-volt
batteries that are located under the floor in a slide-out tray. The
batteries are connected to the motor through an arrangement of con-
tactors operated from a foot-pedal in conjunction with a hand-

operated switch. The 2-kW (3-hp) motor is directly connected to

the rear axle. No regenerative braking is provided on this vehicle.

Size and Length 1.96 m (77.0 in.)
weight Width 1.32 m (52.0 in.)

Height 1.57 m (62.0 in.)
Projected frontal area 1.63 m 2 (17.5 ft 2)

Curb weight 553 kg (1220 lbm)

Gross vehicle weight 653 kg (1440 ibm)
Wheel base 1.30 m (51.0 in.)

Batteries Manufacturer Astron Battery Manufactur- I
(traction) ing Co.

Type RV 827 heavy duty; eight
12 V I

Voltage 48 V

Weight • 187 kg (412 ibm)

Controller Contactor

Transmission None

Wheels Tires Michelin 145SRI0ZX (radial)
Tire pressure:

Front 221 kPa (32 psi)
Rear 221 kPa (32 psi) I

Rolling radius 0.236 m (9.3 in.) dJ

Charger Type Lester Equipment Manufactur-

ing Co. 8613
Weight 13.6 kg (30.0 ibm)

Input voltage Ii0 V AC

Motor Manufacturer Scaglia

Type Series DC
Rating 2 kW (3 hp)

I !
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TEST TRACK DESCRIPTIONS

Dynamic Science, Inc.

Tne test track shown in figure A-I iS owned and operated by
Dynamic Science, Inc., in Phoenix, Arizona, a subsidiary of Talley
Industries. The test track is a paved, continuous two-lane,
3.2-kilometer (2-mile) oval with an adjacent 40 000-square-meter
(10-acre) skid pad. The inner lane of the track, which is not
banked, was used for all rahge tests of 56.3 kilometers per hour
(35 mph) or under. The outer lane has zero lateral acceleration
at 80 kilometers per hour (50 mph) and was used for tests over
56.3 kilometers per hour (35 mph). Average grade on the northern
straight segment is 0.66 percent and on the southern straight
segment is 0.76 percent. The surface of the track and skid pad is
asphaltic concrete. Wet and dry braking-in-turn tests were
conducted on the skid pad. Brake recovery tests were conducted
after driving through the wet brake water trough located near the
north straight section of the track. Both 20 and 30 percent
grades are available for parking brake tests.

1. Engineeringladministrationcenter 13. Nonmetallicslaboratory
2. Mechanical/instrumentationshops 14oTestservicefacility
3. Dummycalibrationlaboratory 15. Vehicle-to-vehicletestfacility
4. Garage/maintenanceshop l& Rollovertestfacility
5. Environmentalchamber 17. Ridequalitycourse
6, Staticcrushfacility 18. Skidpad
7. Two-mileoval 19. Highandlowskidnumberbrakinglanes
8. Turnaround(typicaloftwo) 20. Saltwatertrough
9. Barrierimpactfacility 21. Belgianblock

10. Droptower/s;edtestfacility 22. Parkingbraketestramp
11. Centraldataacquisitionandcontrolstation 23. Pull-oftarea(typicalofthirteen)
i2. Pendulumfacility 24. 8allistictestrange

d
FigureA-1. - DynamicSciencetestfacility.
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Transportation Research Center (TRC) of Ohio

Located in East Liberty, Ohio, the TRC track is a

12-kilometer (7.5-mile) oval high-speed test track (fig. A-2).

The track is a continuous loop with three lanes d6signed for

speeds of 129, 177, and 225 kilometers per hour (80, ii0, add 140

mpn) with zero lateral acceleration. The track s_/rface is

concrete with asphalt berms. Electric vehicle range tests were

conducted on the berms because the banked turns were too steep for
the lower speeds of the electric vehicles. The track has a

constant 0.228 percent downward grade when going from north to
south. A 200 000-square-meter (50-acre) vehicle dynamics area is
available for acceleration and coast-down tests. For conducting

braking tests, a brake seak tank, the brake test slope, and the
dynamics area were used.

Figure A-2. - TransportationResearchCenter (1RC)of Ohio test facility.
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Aberdeen Proving Ground

Three track facilities at Aberdeen Proving Ground were used
to conduct electric vehicle tests:

(I) The dynamic course is a straight, 1.61-kilom_ter (1-mile)

long track having a gradient of less than 0.i percent. It has low
speed turnarounds at both ends. The course has a hot-mixed
bituminous conc_:ete surface. Because of its flat characteristic,
the track was used for acceleratio[ and coast-down tests.

(2) The 1.61-kilometer (1-mile) loop is a flat oval track
with 0.4-kilomet'er (0.25-mile) straight sections'and a maximum

gradient of i percent. The course's two lanes have a concrete
foundation covered with a hot-mixed bituminous concrete surface.

The course was used to conduct range tests in which the speed was

less than 64 kilometers per hour (40 mph).

(3) The high speed, paved road is a flat 4.8-kilometer

(3-mile) straight course with banked high speed turnaround loops

at the ends. The maximum grade is 1 percent. The course surface
is bituminous concrete. This course was used to conduct constant

high-speed range tests.

Dana Corporation

The Dana Corporation Technical Center is located at Ottawa

Lake, Michigan. The facility maintains a test track
2.8-kilometers (1.75 miles) long. The three-lane test loop,

designed for a maximum speed of 97 kilometers per hour (60 mph),
is 13.7 meters (45 ft) wide and has a 0.13-meter (9-in) thic_
reinforced concrete surface. The Center has no facilities for

braking tests.

VEHICLE PREPARATION AND TEST PROCEDURES

Described briefly in this section is the procedure followed d
by NASA Lewis to prepare a vehicle for testing and to carry out
the tests at the Dynamic Science test track and at the

Transportation Rest.arch Center. The test procedure used was the
Energy Research And Development Administration's Electric and

i Hybrid Vehicle Test and Evaluation Procedure (ERDA-EHV-TRP), which
is presented in ap[_endix E of reference 5. Procedures used by the
othe_ testing agencies were similar.

NASA Lewis Tests

Electric vehicle preparation. - When a vehicle was received

at the test t_'ack, it was examined for physical damage before

being accepted from the shipper. A complete v_c.ual check was ,,ade
of the entire vehicle including wiring, batteries, motor, and d
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controlle_. The vehicle was we Lgh_c|; the w_]_]ht was corollated with

the manufacturer's specific-_d cu_,% wL_.i_j_]tand then recorded, q'he
gress vehicle weight wan he]ted from the vel]icle_ slicker ok, if th_

[nanufaeturer did not recomm_:nd a gr_].Gs wei_]ht, the gross{ wei_}ht

was calculated fly adding 6tl kilograms (1.50 !bin) pe_" passt)nqor F)!u:i

any additional manufaeturer-spo.cil!ir:_i }_aylai,d w,_iqht to th,."

vehicle curb weight.

The wheel alinemerlt was checked and corrected to the

manufacturer's recommended alinem_nt values. ,L'hebattery was

charged _nd specific gravities measured to determine i '_all cells

were equalized. If not, _n equalizing charge., was applied to the
Datteries. The integrity of the internal interconnections and t_%e

battery terminals were cl_ecked by drawing 300 amp_res (or the
vehicle manufacturer's maximum allowed current load) from tr'e

b_ttery through a load bank for 5 minutes as specified in the test
procedure (fig. A-3 shows a typical test setup). If the battery

terminal or interconnector temperatures rose more than 60 Celsius

degrees (140 Fahrenheit degrees) above ambient, the test was
terminated and the terminal cleaned or the battery replaced.
(This load bank test was not conducted on vehicles tested during

1975 and 1976.) The batteries were recharged and a battery

capacity check was made. The battery was discharged at the 3-hour
rate, or at the manufacturer's recommended rate, to 1.7 volts per

cell. All capacities were reauired to be within 20 percent of the

manufacturer's puDlished value.

FigureA-3. - Typicalbatterydischargetest setup.

4
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Electric vehicle test procedure. - A pretest checklist was

used by track personnel to aid in preparing for and conducting the

test (fig. A-4). Test checklists were also provided. Samples of

these test checklists are shown in figures A-5(a) and (b).

I. Recordspecificgravityreadingsafterremovingvehiclefromcharge,anddisconnect
chargerinstrumentation.Fillin _.hargedataportionofdatasheetfromprevious
test. Addwatertobatteriesasnecessary,recordingamountadded.Checkand re-

,- cord5thwheeltire pressureandvehicletire pressure.

2. Connect=(Connectalligatorclipsto instrumentationbatterylast)
(a)Invertertoinstrumentbattery
_) Integratorinputlead
(c)Integratorpowerto inverter
(d)Starred(_45thwheeljumpercable
(elCycletimerpowerandspeedsiqnalinputcables. Checktimes.
(f) Spinupandcalibrate5thwheel

, 3. Recordtestweight- includesdriverandballastwith5thwheelraised.

4. Turnon:
(a)Inverter,motorspeedsensor,thermocouplereferencejunctions,integrator.

i _ anddigitalvoltmeter.Setintegratoron "Operate."
_,_ 0_)Fifthwheelreadoutandswitchinginterfaceunits(2). (Selectdistanceforex-

pandedscalerange.)5. Towvehicleontotrackwith5thwheelraised.
=_ Precalibrations:

Tapedatasystem
i-l Oscillograph

Reset=
• -' 5thwheeldistance

Ampere-hourmeter
; Thermocouplereadoutswitcheson "Record"
:, Turnon thermecouplereferencejunctions.
_ Lower,Sthwheel. Sethubloading.

) 6. Besuredatasheetisproperlyfilledouttothispoint. Checkwatcht'mewithcontrol
"_ tower, d

_ 1, Proceedwithtest.
: .'

:-i "
-i FigureA-4. - Sampleofpretestchecklist.

I
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Vehicle , mphrangetest, gear

DriverInstructions:

1. CompletePretestCheckList.
2. Whileontrackrecheck:

Integrator- lighton, in "operate"position,zeroed
Speedometer- seton_ mphcenter
Distance-on, reset,lighted
Attenuator-on, reset,lighted

3. Atsignalfromcontrolcenteracceleratemoderatelyto_ mph.
4. rv_alntain_ mphwithminimalacceleratormovement.

5. Whenvehicleis nolongerableto maintain_ mph,brakemoderatelytofull stop.
6. CompletePosttestCheckListandotherdocumentation.

1. Setoscillographzerosat_ Channel
3 3.0
4 4.5
6 5.0

10 .75
12 l.l
13 1,2
14 2.0

2. Recordall channelsonmagnetictape. Checkinputsatbeginningoftesttoverify
recording.

3. Runcalsona',:_.hannels.

4. Removeall channelsfrome_citlegraphexcept3and4.

5. Startrecording15sbeforestartoftestatoscillographspeedofO,] inls andtapespeed
of inls.

6. After]5 rainintotestconnectchannels6, 10,12, ]3, and]4 to oscillographand record
aburstat 100inls whilevehicleis inchoppermode.

7. Removecl'annels6, 10, ]2, 13,and]4 fromoscillographandcontinuetestatO,] inls
withchannels3and4 only. "q

8. Documentall ambientconditionsatbeginning,onceeveryhour,andattheendof the
test. Itemsrecordedshallincludetemperature,windspeedanddirection,significant
windgusts,andcorrectedbarometricpressure, d

(a) Constant speedtest.

Figure A-5. - Samples of test checklists.
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Vehicle , . CycleTest, .gear

DriverInstructions:

I. CompletePretestCheckList.
2. Whileontrackrecheck.

Integrator- lighton, in "operate"position,zeroed
Speedometer- seton _ mphcenter
Distance-on, reset,ligided
Attenuator- on. reset,selectoron 100
Cycletimer- verifyscheduledtimingwithstopwatch

3. Atsignalfromcontrolcenterperformcycletestusingcycletimerasbasisfardeter-
mininglengthofeachphaseof performancecycle. Useprogrammedstopwatchas
backupdevice,Cyclec_,nsistsof

Accelerateto_ mphin _ s

Cruiseat mphfor_ s
Coastfor s

Braketo completestopin -- s

Holdin stoppositionfor __ s

Repeatentirecycleuntil vehicleis unabletomeetaccelerationtime. Moderatelybrake
to a completestop

4. CompletePosttestCheckListandotherdocumentation.

1. Recordall channelson magnetictapeat_ inls. Checkall channelstoverify
inputatbeginningoftest.

2. Recordspeedanddistanceonoscillographat_ inls.
3. StartrecordingOata]5 sbeforebeginningtest.

4. Documentambientconditionsatbeginning,onceeveryhour,andat theendofthetest.
Itemsrecordedshall includetemperature,windspeedanddirection,significantwind
gusts,andcorrectedbarometricpressure.

0))Drivingcycletest.

FigureA-5. - Concluded.
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I

ii_i_ Data taken before, during, and after each test included the
_.i followlng:

_I (l) Average specific gravity of the battery (before and after
._iJ test)

12) Tire pressures

(31 Fifth wheel tire pressure

(4) Test weight of the vehicle

(5) Weather information

(6) Battery temperatures

(7) Time of day the test was started

(8) Time of day the test was stopped

(9) Ampere-hours out of the battery

(10) Fifth wheel distance count

(ii) Odometer readings (before and after the test)

In addition, battery charge data were taken during the charge
cycle. The data included kilowatt-hours and ampere-hours into the
battery during the charge and the total charging times.

To prepare for a test, the specific gravities were first
measured for each cell and recorded. The tire pressures were
measured and the vehicle weighed. The weight was brought up to
the gross vehicle weight by adding sandbags. All instruments were
turned on and warmed up. The vehicle was towed to the starting
point on the track. If the data were being telemetered,
precalibrations were applied to both the magnetic tape and the
oscillograph. The test was started and carried out in accordance
with the test checklist. When the teSt was terminated, the

vehicle was stopped and the posttest checks were made in
accordance with the posttest checklist (see fig. A-6). The
postcalibration steps were applied to the magnetic tape and
oscillographs. At the end of the test, weather data were recorded
on the vehicle data sheet. All instrumentation power was turned
off and the vehicle was towed back to the garage. The posttest
specific gravities of all cells were measured, and the batteries
were placed on charge. During the charge period a continuous
record of charge voltage and current was made on a strip chart
recorder for determining the total energy input to the battery.
The power to the charger was measured on a r_sidential type
kilowatt-hour meter. The total ampere-hour charge into the
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1. Recordtimeimmediatelyatcompletionoftest. Turnoffkeyswitch.

2. CompleteTrackDataSheet:
(a)Odometerstop
_) Ampere-hourintegrator
(c)5thwheeldistance
(d)Readtemperature
(elCalibratedatasystem
(f)Recordweatherdata

3. Turnoffinverter,thermocouplereferencejunctions.

4. Disconnect12-voltinstrumentbatteryredlead.

5. Raise5thwheel.

6. Towvehicleofftrack.

1. Startchargeprocedure(specificgravities).

$. Checkspecific9ravi_oninstrumentbattery.If lessthan]. 220remove
fromvehicleandchargetofullcapacity.

9. Checkwaterlevelinaccessorybatteries.Addwaterasnecessary.

FigureA-6. - Sampleposttestchecklist.

battery was obtained with a current integrator operating from a
current shunt. To insure that each cell of the battery was fully

charged before each test, the batteries were overcharged.

Internal combustion engine vehicle preparation and test
procedure. - The internal combustion engine vehicles were prepared
for testing in a manner similar to the electric vehicles; in other

words, before testing, the vehicle was carefully inspected for d

brake drag, wheel alinement, etc. The vehicle was then weighed
and a payload added that was equal to the payload carried by its
equivalent electric vehicle. A fifth wheel, fifth wheel

instrumentation, and a precision fuel flowmeter were installed in
the vehicle. The fuel flowmeter data system output yielded time,

temperature, fuel line pressure, and integrated fuel flow on
digital counters. Tests were conducted on the four vehicles at

the TRC test facility. The tests were conducted for one lap of
the track, 12.07 kilometers (7.5 miles). Each test was started

after a warmup lap at a precise location on the track with the i

fuel meter readings at zero. After one lap the readings were

stopped and recorded. Readings were taken of test duration,
range, fuel temperature, total fuel flow, ambient te:nperature,

wind speed and duration and direction, and barametric pressure. 4
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Weather data. - Measurements of wind speed and direction and

ambient temperature were taken at the beginning and end of each

test; for a long duration test they were also taken midway through
the test. The wind anemometer was located about I.S meters (6 ft)

from the ground near the south straight segment of the track at

Dynamic Science and within the oval about 3 meters (i0 ft) from

the ground at TRC. At the Dynamic Science test track, during most

of the test period, the winds were usually variable and gusty.

Determination of maximum speed. - Because of the grades on
the Dynamic Science test track, there was a significant variation
between the maximum and minimum speeds of a vehicle when it was

driven around the track at wide-open throttle. For this reason

the vehicle was tested at less than wide-open throttle in order to

maintain a constant speed. This speed was de=ermined in the
following manner for the NASA Lewis tests.

The vehicle was fully charged and loaded to gross vehicle

weight. After one warmup lap the vehicle was driven at wide-open

throttle for three laps around the track. The minimum speed for
each lap was recorded and the average was calculated. This

average was called vehicle maximum speed for test purposes. This
value was then reduced by 5 percent and called recommended maximum

cruise test speed. This approach was necessary because the test
procedure requires termination of a test when the vehicle cannot

sustain the specified test speed. Otherwise, an immediate

termination of maximum speed range tests would be required if the
vehicle true (flat road) maximum speed were used.

i was for the NASA Lewis and JPL

The same procedure followed

tests at TRC. MERADCOM at Aberdeen and NASA JPL at Dynamic

Science conducted maximum speed tests at wide-open throttle.

MERADCOM Test Pro:edures

Although the MERADCOM tests were also conducted with the same
'basic procedures as the NASA Lewis tests, some differences were

noted. An observer was used in the MERADCOM tests for taking
temperature data, making verbal notations on one channel of the

data system, and aiding the driver during cycle tests. Also,
instead of carrying a current integrator aboard the vehicle, the

total ampere-hour charge out of the battery was calculated from

z_I the recorded battery current measurement.

NASA JPL Test Procedures

JPL's basic test procedures were also the same as those used

by NASA Lewis with the following exceptions: At Dynamic Science

the vehicle test weight of the Ripp-Electric was 93 kilograms (206
Ibm) less than the gross ve_icle weight. At TRC the Fiat 850 T

van was tested at gross vehicle weight. At Dynamic Science the d
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maximum-speed range test on the Ripp-glectric was conducted at
wide-open throttle, while at TRC the maximum speed test on the
Fiat 850 T van was conducted at a speed determined by using the
method outlined in the section Determination of Maximum Speed.

DATA ACQUISITION

Six data systems were used by the various testing agencies to
obtain data from track tests. A brief description of the systems
follows:

Telemetered Analog, NASA Lewis, Dynamic Science Track

The telemetered analog data system developed by Dynamic
Science and used by NASA Lewis during the 1977 tests at the
Dynamic Science track permits the simultaneous measurement and
recording of up to 14 data channels. Data acquired from the test
vehicle are conditioned and multiplexed aboard the vehicle and
transmitted to the data acquisition center where they are
demodulated and recorded on magnetic tape. The basic building
block of this system is the remote signal conditioning module
shown installed in a test vehicle in figure A-7. This module

FigureA-7. -Remotesignalconditioningmoduleinstalledin vehicle.
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-- contains all the necessary functions required to take the basic
transducer information, and it provides suitable gain and balance
to normalize all transducer outputs into common formats. Once the
data have been normalized, they are multiplexed through
voltage-controlled oscillators and telemetered to the data
acquisition center. The system provides nine 1000-hertz-bandwidth
data channels and five 2000-hertz-bandwidth data channels. All

vehicle performance and component measurements were conditioned
through this system.

Current measurements were made with Hall-effect current

, sensors on vehicles with chopper-type controllers and were made
with 500-ampere-per-100-millivolt shunts on vehicles with

If contactor-type controllers. Voltage measurements were attenuated
,, by voltage dividing circuits before entering the data acquisition

system. Power was measured with a power meter that multiplied

instantaneous current by instantaneous voltage. Battery
temperature was measured in two locations on the outside of the

:_. battery case by copper-constantan thermocouples with electronic

_ reference junctions. Integrated battery current was measured in
the vehicle by a self-contained current integrator using a
500-ampere-per-100-millivolt shunt.

Distance and velocity were measured with a Nucleus
Corporation Model NC-7 Precision Speedometer (fifth wheel) which
is shown in figure A-8 on a test vehicle. The accuracy of the

distance and velocity readings was within +_1/2 percent of reading.
The fifth wheel was calibrated before each test by rotating the
wheel on a constant-speed fifth wheel calibrator drum.

=_ FigureA-8. - Fifthwheelinstalledontestvehicle.
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Cycle Timer

The cycle timer (fig. A-9) was designed to a_si_t the venicl_

driver in accurately driving tne SAE _, C, and 0 SCtledule_. The

Figure A-9. - Cycletimer.

required test profile is continuously reproduced on one needle of
a dual movement analog meter shown in the figure. The second

needle is connected to the output of the fifth wheel and the

driver "matches needles" to accurately drive the required
schedule. One second before each speed transistion (e.g.,

acceleration to cruise or cruise to coast) a signal sounds to

forewarn the driver of a change. A longer signal is heard after
the idle period to emphasize the start of a new cycle. The total

number of test cycles driven is stored in a counter; this can be

displayed at any time by pushing a button (to conserve power).

On-Board Strip Chart NASA Lewis

The on-board strip chart data system was used only to obtain

data required to determine electric vehicle performance

characteristics defined by the ERDA-EHV-TEP test procedure.
Measurements taken included vehicle speed, distance traveled, and

integrated current from the traction battery. The instrument

package, located entirely aboard the vehicle, included the current

integrators and precision speedometer previously described, and
one two-channel strip chart recorder. Vehicle distance and speed

were recorded continuously on this recorder during each test. The

speedometer and recorder are shown in figure A-IO.
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f

FigureA-IO. - Speedometerandrecorder installedin vehicle.

On-Board Digital, NASA JPL

A 16-channel digital data logger system was used by JPL on
both the Ripp-Electric passenger car tested at Dynamic Science and

the Fiat 850 T van tested at TRC. If sampling was done

sequentially, a maximum sampling rate of 5 channels per second
allowed a normal sample time per channel of about 3 seconds for

the 16 channels. However, a random sampling scheme was used so

that critical channels could be sampled at higher rates while

skipping less critical channels. The recording system consisted
of an input multiplexer, a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter, a

formatter, and an incremental write-only digital tape transport.

Speed and distance information was obtained from a Nucleus

Corporation NC-5 Precision Speedometer (fifth wheel). The speed

signal from the fifth wheel was applied simultaneously to (I) a

analog voltmeter calibrated in miles per hour, (2) a Hewlett i
Packard 7100 B strip chart recorder, and (3) one channel of the

data logger For driving schedule tests the strip chart recorder• q

used prerecorded speed-time profiles of the driving schedules•

The driver was able to drive the schedules by allowing the pen to
follow the prerecorded trace and at the same time record the

actual speed of the vehicle.

Battery charge and discharge amphere-hours were recorded on a
specially built current integrator operating from a 50 millivolt,
300 ampere current shunt connected in series with the traction

battery of the vehicle. Hall-effect current sensors measured

motor and battery currents and thermistors sensed ambient, motor,

and battery temperatures. A four-channel digital energy counter

measured battery recharge and discharge energy, energy to the
motor, and energy from the motor.
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An analog seven-channel data acquisition system was used by
MERADCOM on all their test vehicles. The system consists of a

seven-channel tape recorder and associated signal conditioning.

Signal conditioning circuitry consists of voltage dividers

for measuring voltages, voltage amplifiers for the current shunt

outputs, and analog multipliers and averaging circuits for

obtaining power measuref,_ents and averaging power and current
measurements. All current measurements were made with

500-ampere-per-100-millivolt shunts. Vehicle velocity and
distance were measured with a Lebeco fifth wheel and read out on

digital meters within the vehicle. Temperatures were measu_'ed

with thermocouples and were read out by the observer using a
selector switch. A cassette voice recorder was used by the

observer during tests to record some data and his observations.

On-Board Analog, NASA Lewis, TRC Track

A 14-channel FM magnetic tape recorder was used by NASA Lewis

on some vehicles to obtain both vehicle and component data at TRC.

The recorder was a general purpose multispeed instrumentation

recording system with high performance capabilities. During the
electric vehicle tests the recorder was run at 9.5 centimeters per

second (3.75 in/s). Frequency response at this tape speed is +i
decibel from DC to 1.25 kilohertz.

Hall-effect current sensors were used to measure battery

current and motor field current. Voltage measurements were

attenuated by voltage dividing circuits before entering the
recorder. Power was measured with a power meter which multiplied

instantaneous voltage by instantaneous current. Current, voltage,

and power measurements of the battery, motor armature, and motor

field were recorded separately. Vehicle speed measurements were

recorded directly from the fifth wheel through 3 voltage divider,

and distance was displayed on the fifth wheel digital meter.
Integrated battery current was measured with the current d
integrator described earlier.

On-Board Strip Chart, Canadian

The Canadian data acquisition system used an eight-channel
on-board recorder to record vehicle speed and distance, motor
current and voltage, and battery current and voltage. Event

channels were used to indicate the position of the
accelerator-operated contactors. A specially made fifth whte i

employed optical means for determining both vehicle speed and i
distance.
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VEHICLE TEST RESULTS

Presented in this section are the results of the performance

tests on the electric vehicles tested. These include range at

constant speed, range over stop-and-go driving cycles,
acceleration, drawbar traction data, and a brief record of

problems encountered with the vehicles during the test program.

Braking test'- were conducted on twelve of the vehicles. The tests

include braking in a straight line, braking in a curve (fig. A-If)

on both dry and wet surfaces, and wet recovery tests. Figure A-12
shows a vehicle being driven through water prior to the wet

Figure A-l]. - Braking in a curve.

Figure A-12. - Preparin(+lvehicle for wet recovery test. 4

t
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Figure A-13. - Vehicle in parking brake test.

recovery test. Most vehicles tested Dass,_,.]those tests. Parkinq
brake effectiveness tests also were conducted (Jig. A-13). In

most cases the "as-delivered vehic[e_" failed th__ par kinq brake

test, although adjustment of th_ brake permitted them to pass the
test. Where possible, vehicles with regenerative braking were

tested with the regenerative braking activated and again with it

deactivated on the driving cycle tests. On one _eilicle the system
could not be deactivated i_ the field. '['ab](_A-2 containt_ a

summary of the test vehicle code, the t.,.:_t i.nq agency, the tc_st

period, the location of the tests, the data ;_ygt,-,m used, and the

variables measured. _ecau_e the purpose o[ th_se test_ wa _] to

evaluate the overall state-of-the-art, not to co,npare vehicles, i,_
reporting the results t:he vt:l,icI(,'.;},_v_ been c_)ded.

'[',:st r_suLts vary ._;liqhtly _,_cau;;,, of t:_'ack qrnd,,:_ and wi_d.
Althouqtl th_ ERDA and '_AI,; ,1227,:| te;3t })r,_c,,_li_K_.,_] i_l low ,.i|Facl_,.q _n
the test track )F lip to ] p,,r(',,nt, a ] !,,:,rcont ,1[a_],,_)rodtlco:_ ,]

c_)ns.i,l_rai)le ,tiftI,,renc,._ iq tIC)d_t load. l.'_:,r ,,xaMp[,,, t<)r a v,_h[cl,',
that weiqh.,_ 1.70() kil_),!ra'n:; (:]'lbf) lbm_ t.l_(, c!|anq,, in t_)a.t l.o._d i::;
[67 n_,wt._)r_:_ ( _7.5 l!)f) . 'l't_i"_ _.'l,-tit [on<l 1¢),t,I r,,quir_,:; ,tbout _.0
kil_watt:_; (4.() hp), _r ai,out .10 p,,rc,,nt ,)ti th., r_.)ad pow_,r

:',equir,_m;,,ltq f._r _ '2_,}_icl,, tl.:lv.,1 i,,_ .;t O.l.,_ ki lr)m,,t_,r:_ p,,r t1(),11
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TABLE A'-2, - _UMMA_¥ OF EI,ECTRIC VEIIICLE TI_ACK q'EST5

Vehicle Te_t:inq Test pariQd Track Data sy_tBm VariAbleM
agency mea_ur,.!

p_l NASA I,Qw£_ a ]/17/77 to _/18/77 I)_ b Tulemet_red; analog; Vehicle and.
magnetic t_pe com_onel_ta _

P-2 4/6/77 to 4/26/77 I

p-] 1/27/77 to _/_1/77

P-4 3/23/77 to 4/26/77 'I _r

P-5 ql 4/13/77 to 4/27/77 On hoard; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

P-6 NASA JPL ° 3/4/77 to 4/26/77 'I On board; dlgital; Vchlule and
magnetic tape components

P-7 NASA Lewis 0/17/77 to 7/15/77 TRC f On board; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

P-8 NASA Lewis 8/75 and 5/17/76 TRC On board; analog; Vehicle

to 7/_/76 strip chart

P-9 MERADCOM g 5/13/77 to 5/22/77 APG h On board_ _n_log; Vehicle and
magnetic tape components

P-10 NASA Lewis 7/76 TRC On board; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

P-ll NASA Lewis 8/76 Dana i On board; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

C-I NASA Lewis 1/17/77 to 4/1/77 DS Telemetered; analog; Vehicle and
magnetic tape components

C-2 NASA Lewis 3/14/77 to 3/29/77 DS On board_ an_1_g; Vehlcle
strip chart

C-3 NASA L_._is 5/10/77 to 6/22/77 TRC On board; analog; Vehicle and
magnetic tape components

C-4 NASA J_'L 5/16/77 to 6/13/77 On board; dlgital; Vehicle and
magnetic tape components

C-5 NASA L_:.,Js 6/23/77 to 7/18/77 On board; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

C-6 NASA Lewis 8/16/76 to 8/20/76 1 On board: analog; Vehicle
strip chart

C-7 MERADCOM 7/19/77 to 8/25/77 APG On board; analog; Vehicle and
magnetic tape compon_.nts

C-8 MERADCOM 6/23/77 to 7/13/77 APG On board; analog; Vehicle and
magnetic tape components

C-9 NASA Lewis 4/76 Dana On board; analog; Vehicle
strip chart

C-10 NASA Lewis 9/24/76 to 9/30/76 Dana On board; analog; vehicle d
strip chart

C-If MERADCOM 8/31/77 to 9/8/77 APG On board; ana|og; Vehicle and

magnetic tap_ components

C-12 Canadian 5/2/77 to 7/15/77 LETE j On board; analog; Vehicle and d

Dept. of strip chart components
National

Defence

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dynamic Science, Phoenix, Arizona.

Vehicle includes vehicle velocity, distance traveled, and integrated battery current.
Component includes motor current, v_Itage, and power; battery current, voltage, and

power; motor and battery temperatures.

_Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.

Transportation Research Center of Ohio, East Liberty, Ohio.

_Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.
iAberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, Maryland.

_Dana Corporation Technical Center, Ottawa Lake, Michigan.
Land Engineering Test Establishment, Ottawa, Canada.
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(40 mph). This difference is averaged out on oval tracks in range
tests. However, the effect of grade was apparent in coast-down
tests. When tests were conducted in different directions on the

same section of track, the vehicles coasted up to twice as far in

one direction as they did in the other.

The test procedure also allows testing in winds up to 16.1
kilometers per hour (I0 mph). A vehicle with a drag coefficient

C D of 0.5 and a projected area of 1.8 square meters (20 ft 2)
traveling against a 16-kilometer-per-hour (10-mph) wind will
experience an aerodynamic force of 98 newtons (22 ibf). When th_

vehicle is traveling with the wind, the road load is reduced by 80

newtons (18 Ibf). The added force when traveling against the wind

is greater than the reduction in force when traveling with the

wind, and thus a small reduction in the overall range of the

vehicle occurs. The reduction is about 2 percent at a vehicle
3peed of 64 kilometers per hour (40 mph) and about 4 percent at a

;ehicle speed of 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph).

Twenty-seven tests were conducted involving 26 different
;ehicles of which 22 were electric_ and 4 were conventional heat

._ngine vehicles. The results of all test_ are presented on the

;ehicle test result forms, which contain the following data:

(i) Range tests at constant speed

(2) Range tests on driving cycles (described in section 3.2)

(3) Acceleration times to 32.2 and 48.3 kilometers per hour
(20 to 30 mph)

(4) Tractive force tests

(5) Reliability problems encountered during track uests
and/or charging

A discussion of these resulis appears in section 3.2.3 of the main
body of tnis report, d
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE TRACK TEST RESULTS

Vehicle p-1

Dates temted .._1/17/77 t:_ 3/18/77
Test [aeility D_'namic Science
Teated by NASA Lewis

RANGE TES'I'fi

Con-tam _pecd l)z'lvl:,g cycle

Test speed Itange Energy _, hedule It:rage Energy

conbumption t_)n_umptlon

km/h mph km mile6 MJ/km kWh/mile km ml|es MJ/km k',',%/mfle

40.2 25 95.7 59.5 1.0X 0.45 Ba 36.4 22.6 ........

40.2 25 9_.0 57.8 .96 .43 B 68.4 42.5 0.92 0.41

49.9 31 92.7 57.6 .83 .37 B 65.2 40.._...._S 1.14 .51

a49.__.__9. 31 59.9 37.2 ........

49..__._.99_3L ._l.'7 sT.o ........
49.9 31 93.6 58.2 .74 .33

ACCE LEItA'rlt)N I'E_'I'_

At'(eleratingtimt, st,_ :

To:_2 km/hr _20mph) _.14

To 4t_ km/hr q:_Umph) 2.9

TRACTION l"K_'r:s

Load, N (lbf):

Battery charged 2400 (540) _
40-1)t.rt._,nt battt!r_ di_,vb:trgt. 2200 (495)

80-1'crct, nt b:ttt('r3 dit_vh_trg(, 2160 (485)

ItELIABILITY TI':E'I'b a

Date T)r|J[ ' of |)l't!u_,dovcn It('ln_lrk,_

Ob__tainedonly 50 percent of N9 _,au_e found. Problem did
expected range on 49.9-km hnnnnnnn_ nt..nq._.__:ur.Reulaccd diode.

(31-mph) test. Ba tter_y__Qc_i f-.

ie gravitLes show onl_, om;-h_ilf

of battery pack dischar_cd.

2/I/77 Char_er dLd rl_t start _4___r in control-._
ler stuck. Problem recurred

several times,

a

These tests not used to establish range of vehicle.

i
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l_/':l'}_OI)UCl,;It3,_y Of,' _'11/_
ORIGIN/E, PAGI_ IS POOR

Vehicle P-2
Dates teated 4/6/77 to 4/26/77

Test facility oynamic 8clerics

Tested by, NASA Lewis

RANGE TE_TS

Constant speed Drlvl_g cycle

Test speed Range Energy [khedule Range Energy
consuin_tlon c.onsuinption

kin/h Inph kin :nlles MJ/kin kWh/inile kin Inllee MS/kin kWh/inlle

40.2 25 188 117.0 0.63 0.28,. B 124 77.1 0.87 0.39
40.2 25 187 116.5 .58 .26 B 134 83.0 .78 .35

56.3 35 128 79.8 .67 .30

56.3 35 129 80.0 .78 .35

I

AC CELE RATION T E_'I'_

Accelerating time. ear:

To 32 kin/hr 120 Inph) 9.3
To 48 km/hr _30 Inph) 34.3

TRACTION TE_T_ a

Load, N (Ibf}:

Battery charged I

40-Percent batter.,.' _iech_rge d
e0-Percent batter), dtschr4rge I

4

RELIABILITY °rE_'I'S
,I

Date Type of breakdown Remarks

4/19/77 Smoke came from char_er after No cause found. Suspect 90°F

2-3 hours on charge. -- ambient temperature in g._rage

_s to_____oh_i_h.
4/27/77 Smoke was observed comin 9 from Tractive force testB discon-

hood during tractive force tlnued.
tests.

• 4
a

Vehicle broke traction at 5070 N (It40 lbf} in first and second gears.

I
I
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Vehicle P- 3

Datea tented 1/27/77 to 3/21/77

Teat facility _ Dynamic Scionc 0
Teated by NASA Lewis;

RANGE TESTS

Conetmtt speed Driving cycle

Test speed Range Energy _t hedule Range Energy

coneumptlon consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 76.4 47.5 1.45 0.65 B 53.3 33.1 1.83 0.82

40.2 25 80.9 50.3 ........ B'_ 52.1 32.4 1.72 .77

56.3 35 57.3 35.6 1.57 .70 C 46.8 28 1.61 .75

56.3 35 55.5 34.5 1.03 .46 C a 37.0 23.2 ........

72.4 45 42.0 26.1 2.06 .92 C_ 30.6 19.0 ........

72.4 45 36.8 22.9 1.48 .66 C_ 23.0 14.3 2.98 1.33

ACCELERATION "I'E_T_

Accelerating time. set.:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 7.2
To 4tt km/hr _30 mph) 16.5

c
T RACTION T E._T._

Load. N (lbfj:

Battery charged
40- Percent battery discharge

80-Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TEST_

Date 'l'ypeofbreaktk*wn Remarks

1/23/77 12-Volt charger wire smoked Microswitch and field circuit

during charge c_cle, components failed.
1/28/77 Recurrence of field circuit Parts replaced and changes made

failure, to circuit b_ manufacturer.

2/7/77 Charger failed. Cause not determined.

2/8/77 Charger failed. Cause not determined.

2/11/77 During maximum acceleratiun Was rebuilt by manufacturer.
motor field circuit failed,

3/22/77 Charger failed. Cause not determined.

aWithout regenerative braking.

bThese tests not used tu establish range of vehicle. (Battery appeared to be
deteriorating.)

CTests not conducted duc to charger breakdown.

!
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4

Vehtd. P-4 OI{,_L_&L PAU_ ib VO01_
Dates tested ]/23/77 to 4/26/77

'l'e=t facility Dynar_Ic Science

Tested by NASA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Con=tent speed Dt lying cycle

'rent speed Range Energy 8t hedule R,-mge Energy

consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kV_l_/mile

40.2 25 43.3 26.9 1.63 0.73 B 32.2 20.0 1.86 0.83

40._.._22 25 _ 38.2 1.09 .49 Ba 32.8 20.4 2.19 .98
40.2 25 40. I 30.5 i.28 .57

340.2 25 64.5 40. l .96 .43
56.3 35 36,2 22.5 1.54 .69

a56_&j__ 43.0 26.7 L.£L. .65
56.3 35 37.3 23.2 1.68 .75

ACCELERATION "I'E_'F_

Ae(elerating time. sec:

To 32 km/hr (20 mph), 9.4

To 4U km/hr (30 mph) 21.6

TRACTION T ES'I'-_

Load, N (lbf):

Battery charged 2670 (600)

40-Percent battery dl,,charge 2940 (660)
80-Percent battery discharge 2940 (660) a

RELIABILITY TESTIS
,i

Date Type of breakdown I{emark_

3/23/77 In fourth _ear, controller Decided not _o operate vehicle
thermal cutout comes eli in fourth gear because of ex-
and off, cessive current draw.

3/29/77 Motor overheated durin_ 64.4- Decided to hold maximum speed
km/h (40-mph) test. at 56.3 km/h (35 mph) for

future tost_..

4/15/77 Controller cooling fan threw Replaced blade.
blade.

aThese teats not used to establish range of vehicle
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REI_RODUCILIL! __"0_,"';i []";
ORIGINAL PAGE 1_ Pg(;k

VeYIde P- 5
Dates tested 4/13/77 to 4/27/77

Teat [aeillty Dynamic Selenqe
Teated by NASA Lewis

#
RANGE TESTS

Constant Bpeed Driving cycle

Test speed Range Energy _ hedule Range Enerk'Y
consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kV,ll/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 2s 41.8 26.0 0.69 0.31 B 40.5 2s.2 0.72 0.32
4o.._._22_ ,_3........__o26.7 ....... _- B 37.? :,3.4 .as .38

p..-----.

ACCE LFRATION TE_'I'b

Ac(elcrating time, _':

To 32 km/hr {21)mph} ?. 9

To 48 km/hr (30 mph)

a
TRACTION TEST8

Load, N (ibl):

Battery chargt'd d
40-Percent battery di,_cha,'gc

80- Percent battery discharge

RELIAB|LITY "l'E_Tb

Date Type of breakdown Kemark_

4/14/77 Thermal overload circuit breaker Ambient temperature was 29°C

cut out durln_ 40.2-km/h (25-mph) (85°F). No recurrence.

test.

d

aTests not cond_u'tet|.
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Datea teBted 3/4/77 to 4/26/77

Tout facility D_nami _ Science

To,_tcd by NASA JPL

RANGE TESTS

Constant upeed Driving cycle

Tv_t _pecd R,,mgc Energy Sthedule lhmge l.!ner_'
consumption ('-n_umption

km/h mph km milc_ Mj/km kWh/mile km mile8 MJ/km KWh/mile

40.2 25 162.8 101.2 0.67 0.30 Ba 105.2 65.4 0.B9 0.40

40.2 25 163.3 101.5 .54 .24 B 120.7 75.0 .78 .36.._

56.3 35 152.4 94.7 .60 .27 Ca 89._._._6 55.7 1.01 .45
_'56.3 35 117.6 73.1 .69 .31 _ 97.7 60.7 .96 .43

56.3 35 130.2 80.9 .67 .30 _ 107.0 66.5 .94 .42

72.4 45 121.2 _75.3 .7_._._4_ C 119.2 74.1 .81 .36

72..4 45 107.3 66.7 .78 .35 C 127.0 78.9 .74 .33

Max. S_eed c 85.0 52.8 .94 .42

Max. speed c 89.6 55.7

ACC ELE RA TION TE_'l'.'.i

Accelerating time. _c_.

I"o 32 km/hr (20 mph), 7.4

To ,Itt kin/by C40mld)t 14

TRACTIt}N TE_'I'_ d

i,oml. N (IbiS:

Battery charged
40-Per(,ent battery di_,chaa'ge

i.10..I'erccnt batted discharge

ItEI,IAI_ILrrY 'rEST_ d

Date Type of breakdown Itemark._

d

aWithout regenerative brakinq.

bThese testa not vsed to establish range of vehicle. 4

OVaries from 75.6 km/h (47 r,,ph)to 93.3 km/h (58 mph) due to qrade.

dTests not conducted.
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VGMclO P-7

Datvm tested 6_17/77 to 7/15/77
Teatfacility Transportation Research Center

To,tedby NASA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving cycle

Test speed Range Energy Schedule Range Encr_,y
consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 83.7 52.1 2.15 0.96 B 52.8 32.8 1.43 0.64

40.2 25 85.3 53 ........ Ba 47.9 29.8 2.08 .93

56.3 35 67.6 42 1.01 .45 C 47.1 29.3 1.95 .87

56.3 35 73.2 45.5 ........ _'E 40.5 25.2 1.90 .85

72.4 45 54.9 34.1 1.12 .50 C 49.1 30.5 ........

82 51 51.2 31.8 1.43 .64 C 48.4 30.1 ........

Ca 47.8 29.7 ........

ACCELERATION TE_Tb

A_'_elcrating time, sec:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 8

To 48 km/hr (30 mph) 17

TRACTJON TESTS b

Load, N (lbf):

Battery charged

40-Percent battery discharge
80- Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TE_TS

Date Type of breakdown Itemarks

6/7/77 Charger (low charge rate). Removed one choke.

6/8/77 Char_er (low rate at end of Removed one-half of other
charge), choke.

6/10/77 CoW,roller failed. Replaced controller.

6/15/77 "Cot)troller failed. Rotated motor brushes; replaced
coil.

.__17/77 Char_er cut out. Added resistance in supply line.

0/18/77 Charger cut out. Added one-hal f of choke.

6/29/77 Char_er falted.

7/5/7_./..7 Controller c_,t out. Replaced controller.

aWithout regenerative braklng.

bTests not conducted.
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

Vehle|e P-8 Vehicle k

Datestested May 1975

Testfacility Transportation Research Center

Tested by NASA Lew_s

I_ANCE TI':_'YS

Const_mt upeed Driving cycle

Test _peed It_mge Energy BLhedule R:mge Energy
consumption connumptlon

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 90.7 56.4 1.25 0.56 C 34.8 21.6 ........

85.3 53 J2.7 20.3 1.50 .67

ACCELERATION 'I'E_'FS I

Accelerating Hme. at(.:

To _2 km/hr (20 mph) 6

To 48 km/hr i30 mpb) ,. 13

TRACTION TESTS a

Load, N (lbl):

Battery charged.

40-Percent battery dlseh:trge

80-Percentbattery discharge a

RELIABILITY TESTS
d

Date Type of breakdown lit, marks

d
aTest_ not conducted.
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' Vehicle P-8 VohJ.clo B

Date.to,ted Ma_!97_._5!1V7_to 7/n/_ ....................
h_ Tcst faelilty, TransportAtlon Research Center

Testedby NASA Lowls

._} HANIlE TE_TS

Comst_mt upecd I)riving cycle

' "_ Te_t _peed lUmge l':tlet'gy _t I_'edule It_mge Encr_,

con_umpUon con_ulnptien

km/h mph km mlle_ MJ/km kWh/mile km mlle_ MJ/km kWh/mile

1 1975 : 1976 :

-_ '56.3 35 54.7 34.o,- ........ _ 31.51,._ ........
1 b'n._ 4s ..6 2%'3-........

1976"

%0.2 ._2s _ _ _.1.o...17
d_ 35 56.8 35.3 ........

d'72.4 45 45.9 28.5 1.25 .56

deS. 3 53 35.7 22.2 1.32 59
i --

I

i_1 ACCELEltATION TEST8 (1976)

Aece|erating time, scc:

To 32 krn/hr (20 mph) ',
To 48 kr,_/hr (30 mph) 16

TRACTION TE_Tb e

Load. N (Ibf):

Battery 'charged
40-1)ereent battery dleeharge

e0-Percent battery diucharge

d

RELIABILITY TEST_ •

Date Type of breakdown Ih, mark_

1975. Motor .I failed.

1976. Motors 2 and 3 fatted,

aMotor I. dMotor 4.
bMotor 2. eTests not conducted.

CMotor 3.

l_̧
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_lIp t |" _ p , ! •

I{J'.i I_.hJlJ(,l,_J,JJ _ {It" l'Jl_

ORI_LNAL £AU_ _ P00__ .

Vehicle P- 9

Teat facility Abordoen Provin_ Ground
Touted by_ MERRDCON

ItANGE 'rE_'r_

Conlitant H)ccd Driving cycle

'l'e,_t _peed IL'mgu Energy IS_h(,duba IL'mge I':norl._V
eon_umptloa conllumptlon

km/h mph km milva HJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 2s _ 37.._._9.01.07. 0.4e ......P.___ 2o.9 1.3_l_ o.79
40.2 25 61.7 38.4 1.05 _ .--L..-. _ _ _ .75

56.3 35 42.5 26.4 1..2]. .54 _ 35.4 22.0 1.63

56.._._3. 35 45.1 28.0 1.18 .53 C 33.0 20.5 1.69 .76
74._._L 4___%_ 22.9 _ ._.J_9__
77.2 48 36.7 22.8 1.47 .66

ACCELERATION TE_']'_

Accelerating tl,ne. ,,et.:

q'o 32 km/hr (20 mph) 11

To 48 km/hr (30 mpl_}_ 20

T RACTION 'I'EBT$

Load, N {lbi):

Battery charged 5250 (1180}
40-l'ercent battery dibcharge 5430 (].220) ._
I_0-Perecnt battery discharge 4230 (950)

i

ItELIABILYrY'FE_'F_

Date Type of breakdown Remark_

4/8/77 Low batter_ capacity. Replaced three b..tteries.

4/28/77 Low _@t_ery capacity. Replaced _I batteries with
different make,

__ O.ne battery wit ]`w c a ' ReD]`aced one battery t

5/1]`/77 Battery charqe terminated pr_- Manufacturer's r_presentative

maturely_ replaced c0ntrcl in charuer

and read_)usted.
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._!

Vohlclu P-_0

.... Datentented......Ju_ ].976

•-! Tomtfael|Ity___._T[ct_g_L_org_,_op Re_ma_eh _.Canter

._| - __ J........

-]-I_ RANGE TEIIT8
]

I Con-tant speed Drlvl_g cycl,_

4t Test speed ltangt_ Energy $¢hedge Itaage I :nt!rKy, ¢'oastlmption _,onmlmption

•-]i km/h mpb km mile6 MJ/km kWIt/mtle km mlh,_ MJ/km kWh/mlh,
a

I 19.3 12 68.s 42.6 ........ . 32.3 2o.i ........
_,9.0 z8 8s.o 5:,.8 ........ _ 3;t..._...L.43_.9..._.5........
4_fl,3._....._ _7.4 .A,_._ ........
51,5 32 39.9 24.8 ........

I

(

I ACCELERATION 'rE3'I's

l Ac_elerating time, aec:

To 32 km/hr _20 mph) 7

To 4_ km/hr {30 mph) 22

} TI{ACTION TE_T_ a

Load, N {Ibt):

Battery charged
40-Percent battery discharge

80- Percent battery discharge dq

RELIABILITY 'I'E_'l'_
d

Date Type of brea!;down Itcmark_

om.

m

aTests not conducted.
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Vohlele P- I 1

l)llto_ tost_d A_qugt_ 1976

'r_.t f.,,mty DAn,_IT_hni_al cen¢or
'l'oljlod by NASA Lewis

RANGE TI':_TI_a

C'onmttmt tq_eed D|'ivtllg Cy_!h'

TetJt mpccd It.age Enorg_ t_t hodule ltttngo i'3wvgy

t'onaumptlon vonnumptlon

km/h mph km mlle_ MJ/km kWh/mile km mlle_, MJ/km kWh/mile

$'4.4 40 J.29.0 80.2 ........ D 54,9 34.1

m m m m m m m m m

ACCELERATION TE_'IYS b

Accelereting time, set:

To 32 km/hr (20 mph)

To 48 km/hr (30 mph),

b
T ?,ACTION 'rE/STS

Load. N {Ibl):

Battery charred

40- Percent battery dlevharge

80-Percent battery diecharge

ItEL1ABII,ITYTEST_

Date 'l'ypcofbreak_wn Remarks

Motor failure with Ni-Zn bat-

ter_ test.

aTests conducted with Exide EV-I06. d

bTests not condacted.
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V(_hi_lu C_ 1

D_t¢,Nlvnh.l 1/17/"7 to 4/!/77

To_t fm_ll|tv !)yn_mh': S_ien_n
'rv_Wd hy NASA Lawia

HANG|': TF,I_T5

COllgla.t gl._(.I l)rlvJlIK iwvll,

'h'_t t_liVl'd liimgl' I,:ll¢!ry..V H{hc'duh, I¢;mg_, I,:m,rKv
¢,Oll_Jaln|lt1o1| i,Ol}_UnlldJ.ii

klll/h ml)h kill Inilel_ MJ/klll kWh/Inih, kill Illih,rl MJ/km kWIi/llllh,
Low qear'

40.2 2S I05 65.4 1.70 0.76 B ?b,4 47.5 2.46 1.10
40.2 25 106 66.1 1.39 .62 B 82.4 51.2 2.44 1.09

59.5 37 01.1 50.4 2.21 .99 C 63.7 39.6 2.73 1.22
59.5 37 71.8 44.6 2.30 1.03 C 63.6 39.5 3.11 1.39
59.5 37 83.5 51.9 2.17 .97

I!t h_r.
72.4 45 47.1 29.3 2.84 1.27

72.4 45 55.2 34.3 3.40 1.52
"/2.4 45 ._2.9 32.9 3.02 1.35

83.7 52 37.0 23.0 3.56 1.59
83.7 52 33.8 21.0 4.50 2.01

m m

i ACCE LERATION TI,'S'I'8
Aeteleratlng time, _ev:

To '}2 km/ilr (20 mph), 6.4

To 48 km/hr 4:10mph) 10. '1

TRACTION I'EEI'_ a

Load, N (Ibl'):

Battery charged

40-1'crc.cnt battery discharge

80-Percent battery diueharge
,mh

mD
I{ELIAIHLITY 'FEEI'b

l)atu 'r_pe of I.)ruak(Io_vll Ilt!nlfil kt_ Iq

1/]0/77 Chartjer timer and 12-velt but- Timer not used. Twelve-volt

.ter_ charger not working, baLter_ ,-Iiar_/eds¢ L_ratel__
2/]I/77 300-A ,K)tor circuit fuse blew Manufacturer recommended re-

after 8 minutes t at 83.7 km/h Ip._._in_]fuse with 400-A fuse.

(52 m_h).
4/i/77 400-A motor circuit fuse blew Tractive force test drew execs-

after about 2 seconds while siw current - over 1000 A.

eetemtitl.2__tractivo force tests.

1/30/77 Charqer timer and 12-volt bat- Timer was not use(]. Twelve-volt

tery char qer not working, battery ch_arqed separat__1._

eL able to conduct tractive fo_ce tests. 4
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIlE
()RI(HNAI, PA(H,_IS POOR

Vohiclo C- 2
Dates tested 3/14/77 to 3/29/77

Test facility D_namic Science
Tested by NASA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving cycle

Test speed Range E.er&y Schedule Range Energy

consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 70,8 44.0 1.32 0.59 B 57.1 35.5 2.26 1.01

40.2 25 80.1 49.8 1.16 .52 Ba 53.9 33.5 ).79 .80

40;2 25 80.6 50.1 ........ Ba 51.8 32.2 1.88 .84

48.3 30 64.4 40.0 1.30 .58

48.3 30 61.9 38.5 1.25 .56

i

ACCELERATION TESTS

Accelerating time, sec:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph), 9

To 48 km/hr (30mph), 23

> TRACTION TEST_

Load, N (lbi):

Battery charged 2730 (615)
40-Percen_ battery discharge 2730 (615)

80-1)ercent battery discharge 2710 (610)

RELIABILITY TESTS
d

Date Type of breakdown h_.msrks

3/8/77 No controller output after Recovered after sitting for
48.3-km/h (30-mph) test. 15 minutes.

3/30/77 Recurrence of controller prob- Recovered after sitting 15

lem following traction tests at minutes. No cause of problem

0-percent discharge and Just has been found.
before 80-percent discharge

tests.

aWithout regenerative braking.

! 2es
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Vehicle C-3

Dates tested 5/'10/77 to 6/22/'77

Test facility Transportation Research Center
Tested by NASA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving cycle

Test speed Range Energy Schedule R._nge Energs'

consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 110 68.5 ........ B 6._8.8.4 42.5 ........
40.2 25 125 77.5 ........ B 75.8 47.1 ........
40.2 25 I17 72.5 ........ B 70.5 43.8 2.28 1.02

40.2 25 119 73.8 1.32 0.59 BY 71.1 44.2 ........

56.3 35 89.0 55.3 ........ Ba 64.5 40.1 2.18 .976

56.3 35 85.1 52.9 ........ C 46.7 29.0 ........

69.2 43 57.1 35.5 ........ C 48.4 30,1 ........

69.2 43 60.7 37.7 ........ _ 48.1 29.9 ........

69.2 43 71.8 44.6 ........ Ca 46,3 28.8 ........

ACCELERATION TESTS

Accelerating time, sec:
To ,_2 km/hr (20 mph) 7.2

To 48 km/hr (30 mph) 14.2

TRACTION TEST_

Load, N (Ibf):

Bdttery charged 4270 (960)
40-Percent battery discharge 3870 (870)

80-Percent battery discharge 3740 (840) d

RELIABILITY TESTS

I

Date Type of breakdown Remarks

4
aWithout regenerative braking.
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Vehicle C-4

Dates teated 5/16/77 to 6/13/77

Test facility Transleortatlon Research Center

Tested by NASA JPL

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving cycle

Test speed Range Energy Sthcdule Range Ene,'gy

consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 71.1 44.2 1.48 0.66 B a 40.2 25.0 2.66 1.19

40.2 25 68.9 42.8 1.54 .69 _ 39.3 24.4 2.66 1.19

40.2 25 73.1 45.4 1.43 .64
m m

56..___3__s_..57.__L_5..___.1.83 .82
56.3 35 58.1 36.1 1.83 .82

m .

ACCELERATION TE_TS
II

Accelerat - time. see:

To 32 kn,, .+r (20 mph) 8 1

To 48 km/hr (30 mph} 18.8

TRACTION TESTS b

Load, N fib/):

Battery charged

40-Percent battery discharge

80- Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TEBTS

Date Type of breakdown Remarks

Battery problems.

Charger failure.

aAll tests with regenerative braking.

bTests not conducted.

I
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Vehlcte C- 5

Dates tested 6/23/77 to 7/_.d/77

Test facility TransportatLon Research Center
Tested by NASA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving Cycle

Test speed Range Energy S(hedule Range Fner_
consumption consumption

km/h mt_ km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 a25 73.7 45.8 1.39 0.6? B 56.0 34.8 1.59 0.83
40.2 _ 69.5 43.2 1.34 .60 _ 57.---'_ "35.8 1.88 .S4

40.-"_ _ 71.3 44.3 1.79 .so B-'3" 51.3 31.8 2.10 .94
59.5 a37 60.2 37.4 1.36 .61 Br 52.5 31.8 2.15 .96

59.5 _'_ 61.8 38.4 1.32 .59 C 57.6 35.8 1.74 .78
C 57.3 35.6 1.74 .78
Ca 44.9 27.9 2.21 .99

Cq 44.1 27.4 2.10 .94

b
ACCELERATION TESTS

Accelerating time, see:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 4
To 48 km/hr (30 mph) 9

TRACTION TESTS c

Load, N (Ibi):

Battery charged

40-Percent battery discharge
80- Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TESTS

Date Typeofbreakdown Remarks

_/15/77 Delivered with three bad Repla_ed three batteries, d
batteries.

7/14/77 Char_er failed.

7/22/77 Differential failed.

aWithout regenerative braking.

bTests conducted by manufacturer, d

cDi£ferential failed during test.
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Vehicle C-6

Dates b_st_l 8//16/76 to 8/20/76 ,
Test facllity Transportation Researc_ Center
Tested by N_SA Lewis

RANGE TESTS

Constant speed Driving cycle

Teat speed Range Energy Schedule Range Energy
cons'Jmptlon consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/mile km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

32.2 20 112.3 69.8 ........ Aa 41.5 25.8 ........

48.3 30 '74.7 46.4 ........ B "72.7 45.2 ........
64.4 40 64.5 40.1 0.87 0.39 C 37.5 23.3 ........

ACCELERATION TESTS

Accelerating time, sec:

To 32 km/hr (20 mphS b8

To 48 km/hr (30 mph) c16 ....................

TRACTION TESTS

Load, N Obt):

Battery charged d5780 (1300)

40-Percent battery discharge 5780 (1300)
80.-Percent battery discharge 5780 {1300)

4
q

RELIABILITY TE-qTS

Date Type of breakdown Remarks
4

aTest discontinued due to discharge of 22-V battery.
bsecond gear.

CThird gear.

dFirst gear.

=(
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ACCELERATION "['EST._

Accelerating time, sec:

To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 10

To 48 km/hr (30 mph) 17

TRACTION TESTS

Load, N (Ibt'):

Battery charged
40- Percent battery discharge

80-Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TESTS

Date Type of breakdown Remarks

i
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Vehicle C-8

Dates teated 6/23/77 tO 7/13/77 _
Test faelllty Aberdeen Provln_ Ground
Teated by MERADCON

RANGE TESTS

Conetlmt speed Driving cycle

Test speed R_ge Energy -_ hedule Range _:norl_

consumption consumption

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWh/tulle km miles MJ/km kWh/mile

40.2 25 56.8 35.3 1.01 0.45 B 42.2 26.2 1.45 0.65
m m

40.2 2s ss.2 34.3 1.01 .45 _ 46.._.L29.._.21.__2j_ .sT
Max, s_eed a 41.5 25.R .87 .39

.a_.__xspeedb 46.0 28.6 X.21 .54
m m _ _ _ m

m _ m _ m

ACCELERATION TESTS

Accelerating time, set,:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 7

To 46 km/hr (30 mph)___ _2

TRACTION TEfiT_ c

Load, N (lbf):
Battery charged

40-Percent battery discharge
80- Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TE_I'_

Da_ Typeofbroakdown Remarks

6/29/77 On-board charger not adequate. Substitut_d off-board MERADCOM

char_er,

aAverage, 49.7 km/h (30.9 mph).

bAverage, 50.4 km/h (31.3 mph). 4

CCould mainta£n speed of I2.9 to 13.7 _m/h (8.0 to 8.5 mDh) u_ 20-percent qrad_.

1
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!:
I Vehit'le C-9

I Dates touted April t976
Te_t facility Dana'reo._...._._ hnica2 Cancer

• Tuste, ° by NASA Lewis

RANGE TEST_I

Constant spvc,d I)rlvtpg cyt.[(_

Test apeed Range Enerl_' 5_ hcdulc, R;mgc' Em,rl4,,
COllBumption ('on_umptlun

km/h mph km miles MJ/km kWIz/mfle km mih,. MJ/km kVCh/nzile

32.2 20 47.3 29.4 ........ B 33.9 21.1 ........

ACCF LE RATION 'FE_'F_

Accelerating time, mec:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 6

To 48 km/hr (30 mph} 14

TRACTION TEI_T_$a

Load, N (Ibf):

Battery charged

40-Percent battery discharge
80-Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TEE1T_

Date Type of breakdown Itcmarks d

a?ests not conducted, d
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ACCELERATION TEWI'_

.: Aeteleratlngtlme, Bec:
To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 8

1 To 4H km/hr (30 muh)m ,1,5 ....

TItACTR)N '.l"_1',5

Load, N (|bl):

Battery charged 5560 11250)
" 40-1)ereent battery discharge 5.560 (1250)

_[I_ 80-Percent battery cila_:barge $560 (1250)

___{ RELIABILITY TEST_
Date "l'._'lX_of breakdown ll£,mark_

"i aWithout regenerative brak£nq.

*,II
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aA11 range readtnqs are from vehicle odometer.

byeats not conducted.
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_,*_/ Whi,'h, ¢-12 (two vehicla,)Uatuulemt_ S/2/77 to ?/L5/77

TI_Mfa_'IIiIy Land EnqLn_'inL/ Teat £mL_bl*imhment, Ottawa, Canada
l"_.t_dby .......... Canadian Ua_t. of Nat),onAl Dafan_

fiAN(;_ T EI_Tf_

L'_nstant Ip0,cd DriYlll K {'yt'li,

Tell Ipeed Itl_R¢' E;ll_,r_y _l h¢'dule ILlmg(, F;h¢,lg_
¢,oNiumiltlOll Hmaumpllon

v.#_/1%l_ k. .,,,...MJ/,. kwh/.,,., k. .,,. ,_,J'_mk_/m,,..
124.1 15 92.5 57.5 0.74 0.33

_ a24,1 15 92.7 57.6 .76 .34

b'32.2 20 81.7 50.8 .67 .30
b'32.2 20 73.9 4b.9 .81 .36

--_ "s2.1 32.41.14 ..

4chicle 2 :
£24.1 15 106.2 66,0 .67 .30
a24.1 1S 105.6 65.6 .76 .34

b'32.2 20 77.1 47.9 ........

b'32 • 2 20 80.1 49.8 .87 .39
_48.3 30 64.7 40.2 ........
d48.3 30 73.5 45.7 .85 .38

1

• L /_ AccclcratinK time. so,','; Vehicle I Vehicle 2

To 32 km/hr (20 mph) 17 23

i 1 To 48 km/hr (30 mph) 47 57
' TRACTION TEfS'I'_S d

5 Load, N (lbf):
Battery charged
40-Percent battery discharge

80-Percent battery discharge

RELIABILITY TI:',_;'1"$

Date Type of breakdown itemark_

+

aFirst gear, CThird gear.

'I bsecond gear. d. este not conducted,
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APPENDIX B

HYBRID VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS AND TEST DATA

Thisappendix gives a summary of the information available on
hybrid vehicles. Each vehicle is described, and a table for each
vehicle listing its major characteristics is included. Also

[JresenteC are photographs of the vehicles (where available) and

schematic diagrams of the propulsion systems. Available
parformance and test data are also included. Information on

eighteen vehicles is presented, nine domestic and nine foreign.
Although additional vehicles have been built, insufficient

information on these vehicles has made it impossible to include
them in this assessment.

A specific test for a hybrid vehicle has not been delineated.

Consequently the test data available were from several test

procedures. Performance data are available for six hybrid
vehicles, some of which were tested to the Federal Test Procedure

and soma to a Federal Highway Cycle. One vehicle was tested to

the California Seven-Mode Emissions Test Procedure, another to a
postal cycle, and yet another was tested on a test track to a

procedure similar to that used for the all-electric vehicles. All

tests except the last were conducted on dynamo_neter test stands.

The different test conditions and the wide differences among the

vehicles prevent a direct comparison of performance among
vehicles. However, where possible, the vehicles are compared with
their conventional counterparts.

if TEST PROCEDURES

d

In the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) the vehicle is operated

over simulated urban and/or highway start, stop, and cruise

1 cycles. Fuel consumption and emissions are measured for an entire
I cycle; the resuIts are presented as the average fuel economy in

i _ilo,neters per liter (mpg) and the average emissions in gra,,s per' Kilometer (g/mile). Acceleration or gradeability data were not

I obtained from these tests.

_ The FTP (refs. 1 and 2) was used for the dyna:no.,eter testing

of two vehicles. The FTP consists of four operating phases:
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FPT operating Duration, Distance Number of
phases s starts

km miles and stops

Cold transient 505 5.9 3.65 5

Stabilization 867 6.1 3.8 13

Shutdown (hot _oak} 600 0 0 0

Hot transient 505 5.9 _.65 5

Total 2477 17.9 11.1 23

The cold and hot transient phases are identical except for

the initial engine and drive train temperatures. In the cold

phase, the engine and drive train start at ambient temperaturest
in the hot phase, they are at higher temperatures as a result of
the earlier operation.

Each phase consists of the s_ecified number of stop-start

sequences. In tn_ two "transient" phases with five sequences
each, the maximum speed reaches 90 kilometers per hour (56 mph).

In the stabilization cycle, with 13 start-stop sequences, the

speed never exceeds 56 kilometers per hour (35 mph). The vehicle
operates above 42 kilometers per hour (26 mph) for about 672
seconds and above 32 kilometers per hour (20 mph) for about 1047

seconds.

The Federal Highway Cycle (FHC) is a simulated 16.4-kilometer

(10.2-mile) test run mostly at 80 kilometers per hour (50 mph)
with one deceleration to 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph). Some

fuel economy data have been obtained for vehicles tested over this

cycle.

One vehicle was tested to the California Seven-Mode Emissions

Test Procedure. Since this procedure was the predecessor of the

PTP, they are very similar. It requires idle-acceleration-
deceleration sequences in which the same sequence is repeated nine _,
times with a 20-second idle between sequences. Maximum speed is

80 kilometers per hour (50 mph). The duration of the test is 1213
seconds.

The Kordesch hybrid sedan was tested at a test track using

the ERDA-EHV-TEP electric vehicle test procedures described in
section 3.2 and appendix A. In these tests, fuel consumption and

battery depletion for the Kordesch hybrid were measured for the

same speeds and cycles that were used for testing electric
vehicles.
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VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS

In the remainder of this appendix the characteristics of the
18 vehicles and test data fo_ 6 of these vehicles are presented.
Only the Kordesch sedan and the VW taxi were tested by NASA
specifically for this report. The data for the other four
vehicles were obtained from the literature.

The vehicle descriptions consist of a table of vehicle
characteristics, a table of performance data (where available), a
schematic of the propulsion system, a photograph (where
available), and a table comparing the hybrid vehicle with its
conventional counterpart (again, Where available). The
schematics, photographs, and tables of comparative data are
numbered and referenced in the text.

Stir-Lec I and II

Stir-Lec I (ref. 3') was built by General Motors in 1968. It
is a series hybrid vehicle combining a Stifling engine with an AC
.lectric drive system. A 6-Kilowatt '(8-hp) engine provides power
for constant speed driving below 48 kilometers per hour (30 mph);
batteries supply the excess energy at higher speeds. The
_rototype vehicle was a converted 1968 Opel Kadett.

The second generation hybrid, the Stir-Lec II (ref. 4), was
introduced in 1969. In this model the Stir-Lec I AC electric
drive was replaced by a DC system; and the small Stirling engine
drives an alternator to charge the batteries. The battery output
is electronically modulated to control the motor speed. A
15-kilowatt (20-hp) DC motor drives the vehicle through a General
Motors developed, metal roller-friction speed reducer and a
standard differential. (See fig. B-I.) Since at low speeds the

• electric current input to the motor is nearly equal to the
electric current output from the generator, little if any battery
depletion occurs. Under more severe operating conditions, battery
depletion will occur an:] range will be limited. The fuel economy
and emissions of the hybrid are compared with those of a
conventionally powered 1973 Opel Kadett in table B-I. Despite low
emissions and fuel consumption, General Motors did not consider

I the hybrid commercially attractive because of its cost and_ complexity, consequently, the project was discontinued.
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VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: STIR-LEC II .

Manufacturer .......... .......... General Motors Research

Objective • • • . • . • . • . • .•" Experimental hybrid for emissions tests

Vehicle description

Body type Two-passenger sedan•oaoo•o•oo•o•ooooo•oeeo

Model ........................ Opel Kadett
curbweight,k_ilAi.................... 1450(3200)

Hybrid type ............................ Series

Heat engine operating mode ............. Continuous_ fixed power

Power train

Heat engine

Type• ;t•3_0_ _p_ "kW ihp)_ _ ................. StirlingPower , .................. 6 (8)
Emissions controls ............. ... None

SeducerTransmission ................ speed
Electric motor

Type ..........................- - • Series DC
Power, kW (hp)• ............... 15 (20)

Thre; ph;,,; iC•aiternatorElectric generator ............... -

Motor control ................... Chopp,Jr speed control
Engine control .......................... (a)
Battery

Type. : :V! .................... 6-V SLI, lead-ac_
Number ............................
Voltage, ..................... 84

Weight, kg (Ibm): ...................... 227 (500)

aInformation not provided•

_I VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: STIR-LEC IT

Acceleration from 0 to 50 km/h (30 mph), s ......... 8.5

Maximum speed, km/h (mph) :
Hybrid mode ..................... 97 (60)
Batteries alone _ ..................... (a)
Heat engine alone ..................... (a)

Range at 50 km/h (30 mph), km (mAles):
Hybrid mode ..................... 240 (150)

Batteries alone .................... 40 (25) d

'l Fuel economy at 48 km/h (30 mph),

_I km/liter (mpg) ................. 13- 17 (30- 40)
Emissions:

Driving cycle ....................... (a)

.... Levels, g/km (g/mile):

( HC ......................... 0

I o......................... io:,6(1)x

I aInformation not provided• i

I
l
?
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TABLE B-I. - FULL ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS COMPARISON OF STIR-I.F] II AND

:! CONVRNTIONAL OP_L KADETT

_ [Test cycle, Federal Test Procedur(,]

(a) SI units

Vehicle Heat engine Emissions Fuel Test Emissions level,
_ontrols economy speed, g/km

at constant km/h
speed, HC CO NOX

km/liter

STIR-LEC II 6-kilowatt None 13 - 17 48 U 0.2 0.6
Stirling

1973 Opel 1.9-Liter EGR a 15 80 1.5 1.9 1.2
Kadett spark

ignition
engine

(b) U.S. customary units

Vehicle Heat engine Emissions Fuel Test Emissions level,

_4 controls economy speed, g/mile

!

at constant mph
speed, HC CO NO x
mpg

STIR-LEC II 6-kilowatt None 30 - 40 30 0 0.3 1.0
Stirling

1973 Opel 1.9-Liter EGR a 35 50 2.4 3.0 1.9
Kadett spark

ignition
engine

l '
aExhaust gas recirculation.

I 1-t t H !
Heatengine Alternator Motor Speedreducer

' I
L Driver

I Controlsystemi- ....commands

I
j _ Mechanicalconnections

Batteries _ Electricflow
----- Controlsignals

FigureB-I. - GeneralMotorsStir-LecII schematic, i
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_linicars

A hybrid vehicle was built by Minicars, Inc., of Goleta,
California, in 1969 to evaluate techniques for reducing emissions
by minimizing engine transients. It is a parallel hybrid _,ehicle
powered by a 15-Kilowatt (20-hp) DC electric motor and a
30-kilowatt (40-hp) spark-ignition engine (ref. 5).

The vehicle was tested both in its initial configuration and
as a hybrid. Several design variations were evaluated for the
hybrid, including engine manifold air intake modifications, a
throttle delay mechanism, and various battery voltages. The
configuration of this hybrid is shown schematically in figure B-2.
The heat engine operates continuously either to charge the
batteries or to power the vehicle. Its engine speed is the same
as the motor speed and thus varies with vehicle speed. A major
design contribution is in the throttle delay between the
accelerator pedal and the carburetor throttle. This delay reduces
engine transient rates and thus helps reduce emissions.

Emissions and fuel economy test data were obtained for the
Minicar before and after the vehicle modification. The data were
obtained on a chassis dynamometer at the APCO Federal Laboratories
in Los Angeles in 1970. The emission data were obtained from
tests conducted according to the California Seven-Mode Emission
Test Procedure. The fuel economy data were obtained at constant _
speeds of 24 to 80 kilometers per hour (15 to 50 mph) and at test
weights of 900, 1400, and ].800 kilograms (2000, 3000, and 4000
ibm). The fuel economy data at the three weights were averaged.
and presented as a single value for each speed. The results are
shown in table B-2.
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i VEHICLE CI_RACTERISTICS: MINICAR

Manufacturer ..................... Minicars, Inc.

j! Objectives .............. Reduce emlsaions by minimizing
engine transients

Vehicle description
Body type ................... Two-passenger sedan
Model ..................... Mini-car
Curbweight,k_il_mi................ :145o(3200)

i Hybrid type Parallel

Heat engine operating mode ........ Continuous; variable power

Regenerative braking ....................... No

Power train
Heat engine

Type. • • ("P-')" : : ..... Six cylinder; 2.7 liter; air cooledPower, kW h .................. 30 (40)
Emissions controls ............. None

I Transmission ................ Thre; sp;ed;'automatic

Electric motor

Type.,.k_ih;): .................... _ shuntPower ................... 7.3 (9.e)
Electric generator ............... • - - - Motor
Motor control ............ .Field'and armature controls

I (electronic)

Engine control .......... Throttle delay mechanism: heated
air intake

Battery
Type ................... 12 Vt lead-acid; 96 Ah
Number ................ ............ 12

Voltage, V. " :' : ................... 2"0924/48Weight, kg (ib_ .................. (640)

[ _ M°t°rl _ Aut°matic_Heatengine
generator transmission

' II d

I
!

I,hr°,t,,i t F Or'vet .delay ---- Controlsystem .... commands
mechanism

I J mmzllp Mechanicalconnections
Batteries _ Electricflow

----_- Controlsignals

FigureB-2.- Mini-Carschematic, d
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i_l TABLE B-2. - FU_L ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS COMPARISON OFCONVENTIONAL AND HYBRID MINICARS

[Test cyale, California Seven-Mode Cycle_

(a) SI units

Vehicle Test speed, km/h EmLssions level, g/km

24 48 80 HC CO NOx

Fuel economy at
constant speed, km/liter

I '

Hybrid 5 3.7 5.3 3.1 17.4 0.99

Conventional 6.2 4.4 5.4 7.5 79.6 1.4

(b) U.S. customary units

Vehicle Test speed, mph Emissions level, g/mile

15 30 I 50 HC CO NOxI

Fuel economy at
constant speed, mpg

Hybrid 11.8 8.8 12.4 5 28 1.6

Conventional 14.5 10.3 ].2.6 12 128 2.2

University of Wisconsin Commuter Car

A hybrid vehicle was designed and built "from the ground up"

by the University of Wisconsin for the 1972 Urban Vehicle Design

Competition (refs. 6 and 7). The emphasis in the design was fuel

economy in urban driving situations and passenger safety. The

parallel hybrid vehicle has a 37-kilowatt (50-hp) rotary heat
engine and an 13.5-kilowatt (18-hp) DC motor-generator. The power
train is the most unique part of the design (fig. B-3). The dual

clutches attached to the gearbox tallow the vehicle to operate as
an all-electric vehicle or in two dlfferent parallel hybrid

configurations.

In the all-electric mode, clutch 1 is disengaged and clutch 2

is engaged. This permits the engine to be isolated from the rest
of the power train. The electric motor directly drives the
transmission, which, in turn, drives the rear axle. When

regenerative braking is used, the reverse occurs - the motor acts

as a generator.
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In one hybrid mode, clutch I is engaged and clutch 2 is

disengaged. The engine and motor-generator are then
differentially connected to the drive wheels. The engine can

drive the wheels and the motor-generator if excess engine power is

available, or the engine and motor-generator together can drive

the wheels. This mode also permits the engine to run at constant

speed while the motor-generator speed is changed to provide

vehicle speed control. With the vehicle stopped, the engine runs
at normal speed and the motor-generator at twice engine speed. In

the second hybrid mode, clutches I and 2 are engaged, the engine
and mot.t-.generator are directly coupled to the wheels (no
differential action), and both the engine and the motor speeds are

proportional .o the wheel speed.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN COMMUTER CAR

Manufacturer ............... University of Wisconsin

Objectives ................ Fuel economy and safety

Vehicle description
Body type Two-passenger sedan..ooooooeeeooo...

Model ................ Custom built

Curbw;ilhL kl il_mi............... 13.o c3ooo_
g Hybrid type ......................

Parallel

. Operating modes
Heat engine ............. Continuous; variable power
Other All-electric

Regenerative" braking_ ................ Yes.OlOe.oleooeoeooel..

Power train
Heat engine

Type ................. Wankel rotary
Power,kwih_::: ..... .... _7_s0_
Emissions controls. • • _Thermal reactor_ catalytic converter

Transmission ............ Clutched; differential type
Electric motor

Type. "kW ihp) .................. Serie_18ff_ 13 5Power, ................... •

Electric generator .......... _EI ctr nics e'p" d " Motor 'Motor control ........... e o e control
Engine control: ........... Manual on-or-off controls

- Battery

Type :: - 3............. 12 V; lead acid; heavy duty

Number .......................Voltage, V ...................... 36
weight, kg (lb_) ................... _a)

aInformation not provided.

d
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° I Icommands Controlsystem ; Batteries

, f

i Motor/ Regenerativebraking
generator

Heatengine Gearbox
Clutch2

Clutch1

.mz.,N_ Mechanicalconnections
Electricflow

---o.. Controlsignals

From To
heat motor/

ine generator
Clutch]

Todrivewheels

FigureB-3. - UniversityofWisconsin,commutercarschematic.

University of Fl_rida Commuter Car

The University of Florida modified a small two passenger, d
Datsun 510 (ref. 8) for the 1972 Urban Vehicle Design Competition.
The vehicle is a series hybrid powered by a small industrial
spark-ignition engine and generator. It can operate as an all
electric vehicle for short distances or as a hybrid. The vehicle
has an unusual drive _rain consisting of two DC motors coupled
directly to one central drive shaft by timing belts (fig. B-4).

Emissions control is obtained by

(I) A thermal reactor with air pumps for CO and HC

(2) Exhaust gas recirculation for NO x

i

f
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(3) A catalytic converter o

(4) A particulate trap

The limited results available from a dynamometer test at General

Motors indicate that the vehicle exhibits very low emissions

levels and low fuel consumption.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COMMUTER CAR

Manufacturer ................ University of Florida

Objectives .......... Fuel economy; low emissions_ safety

Vehicle description
Body type ................. Two-passenger sedan
Model .................... Datsun 510
curbweight,k_ilAi............... 1360t3000_

Hybrid type ........................ Series

Heat engine operating mode ........ Continuous_ fixed speed

Regenerative braking ...................... No

Power train
Heat engine

_ Type ......... Industrial ICE motor-generator
" Power,k__h_>:.......... 10<14_
_" Emissions controls ...... EGR, the_al'reactor_ catalytic

"_ converter; particulate trap_+ Transmission ................ Electric _ direct
++i Electric motor

Type .................... DC shunt (2}+ k__h+,> .... 19C25>eachPower, ......... h_/_+_Electric generator ............ V ACt 6.5 kVA d

BSW; armature voltage
Motor control

Engine control .................... Governor

_ lead acid_ 70 Ah

Battery
+- Type .................. 12 V _ -

Number .......................... 8

_+ vo1_+._°._: ................. i._ i_oo+Pwoight,kgC_bm_.................
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i III! I

VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COMMUTER CAR

.................................... J .................

Aoceleration from 0 to 50 km/h (30 mph), s ............ 8.5

Maximum speed, km/h (mph)-
Hybrid mode ...................... 97 (60)
Batteries alone .................. : Not avail_ble
Heat engine alone ................... Not availabl_

Range at 50 km/h (30 mph), km (miles)-
Hybrid mode . .•arteriesalone: : :: : : :: : : : :: : : ;; : : : ;: 2.9°6(18°_(10)

Fuel economy at 48 km/h (30 mph), kin/liter (mpg) ........ l0 (23)
Emissions:
Driving cycle ........................ 1972 FTP

Levels, g/km (g/mile):
HC ........................... 0.30 (0.49)
CO........................... 1.96 (3.16)
NOx .......................... 3.60 (0.58)

I Electric
motor

Hea_, engine AIternator

Electric
motor

I

L Driver ,_

I Controlsystem[_--- commands _

I 'ii

I Batteries ; _ Mechanicalconnections
- -,----- Electricflow
---_- Controlsignals

i_,9ureB-4. - Universityof Floridacommutercarschematic.
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Kordesch Austin

A four-passenger Auntin sedan, shown in figure B-5, was
modified by Dr. K. Kordesch to operate as a hybrl.d (refs. 9 and
I0). It is a series hybrid vehicle powered by a Sears'
spark-ignition engine and alternator. The vehicle can operate as
either an all-electrlc or a hybrid. In the hybrid mode the engine
generator electrical output is used to supply electrical energy to
the motor while running and to recharge the batteries when extra
power is available. A schematic of the power system is shown in
figure B-6.

The alternator produces ii0 volts of AC power which is
rectified prior to powering the motor or charging the batteries.
The battery charging rate is determined by the availability of
power and the battery voltage which, in turn, is partially
determined by the battery's state of charge. The alternator speed
is set manually and is maintained by a governor on the engine.

The tests were conducted at the TRC test track in Ohio. One
lap of the 12 kilometer (7.5 mile) track was completed at each
test condition. Tests were run at constant speeds of 40, 56, and
72 kilometers per hour (25, 35, and 45 mph) and over the SAE J227a
schedule B and C driving cycles. The alternator output alone is
not sufficient to propel the vehicle at 40 kilometers per hour (25
mph), the lowest test speed attempted; so no tests were run on
engine power only. The tests were run with low (2800 rpm) and
high (3200 rpm) speed settings on the alternator and with the
alternator not running (battery power only). Gasoline
consumption, alternator and battery output energies, vehicle
speed, and distance traveled by the vehicle were measured. No
emissions data were taken The fuel econoray was obtained from a
precision fuel flowmeter installed in the vehicle. The meter
displays elapsed time, fuel temperature, fuel line pressure, and
integrated fuel flow. The battery energy consumption was measured
with a DC kilowatt-hour meter installed on the battery output.
Input power to the off-board battery charger was not measured.

Table B-3 shows the calculated ranges that could have been
attained if the vehicle had been run until the battery was
depleted. As an all-electric, at 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph)
the vehicle's range was 45 kilometers (28 miles). The range was
extended to 64 kilometers (40 miles) with the alternator running
at low speed and to 161 kilometers (i00 miles) with the alternator
running at high speed. The gasoline economy was 255 kilometers
per liter (60 mpg) at the low alternator speed and 85 kilometers
per liter (20 mpg) at the high alternator speed. As the vehicle
speed increases the fuel consumption decreases. Since the fuel
flow is approximately constant at fixed alternator speeds,
regardless of vehicle speed, and the time required to travel 1

mile is less at higher speec_s, the amount of fuel used per unit of 4
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I distance decreases with speed.

L The Kordesch hybrid uses an engine-alternatoL" unit designed
as an auxiliary electric power system which was not optimized fori!
minimum fuel consumption. The vehicle was originally converted to
be run as an all-electric. The engine-alternator was added later
to extend the range, so the system and control mode are not
necessarily optimized for hybrid operation.

uespite these limitations, the Kordesch hybrid is capable of
operating with very low fuel consumption under some conditions.
This is shown in table B-4 where performance is compared with the
performance of a similar conventional vehicle P-2 (see section
3.5). At 56 and 72 kilometers per hour (35 and 45 mph) on-board
fuel economy for the Kordesch vehicle is significantly better than
F.oz-conventional vehicle P-2 because battery energy is replacing
gasoline. At other vehicle test conditions, modifications to the
propulsion or control system would be needed to reduce on-board
fuel consumtion. However, when total energy consumption is
calculated (by summing the gasoline and electrical energy inputs),
the total energy required to propel the vehicle is higher than
that required by the same sized conventional passenger car.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: KORDESCH AUSTIn4

Manufacturer ................... Dr. Karl Kordesch

Objective ................. Personal transportation

Vehicle description

Body type .................. Four-passenger sedan
Model ........................ Austin A40

Curb weight, kg (ibm) ................ 1360 (3000)

Hybrid type .................... _ .... Series

Operating mode:

Heat engine ....... Continuous power; hand-throttle setting
Other ........................ All electric

Regenerative braking ....................... No d
I

ower train
Heat engine

Type ........... Industrial motor-generator
Power,kw ..... ..... 12
Emissions controls.. • ' ........... [ _ _#one

Transmission ................ Austin'4-speed manual
Electric motor

Type ............ i : : : :....... " " " il0-V..... Series
Power, kW (hp) ........... 15 (20)

Electric generator ..... 7-kW, AC alternator
Motor control .................. Contactorl BSW
Engine control .............. GoSernor; hand throttle
Battery

Type ...................... 12 V; lead-acld
Number ........................... 8

Voltage, V ........................ 96

Weight, kg (Ibm) ................... 181 (400) d
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(a)Vehi,:le.

t_

g) Batteriesandcontrols. =

FigureB-5.- Kordeschhybrid.
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Heatengine Alternator Motor transmission
andclutch f

t

.____ Driver
Controlsystem commands

J ] _ Mechanicalconnections
Batteries ------_- Electricflow

....... _ Controlsignals

FigureB-6. - Kordeschschematic.

TABLEB-3. - 'IY.,STI'___LLTSfOR I_ORIF..qRIt_SRID 'v'_ZCLI:

(a) sI units

I Tut condition Alternatorspeed,rpm
(constant
speed or 0 2800 (low) 3200 (hi_)
driving
schedule) Range,JFlectric i_ng.% Fuel Elc_c_ic Range, _'uel Electric

km enorcjy lug, _, energy _n e_onomy, energy
¢_nsunw_ _m/litu= consump- k_/liter oonsut_-

tion, tlon, tion,

40 )_/h 45 0.21 64 26 0.15 161 9 0.069

56 _ 37 .23 56 34 .16 121 13 .086

72 kz%/h ..... 40 45 .20 64 17 .14 d

ScheduleB ..... 48 Ii •19 161 4 .06

Sd_Jule C -- -_ 24 15 .27 56 6 .14

(b) U.S.customaryu_its

T_st _ondition A1tern_tors|x._xl,rpm
(constant
s_w.wJor 0 2800 (low) 3200 (h/c_)
driving ,..
schodulu) Ran_, El_ctric R_x;_, Ft_l Elc_t.ric_nqe, F_l _ic_ric

m_lus (_orgy miles oc.on_,y, an_rc_ milea economy, ,mo_p]
con_u_- m_x; COnSLIR)- m_; consunlP
ti(_n, tion, tlon,

k4_h/mile k1_Vm_1(, kWh/mile

25 I_h 28 O.33 40 60 O.25 100 20 O. It

35 _ 23 .36 35 fl0 .26 75 30 .14

i 45 mi4_ ...... 25 105 .32 40 40 .2_

_'%_cdul_ B ...... 30 25 .30 100 l0 .10

E;ul_lutoC ...... 15 35 ,44 35 L5 .22

r_
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_%BLE B-4. - COHPARISONSOF ENERGYC0NSLt_TION FORI_O_ HYBRIDA_D A

_ONAL CAR

(a) SI units

Test uonditio_ Conventional Kordesch hybridvehicle (testweight,
(_nstant vehicle P-2 1361 kg)
speed or (testweight, 1025 kg)
driving Fuel Electric Total Range,
schedule) Fuel _P.rgy econa.V, energy energy _.

econcm_, _tl_p- _/liter constm_o- cc_stmp-
_/liter tiQ% tion, tica,a

40 kagh 23 0.36 26 0.15 0.82 64

56 _Vh 20 •44 30 •16 •75 56

72 _ 18 .49 45 .20 .80 40

SchecAtleB i0 •87 11 .19 i.40 48

Schedule C 12 .71 15 .27 I.42 24

(b) U.S. custc_azyunits

Test conditic_ Ccn_tional Kordesch hybrid vehicle (testweight,
(constant vehicle P-2 3000 lb)
speed or (test weight, 2260 ibm)
driving Fuel Electric Total Range,

s_ule) Fuel Energy economy, energy energy miles
economy, c_usump- mpg consum_ uonsump-

mpg tion, tion, tion,a
Btu/mile k_h/mile Btu/mile

25 ._ 56 2000 60 0.25 4500 40
35 mph 48 2400 80 .26 4100 35

45 mph 42 2700 105 .32 4400 25

Schedule B 24 4800 25 .30 7600 30

Schedule C 29 3900 35 .44 7800 15

aIncludes the heat ucatent of the gasoline and the heat required at 33 percent
efficienc_ to produce the electricalenerclyfor rechargingthe battery.

Petro-Electr ic

The Petro-Electric hybrid shown in figures B-7 and B-8 was
built in 1973 to demonstrate low emissions (ref. II). It is a

parallel hybrid vehicle powered by a Mazda rotary engine. The

basic vehicle is a 1972 Buick Skylark with the standard 5.7 liter
engine replaced by a 97-kilowatt (130-hp) rotary engine and an
electrical drive. Exhaust gas recirculation and a thermal reactor
are used to control exhaust emissions.
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The commands for power are transmitted through the
accelerator pedal to the electronic speed control. The
accelerator pedal normally controls the motor field current and
voltage. Depending on the position of the accelerator pedal, the
motor operates either as a generator or as a motor. When
add itional power that cannot be provided by the engine operating
at constant vacuum is desired, a mechancial override on the
accelerator pedal opens the engine throttle. The electronic
control system reduces power transients on the heat engine and
l_mits its operating range by sensing and controlling manifold
vacuum. The engine is directly coupled to the motor and drives
the wheels through a standard manual transmission.

The Petro-Electric hybrid was tested on the Gould dynamometer
(ref. 12) and the EPA dynamometer in Ann Arbor under the FTP and
the Federal Highway Cycle (FHC). These emissions and fuel economy
test results are shown in table B-5 and are compared with a
conventional 1972 Buick Skylark and a conventional 1360-kilogram
(3000 ibm) vehicle powered by a Mazda RX-2 engine. The first
series of tests was conducted at Gould at an engine power level
such that no battery depletion occurred. Low emission levels were
achieved under these conditions. The second series of tests was

conducted at EPA at lower engine power levels and a 35 percent
increase in fuel economy was achieved with a 30 percent depletion
in the battery capacity over the 18-kilowatt (ll-mile) length of
the test.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: PETRO-ELECTRIC

Manufacturer ............... Petro-Electric Motors, Inc.

Objective ...................... Low emissions

Vehlcle description
Body type ................... Four-passenger sedan
Model ...................... 1972 Buick Skylark
Curb weight, kg (lbm) ................. 1860 (4100)

Hybrid type ......................... Parallel

Heat engine o_erating mode .... Continuous; variable speed and power
Regenerative braking ....................... Yes i

Power train I
Heat engine

Type ........................ Mazda rotary
Power, kW (hp) ..................... 97 (130)
Emissions controls .............. Thermal reactor; EGR

Transmission .................. Three speed; manual
Electric motor

Type ........................... DC shunt
Power, kW (hp) ...................... 15 (20)

Electric generator ...................... Motor
Motor control ................. Field control; BSW

Engine control ............... Constant manlfold vacuum
by automatic control i

Battery
Type .................... 12 V; lead-acid_ SLI
N_Imber ............................. 8

Voltage, V .......................... 96
Weight, kg (ibm) .................... 181 (400)
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VEHICLR PERFORMANCE= PETRO-ELECTRIC

Acceleration from 0 to 97 km/h (60 mph), s .......... 16

Maximum speed, km/h (mph)=
Hybrid mode .................... 129 (80)
Batteries alone .................. Hot available

......................Heat engine alone ................... 129 (80)

Range at i00 km/h (60 mph), km (miles):
Hybrid mode .................... 483 (307)
Batteries alone .................. Not available

Fuel economy, km/liter (mpg):
(i0.7)aiFederal Test Procedure ......... 4.5 3.8 (8.9)_

Federal Highway Cycle ......... 8.4 (19.8)a; 6.8 (15.9) _

Emissions=

Driving cycle .............. Federal Test Procedure

Levels, g/km (g/mile):
HC ........................ 0.24 (0.38)
CO ........................ 1.50 (2.42)

NO ....................... 0.45 (0.72)x

_Gould, tests with battery depletion.Inc., 30-percent
EPA, Ann Arbor, Mich., tests (1974) with no battery depletion.

Figure B-?. - Petro-Electrichybridcar.
d
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generatorM°t°r/H H Manual
Heatengine transmission __andclutch

!
!
I
t

. Driver
Controlsystem .... commands

J ] _ Mechanicalconnections
Batteries _ Electricflow

------ Controlsignals

FigureB-8. - Petro-Electricschematic.

TABLE B-5. - FUEL ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS COMPARISON OF PETRO-ELECTRIC HYBRID

_'* AND CONVENTIONAL VEHICLES

_mlsslons test cycle, Federal Test Prooedure_

(a) SI units

Vehicle Chassis Differ- Engine Test Fuel Test Emissions level,
ential weight, economy, cycle; g/km
ratio kg km/llter or test

speed, HC CO NO x
km/h

Petro- 1972 5tl RX-2 Mazda 1814 _4.5 bFTP 0.24 1.5 0.47
Electric Buick rotary a8.4 FHC
hybrid Skylark

Conven- 1972 3zl _ 1678 7.7 88 2.2 18.6 (c)

tional Buick ] Conven-tionals
Skylark , displace-

Conven- 1972 5zl { ment, 1678 5.5 88 ..............

tional Buick i 5700 Om3
Skylark

Mazda (c) (c) RX-2 Mazda 1361 4.7 --- 1.6 9.3 1.9
rotary

aWith 30-percent battery depletions without battery depletion, fuel economy was 3.8 km/liter (8.9 mpg)
Eor the FTP end 6.8 km/llter (15.9 mpg) for the FIIC.

bFederal Test Procedure used for emissions tests FHC denotes Federal itighway Cycle.

CInformatlon not provided.

ulliblNAl,|,h_;kI8 POOm.._ 1
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TABLE B-5. Concluded.

(bl U.S. customary units
T'

Vehicle Chassis Differ- Engine Test Fuel _est Emissions level,
entlal weight, economy, cyclo_ g/mile
ratio Ibm m_q or test

sp_od, lIC CO NOx
ml)h

Porto- 1972 5:1 RX-2 Mazda 4000 _I0.7 bFTP 0.38 2.42 0.76
Electric Buick rotary "19.8 FHC

hybrid Skylark 30Conven- 1972 3:1 _ 3700 18 55 3.5 (c)
tlonal Buick [ Conven-

[ tional;
Skylark _ displace-

Conven- 1972 5:1 I ment, 3700 13 55 ...............
tlonal Buick [ 350 in. 3

Skylark J
Mazda (c) (C) RX-2 Mazda 3000 II --- 2.5 15 3

rotary

aWith 30-percent battery depletion; without battery depletion, fuel economy was 3.8 km/litor

b (8.9 mpg) for the FTP and 6.8 km/liter (15.9 mpg) for the FHC.
cFederal Test Procedure used for emissions test; File denotes Federal Highway Cycle.
Znformation not provided.

TurElec

TurElec Motors Corp. of Florida built a gas-turbine-powered
series hybrid as an experimental preproduction vehicle (ref. 13)
in 1975. The vehicle has a custom-built fiber-glass body (fig.
B-9). The propulsion system is a conventional series hybrid (fig.
B-10). The DC motor is controlled by an SCR chopper, and the gas
turbine alternator output is controlled manually (similar to the
Kordesch sedan). Although test data are not available for this
vehicle, the manufacturer predicts the performance shown in the
performance table.

:I_ VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: TURELEC ,
,,,

Acceleration from 0 to 97 km/h (60 mph), s ........ 40

Maximum speed, km/h (mph) .............. 113 (70)

Range in all-electric mode under urban= driving conditions, km (miles)...... 64- 105 (40- 65)

Fuel economy in hybrid mode, at 97 km/h
(60 mph), km/llter (mpg)............... 8.5 (20)

• i

•
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V_HICL_ CHARACTERISTICSx TURELEC

Manufacturer ................ TurElect Motors Corp.

Objective ................ Commercial development

Vehlcle description

Body type ................. Five-passenger sedan

Model.... k; .......... 1814(40007Curb weight, 1 ......... i .Custom (f_ber glass)

Hybrid type ........................ Series

Operating mode:

Heat engine .............. Continuous; fixed power
Other ....................... A11 electric

Power train

Heat engine

Type .................. AiResearch gas turbine
Power at 50 000 rpm, kW (hp) ............. 37 (507
Emissions controls ........ None (simple Brayton cycle)

Transmission ........... 4 Speed; manual; with clutch
Electric motor

Type ........................ Series DC
Power, kW (hp) .................... 15 (207

Electric generator ............ 30-kW AC alternator

Hotor control .............. Chopper speed control
Engine control ...................... Manual
Battery

Type ..................... 12 V; lead-acid
Number ........................... 8
Voltage, V ........................ 96

Weight, kg (ibm) .................. 181 (4007

J
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l.-ten,nH,trn0,I0Co00trnouh
._ Drivor

Controlsystem -'- commands

I
I J _ Nechanicalconnections

Batteries ------,- Electricflow
..... ------- Controlsignals

figure8-10. - TurElecschematic.Gould Hybrid Postal Van

_ I Gould, Inc., built a conventional-engine-powered compound
_ parallel hybrid postal van in an attempt to improve fuel economy
:1 (ref. 14). A quarter-ton AM General DJ-5C postal van was

converted to a hybrid (figs. B-f1 and B-12). This hybrid uses a

I variable transmission for off-the-road
continuously (CVT) designed
vehicle use. The CVT allows the engine to operate at fairly

_i constant speed and power. With the vehic]e stopped and at speeds

below 37 kilometers per hour (23 mph) the engine drives the motor
i

as a generator. At speeds greater than 47 kilometers per hour (29
mph), and, while the vehicle is accelerating, both the engine and
motor drive the vehicle.

The hybrid postal van has been tested over the postal driving
cycle and at constant speed (ref. 14) on the Gould dynamometer and
at the TRC test track. Data from the constant-speed dynamometer

i tests are presented in table B-;, where they are compared with
data for a conventional AM General DJ-5D postal van and for the

i all-electric DJ-5E Electruck at the same conditions. The DJ-5E

was also built for the USPS by AM General Corp. and Gould, Inc.

The high fuel consumption of the hybrid is thought to be a
result of the low efficiency of the oversized CVT and other

: inefficiencies in the drive train (ref. 15).
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VEIIICLE CHARACTERISTICS: GOULD IIYBRID POSTAL VAN

Manufacturer ..................... Gould, Inc•

Objective ..................... Fuel Qconomy

VehiCle description

Body type .................. _AM " •Postal vanModel General DJ-5C• oeoeoo.••o••

weilh;•k_il&; .,7 (3300)Curb , ...............

Hybrid type ....................... Parallel

Heat engine operating mode ........ Continuous; fixed power

Regenerative braking ..................... Yes

Power train

Heat engine
Type ....... 2-Cylinder, l-liter, air-cooled ICEPower,k_ih_): .................. 1, (25)
Emission control_ .................... None

Transmission ......... Sundstrand, Series 21, hydrostatic,
continuously variable

Electric motor ................. DC motor-generator

Motor control ............... Chopper field control

Engine control ...................... Governor

Battery

Type... _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ . • ..............12-V eLI, lead-acid, 61 Ah12
Number. "V. ..............Voltage, 72
Weight, kg (Ibm) ................... 196 (432)

_:II VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: GOULD HYBRID POSTAL VAN

__ km/h (30 ph)
Acceleration, s:

0 - 50 m ......................... 15
Y 0 - 32 km/h (20 mph) ......................... 9

i! Maximum speed, km/h (mph):

= Hybrid mode ........................ 76 (47)
Batteries alone ..................... _N;t available

Heat engine alone ..................... Not available #

_':!i!":_ _ngeat 42_/h (26mph),km(miles):
i Hybrid mode ....................... :Not 286 (179)Batteries alone ..................... available

_ Fuel economy at 40 km/h (25 mph),
km/liter (mpg) ......................... 7.2 (16.9)

+ Emissions:

'./! Driving cycle ............. 48-km/h (30-mph) constant speed i,,., Levels, g/km (g/mile):

1 CO 6 6 (9 91)

HC ............................ 1.12 (1.81)
• .•••••o.•looeeoee.•.e•.•..o • •

NOx ........................... 5.15 (8.28) 4

+t I
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FigureB-I]. - GouldHyhridPostalvan.
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.... ,.- Control_ignals

_t Fi(jure1_-12,- GouldHybridPostal;an schematic,
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TABLE B-6. - POSTAL VAN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

(a) SI units

Postal van Curb Maximum Acceleration Fuel Maximum

weight, speed, u_onomy speed on
kg km/h 0to 32km/h]0to 4Bkm/h at 10-pcrcunt

40 km/hr, 9rade,
Accelerating ti:ne, km/liter km/h

s

Gould 1497 76 9 15 7.2 30
hybrid

AM Gcnoral 1642 56 9 23 --- 21
DJ-SE
Electruck

Conventional 1175 129 3.4 -- 8.3 (a)
AM General
DJ-SD

(b) U.S. customary units

Postal van Curb Maximum Acceleration Fuel Maximum

wuight, speed, economy speed on
ibm mph 0 to 20 mph 0 to 30 _ph at 10-percent

25 mph, grade,
Accelerating time, mpg mph

,J

Gould 3300 47 9 15 16.9 18.5

hybrid

AM General 3620 35 9 23 .... 13
DJ- 5E
Electruck

Conventional 2590 80 3.4 -- 19.5 (a)
AM General
DJ- 5D

(

'_'I aIn£ormation not provided.
I

VW Hybrid Taxi
I
(

.'_ The Volkswagen taxi, the second hybrid vehicle built b_ VW,

{ is shown in fzgure B-13. Two taxis were built, one as an
experimental vehicle and one as a demonstrator for the New York

} Museum of Modern Art's Taxi Project (ref. 16). Both hybrids used

,I the VW Microbus body, chassis, engine, and drive train, thus

_i simplifing the conversion to the hybrid.
i

! i

I
c, i
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The taxi is a parallel hybrid powered by a standard V_
1.6-11ter caLbureted engine. '2he arrangement of the drive
components is shown in figure B-14(a). 'rhe engine drives the
vehicle's rear wheels through a standard VW automatic transmission
witO a clutch-torque converter added between the engine and the
transmission. Only the third gear of the transmission is used.
The electric motor is mounted between the front and rear who_ls,
driving the rear wheels through a special gearbox mounted on the
transmission (fig. B-14_b)).

The vehicle propulsion system is controlled by special
electronic analog logic circuits with some control functions
readily reprogrammable by cnanging circuit boards or potentiemeter

_ settings. The motor power is controlled by choppers on the field
and armaturo circuits. The field control is used from one-third

to maximum nlotor speed and the armature control for lower speeds.
r _:: Maximum current to the _,_otorcan be limited to any value between

200 and 296 amperes. The engine power is controlled by a small
servo stepping motor mounted to the carburetor throttle through a
selectaDle time delay of 1.2 or 2.5 seconds. Gasoline flow is
turned on and off by an electrically activated valve. The vehicle
can operate as an all-electric, as a hybid with engine running
continuously but at variable power, as a hybrid with the engine
being turhed on at one condition and off at another, and as a
conventional vehicle.

The VW taxi was tested for this report on a Clayton Chassis
Dynamometer at NASA-JPL (ref. 17). A conventional Va Microbus
also was tested on the dynamometer using the same test procedures
for comparison with the taxi. The vehicles had different engines.
The Microbus is powered by the newer VW 2-1iter fuel injection
engine with a catalytic converter. The taxi h%s the older
!.6-1iter v"_ Beetle engine without fuel injection or catalytic

converter. I

7 All tests were conducted to the FTP urban cycle described i
earlier. Emissions and fuel consumption were measured as required {

in the FTP. In addition, during the hybrid tests, energy flow
into and out of the batteries was measured.

The hybrid taxi was tested in two operating modes:

In the continuous-run mode, the engine runs continuously and
the electric motor runs as required.

In the on-off mode the vehicle runs as an all-electric until
its speed reaches 42 _ilometers per hour (26 mph). Then the
engine is turned on and the vehicle runs as a conventional hybrid

1 until the speed drops to 32 kilomet_s per hour (20 mph), at which
__ time the engine is turned off. I

i

i?
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Tests were also run to evaluate the effects of different

motor current limits, throttle delay times, and vehicle test
weights. The test results for the taxi and the Microbus are
summarized in table B-7.

In most cases the results shown are average values for a

number ,_f tests. The VW Microbus with the conventional propulsion

system was tested only with the catalytic converter. The emission
values sho_n for operation without a converter are calculated from

the t_t data with the converter by assuming the following
efficiencies :

FTP phase Efficiency,
percent

Cold transient 30

Stabilized 60

Hot transient 70

The VW hybrid test results for the on-off mode were

const_:ucted from the results of seveL'al partial FTP tests. This

was necessary because of a limit placed by Volkswagen on the

energy that could be removed from the battery during the test to
prevent damage to the Dattery. The battery did not have

sufficient capacity to complete a full FTP urban cycle test

without exceeaing this limit. The results shown were obtained by
combining the data from two cold transient and stabilized test

cycles with three hot transient tests. The remaining hybrid test
results were obtained by the standard FTP methods.

The following can be concluded from these test data:

(I) The conventional VW hybrid operating mode does not

improve fuel economy over that of the conventional VW vehicle.
The emission results are not conclusive because the vehicles

compared have different engines and emission controls.
4

(2) The on-off hybrid operating mode can significantly
improve fuel economy for the FTP if the batteries are allowed to

deplete. These tests showed about a 40 percent improvement in
fuel economy compared with a conventional Microbus when 9.7

megajoules (2.7 kwh) were removed from the batteries in 18

kilometers (II miles) of driving.

The VW taxi has eleven, 90-ampere-hour SLI batteries. Their

total capacity is about 29 megajoules (8 kWh) as determined by the

average rate at which the battery was being discharged during the d
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test. The 9.7 megajoules (2.7 kWh) removed from the 29-megajoules
(8 kwh) battery indicates that about 34 percent cf the battery
capacity was used in driving 18 kilometers (ii m'Lles). If the
full capacity of the battery could be used, the vehicle range
'night be about 53 kilometers (33 miles). Actually, the range
would be less for the following reasons:

(I) The SLI-type batteries used in a hybrid vehicle have
cycle life limitations when discharged below 40 percent capacity.

(2) The effective energy capacity of the battery may be
reduced below 29 megajoules (8 kWh) by the high peak powers drawn
by the motor.

During the FTP, the vehicle under test experiences 23 fairly
rapid accelerations to speeds of from 32 to 92 kilometers per hour
(20 to 57 mph). The hybrid's heat engine operated for about 50
percent of the time, and the vehicle operated as an all-electric
vehicle for the remaining time. Neither the vehicle nor the
on-off operating mode was optimized for these test conditions. It
is expected that battery depletion could be reduced and the range
extended with further optimization.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: VW HYBRID TAXI

Manufacturer ............................ Volkswagen

Objective .................... Reduce emissions and evaluate
multiple hybrid modes

Vehicle description

Body type ..................... _ . . . 4-Passenger busModel ....................... CustomizedVWMicrobus
Curb weight, kg (ibm) ..................... 2130 (4700)

Hybrid type ............................. Parallel

Operating mode:
Heat engine ......... Continuously variable speed and power or on-off
Other .................... All-electric or all-heat-engine

Regenerative braking ............................ Yes

Power train

Heat engine
Type .......... Standard, 1.6-1iter, VW carbureted SI d
Powsril[mh dto 6k&
(35 hp), kW (hp) ................ a37 (50)

Emissions c_ntrols... ! !. ! : ! i i : i • .Exhaust gas recirculationTransmission ......... F x d i third gear2 torque converter
Electric motor-generator

Type ............................ ShuntPowor, ......... .... 15(2o,
Motor control ...... : : :. :.. _ : . Chopper - field ;nd armature
Engine control ...................... Throttle with delay
Battery

Type ................... 12-V VARTA, lead-acid SLI, 90 Ah
Number ................................ 11

Voltage, V: .......................... 132
Weight, kg (_b_)....................... 2_6 (630) 4

aLimit_d to 26 kW (35 hp;.

l{ I,]l'l _(]1] I ](_ll ;1!, ['IY Oj; THE
._ _t¢[(;INAI, I'AGI'_ IS PU()_
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VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: VW HYBRID TAXI

Acceleration from 0 to 97 km/h (60 mph), s ............. 3.1

Maximum speed, km/h (mph):
Hybrid mode ......................... 105 (65)
Batteries _lone _ ...................... - 71 (44)
Heat engine alone .................... Not applicable

Fuel economy, km/liter (mpg):
Normal hybrid ........................ 6.5 (15.4)
On-off mode ......................... 10 (23.6)

Emissions:

Driving cycle .............. 1975 FTP (on-off mode emission)

Levels, g/km (g/mile):
HC ............................. 1.5 (2.4)
CO ............................ 17.4 (28.0)

NOX ............................ 1.1 (1.8)

4

ii Figure B-13. - Volkswagentaxi......
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(a)Drivecomponents. , , _ _ _" ' r , 7
vl_':,._.i, t.X;,:,j:; I.: ,*'_._)l_,

(b)Drivetrain.

Figure B-14. - Volkswagentaxicomponentarrangement, d
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VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: VW MICROBUS

Manufacturer ..................... Volkswagen

Vehicle description
Model ............. Standard Microbus

Curbw;i;ho'kg il mi .............. noo (4631)
Hybrid type .................. Conventional ICE

Power train

Heat engine
Type ..... Standard, 2-1iter, fuel injection SI
Power, kW (hp)[ _ : .............. 50 (67)
Emissions controls ....... .EGR'and'catalytic converter

Transmission ................ Standard automatic
Electric motor ...................... None

Electric generator .................... None

Motorco,,trol............. " "NoneEngine control ............. [Conve o a throttle

TABLE B-?. - VOLKSWAGEN TAXI AND _ZCROBUS DYNAMOMETER TESTS

(a) SI units

Vehicle Test mode Inertia Throttle Motor Fuel Emissions levels in Net

weight, time current economy, FTF tests, g/km battery

kg delay, limit, km/liter power

s A HC CO NOx out
MJ

VW Microbus Conven- 1587 ...... ?.14 0.44 I0.57 0.81 (a)
tlonal .62 15.54 .81 (b)
ICE

VW hybrid taxi On-off 1.2 230 el0.0 1.49 17.40 1.1_ c9.8

Conven- 1.2 [ 6.5 1.37 23.68 2.98 .97

tional 2,5 _ 6,8 1,31 19,70 2,92 1,1

l hybrid 1814 1,2 6,4 1,37 23,80 3,05 1,2

(b) U.S. customary units

Vehicle Test mode Inertia Throttle Motor Fuel Emissions levels in Net

weight, time current economy, FTP tests, q/mile battery
Ibm delay, limit, mpg power

• A HC CO NO x out,kwh

VW Microbus Conven- 3500 ...... 16.8 0.7 17 I. 3 a)

tional i 1.0 25 1,3 (D)
ICE

_N hybrid taxi On-off 1,2 230 c23,6 2,4 28 1,8 c2,73

Ccnven- 1,2 | 15,3 2,2 38,1 4.8 ,27

tlonal Ir 2,5 _ 15,9 2,1 31,7 4,7 .31hybrid 4000 1,2 15,1 2,2 38,3 4,9 ,32

_aWith converter.
"_Estimated withou onveEte=.

UComposlte test.

1 I
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EleKtrobus OE305

Daimler-Benz in West Germany has built two hybrid diesel
buses to demonstrate low elnissions and operation in urban areas
(refs. 18 and 19). One bus is in service in Wessel, West Germanyl

the other bus is undergoing stationary testing. Twenty more buses
are on order for use in Stuttgart and Wessel. Both buses are
Series hybrids (fig. B-15) designed to operate as all-electric

vehicles for much of their route. The diesel-powered generator is

available for battery charging to extend the range. A relatively

large battery capacity allows a fairly long range without use of
the diesel engine. Although emissions and fuel economy test data

are not available for these vehicles, performance information
obtained from reference 18 is given in the performance table.

Other performance data are being gathered by the manufacturer.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: ELEKTROBUS OE305

Manufacturer ....................... Mercedes-Benz

Objective ............... Low emissions; quiet operation

Vehicle description
Body type .................... 100-Passenger bus
Model ...................... OE305

Curb weight, kg ilbmi ............... 19 000 (42 000)

Hybrid type .......................... Series

Heat engine operating mode ........... Continuous; fixed power

Regenerative brakinq ....................... Yes

Power train

Heat engine
Type ..............o . . OM352; four-cylinder diesel
Power, kW (hp). ................... 75 (i00)
Emissions controls ................. Not appllcable

Transmission ....................... Fixed gear
Electric motor

Powr, yPe'"ih;: ........................... io"shunt 120
Electric generator ...... _Three_phase_ 74_kW i99-hpi alternator
Motor control ................ Chopper speed control
Engine control: ................... Not applicable
Battery

Type ............... VARTA traction type; lead-acid

Number: ..................... :36_
Weight, kg ............... . . . . 432)

i i | i, i _, :

4

,_, i',_qj'j [3 I_'UUIt,
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VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: ELEKTROBUS OE305

Acceleration from 0 to 48 km/h (30 mph), s ....... 13

Maximum speed, km/h (mph) ............. 70 (43.5)

Range on batteries alone, km (miles) .... 50- 75 (31- 47)

Regenerativebraking

Heatengine Generator generator

T
I

F___ Driver
L- Controlsystem commands

I m_ml_ Mechanicalconnectionst Batteries _ Electricflowi .... _ Controlsignals

t( Fi9ureB-15. - Mercedes-BenzElektrobus0E-305schematic.

University of Florida Urban Transit Bus

The university of Florida Mechanical Engineering Department,
with Dr. V. P. Roan as the principal investigator, converted an
electric bus to a hybrid vehicle in 1973 to determine whether the
hybrid concept could save fuel (refs. 20 to 22). A special
electronic control was incorporated in the design to program fuel
flow in order to maximize efficiency.

The bus, a Tork Link Electrobus, is shown in figures B-16 and
B-17. The bus already had an electric motor drive, thus
simplifying the conversion tO a hybrid vehicle. This hybrid is a
series configuration using a small diesel engine to drive two
three-phase AC alternators to charge the batteries. The bus was
tested by having it follow a conventional city bus over its
9-kilometer (5.7-mile) cycle and measuring the fuel consumption of
both buses. During the road test of this vehicle 245 test cycles
were performed. Although the buses were of different designs and d
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slightly different weight, the 75 percent reduction in fuel

consumption was deemed significant. Emissions tests recently have

been conducted on this vehicle using an EPA dynamometer, but the

results are not yet available. However, performance data were
provided by the university for this report.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: URBAN TRANSIT BUS

Manufacturer .................. University of Flor_da

Objective .................. Improved fuel economy

Vehicle description
Body type ................. 21-Passenger bus
Model ................... _Tork-Link Electrobus
Curb weight, kg 11bm) ............... 6800 115 000)

Hybrid type ......................... Series

Heat engine operating mode ......... Continuous; fixed speed

Regenerative braking ....................... No

Power train
Heat engine

Type ............. Four-cylinder, 3590-cm 3 1219-in. 3)
displacement OHV diesel

Power, kW (hp) ..................... 45 (60)
Emissions controls ................. None

Transmission.................... :Dir_c_drive
Electric motor

Type."k&(p.'h')"......................... SeriesDCPower, ....... • 37 (50)
Electric generator ....... Two'three-phase, i5_k&;l_.rnators
Motor control ........... Contactor; BSW, field control
Engine control ............. Governor for speed control
Battery

Type ................... Gould, Inc., lead-acid
traction type; 630 Ah

Number ............................ 2
Voltage, V ................... 42
weight,kg (ibm):................. i6_. (;700)

d

d

VEHICLE PERFORMANCE" URBAN TRANSIT BUS

Maximum speed, km/h (mph) ............ 72 145)

a

¢
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FigureB-16. - UniversityofFloridaurbantransitbus.

, Heatl_.kW_'engine[_ 'lil [_ Motor __ _:_generator I

-+? Ft Controlsystem Drivercommands
I 15-kW

I

generator

I _ Mechanicalconnechon.,,

-----,-- filectricflow

......-- Controlsignal_

l+,+]I I
Fig_=reB-17. - Universityof Floridaurbantransitbusschematic.

Daihatsu and Toyo Koglo Trucks

'l'neAsa_;i Shi,nbun Pr(,ss ot 'l'oK'lo,Japan, ,has bo_,n
experimenting since 19"78 with hybrid truck_ for ,,l,,[iverfof
newspapers in r,._sidential area:3 (unpLiL)lisileddata obtain,_<| |iron
H.W. Merfitt o_! Ar[in¢Iton, Va., an,] corre'._Uonderlc," bt,tweon NA:;A
Lewi,3 and Toyo Koq_/o Co., ,/ai)an). "l'h_,t_yl)ri_|trucks ar_, ,|esiq.]_,:| 4
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to reduce noise. Two Daihatsu models, DV23L and DV26L, and two
Toyo Kogyo EXCI2S models are being used.

The propulsion systems are parallel configurations with
regenerative braking. The Daihatsu model DV23L has a gasoline
(spark ignition) engine. The Daihatsu DV26L and the two Toyo
Kogyo models have small diesel engines. Curb weights for these
hybrids range from 2410 to 2700 kilograms (5314 to 5954 ibm).

The initial costs for the hybrid trucks are more than twice
those for conventional delivery vans or trucks. Operating costs
are not available at this time. Asaki Press, however, feels that
the reduction in complaints about delivery truck noise offsets the
increase in cost.

Kawasaki Bus

The Transportation Bureau of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government of Japan put four hybrid diesel-battery buses in
operation in 1972. Although the operation of two of the buses was
discontinued Jn December 1976, one continues to operate in
Fukayowa Brandi, Japan, and the other operates for the Otsuka
Branch of tne Transportation Bureau. A photograph of one of these
buses is shown in figure B-18 and a schematic is shown In figure
B-19. These hybrid buses were developed by the Kawasaki Heavy
Machinery Co. to reduce air pollution. The hybrid bus is of a
series configuration powered by a diesel engine-generator. The
Isuzu C330 diesel engine powers an AC generator.

The buses have traveled an average of 104.3 kilometers r'
day (65 miles/day) for 229 days a year since starling operations
in 1972. Fuel economy and energy consumption have averaged 1.8
kilometers per liter of diesel fuel (4.3 mpg) and 0.22
kilowatt-hours of electricity per kilometer (0.35 kWh/mile). The
four hybrids have accumulated 402 000 kilometers (250 000 miles)
in passenger-carrying service. Operating costs have tended to be d
high: With a battery life of only 1.5 years, the total cost is
approximately $0.37 per kilometer ($0.59/mile) as compared with
conventional diesel buses at $0.ii per kilometer ($O.18/mile).
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VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS| KAWASAKI BUS

Manufacturer ............. Kawasakl Heavy Machinery Co.

Objective ..................... Reduce emisslons

Vehicle description

Bod_type . . " (b'l")"............. 7,-Passengerb,sCurb weight, kg m .............. i0 147 (22 400)

Hybrid type ......................... Series

Operating mode:
Heat engine .............. Continuous, constant power
Other .................... All-electric/hybrid

Power train
Heat engine type ............... Isuzu C330 diesel MG
Electric motor

•ype."k_(p.'h')"............ 400-V,series-woundDcPower, .......... 67 (90)
Electric generator ......... u s generator;

three-phase AC power unit
Motor control ............... Chopper speed control
Engine control ...................... Governor
Battery

_pe ia_13_Afar h; V: ........... Lead-acidVoltage 5 , .............. 420

VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: KAWASAKI BUS

Acceleration from 0 to 40 km/h (25 mph), s ........ 14

Maximum speed in hybrid mode, km/h (mph) ....... 60 (37)

Range, km (miles):
Hybrid mode . .satt,ri._ alone: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .la_s(ll_)(34)

= Fuel economy (diesel fuel), km/liter (mpg) ..... 1.8 (4.3)
Energy consumption (electricity), kWh/km

(kWh/mile) .................. . . 0.22 (0.35)
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FigureB-J8.-Kawasakibus.

I Diesellqen_,rator]i

. i

Driver ---.-_ Contr,)ller : Motor
commands

l 1-Battery _ EiL',:.tricfl_
----,'- Controlsignals

FigureB-L9. - Kawasakibusschematic.

Docnier Trolley Buses

Dornier has two trolley-diesel hybrid buses in operation in
West German_ (ref. 19). One is a standard line bus (fig.
B-20(a)), the other is an articulated bus (fig. B-20(b)). 'I'ne
standard line bus is Ii tneters (36 ft) long, an<] th,_ articulated
is 17 meters (56 ft) long.

d
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These hybrid buses operate with either the diesel engine or
the electric motor powering the bus independently (fig. B-21)• In
the all-electric mode, the bus is powered from a 600-volt overhead

eleet,-ic line as a conventional trolley bus. In the

engine-powered mode, the diesel engine drives the bus through a
clutch, automatic transmission, and a synchronizing gearbox• The

electric motor is connected to the synchronizing gearbox through a
universal joint•

A Daimler-Benz Model OM 407, six-cylinder, 147-kilowatt
(197-hp) diesel engine powers the bus. The electric traction

motor in the bus operates at 600 volts, drawing 75 kilowatts (I00

hp) continuously and 150 kilowatts (200 hp) during peaks• The
articulated bus draws 90 kilowatts (120 hp) and 150 kilowatts (200 .....
np), respectively. An SCR chopper system controls the motor

speed• Through controls on the panel the driver can engage either

the electric motor or the diesel engine• Regenerative braking is
used when operating in the electric drive•

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICSz DORNIER LINE BUS

Manufacturer ................. Dornier Systems Gmbh.

Objective ...................... Low emissions

Vehicle description
Body type ................... 89-Passenger bv.s
Model ..................... Standard line bus

Hybrid type • . . . • . . . . . . . . .All-electric or diesel po_er

OpcJrating mode :
Heat engine .............. Continuous, variable power i
Other All-eJ.ectric trolley I• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • !

Regenerative braking ............. In electric drive mode i
I

Power train
Heat engine

.... Daimler-Benz OM407, six-cylinder diesel d
Power, . .....

Transmission ......... Automatic and synchronizing geari_ox
Electric motor

Type 600-V traction• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Power, kW (hp) ..................... 75 (lO0)
Electric generator .............. None
Motorcontrol..... 6hopPer&p&ei o.troJ
Engine control: ..... : : : : : Conventional throttle control
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VEIIICLE PERFORMANCE: DORNIKR LINE BUS

Acceleration from 0 to 48 km/h (30 mph), s ............. 20

Maximum speed, km/h (m_h) .................... 72 (45)

_ Range .................. Limited only by fuel capacity or
availability of trolley wires

I Fuel Qconomy (diesel fuel), km/liter (mpg) ........... 2.8 (6.6)

Energy consumption (electricity), kWh/km (kWh/mile) ...... 3.5 (5.6)

GradQability, percent:
At 24 km/h (15 mph) ......................... 12
At 1 km/h (0.6 mph) ......................... 16

I

VEHICLE CH%RACTERISTICS: DORNIER ARTICULATED BUS

Manufacturer .................. Dornier Systems Gmbh.
Objective ....................... Low emissions

i_l Vehicle description

Dody type .................... 152-Passenger bus
Model ....................... %rticulated bus

Operating mode
_ (all-electric

or diesel power)
Heau _ngi_e ............. Continuous; variable power
Othez .................... All-electric trolley

R_generatJve braking .............. In electric drive mode

_ PoWerpower..kwtrain

Hea:: engine

Typa. _ . ..... Daimler-Benz OM 407, six-cylinder diesel
(hp) .................. • • 147 (197)

........ Automatic and synchronizing gearbox_I Transmission. .
i Electric motor

...._ Type ...................... 600-V traction
) Power, kW (hp) ............ 90 (120)
> ..... ;; ;Motor control ............... Chop r seed control

iI Engine control ............ Conventional throttle control d

_!ii VE.ICU_ PE_ORt_SCE, DORNIERARTICULATEDnus
=

Acceleration from 0 to 48 km/h (30 mph), s .............. 23

_ Maxlmum speed, km/h (mph) .................... 72 (45)

Range .................. Limited only by fuel capacity or
i availability of trolley wires

it Fuel economy (diesel fuel), kin/liter (mpg) ........... 2.8 (6.61

1 Energy consumption (electricity), kWh/km (kWh/mile) ...... 4.5 (7.3) I

i i Gradeability, percent:
At 24 km/h (15 mph) ......................... 12

I At 1 km/h (0.6 mph) ......................... IC
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iI
1. Electrictractionmotor

2. Dieselenginewith auto-gearbox >_
3. Transfergearbox
4. Air compressor,pumpforservo-

assistedsteering
5. Powersupplyandelectroniccontrols
6. Automaticallyoperatedtrolley

(a)Linebus.

0})Articulatedbus. d

Figure B-20. - Dorniertrolley._lieselbuses.
, , ,. ,,. ()i,, [|11_

, ,,, ._ _,_.%=_{X)l)lTt..|l,lI ,|It"
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0 ......... i

_mD

_:_:z: _,_=. Overheadtrolleylines

or,v.Jcontro,I_ I_, commands.... / system DCmotor

en,,n l- I
Mechanicalconnections
Electricflow Regenerative

.... ,,- Control signals brakin9

FigureB-21. - Dorniertrolleybusschematic.

Berliet ERI00 Bus

The Berliet ERI00 bus is a series hybrid trolley and
diesel-powered bus (ref. 23). The manufacturer claims to have
orders in hand for 185 vehicles for three French cities. The
first five of these buses were to be in service in Grenoble,
France, in June 1977.

Under normal trolley operations, the diesel engine is
disconnected from the motor-generator unit and the bus operates as
a conventional electric trolley bus (fig. 8-22). In this mode the
motor-generator operates as a motor powered from the trolley lines
and drives ar auxiliary alternator and other auxiliaries•
cadmiu,,-,,i_Kel battery provides stand-by propulsion and auxiliary

power It is charged Dy an auxiliary alternator through
regenerative braking or from the trolley lines• When operating
under diesel power the clucch is electrically engaged and the
diesel engine drives the motor-generator, which in turn powers the
traction motor.
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VEHICLE CHARAC_ERZSTICS: BERLIET ER200 BUS

Manufacturer ............................. Renault

Objectives .................... Low emissions and low noise

Vehicle description
Body type ....................... lO0-Passenger bus
Mc_e2 ............................... ERI00
Curb weight, kg (lbm) ................... 9100 (20 000)

Hybrid type ............................. Serie_

Opereting mode (ell-eleotric
or dieeel-electric)=

Heat engine ........................ Constant speed
Other ........................ All-electrlc trolley

Regenerative braking ........................... Yes
Power train

Heat engine
Type ............ Air-cooled KHD F3 L912, three-cylinder diesel
Power, kW (hp)......................... 43 (58)

Transmission ................... Direct drive with clutch
Electri_ motor

Type ........................... 600-V compound
Power, kW (hp)........................ 119 (160)

Electric generator ................. 600-V motor-generator
Motor oontxol .................... ChopL_r speed control
Engine ContrOl .......................... Governor
Battery type ........................ Csdmlum-nickel

VEIIICLE PERFORMANCE= BERLIET ERI00 BUS

Acceleration from 0 to 45 km/h (28 mph), s ..... lSJ
i

Maximum speed, km/h (mph):
Hybri_ mode ................. 60 (37) [
Electric mode ................ 60 (37) ]

I

Overheadtrolley lines d

_ Control _Driver c°mmandr_

system Regenerative
f bI L i
I
i
,t

engine _ J

Clutch ,

biesel Motor- ==ml_ Mechanicalconnections
generator _ Electricflow

---'" Contr'_lsignals 4

FigureB-2Z - BerlietER100busschematic.
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APPENDIX C

BATTERIES FOR

ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES

Batteries represent only about I0 perc._nt of the initial cost
of today's electric vehicle, yet the ultimate operating costs of
electric vehicles are heavily dependent on battery performance.
The energy and power available from a battery directly affect the
road performance of an electric vehicle. The cycle life and
maintenance requirements contribute directly to the ultimate
operating cost, and the complexity of the battery system is
directly related to reliability.

E_tensive efforts are being made by private industry and
domestic and foreign governments in search of a better electric
vehicle battery. The literature contains many studies that report
on the progress of this search. One such report contains a
discussion of over 50 electrochemical systems (ref. i).
Presently, only a few battery systems have progressed beyond
laboratory status. Prominent among the types of battery systems
being studied outside the laboratory and in vehicles are (I)
lead-acid, (2) nickel-zinc (3) nickel-iron, (4) metal-air,
specifically zinc-air and iron-air, (5) zinc - chlorine hydrate,
and (6) sodium-sulfur.

These six battery systems will be discussed further in this
appendix, with primary emphasis on the lead-acid battery, which
presently is the state-of-the-art battery system for electric and
hybrid vehicles • I

BATTERY SYSTEM CANDIDATES d

The road performance of an electric vehicle is strongly
dependent on the energy and power available from the battery. The
amount of energy extractable from a battery is a function of the
rate at which energy is removed, that is, the power. Figure C-I
snows the relationship of energy and power on a per unit weight
basis for many of the batteries discussed in this report• The
values are projected performance limits of the various battery
systems (refs. 2 to 7). Figure C-I shows that the battery systems
considered as possible replacements for the lead-acid battery have
considerably higher performance potentials• 4
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FigureC-l. - Practicalbatteryenergy- powerrelationship.
1
1

'_ Table C-I summarizes the theoretical and projected
performance of the battery systems to be discussed. The

, theoretica] specific energy reported is that calculated from the
reactions of the electrochemical couples used. The projected
specific energy is that derived from figure C-I and other sources
at the specific power required from a battery in an electric
vehicle used in an urban driving situation (ref. 2). Also shown

for completeness is the operating temperature of each system, d
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TABLE C-1. - THEORETICAL AND PROJECTED PERFORMANCE OF POTENTIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE

BATTERY SYSTEMS a

System Specific energy Operating
temperature,

Theoretical Projected oc

MJ/kg Wh/Ibm MJ/kg Wh/Ibm

Lead-acid 0.62 78 0.i 13 Room temperature

Nickel-zlnc 1.2 152 .3 38

Nickel-lron .96 122 .2 25

Iron-alr 3.02,3,22 380 .42'3'22 51

Zinc-air 4.5 570 .6 76

Zinc - chlorine hydrate 1.6 203 .6 76 8 - 9

Sodium-sulfur 1.1 - 2.8 140 to 354 1.0 126 300 - 4003

asuperscripts denote references.

The difference between the theoretical and projected specific
energies is mainly due to the requirement for a large amount of
non-energy-producing material such as cases, excess electrode
material, separators, terminals, current collecting grids, and
electrolyte. These non-energy-producing materials substantially
reduce the specific energy.

The nickel systems offer a projected specific energy increase
of a factor of 2 to 3 over lead-acid batteries, the metal-air
systems a factor of 4 to 6, and the sodium-sulfur systems a factor
of i0 improvement. It is because of this potential and the facts
that these systems are sufficiently developed to have been
demonstrated in electric vehicles and are viable alternatives that

the discussion .erein is limited to these battery systems.

LEAD-ACID BATTERY

i Descr ipt ion

I The lead-acid system is the only practical battery available

today for electric vehicle use. As a result, it can be considered

the state-of-he-art of electric vehicle batteries.

_ The _ead-acid cell was devised by Plante in 1859. For the
,,! past 120 years the system has undergone extensive modification and

improvement. Quality control has been highly developed.

The electrochemistry of the lead-acid battery is well
understood; the basic reactions are

Discharge

PbO 2 + Pb + 2H2SO 4 , " 2PbSO 4 + 2H20
Charge d

i
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The electrolyte, which is sulfuric acid (H2SO4), enters into the
reaction, producing lead sulfate on both the positive and neqative
electrodes during discharge. Because the electrolyte enters into
the reaction, specific gravity measurements of the elctrolyte have
been used to determine the state-of-charge of the lead-acid
battery.

Commercial lead-acid battery designs can be classified
according to application as SLI (stazting, lighting, and
ignition), golf car, industrial, and semi-industrial. The SLI
battery delivers nigh power for short periods of time at varying
temperatures to start internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles.
The golf car battery must supply relatively high power for
relatively long periods at a low battery weight. The industrial
battery requires the delivery of substantial amounts of energy on
an extended basis, and battery weight is generally not a major
design consideration. The semi-industrial battery requirements
fall between those of the golf car and industrial batteries. The
requirement for delivering energy on an extended basis is somewhat
more stringent than for the golf car battery yet it has a higher
specific energy than the industrial battery.

50
20--

20

1
,01 .02 .04 .06 .06.1 .2

Specifice,ergy,MJI_
i , t,l,l,I J
2 4 6 8 10 2O

Specificenergy,Whllbm

FkjureC-2. - Typicallead-acidbatteryenergy-powerrelationship.
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Figure C-2 shows the relationships of energy to power for the

four types of lead-acid batteries. The energy and power available

from a battery only partly qualify it for use as a power source
for an electric vehicle. These two parameters contribute to the

range and acceleration capability of a vehicle. Another important

parameter is the cycle life of the battery (i.e., the number of
times the battery can be discharged and charged before it must be

replaced). As will be seen, the cycle life of a battery depends

on the depth to which the batteries are discharged. Typically,

deep discharges greater than a 50 percent depth of discharge are

required in electric vehicle systems. The four types of lead-acid
batteries discussed previously vary in their cycle life

characteristics as shown in table C-2. Also shown for comparison

TABLE C-2. - C_CLE LIYE AND SPECIFIC ENERGY OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES

Battery type Deep-discharge Specific energy
cycle life, a
number of 6-Hour rate 2-Hour rate

cycles
MJ/kg Wh/Ibm MJ/kg Wh/ibm

Starting, lighting, 50 - 100 0.12 15 0.105 13
and ignition

Golf car 200 - 400 .12 15 .096 12

Semi-industrial 500 - I000 .Ii 14 .080 I0

Industrial 1000 - 2000+ .080 10 .......

aTypical deep discharge is 50 to i00 percent.

purposes is the specific energy of each type of battery at the 2-

and 6-hour discharge rates. The batteries which offer the highest
specific energies have the shortest cycle lives, while the

batteries offering the lowest specific energy (industrial

batteries) are capable of many more discharges. The relationship

of specific energy to cycle life results from the various

construction techniques used in fabricating batteries.

Des ign

Plate fabrication. - The design of a lead-acid battery
component Ts dependent on the battery's intended use. The main

design features which determine the performance of the final

-I product are plate thickness, number of plates per cell, and amount

of active material per plate. Thin plates provide high specific

power because of reduced electrical resistance, while thick plates

provide high cycle life due to a relatively large amount of
reserve active material. The amount of active material per cell

determines the specific energy and total energy.
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!i

'r! Design features which have secondary effects on battery

._i-! performance include-
(1) Electrolyte concentratJ, on

=_ (2.) Amount of electrolyte

i_ 131 Amount of lead in terminals and types of terminals

[ (4) Separator type and thickness
I

iI (5) Grid design and type of material used

(6) Paste composition

Battery designs incorporate variations of these secondary

parameters depending on the 1,anufacturers' preferences; any
further discussion of this is beyond the scope of this report.

Commercial lead-acid batteries manufactured in the United

States typically use pasted positive and negative electrodes in

their construction. The grid, or current collector, is a fine

lead alloy web. The active material is pasted to the grid and is

held in place by the grid design features. Plates of similar

polarity are connected by cast lead or lead alloy connectors.

Between the electrodes of opposite polarity is placed a separator

which prevents the electrodes from touching while allowing the
electrochemical reactions to take place. Industrial lead-acid

batteries may have positive tube electrodes rather than pasted
electrodes.

SLI batteries. - The SLI battery is designed to deliver high

current for snort periods of time to start conventional vehicles.

The SLI battery contains very thin plates which are lightly loaded
with active material. Typically the energy available Frjm a SLI

battery is less than that from a golf car battery because of the

light plate loading. The thin plates allow high specific power,

but they also result in shorter deep-discharge cycle life than

other battery designs. The cycle capability of an SLI battery is

limited to less than 100 deep-discharge cycles. Yet in their

intended use (i.e., starting internal combustion engine vehicles,

where the depth of discharge is typically <I0 percent), the cycle

life may exceed 1000 cycles. SLI batteries generally have
capacities of 30 to 100 ampere-hours and can deliver internal

combustion engine starting currents of 350 aJnperes for 30 seconds.

Typical SLI batteries weigh about 18 Kilograms (40 ibm).

Golf car batteries. - The golf car Dattery is typically 3 or

6 cells in one case and is si.niliar to the SLI oattery in size 3n3

weight. Figure C-3 snows a three-cell golf car battery, and

figure C-4 snows a golf car battery installation. Golf car
batteries contain 19 to 29 pasted plates per cell with the

[
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_1
7

FigureC-3. - Golf-carbattery,

Figure C-4. - Golf-car batteryinstallation,

sulfuric acid electrolyte at a specific gravity of 1.260 to 1.280

when charged. Separators may be paper, rubber, or glass mats.

Manufacturers have tried to improve the golf car battery
performance in efforts to make them more compatible with electric

vehicle road perforln,_nce demands. These efforts include varying

the thickness and nun,oer of plates, increasing the electrolyte d
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concentration, reducing the weights of ter.ninals and case, and

redesigning the grids. Increased power, energy, and cycle life

are sought. The deep-discharge cycle life presently is in the

200- to 400-cycle range. [lecause of its physical size, the golf
car battery is finding use in s_Aa[I vehicles, that iz, passenger

cars and small vans. T9pical golf car batteries **ave a capacity

of 100 to 150 ampere-hours ac the 75-ampere rate and weigh from 27
to _2 kilograms (60 to 70 Ibm).

Semi-industrial batteries. - The semi-industrial battery is

similar to an _ndustr_l battery. The cells may contain different

numDers of plates depending on the expected use. The plates are

_ thicK, for good cycle life, yet thin enough for higl_ special,,:

I energies. Each cell has its own exposed terminal. The battery is
constructed to a customer's voltage require,nents by fusing

(leading) appropriate terminals together. Figure C-5 snow:_ a

• . " . ..... ,

I

Figure C-5. - Semi-industrial batteryinstallation. ,d

semi-industrial battery installation. Semi-industrial batteries,

because of their size (taller than golf car batteries), are more
suited for use in vans, t::ucks, and buses. The deep-discharge

cycle life of a semi-+iIldustriai battery ranges from 500 to i000

cycles.

Industrial batteries. - Industcial batteries_ are used mainly

in lift trucks where cycle life and available energy are of

primary importance. 4
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Industrial batteries may use t,*Dula_ positive _)[ate._ instead

of the standard pasted plates. In this cnnstruction, the active
material i_ in a tubular configuration with lead spines in each

tube acting as the current collecting grid. There are several

such tubes per pl_te with the active material in each tube heir} in

place by a perforated sleeve. These tubular industzial batteries ......
nave exhibited long, deep-discharge cycle lives (1000 to 2000

cycles) and high resistance to abuse Du_- at a lo_ter specific

energy than the golf car or semi-industrial battery. Vigure C-6

Figure C-6. - Tubular industrial lead-acidcell.

shows the internal construction of a tubular industL'ial lead-acid

cell. The positive plate consists of a large number of tubes with

spir_es down the c_nter, and the negative plate is a pasted plate.

The industrial batteries, pasted or tubular, have been used

in large electric vehicles for road use and In lift trucks. In

both of these applications the weight of the batteries is

secondary, while cycle l lfe and total energy are of major
import ante.
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Costs

The initial and operating costs of the four types of

lead-acid batteries are compared in table C-3. The price shown
for a battery is the advertised price. Discount, wholesale, or

negotiated prices were not used. The manufacturers' energy data

were modified to reflect the energy available at the 2-hour rate,

TABLE C-3. - COST OF LEAD-ACID BATTERTES

Battery type Initial cost Per-cycle operating cost Discharge
rate,

$/MJ S/kWh $/MJ-oyole S/kWh-cycle h

Starting, lighting, 19 68 0.19 - 0.38 0.68 - 1.37 2
and ignition

Golf car 14 50 0.04 - 0.07 0.13 - 0.25 2

Semi-industrial 59 210 0.06 - 0.12 0.22 - 0.44 2

Industrial 43 150 0.02 - 0.04 0.08 - 0.15 6

except for the industrial battery. As can be seen, the initial

_.ost per unit of energy of an SLI battery is low compared with the

industrial battery, but the operating cost on a per cycle basis
shows the SLI to be the most costly and the industrial to be the
least costly.

Foreign Efforts

Japanese developments in lead-acid battery technology (ref.
8) have resulted in Datteries ranging "n size from 90 to 432

megajoules (25 to 120 kWh) having specific energies of 0.14 to
0.18 megajoule per kilogram (18 to 23 Wh/iDm) at the 5-hour rate.

The deep-discharge cycle lives reported vary from 500 cycles for

the small batteries to more than 1000 cycles for the large

Datteries. The major emphasis has been on electrode development.

The West German and United Kingdom efforts (ref. 3) have

resulted in reported spe.'Ific energies in the 0.ii- to 0.14-

megajoule per kilogram 114- to 18-Wn/IDm) range. Efforts in these

cuuntries have been directed toward reduclng the amount and weight
of non-energy-producing materials. Reduction in maintenance costs

has been addressed through tne use of automatic watering systems
which inaintain a constant electrolyte level and concentration

during operation. Also employed are automatic temperature control

during charge and discharge and impL'oved charging techniques.

d
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Per formance

The performance characteristics of an electric vehicle can be
directly related to the way in w.h._chthe batteries react to the
operating conditions found in this type of service.

The range of an electric vehicle depends on the relationship
of power and energy avallable from its battery. The energy from
the battery is bounded at its upper limit by the capacity
(ampere-hours) installed. As current is drawn, the voltage
decreases, as does the available capacity. Therefore, the total
energy available decreases as the current and the power drawn from
a battery increase. Figure C-7 shows the relationship of current,
capacity, and voltage for a golf car battery. The available
capacity and voltage are strong functions of the current drawn.
Because the capacity of a battery decreases with increasing
current drain, the range of an electric vehicle will decrease at
higher vehicle speeds and at a high frequency of stops and starts,
both of which_require relatively large current drains.

IZ0>

200 _
_: _ "_ 1.8 -_

1.41

120

8o{ { {
0 I00 200 300

Dischargecurrent, A i

FigureC-7. - rypicalg01f-carbatterydischargecurve.
t

d

For example, an electric :,ehicle tested and reported
elsewhere required current drain of 45 amperes to maintain a speed
of 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph) and 70 amperes to maintain 56
kilometers per hour (35 mph). With reference to figure C-7, the
battery would deliver 45 amperes for 3.6 hours (1F2 Ah) and 70
amperes for 2.1 hours (147 Ah). Therefore, the vehicle would
travel 145 kilometers (90 miles) at 40 kilometers per hour (25
mph) while at 56 kilometers per hour (35 mph) the vehicle would
travel only 119 kilometers (74 _'les). Acceleration of this
vehicle required a current draw of 100 amperes. As can be seen

_I from figure C-7 the capacity at this rate is lower yet. i

J
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Therefore, the distance the vehicle will travel decreases as the
number of accelerations per unit of distance traveled increases.

The capacity of a battery and consequently the range of an
electric vehicle also vary strongly with the electroltye
temperature. Figure C-8 shows this relationship for a lead-acid
battery discharged at the 1-hour rate (ref. 9). The available
battery capacity at 0° C (32° F) is only 60 percent while that
available at room temperature (27 ° C; 80 ° F) is 100 percent. As a
result, cold-climate performance of an electric vehicle will be
substantially reduced.

- 2o1" I I I I I I
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Electrolytetemperature,°C

I I I I I I
-20 0 20 40 60 80

Electrolytetemperature,OF

FigureC-8. - Typicalrelationshipofcapacityandelectrolytetemperaturefor
lead-acidbattery.

The capacity of a battery also depends strongly on the number
of times it has been cycled. Shown in figure C-9 is a typical
relationship of capacity as a function of cycle life for two type_
of lead-acid batteries tested in the laboratory at a 3-hour
discharge rate (ref. 3). The thin plate battery is analogous to a
golf car battery or SLI battery, and the clad battery is analogous

i to an industrial battery. As can be seen from figure C-9, the d
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FigureC-9. - Capacity-cycle-liferelationshipfortypical
lead-acidbatteries.
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lead-acid battery requires a break-in period before its capacity
is maximized. The capacity remains constant for some period of
time and then begins to decline as the battery is cycled.

Therefore, since the capacity of a battery _irectly affects
the range of an electric vehicle and the capacity of a battery
changes as it is being used (i.e., charged and discharged), an
electric vehicle's range will follow closely the rise and fall of
battery capacity (fig. C-9).

The depth of discharge has a pronounced effect on the cycle
life of a battery. In other words, the distance one travels in an
electric vehicle before charging the batteries determines how
often the batteries need to be replaced. Shown in figure C.-10 are
the relationships of depth of discharge to expected cycle life for
two types of batteries - a small, thin, pasted-plate type and a
large, high capacity, industrial clad battery (ref. 3).

An electric vehicle which uses the industrial battery will be
able to operate for 2000 days if it is charged on a daily basis
after it has been driven a distance which extracts 60 percent of
the capacity from the battery. The vehicle would only operate for
1500 days if the battery is discharged 80 percent. Despite the
fact that the vehicle batteries need to be replaced sooner when
operated to a depth of 80 percent, the total dist&nce traveled
over the life of this battery is essentially unchanged from a use
requiring a 60 percent depth to a use requiring an 80 percent
depth. However, data from lift truck operators, who use
industrial batteries, have shown that the most cost-effective
depth of discharge: is around 80 percent. In figure C-If is shown
the relative cost per unit of energy removed at various depths of
discharge for an industrial battery (ref. i0). As can be seen,
overdischarging beyond the rated capacity and underdischarging
below the rated capacity increase the cost substantially over the
life of the battery. It can be expected that similar conclusions
may be applied to electric vehicles which use other types of
lead-acid batteries.

The preceding comments on lead-acid batteries have been
directed to the capacity available from a battery and how
temperature, cycle life, and type of cycle affect the performance
of an electric vehicle. The power available and therefore the
maximum speed and acceleration capabilities of an elect_'ic vehicle
are also affected by the amount of use (number of cycles) the
battery has experienced. Continued cycling reduces the capacity,
which is an indication of the amount of active chemical material

available to produce electricity. As less material is available,
the current density per plate increases. This, in effect, Js
analogous to increasing the current drain from a fresh cell. As
can be seen from figure C-7: the mean voltage drops at the rate of
2 millivolts per cell per ampere increase in current. A 20
percent increase in current from I00 to 120 amperes, will be
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Figure C-11. - Typicalindustrialbatteryoperatingcost
anddepthofdischargerelationship.
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FigureC-13. - Viscosityandtemperaturerelationshipof lead-acidbattery
electrolyte.Electrolytespecificgravity,1.300.

reflected in a 4 percent change in mean cell voltage. Therefore,
it can be said that as the current density increases, the power
_vailable at a given current drain decreases. Also, as the
battery age_ the grids corrode, thereby increasing its internal
e_ectrical resistance. This also lowers the voltage with a
corresponding decrease in available power.

At low temperatures the electrolyte resistivity and viscosity
increase. Figur_:s C-12 and C-13 show the relationships of I
electrolyte resi_tivity and viscosity to temperature (ref. 9). As
the resistivity ir_creases at low temperatures, the voltage
decreases for a given current; thus, less power is available. As
the electrolyte becomes more viscous, the circulation of the
electrolyte within the electrode pores (required to complete the
electrical circuit within the battery) decreases. This causes a
reduction in both voltage and capacity for given discharge rates.
Again, both the power and available energy are decreased.
Therefore, the maximum speed, acceleration, and range of an
electric vehicle are reduced as the battery ages and the
temperature drops.

Lead-Acid Battery Charging

Proper charging of lead-acid batteries is one of the more d
critical activities to be performed in the use of an electric
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vehicle. Charging directly affects (i) the range of the vehicle,
I (2) the battery life, and (3) the energy consumption of the

veh icle.

i Undercharging will reduce the range of a vehicle since full
! battery capacity has not been restored. Repeated undercharging
_ adversely affects the life of a battery since it usually results

in an unequal state-of-charge of the individual cells. Subsequent
discharging may cause the lower capacity cells to be depleted
first while the remainder of the battery is still at nearly full
voltage. In order to continue to produce the current demanded,
the chemical reaction in the depleted cells changes to one of grid
corrosion. This "cell reversal" process is destructive to the
cells involved and eventually to the battet'y as a whole.

Overcharging is accompanied by electrolysis of water from the
electrolyte. As a result, excessive amounts of water must be
added to the battery. This can significantly raise maintenance
requirements and costs. Though water is relatively inexpensive,
manually topping-off properly and neatly the 50 to i00 individual
cells found in an electric vehicle can be costly. The high charge

voltage and the gassing which accompanies overcharging also reduce
cell cycle life through excessive corrosion of positive grids and
loosening of active material. Overcharging is also wasteful of
energy since very little of the overcharging energy is recoverable
from the battery during discharge. However, due to the inherent
inefficiency of the charging process, a i0 percent overcharge
normally is needed to replace the capacity removed on a previous
discharge (ref. 9). Excessive overcharge raises the battery
temperature; and without proper controls, thermal runaway, which
is detrimental both to chargers and batteries, may occur (refs. 9
and Ii). Thermal runaway is a real possibility when charge is
initiated at electrolyte temperatures above 50 ° C.

Controlling undercharge and overcharge must be accomplished
by the battery charger. Unfortunately, present day chargers
usually are not designed to sense or compensate for parameters
such as temperature or battery age that tend to shift the point at
which batteries are fully charged. For example, the voltage
associated with the lower charge current used near full charge
(the finish rate) varies 6.3 millivolts per cell per Oc (ref. 9) d
and also varies with the charging current. For a typical fresh
lead-acid battery, the final charging voltage at the 8-hour rate
is 2.72 volts per cell, while for the 16-hour rate it is 2.66
volts per cell (ref. 9). As the battery ages, the cur cent and
thus the voltage necessary to maintain an equalized charge tend to
increase. Overcharging and its associated gassing affect mainly
energy consumption and maintenance cost. Repeated overcharge or
undercharge also affect battery life. A further improvemer.t of
charging procedures and equipment is required to accommodate the
rather complex nature of the lead-acid charging process and the d
fact that different lead-acid battery designs can vary
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considerably in their characteristics. Emphasis should be on
evaluating and adjusting charge conditions to return full capacity
without excessive overcharge, undercharge or gassing.

"Fuel gauges" for an electric vehicle, commonly called
state-of-charge indicators, that can control charge and discharge
accurately have been under intensive investigation. They still
remain an elusive item because of the dynamic character of the
lead-acid battery system (refs. 12 and 13).

Charging lead-acid batteries typically requires 4 to 12
hours. If charging could be completed in less time_ the effective
range (miles/day) of an electric vehicle might be substantially
increased. Battery exchange also could increase the effective
range of a vehicle, but the initial cost and the maintenance cost
of an extra battery set might be prohibitive to the vehicle owner.

Fast charging devices have been investigated by many
individuals (refs. 14 and 15 and private communication with J.
Smithrich, NASA Lewis). One such charger (private communication
witn J. Smithrich, NASA Lewis) is able to recharge a vehicle-size
lead-acid cell to 76 percent of its rated capacity in 1 hour. The
charge efficiency (ampere-hour efficiency) is reported to be 95
percent. Results of this type are encouraging, but the energy
efficiency of such a charging technique and its effects on cycle
life are yet to be determined.

Energy Efficiency of Lead-Acid Batteries

The energy efficiency of a lead-acid battery and, therefore,
the energy consumption of an electric vehicle are strongly
dependent on the rate at which the battery was charged and
discharged, the overcharge incurred, and the depth to which the
battery was discharged.

The object of charging a battery is to replace the capacity
removed during the previous discharge (i.e., replace the
ampere-hours removed). The rate at which the capacity is restored
has an effect on the voltage necessary to sustain this rate. The
higher the rate at which the battery is charged, the higher the
charge voltage necessary and the greater will be the energy used.
If one could successfully recharge exactly the amount r-_moved on
an ampere-hour basis, the current efficiency would be I00 percent.
The energy efficiency would then depend on the ratio of the
voltage during discharge to the voltage while on charge.
Experiments have shown that discharging a cell at the 5-hour rate
produces an average discharge voltage of 1.95 volts per cell,
while charging at the 5-hour rate produces an average voltage of
2.28 volts per cell (ref. 9). Therefore, the voltage and energy
efficiency are both 86 percent. In practice, some overcharge is

necessary to ace.ount for current losses due to gassing and d
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self-discharge on standing. A I0 percent overcharge is considered
adequate_ As a result, the energy efficiency drops to about 75
percent with a 90 percent ar.._ere-hour efficiency. Figure C-7
shows that the discharge volcage varies with increasing discharge
current. Consequently, the energy removed will be somewhat less
than that which can be accounted for by the drop in available
capacity. Since charging must restore only the capacity removed,
the energy efficiency will be lower at high current drains.

The charge acceptance efficiency (ampere-hour efficiency) is
not uniform over the charging period and is lower as the battery
nears full charge. A second reaction, hydrogen gas formation,
competes for charging current as tbe charging voltage rises near
the end of a charge. Gassing begins at cell voltages of 2.3 volts
per cell and continues at a nominal rate of 2.4 volts per cell,
wits the onset of heavy gassing and inefficient charging at 2.5
volts per cell (ref. 9).

Battery Maintenance

Maintenance procedures for lead-acid batteries normally
consist of equalization charges, adding water to the electrolyte,
and cleaning.

For proper operation of batteries over extended periods of
time, an equalization charge is necessary on a periodic basis.
Because of the inevitable variation in the manufacture of cells
and in self-discharge rates, the cells in a battery are not always

! in the same state-of-charge at a given time. An extended period
of charge at the finish rate (20 hour rate), commonly called an
equalization charge, is required. During this equalization
charge, some cells will be overcharged but the low cells will be
brought up to full charge, equalizing the state-of-charge of the
entire battery.

Overcharging and high temperature operation necessitate
adding water to cells on a periodic basis. Adding water prevents

l plates from being exposed to the air and also restores the q

original electrolyte concentration. Plates exposed to the air
- become sulfated and inactive. Because of the large number of

cells in a battery, adding water can be a significant maintenance
m. expense. Automatic single-point watering systems are now under

development.

Battery tops have a tendency to become coated with road grime
and battery acid. Cleaning with water or dilute sodium bicarbonate
is required on a periodic basis. Cleaning the battery terminals
is also essential for efficient operation.

d
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Performance of Lead-Acid Batteries in Vehicles

The battery performance in the vehicles tested for this

report is summarized in this section. Table C-4 shows battery

performance during constant speed tests. Shown are the battery

type, the ampere-hour overcharge in percent, and the resultant
energy efficiency of the battery. Also shown is the corrected

energy efficiency, corresponding to an overcharge of i0 percent.

The energy efficiency ranges from 43 to 79 percent with an a_erage

of 63 percent when the average overcharge is 34 percent. When the

energy efficiency is corrected to an overcharge of only I0

percent, the corrected energy efficiencies range from 65 to 85

percent with an average efficiency of 72 to 77 percent.

TABLE C-4. - VEHICLE BATTERY PERFORMANCE AT CONSTANT SPEEO

Batter2 type Overcharge, Energy Corrected
percent efficiency, energy

percent efficiency, a
percent

Golf car 20 62 65 - 70

Golf car 23 64 70 - 75

Electric vehicle b 43 60 75 - 80

Electric vehicle 82 43 70 - 75

Golf car 49 58 75 - 8G

Semi-industrlal c 10 74 70 - 75

Golf car 14 79 80 - 85

Average 34 63 72 - 77

acorresponding to overcharge of 10 percent.

bBattery designed for electric vehicles.

=Output power determined from manufacturer's battery data.

OTHER ELECTRIC VEHICLE BATTERIES

Five battery systems have reached a level of technical

development which warrants tests in electric vehicles to establish

engineering feasibility and system interface relationships. These
batteries are described in this sect ion.

Nickel-Zinc Battery

Description. - One of the major contenders for the second
generation power source for electric vehicles is the nickel-zinc
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system. Successful technology advances in recent years have led
to an interest in nickel-zinc systems as a direct replacement for
lead-acid batteries in electable v_hicl_s. Th_ nickel-zinc system
has moved ftum the small cell testing phase to the development of
full-sized vehicle batteries. Substantial efforts are underway to
develop a practical, low-cost nickel-zinc vehicle battery.

The electrochemical reactions for this system are

Discharge
J

2NiOOH + Zn + 2H20 _harge 2Ni (OH) 2 + Zn (Oil)2

The cells are assembled in a discharged state with aqueous
potassium hydroxide (KOH) as an electrolyte. Formation charges
must be used before the cell is put into service.

Large (400 Ah) cells have demonstrated specific energies of
0.24 to 0.28 megajoule per kilogram (30 to 35 Wh/ibm) at the
6-hour rate (ref. 16). The cycle life of these cells is over 250
cycles. Others have demonstrated specific energies 0.24 and 0.17
megajoule per kilogram (30 and 2] Wh/ibm) at 4- and 2-hour rates,
respectively, for a 300-ampere-hour cell (private communication
with D. Soltis, NASA Lewis). Cycle life of this design may reach
500 cycles if scale-up procedures are effective. Small (<i0 Ah)
nickel-zinc cells of the same construction have demonstrated cycle
lives of over I000.

Medium-size ceils (145 An) in which the zinc electrode is
mechanically vibrated, have also demonstrated cycle lives of over
1000. The vibration prevents zinc dendrites from forming; thus,
there is no penetration of the separator nor shorting of the cell.
The specific energy of these cells has reached 0.14 megajoule per
kilogram (18 Wh/Ibm) at the 2-hour rate (ref. 17).

The cost of a nickel-z_nc battery is presently prohibitive as
no large-scale production facilities exist; the demonstration
batteries were handmade. An estimate of the cost of a production
model nickel-zinc system is beyond the scope of this study.
Others nave projected $14 per megajoule ($50/kWh) and $0.014 per
megajoule per cycle ($0.05/kWh-cycle) as attainable goals (ref.
18).

Performance in vehicles. - Nickel-zinc cells of 300
ampere-hour capacity have been built and tested in an experimental
2-passenger urban car and in two quarter-ton vans. (refs. 19 and
20) During these tests, direct performance comparisons were made
with the same vehicle powered by golf car, and semi-industrial
lead-acid batteries. Figure C-14 shows the nickel-zinc battery
pack used in the quarter-ton vehicle tests.

d

d
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FigureC-14.- Nickel-zincbatteryforaquarter-tondeliveryvan.
Battery capacity, 300ampere-hours; number of cells. 60.

Tests conducted by NASA on a quarter-ton van have

demonstrated an 87 percent improvement in range over the golf car
lead-acid batteries in a 32-kilometer-per-hour (20-mph)

constant-speed test. The nickel-zinc version traveled 88.3

Kilometers (54.9 miles), and the golf car version traveled 47.3
kilometers (29.4 miles). On a start and stop driving cycle

(Schedule B, SAE J227a, ref. 21)) the improvement was slightly

over i00 percent. '2he nickel-zinc version traveled 68.2
kilometers (42.4 miles), and the golf car version traveled 33.9

kilometers (21.1 miles). The USPS has tested the same battery in

another quarter-ton van under similar test conditions. The
nickel-zinc battery showed a 62 percent improvement in range over
semi-industrial lead-acid batteries in a 48-kilometer-per-hour

(30-mph) constant-speed test: The nickel-zinc version traveled 88

Kilometers (55 miles), and the semi-industrial version traveled 55

kilometers (34 miles). A 75 percent improvement in range was

measured during a stop-and-go driving cycle to a maximum speed of

24 kilometers per hour (15 mph): The nickel-zinc version traveled

28.2 kilometers (17.5 miles), and the semi-industrial version
traveled 16.1 kilometers (i0.0 miles).

In another test, an electric car was retrofitted with a

nickel-zinc battery and demonstrated an 82 percent range

improvement o_;er golf car batteries in a 64-kilometer-per-hour

(40-mph) constant-speed test. During these tests the vehicle was
a_ie to travel _35 kilometers (146 miles) with the nicKel-zinc

: ..c"1
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battery, compared with 129 kiiameters (80 miles) with lead-acid
golf car batteries.

Cnar_in_. - Because of the early development status of the
nickel-zinc system, the chargers used were laboratory powe_
supplies. Using these power supplies facilitates charge contt-ol.
Presently, charging is terminated on a capacity (ampere-hour)
basis with a 5 percent overcharge. Additional work is needed to
bring charging techniques up to a level commensurate with that
required to meet the field-use demands of an electric vehicle.

Nickel-lr_n Battery

DescriFtion. - The nickel-iron battery, originally celled the
Edison cell, has undergone signif%cant improvement in recent
years, primarily because of research and development on improved
iron electrodes (ref. I). Today the nickel-iron system performs

well enough to become a contender for the next generation of power
source for electric vehicles. The system has a cycle life of over
I000 cycles, which is longer than the nickel-zinc cycle life, and
has specific energies close to those of the nickel-zinc system.

The electrochemical reactions developed for the updated
system are

Discharge

Fe + 2NiOOH + 2H20 , ' Fe(OH) 2 + 2Ni(OH) 2
Charge

Laboratory tests on this system have shown specific energies of
0.16 megajoule per kilogram (20 Wh/Ibm) at the 2-hour rate (ref.
5). Over 1000 deep-discharge cycles have been obtained in the
laboratory. Peak specific powers of i00 watts per kilogram (45
W/Ibm) are also reported for this system (private communication
with J. T. Brown, Westinghouse Electric Corp.).

As with the nickel-zinc system, the nickel-iron battery mass
production costs are difficult to estimate. Cost goals of $33 per
megajoule to $14 per megajoule ($120 to $50 per kWh) have been
projected (ref. 18).

The Japanese government has supported development work on
this system. The reported performance is 0.30 megajoule per
kilogram (38 Wh/Ibm) at the 5- or 7-hour rates (ref. 20). A cycle
life of 500 has been achieved. Cell construction features include
four terminals per cell, synthetic resin separators, and sintered
positive and negative electrodes.

Performance in vehicles. - Nickel-iron batteries have been
installed and tested in two electric vehicles by Westinghouse, one
a van and the other a car. Figure C-15 shows the nickel-iron
system installed in a small car. Westinghouse reports (private
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Figure C-15. - Nickel-iron battery installation,

communication with J. T. Brown, Westinghouse Electric Corp.) that

the nickel-iron system has demonstrated a 50 percent improvement

in the range of both vehicles over the range of the same vehicles

using golf car lead-acid batteries. The van was able to travel

114 kilometers (71 miles) and the car 96 kilometers (60 miles),

both at 48 kilometers per hour (30 mpn). The battery size in both

vehicles was 58 megajoules.

The Japanese government has reported nearly equal performance

of two electric cars, one using a nickel-iron battery and the

other a high performance long life lead-acid battery having a

specific energy of 0.18 megajoule per kilogram (23 Wh/ibm). The

vehicle powered by the nickel-iron battery was able to travel 259
kilometers (161 miles) at a speed of 40 kilometers per hour (25 d

mph) while the lead-acid battery powered vehicle traveled 243

Kilometers (151 m11es) at the same speed (ref. 8).

Cnarging..- Charging still remains the major drawback.
decause of the Ic,w overvoltage of hydrogen gas on the iron

electrode, charging is accompanied by a heavy hydrogen evolution

so that the system is inherently energy inefficient. Typically, a

nicKel-irol, battery hds a charge/discharge energy efficiency of 50

to 60 percent as comp,]r_,d to 75 percent [or a lead-acid battery.
In addition, the ev¢)[ution ol hydroq(,n Js accompanied by heat

goneratJon and occurs at the, ,,xi_,l_:°;,_ _)f usinq water from the
r, lr, CtrOlyt,,. A,_ a r,,._ult, th,, char,_inq :_y_tr, rn mu:'_t tlaVe
,'l*'ct=,*ltt,' c,),J],lnt tr, )f);:, tlf,,_lt ,,_(ctiarl,!,,_'q, ,I.'l,| il'_'_|t,_q_'rl
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Figure C-l& - Nickel-iron batterycharging station.

separation and venting devices. Figure C-]6 shows a Westinghouse
nickel-iron battery being charged out of the vehicle.

Metal-Air Batteries

Description. - The metal-air batteries, specifically iron-air
and zinc-air, are also candidates for second or third generation

battery systems for vehicles. Extensive foreign efforts have
resulted in specific energies of 0.3 to 0.44 megajoule per

kilogram (38 to 55 Wh/Ibm) (ref. 8). This is about three to four

times greater than the specific energies of lead-acid systems.
Cycle life is reported to be approaching 300 cycles (ref. 8).

Because the metal-air systems are limited in specific (peak)

[Jower output, but have reasonably high specific energy, they are

finding use in electrochemical hybrid-battery systems for
vehicles. These hybrid batteries consist of a high specific

energy battery (which may lack a high power capability) connected
in parallel with a second battery designed for high peak power.

The extractaDle energy of the "energy" battery is large compared

with that of the "power" battery. In operation, the energy

battery (i.e., zinc- or iron-air) provides energy for cruising.

When a peak requirement occurs, such as for acceleration from a

stop or passing, the energy battery is unable to satisfy the peak
demand and its terminal voltage falls. This automatically

transfers the load to the power battery floating on the line. The

relatively small pow(:r battery i,eets the p_ak demand and is then
recharged Ir<_m tt,_ ,_n,_rgy bat t,,ry as its own limited energy is d
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used. The iron-air system used in this type of hybrid
configuration (ref. 8) has demonstrated a specific energy 0.29
megajoule per kilogram (37 Wh/ibm) at the 5-hour rate and the
zinc-air system 0.42 to 0.47 megajoule per kilogram (53 to 59
Wh/Ibm) also at the 5-hour rate. The reported cycle life of both
systems ranges from a low of 136 cycles to a high of over 230
cycles. Recharging and high cost are still areas that require
investigation.

Chemistry. - The electrochemical reactions for the two
metal-air systems are

Iron-a ir :

Discharge

2Fe + 02 + 2H20 , ' 2Fe(OH) 2
Charge

Zinc-air:

Discharge
|

2Zn + 02 Charge 2ZnO

Both systems require a third electrode for charging and use noble
metals in the air electrode to extract oxygen.

Performance in vehicles. - Both zinc-air and iron-air
batteries, combined with high power lead-acid batteries in hybrid
configurations, have been tested in vehicles in Japan. A range of
260 kilometers (162 miles) at 40 kilometers per hour (25 mph) is
reported for a Daihatsu lightweight passenger car powered by an
iron-air/lead-acid hybrid. Two other vehicles, one a passenger
car and the other a truck, with hybrid zinc-air/lead-acid
batteries had ranges of 455 and 496 kilometers (283 and 308
miles), respectively, at the same spe_.d. Complicated recharging
procedures and the high cost of air electrode materials associated
with these systems are problem areas under investigation.

Zinc - Chlorine Hydrate Battery

Description. - Electrochemical couples involving chlorine
have long been recognized as attractive high specific energy
systems, but they require a practical, safe method for storing
chlorine. In the zinc - chlorine hydrate battery developed by
Energy Development Associates, the problem is solved by storing
chlorine as a solid hydrate (Cl 2 • 6H20) at temperatures near 8° C
(46 ° F). The system, as designed for use in an electric vehicle,
requires electrolyte circulation pumps, filters, and a
refrigeration unit and is, in essence, a miniatt,re chemical
processing plant. Despite this complexity, the system has
demonstrated a specific energy of 0.23 megajoule per kilogram (30
Wh/Ibm) (ref. i) and has a projected specific energy of 0.60
megajoule per kilogram (75 Wh/ibm) in a vehicle configuration
(ref. 22). Thus, it has attracted considerable interest for d

I
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vehicles and for bulk electric storage for utility companies.

Published test dat& are limited, but these data indicate that

the system has limited cycle life, for which resolutions are under
investigation (re£. 23).

Chemistry. - The electrochemical reactions for this system
are

Discharge

Zn + Cl 2 6H20 Charge ZnCI2 + 6H20

During charging, elemental zinc metal is deposited on a grid and
chlorine gas is liberated from the counter electrode, both coming
from a continuously circulating electrolyte of aqueous zinc
chloride. The zinc remains on the grid, while the chlorine is
carried out of the cell in the electrolyte. In a separate
container, the electrolyte and chlorine are cooled and solid
chlorine hydrate is formed which separates from the electrolyte.
During discharge the elemental chlorine in the hydrate form is
liberated through heating and is carried to the cell by means of
the electrolyte. It reacts with the zinc, forming zinc chloride
and delivering usable energy from this reaction.

Performance in vehicles. - A single test has been made of a
zinc - chlorine hydrate battery in a converted Vega. Figure C-17

I shows the zinc - chlorine hydrate battery installation. The rangeof this vehicle is reported to be 240 kilometers (150 miles) at 80
kilometers per hour (50 mph) (ref. 23).

FigureC-17. - Zinc-chlorinehydratebatteryinstallation, d



Sodium-Sul fur Battery

Description. - The high temperature sodium-sulfur system is
the only system tested in a vehicle to date which holds the
promise of allowing an electric vehicle to travel 320 kilometers
(200 miles) on a single charge. Results of laboratory tests in
single cells have approached a specific energy of 0.36 megajoule
per kilogram (45 Wh/Ibm), almost four times the energy density of
lead-acid batteries.

Chemistry. - The electrochemistry of the sodiua-sulfur _,stem
can be represented quite simply as

Discharge
xNa + yS , Na S

where Charge x y

x = 2

y=3 to5.2

The sodium and the sulfur must be in liquid form, which requires
an operating temperature of 3000 to 400° C (570 ° to 750 ° F). The
solid electrolyte used is either the 8' or 8" form of alumina or
hollow borate glass-fiber tubes. Both types of solid electrolyte
are designed to transport the Na + ion. Figures C-18 and C-19
illustrate conceptual designs for single cells using the alumina _
and glass-fiber electrolytes.

,-Anodeterminal

Sod!,,m (') /

,.v.,(charged)-.-" ,/- Sodium

._";_ -_ reservoirReactant " -i.-.: ::
level _ .;_i" _'- =,,-- Metalceramic
(discharged)-,, l:- _.i glassseals d

-.<_ -- ,._ --7
Sulfur level ", ._.- l _ .
.... ""- - "" ....1 _--L;eramlc
tcnargeo)-.-.... -- _ ..-J-" electrolyte

:.,-i :; ] ..-Cathode

Meta e,,; l-l_z.'[+,term'no'
case _ | :1 - 1 I-./ H_ .- J J .---Active zone

"_._..._ (sulfurgraphite)

FigureC-18. - Sodium-sulfurcellwith13-alum!haelectrolyP., d
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,, j_ z _._y//.,_.,N level
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alternating
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FigureC-19... Sodium-sulfurcellwithglassfiberelectrolyte.

Laboratory results in the United States and foreign countries .........
on individual cells and small batteries are summarized in table

C-5. Charging procedures, high temperature seals, and electrolyte
failure modes are presently under investigation both in the United
States and abroad.

}

TABLE C-5. - LABORATORY TESTS OF SODIUM-SULFUR CELLS AND BATTERIES

Type Electrolyte Performance Refe:ence

24-Celi battery Ceramic 0.34 MJ/kg (43 Wh/lbm); 22

2000 cycles; 5000-h
: hot life

11-Volt battery 0.28 MJ/kg (35 Wh/lbm) 6

28-Celi battery 0.32 MJ/kg (40 Wh/Ibm); 8

92 cycles d

SinglQ cell 0.22 - 0.25 MJ/kg (28 - 6
32 Wh/Ibm); 4000 -

_I 8000 cycles

Single cell Glass tube 1600 cycles at I0 to 6

25 percent depth of
discharge; 3300-h
life.

Single cell 0.4 MJ/kg (50 Wh/lbm); 22
166 cycles; 1000 h
hot life

d
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Performance in vehicles. - A prototype of a beta alumina

sodium--sulfur battery was tested by the Electricity Council in an

electric van in England in 1973. The van was able to travel more
than 160 kilometers (100 miles) on a charge. This battery was a

960 cell system which delivered 0.22 megajoule per kilogram (28
Wh/ibm) (ref. 22). Shown in figures C-20 and C-21 are the vehicle

and its battery. Another prototype sodium-sulfur battery was also

tested by the Ford Motor Company in a Comet. This vehicle was
able to attain a speed of 113 kilometers per ,our (70 mph). No

range data were published for this test.

Figure C-20. - Sodium-sulfur battery.

Figure £-21. - Bedfordvan poweredby a sodium-sulfur battery
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BATTERIES FOR HYBRID VEHICLES
&i

There are special performance requirements for a battery used

in an internal combustion engine - battery hybrid electric vehicle
which are quite different from the performance requirements of

batteries used in pure battery-powered electric vehicles (refs. 24
and 25). All internal combustion engine - battery hybrid vehicles

tested have used lead-acid
batteries. These batteries must

deliver high specific power without sacrificing life and must be
able to be charged and discharged at high rates but to shallow
depths• It is desirable that they be somewhat insensitive to

__ overcharge. A typical SLI lead-acid Dattery is the best candidate
for fulfilling those requirements The SLI uses thin plates and'2 •

thin separators and has adequate capacity, all of which are
desirable for hybrid service.

A U.S. firm (ref. 24) has furthered SLI technology in

attempts to optimize lead-acid performance to meet the internal
combustion engine - battery hybrid vehicl_ requirements. Through

._ a redesign of grids and plate dimensions and the use of
conductive, corrosion resistant alloys and thin plates and
separators, the performance of the SLI battery was doubled in the
hybrid mode. The modified SLI battery was capable of a peak
specific power of 330 watts per kilogram (150 W/ibm) with cycle
life of 8000 to i0 500 very shallow cycles. Others (ref. 25) have
attempted to improve SLI performance through optimization of pore
size, plate separation, thinner separators, and low resistance

--/

grids and separators. At present no improved SLI lead-acid
i battery has actually been tested in a hybrid vehicle.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

_ The lead-acid battery clearly represents the state-of-the-art
in electric vehicle batteries today. In the United States the
golf car vursion is favored, while in Europe and Japan the

. semi-industrial versions are used more frequently. From a
_ performanc_ point of view, the lead-acid battery can provide a
:_ range which allows today's electric vehicles to fill many

functions. However, experience with golf car batteries indicates
that improvements in battery life may still be needed t_ achieve

_:I low vehicle operating costs. 1
- The new battery systems have all exhibited specific energies

well above those of lead-acid batteries; but limited life,
charging difficulties, complexity, and cost have prevented their

_'_ use in electric vehicles. At present they are under development
and available only at high cost. It is expected, however, that at
least one type, the nickel-zinc battery, may be in production
within 3 to 5 years at a cost that is to be competitive with the
lead-acid battery.
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The replacement of lead-acid batteries by advanced batteries
will depend solely on their ability to compete on the basis of
life cycle cost. Although there may be a segment of the market
willing to pay a premium for extra range, it appears that, in
general, improvements in the lead-acid battery, coupled with more
efficient propulsion systems, will result in a vehicle that can
satisfy the driving needs of a broad segment of the public.
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APPENDIX D

IN-USE SURVEY OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES - AUGUST 1977'7

K. Leschly and J. J. Sandberg

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91103

This appendix presents data and information on in-use
ex_'erience with electric vehicles. They were collected by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in support of NASA Lewis Research
Center for the State-of-the-Art assessment under Contract
NAS 7-i00.

The survey conducted by JPL was limited to field experience
in the United States with electric delivery vehicles and personal
cars and with United States built electric vehicles operatinq in
Canada. This information provided part of the material used to
prepare sect ion 3.3.

--I This appendix is reproduced as received from JPL withoutediting by the NASA Lewis Research Center.
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 It' ING/)a  j i LANKNOt  'ILMr.D
ABSTRACT

The Elo.ctrtc and llybrl.d Vehlch: Rt,m:arch, lJvwlopmont, and
Bt_mot_atraLiou Act of 1976 ehar_,,ed the Energy Re:_t,arc.h and Development
Admht atratian (ERBA) with rt,:qmr,:_ibit/ty for propat'ing a State-of-the-
Art A._._o:mmont of Electric, and llybrid Vehicie:_. Out_ o.lomtmt of the
$tat;e-of-the-Ar_ A:tt;e,Jsmvnt was a .qurv_:y of u.qo _¢l)orlonce with on-road
c.lec_rie vehicl_,s, Ithmtifiq,d a._ tilt: Ill-Use Survt2y of rlectrie Vehicles.
Responsibtlit:y for the State-of-the-Art Atmo._;:_mont was assl_,nod through
an itltoraguti(:y n,;rt,,ement' t:o the Nnvional Aeronautics and Space Adml.nJ.,q_ra-
lion (NASA), which ,qUbSUqtlt'lt_ly a_¢slvned ro,q)onstbllity for conduct of the
Ill-Use Survey to the Jet Pvopulsitm l,aboratory (JPl,). The survey focuued
on collecting engineex'ln_, data on use experience with production electric
vehicles in tile United Sta_cs and Canada, Data collection involved tele-

phone contacts, mail qucstionnalres, and site visits and covered approxl-
taately 800 in-use electric cars and wins. The survey also included a
literature review of foreign use. experience.

The lu-Use Survey indicated that approxlmately 3000 production,
on-road electric vehicles are. curreutly in use in th_ United StaLes attd
Canada. The total on-road EV population includes additional hundreds of
homebuilt electric vehicles; i.e., one-of-a-kind vehicles constructed by
individuals who genecally converted them from internal coml;us_ion engine
vehicles. The survey c¢)nclttded that e×l ,Ling electric vehicles can per-
form satisfactorily in applLcations that have limited performance require-
ments, particularly in terms of range. The survey found that electric
vehicles manufactured in the United States _xhibited excessive failure

rates characteristic of vehicles which have not reached production
maturity and that support organizations fo=.the:_evehicles also have not

attained sufficient maturity,

Ill
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This Is the .summary of L|,e final report for tlm- ln-U.se

Surv¢,y of Electric _'elHcles, a tat_k performed by the .h,t Propul,;ion
Laboratory (.H'l,) in support of tim Stat'o-of-the-Art (SOA)A,_e,_sPu,nt of
Electric and Ilybrid Veh_clt,,'_ collductt_d by the Enm-g 7 Research and l)evet-

opment Administration (ERDA). 'l'hi_ SOA A:_._e'a._ment was mandated by
Public l.aw 94-413, the 'Ttectrtc alld li.vbrtd Vc|lic.le Research, Develop-
merit, and Demonstration Act of 1976." 1'he Rational Aeronautics and

Space Administration (,_ASA) was requested by ERDA to assume re.sponsibil-

ity for the SOA Asses.qment. NASA assiyned the In-Use Survey element,
defined as the eolh:ct_on, evaluation, and reporting of "engineering
data on the performance of electric and hybrid vehicles which are now in
service", of the SOA Assessment to JPI.. Lack of tdcntlfiable hybrid

vehicles in actual usa application resulted in the survey being limited
to electric vehicles, thus the title: "In-Use Survey of Electric
Vehicles***

The In-Use Survey involved collection and e_aluation of data
on over 800 on-road electric ve_.'i-les in use in the United States and

Canada. Tile surveyed vehic]es included those produced by II different
manufacturers. Data collection invol,ed cont._ct of over 200 individual

users, Experience gained in the conduct of the Survey and data obtained

on use experience provide a btlsis for c_rta n significant conclusions

rela!ive to in-use experience with on-road _lectric vehicles in the
United States and Canada. These conclus[6n,_ are:

• Use experxcnce with electric vehicles in the United

States and C,,aada is relatively limited in terms of

number of vehicles of a particular model in long

term use. Total production on-road electri,: vehicles

in use in the U.S. and Canada probaDly do not amount

to 3,000 wdlicles, and less than lO'_ of these have
been in use for over 3 yr. Only a few of the in-use
vehicles have accumulated a:_ muca as 10,000 mi,

• Current U.S. manufactured on-road electric vehicles

art: not mat:ere production vehicle._,. None of the

I vehicl(.:_ h)_; beeu produced in sufficient quantities

to achieve ch_velopment maturity. No particular make
and model of the U.S. vehiclt::_ i.e., the sime

de.,;igt_ and c'ompon..txt.q, h:l_ been prod,,ced in qtmnttties
in exct,_;:_ of emveral htmdred. From the design
deficieucteq anct i1, fant mortality f,l'lure,_ encountered
ill tit;e, tht_ dot,._; [lot s,:om to be Buff[tit, lit to attain

--[ product [on maturity.

• Support and service also are not m.tture, compounding

the frequent repair problem,;. [.ack of support and 4

_. exce:_stve del.a,ts in obt:aining service and parts arc far
tot) corn[lion occtlrri,nt'e8,

|_!
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• Exi_tlup dr, signet aru n.t ad(,qu;;tuly u,qer-orioli_od.
Many of the w,hlt:lt,,t surw,y,,t! wvre o_v.:,t_ivuly
noisy dot, to body nnd prtq.|l,litqi ;_y:itvm t|olse illld
this ,_hould Ittit lit. ehar;wt_,r|,_tle of a well designed
electric vvhiclo. Most ,.¢tatt,_of-ch;irge Indicators

are O_h|_,uou_, ina(2etlratt, /lllll urtroli;llilo oattsitlg
many users to be strandud unnot'essarily. Pan;longer
comfort also has rut.eivt,d tn;iduquatu attention.

• Inadequate attention has been give. to facilitating
battery maintena.ce. None of the vehicles surveyed
has a single-point watering system and many have very

poor battery accessibility.

• Electric vehicle batteries must improve in terms of
cycle life over that experienced with In-use electric
vehicles of U.S. manufacture if these vehicles are to

be cost-competltlve with ICE vehicles.

• Improvements in charger technology and charging
strategy and control art: needed to reduce charger--
related problems and eliminate efficiency losses due
to overcharging.

• Enthusiasm and commitment, on the part of management,
support personnel, and drivers, to an electric vehicle

program can greatly increase potential for success.
Adequate training of maintenance personnel and drivers
also is of significant importance.

• Record keeping is inadequate for assessment of
performan:e of in-use electric vehicle,;, particularly
assessment of cost. Development of an adoqttate data

base would require a highly qtructured data acquisition

program involving record-keeping by t:raincd personnel.

• Electric Vehicles should be deployed in concentration_

substantial enough to a._sure adequatt_ st,pport. These
concetttrations should probably be between 50 attd 100

vehicles to justify nece,,;,,_ary skilled t;upport t_ersonnel
and stock of rt_nlacemcnt parts. Cont't_ntr;tti(H1s also

afford econogly o17 :;tale for rottt ine t:';litttt.tl_lll¢O lind
facilitate thorough :ittd accurate recordkt,,,ping.

I.I BACKGROUND, PURPOSF AND OBJI.:CTIVES

The background of the In-Use S,trvey in Ct,lttt,rt,d Oil the
enactment of the Electric and Ilvbrid Vehiclt, Rot;tart:h, l),,v_lopment
and l)t.monstration Act o[ 1976. Thir; Attt or;tabli:_ht'd tn ERDA a 5-w,ar,

$160,000,O00 l)ro_.rata for the d,,vel-ptn,.,nt ,'lttd tlt,(:lotl.,itratit)ll .f t,l,.('trit:
and hybrid vehiclt,!_. Tilt, policy of ColD, rt'r;_; it; :_t;tt,'d in the Act a:_
"to demonstrate: the (,t'ottt)Ill((_ And tt,chtlt)l(_);i_'a/ pr:|cticabllity of

electric _lnt| hybrid vohictes for porrlotlal attd t'OtlltlltrCt_tl _,l:;t_ in urban

1_2
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ait';l:iand I_r _i),_rl,,t_Itul-._Iand p,,v':i.mtl.::,,I. rural _ll-i.;i.i."Tn k,,oplllg
wl_.h thi:i obl,,,_tlw Ill,,l_w.._ ol th, l_r,w,ranl d,,lin,.dh_' tho EIIV Acl; i_

Oll thl, di'l|lOll:,Ir,|l[_lli_. t,l_,_,trlcv,,hiclt,:_. /_hlt)ll_:ri._i_,,|l'_'h,llldd_,v.lop-

lllt,_ttl_¢'qu|r_'lllt'n['i:,l.'VJli,,l hy tl., At't I. d[r,,cl _Ulq.)rl tho:le
dlqtiOll:_LY;l[ JOllfl |:; dill ,l!i!;t'_i!;lll_'ll[ Of [he _ Hliitt'-¢ll-l;ht_-dll't ti| t, lt,ctriP aftd

hyhrid w,hi¢1_:_. In ac_!ol°d,inc_, with Lh_, dlt,t dt,'._ir,n;ilion ol NASA a:_ a

re:;our_._,to be u,lrd in lierl-ormin_.,Lhv RI)&I}rt,q,:irrm,,nl,;.EIqliAd_,l_.atod

re:;l_O.:_Ibilltyfor tIl,:,'3()AA:_'.':_:ali_,lltti_NA._iA. NAtb_ , .w'l,q_rd a SLate-

oi-tht,-Art .'%,:;:i_':_._iIII_'11| Pl_ili_ illdlut!ill)', _I l'eCltlJr_qn_'l}l l'_ir _in ]ll-|J:ieSilrvey
of l,ile_'tricarid llybrid V,,hicl.._. Prli.,iryrt,:qmn:_ibiiiLy for tllo SOA

A:i:_es:_mentwa:_ a:_:._igmd to NASA I.t,wi_ Re:_earc_}lC_,llLt,r_ alld responsibility

for conduct of the In-U:;e Survey wa:; a_,,_ig,ed to JPL.

The purpese of l:he in-use :_urwy was td_,ntlfied in the State-
of-the-Art Asses:;ment Plan as th,_ det_,rmination of the s,_Lcabiltty of
electric and hyhrid vehicle.'+ for real .jobs. Sinct., the ,;tdtabi_lity of
electric ve.hh:[c8 ha._ t)e_m c.I.uarly th,m()n:_tFated in Stltth ;tl)l)][catiotls
as _,ol f eart:_, i t_du:Jtrla] lift trucks, and. in-p.tant vchlc_le,_,, t' e t.i, ru,_,-
of tile In-rise Survey ;rod the tot,at SOA As,+e.;sl:'ent was dtr,._cred at ¢,n-

road vehicLes. Tile intent of tile SUA assesslnent to I)e Su|,l)OFtiVC O[" _.h12

demonstration program and time and budget con._tratnts dtct;_t:e4 tsar: the
survey bc loctlst_d ell in-rise experience with ell-rood prt)duccJo_l electric
vehicles wittlit_ the United StaLes and Canada. Therefore., direct survey
of users was limited to these countries and reportir_, of other foreign

experience was limited t_, information readily avail.able in literature.
The type of data to be c._,LLectud was defined a._ enghleering data on

vehicle perfornumce, ener[_y consumption, durability, operatin? costs,
and the effects of weather condit|.ons. Elecrri.c bus.ses were not

included in this survey as data on their use was to be obtained frets a
separate survey being conducted by the I)epartment of 'rran._portation.

In attemptlnh, to identify users of electric vehicles, a
review of on-road electric vehicle manufacturers was undertaken, reveal-

_ng an interesting phenomenon relativc to the stability of the industry.

Tabulation of manufacturers invoi.ved in prodttctiot_ of _m-ruad electric
vehicles from L973 thrott.,;h 1.976 ,almws an overall growth in Lilt, number
of manufacturers but a very high turrt-ow:;r. Among US ma_ttfacturers of

passenger cars under 2000 lbs gross vehh:le welyht, cf tilt.' 14 manu-
facturers identified iu ]976, only 2 were among tilt, 6 Listed ]n 1.973
and only 3 att_ong tile 11 listed in 1974.

I.2 APPROACII AND CONDUCT OF SURVEY

Tile approach to tile In-use survey was strltctured to obtain

the maximum anlount of t'n_;ineering data avail ablu on use exper it'.net' with
electrLe vehich, s in ,he I't_tted St:lte:_ and Canada. Survey catltl[<lates

were ].imtted to production v(,hiele:i, {.e., tht),;e which were pr,)du_ed
by matut|'acturer._ tot ¢omm,,rc|a[ s;l|.e or with tile intent of c_ommereiaL
sales. Tile initial, step ill the _tlrvt, y [_r¢_(.e!i_ Wa:; the [d,,nt:i[[¢'atton of

survey eandidate,_. (',onc,rrent _ith the identification of sttrvey
candidates, tht: process involved det_,rminat[on of data requirtqnent:l and
development of data torm_ ft_r the t.,_.tlection of the required data.
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'l'hesesteps were followed by the major task of the survey, the actual
data collection. Idet_tificatLon of survey candidatv:_ and data collec-

tion involved the contact of _,any |ndividtnals a'_d or_,nniza_lon:_ assoc-

lated witl_ electric vehicles. 'll_eseincluded manufacturers, publi_ilers,

industrial associations, and elect tc vehicle clubs, as well as NASA

and ERDA personnel wi_h extensive _ ._ctric vehicle experience. The

da_a collection phase also involved numerous site vi.'_itsto users and

sponsors of these l)rograms. A list of contacts and site visits is con-

tained in the Appendix.

Initial criteria applied in the identification of survey

candidates required that the user be a major user, i.e., either an

operator of a sizable fleet of electric vehicles or a long term user
of electric vehicles, and have extensive records on the use experience.

However, the identificE.tion process soon revealed that the population

of users meeting these criteria was so limited that the requirements

were relaxed to include consideration of users meeting any of the
criteria.

A preliminary list of data required to me.or the objectives

of the In-Use Survey was developed based on specific items identified

in the SOA Assessment Plan and discussion.,s with cognizant staff per-

sonnel. These data requirements focused on defining the applications,

reliabi]icy, and cost of electric vei_icles in actual use. A set of
basic data sheets was developed from this list. The initial dat; list

is presented in the report as Table 3.1, and tlm uurvey data forms are

presented in the Appendix to the report. In addition to the basic data

sheets, two -_dditional special purpose survey forms were developed dur-

ing the course of the survey. They consi_;ted of a questionnaire

developed to obtain supplemental data from Battronic Minivan users and

a questionnaire designed for mail-out to owners of Citicars and Elcars.

Copies of these survey forms are also contained in tile Appendix.

Telephone contacts were used to determine data availability

and the most effective method of obtaining the use data. In some

cases this re.,;ulted in the user submitting what data were available by

mail. Other cases required official letters requesting the desired

data and data forms to guide the user in supplying it. In the case of

major use programs, site visits were arranged to permiL direct obser-

vation of the operation and collection of data from the users rec.otds.

Data collection in t}m case of ,_ome programs involved combinations of
mail-in re,,qmnses and site visits. Site visit.,; were judicially
selected on the ba:,is of new,d, significance, and cost to make maximum

use of available time and budget. 'rile extent and dispersion of Citicar
and Elcar users necessitat_,d use of a mail-out clue:;ti.onnaire to
owner,,; to obtain represetttative sample of use experience with these
vehich, s. Re,;ponse to tilts mail survey has been extremely good,
approaching 50% of owners surveyed.

1-4
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Data availability varied greatly among users surveyed. Some

users kept fairly complete records of vehicle performance but others
were found to have basically no definitive record. In none of the

survey cases were data records as complete and accurate as required by
the Survey objectives. The most complete records were those from the
major use programs whic_ were designed to include data collection and
monitoring. Data deflciences in these programs were primarily due to

inaccurate record keeping, incomplete reporting, and insufficient detail

in the area of repair and cost requirements. The data item me.J: fre-

quently recorded in rigorous detail was energy consumption in te_ms of

electricity input to the charger. The areas of greatest deficiency in

data on use experience with Electric Vehicles is that of total mainte-

nance costs (i.e., routine maintenance and repair costs), battery

replacement requirements (cycle life) and vehicle life. Ironically,

electricity consumption, the factor most rigorously recorded, generally
constituted less than 10% of total vehicle costs.

Response to requests for information and data on use exper-

ience with electric vehicles was on the whole extremqly good. Particu-

larly good cooperation was obtained from users and sponsors of use

programs. Responsiveness was somewhat correlated with satisfaction
with the vehicles in use and enthusiasm for electric vehicles; however,

excellent cooperation was obtained from many users who had negative use

experience with electric vehicles. N_ile some manufacturers were

extremely cooperative and helpful, generally more difficulty was

encountered in obtaining information from manufacturers than from

users. Lack of records was a far greater limitation to the survey than

obtaining data which were available.

I.3 SURVEY POPULATION

Although the survey population was directed at U.S. manu-

factured electric trucks, vans, and passenger cars, the In-Use Survey

did include three exceptions to this category of vehicles: the
English-made Harbilt vans in use by the U.S. Postal Service, the

Italian-made Elcar imported for distribution in the U.S. by Elcar
Corporation, and the CDA van which despite its extensive use experience

is a protutype vehicle not constructed with the intent of commercial

sale. Also, a summary of foreign use experience extracted from avail-

i able literature is presented in this report, but direct cow'ra_,e of

foreign use experlencu, outside of Canada, was not within tile scope of

the survey. A brief discussion of home-built w'hlclt,_; is presented

because of the significant use population repr_,sentt,d by thest, uonpro-

-¢ duction vehicles. The survey population includt,s those vehlch, s and

users which were id_u_tified and determin_d to provide the lnform;_ttou
; most suitable to the objectives of the Survey. It clea_ly does not

include all on-road electric vehictes manufactured for sale in tile
United States.

d
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1.3.1 Vehicle Types, Characteristics, and PerfoI_lance

Vehicle types inclL,ded in the survey populatlon are

classified ill tWO major categories: work vehicles and passenger cars.

The work vehicle category is composed of the set of vehicles produced

primarily for commercial applications and variously Ide.ntlfied as light

trucks, utility vans, or delivery vans. Tlle passenger car category

includes vehicles built primar£1y for use as passenger vehicles or

private automobiles, even though their application may be of a commer-
clal nature in some cases.

Work vehicles within the survey population consisted of

five vehicle mc.dels: AM General, DJ-SE, Battronic blinlvan, Harb_it

utility van, Otis P-500 van, and CDA electric van. The characteristics

of these work vehicles and the quantities in use are presented in

Table l-l(a) (English Units) and Table l-l(b) (SI Units). This total

population includes only about 500 vehicles in the hands of users. The

electric vans range in size, in terms of curb weight, from just over

3500 ib (1590 kg) to almost 7000 ib (3180 kg). The performance capa-

bilitles of these electric work vehicles vary considerably. Top speed

varies from 33 mph (53 km/hr) for the Harbilt and DJ-5E to 53 and 55 mph

(85-88 km/hr) for the CDA van and Battronic Mlnivan, respectively.

Range in urban driving cycles, as reported in NASA tests, varied from
about 30 to 50 mi (48-80 km). The heavier vehicles, the Battronic

Minivan and CDA van, with their attendant greater battery weight and

capacity consistently show higher performance capabilities in terms of
top speed, acceleration rates, and range.

Six vehicles classified as passenger cars were included in

the survey population. These were the Citicar, Elcar, EVA Sedan, Mars

II, EVE Islander, and Electra King. Four of these models are built

directly as electric vehicles, i.e., the Citicar, Elcar, EVE Islander,

and Electra King. The other two, the EVA Metro-sedan and the Mars II,

are both conversions of conventional, internal combustion engine (ICE)

Renault sedans. The passenger car population is clearly dominated by

the Citiear, which has a user population estirP:ited to be about 1500

vehicles, or approxinultely 80% of production electric passenger cars
estimated to be in use in the United States and Canada. The character-

Istlcs of these six passenger car models and the quantities esti-

mated in use are presented in Tables l-2(a) and l--2(b). These vehicles

range in price, in 1977 dollars, from $3300 for the Citicar to approxl-

finitely$11,000 for the I.'VASedan. Price is somewhat correlated to

vehicle weight which ranges from 1,091 Ib (495 kg) for the Elcar to
4,040 lb (1834 kg) for the Hars II. l,ittle perforr_;mee information was

available on the passenger car vehicles outside of m:mttfacturer.s'

claims of performance cap;3bilities. 'lhe,;eclaims, plus limited test
data, indicate that the range of these vehicles varies from 25 to 50 mi

(40 to 80 kin) in urba, driving, with the e×ception of the Mar..; [l whtch
attained a range of 73 mi (11/ kin) on a ci. ty drtvin.q cycle In a test
conducted by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. 'fop ..;peed of the vehicles
is in the neighbt_rho¢_d of 30 to _5 mph (48 to 5f_ km/hr) with the excep-
lion of tile EVA St.dan and Mar:; It whtch have top :;peeds in e×ce..m of
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Table 1-I(a). Vehicle Characteristics- Nork Vehlcles .....

(English Units)

Battrontc Otis
Harbilt O,l-SE Hlnlvan P-500 CDAVan

t:umberof vehicles

Total in usea 31 289 112 40 I

Total surveyed 31 289 80 3 1

Hanufacturer llarbiltElectric AH Ceneral B_ttronic Truck Otis Antares Engr.
of England Gould, Inc. Corporation Elevator

Initial cos_b $9500 $6600 $iO,834 $11,000 NI,_

Dimensions

hrheelbase (in.) 103 81 94.5 96 150

Length (in.) 148 133 145 138 192

Nidth (in.) 64 70.6 74 62 75

Height (in.) 75 73.8 92 74.2 69

Cargo Capacity (ft 3) N/A 60 N/A 175

Curb weight (Ib) 3565 3625 5800 3620 5100

Payload (lb) 900 675 500 500 1000

Bat reties c

Number of units 2 I 2 2 36

Total cells 36 27 56 48 108

Neight (lb) 1812 1260 2400 1040 2340

Hotor

Type DC series DC compo_:nd DC serle_ DC series DC series

Rating (l_p) 12.,_ 10 42 30.4 22

Controller Thyristor SCR SCR SCR Contactor/
resistor

Transmission None None 2 speed None Hodl f led
automatic

iS)Count or estimate of total nut,her which are, or have been, in use application within
the United St;ite._ and Canada.

(b)Purchaseprice or estimated initialcost converted to 1977 dollars.

(C)All are lead acid, pasted plate construction except for Ilarbilt which has tabular
construction.
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Table i-i(b). Vehlcle Characteristics - Work Vehlcles
(Hotric Units)

8attronie Oils
Ilarbllt DJ-$E Hlnivan P-SO0 CDA Van

Number of vehicles

Total In use (a) 3_ 362 112 q,40 1

Total surveyed 31 362 80 3 1

_nufacturer Harbtlt Electric. _ General Battronie Truck Otis Antares £ngr.
of England Gould, Inc. Corporation £1evator Co.

Initial cost (b) $9500 $6600 $10,834 $11,000 N/A

Di_ensiona

gheelbase (em) 262 206 240 244 381

Length (cm) 3;6 338 368 351 46_

Nldth (am) 163 179 188 158 191

Height (cm) 191 187 234 188 175

Car&o capacity (m3) N/A 1.7 N/A N/A 4.95

Curb weight (ks) 1619 1646 2633 1642 2315

Payload (kg) 409 306 227 227 454

Batteries (c)

Number of units 2 1 ;: 2 36

Total cells 36 27 56 48 108

Weight (lb) 1812 1260 2400 1040 2340

_tor

_ Type DC series OC compound DC series DC series DC series

Luting (kW) 9.33 7.5 31 22.4 16

Controller Thyristor SCR SeA Cont_ctor/
resistor

Transmission None None 2 speed Modified
auto.tie

(a)count or estimate of total number which are or have beon purchased for use application within
the United States and Canada.

(b)Purchase price or esti_ttt.d initial cost converted to 1977 dollars.

(C)AII are lead acid. pasteJ plate cnnstrl*_tton except for H.trbllt whl..h hns tah,lnr construction.
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ORIGIHALPAGE ISPOOR

Table 1-2(a). Vehicle Characteristics (a) - Passenger Cars
(English OnlCs)

Eve ElectraClticar Elcar EVA Sedan liars II
i slander Ktn8

N,..:ber of vehicles

Total in use (b) %1500 _.100 ..15 4S 2$ ..300

Total surveyed 230 20 20 8 25 0

Manufacturer SebrlnG Za&ato EVA EEP EVe- D&Z
Vanguard Electric

Initial coat (c.) $3300 $3500 $11.000 $9500 N/A $3500

Dimensions

Wheelbase (in.} 63 51 g6 89 94 65

Length (In.) 95 84 174 167.5 125 101

Width (in.) $5 53 64.5 60 75.5 45

HeiGht (in.) 58 63.5 56.6 55.5 60 60

Number of passengers 2 2 4 $ 4 2

Curb weight (lb) 1250 1091 3150 4040 2500 1350

Batteries (d)

Number of unlt8 8 8 16 4 1_ 8

Total ceils 24 48 48 60 42 24

WeiGht (lb) _,480 '_80 1040 1900 850 570

Motor

Type DC series IX: series OC series OC series DC series DC se[les

Rating (hp) 6 2.7 12 15 IO 3.3

Controller Voltage Voltage SCR Voltage N/A Voltage
svltchln 8 switching switching switching

Transmtssto, t_one None ^utomactc 4 speed N/& None
transaxle

"(a)Characteristlcs reflect current or most toe:men model

(b)gsti_te _f tot3t number which are, or have been, in u_e application In the U.S. and Calada.
d

("e)Purchase price in 1977 dollars.

(d)AIl are lead acid. pa,_ted plate co_structlon. Mars li are h, ad acid/cobalt.



Table 1-2(b). Vehicle CharacteristJ_.s'--'J-_,--Pam_ger Cars

(Netric Units)

• Eve ELectra
Citicar Elear EVA Sedan Mars I_ Islander Kins

Number of vehic|ea

Total in use (b) _1500 _100 _15 43 25 _]00

Total _urveyed 230 20 10 g 25 O

Hanufacturer Sebring Zagato EVA EFP EVE B&Z
Vanguard Electric

Initial cost (e) $3300 #3500 $11,000 $9500 N/A $3500

Dlmenslona

Wheelbase (em) 160 130 244 226 239 165

Length (cm) 241 213 442 425.$ 318 257

Width (cm) 140 135 163.8 152 191.8 114

Height (em) 147 161.3 143.8 140.9 152 152

Number of passengers 2 2 4 5 4 2

Curb weight (kg) 567.5 495.3 1430 1834 1135 612.9

Batteries (d)

Number of unite g 8 16 4 14 8

Total cells 24 48 48 60 42 24

Weight (lb) '_480 _,480 1040 1900 850 570

Motor

Type IX: series IX: series DC series DC series DC series DC ser/es

Ratin 8 (kW) 4.5 2.0 8.95 11.2 7.4& 2.6

Controller Voltage Voltage SCR Voltage N/A Voltage
switching switching switchlng switching

Transmission None None Auto_Itl¢ 4 speed N/A None
transaxle

(a)Characterlstlcs re[lect current or most commonmodeL.

(b)E_ti_te of total number which are or have been purchased for use applicatiun in the U.S. and

Canada.

(C)Purc:hn_e price in 1977 dollars.(d)All are lead acid, pasted pi_te construction. _f_rs I[ are lead acid/cobalt.
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5_ mph (88 km/hr).. Energy economy claims range from 0,27 k_I/ml
(0.17 k_I/_n) for the Elcar to 0.59 k_i/mi (0.37 kWll/km) for the EVA

Sedan on urban driving cycles,

1.3,2 Uses and Users

Applications of the survey electric vehicles range from

miscellaneous use as private automobiles to assignment to specific
commercial routes. All of the vehicles categorized as work vehicles are

involved in commercial applications. These applications range from

very specific route assignments as in the case of the U.S. Postal

Service Program to varied daily routines of customer service on a
demand basis as in the case of most of the vehicles operated by utility

companies. The majority of the vehicles identified as passenger cars

were in use as private automobiles but some were used for business

purposes as well. Primary use purposes most commonly reported for the

survey vhicles were: delivery, co=mutlng, shopping and miscellaneous

errands, customer service, general purpose private automobile, and

interfacility mail truck or shuttle bus. Users included operators of

major vehicle fleers such as the U.S. Postal Service, Bell Telephone,

and utility companies. The majority of private users were persons who

had purchased the electric vehicle as a second or third private auto-

mobile for commuting or miscellaneous errands. However, substantial

numbers of users reported their electric vehicle to be the only private

automobile theyowned.

Daily routines for the electric vehicles varied from repet-

Itlve performance of specific rcuces on a dally basis to random and

even intermittent day-to-day use. Applications of the vehicles were

generally characterized by limited range, low speed assignments over

relatively level terrain. Over 95% of the vehicles surveyed reported

average daily mileage of less than 20 mi (32 km). However, users of

several of the Battronic Minivans and the CDA van reported frequent

operation of over 40 mi (64 km) on individual days, and almost 5% of

el=|car owners reported daily mileage in access of 30 ml (48 km) per

day. Although the route assignments of the electric vehicles of the

U.S. Postal Service Program arc quite limited in range, 5 to 15 ml

(8 to 24 km), the routes are much more demanding than normal city

driving because they generally involve 200 to 400 stop-starts. Many

of the private vehicles reported sporadic use and even some of the

commercial vehicles were used only intermittently. The majority of the

In-use vehicles are recharged on a dally basis, generally during over-

night storage. However, some vehicles are charged much less frequently

and some reported charging during daily use as well as overnight.

The survey population Includes two major use programs: the

U.S. Postal Service Program consisting of 352 (only 279 were in regular

use as of Hay, 1977) DJ-SE vans and 31 Harbllt vans used for mall

delivery, and the Electric Work Vehicle Purchase Program sponsored by the
Electric Vehicle Council (EVC) which involves 107 BaLtronic Minivans

purchased for use by 62 participating utility companies. The next

largest use program covered by the survey consists of the 33 Mars II

Sedans purchased by 24 electric utility companies in the late 1960s.

l '
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This is no longer an active program but was included In the survey
because of available data and the length of time which some of the
vehicles were in use. The 25 EVE Islanders in use by Sea Pin_s Planta-
tion constitutes the next largest group of vehicles in use by one

operator or under a single coordinated program. The rest of the survey
population consisr_ of individual users operating one to seven vehicles
but not as a part of any larger coordinated use program. The vehicles,
users, sponsors, and applications of the vehicles included in the
survey population are summarized in Table 1-3 for work vehicles and
Table 1-4 for passenger cars.

1.4 GENERAL FINDINGS

Summation of general findings from user experience.with

electric vehicles is complicated by the inconsistency in amount, type,
and detail of data available from the users surveyed. Therefore, the
vehicles and programs included in various comparisons must fluctuate
in accordance with the data available. In spite of the complications

imposed by insufficient and inconsistent data, the data collected pro-
vides some useful insight on use experience with electric vehicles as
_o performance of duty, availability and reliability, cost, support

requirements, and effects of weather on use.

1.4.1 Performance of Duty

In-use experience with electric vehicles in the U.$. and
Canada clearly indicates existing vehicles are capable of satisfac-

torily performing certain assigned duties. Current vehicles are more
successful in performing specific assigned routes than in performing
random use functions. Successful applications of electric vehicles in
terms of performance of assigned routine is highly dependent on careful
planning of the application and matching of the vehicle to the applica-
tion. Inadequate range at the driving cycle involved was the common
cause of inadequate performance. This usually resulted from inadequate

appreciation on the part of the user for the limitations of the
vehicles or demands of the application involved. Part of the problem
Is ambiguous and over-optimistic performance claims by some manufac-
turers. Although the majority of the vehicle_ surveyed have been
successful in performing the assignments for which they were purchased, d
with the exception of the Harbilts, the vehicles have generally failed
to achieve expected or satisfactory reliability and cost performance.

1.4.2 Availability and Rel_ahility

Availability, the percentage of days a vehicle is able to
perform its intended use, i.'_ an important mL,asure of the usefulness of
the vehicle. Since vehicles which breakdown and are unable to complete
their routes or trips and those deadlined for repairs are counted as
unavailable, availability i:; a measure of both frequency of failures i
and repair time. Only the U.S. Postal Service Program provided ade-
quate, records to determine availability for a substantial number of

i_ 1-12
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Table 1-3. Vehicles, Users, and Uses - Work Vehicles

Primary
Vehicle Number User/Sponsor Application(s)

DJ-5E 352 U.S. Postal Service Mail delivery
10 Bell Telephone/AT&T Customer service

Harbilt 31 U.S. Postal Service Mail delivery

Battronic 107 Utility Companies/EVC a Customer serv_e
Minivan 5 3 U.S. and 2 Canadian Customer service

Utilities

Otis P-500 2 NASA Lew_c Research Inter-facility
Center mail service

I Hydro Quebec Custcmer service

CDA Van 1 Water Department, Customer service
Birmingham, Mich./
Copper Development
Association

aThese are utility companies participating in the Electric Work
Vehicle Purchase Program sponsored by the Electric Vehicle
Council.

vehicles of a particular make. These records showed a monthly avail-
ability ranging from 94.2% to 98.5% for the DJ-SE vans. Availability
of the U.S.P.S. Harbilt vans has been in excnss of 99%. Availability

of 98% or better is generally considered satisfactory in fleet operations

of light duty vehicles.

Use experience with U.S. manufactured electric vehicles
does not generally support the contention of high reliability often

pointed to as the factor off-setting the higher initial cost of the
electric vehicles. Failure rates, number of failures experienced as

a function of time or usage (mileage), of the electric vehicles sur-

veyed (except for the U.S.P.S. llarbiltvehicles) generally have been
substantially higher than those for comparable ICE vehicles. Figure I-I
shows that the failure rates for the vehicles surveyed (except for the
llarbiltvans) generally have been in the range of 2 per I000 ml.,

approximately IO times the rate for comparable ICE vehicles; for the
electric vehicles in regular use, this represents five or six failures

per year. The relative frequency of failures by comoonent or element of

the vehicle is presented in Table 1-5 for the DJ-5E, Battronic Minivan,

and Citicar, the vehicles in use in greatest quantity. These failure

frequencies show that the majority of failures have occurred within the
electric drive systems of the_ vehicles.

1-13
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Table I-4. Vehicles, Users, and Uses - Passenger Cars

Primary
Vehlcle Number User/Sponsor Applicatlon(s)

Cttlcar 207 Respondents to Commuting, shopping
mail survey and errands
O_ owners

1 John lloke,U.S. Commuting, business
Park Service

Elcar 11 Respondents to Pleasure, conunuting
mail survey

6 Firmi National Interfacility
Accelerator Lab. trans.

3 Downtown P.rking Security patrol
Association
Stockton

2 Erwin Olbrlch, Demonstration
Creative Automo-
tive Research

EVA Sedan 7 Government of Local business

Manltoba, Depart- trips
meritof Public
Work

3 ERDA Local business

trips

Mars II 8 Pennsylvania Power Demonstration,
and Light messenger service

EVE Islanders 25 Sea Pines Public rental
Plantar ion

.... Electra Ki.g 0 Manufacturera

acontact was made orly with the manufacturer, no actual users

were surveyed.

-. Reported _xperience with in-use electric vehicles tends to

substantiate the contention that r_,pairsare relatively easily made.
Repair time_ are quitL: short in terms of man-hours required; however,
excessive delays haw.: been experiettced in gt, tting part._ treaded to repair

vehicles. Availability of adequately traine.dmaintt:tlanct,pt.,t':¢onne_has
a.I.:¢obeen a problem. Poor or virtually no support from manttfat:turers

or dealers was a much too frequently encotmtered complaint of EV users.
. _ Even in the case of well supported vehicle:; Stlch as t|lt_ l),I-SI.:, exces-
!_ siva delay,,; have been encountered in obtaining repiacem,,nt batteries 4
'_-_: and controller parts,

1-14
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HaKEI t_OWNER°S

RESPONDCN'fS

_____ I |
DJ-SE " BATTRO_IIC BATTRONIC ELCAR CITICA_ HARBILI"
U.S.P.$. 1974-1975 a 1976-1977 ° FIRMI U.S.P.$.

°Bottron;c fo|lure rates are those for the EVC Program veh;ele, v,hich filed regular reports and hod accumulated
over 1000 m|. The two time periodsrepresent operating experience before and after axle recall.

Figure 1-1. Failure Rates

Battery performance, primarily in terms of llfe, has been

the single biggest problem in use experience with electric vehicles in

the U.S. and Canada. All of the in-u_e vehicles surveyed are powered

by lead-acid batteries Which tend to require excessive amounts of main-

tenance time and significant amounts of distilled water. Their per-

formance can deteriorate significantly in cold and hot weather. Survey

results indicate that battery life for the in-use vehicles has been on

the order of 250 to 300 cycles. Nc _e of the vehicles surveyed, other

than the U.S.P.S. Harbilt vans, has been reported as gettlng as much as

6,000 ml out uf a set of batteries.

].4.3 Cos ts

Initial costs (purchase prices) of the vehicles surveyed

ranged from $3300 to $1.0,800 in 1977 dollars. ]nLt[al cost is roughly

proportioual to vehicle curb weight at a rate of about $2.00 to $3.00

per pound ($4. 40-$6. 60/kg) with the lighter vehicles tending to be
higher per pound. At $3300, the Citicar is competit[w_ wLth subcompact
ICE vehicles but is stm_ll_r in :_ize and considerably lighter than most

subcompacts. The l),l-Sl':costs the U.S.P.S. twit(, ;t,'imuch _l_,_the ICE

Jeep. This two-times-the-cost of the ICF vehlc.le i:_ g_,neratly true
for al] EVs which are conversions of [CI.:w_hLcl(,s. The relatively high

InitLal cost of electrLc vehLcLes is due in part to the :_|gtiLficant

co,_t contribution of the batteries but is priJmrlLy at_tributed to low

voltllne prot]utltion ot' both vehicles and componl,llts. Mailltt, ll_i1:(le COSL_

CoNL _lHSoc!_ltt_d _,Lth rout |no Blafntt, ll_-lnce attd rcpaLr, art, rtqtttted to be

rel,ttively low for eh_ctrtc" vehicles, but this was not :_ttb:;tantiat(:d
by reported e.xperlence with U.S. miintifacttll:ed in-use vehicles.

fib
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Table 1-5. F-ilurt,Mode Frequ_ncy

Percent of Fallure_; Report,,d

Failure Mode

U.S.P.S. Battronle
DJ-SE HLniwm Citicar

Electric drive system 91 63 76

Battery 15 10 7
Controller 47 I0 9

Motor 1 I 9
Fuses 9 lO 41
Charger (2) !2 9 10
Charge Meter 2 12
Converter -- ll
Othe_ $

Vehicle 3 34 24

Brakes 21
Lights 1 --
Accessory battery 1 3
Other 1 --

Other Failures 6 3 --

Driver caused 6 --
Unidentified 3 --

Total I00 i00 I00

Maintenance costs were high due to routine battery maxntenance
requirements, i.e., regular watering, cleaning, and checking of
batteries, and high failure rates. Tllefollowing table presents man-
hours per vehicle per year required for routine maintenance.

Vehicle/User Man-hours per year

DJ"SE, U.S.P.S. 8

Battronlc, EW_P 38-116

CDA Van 48

d
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Tile relatively low man-hour requirement for the DJ-SE can he attributed
to the vehicle's single untt battery, e;i,_e of acee:m to t:ho hatt_,ryp and
economy of scale a_talllable with larg_.,r fleet;;. Available e:itlluatea
of a,lnual _aintenance cos_ per vehicle experienc_ by users are sum-
marlzed In tile following table:

Vehicle/User Routine
Maintenance Repair Total

lhrbllt/U.S.P.S. NA NA _ 80

DJ-SE/U.S.P.S. *100 *350 $450

Battronie/EWVPP $400-1200 ,150 $550-1350

Mars II/Pennsylvania P&L NA NA $790

EVE Islanders/Sea Pines NA NA $310
Resort

The U.S.P.S. experience with the Harbilt vans demonstrates that mainte-

i nance cost for EVs can be quite low. The high maintenance cost experl-

ii ence with the U.S. manufactured vehicles is reflective of the relative
immaturity of these vehicles and can be expected to decrease with
longer term experience.

Energy cost receives a great deal of attention from EV users but
actually constitutes a relatively stall portion of the total annual

cost or per mile cost of electric vehicles. This is due to the high
initial cost and battery Costs which must be amortized over the life

of the vehicle. For all reported cases, the energy cost is less than
10% of the total cost and in many cases less than 5%. Energy costs
vary with power consumption and electric power rates. Power consump-
tion varies with the vehicle, drlvinl_ cycle, and manner in whlch the d
vehicle is driven. Figure i-2 shows reported energy consumption as a
function of velllcleweight. Electric rates vary with the location and

: classiflcation of the user, and reported rates ranr, c from l¢/kWh to .
5C/kWh. Energy costs were found to average approximately l¢/m_ for each
thousand pounds of vehicle weight and generally amounted to less than
$1GO per vehicle per year.

An attempt was made to estimate total llfe cycle cost Ill
terms of annual cost and per mile cost for the two vehicles haviug tile
raostextetlsivedocumented use experieuce: the DJ-5E of the U.S. Postal
Service Program and the B;iLtronicHintvan of the l'lectrlcWork Vehicle
Purchase Program. The following table pre:;entsthe higlland low esti-
_Ites obtained for total cost of these vehiclcs,

i
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Figure 1-2. Energy Consumption vs Vehicle Weight

Vehicle/User Estimate Annual Cost Per Mile Cost

DJ-5E/U.S.P.S. Low $1680 $0.56

High $5030 $1.68

Battronlc/EWVPP Low $3700 $0.74

Hill $6950 $1.39

These estimates show that the uncertainty involved in producing the

estimates is so great that the range between the high and io'; e:_timate

is of the same magnitude as the low e,,_tLmate. Most of this [s the
result of the unc:erLainty over battery life and hence battery co,_ts.
The indetermlnant total cost of _h, ctric vehicle:; i._ reflective of the

Im_iturlty of the U.S. w,l_icl.es and the lac'k of long term operating

experienc_ with electric w:hicles in the United States a,ld Canada.

1.4.4 Support Procedures and Facilities

The electric vt_hic:le_ surveyed were _;enerally [outtd co |)e
operating without any special :;upport facilities exct_pt for battery

c||at'ger h, stallations. F.vot, charger itlsLallaLLons are not requLr,_d for

1-18
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vc.hlclos wtth on-board charRers such as the Citicar. Sp¢.cial s.pport

procedures for tile electric w.,.hicles con,_lst prit:_arJly of regular
charging and routine maintenance of batty,tics. Charging, L'_ u:,ually

performed on a daily basis during, overni_,ht storage with equalizing,
charges being appl.ied on a weekly basis. Battery r_lintenancc go,erally
involves weekly or biweekly watering and monthly ch, aninp and cheekieR.
Lack of availability of personnel widl skills required for maintenance
of electric vehicles has been a significant problem to users.

Z.4.5 Weather Effects and Relationships

The primary effect of weather on the use of el.ctrlc
vehicles is the effect of ambient temperature on battery performance.

High temperatures can result in excessive battery water loss and

overcharging the battery. Low ambient temper,,tures can result in
significant loss of range and efficiency. The effect of low tempera-

tures is generally insignificant if the vehicle is stored in a heated

garage so that cold soaking of the battery is avoided. Passenger

compartment heating in most EVs is provided by gasoline heaters, so
the vehicles generally consume a few gallons of gasoline per week in

cold weather. Inadccuate heating of passenger compartments was fre-

quently reported as a groblem by EV users. The heavier vehicles were

reported to perform well ill snow and ice conditions; however, approxi-

mately 30% of Citiear owners reported that they did not use their
vehicles in bad weather.



CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION

The It_-Use Survey of Electric Vehicles is a task performed by

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPl.) in support of the State-of-the-Art

(SEA) Assessment of Electric and IIybrid Vehicles conducted by the Energy

Research and Development Administration (ERDA). Tixis SeA Assessment was

mandated by Public Law 94-413, the "Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research,

Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976" (EIIV Act). ERDA requested

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to assume

responsibility for acquiring and evaluating the necessary data to assess
• •

the state-of-the-art, and for preparing a report xn cotapllance with the

requirements of the Act: In the SeA Assessment Plan developed by NASA,

JPL was assigned responsibility for the conduct of the In-Use Survey

element of the SeA Assessment, while the overall responsibility of the

SOA Assessment was assigned to NASA's Lewis Research Center (LeRC).

The following sectxon describes the objective and the key
elements of the EIIV Act as related to the SOA Assessment. Next is a

brief explanation of the scope and purpose of the In-Use Survey, followed

by a discussion of specified major electric vehicle use programs in the

USA and Canada. The last section of the Introduction Chapter is focused

on a characterization of the electric vehicle industry, specifically the
manufacturers of on-road electric vehicles.

2.1 TIIE EHV ACT AND TIIE SeA ASSESSMENT

The EHV Act, which was passed by Congress in September 1976,

established in ERDA a 5-yr ($160 million) program for the development

and de nonstration of electric and hybrid vehlcles. The policy or
objective of Congress is stated in the •Act as to t

"(1) encourage and support accelerated research into,

and development of, electric and hybrid vehicle

technologies;

(2) demonstrate the economic and technological practi-

cability of electric and hybrid vehicles for personal

and commercial use in urban areas and for agricultural

and personal use in rural areas;

(3) facilitate and remove barriers to the use of electric

attd hybrid vehicles in lieu of ga:;oline- and diesel-
powered motor w, hicles, where practicable; and

(4) promote the sub._titutlon ,)f electric aud hybrid
vehicles for tl|;ln.v g_t._tt)linf_ - attd diesel-powered
vehicles current ]y ttst_d in rout tile :;hart-hart [, low-
load applications, W}litre su¢:h sub::t:ttutJon would be
beneficial."
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The Act defines electric and hybrid vehicles as:

"(4) electric vehicle means a vehicle which is powered by
an electric motor drawing current from rechargeable

storage batteries, fuel cells, or other portable

sources of electrical current, and which may include

a nonelectrlcal source of power designed to charge
batteries and components thereof;

(5) hybrid vehicle means a vehicle propelled by a com-
bination of an electric motor and an internal com-

bustion engine or other power source and components
thereof."

Focus of the program defined by the EHV Act is on tne

demonstration of on-road vehicles. The demonstration requirements

consist of two components:

• Purchase or lease for delivery within 39 me of

enactment of up to 2500 electric or hybrid vehicles

which meet performance specifications to be determined

by ERDA within 15 me of enactment.

• Purchase or lease for delivery within 72 me of enact-

ment of up to 5000 advanced electric and hybrid
vehicles.

Among research and development requirements specified by the EHV Act in

direct support of these demonstrations is the initial assessment of the

state-of-the-art of electric and hybrid vehicles:

"(a) Within 12 months after the date of enactment of this

Act, the Administrator shall develop data characteriz-

ins the present state-of-the-art with respect to

electric and hybrid vehicles. The data so developed
shall serve as baseline data to be utilized in order

(i) to compare improvements in electric and hybrid

vehlclc technologies| (2) to assist in establishing

the performance standards under subsection (b) (i) and

(3) to otherwise assist in carrying out the purposes

of this section. In developing any such data, the

Admlnlstrator shall purchase or lease a reasonable
number of such vehicles or enter into such other

arrangements as the Administrator deems necessary to
carry out the pttrposes of this subsection."

2.2 SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE IN-USE SURVEY

The purpose of the In-Use Survey, as Identlfied in the SOA

Assessment Plail, in to determine "tht. suitability of (_:lectric and d

hybrid) vehicles for rcal jobs." Coml>o.ent.q of the Surv,,y ;ire ch:fined

as data collection, d;_ta evaluatiou, and a final rcport [nclud[ng data
sununarie:+ and analysi.._.

_ 2-2
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Data collection was focused on vehicles built in the United

States and involved direct contact with sponsoring agencies of In-use
vehicles in tile United States and Canada. In keeping with the intent

of SeA Assessment to support the development of the demonstration pro-

gram, data collection was directed toward use experience with production
vehicles, i.e., those produced by a manufacturer with intent of com-
mercial sale. Since there are no such hybrid vehicles, the survey is
more accurately an In-Use Survey of Electric Vehicles.

The type of data to be collected was defined as engineering
data consisting of "vehicle performance, energy consumption, durability,
operating cost information, and the effects of weather conditions."
Data on the use of electric busses will be obtained from a separate sur-
vey conducted by the Department of Transportation, and collection o£
data from foreign sources was limited to that contained in the
literature.

Data evaluation was defined as analysis necessary to
obtain the desired information and produce a cohesive picture of user

experience with electric vehicles.

2.3 PROGRAMS WITH ELECTRIC VEHICLE USE EXPERIENCE

Four programs of use experience with electric vehicles were

specified in the SOA Assessment Plan, as the primary sources of data.
These programs involved the following sponsors, vehicles, and number of
vehicles.

Sponsor Vehicle No. of Vehicles

United States Postal Service AM General DJ-SE Van 352
llarbilt Delivery Van 31

Electric Vehicle Council Battronlc Minlvan 107

Government of Manitoba EVA Metro Sedans 7

Copper Development Assoc. CDA Utility Van I

ERDA and NASA were cognizant of other use activities, such as those

implied by the production of more than 2000 passengers cars by Sebring-
Vanguard, but concluded that the above programs would constitute the

primary source of dcfln[tive use data, because they includv specific
monitoring and data :o]lection elements. While the CDA Utility Van does
not meet the definition of productiml vehicle, as it is strictly a one-

of-a-kind prototype, it is included as an important source of in-use
experience because it is involved in a program Initiated to demonstrate
the suitability of electric vehicles for actual use and has accumulated

over I0,000 mills in 3 yr of regular use.
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:. 2.4 MANUFACTURERSOF ON-ROADELECTRIC VEIlICI.ES

During the first two decades of this century, electric
vehicles were widely used for personal transportation in the USA. There

_: were over I00 manufacturers in the electric automobile industry at that
time. Some 6000 electric cars and 4000 commercial vehicles were pro-

:_ duced in 1912, which probably marks the peak production year of electric
i_ vehicles in the USA (Reference 2-1)

It was primarily the introduction of the self-starter for
the gasoline engine, and the higher speed, longer range, and lower
operating cost of the gasoline powered car that lead to the drastic

decline in the use of the electric car by 1920. Since then there have
been only very sporadic attempts to manufacture and use on-road electric
vehicles.

' To illustrate the magnitude of the electric vehicle pro-
-_ duction today, the estimated yearly production rates for six major types

of electric vehicles are listed in Table 2-1 for each country, year,

ii and vehicle type.I
I

From this table it is evident that while the USA is the

_,l primary manufacturer of off-road electric vehicles - like golf carts and

fork lifts - it plays only a moderate to minor role in the production

of on-road electric passenger cars, trucks, and busses. Over the 3-yr

period tabulated (1975-77), 26% of the busses, 16% of the trucks, and
50% of the passenger cars are estimated to be of USA origin. Even these
rates a_e believed to be overestimated. A similar note is made in

connection with the publishing of the electric vehicle production esti-
mates for 1977 (Electric Vehicle News/May 1977)t "European countries
and Japan are cautious about on-road passenger cars; the USA is bullish

on them, but signs of mass production are limited."

On an overall scale, only England seems to have a relatively

significant and long-term experience in the production and use of on-
road electric vehicles, in particular concerning large _ized trucks and
vans. It is estimated that about 40,000 such trucks are in aaliy use in

I

England today (Reference 2-2).
I

Apart from passenger cars built by individuals for their own
use, it is our estimate that less than 3000 on-road electric vehicles
have been in actual use in the USA within the last i0 yr. Only a few of a
these vehicles (about 150) are of foreign origin. Within this framework

we have been able to locate and survey over 800 vehicles.

IThese estimates have been made for i yr at a time, and are based on
responses to questlonnarles mailed out by the Electric Vehicle News at
the beginning of each year to various people (approximately 250 each 4

time) engaged in the E1ectrlc Vehlcle Industry in Australia, Japan,
C," xda, USA and Wo._tern Europe.

2-4
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Tile number of manufacturers of on-road electric passenger
cars and trucks (and/or vans) is shown in Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 for
each of the last 4 yr, in the USA and abroad. On an average, these
figures show a growing trend, especially in the field of small electric
passenger cars. In order to analyze the stability and experience within
this business, these figures also show a subdivision of the manufacturers
into four groups, according to when they entered the market. This
analysis is basically done with the intention of gaining some preliminary
insight into how well we can expect the electric vehicles included in our
survey to perform; with respect to what degree failures and examples of
poor performance can be attributed to insufficient manufacturing experi-
ence and stability of the industry.

The question of stability can be viewed in terms of the
number or percentage of manufacturers, who stayed in the business once

- they entered it (see Table 2-2).

-- The question of experience can be viewed in terms of the
number or percentage of today's manufacturers, who have been in the
business for 2 or more, 3 or more, and 4 or more yr (see Table 2-3).

-. The primary conclusion seen from this perspective is pointing
• toward the following characterization of the electric vehicle manufacturers

In the USA and abroad:

Stability Experience

USA Low Little

Abroad Medium Medium

A similar conclusion has been reached in a recent ERDA report (Reference
2-3) :

"It is more appropriate to describe the present electric
and hybrid vehicle industry size as an "R&D base" rather
than a manufacturing base. In any case, the base which

presently exists in the U.S. lacks the depth of govern-
meat and industrial support found in other countries.
As a result, the vehicles presently marketed could prove
unsatisfactory in many user environments..."

This conclusion is primarily based on the observation,

"that the domestic industry is characterized by small
entrepreneur manufacturers who independently seek to
build and market a saleable product, whereas foreign
work is conducted by primary industries..."

4
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Table 2-2. Stability in ti_e E1ecrzlc Vohlcle

Hanufaccurln8 Bu._tn,:s_, 1973-7b

Humber of Hnnut'.tcturers Who
Have B_on in chv Electric
Vehicle Buslne.ss Within the Percent of

La'-'t4 yr, and k_o: Hanufac_urers
kq_o Are Still

J In Buslne._s in
A B 1976

Entered the _Irkec Are Still in (Column B/
in 1975 or Prior 3usines_ in Cotumn A)

1976

USA 12 $ 42X
Trucks .....

Abroad 17 II 65Z

USA IS 6 40X
Cars
<2000 lb

Abroad 13 9 69Z

USA 13 5 38ZCars
>2000 lb

Abroad 8 6 75Z

I

!
:_ Table 2-3. Experience in the Electric Vehicle

Hanufacturing Business, 1973-76

Number o£ Manufacture_-s Percent of Mantd'acturers

Today. t4ho Have Been Today., Who Have Been
__ in Che Bu--Iness: in the Business:

._ _ 4 yr -" 3 yr "- 2 yr ! 4 yr _- 3 yr _ 2 yr

-- USA 2 3 _ 201{ 30% 50%

:_ Trucks
_ Abroad 5 9 II 36_, _4% 79%

Cars USA 2 3 6 14% 21% 43%

<2000 lb
Aborad 4 6 9 27% 40% 60%

USA 3 4 5 30X 40% 50%Cars
>2000 lb

Abroad 4 4 6 33_ 33?. 50?.

d
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It should also be noted that most of the domestic electr£o
vehicle manufacturers basically functlo_ as assembling operations to a
high depree, with all major components routing from the outside. In
some caues this means scart_ng with the purchase of commercially avail-
able gasoline vehicle8 and then converting them into electric vehicles.
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CIIAPTER 3

APPROACIIAND CONDUCTOF SURVEY

The approach used in cite conduct of the In-Use Survey had
to be, of necassicy, somewhat fluid because the potential survey popula-
tion was not defined at the outset of the Survey nor was tile extent,
form, and quality of available data known. Therefore, initial Survey
activity centered on identification of candidate electric vehicle users
and determinatlon of data availability. Many sources were utilized in
identification of survey candidates. These included reports, papers,

periodicals, organizations, and manufacturers. Concurrent with the
tdentlficat_on of survey candidates, an effort was initiated to identify
the pertineut data which should be obtained from users. The next step
in the data collection process involved contacting candidate users to
determine data available and the action necessary to obtain it, i,e.,

formal request, data forms, site visit, etc. This was followed by
actual data collection and evaluation of data, which in some cases led

to supplemental data collection. The primary elements of the approach
and conduct of the survey are described in detail in the following
SeCtions.

3.1 DATA SOURCES AND DATA COLLECTION

The primary sources of data for the In-Use Survey were the
users themselves and their records. These sources were supplemented by
data available in published reports, papers, and articles. Reference
materials used _s sources of in-use data or reviewed for In-use experi-
ence or identt£icacion of candidate users are listed in the bibliography
of references at the end of the Eeport. In addition to these sources,
manufacturecs of candidate In-use vehicles were contacted to obtain

vehicle characteristics and performance data and identification of users.
Other sources of data included organizations active in electric vehicle

development and use: such industrial organizations as the Copper Develop-
ment Association, Lead Industries Association, and the Electric Vehicle
Council and electric vehicles clubs such as the Electric Auto Associ-

ates Individuals contacted during the course of the Survey and the
organizations which they represent are listed iq the Appendix.

For two major electric _ehicle use programs in the United
States, the U. $. Postal Service Program and the Electric Nork Vehicle

Purchase Program sponsored by the Electric Vehlcle Council (referred to
herein as the EVC Program), centralized data collection and monitoring
were established as pact of the program. Therefore, data on overall
program e_per_encc were avalJabl_ from the headquarters of the :,ponsoring
agencies. Additional deta _ere also collected from individual use sites.
Data from electric vehicle users in the United States and Canada were

obtained through phone contacts, mal;cd requests, or direct visits.
Collection of data cm foreign experience was limited by the Suzvey scope

to information available in the literature, d



Si_e visits w_re an important _lem_nt of the data
identification and collectfnn proce:_s_,:i.These vt.,_ltscon._i,_ted

primarily of trips to u.qer:; a_ld spo:Pa_rin_ a_.encl._ but al;;o lnw_lved
manufacturers and l;V-relat_d org;Inizatlon:_, Including a c!nb of I.;V
enthusiasts. Sites or person,_ to be vl._Itl, d were jtldiciou,_ly selected
on tile basis of tile following criteria:

• need - the necessity of a d_rect visit to obtaining
tile desired information,

• significance - the importance of the information to
be obtained to the objectives of the SurveyD

• cost - the dollars and time that would have to be

expended to make the visit. This was usually
dependent upon how effectively the trip could be
coordinated with others.

Selection of Survey visits involved judgmental tradeofts between these

objectives. The persons and organizations visited during the course of
the Survey are indicated on the llst of contacts included £n the
Appendix.

3.2 DETERHINATION OF DATA REQUIREHEN'rSAND
DEVELOPMENT OF SURVEY FOR,MS

A preliminary list of data required to meet the object/yes
of the In-Use Survey was developed at the outset of the Survey. 'this
list was based on specific items identified in the SeA Assessment Plan

and infot_nationobtained throt,ghdiscussions with JPL personnel familiar
with electric vehicle operation. These data requirements focused on
defining the applications, reJiabillty, and costs of electric vehicle use.
Knowledge of th¢_fluid nature of electric vehle]e production dictated
that data col]ection must include definition of the vehicle in terms of

design characteristics and performanc_ capabilities. Therefore, these
areas were included in the preliminary data llst, Table 3-1, developed
to guide data collection.

A set of basic data sheets was developed to facilltate data

collection. These forms were evolved from the preliminary data list of
Table 3-I. The fina] forms reflect expansion and modification resulting
from initial data collection contacts with electric vehicle users. Tile
data :;heetswere divided Into two major components: (I) Basic Vehicle

Description. consistin[;of vehicle charact_,ristic,.sand performance

speclficatior_; and (2) Application and Use Experience, con_,_i,._ting of
data Items pertlne.t to actual use. Copies of these data sheets are
containvd in tileAppendix.

In addition to the basic data sheets, two additional special
_urpose survey forms were developed during the c¢>urseof the Survey.
rhe ftr:;tof th_,sewas a q.e,,;tionnairedew,loped to obtain s.pplemental
data, pr,ltlc, l;irly tlmr related data, from Bat tro.ic Hinivan Users

" i The other was a qu_,_tionnatrech':_if.edfor mailing to Owllersof Citicars

{
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Table 3-I. liata Roqulrvmontq for l,:loc.tricVehicle
_,_ IlI.'U';_ Surww !'rt. limlu;iry l,!st

]_!L.';12. ' !_J:'l,,_J),.._.j/j),.l__,j!
Tyl)t' of vehicle
_illlll[,ll,t lll't' r

Dlnlon_ I ,_11;i- Wll,,t, I h,1_o, J,Ulrth, w I dth, he I gilt

_'._,.,, Neight - curb w,,il,ltt , p;lylo,ul
Batlory (Iv:i) m.il_itfilctur,:r, typ,_' weIyht unlls, cells, ral:Ing, _)t'e.

"i_?' Batt_!ry cllilrgor- type, chill'|_o eillLt'I I_I_C*

._ Motor(v)
Power c(mdltlonln_:/controlh, r
Transmission

• - Brakes - numb,_r, type. regenerative?

_-, Safety equipment - compliance with Federal Safety requirements

lla_..:,¢i.._eW,h_Lly .py3form_insy.

:::i Range - const_mt speed :rod SAE .l.,._ driving cycle
' Top Spe_,d- full charl.e, ,_0:; chdrge _llld 4()_. charge

Acceleration - same ¢hargt, level:; a,q above

',"-',I Energy Cousulnl]tiOll- rechart_o energy per mile for SAE driving cycle
Gradeahility - spt, t,d vs grade

_L "_,_] Haxlmum Grade Vapab i I ity

:_ Number of vehlcle:_
Type of tlSe

i Length of servlc¢_ arid tot;ll mileageDaily routine - number in tt._ie, average mileage per vehicle, etc.

Stop frequencies
Route gradient profiles

Ambient temperatures

"' fperating and Haf.nt-_utance Strategy

t Normal depth of discharge
. t Recharge procedure

l frequency

charge rate tete.
Routine maintenance - schedule, elt_mt',ttts, etc.
Special facilities

Re 1 labi 1i_t.__

Mean time between failure
Mean time to r_,stot'e to service

Primary failure modes
" Problem areas

Battt:_y life- replacement practice
j,•,.{

C..os t.._s

_ _ Capital costs
Operating t:o_t
Repa i r _lnd mtl |lit t, tlilnce costs

Estim,_ted I;fe cycle cost
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and Elcars. There are reportedly over 100 owners of Elears and over
1500 owners of Citlcars in the United States. A mall survey was

necessary to obtain representative data of this larg_ population of
users. Prior surveys of samples of these owners exist but the questions

asked were not adequate for the needs of tile In-Use Survey and some

results are privileged and not in the public domain. Therefore, a
special questionnaire was developed and a mail survey was conducted.

Copies of the Battronlc Minivan and Citicar/E!car questionnaires are

presented in the Appendix.

The mail-out survey of eleetrlc automobile owners was

limited to owners of Citicars and Elcars as these are the only electrle

automobiles readily identifiable as such in vehicle registration records.

Questionnaires were sent to 506 registered owners of Citlcars and Elcars.

This o_er population was obtained from R.L. Polk & Company, which

maintains a file of vehicle registrations from the 39 states which per-

mit purchase of registration records. At the time the survey population

was obtained the Polk files co_calned registration records of vehicles

purchased primarily from November 1975 through May 1977. Figure 3-1 is

a map showing the distribution of the survey population by state. It
also shows the 8 states in which no Citicars or Elcars were reported

registered during the period covered by the Polk files and the ii states

which have laws or regulations prohibiting the release of registration
records.

3.3 SURVEY POPULATION

I The survey population consists of those vehicles and users

directly covered by the In-Use Survey. Therefore, the vehicle population
is limited to the U.S. manufactured electric trucks, vans, and cars,

except for the Harbilt vans involved in the U.S. Postal Service Program

and the Elcar, which is manufactured by Zagato International of Italy

and distributed in the U.S. by the Elcar Corporation. The vehicles

=_ surveyed a_e classified in two categories: (i) work vehicles- vans and

llght-duty trucks produced for commercial applications; and (2) passenger

cars- vehicles produced primarily for use as private automobiles. The

user population consists of those users from whom useful data or

information was obtained. These users range from major fleet operato.s
to Indivldual private automobile owners.

Vehlcles, users, sponsors, and applications included in the

survey population are sunuuarized in Table 3-2 for work vehicles attd

I Table 3-3 for passenger cars. The vehicle makes included in the surveypopulation represent approximately 3000 in-use vehicles, and the In-Use

ii Survey obtained data on approximate]y 800 of these vehicles. The survey
population included the two major use programs - the U.S. Postal Service
Program and the EVC Program, smaller scale use programs, small fleet

_I operations, and individual private vehicles. Because of its significance

as a production electric vehicle, the Electra King was included in the

vehicle population even though no actual users were surveyed. A brief

discussion of homebuilt vehicles is included among the vehicles and users

described in Chapter 7. Homcbullts, generally one-of-a-kind conversions

of ICE vehicles, do not meet the "production vehicle" criteria of the

I 3-4
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• Table 3-2. Survey Populatlon-Work Vehicles

Primary
Vehicle Number User/Sponsor Application(s)

DJ-SE 352 U.S. Postal Service Nail delivery
10 Bell Telephone/AT&T Customer service

llarbllt 31 U.S. Postal Service blall delivery

Battronlc 107 Utility Companles/EVC a Customer service

_nlvan 5 3 U.S., and 2 Canadian Utilities Customer service

Otis P-500 2 NASA Lewis Research Center Inter-facillty
mail and service

i Hydro Quebec Customer service

CDA Van 1 Water Department, Birmingham, Customer service
Mich./Copper Development
Association

aThese are utility companies participating in the Electric Work Vehicle

Purchase Program sponsored by the Electric Vehicle Council.

Survey but warrant some mention because they constitute a substantial

portion of the total in-use electric vehicle population in the U.S.

The Survey popu]atlon clearly does not include all on-road
electric vehicles manufactured for sale in the U.S. Exclusion of a

particular vehicle may be by intent or oversight. Some vehicles arc not
included because no cases of actual use experience with the vehicle could

be identified or identifiable data on use experience wouhl not have con-

stituted sufficient contribution to realization of survey objectives to

Justify its acquisition and analysis, l£xclusion by oversight may have
resulted if the manufacturer was not identified In the register of

electric vehicle manufacturers published annually by "Electric Vchlcle

Hews" or by other resources used for that purpose.

One vehicle which might be conspicuously ahsent in view of

the publicity it has received is the Transformer I prod,ted by Electric

I _'uel Propulsion. As a vehicle selling for over $30,000, the 'transformer

_!_ I is not sufficiently compatibh_ with the ba:,ic objective of tile In-Use

Survey of providing Informat:icm in support of the EV Demonstration

Program to justify the dift'icuity of obtainitw use data. 'the few
Transformer I's in actual use are mostly In tht_ possession of relatively
inaccessible celebrities. Data would have been readily available on one

vf:h'cle purchased and tl_;ed |)y Nanit:oba Hydro it, Canada. But, since It
was put into use ht Ft, brttary only 800 mi It, s o[" ttse have boon obtained

{ because of major breakdowns and delays in its repair.
)

t 3-6
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Table 3-3. Survey Popuiatfon-Passenger Cars

!

Vehicle i Number User/Sponsor Primary
I Application(s)

Citicar 207 Respondents to mail survey Confuting,
of owners shopping and

errands
1 John Hoke. U.S. Park Service Commuting,

business

Elear ii Re';pondents to mail survey Pleasure, com-
muting

6 Firmi National Accelerator Interfacility
Lab. trans.

3 Downtown Parking Association, Security
Stockton patrol

2 Erwfn Ulbrlch, Creative Demonstration
Automotive Research

EVA Sedan 7 Government of Manitoba, Local business
Department of Public Works trips

3 ERDA Local business

trips

Mars II 8 Pennsylvania Power and Demonstration,
Light messenger

service

EVE Islanders 25 Sea Pines Plantation Public rental

Electra King 0 N/A N/A

acontact was made only with the manufacturer, no actual user_ were

surveyed.

3.4 DATA AVAILABILITY, CONSISTENCY, AND
CO_'LETENESS

Data availability varied greatly among users contracteo
during the course of the In-Use Survey. Some users were found to have
essentially no u_eful records of vehicle performance. In no cases were
data records as complete and accurate as required to satisfy all Survey
objectives. The more complete and detailed records were those from the
major use programs, which included specific data collection and monl- d
toring efforts.

3-7
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Data deficiencies in the two largest use programs - the U.S.

Postal Service Program and the EVC Program - result primarily from the

number of persons on whom reporting and record keeping is dependent, and

to some degree from the fact that the recording and monitoring programs

are designed for the objectives of the program sponsor and not necessarily
those of the In-Use Survey. Reporting in both programs is somewhat

dependent on drivers who are naturally reluctant to correctly identify

problems due to their negligence or error. For example, when a vehicle
: does not get charged overnight because the driver does not properly con-

nect It to the charger, the driver might attempt to use the vehicle the

next day, resulting in a road call with no explanation other than
"vehicle failed to complete route." Failure identification is compli-

cated by dependency on mechanics who at least initially are not familiar

wlth the particular vehicle or even with electric vehicles in general.

13 Analysis of repair requirements and costs is complicated by warranties
on vehicles and batteries. Another problem is nonuniform reporting from

individual use sites. In the case of the EVC Program, some individual

user utilities reported only sporadically to the EVC and some not at all.

,_ Data from other use programs and users tended to be much less

complete than that for the two major use programs. However, in some

cases very detailed and accurate data were kept on certain use aspects.

The particular aspect most frequently recorded in derail'was energy

consumption in terms of electricity input to the charger. Examples of

thi3 phenomenon are the CDA Electric Van and the Hoke Citicar. In both

I cases rigorous records of energy consumption were kept: for the CDA Van

to p_rmlt comparison of fuel costs with those for an ICE van performing

similar duty; and for the Hoke Citicar for cost accounting purposes and
• to definitively establish the efficiency of the vehicle. However,

failure modes and repair costs were not reported on the CDA Van because

the sponsor did not feel those were meaningful as this was a prototype

vehicle, and only limited failure reports were provided on the Hoke

Citicar because this was not the objective of the record keeping.

The area of greatest deficiency in data in use experience
with electric vehicles is that of actual operating and maintenance cost,

due primarily to the dependence of these costs on so many factors.

Failure to keep adequate records of almost any element of use experience

can prohibit accurate determination of O&M costs which are dependent on

far more than fuel (electricity) costs. Repair costs are an important

component often inadequately reported. Man-hours involved in routine

battery maintenance can represent a significant cost in commercial appli-

cations. Many users do not even seem to be aware of certain potentially
significant cost factors such as that represented by the distilled water

required by the batteries.

Response from those contacted in search ,ff data for the In-

Use Survey was generally very good. Users and sponsors of use programs

were particularly cooperative. Responsiveness of users was somewhat
correlated with sat_sfactlon with _i_e in-use vehicles or enthusiasm for

electric vehicles, owever, excellent cooperation was obtained from many

users who had negatLve use experiences with electric vehicles. The
general responsiveness of users was indicated by the return rate of over

i_ 3-8
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, 40% obtained on the questionnaires mailed to electric cars owners - about
double the rate generally realized on surveys of vehicle owce.rs. A few

: commercial users indicated they could not afford to alloc=_e sufficient

man-hours to respond to certain specific data requests. More difficulty
was encountered in obtaining data from manufacturers. Some were reluct-

ant to give us much time o_ provide data without substantial payment,
and others were unwilling to discuss details of vehicle problem areas.
Electric vehicle enthusiasts such as the members of the Electric Auto
Association were highly cooperative. In general, lack of records and
inadequacy of data were far greater limitatlons to the Survey than
obtaining the data users had available.

3-9
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CIIAPTER 4

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE PROGRAM

The U.S. Postal Service's (U.S.P.S.) Electric Vehicle Pro-

gram constitutes the largest EV use program in the United States. The

Postal Service Program consists of two major elements: (I) 31 Harb_It

electric delivery vans operating out of a single Post Office in

Cupertino, California; (2) 352 AM General DJ-SE delivery vans operating

in multiple locations, primarily in Southern California. All 31 of the

Harbilt vans are in daily use for mail delivery, but as of the end ofblay

1977, only 269 of the DJ-SE's had been assigned to daily use, constitut-

ing the in-use population covered by the Survey. In addition to this EV

use program, the Postal Service also is conducting an ongoing electric

vehicle R&D program at the U.S.P.S. Research Center in Rockville,

Maryland. Only the Use program will be reported here.

Through the years the U.S.P.S. has become a major operator

of vehicles. Its fleet has grown from 18,000 vehicles in 1955 to

i15,000 in 1975 with the increasing motorization of carriers to improve

delivery efficiency. The U.S.P.S. has conducted many electric vehicle

test programs. The current Program was initiated in 1969, with the

desire to reduce vehicular air pollution as the primary motivation.

Since over 80% of the U.S.P.S. vehicles are delivery vehicles, the
search for suitable electric vehicles was directed at that function. The

i Western Region Office of the U.S.P.S. developed a specification reflect-
ing suburban letter route requirements and advertized for the lease of

prototype vehicles for use testing in Cupertino, California.

The llarbilt electric delivery van which began use testing in

Cupertino in 1971 proved capable of performing the duties required by

most of the routes served by that Post Office and was superior in per-

formance, reliability and cost to the other electric vehicles tested.

As a result, 30 additional Harbilt vehicles were leased and placed into

daily use in Cupertino in 1973. The Cupertino experience demonstrated
Z to the satisfaction of the U.S.P.S. that existing electric vehicles

could adequately serve routes where milea_e and stops and starts were

- not excessive, gradients were limited, and the climate was mild. A |
broad scale review established that at ]east 30,000 U.S.P.S. routes met

these criteria and would be suitable for state-of-the-art electric vehl-
cle application. The U.S.P.S. subsequently procured 352 _[ General

DJ-SE electric delivery vans through a competitive bid process, and

b_gan placing these into d_ily use operation in December 1975. The fol-

: lowing sections describe these two use programs and the resulting
experience.

4.1 U.S.P.S. itARBII,T I"IA'_CTRIC DH, IVERY VANS

The 31 |larbilt Electric Delivery Van:_ in tt:_e by the U.S.P.S.
are assigned to routes served by tim Ct.port:i:lo Po:;t Of'lice, arCOUtltitlg
for a|t?lOSt dill the routo._ sf,rvt,d by that of|ice. Tit.! first of the
llarbllt vehicles bo_atl operat[un oil _l to.';t b;t:;i.; ill Atl_tt:;t 1971. The

4-I i
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other 30 vehicles were placed into operation in 1973. All of the
tlarbilts were initially leased by the U.S.P.S. but were purchased for
$3055 per vehicle when the leasor, tlleElectric Vehicle Company of South
San Francisco, went out of business in June 1976.

4.I.I Vehicle Description

The U.S.P.S. llarbilt Electric Delivery Van is actually two
vehicles. The IIarbiltvan is produced by llarbiltElectric Trt,cks and
Vehicles of England. The initial U.S.P.S. unit was shipped complete
from England.. The other 30 vehicles were imported as chasses and had
fiberglass bodies added i_ithis country. Therefore, these 30 differ
slightly in body configuration and dimensions from the vehicle con-
structed wholely by Harbilt and designated by the manufacturer as the

HSV Urban Delivery Vehicle. Both vehicles are of boxy, van-like styling
but quite clean in design. The detailed characteristics of the vehicle
are given in Table 4-1. The specifications provided by llarbilt for the
HSV Urban Delivery Vehicle and those provided by the U.S.P.S. are pre-
sented.

Definition of the llarbiltperformance capabilities was not
available from comprehensive performance tests. Performance speciflca-
tlons quoted by the manufacturer for the HSV Urban Delivery Vehicle and
limited performance data provided by the U.S.P.S. are presented in Table
4-2.

4.1.2 Application

The 31 U.S.P.S. Harbilt vans are used for daily mall deliv-
ery in Cupertino, California, a suburban community of 30,000 population,
located just north of San Jose and about 50 miles south of San Francisco.

The climate is mild with a normal temperate range of 45-I00°F (7-38°C).
The Harbilt vans are assigned to routes which average 11.3 mi (18.1 km)
in length (none over 15 mi) with no gradients in excess of 5%. These
are primarily residential delivery routes and vary in number of stops
from 50-250. Thirty of the vehicles are assigned to routes on a daily
basis. The initial vehicle has been in use for over 5 years and the
other 30 have been in use for over 3 years. In that time the vehicles
have accumulated more than 300,000 mi (480,000 km).

4.I.3 ......Experience

Use experience with the Harbilt electric delivery vans has
been positive. Rellability and awl[labillty of the vehicles has been
hi_,hand maintenance a:_doperating costs per mile have been much less
than for the five IC engine delivery vans (Jeeps) operating out of the

Cupertino office. Mileage, energy consumption, maintenance require-
ments, and costs as reported by the U.S.P.S. Western Region Office for

I . #
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Table 4-1. Vehicle Characteristics, llarbilt Delivery Van

Manufacturer's Spec's. U.S.P.S. Data

Type Delivery van 1/4-ton van

Manufacturer Harbilt Electric Harbllt Electric
of England of England

Dimensions
Wheelbase 103 in. (262 am) 103 in. (262 cm)

Length 144 in. (365 cm) 148 in. (376 cm)
Width 64 in. (163 cm) 64 in. (163 cm)

Height 74 in. (188 cm) 75 in. (191 cm)

Capacity NA 122 ft3 (3.45 m3)

Curb Weight 3608 ib (1640 kg) 3565 lb (1620 kg)

Payload 900 ib (409 kg)a 500 ib (227 kg) ....

Batteries

Type lead-acld lead-acid,tubular,
traction

Manufacturer NA Oldham
Number of units 1 l

Number of cells/ 3b cells/72 V 36 cells/72 V
voltage
Weight NA

Capacity NA 282Ah at 5 hr rate

Charger
Type off-board off-board
Manufacturer/model NA Hobart 3R-36
Recharge time NA 4-6 hr

Motor

Type NA DJ series
Manufacturer NA BKB

Power rating NA 12.5 (9.3 kW)

Controller

Type Thyrlstor Thyrlstor
Manufacturer NA Cableform
Transmission NA None

Tires

Type Steel belted NA

radials
Size 165x14 NA

alnch,ding driver.
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Table 4-2. Performance Characteristics, llarb£1t Delivery Van

Manufacturer's Spec's. U.S.P.S Data

Range-clty delivery 50 ml (80 km) NA

Top speed (fully laden) 33 mph (53 km/h) 33 mph (53 km/h)

Acceleration (fu£1y laden)

0-20mph (0-32 _n/h) i0 sec NA

O-25mph (0-40 km/h) 15 see NA

0-30mph (0-48 km/h) 35 sec 20 sec

Cradeabillty
Speed on 5% grade 20 mph (32 km/h) NA

Speed on i0% grade 12 mph (19 km/h) NA

Maximum grade capability 12.5%

the llarbilt fleet for three consecutive time periods are given in Table

4-3. Cost data provided by the U.S.P.S. on the five IC engine Jeeps

operating out of the Cupertino Office during the same period also are

given.

The primary component of the operating and maintenance rou-
tine for the llarbilt vehicles consists of overnight charging of the

vehicle after each day's operation. Charging and for line maintenance

are performed in the vehicle storage lot adjacent to the Cupertino Post

Office. Special facilities consist only of a charger installed for
each vehicle with a watt-hour meter connected to each charger. A driver

is responsible for connection of his vehicle to its assigned charger

upon completion of his route. Timers have been added to the chargers

to permit delayed activation, allowin_ the batteries to cool down from
operating temperature. Battery maintenance routine consists of

biweekly watering and monthly cleaning with voltage and specific

gravity testing. Routine chas,,_ismaintenance [s performed on a semi-

annual basis. Both routine and repair maintenat_ce was provided by
the leasor until vehicle purchase by U.S.P.S. [n June 1976, and since

then it has been handled by U.S.P.S. mechanics from the San Jose Vehicle

Maintenance Facility.

Performanc,+, of the llarbilt vvhtcles has been ell,standing

from both a reliability and cost .,+tandpolnt a:_ [ndicatt,d by an avail-

ability rt.cord Sn e×ce:+s of 99% and an opcr.tting and ma/ntenance cost
of $0.085 per vehicle mile versus $0.120 per vehicle mite for the ICE

Jeeps. Of particular note is the statistic that all vehicles are still

q
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Table 4_3. Ilarbilt Usu Data-Cupertino, California

Period 314174-311175 a 211175-211176 211176-6120176 b

Nlleage
Total traveled 102,818.2 mi 103,296.7 mi 45,420 mi
Average per vehicle 3,316.7 mi 3,332.1 mi 1,465.1 ml
Average daily pet 11.0 mi 11.0 mi 12.7 m£
vehicle

Energy consumption
Total consumptlun 139,160 k_l 150,840 kNh 78,440 kwh
Average per Vehicle 1.3_ kNl_/mt 1.46 kWhlml 1.73 kWh/mi
mile
Cost per kwh $0.028 $0.028 $0.034

Battery maintenance
Total hours 81.3 79.3 60.8
Average per 1000 0.79 0.77 1.34
vehicle miles

Battery water 427.3 1086 977
(gallons)

Average gallons per 4.16 10.51 21.51
1000 vehicle miles

General maintenance
Total hours 86.9 110.3 254.8
Parts and materials $153.72 $_42.64 3123.99
COSt

Total cost $2,001.20 $3,160.89 $5,224.68

Costs per vehicle mile
Energy $0.037/mi $0.041/mi $0.0_9/mI
Maintenance $0.020/mi $0.031/mi $O.llS/mi
Total O&H $0.057/mi $0.072/mt $0.174/mi

&v_llability
Assigned duty days 9424 9424 3658
Down daya 12 21 98
Percent availability 9_.9_ 99.8% 97.3%C

Failures
Total $ 8 6

+i Ratepe_lO,O00 0.S8 0.77 1._2

vehicle miles

Comparative O&H costs for

_!ii_.. _ ICE Je_p
Gasoline O.0511ml 0.059/mr NA
Parts and matnte- O,OlSlmi 0.026/mi NA

i nance

ii_ Labor O.0391mt 0.0481mi NA

Total OhM O.107/mi 0.138/mi NA

- alncludes experience with initial w!hi_le fr,)_ 8/2L/71-3/1175
as well as that for the ether 30 vehicles for the period shown.

bDiminished perf_rmanc'e In terms of energy r_,n_,mption nl_d rrliability
during Otis period is attributt_d to d_gr,ld,ttiL,tl in _,upport of vehicles
by leasor who went otit of bu_ift,'_!4 in June 1916, ncct,_aitati.g pur-

cllase of vehicles by U.S.P.S.

eDue pri_irily to delay in obtaining parts.
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operatiiLgon their original batteries with an aw_rage mtleape sect,mule-
lion l-_rvt.hicle In exco,lsof lO,O00 inl. As of _larch1977 truly6 indl--
vidual battery e_ll,;had _L_vnre,placed out of thL:lll6 total c_,lls la

the 31 vehicles. 'i'h_, failure rate for the ilarbilt.s has been extremel-
low, an average of h_s.¢ than 1 failure per lO,O00 vehicle miles
(actually 0.82/10,000 mi) with the, controller power unit and controller
motors conqtitoting Lhe primary fat lure mod_,s as shown in Table 4-4.
This remarkable perfor,nance can be attributed to the proven design of
the tlarbilt vehicle (through years of milk float production In England)
and the exceptional interest taken in the program by key pers'#nnel'-
Tom Martin, W_stern Region Vehicle Fleet Manager; ,John Garcia, Vehicle
Maintenance Mana_,er for the San Jose _IF; Richard Besena, Carrier Fore-
man, Cupertino Office; and the San Jose VMF mechanics assigned to elec-
tric vehicle maintenance. The U.S.P.S. r,,,ports that driver acceptance
of the tlarbilts has been good, which could certainly be a contributing
factor to th_ outstanding performance of the vehicles given tim sensi-
tivity of electric vehicles to operator techttique.

4.2 IJ.S.P.S.DJ-SEs

As a result of the success of the use-test of the llarbilt

Electric Vans in Cupertino, the U.S.P.S. initiated procurement proce-
dures for 352 additional electric delivery vans in 1974. The Postal
Service established social, economic and technical goals for the vehi-

cle to be procured. These goals and the functional requirements for thevehicle are outlined in Table 4-5. The procurement process was conducted

Table 4-4. Failure Modes-U.S.P.S. llarbiltElectric Vans,
3/4/74 - 6/30/75

Component Failures Percent of Total

)

_:I" Drive motor 1 5%

Controller motor 8 40%

I Controller power unit 4 20%

-[ Foot controller 2 10%

Battery cells 3a 15%

1 Battery cell llds 2 I0%

ill 20 1oo
I aThree additional battery cells were replaced from July 1976, through
! March 1977, making a total of six cells as of March 1977.

4-6
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---" Table 4-5. {;oal:_ atld Fuuctl,)nal Requirvm,.nt,_ for l,:Ivetr!c
Dellw.ry V;inl,:_,;tahl|tdlvdby U.S. l'otiLa|_:Ol'viee

.... for 197/, Procuremvnt a

'_ Social and Economic Goals Technical Goals

Htnimal ground level lmllutants 20-ml range

Low noise level 33 mph -- tOl) speed

Low energy cost 30 mph In 20 sec

Low maintenance cost • 300 stops and starts

• 10% grade at 10 mph -- 400 ft

• 4-yr battery life

Functional Requirements

To be effective in mail delivery a vehicle must be designed for ease of
handling and efficiency in operation. The U.S.P.S. established these
operating requirements:

• Functional body design

Right-hand drive

Sliding side doors

Easy mount/dlsmount

• Steering and handling comparable to present gasoline vehicles

• Acceleration and braking close to that of existing fleet

• Safety engineering to meet Department of Transportation
standards

• Necessary accessorles
(lights, defroster, gauges, etc.)

aSource: "United States Postal Service Electric Vehicle Program,"
D. P. Crane and ,I.R. Bowman, U.S.P.S., Washington, D.C., presented at
Fourth International Electric Vehicle Symposium, Dusseldorf, West

Germany, 1976.
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_n tile name eompetiCJve hid ba_L_; ;is are all w, hl,:lo proetlrelllOnt_l for
the Postal Sorvlc:e. Bld:_ wore received from AM {:t.neral, Otl:_, and
1:4et, tromo_lon wl.th AM(;, rt, e_lvin_; tl_t,, cotltraet il:_ tile low bidder. A

pilot modvl el tht. AHG I),I-51.', Electric Delivery Van wa._ dpllvvred to _lm
U.S.P.5. Svlltemher 4, 1974 for acceptance tv;;Lln_:, The vvhlv_le mr:C; all

requirementn includ[n_ o.ompletlon of over 300 ntart-:;top ey_-'les of tlie
PosLal Dol!very Route llrivlng Cy('.[o defin¢,d in Ft};t!re 4-l. Doli, vel'y of

vehlcle_ began in May 1975, and was t'ompleted in H;lrch 1976. Route
operation ol these voh.l.v.h,:i was Initiated on a te:;t basis in Sail
Bernardtno. California in the sutnmer of 1975. but actual dally u,_e oper-
ation was not initiated until December 1975.

4.2.1 Basic Vehicle Description

The AMG DJ-SE Electric Delivery Van in almost identical in

appearance to tile 1/4 ton IC engine deliw, ry van supplied to the U.S.P.S.
by AH General, eonunonly known as a "deep." the DJ-5E hcs an electric
power system, cunslstlng of battery, co_troller, motor and charger,

supplied by Gould, Inc. Detail vehicle characterlstlc,.i are given in

Table 4-6. Performance data as provided by both the manufacturer's
specification sleet and the U.S.P.S. are presented in ,:'able4-7.

4.2.2 Application

The DJ-SE cans were assigned to postal delivery routeswhich were compatible with the vehicle's capability. The primary

criteria used in selection of appropriate routes were limited mileage

(generally 12 ml or lens), minimal grades, and 'weed requirements not in

excess of 30 mph. In San Bernardino, Califut'uia the candidate routes

were test-run with a Harbilt Electric Delivery Van to verify their

suitability. Unfortunately, the performance capabilities of the Harbilt

resulted in some routes being accepted for DJ-SE assi,_;uments with

te,4uxrements in excess of the performance specifications used by tile

U.S.P.S. for procurement of the DJ-5E. These routes were later identi-

i fled as being responsible i_r some vehicle failures due to overstressing

the assigned vehicles. Upon ideutiflcation of these rontes, the
vehicles involw:d were reassigned to routes within the vehicle per-

formance specifications.

In accordance with the U S.P.S, commitment to reducing

_1 vehicu]ar air pollution, tile majority ¢293) of the l.),I-.5i': velxich:s was
assigned to lot;at ions wi tilin tile smog-p t'U'tted Southern Ca [tfortlia Air
Basin (Los Au_'eh:,'_ area). Tile ,)thers were assigned in gt'_;utls uf five
and ten to areas strate_,ically selected to provide a varit, ty of certain

l 4-8
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_I Table 4-6. Vehlcle Charactertutlcs - DJ-SE E1e,:tric Delivery Van
_j

_i Type l/4-ton van

_nufacturer AM General-Gould, Inc.

Dimensions :

Wheelbase 81 in. (206 cm)

Length 133 in. (338 cm)
Width 70.6 in. (179 cm)

lte_ght 73.8 in (187 cm)
Capacity 60 ft3 (1.79 m3)
Curb weight 3625 Ib (16/48 kg)
Payload 675 Ib (307 kg)a

Traction Batteries

Type lead-acid, seml-industrial, pasted
plate

Fhanufacturer-model Gould, Inc. - EV 27-66E-11
Number of units I

Number of cells/voltage 27 cells/54 V
Weight 1260 lb (577 kg)
Energy capacity 330 Ah at 6h rate

Charger

Type Of f-board On-board b
Manufacturer Gould, In('. (;ould, Inc.

Input voltage 240 or 480 V, 120 V. single
single pha:;e phase

Recharge time 8- 10 hr 10- 16 hr

Motor

Type DC Cot_,pound
Manufacturer Gould, Inc,
Power rating lO lip

Control ler d

Type SCR
l'lanu facturer Gould, Inc.

Transmis.q ion None

Tires

Type Radial ply, (otwvntiot|:|l tread
Size Ca 78-}5

Regenerative Brakin_ Effet'tiv,, at _pevdq above 17 mph
(27 km/hr)

alnclude:_ 175 lh (80 k_') for driver

t bOnly a few U.S.P.S. l).l-SEts ate t,qttippvd with ,_n-bo;lrd charger

t 4-10
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Table 4-7. Performance Characteristics - DJ-SE

Manufacturer's Spec's. U.S.P.S. Data

Top Speed 40 mph (64 km) 33 mph (53 km/hr)

Range

Constant speed of N/A 30 mi (48 km)
30 mph (48 km/hr)

Postal cycle 29 mi (46 km) 25 mi (40 km)

Acceleration 0-30 mph 20 sec 20 sec
(0-48 km/hr)

6radeability

Speed on 5% grade N/A 20.5 mph (33 km/hr)

Speed on 10% grade 16 mph 14 mph (22.4 km/hr)

and climate. Locations and number of vehicles assigned as of May 1977
are:

Assigned Storage

to Routes or Spares, Total

San Bernardlno, Californla 146 23 169
Torrance, California 73 10 83
Gardena, California 41 -- 41
Evansville, Indiana 10 -- 10

'_ Charleston, South Carolina 10 -- I0
Falls Church, Virginia I0 -- i0

= Cherry Hill, New .Jersey i0 -- I0
New Haven, Connecticut 5 -- 5
llartford, Connecticut 5 -- $

Total 310 343

Ttle vehicles assigned to Cherry llill, New Jersey, were reassigned to
Norfolk, Virginia, near the end of 1976. ALl the vehicles have been
operational since March 1976, except for the 41 in (;ardena which are in

4-12
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the process of beginning regular operation. The other 9 vehicles of the
352 purchased by the U.S.P.S. are assigned to special test programs and
the mechanics training facility in Norman, Oklahoma. Current distribu-

tion of the in-use DJ-5E's is shown in Figure 4-3.

In all locations except the San Bernardino area the DJ-SE's
operate out of a single Post Office. The 146 electric vans in the San
Bernardlno area are distributed among 14 offices, some of which are in

surrounding cities. Each DJ-SE van involved in the in-use program is

assigned to a specific route and is expected to perform that route on a
daily basis. The routes vary from 4 to 15 ml with an average of 9.8 ml.

Start-stop requirements are reported to vary from 8 to 425. As of

_y, 191 of the vehicles assigned to routes had been in regular use

from 15 to 21 me. The 73 vehicles in Torrance have been in regular use

since December 1976. Vehicle mileage accumulated by the 191 vehicles

in use for over a year ranged from 2000 to 6000 mi as of May 1977.

Ambient temperatures to which the DJ-SE's have been exposed in regular

use are reported by the U.S.P.S. to have ranged from O-llO°F.

Most of the DJ-SE's replaced ICE Jeeps or other delivery
vehicles owned or leased by the Postal Service. However, in some

locations, the San Bernardino area in particular, the electric vans were

assigned to routes on which the carriers had been using their personal

vehicles with compensation by the U.S.P.S. Loss of this compensation

apparently was a source of substantial resentment in some carriers

assigned to electric vans, thus creating an additional complication to

driver acceptance.

4.2.3 Use Experience

At the end of ]976, the U.S. Postal Service had accumulated
399,291 mi of use experience on 19] DJ-5E electric delivery vans
assigned to regular delivery routes. These vehicles had been placed
into daily servic_ from Deuember 1975 - February 1976. This experience
was the basis of data supp'ied for the In-Use Survey in early _rch
by U.S.P.S. Office of Fleet Management. Supplementary data collection
visits made to DJ-SE operations in San Bernardino, Evansville, and

Torrance provided additional detail on the San Bernardino and Evansville

experience included in the fleet-wide data, and data on almost 6 me d

of the Torrance operation initiated in December 1976. The visits,

also provided data on several months of 1977 operation for San
Bernardlno and Evansville. These locations were selected for site

visits for the following rcasons:

San Bernardino - first and largest oper0tlon;

Evansville - two winters of cold weather experience;

Torrance - newest and second largest operation.

4-13
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Data obtained from the individual operating sites permit comparison of
experience between sites and provide detail required for certain

analyses, such as detailed failure analysis. Visits were also made to

AM General and Gould, Inc. to obtain additional insight to experience
with the DJ-SE.

The average daily mileage per vehicle of 9.8 mi (15.7 km)

reported for the DJ-5E fleet amounts to an average annual mileage per
vehicle (based on 300 delivery days per year) of 2940 mi (4700 km).
Individual vehicle records for the 146 San Bernardino vehicles assigned

to routes showed accumulated mileage from 1600 to 6600 mi (2560 to

10,560 km) as of April 1977. At that time these vehicles had been in

regular use from 14 to 17 me. Some had also accumulated several hundred

miles in test operation prior to regular service. The accumulated

mileages are within the range represented by the 8 to 15 mi

(12.8 - 24 km) variation in assigned routes and variation in service

time and test mileage. Records of operating hours and mileage from

Evansville and Torrance reflect the high ratio of stop time involved

in the postal routes. The downtown area routes of Evansville result in
1.0 mi (1.6 km) per operating hour and the suburban routes in Torrance

result in 1.6 mi (2.6 km) per operating hour.

Normal depth of discharge for the U.S.P.S. DJ-SE's is

reported to be 60% or less, depending on the particular route.

Vehicles are recharged on a daily basis with an equalizing charge being

applied weekly. Drivers are responsih!e for connecting their vehicle

to the charger and assuring that dll vehicle controls and switches are

in the proper position for charging. Chargers are turned on by the
activation of a master switch by the person assigned that responsibility

at each operating location. This is usually done at the end of office

hours, resulting in initiation of charging about an hour after the
vehicles return from their routes. In locations such as Evansville

and Torrance where the vehicles are stored adjacent to the VMF, charger

activation is the responsibility of VHF personnel, who generally check

to see that the vehicles are properly configured for charging. This

checking avoids most of the driver-caused charging problems experienced

I at operating locations not adjacent to the responsible _[F and there-

fore not monitored on a daily basis by VMF personnel.

Routine maintenance for the DJ-SE as reported by the

U.S.P.S. consists of semiannual chassis maintenance and battery mainte-

nance involving weekly watering and cleaning and monthly checking of

voltage and specific gravity. Battery maintenance man-hours and dis-

tilled water requirements for the individual VMF's surveyed are

summacized in the following table per I000 vehicle miles and per

vehicle per year.

i!
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Battery
Maintenance Distilled
Han-hours Water

Per

Reporting Per Vehicle/ gal./lO00 gal./veh/
VHF Period Vehicles lO00 mi year ml year

Evansville 10/1/76 - lO 5.7 7.8 4.7 7
3/20/77

San Bernardino 11/6/76 - 146 1.8 4.8 15.2 42
12/3/76

Torrance 3/26/77 - 73 2.3 6.5 10.4 30
6/17/77

Average 2.6 6.2 11.0 30

The much lower rate of water consumption repozCed for
Evansville reflects the cold weather conditions of that particular

reporting period.

The only special facilities provided for support of the
U.S.P.S. DJ-SE delivery vans are the charger installations at each

operating office. Chargers are installed on concrete pads directly in
front of the parking stalls to which the vehicles are assigned in the
vehicle storage lots at each location. Postal Service specifications

for procurement of the DJ-SE's required charger operation on 240 or
480 V, but some installations initially used 208 V, three-phase power

supply. Some vehicle problems have been attributed by Gould engineers
to these inadequate installations and they have been corrected.

The U.S.P.S. DJ-SE's have experienced a very high failure
rate relative to the Harbilt vehicles. Mean time between failures for

the DJ-SE fleet was reported by the U.S.P.S. to be 50 days, which
would be about 7 failures per vehicle per year. This contrasts with
the less than one _ailure per vehicle per year indicated by the
Cupertino records _or the Harbilts. Figure 4-4 is a histogram of
failures per I000 m£ derived from the San Bernardlno vehicle records.
It indicates an average failure rate of 4.4 failures per I000 mi,
which at the average annual mileage per vehicle is about 13 failures
per vehicle per year. The "failures" recorded in tlteU.S.P.S. vehicle
records include all vehicle problems reported, including mechanical
problems, unconfirmed problems, and driver-caused problems. Warranty
repair records for the San Bernardino vehicles for 1976, which reflect
almost all repair actions on those vehicles, indicate 7.3 actual repair
actions per vehicle in 1976. While the "failure" rates of Figure 4-4
are almost double actual failures, the distribution shown is considered

to be representative of actual variation between vehicles.

d
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Figure 4-4. Failure Rates, U.S. Postal Service DJ-5Es*

The high failure rates experienced by the DJ-SE's is due

primarily to excessive controller failures early in the program and
battery failures in recent months. Because of the excessive rate of

failures and the significance of the U.S.P.S. Program to overall EV

use experience in the United States, additional analysis of failures

was performed to determine trends and identify primary failure modes.

This analysis was based on the vehicle records and warranty records

from San Bernardlno, the initial and largest DJ-SE operation in the

Program. Failure (problem) reports from the vehicle records are plotted
as a function of time in Figure 4-5. This shows a distinct downward
trend in failures in recent months.

The DJ-SE vehicles have been under warranty throughout the

f time they have been in use by the U.S.P.S. This warranty was recently
extended through September 1977. Since most of the DJ-SE failures have

been in the electric propulsion system, the vast majority of warranty i
repairs have been made by Gould technicians. Gould maintains a support

facility in the San Bernardlno area and is called directly when

problems occur. Therefore, the warranty repair records maintained by
Gould for the 169 vehicles in the San Bernard|no area (146 are assigned i

to routes and the other 29 are storage or spare vehicles) provide a

reasonably accurate picture of failure rates and modes. Analysis of

tile 1137 warranty action reports filed by Gould for 1976 resulted In

the plot of failures as a function of time shown in Figure 4-6 and the

summary of frequencies of failures by mode given in Table 4-8.
Figure 4-6 also reflects a distinctLve downtrend in failures. The low
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Table 4-8. Failure _iodes and Froqu_n_ies,
_ San Born,_rdlno DJ-SE t_arran_y Repair Rccord._

A. Electric Drive Sv.qtem Fnil,._os 907

Battery 169

Replacement 143
-" Water required 13

Charge required 13

Coat roller 639

-, PCI01 - Drive ckts 99
_,, Charge ckts 68
_._ Fuse blown 93

_t_in SCR 45
Corn SCR 19
Accel/brake hardware 116
llardware failures 103

Safety board 14
....: Fan 27

Other $5Shift Tower 5_

Hardware fat lures 58

Motor-Propulsion 12

Open or shorted 6
Burned hardware 6

Charge Meter 29

Replacements 29

B. Vehicle Failures 29

lights 13

Accessory, battery 12
Accessories 2
Rear end 2

C. Battery Char_,orFailures 137

Conuectors 76
Relay 21
Fuse 19
Circuit breakers 16
Other 5

D. Drfver Error____ 64

Vehicle charsing 50
_ On road 14

i( TOTAl, 1137
I d
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l;litial failure Yate.q _re due to inuremental as._lgnment of tim 146
vehicle_ to regular u.qe from Decemb_,r 1975 through the end of February.
Table 4-8 shows Li_at the coatroller and propulsion battery have been

respoa._lble for 71% (56% and 15%, r_._spectively) of the warranty repair
action._. The pronounced reducgion in failures beginning about September

is primarily attributed to a ._ot of modification._ developed by Gould to
correct a potential safety hazard by addttional lockout of vehicle
lurch capability and to improve controller reliability. These modifica-
tions were installed on all vehicles between August and November 1976.

Recently the DJ-5E's have been experiencing an excessive
number of battery failures. Figure 4-7 is a histogram of battery l_-fe
constructed from San Bernardino vehicle records. This distribution

indicates an avere.ge life of only 2900 mt, or less than 300 cycles.
Tim warranty repair records conf+rm this estimate as they show a total

of 143 battery replacements in 1976, which means a battery replacement
rate of almost one per operating vehicle per year or an average Life of
about 3000 vehicle miles. The batteries carry a 4-yr warranty, which
implies that Gould expected t,_ achieve a llfe cf c,t least 1200 cycles.

The extremely short llfe actually experienced has been attributed by

Gould to premature softening of the positive plates. Gould has declined

to discuss the results of its battery investigation as to the cause of

temperature softening, but in June began install[ny, new bat_,erles which

Gould claims should have the problem corrected and should achieve a cycle

llfe of 750 cycles at 80% discharge or about 1500 cycles in the Postal

Service application.
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Figure 4-7. Battery l+tfe, U.S. Postal Service DJ-SFs*
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De_plte tile excessive number of failures experl_;nced with

the U.S.P.S. DJ-SE_, the avaiiabillty ol tile v_hlcles to p_rform

scheduled dutie_ has buell fairly good. This can be at_ributud primarily
to the ex=ellent support provided by Could to minimize downtime attd
reduce failure rates. TILe U.S.P.S. reports the precentage availability
- the percentage of days vehicles succes,_fully complet_ their assigned

routes - as 97g for r be DJ-_E fleet through 1976. Figure 4-8 shows
percentage availabilit;y by reporthw, period from downtime records
obtained from San Bernardino and Torrance. This plot indicates a
decreasing availability averaging about 967. from November 1976, through
Juno ]977. Failure rates decreased during this period, but batteries
became the primary failure mode and downtime went up significantly due
to delays in obtaining replacement batteries. Some vehicles were

deadline for weeks awaiting batteries. Records obtained from Evansville

showed percentage availability by reporting period ranged from a high
Of 99.5% to a low of 75.6%. This high degree of fluctuation results

from the pronounced effect of delays in obtaining replacement batteries
on tim small fleet size of ten vehicles.

Tabtv 4-9 presents vehicle mileage and energy consumption

reported by the U.S.P.S. for six operating locations and eight 4-wk
accounting periods plus totals. The Oklahonm City records are for
those vehicles now assigned to the mechanics training school in Norman,

Oklahoma. This table indicates and average energy consumption of
1.52 kNh/ml (0.95 kN11/km) and a range of 1.18-1.86 kNh/mi (0.74-

1.16 kk_./km) for the six locations. The difference in consumption

between locations is attributed to difference in route requirements

10o
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•1lid L'lim.lt0.. Con.qunq)ti(m rillo:_ by _eCOtllltJtlg period for Evan:_vJlle

reflect the decroa,¢in$_ efficiency of Lho battt.rh.,; with docre.lsing
tt.ta|)i,r;|ttlre. (.qitl¢o the U.S.P.S. Fl:}cal Year bt._:in_; in Octolmr.
A/P 3 and 4 for FY'77 coincide wiLh I)ecl.t:_ber and ,};lnttAr)..) During tile
extreme cold of tile past year the effect on baLtt, ry pt,rform:ttlcta in
Evan,;ville was so st*veto that some of tile w, hicle_; could nor even

complete routes of 5 or 6 mi and had to be rt, plaeed by [CI" w,hictes
for ,.,everal weeks. The D,I-SE's in Evansville art; :;t'ored in open lots,
as at all of tile U.S.I'.S. loca'ions, with no special provision for

keeping the batteries heated. Therefore, the battcrle,; are subject to

cold soaking overnight. The U.S.P.S. reports th:,_telectricity costs

range from a low of SO.01 per k_._'h to a hiyh of $0.05 per k%..'h for the
locations in which the EV's are operating. Willin>;ness of utilities to

provide discounts for off-peak charging also has varied with location.

The U.S.P.S. declined to provide an estimate of life cycle
cost for either of their in-use EVs, explaining;: "Because of the malay
variables we have not attempted to develop lift' cycle, costs as ye_. To

do so before full stabilization of the vehicle and its components is
in our opinion unwise." The nont,nifor:nitv of t)me,.r rate structures and

uncertainty about battery life are cited ;is additional complicaLions to
e._.,'timation of life cycle cost. As tim U.S.P,S. also points out, the
vehicle and battery warranties further co::q_]!c,tte cost e.sr. imation.
Analysis of warranty repair records fro,a S;m Bernardino results in the
following values for annual repair r,_qutrements:

I Labor time

Travel time 3.4 hr/vehicle

Repair time 6.0 hr/vehicle

Parts cost (not including $182/vehicle

propulsion battery)

Application of these data to life cycle cost estimation Is not only

complicated by tile decreasing trend (i.e., lack of stabilization) in

failure rates but also by: dependence of travel time on location of

vehicles relative to repai," facilities; pos:;ible chatlgt,,,_ in repair
times resulting ft'o::l _lssumt, tion _ repair futlctions by Post;ll Service
mechanics at exptratiotl Of velli{:xe warranties; ;Itld tile likel fhood, as
ind_cated by U.S.P.S. inve:stiga, i.m, of obtaining lower cost replace-
men! parts from sources other ¢hon tile r_anufacturer.

Despite the cotnpltcat ions and uncertatntte:_ involved in
producing at! ostin_lte t:f lifo cycle co:;t, the .,;i};nificance of the

U.S.P.S. D.I-5I" Plo_;ril:'l _,'arrants an atto,rpt. Iltwevor, the complications
and tltlCertaitltie.q tlet'e:;:litato il broad r.lll_.'o for .lOl'It. eltq:lont::_ dtld
appropriate Cgltlt foil in tt_ie of tile e,,;t.|Pl:lt.es. The er_timatt,_; are billed

on a lO-yr lift, a:¢ proje,'t,,d by tile U.S.P.S. Tim high ccmt estimates
repre:;ent |)t,,';,.;ilIli:;tit:/¢tltl_iorvatfvo v/lltlt_q b,qst,d on ,'.lVt2r/IJ_t, perforr_ltlce
to clare, and tht' Imct, r esL if'aLes rt, l loci opt imi:;t it: l)rojtrctt,d reductions
in t_,[lt, re rate,; and t'ost,i. .No repair co,_ts art, int:luded for tile
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first 1-1/2 yr of use nor battery costs for the first four yrs as these
are covered by the warranty. Projected life cycle costs for the
U.S.P.S. DJ-SE are given in Table 4-10 in te_lr; of annual cost in 1977
dollars. The U.S.P.S. reports the annual cost for the ICE Jeep, which

is depreciated over a 6-yr life, is $1292. The nnnunl cost estimates
(less financing, insurance, and taxes) for the DJ-5E given in

Table 4-9 show a range from less than the annual cost for the ICE Jeep

to about 2-1/2 times that cost. The primary component of the broad

range in estimated cost is the cost of replacement batteries. The

uncertainty involved in life cycle battery costs clearly dwarfs uncer-

tainties associated with other components of the vehicle life cycle
COSI..

Table 4-10. Estimated Life Cycle Cost, a U.S.P.S. DJ-5E

(Annual Cost in 1977 Dollars)

Low Estimate High Estimate

Depreciation

Vehicle (including charger $ 665 $ 665

and initial battery)

Replacement batteries 260 1620

Routine maintenance I00 150

Battery water 5 20

Repair 105 347

Electricity 45 225

$1180 $3027

aEstlmates do not include f/mincing, insurance, and tax cost which

could add $.500 to $2000 to annuat cost, depending primarily on

the financing rcqulred by battery replacements.
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CI_PTER 5

BATTRONIC MINIVAN USERS

About 115 Battronic Mintvans have been manufactured and

sold by the Battronic Truck Corporation (Boyertown, Pennsylvania) since
1973. 107 were purchased through the Electric Vehicle Council's (EVC's)

Electric Work Vehicle Purchase Program by 59 U.S. Utilities (105 vans),
one Canadian Utility, and the Lead Industries Association (one van

each). These I07 Minlvans were delivered during 1974. At the same

time, and from the same production line, four more Minivans were sold

directly to two more U.S. Utilities, one more Canadian Utility, and the

U.S. Postal Service Research Center (Rockville, Maryland). Since the

purpose of the Minivan purchase by the U.S. Postal Service was _.o obtain

comparative testing data (together with an Otis P-500 van and a proto-

type Eleetromotion Postal Van), rather than trying to use the Minivan on

a regular basi_, we have not included this particular van in our survey.

In 1976 the Battronic Truck Corporation sold two more

Minivans. One to a U.S. Utility, and one to the Government of Manitoba,

Department of Public Works (Winnipeg, Manitoba).

A total of i12 Minivans has thus been identified as the

survey population for our analysi_ of the user experience with the

17 Battronic Minivan. The first and major part of this analysis is

centered on the overall experience with the 107 minivans bought

through the EVC's Electric Work Vehicle Purchase Prog:am (see Sec-

tlon 5-2) and is primarily based on data collected through the Electric

Vehicle Council. To supplement these data we have sent out a 5-page

questionnaire (see Appendix) covering 68 of the 112 minivans, and

received a 53% response. Furthermore, phone calls to about 50% of the

users (covering almost 70% of the vans, and including the 68 vans

mentioned above) and 5 site-visits have been part of our data collec-

tion effort concerning minivans.

The second and final part of our analysis is concerned with

the user experience of a few selected minivans (see Section 5.3),

where detailed data has been recorded oP a daily basis. One of these

vans (operated by the Omaha Public Power District, Omaha, Nebraska)

has been driven almost ll,O00 ml since November 1974, which is the

most total mileage reported on any of the 112 Minivans included in our

survey. This partlcular van was one of the two sold directly to a
U.S. Utility in 1974, and has therefore not been included in the EVC's

data base on the 107 Minivans bought through the Electric Work Vehicle

Purchase Program.

_,e geographical distr1_ut_on of the 112 Minlvans is shown

on Figure 5-1, with each dot representing one company. 1_le size of

each dot indicates the humbler of .Minivans bought by each company. W1_en

talking with variotJs compani_,s we found that in sew,_ral cas_,._,where d

more than one or two vehiclc._ were bought by the same company, the

Hinivans were actually used at different locations and serviced
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by different p,arap, os. In other words the p,uofiraphic:Jl distribution of
the Hinivan,i is even more scattered than indic;lied by the map on Fig-
ure 5-1, All of tti(.' 66 cor,lp;lnie,i, who tol;qthcr h;ivu bout;hi the 112 biini-
VailSl are listed in Table 5-1 for each of the 8 reEions indicatt,d on .....

the map (Figure 5-1).

Table 5-I. Geographical Division Shown on Fifiure 5-I.
Number of Vehicles Shown in Parentheses

ltelt En_,l and s_o_.r ll_ t__r,_I

(!) United lllundnatlng Co. (2) interstate Power Co.
(3) New England Power Service (I) St. Joseph Lit:ht and Power Co.

(1) Cambridge Electric l.i_ht (!) Board of Public Utilities, Kansas City
(1) Public Service New IIampshire (l) Kansas Gas & Electric

(4) Iowa Power and Light Co.
(l) Iowa Public Service Co.

_lanti_._._._c (I) Hinnesota Power and Light Co.
(1) Northwestern Public Service

(1) Lead Industries Association (2) Northern States Power Co.
(1) Hetropolitan Edison Co. (1) Omaha Public Power District
(l) Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. (l) Government of Hanitoba (Canada) a
(3) Atlantic City Electricity Co. (I) Union Electric Co. a

(3) Public Service Elec. & Gas
(6) Niagara Hohawk Power
(5) Consolidated Edison Co. _/es_ South Central
(1) Long island Lighting Co.

(1) tlydro-Quebec (Canada) (3) Gulf States Utilities
(2) Now Orleans Public Service
(1) eoouthwestern Bloc. Power

South Atlantic (3) Public Service of oklahoma
(1) Community Public Service

(_) Baltimore Gas & Electricity Co. (2) Texas ElecLric Service

(1) Appalachian Power Co. (I) Texas Power & Li_ht Co.
(1) Virginia Elec. & Power (2) Dallas lower & Light Co.
(2) Carolina P._wer & Li_;ht Co.

(2) Georgia Power Co.
(1) Savannah Bloc. & Power Co. H_.ountain
(l) Jacksonville Eh:c. Autilority
(1) Florida Power Corp. (2) Arizona Public Service

(2) Utah Power & Light Co.

gs.qt North Central

(2) Ohio Edison Co.
(1) Toledo Fdisor (2) Washington Water Pay, or
(l) Ohio Power (1) Puget Sound Power & Light Co.

(1) Indiana & Hichigan Bloc. (6) Pacific Power & I.iEht Co.
(1) Southern Indiana Gas & Elec. (2) Portland General Elec. Co.
(3) Northern Indiana Public Service (1_ PUD of Clark Coutity, Nashimlton

(2) Consumers Power Co. (1) PUB of Grant County, Washington
(2) I¢Isconsin Bloc. Power (_) Southern California Edison Co.

__ (2) 14isconsin Public Service (1) Sacramento PUD(1) Wisconsin Power & Light Go. (l) British Columbia liydro Auttlority (Canada)

___-g (1) Eugene ktater & Elec. BoardEast South Central

---'1 (1) Kentucky Utilities Co.

,.( (l) Alabama Power Co.
__=,_ (I) Hisslssippi Power Co.

" aBooght in 1976

.......... _..... ' :_ ..... _ .... .. 2 .
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i 5.1 BASIC VEIHCLE DESCRIPTION
J

i/ In the summer of 1973, the first prototype of tile Battronic' Hinivan was tested at the Dana Proving Grounds (Ottawa Lake, Michigan).

_he prototype was built throu_,h a contract with the Electric Vehicle
Council, and was found to meet most of the specifications except the

ability to attain a top speed in excess of 50 mph (80 km/hr) on a level
concrete road. As a result, the vehicle was modified from a 96V to a

l12V powe__rsupply, tested again and accepted for production.

The final product -- the production Battronic Minivan -- is

'ha short-range, multistop, urban delivery van". It is specified (by the

manufacturer, the Battronic Truck Corporation) to have the following

key performance characteristics:

• Top speed 55-60 mph (88-96 kph)

• Acceleration in "Lo range" 0-30 mph (0-48 kph): 9.1 sec

0-45 mph (0-72 kph): 17 see

• Acceleration in "ill range" 0-30 mph (0-48 kph): 9.6 sec

0-45 mph (0-72 kph): 27 sec

• Range in "Lo range" at 25 mph (40 kph) : 50-55 mi (80-88 kin)

(cruise) at 35 mph (56 kph) : 42-47 mi (67-75 km)

at 45 mph (72 kph) : 32-36 mi (51-58 kin)

• Range in "Hi range" at 25 mph (40 kph) : 45-50 mi (74-80 kin)

(cruise) at 35 mph (56 kph) : 38-42 mi (61-67 kin)

at 45 mph (72 kph) : 30-33 mi (48-53 kin)

• Energy economy average for city 1.2 kWh/mi (0.75 kWh/km)

driving:

• Gradeability at 5% grade: 27-28 mph (43-45 kph)

at 20% grade: I0-II mph (16-17 kph)
maximum grade: 31%

The key vehicle characteristics are listed in Table 5-2 and shown in
Figure 5-2. It should le noted that the current model of the Battronic

mlnivan has different characteristics. The two major changes have been:

• increased curbweight to 6000 Ib, and

• increased payload to 800 Ib (and thus GVW to 6800 Ib).

5.2 TIlE EVC's ELECTRIC WOILK VEHICLE PURCHASE PROGILLM

In this section the overall user experience of the

_07 Battronic minivans, bcupht through the Electric Vehicle Council's

(EVC's) Electric Work Vehicle Purchase Prog,ram, is evaluated. The main

part of this analy:_is is based on data obtained from the EVC, which has

Collected two sets of data cards from the participating users since 1974.
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Table 5-2, Vehicle Characteristics

(Battronic Hlnlvan, Standard 1974 model)

• Type of Vehicle Urban delivery van

• Manufacturer Battronic Truck Corporation

• Purchase price, standard unit $I0,000 (1973)
$10,834 (1977 - quoted)

• Dimensions

Wheelbase 94.5 in. (240 cm)

Length 145 in. (368 cm)
Width 74 in. (188 cm)
Height 92 in. (234 cm)

• Curbweight 5800 lb (2631 kg)

• Payload 500 lb (227 kg)

• Cargo capacity 160 ft3 (4.53 m3)

• Traction batteries

Type Lead-acid (G.B.C. - type EV330)
Number 2 modules of 28 cells each

Operating voltage II2V
Total weight 2400 lb (1089 kg)

Energy capacity 330 A-hr at a 6-hr rate
277 A-hr at a 3-hr rate
244 A-br at a 2-hr rate

• Charge

Type On-board (standard; off-board was
optional)

Manufacturer C. b D. batteries

Line Voltage 220 V/30 A - 6-8 hr
110 V/15 A - 18-24 hr

• Motor

Type D.C. series
Manufacturer General Electric. Model BT 2376
Power Rating 42 hp

• Controller SCR dc Chopper (GE Model 510R)

• Transmission 2-speed (I:i and 1:96 ratios); no
clutch (van mu_t be stopped to
shift between the "lli-range"and
the "Lo-range" gear

• Tires Firestone light truck, bias ply
(6.70-15C)
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1974 Model 1977 Model

l.'ip, uru 5-2. BattrolliC Miniwm

i
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The collection was done on a voluntary basis. Tile consis-

tency over time, and the reliability of the data submitted to tile EVe
iS varied but seems, generally speaking, impressively good for the

majority of tile vans (only 21 were never reported on). To date 372
"failure cards" and about 3350 "weekly performance cards" have been

received by tlle EVC. The users were asked to send in a "failure card"

every time one of the Minivans failed and was repaired, and a "weekly

performance card" each week for each Hinivan. Examples of tile two types
of data cards are shown in Figure 5-3.

The cards can be subdivided into two separate time periods

reflecting potential utilization, and one in between, reflecting exten-

sive downtime (each period lasting about i yr):

Delivery during 1974 - July 1975 ffipotential
utilization

July 1975 - Summer of 1976 = extensive
down t|me

Summer of 1976 - May 1977 (now) = potential
,_tllIzat ion

The period of "extensive downtime" occurred when the front axle of the
Minlvan was recalled by the Clark Equipment Company (the axle manufac-

turer) and subsequently by the Battronic Truck Corporation in late

June 1975. The front axles had all come from a production series

together with about 13,000 identical axles used in U.S. Postal Service

vans. These axles had shown to fall during loading tests, and thus did

not meet the specifications for the postal van. While the Clark

Equipment Company replaced the axles on the Postal vans at no cost, a

similar arrangement was not possible for the Minlvans due to disagreement

over "the promised maximum load capacity." After this, another axle
manufacturer was involved in making a prototype and then the final pro-

duction of replacement axles. _le new axles were shipped to the users

during the spring of 1976 (February-June) along with alignment instruc-

tions from the Batcronic Truck Corporation, and at no cost to the j
users -- except almost a year of downtime. The axle recall and

replacement was, beyond any comparison, the moss serious failure-

problem with the Rinivan.

1
To our knowledge only one of the Minivans was used during

this period of "extensive downtime" (maybe a few more, even though no
such use was ever reported to the EVC). After proper dynamic testing of

tile front axle, and subsequent reduction in the payload specifications,

this particular van was placed back in service. When the new axle
arrived, it was installed and realigned, causing only half-a-day down-

time. It should be noted that this wln has a curb weight which is less

1The van bought by the Omaha Public Power District, and earlivr men- d
ttoned as one of the vans which was not part t>f the EVC program, and
therefore never has been reported on to the EVC.
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electric work vehicle purchase program I_.WEEKLYOATACARD__I
| l'h_s ¢_'lfd ShOU 0 tJC*CDmDll_lf_O |

_H_,,_,.,_,_:o1_,,o,,,o...,,,,,,,,,.......,,__,_:__,.:_,._,,,..,,,,_'_'-"_°,,i.o,,,,,,,o_-oo.,_.,,,,,_.....,,,,,_.o_,j--Vehicle R I I
' IMo.DayYr. Nam(

Week ==J 'P"_"

I Title , ._Date

KWH(to charqer)Used During WeekJ Comment-,:,
Enler 'T' if Est;mated KWH

MilesOperated During Week I- I

Weekly
l emperature High
Range of Low

Weekly Man-Hours

Maintenance $ Costs
P/asia comp/ala rod to_lure card for m=,ntenanua other Ihan normal EVO 100A

|

electric work vehicle purchase program OESC_,P.ONoF_EeAI_sNECESSARY:

Vls¢onatr,. Putolte Service Co FAILURECARD / /" ¢_'/C'.'IP'-O Z'/- J" _ _lrJ-/'_¢zt"

I0,_ 0 ,I Io_ql12i'1 ,, ojots,.Lol
VEH= DA. YRI

Type"

_ Reason'

',_ Man-Hours/Repair /__ o7 LV/)/°'_ J e__
,,'i- $ Cost/Repair N
',_ "s,.=o_,,on..,,to. e"o_ 7",,?=:7-=*'"

s

EXAMPLE:_ _ t5151 1415l
_ 1 MechanicalFailure

4 Brakes
" : ! Failuredueto FaultyEquipment
[' 03.3 Man-Hours/Repair
'._.;_. 5&45 $ Cost/Repair
:o SeY_ 10011

d
• Figure 5-3. Examples o_ a "¥atlure Card" and a
• "Weekly Performance Card"
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than mos_: other vans, since it has no on-board charger and only uses the
.....',_:i optional off-board charger (an option which was chosen for only ten other

Vans) •

Other problems, mostly battery problems, followed the axle
replacement as a result of the long period of no use, which makes tile
axle problem look even more serious. Since no utilities in tile EVC

Program reported any use ciuring the 1975-1976 period of axle recall,
we have concentrated our analysis (from here on) on the two time periods
of "potential use." In the following, referred to as "period I
(1974-1975)" and "period IZ (1976-1977)."

5.2.1 Total Mileage

To give an overall idea of how extensively the Hinlvans

have been used to date, we have recorded the total mileage for Indlvidual

Hinlvans (covering over 50_ of the total population) in the histogram

in Figure 5-4; thus identifying the number of Minivans in each mileage
group (0-1000 ml, 1-2000 ml, 2-3000 ml, etc.). It can be soen _hat

about 30X of the vans have been driven less than I000 ml _ach or less

than 500 ml per year of potential use.

z

t_
O

"'="_o

: Is-

-0 I , , , [---I r"'q ,
0 I(_O 5OO0 IO,O00

TOTALMILEAGE
PERMINIVAN

NOTE: 63 (OR 57%IOF Tile 110MINIVANS [:IOLJGHTIN 1974
HAVE HEPOHTEDTOTAL MILEAGETO [JATEASSHOWN
IN THISFIGURE,

(SOURCE:PEFtSONALCOMMUNICATIONSORJPt
OUESTIONNAIHES.AT RANDOM,WI11.tSOMEPREFERENCE
TOCOMPANIESWl'ftt MUHETFtANONE MINIVANI.

Figure 5-4. H:.leage Distribution.

Total Mileage per Hinivan (1974-77).
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5,2.2 Identification of _oliablo Vohicl_ Populations

In Figure 5-5 till-, total veliiele population of 107 vaas,
particillating in the EVC progl'am, has been ca_c_,orizi_d in a morlllie_8=-
cal fashion. Pri_wily, Lhiq is done in order to identify and counL
those vanti which have an acccliLable level of reporting in each or both

of the two puriods of "potential u;v,," and thus col, stitutes tl,e groups
of vans with the most zoliab]_ sets of failure mid performance liiforma-
tion within the toLal v_hicle population. The acceptable lvvel of
reporting has been defined as: seven or more "weekly nerf_rmance
cards" submitted to the EVC. In other words, we are assuming that those
van:; with more than seven weekly performmico cards reported also have

been submitting failure cards for failures occurring within this period
(of at least 7 wk).

The four main population groups represented in Figure 5-5
are therefore those vans with seven or more "weekly performance cards"
in both, one (two options), or none of the two time periods (1974-1975
and 1976-1977).

Within each of these groups we have indicated how many o£

the vans }tad failures in both, one (two options), or none of the
two time periods.

TIMEFRAMF 1976 - |9;r/

WEEKLY
PERFORMAI'qCE _ F < F
CARDS

j FAILURE YES NO NO YES
REPORTS

i i| II i i i

I YEs 17 8 29 2

7 72
z No 3 4 8 1
!

!
No 1 l 21 0

<7

YEs 3 2 6 1
iiii

39

Figure 5-5. Population Cla,_',ification of 107 Battronic Hlnivans

in the Electric V.,hiclv Council's Purchase Program
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A nunber of genoral observations sho.td he r,0ade from
Fir.ure 5-5 :

• 72 (67%) of the vans have good (acceptable)
reporting in period I.

• 39 (36%) of the vans have good (aceoptable)
reporting in period I.

• 28 (or 26%) of the vans have poor reporting
_n both time periods.

• 32 (or 30%) of the vans have good (acceptable)
reporting in both time periodq.

• 40 (or 56%) of the 72 vans with good reporting in
period I have poor reporting after the axle problem
(in period II).

• 7 (or 18%) of the 39 vans with good reporting in

period II only had poor reporting before the axle
problem (in period I).

• 16 (or 22%) of the 72 vans with good reporting it,

period I never reported any failures during this
period.

• 15 (or 38%) of the 39 vans with good reporting in

period II never reported any failure during this
perlod.

5.2.3 Failure Modes

Ten ot the 372 failure cards received by the EVC to date
are concerning the axle replacement. Of the 362 cards with other
failure information, 289 are from period I (1974-1975), and 73 are from
period II (1976-1977). Since some of the cards contain information on
more than one kind of failure, and other cards are repeating a specific
failure occurrence already mentioned on another and earlier submitted

card, it has been necessary to introduce the term "failure reports."
Each such "failure report" can be identified each time a failure is

reported on a failure card. In other words, the number of "failure
reports" la the sum of "failure cards" plus "other failures reported ottt

the same cards." 'l_eprocess of analyzing the failure cards so that
!

each actual failure ocrurrence can be identified is shown in Figure 5-b.

Eighty-three percent of the 206 "faLlures related to t_e electric drive
i system" and 90% of the 92 "vehicle failures" occurred duriug period I

(1974-1975) .The number of actual failures per Hintvan ha:; been related
"I to the sum of vans with such failure ratu, a.,_showt_in the histogram

on Figure 5-7. It is seen from this figure that almost 50% of the
failures have been reported by only t4 (or le,,_s than 20%) of the 73 vans

,_ 5-11
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INDICATING RliPQRTsFAILURI!433_'_
R[PRES!NtlNG

REPORTSINDICATING /FAILURESALREADY ....
REPORTEBON '_

FAILURES ::':'::'.'::::
|0 RELATEDTO THE

QUESTIONABLE, BUT ELECTRICDRIVE
DIFFERENTFAILURES "

::':.:.':i:VEHICLE FAILURES If, '

\

362 FAILURECARDS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED
TO THE EVC DURING TIlE r.',O PERIODSOF
"POTENTIAL USE": I II974-75) AND II (1976-77)j
?3 (OR 68%) OF TFIEVAN e. HAVE BEEN REPORT-
ING, WHILE 34 (OR 32%) OF TIlE IOZ MINIVANS
DID NOT REPORTANy FAILURES.

Figure 5-6. From Failure Cards to Actual Fallures
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I " l I I | I I --I I • | I I I I I -1 | ----

A TOTAL OF 327 _CTUAL FAILURES HAS BEEN REPORTED TO THE
20 _ ELECTRICAL VEHICLE COUNCIL (FROM DELIVERY IN 1974 TO MAY

1977). THESE fAILURfS WERE RFPORTED BY 73 MINIVANS; 34
MINIVA;4S DID NOt REPORT ANY FAILURES.

15 49% OF THE FAILURES HAVE BEEN

REPORTED ON 14 (1_) OF THE 73
MINIVANS WITH REPORTED FAILURES

A

z

z
m

-
o

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13 15 19

NUMBER OF FAILURES/MINIVAN

_fgure 5-7. DistrlbutLou of Failurc,I/NinLvan i
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with reported failures. Tile relatlon_hip between number of failures and
mileage for each van is discussed in sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.

1lie number of failures has been tabulated for each failure

mode (component) within tile two main failure groups, and a third group
of "other failures" (see Figure 5-8). Both the failures reported to
tile EVC and failures reported by tile l_attronlc Truck Corporation (in a

one-sheet summary report, dated 07/01/76) are shown on the figure. A

brief description of the failures for each component is given in the
following (listing the most frequently failed component within each main
failure group first),

5.2.3.1 Electric Drive System Components

The fuel gauge failed in some cases several times on the

$ame vehicle, and was usually simply rep]aced. Besides occurrences of

not functioning at all, the gauge also showed to be basically unreli-

able. The gauge is pt'eset by a shunt register to indicate that when

330 A-hr have been drawn from the batteries, the bait:ties are "empty."

But thi_ is the capacity at a 6-hr rate, as specified by the battery
manufacturer. If the batteries were discharged at a 3-hr rate, only

277 A-hr would be available; and in the case of a 2-hr race only

244 A-hr. in these cases the fuel gauge would theoretically still show

that the batteries were from 1/5 to 1/4 full, even through they would

actually be dead.

The conw, rter failed in a few eases, more than once on the

same vehicle. (;L:nerally, it was just replaced. Tile converter is a
II0 to 12 V DC-DC converter built into the charger for recharging the

12-V auxiliary battery. Failures mostly involved failure to charge, but

in some cases it overcharged the 12-V battery and dried it out, so that

the battery had to be replaced too,

The .qOO-A fuse was blown e,_elusively (it seems) when going

up hill at full speed. The fuse would blow if the armature current was

600 A for more than I00 sec, 900 A for more than 35 sec, and t500 A for

more than 13 see. If accelerating while going up hill the ammeter would

easily show a full reading (lO00 A). In most instances of a blown 300-A

fuse. the van was also towed in and substantial towing bills bald.

The batteries did not cause any significant problems, in

terms of actual failures, until the last period of use (1976-1977). In

this period they were dominant, accounting for 12 (or 24%) of tile fail-

ures reported during 1976-1977, and they were all related to the main

battery pack. About 10-15 sets of batteries have been replaced in

1976-1977. Only about four such replacements took place in 1974-1975.

The earlier battery failures were dominated by replacements of the

auxiliary battery. In rating the failures relative to the number of

oceurenees, the battery failures have been tlle most frequent failure

in 1976-1977, but only the seventh most frequent failure in 1974-
1975.
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CHARGER 21 8.6

MOTOR Jl'l 1 .S
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VEHICLE FAILURES ONLY)
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HORN I) I 8.0

BRAKES 1) _ _ 5.2

HEATER I) i _ 4.6
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I
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I
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_le eontroller failed mostly in the field weakening relay,

which was then just replaced. Al_st as frequently tile whole control-

let had to be repaired or replaced through the Battronic Truck

Corporatlon.

The charger created s_veral secondary problems'in the

batteries. It would sometimes ke.ep on charging (even through it should

be automatically tapering), possibly because of high temperatures in

tile electrolyte. A timer _,as installed durir_g 1975 on several Mfnivans

in order to prevent this from happening. Most of the direct charger
failures were burnt connectors and wires, and thus actually were

repaired easily by the users themselves (as in the case of blown 300-A
fuses and most of the "vehicle failures"), without involving the Battronic

Truck Corporation at all. _is seems to be the main reason for the

relatively low reporting on these kinds of failures in the failure

statistics from the Battronic Truck Corporation (Figure 5-7).

The motor rarely failed.

5.2.3.2 Vehicle System Components

One of the most uuusual problen_ occurred with the horn. It

sounded when driving around a corner. The cause was ..echanical and was

fixed relatively easily.

The brakes did not cause accidents or injuries when failing.

There were mostly problems with loose bolts on the backing plate for

the brakes on the front wheels, and broken return springs on the front

wheel brake and the emergency brake. A secondary problem was experi-
enced for some of those vans with the dynamic braking system (an option

chosen on 17 of the vans). The heat sink for the dynamic brake system

was located so close to tlle 12-V auxiliary battery, that the battery

would overheat. [n some cases tile battery was moved further away from

the heat sink, in others a reflerting shield was installed.

The heater failures have been related to back-flring, and

leaking of gasoline (fumes) primarily.

The bed X problems were centered around the poor accessibil-

ity to the two main battery packs for servicing from the inside, weak

hinges on the back door, and loose witLdshield _ipers. Since the

electrolyte could not be checked on all of the cells without having to

ren_ve both battery packs with a forklift, several companies decided

to tnake a bigger opening and battery door on tile inside of the va_.

The front wheeL,; showed to have loose bolts in most of the

failure cases reported. The problems also seem to |lave been related

to the brake failures, mentioned earlier.

All of the failu_'es lumped together under mi..;cellaneou__s

are "vehicle system failures" on components other than those already d

mentioned; such as the stL,erlng, u-joint, defroster hose, lights,

transmission, etc.

$.-lb
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5.2.4 Failure Rates I (Failures per van/year)

The number of failures during each week has been plotted as
a 5-wk running average (i.e. average weekly failures for 5-wk periods

at weekly intervals) in Figure 5-9 for period I only (1974-1975).

_le top curve includes all of the 267 failures reported in this period.

Tile bottom curve includes only the 50 vans, which have reported 7 or
more weekly performance cards during 1974-1975, and for which these

weekly performance data were readily available to us [72 - (22 with no
weekly performance data) = 50].

To determine the level of use relevant to the failures

reporteJ, the level of reporting for the same 50 vans just mentioned
has been plotted in Figure 5-10. Failure rates for each week are calcu-

lated for the 50-van population (taking the data points from Figure 5-9

and Figure 5-10), in terms of failures per van/year, and plotted over
time in Figure 5-11.

The linear regression curve in this figure shows a slightly
decreasing failure rate over time from about 4.6 to about 4.0 failures

per van/year over the whole period. A similar set of plots, done for

the failures, the level of reporting, and t_le failures per van/year,
for period II (1976-1977), is shown in Figures 5-12, 5-13, and 5-14.
Since the weekly performance data were available for all of the 39 vans

with 7 or more weekly performance cards during this period, all of

these 39 vans are included in the plots for period II.

The linear regression curve in Figure 5-14 shows a more def-
inite drop in the failure rate over time than the one from 1974-1975

(Figure 5-11), decreasing from about 3.0 to about 1.0 failures per van/
year over the whole period.

It seems evident, from the above analysis of failures per
van/year, that a relatively constant level of failures (4.0 - 4.6 fail-

ures per van/year) was experienced during the first year of use, and

that a learning process did not really take place. In contrast to this,

it also seems evident that a clear learning process has taken place

during the last year of use, going from about 3.0 failures per van/year

to what seems llke a relatively stable level of 1.0 - 2.0 failures per
van/year.

5.2.5 ,'_ailureRates II (Failures per i000 mi)

The number of failures per i000 ml has first been calculated

(on the basis of total _ileage and total number of failures during each

of the two perluds of "poten'.lal use") for each of the wlns with an

acceptable level of reporting (7 or more weekly performance cards in

either period; see Figure 5-5) A few of these wins have reported less

_han 100 mi total, and therefore, show extremely hitch (unreliable)
failure rates, if any at all (,._,. 74.1, 44.4, 105.26 fatlures/lOO0 rot).
These vans with less than a I(13 mi total ]lave thus been excluded from

our immediate analysi_ of failure rates.

5-17
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Figure 5-9. Number of Minlvan Failures per Week, for Period I (1974-75)*
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Figure 5-Ii. Minlvan F_+ilureRates, 1974-75.

, 4
These p|ots represent the 50 mlnlvans with "good reporting", i.e. wLth 7 or
mcre weekly performance cards, and readily available data. (Figure 5-11
was derived from Figures 5-9 and 5-10).
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Figure 5-13. Level of Reporting for Minivans*
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"_ figure 5-14. Hinlvan Failure l_ate, 1976-77

These plots represent the 39 mlnlwms with "p,ood r_portlng",

i.e. with 7 or n.)re weekly performance cards. (Figure 5-14

was derived from l'l, gttres 5-12 attd 5-13).
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For each time period (1974-1975 and 1976-1977) and "mileage
group (100-500 m£, 500-1000 mi, 1-2000 mi, 2-3000 mi, etc.) a number of
histogranL_ has been made, indicating Lhe number of Minivans versus
failures per I000 _r_. (See Figures 5-15 and 5-16).

A strong linkage between higher total miles driven and lower

failures per I000 mi SeevLs evident, when analyzing these histograms,
and the average failure rates within each mileage group. The same

pattern can be observed in viewing the two periods together, as in
Figure 5-17. It should also be noted that the average failures per
I000 ml was lower for the second period of use (1976-1977) than for the

first period (197_-1975); e.g. the average number of failures per
lO00 mi for _hose vans with more than I000 mi (reported) in each or
either of the periods, was 1.69 in 1974-1975, and 1.29 in 1976-1977
(a 24% drop).

5.2.6 Avat lability

As documented on the previous pages, a relatively
substantial amount of dependable information has been reported on the
reliability of the blinivan. In contrast, there have beer virtually no
reliable data recorded on the availability of the Minivan; except the
story on the front axle replacement as mentioned in the beginning of
the chapter.

A "maximum level of availability" could possibly be
identified from the weekly performance cards -- roughly by relating the
number of cards with a recorded weekly mileage of zero, to the number
of those with a positive mileage reading. For a _umber of reasons
it seems, on the other hand, more relevant to analyze the questlou of.
availability in the next section (5.3) where the experience of a few
key users is reported:

• A large but unidentified number of vans was never
assigned to regular use. This implies that any
weekly reports of "O-miles" for such vans is more
likely to mean "not used" than "not available."

• There is no indication on the weekly performance
cards, which tells about the number of days used.
A daily breakdown would be necessary to obtain a

reasonable level of accuracy (as attempted in the
next chapter).

• One important aspect of the question of availability
is whether a vehicle (when assigned to regular use)
is capable of performing its assigned duty, or
not. If not - if it for example has to be towed
back in, or does not keep the time schedule -- it
would be viewed as "unavailable" by some users. For
such users m,d other users with an average level of

enthusiasm, a period of failure-related downtime

$-20
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Figure 5-17. Failure Rate vs Miles, 1974-77

5.2.7 Consumption, k_!

The average kWh/mi has been recorded for each van with 'tan

acceptable level of reporting," for each of the two periods cf potential
use, and vs total n:ilesdriven in each period (sLoeFigures 5-18 .nd 5-19).

When data points which seem unreliable (mostly those with very ]ow total
milea_.e)are dLsrevarded, the average kWh/tTtiis w:ry much the same
for the two periods, and over the wide range of total mileages. A
kwh consumption of 1.5 _ 0.5 kWh/mi seems to be a reasonable_ reliable

i
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rating of tile Hlnlwm. (l_xample_ of dni].y record_ng._ of the kWh/rot
are documeata,J in Section 5.2).

5.2.8 Hi leag_

_[11(_, avaragu weekly ml]ea_,e for al.l of the m[niwlns report|,ng
to the EVC, ts 49.5 mt/wk during the. reported we.eks iu tim 1.974-1.975

period and 36.2 mi/wk in Lhe 1,976-1977 period, as calculated by the
EVC. These fipures range from O to 166 mi/wk for lndivld.al wins
during 1974-1975, and from 0 to 92 mi/wk during 1976-1917.

Basically these figures just reflect and repeat the earlier
mentioned observation of a nonuniform pattern of use from van to van.

Consequently we have left the detailed analysis of mileage, in terms of

actual daily mileage, to Section 5.3, where such data is presented

primarily in th_ form of route profiles for a few specific vans with

records of daily miles over a ported of time.

As one intermediate measure of the actual route profiles,
we have attempted to collect data on average, maximum, and minimum

daily mileage on vans in regular use, through our five-page question-
naire. We have received such information on 17 vans. The results are

shown in Figure 5-20.

5.2.9 Weather Effects

In his SAE-paper from 1976 about the experience with the

107 Minivans (Reference 5-1), Edward C,mpbell (Executive Secretary of
the EVC), analyzed the possible relationship between a:nbient temperatures
and the k_ql/ml consumption; since "it is often predicted th_,c ele¢,trtc

vehicles will not operate well iu cold weather." I.ater on he continues:

"No correlation of any sort developed from this analysi:', a._ might be

anticipated. The reason is that the electrolyte temperature is not

necessarily determined by the outside temperature. .Most of the vehicles

(Minlvans) are kept indoors and on charge at night and the electrolyte

".emperature is, if anything, elevated."

We believe that these statements are correct, and that the

problems with the electrolyte temperature and the kwh consumption is

much more critical when the vehicle is being charged than discharged.

Several occasions of overcharged batteries, which lost up to

15 gel of water over a weekend charge, seem to indicate this.

5-24
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5.2. I0 Rout ilm Maltltenance

TWO of tim quest£ons In a ont:-page qtlot_Ltoilnalrc, ,tent to
tim M!nivan t,m, rti by tim EVC in Sr-ptember 1915, were e.nt'erntd with t|t_
routine maintenance on tile malt, batterie_. The number of raaponuea were
tll._Lr!bttted at, foll,ow:,:

r.4 _h w

Specific Gravity Readings
Are Taken 15 12 -- 11 -- ). 39

Main Batteries Are Removed

From the Van for Inspection

and Servicing I i0 2 13 I I0 37

Almost the same pattern can be seen from the responses on the JPL

questionnaire. Most other routine m:lintenanee activities are related
to the vehicle system components, and much less time consuming compared

to the ba_tery-rela_ed maintenance (e.g. 2-4 hr every 3 me).

5.2. II Costs

The 1974 purchase price of a Mtnivan varied from $10,000
for a standard unit, Lo about $13,750 for a vat, will, most available

options (including $941 for an off-board charger, $1,959 for an extra

set of batteries). Since only 9 vans were supplied with both an off-

board charger and an extra set of batteries (while nobody bought an

extra set of batteries alone, and only one van was bought with off-board

charger alone), the actual purchase price for at least 90% of the vans

varied only from $i0,000 to about $I0,8_0. As a basis for the estimated

life cycle cost we have chosen to use the 1977 llst prl.ce for a standard

model, as quoted by the Be*ironic Truck Corporation: $10,834.

From the EVC analysis (Ed Campbell, reference 5-I) of the

repair co.,;tsof the MLnivan during th,, first year of use, it cat, be

calculated that the average repair cost per fa[htre card (based on 285

failure cards) is $44.51 (including labor). Sil,ce this figure includes

only one incidence of a replacement of thL: main battery pack (at a cost

of $2536), and since the number of actual failures reported on the

285 failure cards is 263 (as iudicatpd earlier in this chapter) it
1 "L, _ ,seemed relt'vdnt to tits a rcvt,,t_d calculation of tile avera_;e rep;l[r co.qt

•'his re:;ults in ant, w avera_,t, repair cost per failure (excluclin_, replace-
men* co:;*.,; of the main battery) of $38.7 per year. Con:;idering tim i
relative ill:_iF11Lti_Nlqvo el th[:; figure, wh_'n c!olnpared to the purchase
prLce alhl b,ltt.rry ropl;l('_,::lt,nt CO,%LS, we It;IV(' not att:e':q_ted to atlaLyzt'

the repair co.;ts lur thp ;ie¢ot.I yrar of u_o (1916-1911),

• 5-26
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The repair costs per van are estimated to be about $150 per
year, which inch,des about $110 for parts (on top of the average annual
repair cost under warranty, as mentioned above).

The direct operatinr cost, or cost of electricity consumed,
has been estimated for the minivan; assuminR a performance of 1.5 k_l/mi,
an electricity cost of 3¢/kI_, and an annual range (use) of 5000 mi.

This gives a direct operating cost of $225/yr/van.

The maintenance cost information on the EVC data cards

seems generally unreliable. Some cost figures contain repair costs;
some include labor and some do not. But more often there has been

no maintenance costs reported at all. A rough estimate would be more
relevant here. The low estimate consists of the following maintenance

routine: 1/2 hr/wk + 3 hr every 3 me = 38 hr/yr. The high estimate
is: i/2 hr/day + 4 hr every 3 me = 116 hr/yr. Assuming a cost of
_lO/hr, this gives a range of about $400 to $1200 for the routine main-

tenance/yr/van.

The most substantial part of the operating cost seems to be

the battery replacement cost. To date 10-15 vans have had to replace

the two main battery packs, at a price of abou_ SJO00 (1977) a set.
From the few cases, where we have obtained the data and the

_otal mileage at the time of replacement, it has not been possible to

establish a reliable measure of the average battery llfe. It has varied

from 196 mi (over 3 yr of "use") to 4,608 mi (over 1 yr use, about
150 cycles). At the same time there are some vans with more than

5,000 or 6,000 miles on the same battery pack.

A low estimate of the annual battery replacement cost is

$860, assuming a battery life of 700 cycles (as specified by the manu-

facturer) or approximately 3-1/2 yr. A high estimate is $3000,

assuming a battery life of only 200 cycles or approximately I yr,

which seems to be the average battery llfe experienced by the minivan
USerS.

Using the above defined basic assumptions we have estimated

the llfe cycle cost of the Minivan (for a I0- and 15-year lifetime) in
Figure 5-21.

5.3 SOME INDIVIDUAL USER EXPERIENCES

AS mentioned [n the previous section (5.2), this section is

devoted to the analysis of the .tore detailed informltion, which has been

gathered on a few specific vans. '['h[sis one to supplement the overall

analysis in section 5.2 in areas where Insufflc[ent data have been

available, thus attempting to provide a more comprehensive total
nnalysis.

Besides the question of "the availability" of the HLniwm

it was primarily the following two a:q_ects of "the performance" of the

HLnivan, that co,1|d l'.ainfro,. a here detailed descriptiou: The dally
route profile and k%_'h/mlconsumption.

W
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tO-Year Life Time IS-Year Life Time

DEPRECIATION Q 2360 2060AND FINANCING

REPAIRCOSTS 150 150

OPERATING COST 225 225
0:Wh - CONSUMPT.)

BATTERYREPLACEMENT 860 3000 860 3rv00COST

l

ROUTINE
MAIN TENANCE 400 1200 400 1200 400 1200 400 1200
COST

APPROXIMATE 4000 4800 6150 6950 3700 4500 5850 6650
e.UMPERYEAR(5)

COST PERh_ILE($) 0.80 0,96 1.23 1.39 0.74 0.90 1,17 1.33

aAssum|n0an "offer tu_ roteof interest" (k) _ 0.08, and a "fixed charge rate" (F"_) •
0.2180 (iO-yr I;te)e and 0,1869 (15-yr fife)

Figure 5-21. l,Lfe Cycle Cost Estimates for the Battronlc Hinlvan
Zn 1977 $ per Year.

.............. ___LI wire inn I " ' ..............
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5.3.1 Daily Route Profiles

To supplement the data from Figure 5-20 (showing the
average, maximum, and minimum daily mileage for 17 different vans), the
route profiles of 5 of these vans used in 6 different applications
have been plotted in the histograms in Figure 5-22. All that is con-
cluded from these histograms is basically that it actually has been

possible to use the minlvans on such routes, on a continuous basis.

5.3.2 kWh/Mi Consumption

The kWh/mi consumption versus the miles traveled on a charge
Is shown in figure 5-23 for the same six applications.

5.3.3 Availability

The availability of the vehicle in the same six examples
of regular use is indicated in Figure 5-24. The top curve represents

the number of work days in each month of the period of assignment; and
the bottom curve, the number of days with actual use (excluding
weekends and holidays).
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CI1APTER 6

C!TICAR USERS

The Citicar is manufactured by Sebring Vanguard Inc.,

Sebrtng, Florida, the largest manufacturer of electric vehicles in the
O.S., having produced over 2000 to date. Vehicle rel_lstration records
from the 39 states that make such records available indicate that

approximately 1500 Citicars are in tile possession of actual users
(registered owners). The majority of these owners are individuals who

purchased the Citicar for use as a second private automobile. No sig-
nificant fleets of Citicars were identified.

The Citlcar is smaller and lighter than tLmerlcan subcompact

IC engine cars. It provides space for two passengers and some baggage.
The flat exterior surfaces result in a box-like styling treatment. The

basic description is summarized in Table 6-I.

The Citiear wa_ tested twice by Consumers Union and the

results reported in October 1975 and October 1976 issues of Consumer's

Reports. The car was judged unacceptable in both cases, mainly because
of safety considerations.

6.1 CITICAR O_ERS SURVEY

The Cit ' accounts for the majority of vehicles registered
as electric automobile= in the United States. The Citicar accounted for

94.7 % of the 508 vehicles included in registration data used as the

basis for the mail survey cf electric automobile owners. Returns were

received from over 43% of the .'ccipients, permitting some meaningful
statistical conclusions. Thle Sertion discusses these conclusions and

Figure 6-2 consists of bar cha2ts of these data providing an overview
of the results. Returns came from recipients in all states where

surveys were sent in a similar proportion to the average returns.

Figure 3-I in the Approach and Conduct of Survey Chapter basically

depicts Citicar return distribution, since these constitute 95% of total

returns :

From December 1975 through December 1976 "/8% of the vehicles were pur-

chased and the majority during the summe_" months of 1976. The averagef

-_I data represents about I yr of driving for all cars with a median mile-
age bc.tween 2500 and 3000 mi.

The following observations are supported by bar charts:

(I) Three-q,arters of the cars indicated under 3500 mi

on the odometer, although 9 had odometer readings

between 8000 and 16,000 mi.

(2) The 3 largest daily usage ranges (58%) were between
6 and 20 mi per day.

t

f
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Table 6-I. Vohi_:l_, Charavtorlatles

Type of vehicle Passenger

Manufacturer Sebrtng-Vanguard, Inc.

Purclmse price Approx. $3000

Dimensions

Wheelbase 63 in. (160 cm)
Length 95 in. (261 cat)
Width 55 in. (140 cm)
Height 58 in. (147 em)

Curb weight 1250 ibs (567 kg)

Number of passengers 2

Payload 12 ft 3 (0.34 m3) baggage area

Traction batteries

Type Lead Acid
Manufacturer ESB Incorporated
Number 8
Total voltage (V) 48
Total weight NA

Charger

Type On board
Line voltage (V) ii0

Power source for accessories...............Tapped off of traction battery

Motor

Type DC Series
Power rating 3.5 hp (2611 W)

Controller

Type Voltage switching

Transmission Direct drive

I Tires

Type NA

Size 4.80-12 4 ply

Brakes tlydraull.c, front: disc, rear drttm

"l
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(3) l,nnI;e._t lrlp dl_ta,leo,_ varh, dI how_,w,r too:it own,,r_
Jlldivilt@d it I;llI}_¢' JIolwi'lq! 2{) Alia 4_ Ill f.

(4) The primary li:h,qof the w,hi('.lo:_wvro :_hopplng aud
_rrancht and daily voflilIltltillg,

(5) On 180 ¢llff_r,,nL ,n'e.t,,4ic, n:_ 64 ,t,.it,r,.i eoltld not vomp!L,t;e
a planned trip. Ho.,4t it._._t,rtl indi,'aLln_ tu.rt' th;|ll ()ne
it_conq_l_'te trip h,|d mort, titan two /ncomplvtt.._ which
could |l,'tve t'etm!tud It.In it _l),-:|flc lnt,chanival or
el¢,ct vice [ problem,

(6) Battery ,h;trglng time aw+ra_wd 7 hr per charade 5 to
8 times per wet, k. Vt, ry few Itsor:_ faired it. cunVeIlit, P_t

to recharge their batteries at work.

(7) About imlf of the vehicles wore _taral,ed rertllarlv,
however, over hal.[ tile Sllrvev r('tttrtts wt_r,, fr.m states
with mild weather conditions (i.e., Callfor'lia,
Florida, Arizona, etc.).

(8) Los,,, of power at; temperatures bel,:w 50°1: was noted by

38% ( [ the returns. .\bout I0% said Liley It)st power at-
temperatures over 9OAF.

(9) Their vehi('les were inoperable for 3 ,lays or more on

211 different occasions 106 owners reported. Ho,_t of
the multiple occasi()t:,,; were account:ed for by less
than one-fourth of tile vehicles. Ct)lp.:lletlL.q iildicated a

Large number at controller and fuse problems.

(10) Unsatisfact)ry operation in bad weather, partLcularly
rain, was one of the- primary c'_lllplilint:, oF C[Licar
cWUet's_ however, only 30;" did not tlSo their ('ilr$
under these ¢onditLons.

(11) A total of 57 batteries was replaced under w;it'ranty on
32 occasions and 88 wel:e replaced after the, w;irranty

exp ired on '30 oct:a.,;imu_, as report t,d by 45 veh I c le
owllers. Otlly 16 of the battery t'eplacett:ent:4 |nvotved
tile accessory battery.

(12) Other reported n,ech,lnlc,_l problenl:_ were:

Problem Nt&.. 9f, 'I'it'l_':'__ ._V.!,.r_a_;e'Fir,,,.,;. pqr Vi'l[!_tiloo

Fuses 255 2.9

Brakes 133 2 .O

Gllar_ii_r 60 1.8

Cont tO i [or 58 L.6

Hater 58 I. 3

6-7
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(13) An average operating cost of 1.6 cents per mile was
reported by 53 owners who provided reasonable cost-
Justification methodology. This cost consisted
almost entirely o[ electricity cost and did not

include maintenance or battery replacement costs.

(14) Most owner operated their cars during high and low

temperatur conditions and in rain, but most did not
use them in snow and ice.

(15) Over half of the recipients maintained their own
vehicles and found them easier to maintain than con-

ventional cars; however, most found parts harder to
obtain.

(16) The primary drivers were generally male and the ages

were evenly distributed from 25 through the over-55

i range.

(17) Vehicles were primarily used in the city and suburbs

with only a 16% usage reported in rural areas.

(18) The cars met the users needs in 79% of the cases and

96% would buy another electric if the vehicles were

improved as they suggested.

i
Following is a list of the most frequent suggested

improvements:

• Increased top speed; some states will not license

because of inadequate speed

• Greater range and better performance on hills
1

• Extended battery llfe

• Improved ride and the need for good suspension, wheels
and tires

• Improved brakes

• Better workmanship, conventional windows, door

improvement

• Less noise

• Smo(_th _;peed cotxtcol

• Here interior rc_om and pa_;senger comfort

• Twptoved healer and defroster

6-8
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6.2 JOltN |IOKE EXPERIENCE

The lloke Citlcar ks a privately owned electric vehicle used

for both personal and busine,;s purposes. The owner, ,John lloke, is an

employee of the National Park Service, staLioned in Washington, D.C.

Mr. itoke is reimbursed on a mileage basi.'; for the business u._e of his
vehicle, e.g., trips to and from various locations within the National
Capital Parks as well as destinations outside the Park.

A method of charging the vehicle at the various sites In
the Park was established to e.xtend the range and improve the battery
life. A watt-hour meter was installed in the vehicle to determine the

amount of Park Service electrical power used for recharging. This
enabled Mr. Hoke to establish a system for deducting the cost of
recharge power from his business mileage reimbursement. The meter
also allowed him to record the amount of recharge power used at his
residence. Mr. ltoke's energy consumption and mileage records provide
a valuable source of operational electric vehicle data.

6.2.1 Type of Use

The daily trips, typically, originated at the owner's home,
from there to a point at the Park, one or two trips to other points in
the Park, and the return trip to his residence. Other side trips were
often made in combination with the return trip. The round-trip dis-

lance from the residence to the Park was approxlmately II.4 mi. The
total daily mileage ranged from 14.1 to 58.5 mi. Charging of the

vehicle was done at various points in the Park as well as at the
residence.

6.2.2 Mileage and Energy Consumption

Table 6-2 shows the mileage and electricity corsumption for

each month from December 1975 through February 1977, inclusive.

January 1977 was not included because the vehicle was out of service

then. The mileage and kilowatts of electricity used are segregated

into government and nongovernment use columns. The government use is

that for which Nr. Hoke was reimbursed. The non_,_overnment use covers

his private use of the vehicle which consists primarily of his com-

mute to work. The kilowatt hours per mile and kilowatt hours per kil-

ometer are tabulated in the two right-hand columns of Table 6-2.

Starting in January 1976, steps were taken to prevent over-

charg:lng and the associat_d loss of energy. The overni_,ht char_,ing at

the tloke residence was limited because it was thought that overcharging

was occurring. The nongovernment kilowatt hour per tulle were slgnifl-

eantly lowered in January, 0.308 to 0.240, and further reduced in

February to 0.220. Table 6-3 shows the total mile:; and total charging

power used for each month. The kilowatt hu, rs per mile were reduced

progressively during January, 0.296 to 0.29[; February, 0.282; and

March, 0.263, during the period of more car(,ful charging practices.

6-9
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Tab!e 6-2. Mileage and Electricity Consumption
Government/Non-Government Use

HI kW kWh/_l kWh/kin

Non Non Non Non
Gov't Cov't Gov°t Gov°t G_v't Cov°t Gov't Gov°t

Dec. 1975 245.8 216.9 70.2 66.8 0.286 0.308 0. i78 0.191

Took steps to prevent overcharRing

Jan. 1976 264.8 189.7 86.75 45.5 0.328 0.240 0.204 0.127

Feb. 268.8 241.8 90.5 53,25 0.337 0,220 0.209 0.137

Nat. 309.5 375.4 70.25 109.75 0.227 0.292 0.141 0.181

Took steps to improve driving habits for economy

Apr. 294.5 297.1 75.25 62.25 0.256 0.210 0.159 0.135

Ray 236.7 347.7 74.5 118.75 0.315 0.341 0.196 0.212

jun. 344.8 341.8 lO0.0 138.5 0.290 0.405 0.180 0.252

Jul. 394.4 297.3 112.75 110.0 0.286 0.370 0.178 0.230

Aug. 202.7 250.7 83.75 118.5 0.413 0.473 0.257 0.296

Sep. 219.8 241.3 78.75 92.75 0.358 0.384 0.222 0.239

Oct. 241.2 271.7 92.5 134.5 0.383 0.495 0.238 0.308

Nov. 215.7 220.0 94.75 113.25 0.439 0.515 0.273 0.320

Dec. 77.5 IO1.0 24.25 61.25 0.313 0.606 0.195 0.377

Feb. 1977 165.5 107.5 51.5 34.75 0.311 0.323 0.193 0.195

During April steps were taken to improve driving habits to

conserve energy. One technique used was Lo coast, when approaching a

red light, as much as possible to reduce the encr_,_y lost through braking.

Another technique wa:_ to use brakin_ to slow do_,q_ for a red light that

was expected to change to green momentarily. This was done to prevent

coming to a stop and havlnl_ to accelerate from zero up to the desired

speed. These and other similar techniques were tt:;ed only when they did

not interfere with the normal traffic flow. As shown in Table 6-3 the

kilowatt hours per t:_lle dropped from 0.263 in Hatch to 0.232 in April.
The total ener_;y consumt_tion per mile for Apr_l is lower than for any

other reporttng period.

6.2.3 Reliabillty

Table 6-4 lists the r_,corded fallur,_s and the associated

date for each during December 1975 through February 1977, incl.s_ve.

6-10
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Table 6-3. Mileage and Electricity Consumption Total
• J

Total mt Total kW k_t/ml kNh/km

Dec. 1975 462.7 137.0 0.296 0.184

Took steps to prevent overcharging

Jan. 1976 454.5 132.25 0.291 0.181

Feb. 510.6 143.75 0.282 0.175

Mar. 604.9 180.0 0.263 0.163

Took steps to improve driving habits for economy

Apr. 591.6 137.5 0.232 0.144

May 584.4 193.25 0.331 0.206

Jun. 686.6 238.5 0.347 0.216

Jul. 691.7 222.75 0.322 0.200

Aug. 453.4 202.25 0.446 0.277

Sep. 461.1 171.5 0.372 0.231

Oct. 512.9 227.0 0.443 0.275

Nov. 435.7 208.0 0.477 0.297

Dec. 178.5 85.5 0.479 0.298

Feb. 1977 273.0 86.25 0.316 0.196



Table 6-4. Recorded Failures and Associated Data i

1976 Failure Comment

Jan. 8 Axle case broke Out o£ service 6 days

Jan. 29 Brakes seizing

Feb. 17 Brakes serviced

Apr. 12 Charger clock stuck

Apr. 15 Speedometer cable broke

Apr. 28 Charger clock stuck

May 26 Speedometer cable broke

June 4 Speedometer cable broke

June 23 Charger clock stuck

June 26 Motor brushes quit Out of service 2 days

Aug. 26 Speedometer cable broke

Nov. I0 Axle case broke Out of service 6 days

Dec. 15 Axle case broke Out of service until
February 19, 1977

6-12
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CIIAPTER 7

OTiIERVEIIICLESAND USERS

In the previous chapters we have analyzed the experience of
the three major on-road electric vehicle user groups in the USA: The
U.S. Postal Service (llarbiltVans and t_MGDJ-5E .Jeeps), the Battronic
Minivan users, and the Citicar users. This chapter is meant to supple-
ment this analysis with the user experience of other vehicles and users

covered by the In-Use Survey. The vehicles involved include seven pro-
duction vehicles in addition to those of the major user groups, plus
homebuilt vehicles.

7.1 HOMEBUILT ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Many electric cars have been made by private individuals.
Most of these have been conversions of gasoline cars into electric.
Some were built using a standard gasoline vehicle chassis and running

gear with a customized body. A few were built essentially from the
ground up.

Although these cars do not meet the "more than one of a
kind" criteria for this report they do represent a fairly large group of
operating vehicles. Two were chosen as being fairly typical and descrlp-

_ tlons of each are given in Table 7-1. The primary use of the J.R,
Duncun vehicle described in Table 7-1 is to commute to work, a round

trip of 32 mi (51 km). The table also shows the description of a vehi-
cle made by C. L. Rozzi. The use of most homebuilt vehicles is to
commute to work, or school, but some are used for miscellaneous trips
such as shopping or combinations of these use purposes. Some of the
homebuilt vehicles are used primarily as test beds for experimentation
with components.

Fabricators of homebuilt EVs are generally strong enthu-
siasts for electric vehicles. Many have formed clubs such as the
Electric Auto Association, headquartered in the San Francisco Bay area.

iI Many of the homebuilt vehicles are remarkably ingenious products. Most

builders have kept costs low by procuring used or surplus components,

particularly motors and batteries, and even fabricating some parts,
including controllers. Many of the homebuilt EVs have Ic,¢gedthousands
of miles of actual use. Homebuilt owners are generally quite willing to

__ provide information on their vehicles, but few seem to keep detailed
records of use e:_perienceother than energy consumption. Use experience
of homebuilts Is often distorted by Intermlt_eut mod[flcatlons and
tinkering by the builder. However, homebuilts mi_ht provide significant
information if the problems of identification, collection of data, and
interpretation or assimilation could be overcome.
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Table 7-1. Vehicle Characteristics (Sample Humebuilt Vehicles)

J. R. Duncan g. L, Rozzi
Electric Vehicle Electric Vehicle

Type of Vehicle 2-passenger car 2-passenger car

_nufacturer Chassis - _ Renault (Caravelle

Body - Custom _ade 19601
Fiberglass

Purchase price $2000 $250 (chassis only)

Purchase date 1970 02/01/73

Dimensions

Wheelbase 94,5 in. (240 cm) 89.4 in. (227 cm)
Length 160 in. (406 cm) 167.9 in. (426 cm)
Width 60 in. (152 cm) 62 in, (157 cm)

llelght 50 in. (127 cm) 52.8 in. (134 cm)

Curb weight 2080 Ib (943 kg) 2200 Ib (998 kg)

Payload N/A N/A

Traction Batteries

Type Lead acid Lead acid
Hanufacturer Dynapower Amp King
Number 12 12

Total voltage (V) 72 72V
-_'_ Total weight 800 Ib (363 kg) 8_0 lb (381 kg)

Energy capacity 220A-brat 20-hr rate 217A-hrat 20-hr rate

Power source for Acres- 2-12 V motorcycle 12 V from traction
sories batteries batteries

Motor

Type Series (converted Aircraft starter/
generator) generator

Manufacturer Jack b lleintz General Electric

Model G-29 2 CM 77
Power ratlng 7460 W (I0 hp) 7460 W (I0 hp)

Controller Contractor, resis- Contractor, voltage d
r_nce switching switching

Transmission 4-speed manual 4-speed manual

Tires

Type Radial N/A i
Size 15-in. 145-15

Brakes Hydraulic, drum _/A

7-2
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VW Dune Buggy - Paul llowes Nash Metropolitan - Keith Krock

NSU - Bob Steinfeld Modified VW - Darrell McKibblns

l.:l_,_:iri_. Pick.p - ',hn,' I'rvm:h Renault - i;il Rozzi

Figure 7-1. A Sampling of Ilom(,bullt Electric Vehicles
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7.2 ELCAR USERS

The Elcar is manufactured by ZaRato International of Italy
and distributed in the United States by the Elcar Corporation, Elkhart,
Indiana. The Elcar, along with the Citlcar, are the only two on-road
electric vehicles in the U.S. that are stocked by the dealers.

Elear offers the model 1000 and model 2000 passenger vehi-
cles. The model 2000 has a more powerful motor, which provides a higher
top speed but shorter range. The Elcar is smaller than the American
subcompact gasoline cars. It provides space for two passengers and
some baggage. The rather flat exterior surfaces result in a boxy
appearance. The basic description is suvunarized in Table 7-2.

The Elcar was tested by Conbu.-_rs Union and reported on in
October 1975. The car was Judged unacceptable mainly because of safety
considerations.

7.2.1 Elear Owners Survey

Twenty-seven Elcar electric vehicles were included in the ....
list of 506 registered electric vehicles obtained from R. L. Polk an_
Company. Returns were received from eleven (or 41%) of these own,.ra.
The geographical distribution of questionnaires and returns is s_own in
Figure 7-3. Although eleven completed questionnaires are not a_,,quate
for any meaningful statistical conclusions, these observations _ere
made: \

(1) Three, vehicles were purchased in 1975, six tn_976 and
two in 1977.

(2) The Delta gemy Division of General Hotors and the
Marshall Oil Company each purchased an Elcar (and
Ctticar) for electric vehicle research, development
and testing.

(3) Three vehicles had traveled 1000 mi or less, 8 between1000 and 2000 mt, and 2 around 5000 mt.

(4) Almost all the users said they used the car for plea-
sure and half used it for run,muting to work.

(5) _he average battery charging time was 5 hr and the
frequency from five to seven times a week.

(6) The maximum vehicle ranges were from 25 to 40 :,_1 per
charge.

(7) Loss of power below 32°F was noted by six of the
clever1 returns and most dhi not wish to use the car
in snow or ice.
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Table 7-2. Vehicle Characteristics
(The Elcar)

Type of vehicle 2-passenger ear

_ Hantff_c_urer Zagato International. ItalyO.S. dlstrlbuter Elcar Corp., Elkhart, Indiana

Purchase price Approx. $3500

Dimensions

Wheelbase 51 in. (13C m)
Length 84 in. (213 cm)
Uidth 53 in. (135 cm)
Height 63.5 in. (161 cm)

Curb weight 1091 lb (495 kg)

Payload Baggage area (undefined)
i

Traction batteries

Type Lead-acid
Hanufacturer NA
Number 8

Total voltage (V) 48
Total weight NA

Charger

Type Separate unit
! Line voltage, V II0

Power source for accessories NA

Hotor

Type Direct current
Power rating 20[4 W (2.7 hp), Elcar 2000

1492 W (2.0 hp), Elcar 1000

Controller

Type Voltage switching

Transmission Direct drive
:m
ir_ Tires

Type R_,]l_l| ply
:._ Slze 145/L0

_ Brakes llydzaulic, dr,.n, h-wheel

=.

d
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(8) Maintenance problems were few and battery replacement
low. Only a few were out of service for more than
three days. Problems encountered included runes,
brakes, controllers, chargers, and motors.

(9) Maintenance was mostly performed by owners who found
it easier than conventional car maintenance, although
tile parts were generally more difficult to obtain.

(10) Hale drivers predomtn:tted the returns and the age
spread was from 25 to 65 years.

(11) Nest owners found that the Elcar satisfied their needs
and would purchase another if improvements could be
made in range and comfort.

7.2.2 The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia,

Illinois, has six Elcars. Five of them were bought and delivered in
December 1975, and the last one in December 1976. All have been used

for personnel_transportation, mostly within the boundary of the labora-
tory, a 20-km_ (5000 - acres), flat, rural terrain. The average dis-
tance traveled per vehicle was 2575 km (1600 mi) and the maximum dis-

tance traveled was 3100 km (1927 mi). The route characteristics were:
I

Length of route 1.6 to 3.2 km (1 to 2 mi)

I Average speed 15.5 to 18.6 km/hr (25 to 30 mph)

Stops/km 1.2 to 1.9 (2 to 3/mi)

Terrain nearly level, paved roads

It was difficult to keep these cars in service because of
breakdowns and poor availability of parts. Some effort is being

expended to make design changes for increased reliability. Newly
designed axles and a substitute controller are under consideration. A
summary of failures for two of the fleet cars is sho_n by Table 7-3.

7.2.3 The Central Parking District, City of Stockton

Three Elcars (model 1000) were purchased by the City of

Stockton, California, in June 1976, from a local dealer. The purchase
price was about half the list price, because the dealer felt that the
cars had been sitting _.oolong in his showroom. To date, after about

l yr of use, the Elcars have been driven approximately 3000-4000 mi
each.

7-8
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;_ )I Table 7,]. Failure Report_ _n Two of Lhe t'_rmt Lahoratory Elcars

'' i

•:J/:t _D,.!o......... V..ore Commo. s....
.ii,7[,(iI'_ 12-16-75 Wind blew door off Repaired

'=:I 12-17-75 Batterle_ w_uld not charge Tripped clrcul_ breaker

01-12-76 Smoke came from motor

' 02- ?-76 Motor (I_alian) failed Replaced motors in both

"_ cars with G.E. model

_. 02-23-76 Car would not go forward unless Problem not fo,md

backed up first
!,

i '_ 07-07-76 Car would only go in reverse Selector switch and
micro switch replaced

,, 08-03-76 Two batteries found to have dead
:; cells

r; 09-- ?--76 Broken axle Repaired 11-.15-76

_'_I 11-12-76 Right front wheel bearin_ failed Rep£aced 12-15-76

i i 02-07-77 Two controller solenoids sticking Replaced

04-20-77 Battery failed Replaced

Application and performance.. The Elcars are used for secur-
ity surveillance of off-street parking areas in the central parking dis-

trict of downtown Stockton (a four-level garage and two parking lots -

:_'!I _ under a nearby freeway). They are driven 20-25 mi a day each,
with less

(,_ than 50 stops per day. Only two of the Elcars are in use at the sametime, whil=, the third one is being charged. This is because the cars

are not able to drive all day on a single charge.

The average speed is very low (5-10 mph), and the E1cars are

therefore primarily operated in low gear - i.e., drawing current from

._ only two of the eight batteries. The relatively short range of these
cars seems to be caused by this low-speed driving. Other performance

/ characteristics have not been recorded.

Reliability. The downtime caused by repair work has been
r.._ minlntal. Repairs gevurakly {ire done in a d,ly or It, ss (undur w,'lrranr.y,

by the local dealer) - except in one case, where it took 2 wk to rt,place

a brake cylinder, t'_e primary failure modes have been related to the

off-board charging system, and the brakes. The orit,inal batterlcs ;ire
still used.

I 7-9
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It was noted by the drivers that the lack of a heater ,.he .
major nuisance during the winter.

Availability• One of the Elcars could make the daily
route - sometimes. The other two have only been able to make obout
10 mi on each charge, causing considerable downtime during working hours
when these cars land to be recharged. In essence, the three Elcars have
been doing a job which could be done by only two cars, if fully avail-
able (5 hr and 20-25 mi/day).

Maintenance. The water level has been checked weekly, and

distilled water added. It has recently been decided that such checking
should take place twice a week instead. No other maintenance work has

taken place.

Costs. There are no cost figures available since all the

repair work has been done under warranty, and the _ consumption has

not been recorded (there are no kl_-meters on the chargers).

7.2.4 The Ulbrich Elcars

Two Elcars are owned by Erwln A. Ulbrlch of Whittier,

California: one Elcar I000 and one Elcar 2000, used for personal trans-

portation as well as demonstrators for potential vehicle buyers. Most

of the driving was done in the Whittier area, although the Elcar I000

was occasionally leased to users elsewhere in _he Los Angeles area.

Acceleration Data. Table 7-4 summarizes the results of

acceleration testing on the Elcar 2000. These, results may not be typi-

cal for the standard car since design modifications have been made as a

result of numerous component failures.

The position switch listed in Table 7-4 determines the volt-

age output of the battery pack. It allows selection of 24, 36 or 48 V

for position l, 2, or 3, respectively. The switch activates a voltage

dropping resistance in the down position.

Rel_abillty. Mr. Ulbrich reported that the reliability of
the Elcar i000 was very good, with no significant failures over 2700 km

of operation but that the reliability of the Elcar 2000 was very poor.

He believes the reason is that the basic drive train design is the same

as the Elcar I000 except that the power from the motor has been

increased by a factor of two. A summary of Elcar 2000 failures is shown

in Table 7-5. Th_ most prevalent failures are _eletcd to the controller

and its contactor relays.
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Table 7-4, E.A. Ulbrlch's Model 2000 Elear

Time, sec

Position 1, Position I,
Acceleration Tests Switch down Switch Up

0 to I0 km/hr (0 to 6.2 mph) 2.4 2.7

0 to 15 km/hr (0 to 9.3 mph) 4.3 4.7

0 to 20 km/hr (0 to 12.4 mph) 8.8 8.2

Switch Control Time
State Position sec

15 to 25 kmlhr (9.3 to 15.5 mph) Up 2 4.8

15 to 30 km/hr (9.3 to 18.6 mph) Up 2 7.9

25 to 30 km/hr (15.5 to 18.6 mph) Up 3 2.8

25 to 35 km/hr (15.5 to 21.8 mph) Up 3 4.2

25 to 40 km/hr (15.5 to 24.9 mph) Up 3 6.5

25 to 50 km/hr (15.5 to 31.1 mph) Up 3 19.9

0 to 10 km/hr (0 to 6.2 mph) ..... 1.2

0 to 20 km/hr (0 to 12.4 mph) ..... 3.9

0 to 30 km/hr (0 to 18.6 mph) ..... 6.9

0 to 40 km/hr (0 to 24.9 mph) ..... 9.7

0 to 50 km/hr (0 to 31.1 mph) ..... 15.7

0 to 55 km/hr (0 to 34.2 mph) ..... 20.1

0 to 60 kmlhr (0 to 37.3 mph) ..... 35.0

Nete: All tests listed above double llne were run 11-30-75

Tests listed below double llne were run 2-1-76



Table 7-5. E,A. Ulbrlch's Model 2000 Elcar Failure Summary Report

Odometer
Date Reading, km Fallure Comments

10-19-75 194 Burned out reslstor Replaced

10-25-75 204 Failed brake switch Replaced

10-26-75 222 Intermittent in con- Rev. OK but no
troller forward speed

11-3-75 279 Brake list sender failed Replaced

Running light burned out Replaced

11-16-75 451 Failed brake switch Replaced terminals

12-14-75 690 Burnt-out electric Replaced
drive motor

1-24-76 808 Power resistor melted Repaired
wire Insulation starting
fire and shorted two

wires to ground

2-7-76 850 Relay failed (open coil) Replaced

-- 2-11-76 877 Relay failed

3-4-76 1081 Stuck control relay Replaced controller

4-3-76 --- Blown fuse, relays stuck

4-17-76 1226 Gear failure in trans- Replaced
mission

5-30-76 1288 Stuck relay

- 6-2-76 1290 Stuck relay Pulsed with high
voltage to clear

6-11-76 1307 Full speed relay stuck
open

11-1-76 --- Relays stuck in on posl- Replaced
tlon

11-16-76 --- Short and smoke Ho,low speed mode,
cha_ged controller
switch terminals

12-7-76 1440 Relay failed closed Replaced controller

5_15.-77 1586 Transmission gear Replaced
failure
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7.3 CDA VAN

The CDA Electric Van was developed under the direction and

sponsorship of the Copper Development Association. The van has been in
regular use by the Birmingham, Michigan Water Department for 3 yr,
accumulating over 20,000 mi of use. Although this program involves only
a single electric vehicle, the extensive use of that vehicle and certain
key aspects of the program make it significant as a source of EV use
experience information. Key aspects of the program are:

(1) The CDA Van is a prototype electric vehicle designed
and built as an electric vehicle from the ground up.

(2) The use program was planned to permit the electric van

to be compared directly with a gasoline van performing
the same duty.

(3) Use experience of the CDA Van has been carefully moni-
tored by the Copper Development Association.

7.3.1 Basic Vehicle Descrlptlon. Because the CDA Van was designed
and constructed as an electric vehicle, its configuration and appearance
are unique. Its fiberglass body reflects clean, aerodynamically effi-
cient styling. The vehicle has front wheel drive and the batteries are
located under the driver's seat and under the hood to provide a barrier-

free cargo area with a floor level that is only ii in, above the ground.
Specific characteristics of the CDA Van are presented in Table 7-6.

The CDA Van has not undergone rigorous performance tests

involving SAE driving cycles. The only.performance data available on
the vehicle is that reported in a paper (Reference 7-I) presented by
Don Miner of the Copper Development Association at the Fourth Inter-
national Electric Vehicle Symposium in D_sseldorf, West Germany in 1976.

These performance data are from tests conducted with a 1000 ib

(453.6 kg) cargo load and are summarized as follows,

• Top speed 53 mph (85.3 km/hr)i_

• Acceleration from 0-30 mph 14 sec(0-48 lun/hr)
j s Range

,._._ Constant speed of 40 mph 95 mi (152.9 km)
(64.4 km/hr)

Special city driving cycle 53 mi (85.3 km)
(2 stops per mile and
40 mph between stops)

!l ,
J
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Table 7-6. Vehlcle Characteristics
(CDA Electric Van)

Type of Vehicle Utility van

Manufacturer Antares Engineering

Purchase price N/A

Dimensions

Wheelbase 150 in. (305 cm)

Length 192 in. (488 cm)

Width 75 in. (191 cm)

Height 69 in. (175 cm)

Curb weight 5100 lb (2312 kg)

Payload 1000 lb (454 kg)

Cargo capacity 175 ft 3 (4.96 m3)

Traction batteries

Type Lead-acld, 6 V, golf cart

Number 36

Operating voltage 54 V, 108 V

Total weight 2340 ib (1064 k8)

Energy capacity N/A

Charger

Type Off-board, ferroresonant

Manufacturer Hobart

Line voltage 220 V, single-phase

Motor

Type D.C. series

14anufacturer General Electric, Model No. 2364

Power rating 17,280 W (22 hp)

Controller Contractor/resistor uses speed signal for
voltage switching - CDA design

Transmission Modified Chrysler Torq-Fllte without the
torque converter, drive system includes two
Horse Hy-Vo chains - one between motor and
transmission, one between transmission and
differential

Tires

Type Firestone steel-belted radials

Size LR 78/15

Pressure 75 psi
i
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Figure 7-4. The CDA Van Used by the Birmingham

(Michigan) Water Department
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7.3.2 Application. The CDA Electric Van has been on lease to the
City of Birmingham, Michigan, since November 13, 1973. It has been in

daily use by the Water Meter Department for providing water customers
with such services as turning water off or on; water meter installation,
repair, or removal; and special meter reading. This duty results in
operation on an asslgnment-by-asslgnment basis rather than a fixed
route. Daily mileage ranges from 10 to 60 mi (16 to 96 km), averaging
about 7000 mi ( 11,250 km) per year. The vehicle makes 140-160 stops
on a typical day. Both the electric van, and an ICE van (a 1972 GMC
half-ton utility van, powered by a 250 cu. in.-4097 or-engine), are

used for this function enabling direct comparison of experience with
the two vehicles.

The operating environment, Birmingham, is a suburb of

Detroit with a population of approximately 26,000 and covering an area
of 4.52 mi(2) (li.7 km(2)). The terrain is generally flat except for
the River Rouge Valley, which runs through the city and creates short,

moderate to steep slopes. The Birmingham Water Department services
approximately 8000 customers, predominantly residential. The area is
subject to wide temperature variations, 95°F (35°C) in the summer to
below O°F (-18°C) in winter. Annual snowfall exceeds 30 in (76 cm)
with occasional accumulations of up to 20 in (51 cm).

The CDA Van had operated a total of 21,790 mi at the time
of our site visit, March 24, 1977. It was out of service at that time

for major repairs to structural damage caused by salt-- a problem
encountered by all road vehicles in the Detroit area where salt is used
to de-ice roads. Until then it had been in regular use by the

Birmingham Water Department for over 5 yr, operating on a daily basis
(work-days) in all weather conditions. The drivers report that the

electr&c van performs better in snow and ice conditions than the ICE
van. This is undoubtedly due to the CDA Van's front wheel drive and
the battery weight on the front wheels.

7.3.3 Use Experience. The use experience with the CDA Electric
Van has been positive. The driver is pleased with the vehicle and both

i the user and sponsor consider this to be an appropriate application for

_\ an electric vehicle. The experience is supplemented in this case by

comparison with the ICE van performing the same function.

Operating and Maintenance StrateRy. The batteries in the

.... CDA Van are'cha'rged in the vehicJe overnight in the Water Department
garage, in which both the electric and ICE van are parked. Depth of

i discharge varies depending on the mileage required by assignments on a

given day. The batteries are removed only for maintenance. Routine
• maintenance consists of battery watering and a _eneral vehicle check

once a month. The battery watering includes checking of specific grav-
ity and cleaning. No special facilities are provided for the electric
van other than the off-board charger installed within the Water Depart-
ment garage. A watt-hour meter is connected to the input line to the
charger and readings of this meter and the vehicle odometer are recorded

i the vehicle is no longer able to perform.
'i: 7-16
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Vehicle Reilabil!t _. There have been no electric power sys-
tem breakdowns, buc some mechanical breakdowns which are attributed to
the prototype construction of the vehicle, Since these problems are
not considered representative of production electric vehicle perform-
ance by the CDA, derail records of failure modes and repair costs were
not provided. The CDA Van is viewed by the sponsor as a test bed for
the electric power system and not as a representative production elec-
tric vehicle.

Vehicle downtime due to electric power system maintenance
has consisted solely of monthly battery maintenance and replacement.

Some charger repairs have been necessary, but a second charger is kept
available since charger repairs involve delays of several weeks. Bat-

tery llfe so far has been only i yr or less. This is unreasonably short
in CDA's view and various makes of batteries are being tried in an

attempt to obtain longer life. Some of the shortened battery llfe is
attributed to charger failures. The only significant maintenance
problem with the electric power system has been the excessive time and
skilled labor required for battery maintenance. Mr. }linerof the CDA

emphasized the need for design improvements in batteries to reduce
maintenance frequency and complexity.

Costs. The major costs involved in operation of the CDA

electric van have been due to battery maintenance and replacement.
Repair costs to the vehicle have also been excessive, but these are

attributed to its prototype nature. Battery maintenance requires 4 hr
per month of skilled mechanic time. This cost amounts to several

hundred dollars per year and by itself far exceeds the $200 annual
maintenance cost of the 1C engine vehicle performing the same duty.

i Battery replacement has been required yearly, and the cost of replace-
ment batteries is $1080.00. This alone amounts to a per mile cost of
approximately 15c ($0.094/km). No initial cost is given for this
vehicle because of Its prototype nature.

Fuel costs for the CDA Electric Van have compared favorably
wlth those for the ICE van. Fuel consumption and costs for the two
vehicles during the first 2 yr of operation for the electric van are
summarized in the following table, which has been extracted from data
reported in Reference 7-1:

Ffr|t Year Second Year
Vehicle Electric Van IC Van Electrtc Van ZC Van

MLtease 78)8 $926 $_0 6)63

/

(12,611 km) (g53s ka) (8814 _) (10,240 ka)

Puel 8_22 _h ?$2 8al 5897 kwh 836 $al

(2_6 I) ()lGt 1)

_lconsumptlon 1,20 k_lmi 0.12 lelt_! 1.06 k_/_t 0,13 Sal/ml
_ste

(O.?S k_/km) (0.)0 |/km) 0.66 k_/_ (0.]1 l/km)

AVE. fuel price $0,02/k_ S0,261811 $0.0)5/k_ $0.)21aeL

($0.067/1) ($0.08$/1)

AvE. fuel cost $0.036/M1 $0,0)2/ei $0,03_111 $0.06)IDL

($0,022/km (SO.OZO/km) ($0,02)I_) (SO,2?lkm)
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( The low price of gasoline is due to the exclusion of

l government taxes as a result of the tax exompt status of the City of

Birmingham. The improved efficiency of the electric van during the

i second year is attributed to installation of new batteries at the end
=_ of the first year.

Daily records of electric power consumption by the
electric van show no significant increase in consumption rate in winter
months. Evidently, the elimination of cold soaking of the batteries by
overnight storage of the vehicle in a heated garage prevents the degra-
dation in battery performance normally observed in cold weather opera-
tion. In contrast, the fuel consumption rate of the IC van increases
almost 80% during winter operation due to the vehicle being kept idling
more to keep it warm. The electric van is equipped with a gasoline
heater, but this consumes only about 1.5 gel (5.68 1) per week during
cold weather.

The lack of initial cost and repair cost data precludes

computation of a life cycle cost for the CDA Electric Van. Battery
replacement, battery maintenance, and electricity costs have averaged
over 25c/mi ($O.16/km). This could be greatly reduced by improvement
in battery life relative to the approximate 250 charge cycles exper-
ienced so far and reduction of battery maintenance requirements.

7.4 EVA SEDANS

The Electric Vehlcle Associates (Brook Park, Ohio) has been

converting various production gasoline cars over the past 3-A yr dur-

ing which about 20-25 such conversions have been sold. The EVA Sedan,
a converted Renault R-12, has been the main production item, and accounts
for about 15 cars out of the total production. Four of these have been

purchased by ERDA (Washington, D.C.), three in 1975 and one in 1976;
and seven by the Province of Manitoba (Winnipeg, Canada) in 1975.

The key performance data, derived from tests and/or
quoted by the manufacturer, are:

• Top speed : 53-58 mph (85-93 kph)

• Acceleration, 0-30 mph : 12-13 sec

0-45 mph : 38-39 sec

l • Range, at 25 mph : 56-58 mi (90-93 km)
, at 35 mph, : 34-45 mi (5&-72 kin)

at 1+5 mph : 32-37 mi (51--_9 km)

at top speed : 28-33 mi (45-53 km)

..... at 2227 "C" cycle : 19-22 rat (30-35 km)
i
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• Gradeabilicy, at 5% grade : 25 mph (40 kph)

at 10Z grnd_ : 15 mph (24 kph)

max. grade : 25%

_--Energy Economy, city driving _ 0.50 to 0.67 kwh/mS
(0.31-0._2 2wh/km)

The key vehicle charac_r£stics are listed in Table 7-7

(testing and/or manufacturers' _pec£f£ca_£ons only).

Table 7-7. Vehicle Characterls_£cs

(The EVA 4-passenger Sedan, 1975 Hodel)

Type of vehicle 4-passenger sedan, converted Renault 12

Manufacturer Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc.

(Brook Park, Ohio)

_l Purchase price $9,500 (ERDA - 1975)!
Dimensions

1 Nheelbase 96 in. (244 cm)

'_I Length 174 in. (442 cm)
Nidth 64.$ in. (164 cm)

i1 Height $6.6 in. (144 cm)

Curb weigh_ approx. 3150 Ib (1430 kg)

• Payload 600 lb (272 kg)

; Trac_£on batteries

_- Type Lead acid (ESB-EVI06)
Number 16 (I0 In the back and 6 in the front)
Operating voltage 96 V
Total weight 1040 lb (_,;2 kg)
Energy capacity 132.5 A-hr at a 2-hr rate
Life About 400 cycles

Charger (main battery)
?

Type On-board
Manufacturer EVA (Battery ,_rshall)
Line voltage 110 Volt/20A - 12 hr

220 Volt/50A - b hr

Charger (accessory battery) On-board; £5B (Shure Start)

Hotor

Type D.C. series
Hanufact urer 8elder Electric
Power ratln_ 12 hp (I0 kN at 3400 rpm)

Controller SCR

_! TransrJlssion Automatic transaxle with torque
converter

Tires Michelin, radial (i55R-13)
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Figure' 7-5. EVA Metro Sed_,n
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7.4.1 The Canadian Experience

After 2 days of initial testing, the seven EVA Sedans went

I into service in January 1976. The cars were bought by the Government

of Hanltoba, Department of Public Works, Winnipeg; but only three of
these have actually bean used by the Department itself. Throe of the

_i other cars have been used by the Manitoba Telephone System, and one bythe City of Winnipeg. Today, those last four EVA Sedans are not
assigned to regular use any mort - each of them having acquired a total

_ of about 1,000 ml.

_i_ The three sedans used by the Department of Public Works

(stationed in the Central Provincial Garage), are st£11 regularly usedfor departmental trips around the city of Winnipeg. The total mileage
acquired today (June 1977) on each car is: 2103, 1789 and 1400 mi.
Even though the cars have had to be towed back into the garag_ on
several occasions, they generally seentto be able to do the required

i:i daily routes (varying from 5 to 20 ml a day).

:i! The main reason for the relatively low total mileages has

_i been downtime in connection with failures experienced in the electric
_i drive system. In a summary report on the failures and the related

_ downtime, made in December 1976 (after almost 11 me "use"), the follow-
ing breakdown was listed:

(1) Manitoba Telephone S_stem Downtime

'(Ivehicle) " (lost work-days)

Cracked end plate on electric
IL/ motor 30

bi'i Battery charger returned to EVA
for repairs 60

_' Failure in traction batteries 2

:_ Auxiliary batteries disassembled,

inspected, refilled "Nuisance"
downtlm_ 4

(2) Manitoba Government Downtime
(3 vehicles) (lost work-days)

_ Failure in controller 3

Failure in SCR control 3

Parts robbed from third vehicle

to repair the above problem 35

SCR problems due to moisture 5

_ 7-21
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po_tlmo
(lost work-days)

"Nuisance" downtime 12

On September 22, Mr. D. Yanko
arrived from Cleveland to modify

the charging system. Since then
the three units have been so
unreliable as not to be u_ed on
a daily basis 200

(3) Winnipeg Hydro Downtime
(3 vehicles--_-- (lost work-days)

Motor repair (complete rewind) 60

Batteries (3 batteries exploded) 30

Downtime to determine cause and
effect corrective action for

problem above I0

Cracked circuit board I

"Nuisance" downtime 4

Time modifying charging system 5

On the average, this means a downtime of 67 days per car, or a maximum
availability of 71% (ranging from 57-83% on each car).

Of all the failures experienced with the EVA Sedans in

Winnipeg, the most disturbing problems have been related to the on-
board charger. Even after several rounds of repair work, done under
warranty, it has not yet been possible to charge the batteries on the
"fast rate" (220 V/8 hr). Ouly the "slow rate" (Ii0 V/15 hr) has been

working successfully. This situation has been causing addltlona_ dmm-
time. When using the "slow rate" on 110 V, several occasions of over-

charging were experienced too. On uwo different cars, the top of some
of the batteries simply blew off. Cases of arcing from the battery
connections to the metal frame holding the batteries together is still
evidenced by _everal burn marks on the plastic shielding inside the
hood.

Regarding the Performance of the EVA Sedans, it is indicated

by the available records (on the one EVA with most mileage), that:

• Under city driving (flat terrain, with an average
speed of 20-30 mph and a maximum speed,of 35-45 mph,
going 15-20 mi per doy or charge), and ambient
temperatures of 2-15°C; the energy consumption is
0.70 and 0.80 k_i/mi (when the charge worked properly),

and the maximum range 20 ml.
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• On an overall basis, the energy eonmumpLion im
1.0 kWh/el (1209 kwh over 1198 of the 2103 mi total).

The mai .chance has required _ hr/wk, including cleaning the.batter!us

and adJing 0.75 gal of di_illed water.

Even though the demons._ratlon progr_l wi_h the seven EVA
sedans has not bean shut down (a_ l_a_= throe of _he cars are stall Itl

some kind of r_gular use), there have b_en so many anJ such severe
failures with ChQ cars that the collection of more in-use performat_ce
data is somewhat in doubt.

7.4.2 The ERDA Experience

The three EVA Sedans bought by ERDA in June 1975, have been
used for commuting to the Capitol in Washington, D.C. The maximum
mileage to da_e has been 1583 mi (on one of the cars), and the average
1200 ml per car.

The trips have been 3-5 ml each, with a running speed of
25-35 mph in urban traffic and moderate grades (5-i0%). The batteries
were charged between each trip.

i The primary failure modes experienced, are:

_ • Overheating of motors (e.g., two motors were !
replaced under warranty) in one of the cars and !

i one motor failure experienced in another (S880),while motor couplers have been replaced (under
warranty) in all of the cars. External cooling
fans have been installed since.

• Overcharging by the charger (e.g., failed to taper
down the amperage over time). ALl chargers have
bee_t_dified (under warranty).

The energy consumption is said to have been from 0.5 to 1.4 kWh/mi, and
the availability about 957:. The routine maintenance has involved a

weekly check of the batteries, and the adding of distilled water
approximately once a mot_th. The experienced battery life has beetx
1200 mi (average) over 18 mo of use, at a price of $720 (in 1977
dollars).

There is no eontinuou_ly collect_d enBJn_.orlngdata
(failures, performance, maintenance, etc.) aw_ilable -only the o_rl7
failures and trips have been documented. In this situatlon, together

with the Canadian experlence of the seven EVA Sed.ms in Winnlp,_:, it
has only b_,en possi.ble to make rather indic,ltive (and not conclu_i.ve)
remarks about the actual in-use capabilities of the EVA Sedan.
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7.5 ISLANDER VEIIICI.E

The Islander vehicle was developed and produced by the

Electromotlon Company, Massachusetts, in a quantity of 25. This company
had previously developed some prototype postal vans (similar to _he

Harbilt van) used by the U.S. Postal Service Re,;earth Group in

Rockville, Maryland. Th_y had also developed various other prototype
electric vehicles.

The Islander vehicle fleet was produced for, and leased to,

the Sea Pines Plantation Company, South Carolina for public rental

purposes. Sea Pines Plantation is a 5200 acre (2.1 km2) resort and

leisure community. It has approximately 20_20 permanent residents and

acco_odates thousands of visitors each year, offering rental accommo-

dations, shopping and varied recreational facilities.

Sea Pines elected to provide electric vehicle rentals for

transporting guests and baggage about the resort and to heathy facil-

ities outside of the plantation. This decision was made after negotia-

tions were cu,apleted with Electromotion regarding vehicle performance

requirements, costs, delivery, etc.

The application of these vehicles is of special interest

slnce it is the only one, covered by this survey, in which vehicles

were made available for public use. Public acceptance of these

vehicles was reported to be good.

7.5.1 Vehicle Description. The Islander is a "Jeep"-like vehicle
in size and configuration, carrying four passengers plus baggage. It

features a fold-down windshield and collapsible convertible roof.

The basic vehicle description is summarized in Table 7-8.

Performance. The range of these vehicles was 80 km (50 mi)

using a random stop-and-go driving cycle on nearly flat terrain,

according to the manufacturers specifications. The top speed was

48 km/hr (30 mph) according to the s_me specifications.

7.5.2 Application. The operator of these leased vehicles was the

Sea Pines Plantation Company, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. Sea

Pines used 7 of the 25 vehicles for transporting maintenance personnel

or for delivery purposes, etc. The 18 remaining vehicles were rented

to the public to commute between the various golf courses, marinas,

stables, beach areas, tennis courts, hiking trails, forest preserve

and overnight quarters. The vehicles were also highway rated, allowing

guests to visit shopping centers and facilities outside of the

plantation.
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Table 7-8. Vehicle Characteristics

(The Islander)

Type of vehicle 4-passenger car

Manufacturer Electromotlon

Dimensions

Wheelbase 94 in. (239 cm)

Length 125 in. (318 cm)

Width 75.5 in. (192 cm)

Height 60 in. (152 cm)

:urb weight 2500 Ib (1134 kg)

Payload 500 Ib (227 kg)

Traction batteries

Type lead acid

Number 14

Total vol_a_e, V 84

Total weight 850 Ib (386 kg)

Charger

Type On-board

Manufacturer Electromotion

Line voltage, V 1.15

Motor

Power racing 10 hp (7460 W)

Brakes Hydraulic, nonrcgeneratlve
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i
Routino Haintenanoe,. The routS ne maintenance relating to

the electric drive system consisted of:

(1) Check batter_ water each month and wash down exterior
of batteries

(2) Check motor brushes each 6 or 12 me if vehicle was

driven less than 48 lea (30 mi) per day

(3) Check electrical connections each 6 me

7.5.3 Use Experience. The average hours of use per vehicle for
m

the rental fl_et of 18 vehicles was 1316. Hours used per vehicle for
the fleet ranged from a minimum of 0.9 to a maxLmum of 3100.

?_

Rellab'llty. The primary failure mode experienced wasburned out motors. Upon delivery of the first five vehicles, 5-hp
v drive motors were used as a substitute for the 10-hp motor not yet

available. These 5-hp motors burned out and were subsequently
_i replaced with 10-hp units. Sea Pines reported that another 5 of the

I! 10-hp motors also failed.

!i Sea Pines personnel stated that the motors were exposed
_ to the ground with no protection from dirt, water or foreign material.
_ This may have been a factor in their failure.

Sea Pines reported a battery life of i0 to 14 me. Motor
failures and various other component failures led re a decision to

take the fleet out of service after 22 me.

Costs. Sea Pines reported that _he total fleet repair andmaintenance cost for the 22-mo operation was $i0,149. An approximation

of the average repair and maintenance cost per vehicle per year was
$308. This approximation was derived by assuming that 22 me of service

was obtained from all 18 vehicles.
F!

7.6 MARS II CARS

The Mars II vehicle is a Renault RI0 conversion produced by
Electric Fuel Propulsion Inc., Michigan. Electric Fuel Propulsion is

;_ reported to have produced 80 electric vehicles from 1967 to 1977.

forty-five of the vehicles were the Mars II conversions.

_ A total of 33 of these were purchased by 24 various U.S.
_ electric utility companies. Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (PPL)

_ purchased 8 of the 33 vehicles, which provided the application and use
experience data for this survey. The PPL vehicles were used mainly for

_ display and demonstration purposes. A high level of interest was shown
:_ by the general public.
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7.6.1 Vehicle Description. The Mars II conversion preserved the
original sea_-ing Capacity o_ the Renault R-IO which is five passengers.
The external size and appearance is essentially the same as the Renault.
The basic description is summarized in Table 7-9.

Perforfaance. PPL reported the following performance data:

(1) Range - 60 miles (97 km)
(driving conditions unspeci£ied)

(2) Maxtlaum speed - 60 mph (97 km/hr)

(3) Battery recharge time 12 hr

(4) Battery recharge time with optional off-board
charger - 2 hr

The Cornell Aeronautical Report No. VJ-2623-k-1 prepared for General

Motors Corp., gives the following performance data for the fully
charged Mars II.

a. Range - i20 ml (i93 km) at 30 mph
(48 km/hr)

i00 mi (161 km) at 40 mph
(64 km/hr)

80 mi (129 km) aC 50 mph
(80 km/hr)

60 ml (97 km) at 60 mph
(97 km/hr)

On city driving schedule,
V avg = 22 mph, 73 mi with
regenerative braking, 63 mi with-
out regenerative braking

b. Acceleration 0-40 mph (0-64 km/hr) in 22 sec

7.6.2 Application. The Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. pur-
chased eight Mars II vehicles with deliveries from December 1967 to

May 1968. The vehicles were used mainly for display and demons=ration
purposes. Some attempts were made to use them for messenger service
and similar duties. However, these were discuntittued because of poor
performance and maintenance problems.

The total fleet was in servicQ 2 yr and i me. The last
two vehicles were in service 3 yr and 3 me. The average miles driven

per fleet vehicle was 30_9 _m (1920 mi). The maximum miles dr_vcn was
4582 km (2848 mi). The minimum was 1609 km (I000 mi).



Table 7-9. Vehicle Characteristics
(The Mars II Car)

Type of Vehicle 5-passenger cars

Manufacturer Electric Fuel Propulsion, Inc.

Purchase price $4800 - $5450

Purchase date 12-1-67 - 5-i-68

Dimenslons

Wheelbase. 89 in. (226 cm)

Length 167.5 in. (425 cm)
Width 60 in. (152 cm)

Height 55.5 in. (141 cm)

Curb weight 4040 ib (1833 kg)

Payload N/A

Traction Batteries

Type Lead acid (cobalt)
Manufacturer Trl Polar
Number 4
Total voltage, V • 120
Total weight Approx. 1900 Ib (862 kg)
Energy capacity (kWh) 30 kWh

Energy capacity (A-hr) 180 A-he at 180 a load

Charger

Type On board
Line voltage, V 220

Power source for accessories One 12-V lead acid battery

Motor

Type DC series
Power rating 11,190 W (15 hp)

Controller

Type Magnetically operated switches
(for paralleling batteries)

Transmission 4-speed, manual shift

Tires

Type Radia_ ply
Size 165 SR 15

Brakes Regenerative braking system,
plus 4-wheel disc hydraulic brakes
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It was reported that the heavy weight of the vehicle
restricted the acceleration and speed. The weight distribution also

created a serious handling problem at higher speeds. Operation on icy
or snowy roads was considered virtually impossible.

7.6.3 Use Experience

Reliability. The primary failure modes experienced with
these vehicles were broken axle shafts, U Joints and contactors.
Clutches were added, by modifying the drive trains, to reduce the strain
on the other parts. This fix was only partly successful since it
resulted in early clutch failure. The basic cause of the drive train
failure is believed to be the increased torque provided by the electric

motor compared to the original IC engine.

Other problems reported were difficulc shifting and bending
and/or cracking of frame and sheet metal members. These problems
ere not surprising since the Mars II curb weight is approximately twice
that of the orlginal Renault R i0.

Costs. Summarized below are the PPL Company's recorded
costs associated with these eight vehicles. The cars were included in

the Company's vehicle lease arrangement together with the two high-
speed cha_gers obtained to service them.

January, 1968- September, 1971

1968 1969 1970 1971 Total

Battery c_arging $ a $ a $ a $ a $ 77

Service and repair 10,673 2,689 1,138 462 14,962

Rents ].1,872 12,448 17,994 7,206 49,520

Insurance 71 255 288 113 727

Licenses and titles 600 80 102 57 839

Total $23,216 $15,472 $19,522 $7,838 $66,125

aAfter metered readings established usage rate of 1/2 kWh/mi, metered
readings were discontinued. Energy use based on final total mileage.

i

!

I
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7.7 THE B & Z ELECTRA KING

The manufacturer of the "Electra King" (a 2-passenger car

wlCh various models available) is B & Z Electric Car of Long Beach,
California, which also has made a few trucks in the past. The company
was founded in 1961 and sold to the present o_er in 1972. There are

no production figures from before 1972, but it is estimated that about
600 cars were produced before then. Since 1972, approximately 200-300

Electra Kings have been produced and sold - mostly to customers in the
Los Angeles area. The production rate is at present a maximum of two
cars per week.

Considering the size and duration of the production of this
from-the-ground-up built electric car, it would have been clearly in
the scope of this survey to collect engineering data on the user exper-
ience with the Electra King. However, such data have not been col-
lected, because they are largely nonexistent, the main reasons being:

• The Electra King is not equipped with an

odometer or speedometer.

• Most buyers of the Electra King are people with
limited mobility requirements and little interest
in keeping records of the failures and the

performance over time. They would not care if
the car had a kWh consumption of 0.2 kN_/mi or 10.

Basic Vehicle Description. Depending on the motor size,

the sprocket ratio, the battery capacity and the number of batteries,the following key performance characteristics have been determined

by the manufacturer (by driving around the block, and using a meter
to determine the speed, counting the rounds to determine the range):

• Top speed (level street) : 18-29 mpha (29-47 kph)

• Acceleration : Unknown

• Range (with 4 stops per
mile on level street) : 20=56 mlZesa (32-90 km)

• Energy economy : Unknown

• Gradeability, at 22% grade : I0 mph (16 kph)

axigher top speed options are sacrificing in range (i.e., the range
for options with a top speed of 29 mph is 23 mi, Just as the top

"i_ speed for options with a range of 56 ml is 20 mph).
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There are four basic models_

PFS-123 3-wheeler. Deluxe Coupe (closed)

PF-123 3-wheeler, Economy Coupe (open)

PFS-125 A-wheeler, Deluxe Coupe (closed)

PF-12$ 4-wheeler, Econcmy Coupe (opeu)

All of che above have a steering wheel, separate accelerator, and brake
pedals. Three ocher basic options within these models are available;
thus resulting in 16 dif£erenc basic options as shown in Fisure 7-6.

3 - WHEELER 4 - WHEELER

DELUXE ECONOMY DELUXE ECONOMY
COUPE COUPE COUPE COUPE

(CLOSED- PPS) (OPEN - PF) (CLOSEO- PFS) (OPEN ° PF)

STEERING SEPARATE

WHEEL ACCELERATOR PFS-123 PF-123 PFS-12$ PF-|2$AND BRAKE
PEDALS

'=_1 STEERING ACCELERATOR

WHEEL AND BRAKE
WITH COMBINED PFS-124 PF-124 PFS-126 PFo!26

,_ SPINNER ON ONE

_ KNOB LEVER.....
SEPARATE
ACCELERATOR

l AND 8RAKE PFS-122 PFo122 PFS-! 22 Plr-| 27

PEDALS

I TILLER

STEERING _ ....................

• ACCELERATOR
i _-I AND BRAKE

, Fisurp 7-6. The 16 Basic Options of the "Electra King"
t
I
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The vehicle characteristics for model PPS-125, the moss
commonly sold model Electra King, are given in Table 7-I0.

Table 7-10. Vehicle Characteristics

(Electra King, Model PFS-125)
ml

Type of vehicle 2-passenger car

Manufacturer B & Z Electric

Purchase price $3445 - to approximately $4200
(FOB Long Beach, 1977)

Dimensions

Wheelbase 65 in. (165 cm)
Length 101 in. (257 cm)
Width 45 in. (114 cm)
Height 60 in. (152 cm)

Curb weight 1100 Ib (499 kg)

Payload (includlng driver) 500 lb (227 kg)

Storage space 9-11 ft3 (0.25-0.31 in.3)

Traction batteries

Type Lead-acld (Trojan 170W)
Number 6-12

Operating voltage, V 30-48
Total weight 336-672 lb (152-305 kS)

Energy capacity 170-244 A-hr (rate unspecified)

Charger On-board wlth timer

Line voltage, V 110 V/8 A-9 hr

Motor

_ Type D.C. seriesManufacturer Ceneral Electric

Power rating 1-i/2 hp, 2 hp, or 3-1/2 hp

Controller Resistor co_, _rolled

Transmission ............... None

Tires Tubeless (4.80/400 x 8)
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7.8 BELL SYSTF_I DJ-5Es

fhe Bell System has had IO DJ-5E Electric Vans, identical

in design to thoso in use by the U.S. P-_tal S_rvic_ (s_e Chapter 4

for vuhlcle descrlpcion), assigned to u_e applieatlons for approximately

I yr. This use program is one part of an overall effort by the B_II

System to establish the potenLial application of EVs by the Operatlng

Telephone Companies. Five of the DJ-SEs are owned and operated by

Indiana Bell in Indianapolis, Indiana. The initial owner/operator of

the other five DJ-SEs was Northwestern Bell in Minneapolis, Minnesota,

but these vehicles were recently transferred to New York Telephone for

assignment _n the New York City area. The Bell System vehicles have

accumulated only an average of I000 mi per vehicle due to batter F

problems and heater inadequacies.

The DJ-SEs have been used by the Bell System Companies for

telephone i_stallation service, primarily large installations of PBX

and Key systems. DaLly mileage per vehicle is reported as 4-20 mi

(6.4-32 km). Route characteristics (length and stops per mile) are

defined as variable, reflecting the nature of the missions to which

the vehicles are assigned. Cold weather operation was reported as a

problem because the gasoline heaters did not operate properly in
temperatures below 0OF (-18°C). Battery performance in cold weather

was reported as adequate. The daily variability of the assigned

missions was identified as a source of problems.

The charging routine for the Bell DJ-SEs consists of daily

charging with weekly equalizing. Routine malntenance includes weekly

battery watering. Availability was reported as 95%, with downtime

attributed largely to early battery failure due to soft paste on
plates. In an attemp" to resolve this problem, a trial of C&D

batteries has been _.tltiated - they have been installed in the five

vehicles transfer=ed to New York Telephone. The cost of replacemen_

batteries is reported as $2000 and energy consumption as 1.5 kWh/mi
(O.9 kWh/km).

?.9 OTIS ELECTRIC VAN

The Otis Van was manufactured by the former Electrobus

Division of the Otis Elevator Company. Approximately 40 vans were

manufactured and sold. Electric Vehicle Associates purchased the manu-
facturing rights for this vehicle, but have no present plans for

producing it.

Some of these vehicles were used by the _SA Lewis Research

Center and two Canadian electric companies (Hydro Quebec and City of

Calgary Electric System).

7.9.1 Vehicle Descriution. The Otis Van carries 2 passengers and

has a payload of 500 Ib (227 kg). The external size and appearance

is typical of a small gasoline delivery van. The basic desc_iptlon is
summarized in Table 7-11.
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_i Table 7-11. Vehlcle Description
,_. (Tho Otis Van P-500)L

_ Type of vehicle 2-passongor dellv..,_yvan

-, Manufacturer Otis Elevator Co.,

...._ E1ectrobus Division

Purchase price $9403 plus batteries
.)

Purchase date 1975

:. Dimensions

Nheelbase 96 in. (244 cm)

Length 138 in. (351 cm)
Nidth 62 in. (157 cm)

i Height 74.2 in. (188 cm)

i Curb weight 3620 Ib (1642 kg)

!-i Payload 500 ib (227 kg)

Traction Batteries

;_ Type Lead acidi
'i Manu£acturer Exlde, EV-I06
•'i Number 2 modules

Total voltage, , 96
Total welgh_ 1040 Ib (472 kg)

ili Energy capacity (,'h) 195 at 3-hr rate

Charger
I

i Type N/A
,i Line voltage N/A

i Power Source for accessories 12 V lead acid

i Motor

Type DC series
Manufacturer Otis

_i Power rating 22380 N (30.4 hp)

Controller SCR puls_ type

Transmission Direct drive

Tires

Type 6-ply radlan
Size 175-SR-13

Brakes Hydraulic
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Performal_ce. L_wls Research Cent,.r rL_portadthe following

performance data:

• Range - 29.4 ml (47.3 kin)at 20 mph (32.3 km/hr)

a Maximum speed - 3g mph (62.8 km/hr)

• Ratlge (for Schedule B driving cycle) - 21 ml (_3.£ kin)

• Range (for SAE J227 Resideutlal) - 30 ml (48,3 km)

7.9.2 The Lewis Reseraeh Cetlter Experience

NASA Lewis Research Conger has had two Otis Electri_ Vans

in service since May 1975. One is used to deliver Interlah mall (green
van). It travels approximately 20 ml (32 km) per day at 20 to 25 mph
(32 to 40 km/hr) with 60 to 70 stops per day.

The other van (ye]low van) is used by the fire department to
run various errands. It is used 7 days per week, covering 24 to 32

(15 to 20 ml) at 20-30 mph (40 to 48 km/hr) with about 20 stops per
day.

The green van has accumulated in excess of 3700 ml (5953 km);

the yellow van more than 5000 m£ (8045 km). Table 7-12 shews the
electricity consumed over various distance increments as well as the
klllowatt hours/kilometer.

The Lewis Research Center experience indicates that the

most frequent failure is a loss of power, which is perhaps related to
a moisture problem. Table 7-13 shows a failure log for both the green
and yellow vans.

7.9.3 The Hydro Quebec and Calgary Electrical System Experience

The Hydro Quebec van was assigned to various tasks in
Montreal including mail and parcel delivery, meter reading and

replacement.

The Calgary van was used for mail delivery and is now trans-

porting personnel between office_;. It has averaged 8 km/day on a 5-day
week.

The Calgary van had travelled 2486 ml (4000 km) and con-
sumed 3314 kWh of electricity by 01/2_/77.
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Table 7-12. EI_ctricl_y Co,_Jm_d (Otin P-SQO ' m)

Yellow Otis \ran (Fire Dep:lrtm_ne U_;e)
J,

kwh
Odorant_,r Meter ln_r_m,_nt Accumu tatJve Avc,r;tR_

Rend|_R. R_ding, k_,lh, k_s0 kwh, k_l, kin, m_
DaLe km (rot) kwh km mt km mi day d_ly

04122173 03 58 0 0 O
05/_2171, 545 339 203 0.45 0.72 O._5 0.72 14.5 9
Q6/21/75 1430 889 6_6 0.52 0.84 0.47 0.75 29.0 18
07/13/75 2146 1334 1075 0.57 0.92 0.50 0.80 33._ 21
O8/11/75 3067 t90_ 1629 0.59 0.95 0.53 O.85 30.6 19
09/11175 3990 2_,_5 2037 0.43 0.70 0.51 0.82 3G.6 19
11/16/75 5004 31[0 2745 0.6& 1.I O._5 0.88 30.6 19
01/14/76 5625 3496 3345 0.96 1.55 0.60 0.96 9.7 6
_1/19/76 6964 4328 4035 0.52 0.83 0.58 0.94 4.0 2.5
01/14/77 7389 4592 4266 0.57 0,92 ....... 8.0 5
02/15/77 7506 4665 44_ 0,62 1.0 0.60 0.96 8.0 5

(Speed-
omeCer
out)

Green Otis Van (Interlab Mall Truck)

05/06/75 151 94 58 .............
05/23/75 533 331 282 0.59 0.95 C.59 0.95 27.4 17
06!30/75 1007 626 610 0.69 1.11 0.65 1.04 22.5 14
07/31/75 1500 932 919 0.63 1.02 0.64 1.03 24.1 15
08/29/75 213_ 1329 1237 0.50 0.80 0.59 0.95 32.2 20
091=9/75 2610 1622 1521 0.60 0._7 0.59 0.95 22.5 14
10/31/75 3157 1962 I_62 0.62 1.0 0.60 0,97 27._ 17
11/28/75 3607 !242 2152 0.65 1.04 0.60 0.9_ 22.5 14
01/28/76 4085 2539 2496 0.72 1.16 0.62 1.00 11.3 7
09/01/76 4772 2966 3051 0.81 L.3 4.8 3
09120/76 5020 3120 3313 1.07 1.73 0.68 1.1 16.1 10

3.2 2

03/14/77 5358 3330 4581 --- 16.1 10
05/17/77 6021 3742 5154 0.87 1.4 --- 16.1 10
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Table 7-13. Repair Records for Otis P-500 Van

Odometer
reading

Date mi km Problem

Green Van

06/75 400 644 Suspension modification - shocks and springs
03/77 3380 5438 Power cut out - may be due to moisture

Loo._a12-V battery cable
05/77 Speedometer cable broke

Yellow Van

06/75 I000 1609 Suspension modification - shocks and springs
01/76 2460 3958 Blower motor failed

04/76 3640 5857 Replaced 12-V and 5-drive batteries and switch
11/76 Speedometer cable fa£1ed
ii 76 Speedometer cable failed again
12 76 4400 7080 Hand brake froze

12 76 4400 7080 Ran out of power- cowed back
12 76 4400 7080 Ran out of power - cowed back
01t77 4500 7240 12-V battery dead
01177 4500 7240 P.anout of power - cowed back

( 02/77 4600 7401 Power cur off - moisture problem?
( 02/77 4600 7401 Power cut off - moisture problem again?

'7 02177 4600 7401 Power cut off - moisture problem again?

( 02 177 4665 7506 Speedometer cable failed
] 02 I77 4665 7506 Blower motor failed

02177 4665 7506 Drive motor cutting out
"l 04177 4665 7506 Power cut off - moisture problem?

l

,l
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"1 CHAPTER 8

FOREIGN USE EXPERIENCE _ LITERATURE REVIEW

-"_ This section identifies foreign use experience with on-road

electric v_.hicles. Those vehicles which operate on fixed rails or are a

part of a public transit system did not fall within the scope and were
not included. In most cases the vehicles that are in-use were designed

for delivery of goods or for routine maintenance work. Electric

vehicles are particularly suited for these tasks because of the limited

range and low-to-moderate speeds required for urban driving.

The original intent was to include only vehicle proRrams

with actual implementational experience. Unfortunately many of the

foreign electric vehicles (e.g., those in Italy, Japan _nd Czechoslo-

vakia) exist as advanced prototypes with only limited utilization. It
was felt that while these vehicles were not currently a part of exten-

sive in-use programs, it would be voluable to identify them and document
their status. The countries which have demonstrated extensive experience

are Great Britain, France, and West Germany. Of these, Great Britain's

program is the most noteworthy with nearly 40,000 electric vehicles
currently in service for daily local milk delivery (Reference 8-i).

Table 8-1 summarizes the available information on vehicle

_pecifications and perfor_nance for each of the electric vehicles
described in the following subsections. In the case of Japan, where

more than 17 government and industry prototypes exist, statistics on

only 2 typical vehicles are included in the table. Interested re'_ders

should consult any of the references cited in Section 8.5 for further

° _ details on the Japanese vehicles.

8. i GREAT BRITAIN

Electric vehicles have been used nuccessfully in Great

Britain for over 20 yr. The British dairy industry has found =heir

battery-powered vehicles to be reliable, economical, and virtually
maintenance-free. Today the fleet includes nearly AO,OO0 vehicles with

some original vehicles still in service. A daily delivery route covers

' an average of 29 km with 210 stops and s'rarts and involves a _ayload of
1365 kg. Figures indicate that =he aver,'u,,ecost t(;operate a vei,icle
on the London routes is 119.60 per vehicle [:'erweek (this fi_;ure

includes depreciation, license, insuram:e, etc.). The Express Dairy

Company, Ltd. es_im.ltes that its operati,:mal costs for an electric

vehicle are :_ppro:.'.t::_a_l? half of what it would be for a si',,'ailar diesel
w_hicle (I.lef_rences 3-2 and -3).

Itarbilt. ,Elertric Trucks and Vehiclt,._; t:; resrmnslbl_, for the

deslan and m,mufa,:tur," ef the currt,nt "hLir';-l.in,'r" :nJ.lk d,,liv_,r';
vehicle,. I:_ additi_.-n, }!arbi!t builds :'_etre'_,_it_ m dellv,,ry van.,_ (se,'

sectien 4.1), ..... , " ,::I ,,,'! .l':_, .rod .._rfi-m_:_m',,.*_. '.),.c.::',tmtT,tt:i,," t,_ :lot

current!y ,a'.,,lil_i'l,_ ,'n _h_.s, _ ,.'],'ctric '.,ehi,:les (X_,f_.r:,nce _-.;).

I 8-]
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The second ex_mple of electric veblcle utilization in

Great Britain is a proRram sponsored by the E]_ctrlelty Council. Nearly
ten years a_o the Council, prompted by the British Covernment, began to

encourage the developme,t of a small electric vehicle. Enfield Auto-

motive, Lid, was engaged to design and produce a fleet of 61 vehicles

based on the Electricity Council's rigorous mechanical, electrical, and

frontal impact specifications. Since February 1976 all 61Enfie!d 8000's

have been in operation _or Electricity Boards throughout Enxland and

Wales. The vehXcles have been used for a variety of tasks; inspecting

installations, reading meters, commuting to and from work, delivering

accounts, and surveyiz;g sites. The average weekly mileago is 56-64 km.

At least ii of the vehicles regularly cover more than 00 km a week.

Energy consumption for actual utilization (311-373 Wh/km)

has been found to be higher than results from prototype testing
(202 _/_n). TLe Electrical Council attributes this to the fact that

the test figures were obtained under ideal conditions with a trained

driver and a fui!y charged battery. Users have comolained about the

absecce of a sophis,:icated state-of-charge indicator and the limited

assessibility of the batteries. As anticipated with any new vehicle,

unscheduled repairs and replacements are running at fairly high levels.

Enfield is making desiEn modifications in the charger and controller

to improve their performance. (Reference 8-2).

8.2 F_NCE

In 1972 the French electric utility, EDF, began a major

project to promote the development of lightweight electric vehicles.

By late 1973 they had produced a fleet of 90 vehicles. EDF's intention

was to use the fleet to study the possibilities of electric vehicle

commercialization. A large fleet size was chosen so that the vehicles

could be tested under a wide range of driving conditions. An initial

group of 54 was tested during 1973 and 1974 by EDF employees who had
been trained in the maintenance and reoair of the vehicles which were

used to make customer service calls in Paris and its surrounding

suburbs (References 8-3 and -4).

The EDF dlscovered that energy consumotion was generally

higher than had been predicted. The only major maintenance problems

were with the batteries. Because users frequently overcharged the bat-

teries and neglected to periodically check the water levels, the bat-

tery llfe was shortened considerably, llunicipal workers and selected

employees in private industries were chosen to test the remaining

vehicles. The results of this utilization experiment were not available

(Reference 8-5).

8.3 WEST GE_NY

The GES (Electric Road-Transport Company), a subsidiary of

RWE, the German utility cempany, encouraged two German automobile manu-

{acturers, Daimler-Bcnz and Volkswagen to develop electric vehlclcs

8-3
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suitable for shorthaul delivery in urban areas. A fleet of 20 V_¢
Electrotransport_rs has be,m in service sfnce ]ate 1973 and 50 addi-

tional vehicles are schedu].od to be available by Sentemb,..r 1977. Thirty
DB-vehlcles hove been in regular service since the end of 1975. GES's

[" primary aim has been to collec_ technical and economic data on these

In-servlce vehicles in order to evaluate their performance and measure

their potential large-scale applicability (Reference 8-6).

:_ Except for the inl_ial tests on the _4 facility in

Wolfsburg, the %q4 vehicles have been operated in and around Dusseldorf.

Twelve of the vehicles were assigned to the Public Works Deoartment,

i-* while the remaining ones were used by the local RWE electricity supply
,, authority. The Electrotransporters have been used primarily to trans-

port materials and to inspect and maintain power stations The vehiclesii.i

have been operated year-round under all weather conditions in tempera-

=" tures ranging from minus 15 to 40oc (Reference 8-7). With an inter-

mediate boost charge during stationary periods such as lunch breaks,
some vehicles have been able to achieve daily mileage of up to i00 km.

,. Hodifications have been made in the controller and drive units in order

.! to increase vehicle reliability (Reference 8-8). Figure 8-1 indicates

how the failure rate for these vehicles has dropped since 1974
(Reference 8-9).

12

10-

JAN.JUNE JULY.DEC JAN-JUNE JULY.DEC JAN.JUNE
_. 1974 1975 1976
,U

Figure 8-I. Failure Rate for the 20 VW Elec_rotransporters

The DB electric vehicles have been used primarily for postal

_-. delivery services, and DB reports that they have performed as well as

conventional vehicles. The operating costs, however, have run 30-35"

higher than for a comparable diesel vei_icle. The DB testing program

'_ has been aimed toward inrreaslng battery capacity, payload, and r,mge of

;_- their vehicle in order to red,,ce some of th_ operating costs
(Reference 8-10).

' : 8.4 ITALY

There have been two advanced prot,_t;:pe vehi_le programs in

Italy. Since late 1973, I'NFL, tht_ ltallan t,h_ctric utilig,/, has

.... ,..................._ ...... ilL""L.ili£_''";il _iLL;.it_'ie" I 5_ . ; "-_-_T" _._i'ii'£ " _ i_; " _ i_ "±_-'_ig " LIL/ ......, Y _- _ "
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sponsored a development program with Fiat. The objective was to design
and construct two identical vehicles, one with a D.C. series motor, the
other with a D.C. shunt motor. A Fiat 850T was used as the base vehicle.

The vehicle wlth the shunt motor outperformed the one with the series
motor with regard to range, speed, and climbing ability. Although the
two vehicles have been tested extensively, neither has been released
for general utilization. (Reference 8-11). The second Italian proto-

type is a commercial three-wheeled vehicle patterned after the con-
ventional I.C. engined Vespa car. Preliminary road tests have demon-
strated the vehicle's good maneuverability, easy handling, and
acceleration (Reference 8-12).

8.5 JAPAN

The thrust of the Japanese electric vehicle program has been
research and development of improved vehicle components. (i.e., motor,
batteries, controllers). To date there has been no widespread utiliza-

tion program. They have, however, an impressive number of different
prototypes for compact pick-up trucks, vans and passenger cars. Some of
the vehicles have been produced directly by the automobile industry

(Nissan, Toyo, Toyota, Mitsubishi, Daihatsu). Since 1971 the Japanese
Industrial :;cienceand Technology Agency has sponsored a program for the
development of high-performance experimental electric vehicles. Because
a majority of the vehicles have been tested only under controlled con-
ditions, it is difficult to compare their performance with the in-us_
vehicles operating in Great Britain, France, or West Germany
(References 8-13 - 8-15).

8.6 CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The Czechoslovakian Research Institute for Rotating Electrl-
I cal Machines was responsible for the development of a small electric

passenger car (E_IAI)and an electric microbus suitable for delivering
goods or carrying passengers (E_A2). Work on E:IAIwas eventually
abandoned because it was felt that EMA2 had more commercial potential.

Test results for E)IA2appear in Table 8-I. No documentation was
available on any In-use program with _A2 (Reference 8-16).

8-5
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L CHAPTER 9

GENERAL FINDINGS

This chapter presents the general findings derived from the
data on use experience with electric vehicles obtained from the indivi-

dual users and use -rograms surveyed and reported in Chapters 4-7.

Foreign use experience reported in Chapter 8 is not included in the

general findings as it reflects only the results of a literature review

and not data obtained as part of the scope of the In-Use Survey. The

general findings have been segmented into the following cate_orles:

vehicle characteristics, performance specifications, applications and

suitability, effects of weather, availability and reliability, and
costs.

The findings presented in the following sections provide

significant information and insight into current use experience with
on-road electric vehicles in the United States and Canada and capabili-

ties of existing U.S. production vehicles. Conclusions which can be
drawn from the findings of the In-Use Survey are significantly restric-

ted by the immaturity of the vehicles constituting the survey popula-

, tion. Current U.S. manufactured electric vehicles have not been pro..

duced by any manufacturer for sufficient time or in sufficient quantity

to have reached maturity as production vehicles. Therefore, the use

experience is distorted by evolutionary changes in vehicle design and

problems characteristic of prototype or development vehicles. Use

experience with U.S. manufactured vehicles is not completely represen-

tative of the state-of-the-art capability of electric vehicles as

evidenced by comparison of that experience with the performance of the

U.S, Postal Service Harbilt Electric Delivery Vans which are of a

design and construction proven by the production of some 40,000 elec-

tric milk floats in England.

9.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF IN-USE VEHICLES

Characteristics useful in defining the vehicles included in

the survey population consist of dimensions, weight, capacity, and

electric propulsion system components. The characteristics of the

surveyed vehicles reflect the types of production electric vehicles

currently available in the United States. Characteristics are presen-

ted separately for the survey categories of work vehicles ap.d passenger
cars •

Electric vehicles classified as work vehicles within the

Survey populatlen consist of five vehicle models: AM General DJ-SE,
Battronlc Hinivan, Harb_lt Delivery Van, Otis P-500 Van, and CDA

Electric Van. The quantities of these vehiclus range from 36.) for the

DJ-SE to the sin_zle CDA Van. Of these work vehicles, only the DJ-SE

is a conversion of an ICE w.,hlc[_. These electric, vans r_nze in slz_,

as indicated b:,'curb weir;hi, from just over 350{) ib (]500 ki,) to almost
7000 ib (3]80 k_), They all utilize lead-acld batteries. These are of

pasted-plate construction _n all but thu Harbtlt van, which has

9-i



batteries of tubular construction. Number and arrangement of batteries

and other power system components vary considerably among the vehicles.

The quantities of each model sold to users, the number covered by the

Survey, and primary design characteristics and cnmponunts are given in

Table 9-1(a) (English Units) and 9-1(b) (SI Units). Additional detail

on each vehicle model is provided in the appropriate section on the

particular program or vehicle in Chapters 4-7.

The survey population of production passenger cars includes

the following models: Citicar, Elcar, EVA Metro Sedan, Mars II, EVE

Islander, and Electra King. Four of these are vehicles built directly
as electric vehicles. The other two models, the EVA Metro Sedan and

the Mars II, are conversions of small import sedans (Renaults) to EVs.

Citicar, produced by Sebring Vanguard, is by far the dominant component

of the population in terms of quantity. The manufacturer claims to

have produced over 2000 Citicars. Second largest entry in the Survey

population of passenger cars is the Elcar of which over 200 reportedly
have been imported to the U.S. The actual in-use population of both

of these vehicles is evidently significantly less than those totals.

The number of Citlcars and Elcars registered for on-road use in the

59 states which make available registration data were 481 and 27,

respectively, for November 1975 through May 1977. Based on these fig-

ures and records from earlier surveys of EV owners, it is estimated

that the population of Citlcars registered for use is something less
than 1500 and that of Elcars (within the U.S.) is around i00. Numbers of

each passenger car model in the Survey population are given in

Tables 9-2(a) (English Unit) and 9-2(b) (SI Units), along with primary

design characteristics and components.

Five of the passenger car vehicles in the Survey population

can be neatly grouped into two major categories: one is composed of

purpose-built, small - i.e., wheelbase of less than 70 in. (1.78 m),

light weight - under 1500 ib (680 kg) curb welght, two-passenRer

vehicles. It consists of the Ci_Icar, Elcar, and the Electra King.

The second category is composed of tile two convet ion vehicles, the

EVA Hetro Sedan and the Hers II, and is characterized by larger size:

wheelbase in excess of 90 in. (2.29 m), significantly h_gher weight -

i o_:r 3000 Ib (1360 kg) curb weight and a capacity of at least 4 passen-

gers. The sixth Survey vehicle, the EVE Islander falls somewhere

between these two categories. It is a purpose-built EV but has a
passenger capacity of 4 and a curb weight of 2500 ib (1136 kg).

9.2 PERFO_L_NCE SPECIFICATIONS OF IN-USE VEHICLES

Performance specifications are intended to define the capa-

bilities of vehicles. The specifications considered most significant

for defining electric vehicle capabilities are top speed, acceleration,

range, gradeabillty, and fuel econolny. Unfortunately, available per-

refinance specifications of electric vehicles are often ambi£uous and
misleading. Sources, characteristics specified, and the bases of

measurements vary from vehicle to vehicle. The Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) in 1971 established tile El_ctric Vehicle Test

9"'2
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Table 9-t(a). Vehlcle Characterlsttcs- Work Vehictes
(En81£sh Un£rs)

Bsttronlc Otis
Narbllt DJ-$E Ninivan P-500 CDA Van

Humber of veh£cles

Total In usea 31 289 112 40 l

Total surveyed 31 289 80 3 I

F.anufacturnr Narbllt Electric _ General _attronic Truck Otis Antares Enst.
of England Gould. Inc. Corporation Elevator

Initial cost b $9500 $6600 $10,834 $11.000 N/A

Dimensions

Vheelbase (in.) 103 81 94.$ 96 150

Length (in.) 148 133 145 138 192

Width (in.) 64 70.6 74 62 75

NelKht (in.) 75 73.8 92 74.2 69

Carso Capacity (it 3) N/A 60 N/A 17$

Curb vei&ht (lb) 3565 3e75 5800 3020 5100

Payload (lb) 900 675 500 SO0 1000

8atterlesc

Number of units 2 1 2 2 36

Total cells 36 27 56 48 108

Neiiht (lb) 1812 1260 2400 1040 2340

_tor

!_qM Type DC series DC compound DC series DC series DC aeries

, ii_i_ Ratins (hp) 12.$ l0 42 30.4 22
Controller Thyrlecor SCR SCR SCR Concsctor/

i........._ resistor

_r_.' Transmission _one Hone 2 speed None Nodified
i._.._ automatic

--,,.:_ (a)Coun t•,_ or esti_{e o_ total n_mber which ;ire, or have been, P_rrh_sed tar in use
application vichln c}te _nlted States and Canada.

(b)Purchase price or estimated initial cost converted to 1977 dollars.

! (C)AII are lead acid, pasted plate construction except (or Narbllt which has tabular .............

,_ construction.

F •

l
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Table 9-2(n). Vehicle Char_etL, rl_ttes (al" - PcLss_n_,,er Car_
(Engllsh Un£_s)

Cltic,lr Elcar FVA hednn ,Hir,_ II
lsl,mdvr Kin_

Xwabor of vehicles

Total in us_ (hI ,1500 13O ,15 45 25 100

Total survey_d 230 20 tO g 25 0

Manufac t ure r Sub r iui_ ?.a_a t o EVA EFP EVE B6Z
Vanp,,=_ird Electric

lnittal cost (c) $3300 $3500 $11.000 $9500 N/A $3500

Dtmens tons

blleelbase (In.) 63 51 96 89 94 65

Lensth (in.) 95 g4 174 167.5 12 ¢. 103,

Width (In.) $_ 53 64.5 60 75,5 45

Height (in.) 58 63.5 56.6 55.5 60 60

Number of passengers 2 2 4 5 4 2

Curb wetlthc (lb) 1250 1091 3150 4040 2500 1350

Ba=tertes(d)

Number of units 8 8 16 4 14 8

Total culls 24 48 48 60 42 24

Weisht (lb) ^.480 _.4_O 1040 1900 850 570

Mot or

Type DC series DC series DC series DC _erles DC series DC series I
i

P_tin& (hp) 6 2.7 12 15 10 3.$

Con=roller Voltage Voltage SCR Voltage N/A Voltage
swt tel=trig, switchinK switching swltchlng

TransmI ssLon None None Auto_It ic 4 speed N/A None
transaxle

(a)chara_teristics reflect current or most co.on model

(b)Esttm._te of total mimber wht,-h ate, or have been. in u_e application in the U.S. and (',m_da.

(C)Purchase print, in t977 dot Jars,

(d)All are l,.ad acid. p.Jsb.,I plate construction. H.irs l! ,_r_, lead ,zcid,',:_b._lt.
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i Table 9-2(h). Voh.tcIe Charaet_,rlsttcu - Paase,_gor Cars(Metric lh,iCs)

'L_ C,ttic;ir l"lc.il- t:VA ,% lilll }|4r_i 11
f:vo _Aeetra

! Nl.nd_,r King

Number af vehicles

| Total in .se -b-( ) l_Ol) IUO 15 45 25 ".100

! Total surv_ved 2J0 20 l0 B 25 0?

Hanufac t ure r Seh r I nil Zag_lt o EVA EFP EVE B&ZVanguard Elec tr lc

Initial cost (c) $3300 _35OO $11,O00 $g500 N/A $3_O0

Dimensions

:I"9

h_melbase (cm) 160 130 244 22b 239 165

Length (cm) 241 213 /t42 425.5 318 25}'

b Width (cm) 140 135 163.8 152 191.8 114 .........

_. Height (cm) 147 161.3 143,8 140.9 152 152
?

_g.x Number of passengers 2 2 4 5 4 2

Curb weight (kg) 567.5 495.3 1430 1334 I135 612.9

Batteries (d)Number of units 8 8 16 4 14 8

=.? Total cells 24 48 _E; 60 42 24

,_: Weight (_b) ".480 ',480 1040 1900 850 570

Hotor
:R

_ Type DC series DC series DC series De series De series OC series

:-_ gating (kW) 4.5 2.0 8.95 11.2 7.46 2.6
] -

Controller Voltage Voltage SCR Voltage N/A Voltage
:' switching switching switching switching

_7 Transmission None None Automatic 4 speed NIA None
'.1? transaxle

i. (a)Charactertstlcs reflect current or most con_on model.
¢

s_'Estimate of tot,l number which are or have been purchasect for use application in the U._. andi

'_, Canada.

(C)Purchase price in 1977 dollars.

_" (d)All are lead arid. pasted plate construction. ._drs [I are lead acid/cobalt.
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Procedure - SAE J227 as an SAE Recommended Practice. llow,_ver, it. has
not been commonly f,,llow_d by _lla EV Jndu.,:try and mantifaccuro.rs
continue co provide whatevur purformant:e _pc, ciflt.ationu thoy ,lo_un
suitable wt_h little or no dofiu_Cion of tb_ ba_ts of those perfor-
mance ,_pucificatJons. Definition of vehicle performnnce al'_o l,; c.om-
plicated by changes l.t:v_hicle components affecting performance without
change i,, vehicle id_.n_ity.

In an attempt _o be_er define _he performance capabilitia.-;,
data from performance tests which may havu been conducted by or for the
user were requested from users as part of _he In-Use Survey. Per-
formance chaT.acter£stics obtained from manufacturers' specifications
and users are given in Table 9-3 for the work v_hicles survuyed and in
Table 9-4 for the passenger cars surveyed. The vehicle test element
o£ the State-of-the-A:t Assessment is intended to provided definitive
data on performance capabilities of current electric vehicles, includ-

ing many of the vehicles in the survey population. Therefore, it is
not necessary to attempt to draw conclusions on performance capabilities
from the limited and inconsistent data presented in Tables 9-3 and 9-4.
These data are presented to provide an indication of the performance
capabilities of the vehlcles surveyed and _oes permit the following
general observations :

• The best performance capabilities in terms of speed,
acceleration, and zante are generally exhibited by

the heavier vehicles in each category, i.e., the
Battronic Minlvan and CDA Van among the work vehicles
and the Mars II among _he passenger cars. This can

be attributed primar__ly to the higher ratio of
battery weight to total weight for these vehicles.

• Vehicle range is extremely sensitive to speed and
driving cycle and is limited to less than S5 mi1

_!.! (88 km) in city or urban driving for all but the
__iI Mars If.

I • Top speed is less than 40 mph (64 km/hr) for all but

the two heaviest vehicles in each category.

1 • Acceleration times for 0--30mph (0-48 km/hr) for themajority of the vehicles are more than twice as long

,/ as those for comparable ICE vehicles.

;_ • Sustal,'_'_.,dspeed capability on a 10% grade is less
than half of top speed for the vehicles reporting

{ speed on a 10% grade.

•!
t 9.3 APPLICATIONS AND SUITABILITY

ill Applications of the electric vehicles surveyed ranged from: mlscel,lancous use as private automobiles to assignment to specific

I route,_in commercial duty. The vehicles categurLzed as work vehicles
it were all involved in commercial ap:_llcatlon_. Some of those

9-7
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'='__ Table 9-3(a) V,_.hlcle Performan:e - Work Veliiel_.s (Engl|._;h UnlCs)i

(t) Hll'hl It n ! _f, *qlll t vln I*_ i*ll| Van

i "1 _*4_rtt W4W' f' ?q.lll_l , 'q_l|_i . ?la_ql ,
*_p_*4, _pmcl, t',,:;.P. _. *p_, ",. _I'*' I ¢._A

O_20 _ph (ee¢) lO NA HA NA NA NA

:/ . ,0 ,0 ,., ,^ ,,..',, 0"4_ mph (|ec) NA NA NA __ NA ,NA

[_enle (_UllslenL speed)

at 2_ mph (ml) HA ,qk NA _0-5_ ,qA HA
4¢ ),_ _ph (ix,i) ,qA ._A ]0(|) _-_-47 40 (_) 9_ (1)

g_,nlle (driving cycle)

¢ycle CO(I) PC(3) _C _A R()) C_ 8)

R_nlle (m_) _0 29 25 _A 21 (6) _)

Gr_dabtl [ty

._pecd un |O_ grade 12 16 14 _'--28 t&) IO (t_) NA
(eph)

_'uel Eel*hOrny

Cycle HA NA NA CO HA NA
_uwer _o¢_S_pt ion _A NA HA 1.2 NA NA
(k¼"hlmi)

IRalllee _t ]0 _Ptt, vehicle ¢0u|d not _tl_t_ih J5 _lph sp*_ed

2All values es,,_pt _op speed are for the '*_._w-ran_e" transmission _peed as that provided **he be,st

_er | orln_n¢_l
ICD * City d:'t./tnl_; PC - postal rye!el _1* J-_?.? B-cv_.le

&Speed on _. _rade; s?eed pit '*0% Arade not reported but _peed (or 20: Arad., yes |O-It mPlt

_R_nlle value tS for _!) =ph

6Reported by .%_SA Levis Research £cftter

trance value t_ f_r ;0 '_ph

dSp_ial city driv;'_ :'_¢le o_ _ _rops per _1|_ ,hlJ ¢_,p _pe_d of ;O _lph _etween st_ps

categorized as passenger cars were in commercial use, buc the majority

of the passenger car vehicles were in-use as private au=omobiles.

Various use purposes and daily routines are involved in both the com-

mercial and private applications. Suitability of the vehicles surveyed

1 in _erms of ability _o perform the duties for which they were purcha_ed

[_ varied wi_h both the vehicles and applications, but the majority were

} adequate for Lh_ uses involved.

._'_ 9.3. l Use Purposes

;I

A variety of use purl)o_;es was reported _or the vehicle:;

surveyed. Some uses involved very :_pecLfi,' purposes such as the u,;e

of the ||arbl]ts and DJ*-5Fs by =he U.S. Postal Service for mail d_*liver','.
All of the work vehicles were involved Ln ¢omm,,rcJa] tl._,_;iI_,Ir:o:iLwt'[<'

assigned to well d,-_flnedduty routin_,s. T::l the _ase ef the' Bat:tr(_n_"

; Minivans [nvolw_d in the EVC Pro'_ram, the primary use._ t_, which _he

vehicles were assigned varied cotl._;iderably beLwe,.|l UL il.in::eomp,|ni_,_;
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Tsble 9-3(b). Vehicle Performance _ Work Vehlcles (Hetric Units)

h,tqt rml* r,) ,:r l_ cf*a
Harbll t _l-*l _'*_l ._, P-. ':J ",,m

$o*lrcq_
_[,i,(_. _'i," _, _,.,.P._, ;;,,q , _. _pe¸ .. lID^

Tap SI L.vd 3.t 40 31 _')-h(, 40 5)

A¢C¢'I r r,lt ion r, im_

0-32 k_,I|tr (,de,:} 16 ._A ?4A ,'4#. NA ._A
0-48 i_m/hr r'_ec) :_6 32 i_ 14,6 NA 22

0-?2 km/hr (s*!c) NA NA NA 27 NA NA

RanRe (constant speed)

it 40 km/hr (km) NA NA NA 80-88 NA _A
S0-_5

at 56 km/hr (km) NA NA _g(1) 42-:,7 64 (5) 152 (7)
67-75

Range (driving cycle)

Cycle CD(1) PC_3) PC NA B(3) CD(B)
Range (km) 80 _b 4O NA 3:*(6) 85

Gtaoablllty

Speed on 10% _rade 19 26 22 27-28 (4) 48 (&) NA
(kr_/ht) t.3._,_

Fuel Economy

Cycle NA NA NA CD NA NA

Power con_umptinn NA NA _dA 0.75 NA NA
(k_'tt I k'_)

3CD " city drlvl.nw; PC • postal ,:','c!_'; S • J_:_? _-cv,-le

4Sp_ed on _ _r,_dc; _ved on I0'. 4fade n,.c rek,.rtet _ut ,;,eed t_r .h)% _r_,te #.l_ _ 28 _mhr

_Ilani_evalue is :or _8 km..hr

6Reported by NASA l._wls Re_vtf_t 3enter

7_._e v,llue is for _._ k_,hr

involved in _he program and even betw_.,_n _ _.hi,:le_withiB ._ome utilities

with multiple vehicles. Uses of the v,.ili¢l_.._,'_to.',or_::eda._ passenger

ears tended to be less specific and r.ore varied than for the work

vehicles. Hultiple use purposes were reported for many o[ the pas-

senger car vehicles, including combi:_,_ti_,nsof private md ¢or,_crcial
or business use.

Primary use purpo .s most commonly reported for the

vehicles surveyed (in apptox':aat_ de._cending order of frequency

_eported) are:

De I i verv

Co,_l_tlting

Eh__,ppin_ and misc_llaneou:_ errands
Ctl._tol,_or_erv_c@

Gun,._ral pur|)t,_t, privatc ,lut,,m¢)bi].

Inter-facility 'na'l trm.k or Hl'ltlt:t].t' bUS,
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These purpo.,;_:sare generally consistent with those Idunrlfled by

studies of potential appllt:ations for electric vehicles and are charac-

terlzed by llmited range requirements, low payload requirements, and

little need for operation at high speed on major highways or freeways

or on extended or stoop grades. The surprising aspect in the reporting

Of use purpose was the number of people identifying their EV as their

only private automobile and therefore a general purpose vehicle.

9.3.2 Daily Kou_ines

Daily routines for the electric vehicles covered in the

In-Use Survey range from repetitive performance of specific routes on a

daily (workday) basis to random day-to-day use. The vast majority of

the daily routines involve less than 20 mi (32 km) of travel per day.

However, _he CDA Van and some of the Battronic Minlvans had frequent

reported daily mileage in excess of 40 mi (64 km). O_er 90% of the
vehicles in use for a year or more reported annual mileage of less _:han

3000 mi (4800 km), which is less than 15 mi (24 km) per day, even on a

250-day (workday) basis. No vehicle surveyed indicated an annual
mileage over 7500 mi (12,000 km), a daily average of less than 30 mi

(48 kin).

The EVs in use for mail delivery by the U.S.P.S. constitute

the bulk of the surveyed vehicles operating on a repetitive route basis.

Routes to which these vehicles are assigned are in urban and suburban

areas, generally of basically level terrain, and involving distances of
5 to 15 mi (8-24 km). These routes are more demanding than indicated

I by the mileage as they generally involve about 200 stop-starts and in
some cases up to 400 stop-starts. Most of the EVs in use by the

utility companies and those of Bell Telephone are involved in customer

service duty. This consists of such activities as equipment installa-

tion, removal, and repair and involves routing of the vehicle on a

demand basis, resulting in a daily routine which varies in number of

stop-starts and mileage. Such a routine requires greater reliance on

state-of-charge indicators to avoid stranded vehicles than does use on

a repetitive route.

Daily routines reported for the passenger cars generally
exhibit substantial variation. However, those vehicles used primarily

for commuting have fairly regular daily routines. Other vehicles vary

from substantial use some days to no use on many other days. These

tend to be mostly vehicles used as second or third cars for shopping

and miscellaneous errands. However, even some use of the vehicles

involved in co,mlercial applications, particularly some of the 3attronics

owned by utility companies, are used sporadically.
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Tile majority of the in-use vehicles are recharged on a daily

basis, generally during storage overnight, llowever, some vehlclcs,

primarily those with sporadic use, are charged much less frequently.
A substantial number of passenger car users reported cIiar;,ing t':eir

vehicles during daily use, as well as overnight. Some of these were

vehicles used for commuting where arrangement had been made for charg-

ing at the place of work. Additional detail on vehicle application _nd

daily routine is given in the sections for individual use programs and
vehicle models at Chapters 4-7.

9.3.3 Suitability for Intended Purpose

Success in performance of intended purpose of the vehicles

surveyed varied considerably with the vehicle and application involved.
in some cases lack of success in performing the intended purpose was

due to basic inadequacies in the design or construction of the vehicle

involved, but most unsuccessful applications were the result of a

m/smatch between vehicle performance capabilities and application

requirements. Range at the driving cycle involved was the most common

deficiency. The mismatch usually resulted from inadequate appreciation

on the part of the user for the limitations of the vehicle or demands of

the application. However, overstatement of the capabilities of the

vehicle by the manufacturer or ambiguities in manufacturers' performance

specifications were responsible for some misapplication.

Most of the vehicles surveyed were able to fulfill the duty

routine for which they were purchased or to which they were assigned.

Most of the deficiencies experienced have been in failure to achieve

expected or satisfactory reliability and cost performance. Successful

application of electric vehicles in terms of perfornance of assigned
routine is usually the result of careful planning of the application and

matching of the vehicle to it. This is done in most cases by identify-

ing an application that is within the capabilities of an available vehi-
cle. In other instances a vehicle is desi_ed for a particular applica-

tion such as in the case of the CDA Van or procured to specifications

written by the user to meet application requirements, such as in the

case of the U.S.P.S. procurement of the DJ-SE delivery vans.

Careful matching of vehicle and application is usually lack-

ing in cases in which the EV is not able to perform the assigned duty.
Some of the Hinivans involved in the EVC Program are victims of this

problem. A single vehicle model was procured for 62 individual user
utilities, and many of these did not involve their fleet managers in the

procurement. _en the EVs were received by these managers they were

assigned to routines being performed by ICE vans of similar size and in

many cases did not have sufficient performance or range to adequately

perform the assigned duty. Some utilities surveyed reported they were
unable to find any existing vehicle applications which could be satis-

factorily performed by the electric van. One-fourth of Citicar owners

surveyed reported that the vehicle was not satisfactory for the applica-

tion for which it was purchased.
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Satisfactory applications of EV's surveyed tended to be
those involving fixed daily routines which had requirements in terms of

range, speed, and acceleration which were well within the capabilities

o£ the vehicle. The delivery route application of tlte U.S.P.S. and the

commuting application reported by many of Citicar owners are primary
examples of such fixed routines. The vast majority of successful appli-

cations of existing EVs tend to involve daily mileage of less than 20 mi

on fairly level terrain in mlld climates. However, some use experience
such as that with the CDA Van and some of the Battronic Minivans demon-

strate that EVs can be capable of performing more demanding routines.

9.4 EFFECTS OF WEATHER ON USE

The most significant effects of weather on the use of elec-

tric vehicles are those associated with temperature. Ambient tempera-

tures above 90°F (32*C) often result in excessive battery water loss and

some loss in efficiency. This is generally caused by =he overcharging
of batteries which occurs when they become tee hot and has, in some

cases, resulted in battery explosions. Low ambient temperatures can

result in significant loss of range an_ efficiency. Measurements taken

by Hydro-Quebec of Montreal, Canada, snowed that =he power available in

the vehicle batteries when the electrolyte was at -5°C (23°F) was only
65% or about 2/3 of that when the electrolyte was at 20°C (68°F). Since

approximately the same power input is required to charge the batteries
at either temperature, the reduced power capacity represents a loss in

energy efficiency as well as range potential.

The effect of cold weather is illustrated by the U.S.P.$.

experience in Evansville, Indiana, where electric power consumption per
vehicle mile increased almost 50% in January over average warm weather

consumption, and range was so diminished that some vehicles could not

complete 5- or 6-mi _8- or 9-km) routes. Use experience and test mea-
surements have shown that %f an electric vehicle is in fairly constant

use (no sto_s longer than 2 hr.) during even quite cold days, the elec-

trolyte temperature does not drop enouBh to significantly deBrade per-

formance. Therefore, if an EV is stored in a heated garage overnight or

the batte'ies are heated to prevent cold soaking, the EV can operate in

cold climates with no significant loss in range or efficiency as in _he

case of the CDA Van. Passenger compartment heating in most EVs is pro.-

vided by gasoline heaters, so the vehicles generally consume a few gal-

lons of gasoline per week as well as electrical power in cold weather.

Inadequate heating of passenger compartments of EVs was frequently

reported as a problem by users.

Use experience indicates that the heavier EVs Benerally per-
form better in snow and ice conditions than their IC engine counter-

parts. This is attributed to their Breater weiBht due to batteries and

their generally lower acceleration and speed capabilitie_, which are

more compatible with opera,ion on snow or tee. U_ers of the liKhter

electric vehicles reported some problems with inclement weather opera-

tion. Many of the Clt_car owners surveyed reported prcbh'ms at_d dis-

satisfaction witi_ the way thei_ vehicle operated in bad wc,,_tiler,and

30_ reported that the/ aw)id using the vehiL:le _n bad weaLher.
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9.5 AVAILABILITY _D RELIABILITY

One of the primary attributes generally associated with
electric vehicles is high reliability. Reliability and durability are

the factors pointed to as offsetting the high in£tial cost of EVs by

enabling longer life. Therefore, determination of reliability experi-

ence £n actual use was a primary objective of the In-Use Survey. The

data collected on use experience with U.S. EVs do not support the con-

tention of high reliability as measured by failure rates and repair

costs. Availability, the percentage of time a vehicle is available for

use, generally has been adequate but not outstanding. However, the
reliability indicated by the experience with U.S. EVs should not be con-
sidered as conclusive in view of the developmental nature of the

vehicles involved and the limited amount of use experience, tluch higher

reliability and availability is indicated by the U.S.P.S. experience
with the Harbilg vans and longer time foreign use experience.

9.5.1 Availability

The percentage of days a vehicle is available to perform
its ingended use - its availability -- is an important measure of the

usefulness of the vehicle. Availability, as used in this Survey, is

defined as the percentage of days on which a vehicle successfully com-

pletes its assigned duty. Fleet operations of light duty vehicles gen-

erally expect availability to be 98% or begger. Vehicles which break-
down and are unable to complege their routes or grips and those dead-

lined for repairs are counted as unavailable. Therefore, availability
is a measure of both frequency of failures and repair time. Unfortu-

nagely, definitive data on availabiligy were not obtainable for most of
the vehicles surveyed due to inadequate record keeping or reporting.

The most detailed and comprehensive records of vehicle avail-

ability obtained were those supplied by the U.S.P.S. on both the DJ-5E
and Harbilt vehicles. Fleet-wide availability for the DJ-5E was

reported as 97%, detail records from the two largest operating sites,
San Bernardino and Torrance, showed monthly availability ranging from

94.2% -- 98.5%. Consistency of use and reporting on the other major use

program, the EVC Program, has not been sufficient to establish vehicle
availability on an overall basis. However, records of 6 specific
Battronic Minivans exhibit average availabilities of 53% to 98%.

Reports of long delays in obtaining repairs or parts by users of Citicars
and EVA sedans indicate the availability of chose Vehicles has not been

particularly good. In contrast to the availability experienced wi_h
these vehicles, the availability of the U.S.P,S. Harbilt vans has been

in excess of 99%.

a

9.5.2 Failure R_tes

The number of failures experienced as a function of time

or usage is generally referred to as the fal)ure rate. In the case of

vehicles, failure r:.te is most commonly measttr_d in terms ,)f mileage.

The failure rate,i indicat_,d b? available data on U.S. vehicles were

nearly ten times as hilh a_; failure rates for c,_mpar:_ble IC _,nqine vehi-

cles. The high rates dan be attribut_,d [ar_el_: t:o the d,,vu[opmet_tal

nature of EV_ manufactured in the Urlitcd St.t:_,_;. >[any of the, failul'_:;
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_i1 can be. expected to be corrected by design modifications and productiontmprove,,lents which occur during a Vehicle's dovo.l_pm_nt to prod.ellen

maturity. Some of the failures are also due to driver error at_d can b_

e:.pccted to ,loerease with t_me. As the re,_ult of correctio_: of _nfa.t
morta._ity problcn_, installation of modtflcatlons, and incr_,asing driver
familiarity, failure rates for the U.S.P.S. DJ-5E already exhibit a
dawns'redid which indicates that the long term failure rate will be less
than 1/3 of that czperienccd to date.

Although reported failure rates are not necessarily repre-
sent_give of electric vehicle capabilities, they do reflect current use
experience with EVs in the U.S. and Canada. Failure rates obtained
from users who could supply such records are presented graphically by
program and vehicle model in Figure 9-1. This graph shows that failures
repor=ed for vehicles surveyed generally represent races substantially
in excess of one failure pet"i000 vehicle mi, except for =he U.S.P.S.
Harbilt vans which have expt_rienced a rate of less than one failure per

i0,OO0 mi.

9.5.3 Failure Modes

In addition to failure rates, the In-Use Survey attempted

to identify failure modes of ghe in-use vehicles surveyed. Failure
mode as used here refers to the component or el_,_en=of the vehicle sys-

tem which actually failed. Determinatiou of the frequent/.' o[ incidence
of failures by mode is essential to identificatfG_ of components or
elements which may be the culpr_.tsresponsible for excessive fa£1ure
rates. The two major use programs provided adequate records and a suf-

ficlently large data base for reliab]e determination of failure fre-
quency by mode. In addition, failure modes and _requencies reported by
respondents to the mail-out survey of Citicar owners provide a breakdown
of failures for that vehicle. Relative frequency of failure modes is

presented in Table 9-5 for the DJ-5E, Battronlc Minivan, and Citicar.

_4
u ...----

_g

§3 ---.-

=_ HOKE OWNER'Sr...i.1/---

-- _ _ SURV|Y

DJ-:_E 6AtTRONIC _TTRCNIC _LC.AR CITICAR HARDILI'

I U.S,P,5, 1974-1975 o 1976-1977_ FIRMI U,S,P.$._f OIGttr_;c failure rotes _'e rhau f_. the £VC I_'oqr_ vehic!e_ _h;ch filed re_Ior re_o-ts o.d h_l accumulated
over IO00 m!. The two time pericxn re_eese,_t of_roting e:,(.'erience before and after a_le recoil.

) Figure 9-i. Failure Rates
,!
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It Is clear from Table 9-5 that the primary failure mod_s
are within the elecLrlc drive systems of these EVs. Vehicle failures
for the U.S.P.S. DJ-SE ar,_,_omewhatunder-reported because tllc_failure

=:=7: mode analysis is based on warranty repair records and some vehicle-

_ii related failures are corrected by U.S.P.S. mechanics. El_ctric drive
s.ystem failures on the Battronic Minlvan are evenly distributed among

_, components except for the motor. Only the Citicar shows the motor as aVJ_: significant failur_ mode. The controller is clearly the primary failure
mode for the DJ-SE and as such has been the focus of modificarlons by
the manufacturer. Blown fuses is the primary failure mode reported for
the Citicar.

9.5.4 Repair Times and Repairability

Reported experience with in-use electric _ehicles indicates
that repair times are quite short in terms of man-hours to make the

repair but excessive delays in getting parts needed to repair vehicles
are common. The majority of Citicar owners who reported doing their own

Table 9-5. Failure Mode Frequency

Percent of Failures Reported

Failure Mode

U.S.P.S. Battronic
Citicar

DJ-SE Minivan

Electric drive system 91 63 76

L_ttery 15 i0 7
Controller 47 I0 9
Motor I l 9
Fuses 9 lO 41

Charger (2) 12 9 I0
Charge Meter 2 12
Converter -- Ii
Otlmr 5 --

Vehicle 3 34 24

Brakes 21
Lights I --

Accessory battery I 3
Other I --

Other Failures 6 3 --

Driver caused 6 --

Unidentified 3 --

Total lO0 i00 I00
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repair work stated that _ht: whicle is easier _o repair than IC engine
vehicles buE that parts are harder to got. Warranty repair records
indicate that rapar_s for the D.I-SE require an avera_,e less than 1 man-hr,
yet many vohleles are.deadllned tar wt*eksaca time awaiting replacement
batteries and in a few eases awaitin_, mo_or or con=oiler parts. Poor or
virtually no supper= from manufacturers or d,.alers is a much too frequently
encountered complaint of EV user.q.

9.5.5 Battery Performance and Life

Battery performance, primarily in terms of life, has be_n the
single biggest problem of use exp_rlence with electric vehicles in the

U.S. and Canada. All of the in-use vehicles surveyed are powered by lead-
acid batteries, the performance of which deteriorates significantly Jn
cold weather if =hey arc allowed =o cold soak. Batteries have also pre-
sented problems in very hot weather. They tend to require excessive
amounts of maintenance time and significant amounts of distilled water.

In many case_ the batteries provide insufficient or barely adequate range
and this deteriorates as the batteries age. However, the biggest problem
=he batteries present is the short llfe =hey provide for the cost _nvolved.

i Of the vehicles surveyed, only those involved in the U.S.

Postal Service Program have sufficient accumulated use and adequate
records to define experienced battery cycle life. The U.S.P.S. DJ-SEs
have been experiencing a battery cycle life of about 300 cycles. The
manufacturer believes to have identified and solved the problem and

expects to be able to achJeve a cycle llfe of 1500 cycles in the Pascal
Servi_a application. However, the 300 cycles is reprcsenuatiee of the

'_ life reported by most other users. With the exception of the U.S.P.S.
Harbilt vehicles, none of the vehicles surveyed have been able to get
much over 5000 miles out of a set of batteries. At the daily average

mileage of most EVs this represents a cycle llfe of 250-300 3ycles.
Many users have reported much shorter battery life. However, the Har-
bilt vehicles otfer considerable encouragement as they have all accumu-
lated more than i0,000 ml without any total battery replace.menus (a few
vehicles have had one or two cells replaced).

New replacement batteries for the vehicles surveyed cost
from $400 to $3000. This cost is generally correlated with the weight
of the vehicle. Based on reported experience, battery costs for all but
the Harbilt vehicle have been running about $0.10 per mile ($0.06 per
km) for vehicles under 2000 ib and as much as $0.50 to $i.00 per mile

($0.31 - $0.63 per kin)for the heavier vehicles. However, much of the
battery replacement cost has not been borne by the user to date due

I to battery warrant.its.
9.6 COSTS

_ Total costs or llfe cycle costs of electrlc vehicles include

I initial costs, maintenance costs, ba_.tery replacement costs, t.ncr'gy
(electricity) costs, aildvehicl_ ownersitip _'osts, i.e., financiu_',
insur_mt,'e, ;rod tax_.,._. Estimat_,s of tot;i] costs h,lvo bet, n l::ad,, fL,r a
few of the use programs surveyed but utlcertainties, particularly ow_r
battery rests and r_pair costs, result in r;m_es to,> broad to b,. ,:ou-
stdered definitiv,.'. The difficulty l:t det:erm_nattou of vehi¢lt_ co_;tS 4
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_tems from the fact that Lhey are dependent on determination of so many

factors, e.g., vehicle lifo, battery lifo, maintenance requirements,
failure races, energy costs, etc. Battery costs are the source ok
greatest uncertainty because of their relative magnitude and uncertainty
as to battery llfe. Because of its dependence on battery life, battery

replacement cost is discussed in the pr_ceding subsection, Battery
Performance and Lift.

9.6.1 Initial Vehicle Costs

Initial costs or purchase prices of electrlc vehicles tend to

be considerably higher than those of comparable IC engine vehicles. This

is due _n part to the significant cost contribution of _he batteries but

primarily to low volume production, both of vehicles and components used

by vehicle manufacturers. For example, costs for large, semi-lndustrial

batteries used in the larger EVs tend to be significantly higher per

pound than the much higher volume golf car batteries. However, low

volume is not totally responsible for the relatively high initial costs

because _he Harbilt vehicle in use by the U.S.P.S. has an estimated

initial cost of $9500 in 1977 dollars, and Harbilt has produced such

vehicles in quantities of _ens of thousands for use in England.

Initial costs of the vehicles surveyed ranged from $3300 to

$10,800 in 1977 dollars (excluslve of the CDA Van for which no price was

provided). Cost of the U.S. manufactured vehicles was roughly propor-

tional to vehicle curb weight a_ a cost per pound ranging from about

$2.00-$3.00 ($4.40-$6.60 per kg) with the llghter vehicles tending to be
higher per pound. The Citicar at S3300 is competitive with subcompact

ICE vehicles but is smaller in size and considerably lighter _han most

subcompacts. It has not been a profitable vehicle for the manufacturer

at that price. The U.S.P.S. had to Day over twice as much for the DJ-SE

(includlng its charger) than it did for the ICE Jeep at _hat time,
$5?00 versus $2700 in 1975 dollars. This two-times-the-cost of the ICE

vehicle ratio is generally true for all of the EVs which are cenverslons
of ICE vehicles.

It is generally cla_med by manufacturers and proponents that
the useful life of electric vehicles will be proportionately longer than

that of comparable ICE vehicles to make up for the higher initial cost.

Use experience in the U.S. and Canada is insufficient to prove or dis-

prove this claim. However, the long term use of electric milk floats in

England indicates this to be the case for mature EVs.

9.6.2 Maintenance Costs

Maintenance costs of electric vehicles consist of the same

two major components associated with all vehicles; routine maintenance

costs and repair costs. The major difference for EVs relative to ICE

vehicles is that the primary component of routine maintenance conslsts

of battery watering, cleaning, attd checking rati_er than engine run,up.

Electric vehicles are reputed to },ave relatively low maintenat, ce costs,
but this was no_ substantiated by reported experlence with the U.S.

manufactured vehicles. Malnten'_nce Cost% were high due to battery
maintenance roqulrements and high failure rates.
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Reported routine maintenanc ,_ costs vary considerably betw_,n vehJcl_
mod_ls and u,;e program,a. This variation is largely due to the fact
that battery maintenance is the major componenL of routin_ maintcnanc_
for EVs and time required fo_."hatt,_ry m_.incenance is heavily dependent on
the number, size, and accessibility of battarlas. Routln_., maln_._panco
requirements in terms of man-hours par vehicle per yea_ ace sun_mr!zc, d in
the following table:

i _

Routine Maintenance Hen-hours

Vehlcle/User per Vehicle per Year
i

DJ-_E, U.S.P.S. 8

Battronic, EWVPP 38-116

CDA Van 48

The relatively low man-hour requirements for the DJ-SE can
be attributed to the vehicle's single unit battery and ease of access

and to some economy of scale attainable with larger fleets. These man-
hour requirements represent an annual cost of about SlO0 to _880 £nclud-
ing overhead. The U.S.P.S. reported that the DJ-SE required an average
of 30 gal of distilled water pe_ vehicle per year, representing a cost
of about $15. Ocher owners reported higher water consumption but defin-
itive records were not available.

Repair costs for U.S. EVs have been high due uo excessively high fail-
ure rates and high part costs. Indlvidual failures do not generally

requiLe siBnificant man-hours for repair. However, failure rates have
been so hlgh a_d parts so expensive that total annual repair costs have
been substantial. The best available estimates of annual maintenance

costs per vehlcl_ experienced to date are summarized in the following
table:

Vehlcle/User Routine Maintenance Repair Total

Harbilt/U.S.P.S NA NA $ 80

:=1 DJ-SE/U.S.P.S. $100 $350 $450
Battronic/E_WPP $400-1200 $150 $550-1350

Mars II/Pennsylvania P&L NA NA $790

EVE l_landers/Sea Pines NA NA $310
Resort

The above costs reflect the high failure rates of the Imma-

iI cure U.S. vehicles and can therefore be expected to decrease with lon-
ger term experience. Although maintenance costs for In-use EVs in the

-7
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U,$, and Canada have generally been much higl_er than those for compacab]e
ICE vald.cles_ which average abou_ $200 per y_ar, the U.S.P.S. e_pertence
with _|te tlarbllt vans is evidet_ee _hat EVs can have lo_r maintenance
coats than ICE vehicles.

9.6.3 E_ergy Coats

Energy cosC_ constitute a relatlwly s_all portion of _he
.... _oCal annual costs or per mile costs of el¢c_rlc vehicles. This is due

_o _he high Initial costs and battery costs which must be ammor_ized
over the life o_ _t,_, vehicle. The energy costs in all reported cases
amounted :o lees than 10Z of the total cost and in many to less than 5%
of total. Energy costs rary with electric power consumption per mile
and electric power rates. Consumption per mile varies with the vehicle,
in rough proportion _o weight, and with the driving routine. Electrical
rates vary with the location and classification of the user, e.g.,
residential, commercial, etc. Reported electric rates paid by users
have ranged from $0.01 to $O.05/kWh.

Despite the relatively small significance of energy costs to
total costs for EVs, energy consumption has received a great deal of
attentio_ from EV users. It is the single factor most commonly moni-

tored and scrupulously recorded. Users who seem to have no record of
battery or maintenance costs report energy consumption or costs in
rigorous detail. Reported energy consumption is plotted versus vehicle
curbweight in Figure 9-2. Using an average energy cost of $0.03/k_
and the consumption rate of 0.3 kNh/mi/1000 Ib (0.4 kWh/km/kg) suggested
by Figure 9-2 gives an average energy cost of $0.009/m1/i000 ib
($O.Ol2/km/kg) or about lc/mi for each i000 Ib of vehicle weight.
This would result in a range for energy costs of $0.01 to $0.061mi
($0.006 to $0.038/km) or $30 to $180/yr, which compares reasonably well
with actual reported energy costs.

Energy consumption rates of electric vehicles, and therefore
range, are very sensitive to driving cycle or routine. Those routines
involving more stop-starts per mile or higher cruising speeds result in
higher consumption per mile. In addition _o the routine, consumption
rates of EVs also are very sensitive to driving style. John Hoke demon-
strated this by driving his Citicar in both heavy-footed and conserva-
tive modes (over the same route) and obtained consumption rates of
0.42 kWh/mi (0.26 kWh/km) for the heavy-footed mode and 0.28 kWh/mi
(0.17 kWh/km) for the conservative mode. U.S. Postal Service personnel

report that heavy-footed delivery drivers can substantially diminish
vehicle range from that demonstrated in tests. This sensitivity to
driving mode is due to the fact that EVs achieve maximum efficiency only

when full advantage is taken of the fact they do not consume energy when
coasting. No use of this mode is made by drivers who only alternate
between accelerator and brake.
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_j___, ELECTRICVEHICLEIN-USESURVEYDATASHEET

APPLICATIONANDUSEEXPERIENCE

APPLICATION

• Operator
Address
Phone

• Owner/Sponsor I' _ 1

• N.mberof vehicles I -_

• Type of use /

l

L i ml I

• Time tn service (use) I Total fleet Latest vehicles
) yrs. mos. yrs. mos.

•Datly routine

No. in dell, use L l Oally mileage per vehicle 1 i

Route charactertstics Average Maxtmum Mtnimum

Runningspeed(mph) I J [, 1 [" I

Len_t.of_o._e(.tles)! !
ill

I l I I II I l l I

9ridients)
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d
.... -_- 1 1

APPLICATION(Continued)

•Oally average temp(rature Mean Maximum Minimum

,,.-. '1 [ .. '

• Cor,_entson inclement
wee,theroperation

• Gen(:ral remarkson
vehtcle application

OPERATINGANDHAINTEf4NICESTRATEGY

m
• Nomal depth of discharge I

• Rechargeprocedure I
(schedule. charge rate, Letc.)

I

• Routine maintenance
(schedule, elements, etc.) !

• Batteryreplacement
practice

• Special facilities,
strateutes, or comments

00000007-TSG07



,REL_AB_LZTY

• _.r_e.t,v,tl.bll._ F-------I
• Meanttme (or mtle&ge) I ' Ibetweenfat Iures

I
i| • . i i

• Prtmry failure modes I

• ..o. Um.torestoreto J lservice
i i i - | i ii

• Repair prob]emsor
delays

i

|, , ii • i i •

, i ....... i --

e_eneral problemareas or

i comments

00000007-TSG08
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Imm y_/_

HI ELECTRICVEHICLEIN-USESURVEYDATASHEET

VEHICLEDESCRZPTZONANDPERFORHANCE

BASICVEHICLEOESCRIPTIOH

mni nl

OType of Vehicle : .. . I

I
• Hanufacturer *) :

• i i

• Purchaseprtce : , 1

• Oate of Purchase : li n _
u

" I " 1• Heights (pounds) : CurbWeight. ! Payload
i i roll ii i i i

•Tractton Batteries: , I%nufact_Jrer, . I _del
u mn

Yoltage (_otat) ! Weight (total) I Ampere-hoursat.2 hoursdischarge rate
i

No. of I_.t.er4es

i

, , _i

• Power$ou_'cefor :
accessorles

L
ii ....

In II I II I I I

Accessortes

I IN_ l
ii • i in

• Oatt.ery Charger : t_nufacturer I Model• i im i

..........'............................ 00000007-



• _f a conversion; gtve both chasts _nufacture_ and rebutlder.

• - - ,. 4- . .:
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BASZCVElt]:CLEPERFORHAHCE
H-anufacti_er,S Spec]ftca_.tons or test results

e Range(mlles) :iat2Sm.f,h liar 35mph iS at4Smph i

'for a specific drtv4ng'_yc.vcle(e.g. SAE)Z27)'. , JR

I I• Top Speed(mph) : 80%charged 40_.charged

i i

I| i |

• Acceleration (sec) : Full ch,a_ed 80_ charged 40_ chargedi ii |

0-30 m,ph .......
0-45 mph

| i

I

Q EnergyConsumpt4,on : Rechargeenerg.vper untte I
for SAEdrtvtng c_'c|e (kw/mlle) I

• RechargeTtme : Ampere Hours
i i| i

Fas_ rate
m.L

Slow rate

[ I...... I• Bat.l".eryltfe : no. of recharges t.lme mtleage

" Grad'ab'ltt'v (mph) : at'5_"gr'd'" I at lO:_jradeIL _ " 1

• HaxtmumGrad_
Capabtllt_ (_ grade) I

• $pecta%Derfor_lnce
Capabt11ttes or
Co.wnents

O000000?-TSG 11



Congress passed a btll tttled "Electric and Hybrtd Vehtcle
Research, Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976". ThtS bill
authorized the Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) to conduct a Federal program of research, development, and
demonstration designed to promote electrtc vehtcle technologies
and to demonstrate the commercial feasibility of electric vehicles.

California Institute of Technology's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) is supporting ERDAby conducting an electric vehicle assessment
program. By completing the enclosed questionnaire you will help us
determine the reliability, serviceability, and performance of electric
vehicles now tn use. The results of this survey wtll be used for a
Congressional report as required by the Act. If you no longer have
the vehtcle, we would still 11ke you to complete the form which
tncludes space for the present whereabouts of the vehtcle.

As a non-profit research center involved in advanced technology
and space research projects, JPL has no a_fillatlon with any electric
car manufacturers or suppliers. All replies wtll be held in strict
confidence so you can feel free to commentfrankly when answering the
questions.

The results of the survey will be public information and will not
include the Identification of any individuals participating in the
survey. If you _ould like to have a summary of the survey results,
please fill in the enclosed card.

Your assistance in thts important work is greatly appreciated and
wtll help in development of new and better electric cars.

Sincerely,

Task Manager, In-Use Survey
Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program

A-8
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ERDAELECTRIC VEHICLE SURVEY

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTZON$. Put an "x" in the blanks or write in space provided,
(Rots: Rumber_ in blue should be discesarded.)

1. Do you still own and operate an electric vehicle? Yes No

a. _f No, have you sold _he vehicle? Yes ._. No

If Yes, please fill in name of new owner, i_ known.

Name

Address

City State Zip --

b. If No, and vehicle is inoperative? Explain

2. Make of car:

-- Sebrtng-Vangard Ctticar -- Other; Explain

Elcar

-- Homebuilt/Conversion

3. _f Clt lear,

Horse power? Type of side windows?

2.5 S11dlng

3.5 Snap-on

6

4. _en did you get your car? Month Year __

5. Did you have to wail for delivery at'st ordering? Yes -- .No --

a. If Yes, how many weeks?

6. Presen_ odometer (speedomecec) reading? miles

7. How of:en do you use your _ar?

Aimos_ every de'/ --Weekends

Mos_17 on wor_ daTs __ Occaslonall7

A-9
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,_ ERDAELECTRICVEHICLESURVEY(COND

@, Average number of miles driven each day? ..__._.Hlles

_ 9. Check normal uses of your car, (Check as many blanks as applicable)

-- Commuting to worR Pieasure

... All-purpose vehlcle . Business (deliveries or other)

ShoppCng and errands

i0. Do you charge the bat_erles during the day?
(for example, do you plug it in at work)? Yes No

11. }low far was the longest single trip you have made in che car?
Miles

12, How often do you usually charge the batteries?

More than once a day

Every day

Less than every day

13. Estimated number o_ char&es per "aeek

_ 14, Whe.t is the estimated time for each charge? __ hours

;- ].5. How far do you usually travel between charges?

_. Summer miles

Sprlng-Fall miles

._'_ Winter miles

16. Were you ever unable to complet._ a planned trip? Yes No

i
,.-- 17. :_ '/es, how many _imes? Expia'.._,

m,

...._"..........=-_'"--_'-_: ........ _........... ' 00000007-TSG14
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ERDAELECTRIC VEHICLE SURVEY(CONT)

"-,_. H-_ve you ever nocLced a lack of power when opera,in& at _ne listed
ou:side :empera:ure_?

'tes No Yes No

Below 3-_'F 71"F :o 90eF

330r co 50"F Over 90"F

51"F Co 70"F

19. Do you keep your _ar in ._ sara&e, Jr heat i: before use _n cold
wea:her? Yes No

20. H_s your car been unusable ._or more. :ban three days at any one time?

Yes No

If Yes, how many :imes? _ _%y?

No service Weather

Couldn't gec parrs --Other, Explain

21. Does bad weather stop you from using your car? Yes __ No --

22. Have you had :o replace any baccerles? Yes -- No __, _f Yes,

-- Power Batcez'les -- LIshtin S Batteries -- Both

23. If Yes for power bacterles, indicate all replacemencs if possible.

Under faccor_ warranc_ After warranty d%

N_ber o_ _imes Number of rimes

Number of batteries, Number of batteries each
if known cime

Car milease when -- Batteries -- _tLles
replaced

Batteries ,HAles

j_ _ Batteries -.------ Miles

-- Batteries -.------ Miles d

A-I1
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ERDAELECTRIC VEHICLE SURVEY(CONT)

24. Check any elec_romeihanical problems other than baccerles.

NO. o_ _i=es Mi!ea_e_ if 'Known

Fuses

Con:roller

Hocor

Charger

Brakes

_ody

Ocher

_f other, describe

25. Is your electric car your only _ransporcaclon? Yes No

26. Do you have an7 way co fi&ure :he cost per mile of your car?

Yes No

27. _f Yes, gi',e cos: pe: _ile ¢ end describe ;_ow you

ca:¢ula_ed :his figure

d

d

28. Do you use your :a_ _nde: :he _ '• .o_l:wing ils:ed weather _._-_+-+,._...ons_

Rain Yes :;c _Ter 90°F Yes No
_ m m

;:s Yes :;o 5slow 320F Ye_ No

Snow Yes _to

I

A-12
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NOT:CE: PLEASE DO _OT ?_T YO_ N_ ON _IS SURVEY. IF YOU WO_LD LIKE

A COPY OF THE $_RVEY P_ES_LTS,PLEASE COMPLETk THE E_CLOSED FO_g.



eLeCTRZCVEeZ:LEZ.-USESU_VE_DATASCenT

APPLICATIQNANDUSEEXPERZENCE
OF'L_EBATTRON¢C.H_N;VAN

PLEASEF.,LLOUTONE Ii -i
• Rattron4¢OATAS.Ep(ErASeS) .tnlvenNo.

Fo_EAt.._NZVAN
II I I

• OWNERANDADDRES._ I
I

I

• CONTACTPER_ON, [

DEPARTHENT.TITLE
ANDPHONE I

• TOTALMILEAGETODATE mtles I t

• REGULARUSE Themlnlvan has been or ts Presently a_slgned to regular use
wtthtn the organization (i.e. asstgned tO a stngle deoar_ment
and used for e s_oeciftc task wtth a datl_, routlne)

Yes[_] No0. If no skip to "eHAINTENANCE"on page 2
I • IH I ;

I m

I HO" _ny tyDes O_ regljler use (VartOus user E_ i

departmentsa_d/or tasks) has the mlntvan
beenassigned tot

.i II I

For each type of regular use, listing.the most extensive use i
first (mos_.mileage), please indicate. 4

Mileage Us,r Department Type of use
-- I i I i

Iu,!1 , !1 II ,, I '
I°,li ' II -- II I

...... ;!P,!1 11 I! ,,I I I | I ;

P'ii, il , II , _]
Page1 of 5
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• REGULARUSE For ea;h of _h_ two most extensive tynes of assto_m_nt to
(continued) regular use (mOstmileage), PleaSe Indtcate (excluding

do,n;tme etc. related to the recall and replacement of the
_+ front axel):

_.)

i '°"'°'"°"" I I" I +'! ikwh used kwh or kwh/mrI _ or I kwh/mt

!I LOcalitY (urbln. etc

'°'° 1 .... I! i
t (type or gradients) .........Oatly mtleage Averl_e Mlxtmum Mlntmum _veraae Maxtm,m Mtntmum

(,._hof_o.,) I 11 II i ! 11 II, I

!i s_o..._,;. --'IN !1' ! ! II II I,un.,.+speed i-- il '1 ! 11' i

a_ Rechanlcal Electrical Mechanl_al Electrlcai
,°.°,+,',u-_I It ,,I I _il

I'il I" I 1Total downtime .... Work.l work. I_+,.... ec_'_se of work- work-

failures & repairs days days I days J daysI I I

Maxlmumdowntime ...... wOr_-I work-I work-
per"_'F'Ta'_ure days days I days I daysI I I |

..... l! "' li.... !ure L "

_altlng for parts day) days | days days
I intoi i m '

""'_°°_"I....II tl tl; I(parts& labor) $ $ _ .
I t

• MA/NTENAHCE Ifa "routinemaintenanceschedule"is _vallablepleaseattachit.
If not.pleasedescribeyourmalnt,enance)ractlc)(onbatteries.

_I controller,motor, etc.) In terms ofl)r_q'uency._lement and )orlon:
T_-[

:)+)

, • i, I i in i I I I

Page 2 of 5
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• TZI_EFRAHEr Zndlcate _ and _ oF the mtntvan
tn the Calendar below; ustng the relevant letters 11sted
tn the Legend on the left side of thts page,

il JA._,,,I1._. I_ '_", I A'".lill llillllllill
,[ _Y, I Ju.t I JuLY I A_ .

._,.,:,.,_--T._ l t_l_! i I I i i I"l I i I i i I_.:[:]
P," week of purchasQO; weekof dellvery I SEPT . OCT . l, NOV ., I .OEC ,

': ""(')°' '"'_'"L]_.l_]_! ! ! I I ! I I I I 1 I I Itest1 no/prepara-
tion

U: weeks of assignment

to:'eg,la, use I aAN197SI. eee I. HAe I .Aee

wtth4n the organt-

..,o.. (u,. 11111111111111111'1different sub-
scrtpts for vartous i
typ. of ,se,t.e. I ,HAY I JU,E I JULY I AUS
u_"ua'u3'"°') [ I I i I I i I ! I I I I I I I I t IN: weeks of downttme

because of axe1 I SEPT , I OCT | NOV I DECrecall and re-

,,0°.-., l'lttt'ttllilll[ittt0." weeks of assign- • ,.
ment to other
organizations

_AN1g,6I ,,-- ii ....,A,, I. AP,III I,!11III IIIil1'11
HAY JUNE JULY AUG

I SEPT I NOV I ,OEC.
! I ! I I'li_ ! I ! I I ! I ! I !

J JANlg77 I FEe I ,,.A. L, A,,.
II il J l ! ! I I'1 I I I I I III
I HAy . I JUNE I _ULY, l AU6

llllllillll!lllll
Page 3 of S
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I"
!,

e TZHEFRAME[1 [ndtcate weekof occurancefor each fatlure tn the Calendar
be|owl ustng the re|evant letters (_elements) 11sted
In the legend on the left stde of this page.

I JA._,_4I FEB I. _". I _."
IIIIIii111111111il

--- ' llllJITIilltl-Illl_EGs.o II
m i - i ,

El.:....,m... I SEeT I. ,_T . I _v I oEc
,-_°- lll, lllillliJIIl, lll
B : Fuel g_uge
C : Conver1:er
D : Controller

E : :harg°_.lntero.1I JA,1,75I F, i _ I A_
F : Charger, externa-q- I i i i i i I i i -i i "l i i-
G: .at.s._e. I I i I I 1 I ! [ ! I I I I I. Iil
H : Aux. Satter.v

K : ....

_: ll !1 l I II 1H :

" : II I s_,T _..o_cT l ,or I oE:Mech.,,Elemen_s I i I r_l _i_l I I I I' I I I I
0 : Steertng
P : Brakes

R : Ortve Tratn { MAR I$ : eat;tery Znsp. | JAN197e I FEll APRI !

,oo. i111111111111111tlT : Other UodyPar_.s....

_'x• [i! i ! ii I 1'I I ;I I
I -- I oct, I "," I

I Il111111 11 illlr_Clf

!
I JA.1977 I _s" I CA. I AP_

I IIII _]'i I'1 !'1 't I I'/ I i1!
I. __ I _u._. . 1 _u_,,

Page 4 of 5
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If any of the three situations 14sted below apply to your
• REASONFOR user experience, please lndtcate whtch one, and the reasonwhy:

LZHITEOU_E

The Htntvan has never been ass49nedto regular use [_

TheHtn4van has beentaken ne_an.ntlv _u_ Of regular use [_]

The Htn4van has not been asst_ned un_tl recenN1_ (wtthtn
the last year) to regularuse ["1

• ii i ,i

I Reason: i i i i

Total: typesof regularuse
I I i ll

OPERATEDIN Rain?: snowor Ice?:
i • ii I i I

• PREVIOUSEXPERIEHCE Haveyou had other Electric Yehtcles tn your fleet before
_he m!ntvan, and wtthtn the last few years?

No _ Yes[_tfyes, howmany? _']
III i i i _ ! B i I

• BATTERYLIFE Oate of Repair/Replacement Mtleage or cycles Repair/
Fatlure (e.g. no of cells, between fatlures Replacement
.&Repatr whole packI etch} ..... cos_

I I! It °""'11_ iIst _cycles
l L II

,.°I il II °""'ll,_,o,, i
!

!' il .... ll '°t""'lI I3rd , . cycles | S

i ]1 II o,i.,,,i' I4th ,. cycles I $ . .
I II III

• RECHARGE Ustng the on-board charger? _ Indoor charging? 0PROCEDURE

or a separate charger? D or outdoor charging? I--'l
I I im

Scheduleand charge rate:

..... • _
= I L ._t_ I I_ I i • II I II ,

• GENERAL
REMARKS

I m I I ii u i i i[ i

Page 5 of 5 4
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, l l I

In-Ose Survey, of Electric Vehicles

OrRnn.lza.tlonsand Persons Contacted

*Denotes Slte Visit

Manufacturers *. A.M. General Mark Obert
- Wayne, H.Ichlgan

*. B. & Z. Electric Car Rcbert McCoy
Long Beach, Calif,

*, Battronic Truck Corp. Robert H. Dar_

Boyerto_m, Penn. }larry D. Yoder

• Borisoff Engineering Co. Bob Borisoff
Van Nuys, California

• Elcar Corporation Guy Stancati
Elkhart, ""'"..,_ua Robert L. Culver

• Electric Fuel Propulsion Robert R. Aronson
Troy, M£chigan

• Flectrlc Vehicle Assoc. Warren C. Harhay
Brook Park, Ohio

*. Electric Vehicle Eng. Wayne Goldman
Bedford, Mass.

i *. Could, Inc. John McClung
RolJing Meadows, Ill. Cllnt Chri_lans_,

eolian, Calif. Gary Christianson ......................
Torrance, C.11if. Fred Harden

*. Se_rlng-Vanguard, Inc. Kobert SCone
Coiumbla, Maryland Robert Beaumont

__ DJ-5E Users . U.S. Postal Service
:, Office of Fleet Management Donn Crane

i_ Washington, D.C, Dick Bowman

* San Bernardlno VMF C. Sandoval

San Beruardino, Callf• Mike Herber

'= * Evansville Post Office
b V_ Jim Guard

Evansville, I_dlana Lou Gaiser

* Torrance Post Office
& VMF George Hicks

Torrance, Calif.

• American Telephone &
Telegrnph Co. John MacDougal

Baskln_ Ridge, N.J.
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*. U.S. Postal Service John Ga_cia

Cupertino, Calif. Richard Bes_na
T_m Martln

_attronlc M_qlva_ . Alabama Power Co. Greg Reardon
s_ Birminglmm, Ala.

Arizona Publ. Service Co. Ed Zumach

Phoenix, Arizona

. :._lantic City Electric Co. Ken Ale
At_ntle City, N.J.

• Carolina Power & Light Co. George Crawder
Raleigh, N.C.

** Central Provincial _arage William Carmichael

Department of Public Works
Winnipeg, Han£toba, Canada
(Also an "EVA Sedan-User")

. Consolidated Edison Co. Edward Hansen

Astoria, N.Y.

...... Georgia Power Co. H.A. Hanson
Atlanta, Georgia

• Gulf States Utilltes Peter H. Carney
Beaumont, Texas

, Hydro-Quebec Jacques H. Beaudet
Montreal, Quebec

. Iowa Power & Light Don Pardee
Des Moines, Iowa

• Lead Industries Association runnel A. Baker, Jr.

New York City, N.Y.

*. Massachusetts Electric Co. Norman Wilson

Worcester, Mass.

. Hinnesota Power & Light Co. William Maas
Deluth, Minn.

*. New England Electric System Dean L. Gardner
Westboro, Mass.

. New Orleans Publ. Service Aaron M. P1tre

New Orleans, Louisiana
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Battronle _lhlivan . Niagara Mohawk Power Co. Mr. Lyons

Us_.rs (Con_._ Lxverpool, N,Y,

• Northern Indiana Power John 3, Hart

Gary, Indiana

*. Omaha Public Power District Robert D. Rase

,- Omaha, Nebraska Vern L. Capalitc

• Pacific Power & Light Co, Glenn Garfield
=i Portland, Oregon

)

• Pennsylvania Power & Light Richard Hamsher
_ Allentown, Penn. Norman Heck_l, Jr.

"i (Also a "Mars II-User") A1 Nease

Art Van Horn

.... Portland General Electric Bill Ferguson

!-i co.

r_ . Public Service Co. of

! Oklahoma Don Ezzell_

:_i Tulsa, Oklahoma

_'_ . Public Service Electric
i_ b Gas Peter Lewis

i_I Newark, N J. John Zemkoski

i . Puget Sound Power and Light David C. Bernauer

Bellevue, Wash.

_ • Sacramento Municipal Utility
s. District Mr. Sperry14

I *. Southern California Edison Davi_ L, Harbaugh
'5 Huntington Park, Calif. Jeff Arias

i . Texas Power & Light Co. Garry Caffey

i Dallas, Texas

i . Union Electri: Co. Charles Grand?
....! St. Louis, _Issouri

'_ • United Illuminating Co. George W. Lundqulst

i-{ New Haven, Conn.

• Utah Power & Light Co.
Salt Lake City, U_ah
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t _attranlc Ml.nivan . Washington Water Power Co. .Jan N. Wendl_

Osel _ _Canc. _ Spokam.0 Wash.

,I . Wisconsin El,ctrlc Powvr Co. Mr. Hardy

"I Milwaukee, Wise.

. Wlneonsln Publ. Scrvlce Corp. John E. Ruppenthal
Green Bay, Wise.

Cit__Car User . Nat'l Park Service John Hoke

Washington, D.C.

• Salt River Project Mr. Payne

Phoeniz, Arizona

_I Elcar t;_er . Creative Automotive Research Erwin Ulbrlch

Whittier, Calif.

*. Central Parking District Edmund S. Coy

.....,_;I Stockton, Calif.i. *. Fermi Nat'l Accelerator l.ab. Bill Williams

Batavia, Illinois Ron Currier

EVA Sedan User *. Central Provincial Garage William Carmichael
Dept. of Public Water

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

ii (Also a "Battroni,: :linivan

User")

1117: Islander User . Sea Pines Plan_ation John Ehlers

Hilton Head Island, S.C. Mr. Calvin
Russel Johnson

Mars II User . Pennsylvania Power & Light Richard Hamsher

Allentown, Penn. A! Nease

(Also a "Battronic Minivan Norman Heckel, Jr.

User")

i,l Transformer I *. Manitoba Hydro D.F. (Doug) WLalley d

,,I Use_._._r Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Homebuilt Users *. Electric Auto Association John Newell

Belmont, Calif. Bill Palmer '
Paul }lewes

Walter l.aski

Other Contracts . Dept. of Industry, Trade F.G. Johnson

and Commerce, Canadian
Government

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

')O
A_ i.i.
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O_h,_r Contrnct'_ _, F.lettrie Vehlni, C=,,ncil Ed Carol)hi,l]
Ed,son Elecrrlc Institute

New Yc.k, N.Y.

*. Electric Vehicle News G. Rogers Port£,r

Westport, ConnectJ_u_

• .I.D. Power & Associates .7.D. Pow_.m [II

Los Angeles, California

. Trans,_orta_ion D,.w,lopment E. Erdc.ly[

Agency, Canadian (;overnm_,n_
Men,real,. Quebec, Canada

• Ele_trlc Council o_ Roy C. Hill, Jr.

New England
Bedford, Ma._s.

d
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